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CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background

AGENDA
Conference Committee on Agenda
Monday, April 25, 2022, 9 a.m. – Noon
Room: TBD
Chairperson: Beth P.
Secretary: Steve S.

Conference Committee Members
Panel 71
Ruth C.
Donna K.
Matt K.
Kimberley M.
Beth P.

♦

Panel 72
Bryon B.
Mitchell B.
Sally T.

Discussion and acceptance of trustees’ committee report.
A. Review suggestions for the theme of the 2023 General Service Conference.
B. Review presentation/discussion topic ideas for the 2023 General Service
Conference.
C. Discuss workshop topic ideas for the 2023 General Service Conference.
D. Review the General Service Conference Evaluation Form, distribution process
and 2021 Evaluation Summary.
E. Discuss progress report on Conference improvement.

NOTE: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their agenda items and strive to make their
recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To be more
financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation involves a
substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the budget be part
of that recommendation.
CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A.
document. Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public,
including aspects of the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material
and the anonymity of members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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2022 Conference Committee on Agenda

ITEM A: Review suggestions for the theme of the 2023 General Service Conference.
______________________________________________________________________

Background notes:
In the early years of the Conference (1951 through 1961) the theme of the Conference
became defined following the Conference meeting itself, from taking a “sense of the
meeting.”
Definite themes came into being beginning with the 1962 General Service Conference.
We do not have documentation attesting to the selection of the topic or about the decisionmaking process at this time. However, letters mailed to speakers/presenters prior to the
Conference reveal that a definite theme was selected, before the start of the Conference.
Conference theme and presentation topics revolve around basic principles of A.A. and
can spark thought-provoking discussion at area and district meetings as well. Regions,
areas and districts often incorporate discussion of these topics into workshops, meetings,
pre-Conference assemblies, etc. This gives all A.A. members the opportunity to
participate and become more informed about A.A.
______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Suggestions for 2023 Conference Theme
2. List of Conference Themes 1951-2022

Back to Main Agenda
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Suggested Theme Topics for the 2023 Conference
1. How we can encourage the growth and maintenance of a thriving and enduring A.A. General Service
culture in our respective Areas.
2. How Areas can develop a thriving Three Legacy Culture.
3. How we can improve how we train our DCMs.
4. Growth is Inevitable
5. We are People Who Normally Would Not Mix
6. Common Perils and Common Solutions
7. A.A: Staying Unified in a Changing World
8. Match Calamity with Serenity
9. Into Action
10. Colorful Imagination
11. The World Tide of Alcoholism
12. Suit Up and Show Up
13. Willingness Patience and Labor
14. It Works in Rough Going
15. A.A. Comes of Age (Again)
16. Fair Weather and Foul
17. Sober – Now What?
18. Fun in Sobriety
19. Guarding Our Treasured Principles
20. Principles in all our Affairs (Including GSC and GSB)
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21. Together We Can (12&12, page 152, paraphrased)
22. Back to Basics
23. The Spiritual Principles behind each step
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Themes of the General Service Conference 1951 – 2022
2022 – A.A. Comes of Age 2.0: Unified in Love and Service
2021 - A.A. in a Time of Change
2020 - 2020: A Clear Vision for You
2019 - Our Big Book – 80 Years, 71 Languages
2018 - A.A. – A Solution for All Generations
2017 - Supporting Our Future
2016 - Our Spiritual Way of Life: Steps, Traditions and Concepts
2015 - Celebrating 80 Years of Recovery, Unity and Service – The Foundation of Our
Future
2014 - Communicating Our Legacies – Vital in a Changing World
2013 - The General Service Conference Takes Its Inventory – Our Solution in Action
2012 - Anonymity: Our Spiritual Responsibility in the Digital Age
2011 - We Are Responsible for A.A.'s Future – Let It Begin With Us
2010 - Practicing A.A.’s Principles – The Pathway to Unity
2009 - Our Commitment to Carry A.A.’s Message – Enthusiasm and Gratitude in Action
2008 - Communication and Participation – The Key to Unity and Self-Support
2007 - Our 12th Step Responsibility – Are We Going to Any Length?
2006 - Sponsorship, Service and Self-Support in a Changing World
2005 - Basics of Our Home Group – Recovery, Unity and Service
2004 - Our Singleness of Purpose – The Cornerstone of A.A.
2003 - Living A.A.’s Principles Through Sponsorship
2002 - Sharing the Steps, Traditions and Concepts
2001 - Love and Service
2000 - Trusting Our Future to A.A. Principles
1999 - Moving Forward: Unity Through Humility
1998 - Our Twelfth Step Work
1997 - Spirituality – Our Foundation
1996 - Preserving Our Fellowship – Our Challenge
1995 - Pass It On – Our Three Legacies
1994 - Spirit of Sacrifice
1993 - A.A. Takes Its Inventory – The General Service Conference Structure
1992 - The A.A. Message in a Changing World
1991 - Sponsorship: Gratitude in Action
1990 - The Home Group – Our Responsibility and Link to A.A.'s Future
1989 - Anonymity – Living Our Traditions
1988 - Singleness of Purpose – Key to Unity
1987 - The Seventh Tradition – A Turning Point
1986 - A.A.'s Future – Our Responsibility
1
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1985 - Golden Moments of Reflection
1984 - Gratitude – The Language of the Heart
1983 - Anonymity – Our Spiritual Foundation 1982 - The Traditions – Our Way of Unity
1981 - A.A. Takes Its Inventory
1980 - Participation: The Key to Recovery
1979 - The Legacies: Our Heritage and My Responsibility
1978 - The Member and the Group – Recovery Through Service
1977 - The A.A. Group – Where It Begins
1976 - Sponsorship – Our Privilege and Responsibility
1975 - Unity Through Love and Service
1974 - Understanding and Cooperation – Inside and Outside A.A.
1973 - Responsibility – Our Expression of Gratitude
1972 - Our Primary Purpose
1971 - Communication: Key to A.A. Growth
1970 - Service – The Heart of A.A.
1969 - Group Conscience Guides A.A.
1968 - Unity Vital to A.A. Survival, Growth
1967 - Sponsorship – The Hand of A.A.
1966 - Principles and Responsibility
1965 - More Effective Ways to Use Tools of Service
1964 - Sharing
1963 - Our Common Welfare
1962 - One Primary Purpose
1961 - Working and Growing Together
1960 - Need for Improved Internal and External Communications
1959 - Confidence – Absence of Fear of the Future
1958 - Promise and Progress
1957 - Stability and Responsibility Without Complacency
1956 - Petition, Appeal, Participation and Decision - Principles of A.A. Service
1955 - A.A. Had Truly Come of Age
1954 - Self-confidence and Responsibility
1953 - On the Threshold of Maturity
1952 - Progress – Humility and Unity
1951 - Genuine Faith – It Begins as an Experiment and Ends as an Experience

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Agenda

ITEM B: Review presentation/discussion topic ideas for the 2023 General Service
Conference.
______________________________________________________________________

Background:
1. List of 2023 Conference presentation/discussion topic ideas
2. List of Conference presentation/discussion topics recommended by Conference
1985-2022

Back to Main Agenda
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Ideas for the 2023 Conference Presentation/Discussion
1. A.A. Staying Unified in a Changing World
2. General Service: A Mighty Purpose and Rhythm, Common Perils and Common
Solutions
3. Tradition Three states any two or three gathered for sobriety may call
themselves an A.A Group: Are we an In-Person Organization Only?
4. How to best include online groups in the service structure, Walking through
Adversity
5. We Don’t Have to be Alone, Any More (12&12, page 117)
6. Birth of A.A and Big Book 1935-1939
7. What’s the difference between religion & spirituality?
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Presentations recommended by Conference
1985 – 2022
2022:

How do A.A.’s go to any lengths to Recovery, Unify and Serve?
Going Beyond Fear
How to Reach Anyone, Anywhere?

2021:

Practicing A.A.’s Spiritual Principles in a Changing World:
Recovery in a Changing World
Unity in a Changing World
Service in a Changing World

2020:

Recovery – Who is Missing in Our Rooms?
Unity ̶ Practicing Our Principles
Service – Keeping A.A. Relevant

2019:

Yesterday’s World – Our Legacies Begin
Today’s World – Demonstrating Integrity, Anonymity and Service
Tomorrow’s World – Courage to be Vigilant

2018:

Today’s Alcoholic: Inclusion, Not Exclusion
Participation in All of A.A. – Is My Triangle Balanced?
A.A. Technology: Where Innovation Meets the Traditions
Attraction not Promotion: A.A.’s Relation to the World
Group Conscience: The Guiding Force

2017:

1. Growth:
Diversity – Outreach and Attraction
Safety – Our Responsibility
Communication – Today and Tomorrow
2. Participation:
Fellowship vs. Membership
Leadership: “I am Responsible. . .”
Is Your Voice Heard?
3. Contributions:
Spirituality and Money
Fully Self-Supporting Our Obligations
Apathy and Power of the Purse

2016:

Connecting with the Newcomer
Connecting with Each Other
Connecting with A.A. as a Whole
1
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2015:

Our Common Welfare Through Gratitude in Action
1. Diversity in A.A. - Our Heritage of Inclusion
2. Safety and Respect – Practicing the Principles Begins in our Home Group
3. Safeguarding our Traditions through the Evolution of Technology
4. Inventory – Looking Back to Move Ahead

2014:

Living in the Heart of A.A.:
1. Recovery, Unity and Service – Our Responsibility
2. Passing It on Through Sponsorship
3. Participating in Our Common Welfare through Contributions
4. Inventory – A Guiding Tool to Our Future

2013:

Spiritual Principles for World Service:
1. The Triangle – More Than a Shape
2. The General Service Conference Inventory – Why is it Necessary?
3. Self-Support – What Does it Mean to the Fellowship?
4. Primary Purpose – Carrying the A.A. Message

2012:

a: Carrying the A.A. Message:
1.
Still Our Primary Purpose
2.
Social Web Sites
3.
Young People in A.A.
4.
Importance of Sponsorship
b: Change – Essential to A.A.’s Growth:
1.
Service: Our Third Legacy
2.
Spirit of Rotation
3.
Diversity – Let’s Keep Our Doors Open for Any Who May Suffer from
Alcoholism
4.
Archives – Where the Past Meets the Present

2011:

a: Alcoholics Anonymous in a Digital Age:
1.
Practicing Our Traditions in a Digital Age
2.
Carrying A.A.’s Message Online
3.
Grapevine – “A.A.’s Meeting in Print” and More . . .
b. An Informed Group Conscience: The Voice of A.A.:
1.
Self-Support – Where Do Money and Spirituality Mix?
2.
Humility – Accepting the Group Conscience
3.
An Informed Group Conscience – Using the Three Legacies
c. Diversity in A.A.:
1.
The Language of the Heart is Spoken Here
2.
The Hand of A.A. – Inclusive Never Exclusive
3.
Tradition Five – Our Primary Purpose
d. Sponsorship:
1.
Importance of a Home Group
2.
Leading by Example – Attraction Not Promotion
3
Recovery, Unity, Service
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2010:

a: Practicing These Principles in All Our “Service” Affairs:
1.
What is the Difference Between General Service and Service in
General?
2.
Love and Tolerance is Our Code
3.
Setting an Example – Attraction to Service
b: Unity Through Inventory:
1.
Our Common Welfare Should Come First
2.
This We Owe to A.A.’s Future
3.
What Happens After Inventory?
c: General Service Conference Agenda Selection Process:
1.
How it Works.
2.
Collective Participation.
3.
Communication – The Key to an Informed Decision

2009:

a: Humility and Sacrifice:
1.
Setting an Example
2.
Changing Our Perceptions
3.
Anonymity – Sacrificing Our Egos
b: Enthusiasm and Gratitude:
1.
Hope and Purpose from Defeat and Despair
2.
Happy, Joyous and Free
3.
Enthusiasm – A Gift of Inventory
c: Spiritual Program in Action:
1.
Maximum Service – Our Spiritual Benefit
2.
Persistence – The Key to Progress
3.
Living the Traditions

2008:

a. Communication and Participation:
1.
Sharing the Message of Service
2.
Our Key to Keeping A.A. Strong
3.
Leadership in A.A.: Building Communication
b: Unity
1.
Our Common Welfare Should Come First
2.
Principles Before Personalities
3.
Diversity: Reaching Out to All Alcoholics
c: Self-Support:
1.
Self-Supporting Through Members’ Voluntary Contributions Only
2.
Contempt Prior to Investigation
3.
Responsibility to Communicate and Participate
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2007:

a. Inclusiveness in A.A.:
1.
Our 3rd Tradition
2.
Growth of the Fellowship
3.
Reaching Out to All Who Want It
b. Our Primary Purpose:
1.
Attraction Rather Than Promotion
2.
Working with Wet Drunks
3.
Practicing These Principles in All Our Affairs
c. Humility and Responsibility:
1.
Expressed by Anonymity
2.
Are We Resting on Our Laurels?
3.
Raising Literature Prices or Footing the Bill?

2006:

a. Sponsorship:
1.
Presenting A.A. to Newcomers
2.
Changes in the Alcoholic Coming to A.A.
3.
Sponsorship Into Sobriety, Into Service
b. Service:
1.
Performing Service Without Expectations
2.
Leadership – An Ever Vital Need
3.
Responsibility With Accountability
c. Self-Support:
1.
An Informed Group Conscience
2.
Gratitude through Self-Sacrifice

2005:

a. Recovery:
1.
“How It Works” in Our Home Group
2.
Carrying the Message Through Practicing the Principles of Our Daily
Lives
b. Unity:
1.
“Love and Tolerance of Others is Our Code” (Alcoholics Anonymous,
p. 84)
2.
The Basket – Where Money and Spirituality Mix
3.
The Spiritual Principle of Our Twelfth Tradition
c. Service:
1.
Concept One – Final Responsibility and Ultimate Authority
2.
Minority Opinion – Are We Listening?
3.
Leadership – Responsibility for A.A.’s Future – Concept Nine

2004:

a. Our Singleness of Purpose:
1.
Our Responsibility to the Newcomer
2.
Communicating Our Singleness of Purpose
b. The Cornerstone of A.A.:
1.
Safeguarding Our Unity
2.
The Role of the Home Group
3.
Traditions Three and Five: Our Members, Our Message
4
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2003:

a. Sponsorship:
1.
Responsibilities of Sponsorship
2.
Is Sponsorship Fading Away?
3.
Working with Medical Practitioners, Other Professionals and Friends
b. Principles:
1.
What are the Principles?
2.
Living the Principles, Accepting Our Differences

2002:

a. Unity:
1.
Spirit of Rotation—Letting Go!
2.
Does Our Committee System Work?
3.
The Internet—A Part of or Apart From?
b. Inventory:
1.
A.A. Literature—Is It Being Utilized or Collecting Dust?
2.
Seventh Tradition and Spirituality—Do They Really Mix?

2001:

a. Sponsorship:
1.
The Home Group
2.
Sponsorship into Service
3.
Never Too Late to Get a Sponsor
b. Language of the Heart:
1.
Listening to the Language of the Heart
2.
Sharing Experience, Strength and Hope
3.
Passing On Our Three Legacies
c. The G.S.R.’s Role in A.A.:
1.
In the Home Group
2.
Link to the District, Area and G.S.O.
3.
Guardian of the Traditions

2000:

a. Recovery:
1.
Trust the God of Your Understanding
2.
Clean House
3.
Work With Others
b. Unity:
1.
Our Common Welfare
2.
The Informed Group Conscience and Substantial Unanimity
3.
Practicing Genuine Humility Through Anonymity
c. Service:
1.
I Am Responsible…
2.
Our Primary Purpose
3.
Spirit of Rotation

1999:

a. Our Responsibility to A.A. Unity:
1.
Home Group
2.
A.A. Service Structure
3.
A.A. Worldwide
5
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b. Many Faces—One Fellowship
1.
Accepting Our Differences
2.
I Am Responsible…
3.
Principles Before Personalities
c. Our Future Together:
1.
Sponsorship
2.
A.A. Literature
3.
Tradition Seven
1998:

a. Our Twelfth Step Work:
1.
Reaching the Newcomer
2.
Carrying This Message
3.
Back to Basics
b. Tools for Twelfth Stepping:
1.
The A.A. Member
2.
Sponsorship
3.
Literature
c. Diversity of Twelfth Step Work:
1.
Home Group
2.
Service Structure
3.
Around the World

1997:

a. Group Conscience—Seeking Our Ultimate Authority
b. Carrying A.A.’s Message Around the World
c. The Hat—Where Money and Spirituality Mix

1996:

a. Preserving Our Fellowship—Let It Begin With Me
b. Preserving Our Fellowship—Carrying Our Original Message
c. Preserving Our Fellowship—Unity and Spirituality in All Our Affairs

1995:

a. Pass It On: Recovery—Our First Legacy
b. Pass It On: Unity—Our Second Legacy
c. Pass It On: Service—Our Third Legacy

1994:

a. Spirit of Sacrifice: Bill’s and Dr. Bob’s Farewell Messages:
Bill’s Message
Dr. Bob’s Message
b. Spirit of Sacrifice in the Long Form of the Traditions:
Traditions One, Two and Three
Traditions Four, Five and Six
c. Spirit of Sacrifice in the Long Form of the Traditions:
Traditions Seven, Eight and Nine
Traditions Ten, Eleven and Twelve
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1993:

a. A.A. Takes Its Inventory
The Purpose of the General Service Conference
The A.A. Conference Relation to A.A.
The General Service Conference and Its General Procedures
b. A.A. Takes Its Inventory
Conference Relation to the General Service Board and Its Corporate
Services
The General Service Board: Composition, Jurisdiction, Responsibilities
c. The General Warranties of the Conference
d. A.A. Takes Its Inventory: Finance
e. A.A. Takes Its Inventory: The Grapevine

1992:

a. The A.A. Message in a Changing World
Our Common Welfare
Unity: Together We Can
The Language of the Heart Worldwide
b. The Joy of Living
The Newcomer: A.A.’s Future
Principles Before Personalities
Humility Through Rotation
c. Love and Service
d. G.S.O. Finances

1991:

a. Sponsorship
Help and Hope
I Am Responsible
A Way of Life
b. Our Collective Humility
How We Identify Ourselves
Anonymity—Our Spiritual Foundation
In All Our Affairs
Self-support Project—Five Years Later
G.S.O. Finances

1990:

a. The Importance of the Home Group
In Recovery
For Unity
For Service
b. Sponsorship
In Recovery
For Unity
For Service
c. Self-support
d. G.S.O. Finances
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1989:

a. Self-support
b. G.S.O. Finances
c. Anonymity
How It Developed
Its Necessity Today
Principles Before Personalities
d. Back to Basics
The Group in the Structure
Sponsorship in Recovery and Service
A.A. Literature—Tool or Mandate

1988:

a. Self-support
b. Singleness of Purpose—Key to Unity
Groups vs. Meetings
Are We Being Too Friendly with Our Friends?
Our Primary Purpose—Is Our Message Clear?
c. Focus on the Positive
Communications—Challenges
What Are We Doing Right?
Spirit of Rotation

1987:

a. Are We Carrying the Message to All?
b. Area Structure
General Service Representative
District Committee Member
Area Committee
Delegate
c. Finance
Can G.S.O. be Self-supporting Through Group Contributions Only?
What About the Birthday Plan?
Could Groups Pledge Contributions?
Group Support to District, Area and Intergroup
d. Maintaining the Basics—A.A.’s Principles
Our Primary Purpose
The Twelve Steps
The Twelve Traditions
The Twelve Concepts—How Can We Live the Concepts in Service?
e. Right of Decision

1986:

a. The Committee System
Do We Trust It?
Does It Eliminate Conflict?
b. Responsibility in Service
Why Are You a General Service Representative?
Why Are You a District Committee Member?
Why Are You an Area Officer?
Why Are You a Trustee?
8
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c. Trusted Servants
Do We Trust Them?
Ultimate Authority—Are We Listening?
Are Trusted Servants Informed?
The Importance of Rotation
1985:

(Presentation and/or workshop for 1985)
a. Will the Hand of A.A. Always Be There?
The Middle Years of Sobriety—A Dangerous Time
Are We Diluting Ourselves?
Communication Within the Fellowship
b. The Warranties
c. Beyond the Seventh Tradition—Group Responsibility
In the Meeting Place
To the Newcomer
d. Fifty Years of Caring and Sharing
In Treatment Centers
In Correctional Facilities
With Young People
In the Group
e. The G.S.R.—The Key Role
Obtaining the Most Qualified Member
The Service Sponsor

9
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2022 Conference Committee on Agenda

ITEM C:

Review workshop topic ideas for the 2023 General Service Conference.

______________________________________________________________________

Background:
1. List of 2023 Conference workshop topic ideas
2. List of Conference workshop topics recommended by Conference 1985-2022

Back to Main Agenda
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Suggested Workshop Topics for the 2023 Conference
1. How we can encourage the growth and maintenance of a thriving and enduring A.A. General
Service culture in our respective Areas
2. How Areas can develop a thriving Three Legacy Culture
3. How we can improve how we train our DCMs.
4. Guarding Our Treasured Principles, A.A.: Staying Unified in a Changing World
5. Modem-to-Modem A.A.
6. How do we practice anonymity in a world with videoconferencing?
7. How to Promote Unity Using Technology
8. Our Spiritual Heritage (12&12, page 191)
9. Trust in God and not our finite selves
10. Details about steps, traditions & concepts
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Workshop Topics Recommended by General Service Conference
1985 – 2022
2022:

The Warranties – Our Promise to the Fellowship and the World

2021:

Inform - Communicate
Involve - Act
Inspire - Attract

2020:

Attraction Through Action

2019:

Clarity of Purpose – Addressing the Needs of Our Meetings

2018:

Getting the A.A. Message Out…

2017:

Anonymity – The Spiritual Foundation

2016:

G.S.B. Brainstorming Ideas – no Workshop

2015:

Conference Inventory – no Workshop

2014:

Conference Inventory – no Workshop

2013:

Conference Inventory – no Workshop

2012:

Safety in A.A.: Our Common Welfare

2011:

How to Increase Participation in A.A. – Striving for Self-Support in All Our
Affairs

2010:

Discuss the General Service Agenda Selection Process

2009:

Language of the Heart – Keeping It Simple

2008:

Love and Tolerance, Now More Than Ever

2007:

Spiritual Value of Our A.A. Dollars

2006:

Passing It On in a Changing World

2005:

Do I Carry the A.A. Message Or My Own?

2004:

How is Singleness of Purpose Important to the Individual, Group, District,
Area, G.S.O. and Grapevine Office?

2003:

Sponsorship – Remembering to Practice Our Principles
1
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2002:

Using the Steps, Traditions and Concepts in Our Daily Lives

2001:

Love and Service
a. Carrying the A.A. Message of Service
b. Living the A.A. Principles in All Our Affairs
c. Maintaining the Spirit of Anonymity

2000:

Trusting Our Future to A.A. Principles
a. Twelve Steps
b. Twelve Traditions
c. Twelve Concepts

1999:

Moving Forward: Unity Through Humility
a. Harmony in the A.A. Community
b. Principle of Rotation
c. Spiritual Significance of Anonymity

1998:

Our Twelfth Step Work
a. In the Home Group
b. In the Service Structure
c. Around the World

1997:

Spirituality – Our Foundation
a. Spirit of Rotation
b. Working with Faith, Serving with Love
c. Unity – We Are Responsible

1996:

Preserving Our Fellowship – Our Challenge
a. Through Your Home Group
b. Through Your District
c. Through Your Conference Area

1995:

How We Pass It On:
a. Our Basic Message
b. Sponsorship in Recovery and Service
c. Communication – The Language of A.A.

1994:

The Twelfth Step in Action:
a. Where have we been?
b. Where are we now?
c. Where are we going?

1993:

A.A. Takes Its Inventory—The General Service Conference Structure
(Focus to be on the other six articles of the Conference Charter)
A Vision for Us—Where Are We and Where Are We Going?
2
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1992:

The A.A. message in a Changing World

1991:

a. Sponsorship: Gratitude in Action
b. Sponsorship: Our Three Legacies
c. Sponsorship: The Hand of A.A.

1990:

a. Home Group—Where Love and Service Begin
b. Home Group—Our Link to the Fellowship
c. Home Group—Our Responsibility and Link to A.A.’s Future

1989:

Anonymity—Our Past, Present and Future
Anonymity—Living Our Traditions
Love and Service

1988:

Our Singleness of Purpose—Key to Unity
(Per Conference: A second workshop be scheduled, if time permits, with
the subject to be determined at the trustees’ Conference Committee’s
discretion)

1987:

Unity—Let’s Talk About It
Living Sober—Growing Together or Growing Apart?

1986:

a.

b.

1985:

Letting Go of Old Ideas:
New Ways of Carrying the A.A. Message
Are We Getting Too Rigid?
A.A.’s Impact on the World
Are We Being Friendly With Our Friends?
How A.A. Cooperates

(Presentation and/or workshop for 1985)
a. Will the Hand of A.A. Always Be There?
The Middle Years of Sobriety—A Dangerous Time
Communication Within the Fellowship
b. The Warranties
c. Beyond the Seventh Tradition—Group Responsibility
In the Meeting Place
To the Newcomer
d. Fifty Years of Caring and Sharing
In Treatment Centers
In Correctional Facilities
With Young People
In the Group
3
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e. The G.S.R.—The Key Role
Obtaining the Most Qualified Member
The Service Sponsor

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Agenda

ITEM D: Review the General Service Conference Evaluation Form, distribution process
and 2021 Evaluation Summary.

Background notes:
Excerpts from the January 2022 meeting of the trustees’ General Service Conference
committee meeting:
The trustees’ General Service Conference committee reviewed the progress report
of the 2021-22 Subcommittee on Conference Improvements (SCI) and agreed to
forward the report to the 2022 Conference Committee on Agenda.
Excerpts related to the SCI progress report from the January 2022 meeting of the
trustees’ General Service Conference committee:
Year-to-Year Statistical and Comparative Analysis
The committee reviewed the request to consider a year-over-year statistical and
comparative analysis of each evaluation category in light of the SCI progress report
and took no action. The committee agreed that current evaluation approaches are
effective.
Feasibility of Quarterly Board Reports on Video
The committee received the update that a memo was sent to the board chairs to
report their perspectives on the feasibility of producing videos of board chair reports
on a quarterly basis. The committee expressed appreciation for the follow up on
this communication.
Evaluation Form
The committee reviewed the draft version of the 72nd General Service Conference
evaluation form in light of the review of the form from the 71st GSC by the
subcommittee on Conference Improvements.
The committee discussed the suggestion to include a question on the evaluation
form related to the Equitable Distribution of Workload. The committee agreed to
revise the form as follows:
(add in prior to final summary page of Conference week questionnaire)
Equitable Distribution Workload
1
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In what ways, pro and con, did the EDW pilot affect
your experience of the conference?”
1 – Not valuable 2 – Somewhat valuable 3 – Very
valuable
Value:
Comments:
The committee requested that the revised evaluation form be implemented for the
72nd General Service Conference.
Conference Week Schedule
The committee reviewed the draft 2022 Conference Week schedule. The committee
expressed appreciation for the SCI’s ongoing work related to this topic.
The committee discussed the proposal to include an additional workshop-like
session. The committee agreed to include a workshop “Your Third Legacy” on
Sunday during the Conference.
The committee discussed the format of the standing workshop schedule and
expressed appreciation for a diverse set of roles in the setting. The committee also
considered a variety of settings and agreed to a fishbowl setting for the workshop
session.
The committee also noted that the schedule’s joint meetings would need to be
adjusted to accommodate changes to support Conference committees receiving
EDW items from the trustees’ Committee on Literature.
The committee requested that the staff secretary, Irma V. and Kathi F. work to update
the Conference week schedule to include these changes for the 72nd General
Service Conference.
Conference Coordinator Note as of January 31, 2022:
Updates to the Conference week schedule and evaluation form were implemented.

Background:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2021 G.S.C. Evaluation Form
2021 G.S.C. Evaluation Form – observers only
71st G.S.C. Evaluation Summary
71st G.S.C. Evaluation Summary – observers only
November 2021 Memo from TGSCC to Board Chairs
2021-22 Subcommittee on Conference Improvements progress report (see Agenda
Item E.1)
Back to Main Agenda
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April 2022

GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE EVALUATION FORM
To: All Conference Members
Please take the time to share your experience and opinions
by filling out & turning in this Conference Evaluation.
This Conference Evaluation plays an important role in helping both the trustees’ Committee on
the Conference and the staff to plan the next annual meeting of the General Service Conference.
The 2017 Conference Agenda Committee emphasized strongly that all Conference members
have an obligation to fill out the Conference Evaluation Form so that useful decisions for
improvement of the Conference can be made.
The committees and staff members responsible for the agendas for future Conferences give
careful consideration to the comments of all delegates, trustees, directors and staff who turn in a
form.

Pre-Conference
Was the advance material and preparation from G.S.O. adequate?

( ) Yes

( ) No

Was the advance material and preparation from G.S.O. timely?

( ) Yes

( ) No

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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Dashboard
How valuable did you find the Conference dashboard?
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

SUNDAY, APRIL 24

Presentations
Please rate and comment on the value of discussing this topic in the course of this
Conference week:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

REDELA – Meeting of the Americas
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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A.A. around the World
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Lunch and Delegate Orientation by Region
Please rate and comment on the joint meeting:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Joint Meeting
Please rate and comment on the joint meeting:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

MONDAY, APRIL 25
Reports
Please rate and comment on the report presentations:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

General Service Board Report
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

A.A.W.S. Board Report
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

A.A. Grapevine Board Report
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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Finance Report
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Presentations
Please rate the value of discussing these topics in the course of this Conference week:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

1. “How do A.A’s go to any length to Recover, Unify and Serve?”
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

2. “Going Beyond Fear”
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

3. “How to Reach Anyone, Anywhere”
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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________________________________________________________________

Please rate the value of discussing this topic in the course of this Conference week:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

Special Board Presentation: Online Participation
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Workshops
Please rate and comment on the workshop:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

“The Warranties-Our Promise to the Fellowship and the World...”
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27
Mid-Week Conference Review
Please rate the following:
1 – Not valuable

_____ Sunday Orientation

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

_____ Joint Meeting

_____ Board Reports

_____ Committee Reports

_____ Presentations/Discussions

_____ Sharing Sessions
Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Regional Lunches for Delegates
Please rate and comment on the luncheon:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

THURSDAY, APRIL 28

Conference Committee Reports
Was there enough time for discussion of Conference committee reports so far?
Not enough _____

Comments:

Just right _____

Too much _____

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

General Sharing Session-What’s On Your Mind
Was there enough time for general sharing session-what’s on your mind so far?
Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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Not enough _____

Comments:

Just right _____

Too much _____

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

FRIDAY, APRIL 29
Presentation
Please rate the value of discussing this topic in the course of this Conference week:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

G.S.O. Publishing
Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Conference Committee Reports
Was there enough time for discussion of Conference committee reports?
Not enough _____

Comments:

Just right _____

Too much _____

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Presentation/Discussion Sessions
Please rate the overall value of holding presentation/discussion sessions in the course of
the Conference week:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Conference Participation
Was the participation of:
Delegates

Directors

Not enough

________

________

________

_______

Just right

________

________

________

_______

Too much

________

________

________

_______

Comments:

Staff

Trustees

________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Conference Week
Please rate the following:
1 – Not valuable

_____ Committee Reports

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

_____ Presentations/Discussions

_____ Sharing Sessions

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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Equitable Distribution Workload
In what ways, pro and con, did the EDW pilot affect your experience of the conference?
1 – Not valuable 2 – Somewhat valuable 3 – Very valuable
Comments:

___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Suggestions For The 73rd General Service Conference
If you have suggestions for improving the Conference (e.g. schedule of Conference activities,
meals, hotel accommodations), please list them here:
1.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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2.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

4.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

5.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

6.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Delegate

( ) Director

( ) Staff

( ) Trustee
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APRIL 2022
GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE EVALUATION FORM
To: All Conference Observers
Please take the time to share your experience and opinions
by filling out this Conference Evaluation.
This Conference Evaluation plays an important role in helping both the trustees’
Committee on General Service Conference and the staff to plan the next annual meeting
of the General Service Conference.
This year the Conference Coordinator thought it would be helpful to collect information
from the many Conference Observers who participated this year’s historic return to an
on-site General Service Conference experience.

Conference Manual
Please rate the value of the Conference Manual in providing you information about the schedule
of Conference week’s events:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please rate the value of having an electronic version of the Conference Manual available for your
use:

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Zoom Operator

( ) Zoom Usher

( ) GSO/GV Staff

( ) Trustee Emeriti
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1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

Value:

________

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Conference Role
How was your training and preparation for your role(s) in this year’s Conference?
Describe:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Was your participation, actively and as an observer, at this year’s Conference useful and effective
for the Conference as well as the service office(s) GSO and GV?
Describe:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Zoom Operator

( ) Zoom Usher

( ) GSO/GV Staff

( ) Trustee Emeriti
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Conference Week
Overall Experience
Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Zoom Operator

( ) Zoom Usher

( ) GSO/GV Staff

( ) Trustee Emeriti
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Suggestions for the 73rd General Service Conference
If you have suggestions for improving the Conference (e.g. schedule of Conference activities,
virtual experience), please list them here:
1.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

4.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

5.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Please indicate whether you are:
( ) Zoom Operator

( ) Zoom Usher

( ) GSO/GV Staff

( ) Trustee Emeriti
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71st GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
EVALUATION SUMMARY – CONFERENCE MEMBERS

Pre-Conference
Was the advance material and preparation from G.S.O adequate?
Was the advance material and preparation from G.S.O. timely?
One hundred twelve (112) Conference members responded to the questions on this page
of the Conference evaluation:
Delegates:
Trustees:
Staff Members:
Directors:
Times Answered:
Times Skipped:

78
11
9
4
102
3

In response to whether the advance material and preparation from G.S.O. was adequate,
the following replies were recorded:
Was the advance material and preparation from G.S.O adequate?
Yes:
103
No:
1
No answer:
0
Times Answered:
104
Times Skipped:
1

Was the advance material and preparation from G.S.O. timely?
Yes:
92
No:
12
No answer:
0
Times Answered:
104
Times Skipped:
1
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In this second virtual Conference, most respondents agreed that the advanced material
and preparation from G.S.O. was timely (“Bang up job, team”), however numerous
comments were made expressing a desire and/or need for materials to be distributed
earlier. Most of the critiques centered around not having received material in “a timely
manner” and the “slow rollout of the entire background” along with more than a few
comments requesting that translations be made available earlier. According to the
comments, many respondents would be very grateful to have material earlier. One
Conference member said simply, “Could have used one more day with the Conference
Manual” and another wrote, “I was disappointed we did not have our manuals before
Friday! I am old school and prefer a printed copy. I was out getting my copy made at 8:00
pm Friday night.” Another wrote that “the Conference Manual does need to be provided at
minimum a week in advance to Conference.” A few expressed frustrations that not having
the material sooner inhibited personal familiarization with the material, as well as affected
how well they could “adequately prepare our districts and ourselves for a pre-Conference.”
Conference members were decisive in their appreciation for the accessibility of the
information necessary: “Thank you! I have been super impressed at how accessible all the
information we need is. It almost seems like it might be coming too fast for a simple guy
like me.” Another respondent acknowledged that the material was adequate, but “I must
admit getting the trustees' committee reports within a week of the Conference did not give
me enough time to read most of them, instead focusing on my Conference committee,
Literature. In spite of months of prep, I was still getting group consciences on agenda items
up until several days before the Conference, so there was no time to read this additional
information.”
Dashboard
How valuable did you find the Conference dashboard?
When Conference members were asked to rate the use of the dashboard, their
comments were recorded and tallied. Here is the breakdown:
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

92
11
0
104
1
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CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
For the most part, many Conference members were generous in their praise for the
Conference Dashboard. “It’s perfect!” said one, while another commented, “I find the
dashboard very helpful. I don't know how we could do it without it with so much
background.” Another wrote, “having everything in one navigable place is excellent.”
Others noted improvements from last year: “The Conference Dashboard improvements to
the structure of the folders and layout for more mobile device friendliness, primarily Tablets,
not phones, has helped.” Similarly: “I don't know if the organization is better or I am more
experienced, but the dashboard seemed more intuitive this year than it did in 2020. Again,
if nothing changed, it was just my learning curve in figuring it out.”
While no one thought the dashboard was not valuable, delegates did offer some helpful
comments regarding how to make it more user friendly. One delegate agreed that it is not
as “user friendly as it could be, [and] it would be nice to have a preview mode.” Other
delegates seemed to concur with this thought and pointed out that “We had trainings like
the mock Conference and Zoom, [so] I think one on the dashboard would be good.” One
Conference member summed up these thoughts for improvement to the dashboard’s easeof-use: “Low priority item, but the dashboard needs some development hours with input
from those who are using it as a resource i.e. delegates, trustees, directors, staff. It isn't
intuitive and feels and looks clumsy and sometimes behaves that way.” Finally, one
member cited appreciation “for the improvements to the structure of the folders and layout
for more mobile device friendliness, primarily Tablets, not phones,” and noted that “steps
can be taken to make this tool even more mobile optimized.”
Of course, some will always prefer hard copies (“still getting used to the dashboard…so
used to paper” and “I would have preferred a binder for my notes. The information was
hard to find.”), but the general sense of the dashboard and its ease-of-use was summed
up this way: “Once I got used to where to navigate for the documents, it was very valuable.”

How valuable did you find sharing information from the dashboard with members
of your area while preparing for the Conference?
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

78
15
0
93
12

This year’s Conference members found increased value in sharing the information from
the dashboard with members of their area while preparing for the Conference. During the
last year’s Conference, 7 members rated the dashboard as “not valuable” in this area, while
not one of this year’s (71st) Conference members found it “not valuable.” In addition, an
increased number of members rated it “very valuable.”
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CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
Members were most pleased with the ease of receiving and accessing background material
and information—and then being able to share with their areas. Members were just as
pleased with the stellar communication by Patrick regarding an addition or update, as well
as “directions on how to find something new.” “Patrick kept the info flowing and helped with
the instructions on every email to where to go and to follow to get the documents that were
loaded. That helped a lot at first with navigating.”
One comment from a Conference delegate noted that downloading background material
from the dashboard and then uploading it to Google Drive in order to share with their area
seemed like an unnecessary step: “If we all had a link we could share with the Fellowship
it would skip a very time-consuming step.”
Summing-it-all-up comment:
“Sharing background material is an extremely important part of our Area's process. Being
able to access everything I needed for our pre-Conference process, download it, etc. was
great. I particularly found the hyperlinks extremely helpful. Moreover, when Patrick would
send email notifications (including instructions on where to access materials within the
dashboard) [it] was incredible.”

Virtual Platform Training
How valuable did you find the virtual platform tutorials and live training sessions in
preparing you for the first virtual Conference experience?
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

61
33
3
97
8

Post Covid-19, Zoom seemed to be old hat, as evidenced by such comments as:
•
•
•
•

“I have had 3 Area Assemblies using the Zoom platform.”
“I am very technically competent so there was little new for me, but it was good
stuff.”
“Was already experienced with zoom but I was able to learn a few new tricks
Value was as best possible. There’s been a world of Zoom experience in the last
year; I felt well prepared before and after the training session.”

Some members could not attend due to work conflicts or other reasons. Many members
expressed gratitude for “Mike, Patrick, the whole team” being so “knowledgeable and
willing to help.”
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Joint Meeting
Please rate and comment on the joint meeting experience:
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

80
12
0
92
13

According to the numbers, the delegates greatly valued the joint meeting. Many remarks
skewed positive:
•

“A good way for me to get comfortable with the Conference environment.”

•

“The dialog with the Trustees is EXTREMELY beneficial. There should be much
more of this kind of communication throughout the year! Very much a two-way
street." “Great to see a picture of the delegate on roll call.”

•

“Extremely informative, thank you.”

Others were more subdued in their praise and expressed reservations about its usefulness
or efficacy:
•

“My joint meeting experience seemed to take on more of a 'meet and greet' role than
a 'question and answer about the trustees’ committee report' role. I thought that the
latter was much of the purpose of the joint meeting.”

•

“It's good to meet and mingle, but I'm not sure that there was much to learn that
wasn't in various written reports and committee reports with our trustee chair on
Literature. David N. did a great job.”

Finally, Conference members offered some suggestions for future joint meetings:
•

“Should have been a little longer - with optional social time afterward.”

•

“I think we should continue to have joint meetings prior to the Conference. Then, in
the in-person version, could still exist to just clear up any last-minute items.”

•

“I appreciated the approachability of the trustee committee. It did seem that the
focus of discussion was supposed to be on the board report and Conference
committee attendees shifted it elsewhere a bit.”
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Board Reports
General Service Board Report Presentation — Prerecorded
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

77
18
1
96
9

Delegates shared mostly positive responses regarding the pre-recorded General Service
Board Report Presentation. “Informative” was a word used more than once. A few pointed
out that “it was essentially the same as the written report.” Many shared their appreciation
that the presentation was pre-recorded, and they could view at their own leisure, as well
as view it before the Conference: “I liked being able to watch them before the Conference
started” and “It was a time saving tool that was helpful because I could review at my own
speed and take notes.”
While some merely commented that they hadn’t yet seen the video, those who did see the
video often commented in a similar fashion to this delegate: “I enjoyed this way better than
if it was live. I was able to take it in better.”
In the minority, two critical reviews were included in the comments. One suggested an
earlier release: “…these came in so late I was not able to read them before the Conference.
Not even the pre-recorded reports.” Another delegate suggested that it be conducted “In
person with time for Questions and answers. ... Recording ahead of time precluded the
most up to date information and the lack of spontaneity that in-person reports provide
limited the exchange.”
Most representative comment: “The fact that it was pre-recorded was great. As far as the
content of the report itself, it felt like it was a 300-foot view and did not venture into specifics
too much. I am a first-year delegate, so I am not sure if that is how it always is or not.”
A.A. Grapevine Board Report Presentation — Prerecorded
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

75
16
1
92
13
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CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
Most respondents made similar comments reflecting thoughts and observations made in
the G.S.B. Report Presentation, such as “Pre-recorded reports is an excellent idea and
worked well. I was able to watch it, pause it, write down my questions, etc.” and “It was a
time saving tool that was helpful because I could review at my own speed and take notes.”
As with the report presentation of the General Service Board, more than a few commented
that they had not yet seen the pre-recorded presentation due to time constraints, etc. and
one delegate commented that it “needed to come out earlier.”

A.A.W.S. Board Report Presentation — Prerecorded
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

77
13
1
91
14

As the numbers indicate, this presentation was well-received: “Informative and very
valuable.” In a similar fashion, while respondents thought the pre-recorded reports were
“great” and “very informative” one queried, “…if they are recorded so early can they get
posted earlier?” As with the other pre-recorded reports, comments ran in a similar vein
toward appreciation for the recorded aspect and the ability to “stop and restart or backup
to understand better” and “Wonderful presentation, and then the pre-recorded element
allows for later review which helped ease the need for full capture during presentation.”
One delegate, however, did state that “in person with time for question and answers would
have been preferred.”
Of note to Conference planners are comments that respondents “didn’t get to them before
the Conference.” Indeed, many comments indicated that they “Haven’t seen it yet,” “Didn’t
see the Video yet,” and “Haven’t viewed.” Finally, one commenter indicated that not only
did they not see it, yet, but: “Was not aware of the pre-recorded reports.”

Conference Manual
Please rate the value of the Conference Manual in providing you information about
the schedule of Conference Week’s events.
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

94
9
0
n/a
n/a
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CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
Overwhelmingly positive, delegates were effusive in their praise for the Conference Manual
in providing information about the schedule of the week’s events.
•

“Very, very useful. Thank you.”

•

“Whoever had the idea of this. This was great!! Everything I need, every link I
need. All the information and reports given all in this one manual. Very valuable.
Thank you!! That was a lot of work but appreciated.”

•

“Superb job”

•

“Everything in one place, great.”

As usual, time was an issue. One delegate wanted more: “I wish I had a couple extra days
to digest the manual prior to the beginning of Conference. I have been using the Manual
as a consistent reference but didn't get a chance for thorough review prior to Conference.”
And another felt that “It would be nice to have a couple of days to go through it thoroughly.”
Still another wrote: “Was it sent out a day before the Conference? As above, came out too
late. That being said, I'm relying on it extensively during the Conference and find it an
invaluable tool.”
Embedded links/hyperlinks were a hit with respondents: “Love the content and
hyperlinking. More can be simply posted to the Dashboard earlier” and “The handy
summary with Zoom links at the beginning is a particularly useful tool.”
And finally, one of the most positive comments revealed how technology is a blessing
when it comes to copious information: “When I saw the 200+ page document I
immediately thought, Oh no, here we go with even more to try to remember. After the
thought struck me that you all wouldn't expect me to remember all this in such a short
amount of time (and scrolling to see how well laid out it was), it has turned into one of the
best tools I have used yet .... it is only not even day 1 yet!!”

Please rate the value of having an electronic version of the Conference Manual
available for your use.
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

90
10
1
101
3
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CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
The electronic Conference Manual was loved by nearly all respondents. One immediate
request was: “please do not return to hard copy manuals when we meet in person, except
by special request.” The reasons for this were varied: “I manage my carbon footprint and
prefer an online version” and “Since I am adept at 'word search,' having an e-copy of the
Conference Manual is very useful” and “very much preferred having it electronically.” Even
those for whom electronic meetings and documents were not second nature professed
appreciation for the e-manual: “I am not always so tech savvy, but I found this very easy to
navigate!!”
Users consistently expressed appreciation for embedded links that made references and
participation easier: “It was great to be able to use the live links. ... I could have it up in the
background all day for quick reference” and “The digital version with hot links is perfect.”
While respondents really liked using “Zoom links to get to meetings,” some “paper people”
responded “…. I still printed mine out” and “[It was] great for the links, but I printed - can't
read much on the screen w/out eye fatigue.” One delegate wrote, “I am a paper person.
So, while I embrace the digital information, I’ll always print those items that are important
for me. So, in the future, receiving the manual with more than 12 hours to download it, have
it printed, bind it, and review it, may be helpful for those who are bonded with their fountain
pens.”
Overall, responses were positive in the brief “So clear” and in the lengthy “Extremely
helpful. Even with a printed copy, there is so much for a first-year delegate, having a
searchable electronic document allows me to find what I can't seem to get to quickly in the
printed form,” as well as in the specific: “Electronic material is far superior to paper. The
ability to use Control F and perform a word search makes it so easy. Moreover, the addition
of the hyperlinks to navigate was incredible.”
Of note to Conference planners were a few (but very few) glitches users encountered: “The
electronic version worked better at getting around using the links. When I saved the
document, I lost the link function” as well as: “If you didn't download to a .pdf the webbased version would go to Zoom. You had to go back to use again.” Finally, one user
suggested: “It would be nice if the reports were broken out into their own documents, too.”

Saturday, April 17, 2021
Presentations
Hospitality session
Please rate and comment on the hospitality session experience. (No comments captured
for English participants, only French participants)
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Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Although no English-speaking participants were captured in these comments, Frenchspeaking members were unanimous in their praise: “It allowed us to meet all of us together.
Thank you,” “This helps break the ice!” and “I loved this session.”
1728 Meeting
Please rate and comment on the 1728 Meeting experience. (No comments captured for
English participants, only French participants)
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

While no English-speaking participants were captured in these comments, Frenchspeaking Conference members conveyed a positive experience: “Very nice meeting.
Thank you and I learned why this meeting is named 1728” and “It is touching to hear the
administrators (trustees)…A lot of humility and wisdom.”
Remote Communities
Please rate and comment on the Remote Communities session experience. (No comments
captured for English participants, only French participants)
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

While comments for English-speaking participants could not be reported in the designated
section, a French-speaking delegate affirmed the session’s usefulness: “Meeting allowing
us to see the issues a little better. Not only distance but also cultural!”
However, one English-speaking delegate, not to be deterred on offering feedback, did
comment on this session – but within the comment section for the Conference E-Manual
Evaluation, so that text is transposed here:
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“There is nowhere to comment on the sessions below, so I am doing it here. I found
the Remote Communities session seems to be getting watered down and we are
losing sight of our original definition of remote. I felt this session was an
Accessibilities meeting and was not really dealing with the issues of the expanse
and vast areas of the north. I don't consider a seniors’, for example, community
remote. I think we need to re-define this and look at this session again. Remote
originally was defined by language, culture AND geography. It was never intended
to be an either or. All good issues were brought up but we're 'missing the boat' on
reaching the alcoholics in our far north regions of Canada and Alaska.”
Please note that since this was the only comment recorded, aside from one other, it is not
meant to be representative of the whole Conference body.
Archives Presentation
No comments were recorded or captured for any participants.

Sunday, April 18, 2021
Opening Session
One hundred nine (109) Conference members responded to the questions on this page
of the Conference evaluation:
Delegates:
Trustees:
Staff Members:
Directors:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

78
12
5
4
98
4

Response Summary:
Total Responses
99
Completer Responses: 99
Incomplete Responses: 0
Opening Session:
Please rate and comment on the Opening Session experience.
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Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

84
16
1
101
1

Comments:
Respondents to this question on the value of the Opening Session of the General Service
Conference overwhelmingly agreed that it was valuable: “Very useful. Great opportunity
for togetherness. Spiritual. Welcoming and time permitted to breathe.” Responses included
specific reasons why members felt it was a very valuable experience: “Michele addressing
the events of the 70th GSC showed the Conference that accountability is present at all
levels of our service” and “Good lead in with mapping out expectations for the week.” First
year delegates also expressed their appreciation: “Since I am a first-year delegate, I found
it to be so important and allowed me to feel more at ease” and “Well organized. Making me
as first year delegate comfortable and ready for this.”
Many members took the opportunity to express gratitude and admiration for staff, and
Patrick, in particular: “Mechanics of the Conference etc... I was so glad when Patrick sent
us their scripts. Very hard to follow along as our documents did not mention the Zoom
platform, etc...” and “Patrick you really have outdone yourself. The Conference is running
smoothly.”
Many comments mentioned the impact of roll call, such as: “The opening and roll call is
very moving - gets me 'ready,' as well as appreciation for the 'unmuting' after roll call and
its 'ice-breaking' effect. One member commented: “I had heard from past delegates that
the experience of roll call was a momentous event for them that was difficult to describe.
Having experienced it on a virtual platform, I am equally without words, except that I will
pass on to the next delegate that it is a unifying experience & urge them to be mindfully
'present.'” Finally, from a French speaking delegate: “Like I was told, the roll call of the
delegates was very emotional. I had the most wonderful feelings.”
Members did point out that sessions running over cut into break time: “Unfortunately, we
didn’t get quite as much of a break as planned. But it was important and well done.” Some
members pointed out that “It was a lot of information in a short amount of time could have
been in 2 sessions” and “More time needs to be scheduled to get through all the
information.”
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Some Conference members pointed out things they would like to see changed or
considered, such as “The session is boring. Very one directional in the communication.
Needs to be spiced up, training videos could help, role play scenarios where we practice
the Conference processes of debate and discussion.” Another praised the information but
made a plea to keep sessions short: “The information is very valuable. I just wish you would
stay with the time constraints as the brain and the body need a break. Can you limit the Q
& A to just questions? There are some delegates you can count on to always go to the
mike -- sometimes with just a statement of praise or gratitude. This often limits others from
being able to pose a legitimate question.”
Board Reports
General Service Board Q&A Session:
Please rate and comment on the G.S.B. Q&A Session experience.
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

80
20
0
97
2

Comments:
One commenter wrote: “I appreciate what the chair had to say about what transpired at the
last Conference. An excellent example of applying the spiritual principles in our lives.”
Appreciation for the chair’s talk was the dominant theme in many comments, as others
wrote: “great”; “class act for sure, Michele will be missed”; “I appreciated the genuine talk
from Michele and hope that heals some old wounds”; “I appreciated listening to Michele G.
She was courageous.”
While a few Conference members did not find the value of the pre-recorded reports
valuable (“Rehash of recorded report not valuable. Question opportunity valuable. The
chairs should just give their report live”), many did: “This combined with the pre-recorded
videos were great.” One humorously positive response quipped: “Having the pre-recorded
board report is something we should continue to do every year. One of the best things to
come out of the zombie apocalypse are the pre-recorded board reports :)”
A.A.W.S. Board Summary Q&A Session:
Please rate and comment on the A.A.W.S. Board Q&A Session experience.
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Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

86
13
0
96
3

Comments:
Six more commenters found the A.A.W.S. Board summary question and answer session
more valuable than the General Service Board Summary Q&A session. Many expressed
appreciation for Beau and the material he presented: “Great presentation by Beau B. He
was very informative and answered all the questions after the presentation very well. He is
very knowledgeable about the initiatives being implemented at A.A.W.S. I appreciated all
the details.” Another Conference member gave a particular reason for this session’s
usefulness: “This session was most valuable as the questions asked were ones I would
not [have] thought of and the people who answered them were very knowledgeable and to
the point.”
As with other pre-recorded reports, Conference members found having the pre-recorded
reports invaluable to better understand the material in the live report: “This is what a report
looks like and it filled in the blanks and built on the pre-recorded.”
However, while many found great value in having the pre-recorded portion available, only
a few others thought that it was “re-hashed” and “not valuable.” Many appreciated Beau’s
willingness to answer questions from those who could not view the pre-recorded report:
“Beau did a great job answering questions and so enthusiastic. He is willing to answer even
later for those that have not watched the video, great!”
As is common when material is plentiful, but time is not, the issue of how to best use time
was central in a few members’ minds:
“I wanted to share that having the Conference Committees meet after a full day of
reports was not conducive to getting our work done. I think all of us were pretty
drained. When we got to one of the more complicated agenda items, we voted to
put it off until tomorrow because none of us was thinking that clearly. Not sure if
there is a solution? Perhaps if the Committee work came after lunch or a longer
break of an hour or more, we could have been more productive. As it was, we went
from Kathi's GV report right into Committee work with no time to rest and shift gears,
so that detracted from our efficiency.”
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Another delegate wondered, “I wonder if we develop a 'Welcome to Conference' video,
maybe from the G.S.B. chair, which reviews the portions of the Conference (e.g.,
Conference committees, reports with debate/deliberation, board and financial reports,
presentations, etc.,) and the 'to do in advance' instructions, maybe that would help?”
AAGV Board Summary Q&A Session:
Please rate and comment on the AAGV Board Q&A Session experience.
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

80
19
0
96
3

Comments:
The great majority of commenters (approx. 80%) found the AAGV Board summary question
and answer session very valuable and the comments show it: “Great report and equally as
great information. I believe I learned more about the Grapevine operations by attending,”
“Wonderful,” and “This was excellent, and I learned so much by listening to the questions
that other Conference members asked (and hearing the responses).”
Some comments questioning the viability of pre-recorded information plus additional live
comments were identical to comments posted from other Board Q&A sessions, such as
“Rehash of recorded report not valuable. Question opportunity valuable. The Chairs should
just give their report live,” and “The Board chair has to explain what was in the prerecorded
message, basically report again. Some members had watched, and others had not. I think
doing it live is better, whether virtual or in-person.” Other comments, also similar to previous
Board sessions, were distinctly positive, affirming that the combination of both pre-recorded
and live reports was useful: “This is what a report looks like and it filled in the blanks and
built on the pre-recorded. The pre-recorded report lacked the personal experience that
made the report informative and genuine” and “Same combo of prerecorded video and this
were great.”
However, some other comments were pertinent to the material the Grapevine Chair
presented in the session: “Great presentation by Kathi F. Very helpful information about
the financial health of the Grapevine and some encouragement to our areas on how to
protect future health” and “Good presentation, Kathi. I hope the Conference members were
stirred enough to get the GV and LV back on their feet.” One delegate pointed out that they
“could have used more facts and figures on profit, circulation, etc...” while another wrote:
“Kathi was thorough. I would still like more information on the "Ingram" platform (and why
we were booted from Amazon in the first place).”
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Monday, April 19, 2021

Conference Committee Reports and Presentations
Delegate
Director
Staff
Trustee
Times answered:
Times skipped:

66
3
2
11
81
2

Response Summary:
Total Responses:
Complete Responses:
Incomplete Responses:

80
80
0

Finance Report Presentation:
Please rate and comment on the Finance Report Presentation.
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

70
13
0
83
0

Comments:
Many, many delegates and others offered thanks to Leslie for a “wonderfully detailed and
informative report.” In fact, the word “detailed” was often repeated in comments and seems
to be the most descriptive word for the report given. Along with detailed, many commentors
found it understandable and thorough. One person wrote: “I am not a 'numbers' person,
and Leslie's presentation was easy to follow. It would have been nice to have received it
sooner, as my printer was competing with her voice at the outset. Still, it was also good to
have an audited report. I understand that was an issue last year.”
A few members, however, pointed out that they did not “find the Region-by-Region
comparisons to be helpful. Voluntary contribution levels are not a competition; rather, they
reflect a spiritual connection - combined with a deep desire to belong - that connects A.A.s
across the globe.”
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At issue for other Conference members, however, was the lack of adequate time for
questions, as more than a few commentors pointed out a lack of time for questions: “Please
allow more time for this in the future, so that both the presentation and Q&A have adequate
time” and “went very long, no time for questions.”
In summing up views on the Finance Report, one member thoughtfully provided an
overview that was shared by many:
“The content was factual and fully informative. A vital necessity in our Fellowship.
Leslie's presentation was candid and knowledgeably presented and I felt that, in the
end, I had an excellent sense of A.A.'s financial realities as they actually exist.
She and Paul K. were careful to not forecast future expectations that are still largely
unknown. Their conservative caution about conditions on the ground and ultimately
the fellowship's performance seems apropos.”

A.A. International Presentation:
Please rate and comment on the value of discussing this topic in the course of this
Conference Week.
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

63
15
2
80
3

Comments:
There were many positive comments on both the “excellent” and “very informative and
enlightening” presentation and the value members found in it. One delegate summed up
all the positive comments in one: “True view of A.A. on a larger scale, invaluable insight,
humility and gratitude for the coverage of International efforts.” Only three comments
expressed a wish that the time slot was filled with something else, such as “Written report
would suffice. Would rather have this removed instead of Delegate's Area highlights” or “In
retrospect, this would have been a good time slot for Committee work”
26th World Service Meeting Presentation:
Please rate and comment on the value of discussing this topic during this Conference
Week.
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Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

55
23
3
78
2

Comments:
About 68% of Conference members found the presentation “very” valuable. One delegate
shared her emotions during the report: “Cried the entire time. So emotional. We are all
connected. So incredible to hear from our trustees-at-large. Inspiring, Hopeful, Insightful,
Goosebumps all over, loved it,” while another member shared the specifics of what they
found valuable: “It was great to hear about how the process came about and how the World
Conference members came together spiritually even though they couldn't physically.” As
with other presentation comments, a very small minority of members wanted more time for
“Committee Reports and Discussion/Voting,” but by and large, most comments seemed to
agree with another’s thought:
“… This is a nice break from the regular business reports...To hear some of the
stories and things that our Trustees-at-Large/US and Canada are doing and have
been doing is inspiring. The work that you all did to get the World Service Meeting
coordinated in 7 weeks is astonishing. We are the 'mother ship' so leading by
example is vital and we need to hear the positive things that are happening. Maybe
some of us will stop nitpicking and start focusing on helping the people that are
suffering. Isn't that why we are all here?”
General Sharing Session - What’s on Your Mind?:
Please rate and comment on the General Sharing Session.
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Comments:
While data on whether participants found the session Very Valuable, Somewhat Valuable,
or Not Valuable was not captured, the general feeling of the comments written tended
toward a majority of “very valuable:”
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•

“Very valuable.”

•

“I loved this as I heard things [that] I have an interest in and the question I asked
was answered well.”

•

“Great questions and answers! Gained a greater appreciation for fellow delegates
and our incredible team at G.S.O.”

•

“Went more smoothly than when we are live. Lots of questions across a variety of
subjects with excellent answers among a variety of staff.”

•

“Very valuable! I think more time for sharing sessions throughout the week would
be a good idea.”

Not everyone valued the General Sharing Session at such a high level, however. Some
delegates thought that time should be utilized elsewhere: “We need more time in the
Conference Committee meetings. We are working hard to get through our Agenda items
but we just don't have enough time, even though we have worked a half hour into our break
both days.” A few Conference members conveyed frustration at the amount of time taken
for multiple questions from individuals: “Need to limit it to ONE question per person to allow
more people time to share” and “…the same people who always have to speak (in every
meeting) still raised their hands early. This takes time away from others. I believe there
were 5-6 people who did not get the opportunity to ask a question.”
Momentary frustrations aside, most Conference members conveyed the value they found
in the session, and a few summed it up in just a few sentences: “The expressions of as
many conferees' consciences as possible, is the spiritual fulfillment of our warranties” and
“Hearing the sharing from other Conference members helped guide my ears to points of
interest during later events. This was a really good opportunity to learn from the experience
of 2nd year Delegates.”

Tuesday, April 20, 2021
There were seventy-four (74) responses to the Conference Workshop session: Inform—
Communicate, Involve—Act, Inspire—Attract.
Delegates
Directors
Staff
Trustees
Times answered
Times skipped

63
3
2
7
74
0
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Response Summary:
Total Responses:
Complete Responses:
Incomplete Responses:

74
74
0

71st General Service Conference Workshop:
Inform – Communicate
Involve – Act
Inspire – Attract
Please rate and comment on the Conference Workshop: Inform – Communicate/Involve
– Act/Inspire – Attract.
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

45
27
2
74
0

Comments:
This workshop, as well as with other events during Conference week, had opinions and
values on both sides of the spectrum — as well as in-between. In the majority were
comments from those who really valued the workshop and found it helpful: “Oh, I absolutely
loved this. To be able to share opening without worry. To brainstorm ideas. So much fun.
Will be awesome to see what comes of it. There were so many great ideas” and “Very
effective workshop idea. Enjoyed thinking out of the box and hearing all the out of box
ideas. The workshop on Inspire - Attract reminded me that we may need to go back to the
basics. Great workshops.” Single words most often used to describe this workshop were
“fun” and “great.”
Others were neither strongly enthusiastic nor completely negative; they simply thought time
could be better spent elsewhere: “Workshops took up valuable time I did not attend. I would
strongly recommend for future Conferences that workshop be moved to the end of the
week after all our business is completed.” Another thought that mechanics of workshop
topics could be improved: “topics were pretty broad, could have been a bit more focused.”
One member thought the time definitely could have been utilized differently:
“I REALLY wish that time during Conference was devoted to discussion of policy
decisions and pressing issues. Thus, I would rather talk about safety, inclusivity,
relevance, technology than typical recovery or routine service topics.
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In the future, if A.A. diminishes in its relevance or utility, what will we look back and
say, 'We should've talked about that.' THAT is what we should be talking about.”
Conference members also appreciated “Get in the Car” campaign and the challenges to
think “bolder,” as one commentor wrote: “It took a bit to think outside the box, and most of
the 'bold' ideas that I had fell within our Traditions. The cafe experience was invigorating.
It was useful to be with different groups/different personalities. I'm taking many of these
suggestions back with me, especially the 'Get in the Car' campaign.”
Wednesday, April 21, 2021
There were seventy-nine (79) total responses to the Trustee Elections Process virtual
process effectiveness questionnaire.
Delegates
Directors
Staff
Trustees
Times answered
Times skipped

68
1
3
8
79
1

Response Summary:
Total Responses:
Complete Responses:
Incomplete Responses:

79
80
0

Trustee Elections Process
How effective was the virtual process for the Trustee Elections?
Very effective:
Somewhat effective:
Not effective:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

67
8
5
80
0
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Comments:
A very high percentage (almost 84%) of respondents thought that the trustees’ elections
process was “very effective,” and the positive responses are almost too numerous to list.
A dominant theme was the gratitude and amazement at the smooth electronic voting
process. One delegate wondered, “I cannot imagine what it must have been like prior to
electronic voting.” Many really loved the absence of the whiteboard: “I love this polling
process on Zoom. Calling out each vote is nerve wracking! It's quick and precise” and
“Much more smoothly than using a whiteboard & slips of paper.” One French speaking
delegate enthused, “It is a beautiful virtual experience. Easy to follow and coherent. Thank
God we are not voting on paper anymore.”
Even those who did not vote were “Amazed at the process. Even with minor glitches...it
was awesome. Not a voting participant, having the opportunity to participate throughout
the process with observing was incredible. If anyone complains...ignore them. It was
awesome!!!”
Many respondents were so impressed with the efficiency that they called out the tech team
by name: “I am very impressed that Tech 12 figured out how to allow us to watch” and
“Great transitions and moving of people in and out of the break rooms by Tech 12.”
Finally, though one delegate confirmed that the process was, indeed, very effective, they
cautioned: “Just because it is effective does not mean we don't want to do it in person! In
fact, in-person as soon as possible is the preferred!” Along this line of thinking — that inperson is always better, some gentle suggestions were given regarding getting to know the
candidate: “I think that person to person discussions with fellow delegates, getting to know
them and having them share person to person in the halls and just in general with folks
they chat with would have given me a much better feel for whom to vote for TAL. The two
minutes on camera was too formal to learn more about each person who I would have
talked to in person.” Also, “I felt like I really didn't know much about the candidates for TAL,
but after it was over, I thought we reached a really good decision!”
Thursday, April 22, 2021
Presentations: Practicing A.A.’s Principles in a Changing World
There were sixty-nine (69) total responses to the Presentations portion of the evaluation.
Delegates
Directors
Staff

59
3
2
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Trustees
Times answered
Times skipped

6
68
1

Response Summary:
Total Responses:
Complete Responses:
Incomplete Responses:

69
69
0

1. “Recovery in a Changing World”
Please rate and comment on the presentation “Recovery in a Changing World”
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

27
34
8
69
0

Comments:
In this presentation, the largest aggregate of Conference members (49.3%) found the
presentation “somewhat valuable” and the one comment that can sum up this thought is:
“Interesting, and honestly can be done at ANY time, but pales in importance
compared to the amount of work we need to address by the end of Conference.
The Conference committees have done a huge amount of work and it would be
unfortunate to not get to it all by the end of Conference.”
The harshest criticisms focused on the misuse of time (“waste of time”), though many
thought the material presented was “interesting:” “Nice, but not worth the time” and “The
presentation was informative, I feel we could have used the time better since we were
behind on committee reports.”
However, some comments offered only praise (“I loved these presentations”; “it was very
good, will bring it back to my area”; “it was good to hear that my Area is not alone in seeing
a change in the world around our recovery”; and “Great presentation. Cynthia was wellprepared, and I hope this will be in the final Conference report.”
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2. “Unity in a Changing World”
Please rate and comment on the presentation “Unity in a Changing World”
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

28
33
8
69
0

Comments:
In this presentation, the largest aggregate of Conference members (47.8%) found the
presentation “somewhat valuable” and the one comment that can sum up this thought is:
“We should always make time for the theme presentations, and this one was key. I also
appreciate that after hearing presentations, everyone seemed to recognize the need to get
back to business (no one raised hands to discuss).”
Conference members, cognizant of the work at hand and the time restraints imposed, rated
this presentation similarly valuable to the first presentation, and informed Conference
planners that they thought their time could be better used: “Carlos's presentation was great,
but the placement of the event within the Conference week and the lack of discussion kept
the session from having a lot of value.” Similarly, respondents wrote “This could be for PreConference?” and “Nice, but not worth the time.”
While more than a few thought the time could be better spent, a significant portion found
value in the presentation, thus proving that many views and experiences make up the
whole of the Conference body: “Spoke truth and from the heart—his presentation was
incredibly moving and hit home I think with most of us at the Conference” and “Very
personal sharing which guides the Conference on important issues to the Fellowship. Unity
in a most divisive world is challenging but now most important to A.A.”
3. “Service in a Changing World”
Please rate and comment on the presentation “Unity in a Changing World”
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

25
32
9
69
0
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Comments:
In this presentation, nearly half of the respondents (48.4%) again found the presentation
“somewhat valuable.” While some Conference members were appreciative of the
presentation “great points from this short presentation” and “overall good,” many seemed
to agree with one member’s comment: “Wait until the business of A.A. is complete before
distractions” — and shared this sentiment with such comments as “Nice, but not worth the
time.”
Delegate Sharing Session
Innovative Area Service or Significant Area Challenges Overcome:
Please rate and comment on the new sharing session.
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

40
19
9
68
1

Comments:
In this presentation, the largest subset of respondents (58.8%) found the presentation “very
valuable,” and many had glowing praises for the utilization of the “wheel of fortune.”
However, more than a few repeated comments that the topic might have been interesting
or useful, but “Given our agenda and time constraints, our time would be better served
addressing the business. This applies to all the presentations.” Other critical comments
mentioned, in various words, similar thoughts to this one: “We could have used that time
in so many other places.”
Time issues aside, commentors rated the wheel as “really a lot of fun!” One comment that
summed up all positive responses:
“I appreciated the opportunity to hear from the delegates, get a better sense of the
similarities and differences in our areas, and foster more connection. This is way
better than spending time on area highlights. I was not chosen to share by the wheel
of fortune but making myself available and preparing for the chance to do so was
still a worthwhile exercise.”
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Friday, April 23, 2021
Presentation: Share Audio Content: 26th World Service Meeting
There were sixty-nine (69) total responses to the Presentations portion of the evaluation.
Delegates
Directors
Staff
Trustees
Times answered
Times skipped

42
4
0
6
52
1

Response Summary:
Total Responses:
Complete Responses:
Incomplete Responses:

53
53
0

26th World Service Meeting Gratitude Meeting.
Please rate the value of listening to this audio content during this Conference week.
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

11
6
13
30
22

Comment:
A change in scheduling pulled this audio content from the General Service Conference.
According to comments, the meeting “didn't happen :) And appropriately so, given all the
work we had.” Another responder signaled that they were “glad that this was removed in
order to allow more time for committee reports.” Therefore, the ratings regarding the “value”
of the audio content cannot accurately reflect the thoughts of Conference participants on
what was contained within the audio, since no one had an opportunity to listen.
However, members did post comments that mirrored one delegate’s thought: “I was really
disappointed to not hear this. I understand why and I am in total agreement, but it would
have been wonderful to hear it.” A few more shared the hope that it would be posted to the
dashboard or that it would be shared at another time.
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Saturday, April 24, 2021
Committee Reports and Discussion
There were sixty-nine (69) total responses to the Presentations portion of the evaluation.
Delegates
Directors
Staff
Trustees
Times answered
Times skipped

45
2
1
7
55
1

Response Summary:
Total Responses:
Complete Responses:
Incomplete Responses:

56
56
0

Committee Reports and Discussion
Was there enough time for discussion of Conference Committee reports?
Not enough:
Just right:
Too much:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

26
24
6
56
0

Comments:
Many Conference members took the time to clearly and thoughtfully give their full
assessment on whether or not there was enough time for discussion of Conference
Committee reports. But one member briefly and humorously answered the question this
way: “There was lots of time once we went into overtime.” Another answered: “Obviously
not. Some delegate sharing sessions and meetings, as well as time to [for] questions and
answers were eliminated as the Conference went into the final days. Saying that, we did
get to finish...”
Many seemed to imply that there wasn’t enough time, but that it was used as well as
possible given present circumstances. For instance, as a French-speaking delegate wrote:
“Well… there was the fact that there were many items from the 70th Conference we didn't
treat because of lack of time, on top of the items from this year, so considering the amount
of work for this year, I think we did very well.” Similarly, many others noted that time was
short in supply, and attributed this to having “2 years of agenda items crammed in. Our
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planning mistake. We needed more time, and the Conference took it— which was their
right, in my view. The GSC did huge and courageous work.”
Many delegates voiced concern against time-restrictions on discussion. On Saturday night,
discussions went on until past 2 a.m., and this was not because there was not enough
time, but because time was not used effectively:
“…The issue, I believe, was not extending the sessions earlier. The first evening, I
don't believe we got through one entire recommendation. It is my understanding that
last year's Conference spoke against 'hard stops,' but we still seemed to have them
until the last two days. I don't believe that telling us we had progressively less time
for each recommendation had what seemed to be the intended effect -- shortening
the discussion time -- and it's good that it didn't.
Our job was to thoroughly discuss each recommendation and arrive at the best
course of action for, first, A.A. as a whole, and then for our areas. I experienced
myself and witnessed in others the change of heart when some new perspective
opened our eyes. I shared the side conversation that went like this: 'How am I ever
going to explain this vote to my area?' But 'this vote' was the right thing for A.A. So
many times, had we had cursory discussion and stuck to the marching orders from
our respective areas, the best for A.A. may not have prevailed. We would have been
reduced to box checkers, not trusted servant leaders.
So, my biggest beef is that I'd have rather stayed up until midnight Wednesday
through Saturday than to muscle through until 2:14 am. Ultimately, though, if that's
the way it had to be, I wouldn't have changed a thing.”
Another delegate agreed with this assessment: “Saturday was a very hard day, there
wasn't enough time for the very controversial agenda items. We took the time which was
the right thing to do. Everyone was very passionate about the items which took a very long
time to discuss. The chairperson towards the end of the evening started asking if you had
been to the mic to wait till new people could speak first, that helped. I feel if there wouldn't
have been presentations once we started the Committee reports and discussion on
Wednesday the timeframe would have been earlier on Saturday.”
A final prevailing thought was shared in many ways within the comments, and it expressed
satisfaction and pride: “Unbelievable how much we got done!”
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Presentation/Discussion Sessions
Please rate the overall value of holding presentation/discussion sessions in the course of
the Conference week:
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Comments:
No comments or overall data input into the Aventri System for Presentation/Discussion
Sessions. However, within the section “Overall Experience Comments,” one Conference
member shared regarding presentation/discussion sessions, and that thought is
transposed here:
An amazing VIRTUAL experience – can’t imagine how wonderful IN-Person would
have been. There is no substitute for hugs, handshakes, looking into the eye of the
other person and the physical in-person experience. … Build in much extra time for
Presentations – it was unacceptable to have a Finance presentation that ended with
ZERO time for questions. There were lots of questions and a lot of stuff that need
clarification and as it played out almost all our time for questions was consumed
with business.
Communication and transparency are big problems – just because the boards
and/or office thinks they have informed, doesn't make it true. 'We told you' or 'made
information available' (generally) are not good responses to communications that
were not fully received or understood.”
Conference Participation
How was the participation of Delegates, Directors, Staff and Trustees?
Conference
Participation
Not enough:
Just right:
Too much:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

Delegates
1
30
2

Directors
7
24
0

Staff
9
21
2

Trustees

Count

3
25
4

20
99
8
32
23
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Comments: There is no comment section available for this portion of the
evaluation.
Electronic Device Usage
How easy was it to use the virtual Conference platform technology? How could we
improve the experience if this type of technology is used in the future?
Comments:
The short and very popular consensus regarding the first question is “very easy to use”
and was repeated by members throughout. Many Conference members expressed
admiration and gratitude for the Conference coordinator’s “exceptional dedication” and
offered “kudos!” for technical team’s knowledge and assistance. Both members who were
technically knowledgeable and those who were not “tech savvy” were equally impressed.
One delegate wrote: “Once I got the hang of it, it was awesome. Getting ready and set up
for the Conference, as well as all the way through. The whole experience was
overwhelming for me, and I learned a lot. The computer is a new device for me, so I grew
big time from this experience.” Another wrote: “I loved all the improvements and I found it
easy to use. I am not techy, so I do not have any suggestions except to say thank you!
Well done to all.”
Going forward, if this type of technology is used in the future, some members had concerns,
cautions, and thoughts: “Zoom worked well for the Conference. However, I wouldn't want
the Conference to be moved virtual. Virtual pre-Conference meetings worked out well.
Especially committee general sharing. I hope we keep these meetings. It was nice to get
to know the rest of the committee and share our thoughts with each other. It made
committee work at the Conference flow smoothly.” Another delegate voiced concerns with
possible misuse of technology during a virtual Conference: “I am not sure how someone
got all the delegates’ and alternate delegates’ emails to send an email on their thoughts on
the Plain Language Big Book. I was very frustrated that someone was able to get those
emails to push their own agenda. … that is not the Conference process. If we didn't have
to use electronic devices those types of things couldn't happen.”
Repeated frequently was Conference members love of the poll. “There are pieces of the
platform that could be used when live, such as poll everywhere for voting.” Similarly positive
assessments were shared throughout: “… the voting was smooth and accurate. I would
encourage the G.S.B. and all staff and Directors to continue to use the platform even after
the pandemic to reach and poll delegates.”
Another concern was the amount of time participants sat in front of the computer: “Even
though you made a thoughtful schedule understanding the difficulties in sitting by ourselves
in front of a computer, when the Conference committee reports were published, we should
have adjusted our days so that we don't ever sit in front of a computer for 16 hours.”
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A few members encountered issues with having enough devices or internet capability to
adequately keep up with business: “It worked fine. But it was difficult asking people to go
to their dashboard when all their devices were in use” and “Easy to navigate but difficult
due to technology and not being able to have two computers hooked to WIFI at the same
time without dropping one. So having to print was important for me. … I wish I didn't have
to but being in rural area the need to is great.”
While many praised Tech 12 and cited a few ways to improve the experience of the
technology in the future, not wanting the Conference to be virtual was also very clearly
stated: “I don't know that it could be better, based on what we know now and the technology
available today. It is a valuable tool to use when needed and for improving communication
and transparency for the YEAR LONG process. BUT it is not an alternative to the INPERSON Conference. If money ever becomes the driving force for us, we can find many
other places to cut but the yearly inspection of the offices by the FELLOWSHIP is a high
priority.”
Conference Evaluation Form and Process
Please rate the overall value of the evaluation form and process:
Very valuable:
Somewhat valuable:
Not valuable:
Times answered:
Times skipped:

30
23
1
54
2

Comments:
Participants were very definitely positive about the value of the evaluation form: “So many
awesome improvements from last year. So, these are super important. You listened to us,
and it was much appreciated.” And “Being able to provide input is great and that the
Conference planners listen and implement many of the ideas show that they see what is
being shared. Provides a great place to bring our concerns and observations.” Another
comment, shaded with humor, was “I hate doing these, but until we get a clairvoyant
Conference coordinator, they're important.”
Members had numerous recommendations:
•

“Much better to use this survey form rather than anything that is more cumbersome.
Now if we can post these comments to an internal thread accessible to the Trustees
Committee on GSC that would be phenomenal.
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•

“I found myself in at least three places where no space was provided for comment;
rather there were the three qualitative questions. I also noted that there were specific
questions about certain aspects, which is fine, but it did not accommodate
comments on other aspects of the Conference where I had input; hence inputting
extraneous information into unrelated answer spaces.”

•

“The question about participation by attendee categories without a comment box is
unfortunate.”

•

“Maybe a little too simple.”

•

“More room for general comment on daily forms. Adequate room on specific items
— room for what went well, what didn't go well, and how could it have been better.”

Suggestions for the 72nd General Service Conference
If you have suggestions for improving the Conference (e.g., schedule of Conference
activities, virtual experience), please list them here:
Some suggestions were brief and focused on additions or improvements:
•

“Digital with hyperlinks is a great addition, but I want a binder with a printed
Conference week manual, please.”

•

“Would prefer focused discussions on workshops and presentations, I felt this
year's were pretty much a waste of time.”

•

“More committee report time.”

•

“More short presentations give the opportunity for more to share.”

•

“Better agenda selection to allow time for discussion.”

•

“Less agenda items.”

•

“…options for focus group or roundtable discussions during the General Service
Conference or to hear the results of discussions during the Conference.”

•

“Fewer 'what's on your mind' sessions and more time for committee
reports/discussion.”

•

“Go later sooner if necessary. Improve the meals :)”

•

“Better ways to navigate through floor action items.”

•

“Trustees need to listen to the committee and take careful consideration not to
sway.”
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One of the briefest and most popular suggestions, however, echoed this one: “In person if
possible.” Many, however, also included suggestions to keep some items virtual, such as
“Orientation on Conference process prior to Conference (as in 2021), initial committee joint
meeting to help to prepare committee in advance (as in 2021) followed by a short in-person
follow up meeting (if meeting in-person).”
Another delegate asked for more information and transparency:
“That the 72nd General Service Conference should look at and evaluate the G.S.O.,
G.S.B., Grapevine & La Viña, and A.A.W.S. should look at and document their
breakout sessions and meetings behind the scenes and be much more open and
forthcoming on what was discussed, and any plans or direction they have decided
during those meetings, as the Conference is in session.”
Echoing this, a board member expressed a hope that:
“… we engage in a robust conversation about what can continue to exist in the
virtual space and perhaps give enough time to the physical Conference week to
allow the delegates full opportunity to 'examine from cellar to garret.'
If we as boards do everything we can to respond to the need for more accessible
information (and more detailed information) rather than reporting on the quarter, it
will drastically improve the tone and tenor of the annual meeting.”
Finally, one Conference member listed a few digital methods they would like to see utilized
in-person: “The Conference Committee Sessions, especially the Conference Committee
on Agenda, benefitted from using Google Forms as the way to narrow down and discuss
Themes, Presentations/Discussion and Workshop Topics. [This was] much more effective
than the easels and paper in a Conference room.”
In addition, the member advised, “Keep the [new to this Conference] Delegate Sharing
Session. Simply come up with another impactful and visionary topic that the area Delegates
can share about. This should be added in-person. The Wheel of Fun random selection was
a great idea.”
A few members listed points that Conference planners may want to consider:
•

“Early background for all, especially translated material. Our Spanish and French
speakers were not treated fairly in this regard. My large Spanish community felt
left out and shunned.”

•

“People need to let others talk… the same dozen people up at the mic…”
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•

“Allow Panel 70s to attend as observers”

•

An additional suggestion was made for having areas’ Panel 70s attend as
companions to an area’s Panel 72s — perhaps as “quiet observers.”

Lastly, while attendees were generous in providing suggestions for improvement, they
never lost sight of what was truly important: “Keep up the fantastic work to adapt to
anything” and “Thanks for a great experience!”
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71st GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
EVALUATION SUMMARY – OBSERVERS
This year the Conference Coordinator thought it would be helpful, once again, to collect
information from the many Conference Observers who participated in supporting or
viewing this second Virtual General Service Conference experience. Ten persons
responded to this survey. They were ushers (2), GSO/GV staff (7) and (1) one undefined
observer.
Conference Manual
Please rate the value of the Conference Manual in providing you information about
the schedule of Conference week’s events:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

Comments:
Nine (9) non-voting observers found the Conference Manual was “very valuable” in
providing information of the Conference week’s events. One observer thought that it was
“somewhat valuable.” Another observer called it “Very helpful” but wondered if “the actual
schedule could also be incorporated into the manual? I have a separate spreadsheet of
schedule and then the manual with Zoom links. I might have missed it, but maybe
schedule would also be in manual.”
Please rate the value of having an electronic version of the Conference Manual
available for your use:
1 – Not valuable

2 – Somewhat valuable

3 – Very valuable

Comments:
All respondents found the value of having an electronic version of the Conference Manual
available for use as “very valuable.” Observers said, “Hyperlinks were fantastic!” and
“Very helpful to have electronic with the links and zoom information embedded” and
“Electronic version is much more easily searchable.”
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Electronic Device Usage
How easy was it to use the virtual Conference platform technology? How could we
improve the experience if this type of technology is used in the future?
Most respondents agreed that the Conference platform was easy to use. Comments
ranged from the glowing “very easy!” to the grateful “The technology really allowed for us
to maximize what we can do during these uncertain times” to the more neutral “It’s fine.”
One commentor suggested that “It is easiest having Committee background attached to
an email, if possible.”
Did you have any technical issues logging into the virtual platform? Describe:
Out of eight written comments, all said “no” and mentioned no bugs or malfunctions.
Did you feel trained and prepared for your role in this year’s Conference?
There were nine (9) written responses and all answered this question in the affirmative
“yes.” One noted that “the trainings leading up to Conference were extremely helpful and
allowed for me to carry out my role successfully.” Another observer qualified their “yes”
with “I feel like the Zoom Usher meeting was too close to the actual start of the
Conference. Maybe next year it should be about a week before?”

Virtual Conference Week Overall Experience
What was your overall experience at the 71st General Service Conference?
Comments:
•
•

•
•

•

“Wonderful to be a part of the Conference this year!”
“What I dislike, and find unnecessary, is not being able to observe or take notes
during the voting polls. When we re-enter the room, we miss the beginning of the
discussion. I'd ask for a reconsideration should we move to a virtual platform in
2022.”
“Overall experience was good. I think the idea of video of Roberts Rules of Order
for not only members but chairs also.”
“Thank you so much Patrick, Attallah, Maria and all who worked together to put on
the virtual Conference. I know it has been many late nights and hours of hard work,
and how nerve-wracking it must be. Your service is noted and so greatly
appreciated!”
“The innovation of having Observers put into a break-out room so y'all can tally
everything easier is fine. Will you be doing this for Floor voting on Committee
Recommendations and Floor Actions? If so, may we ask you to repeat the results
of voting for us, when we return?”
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•
•

“Great experience.”
“My overall experience for this year’s conference was great. I look forward to next
year’s conference – hopefully in person.”

Suggestions for the 71st General Service Conference
If you have suggestions for improving the Conference (e.g. schedule of Conference
activities, virtual experience), please list them here:

•
•

•

“For the worker bees, shortening breaks is just not ideal.”
“Being moved back and forth between the main room and a breakout room during
voting is very disorienting. I felt like a ping pong ball. Also, it was annoying to have
to turn on interpretation again after each vote. I suggest that for the 72nd GSC you
investigate whether the voting buttons of observers can be disabled as an
alternative to moving to a breakout room during votes.”
“Have presentation has prerecorded and up to member to watch. Conference week
for short reports or updated information and rest of week doing business.”

Back to Main Agenda
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Linda C., Chair of the General Service Board; Jimmy D., Chair of
A.A.W.S.; and Josh E., Chair of AA Grapevine

From:

Kathi F., Chair of the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference

Cc:

Bob W., G.S.O. General Manager; Sandra W., Director of Staff
Services; and Steve S., G.S.O. Staff on the Conference assignment

Re:

Board Communications with the Fellowship

Date:

November 22, 2021

****************************************************************************************************
This memo is a follow up to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference, as noted in the committee’s third quarter report, to request Board chairs
consider exploring communication options with the Fellowship between Conferences.
The committee took no action on the Conference committee on Agenda’s suggestion of
creating snapshot, anonymity-protected videos after each quarterly Board weekend.
The committee noted that by the time production on the videos is done the information
contained is old news. Also, the approach could be very expensive and there are
current, regular communication mechanisms in place in between Board meetings.
While taking no action on this specific suggestion, the committee agreed that improved
communication between Board meetings could be helpful and that perhaps existing
report items could be leveraged using various formats, mediums and methods for
presentations are considered. The committee suggested that the Board explore
mediums and methods of communication, including, but not limited to, audio interviews
and podcasts, to share more often between Conferences.
It may be helpful to also note that at their fourth quarter meeting the committee accepted
the report from the subcommittee on conference improvement. The report included the
suggestion to review the effectiveness of the pre-Conference Board chair videos
because the information contained proved to be dated in 2021 and the Conference is
scheduled to be in-person for 2022.
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2022 Conference Committee on Agenda

ITEM E:

Discuss progress report on Conference improvement.

Background notes:
Excerpts from the January 2022 meeting of the trustees’ General Service Conference
committee meeting:
The trustees’ General Service Conference committee reviewed the progress report of
the 2021-22 Subcommittee on Conference Improvements (SCI) and agreed to
forward the report to the 2022 Conference Committee on Agenda.
Excerpts from the October 2021 trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference:
The committee reviewed the progress report of the 2021 Subcommittee on Conference
Improvements. The committee expressed appreciation for the subcommittee’s work
and noted that numerous items are included and reported on later in the agenda. The
committee looks forward to the SCI progress report to be provided at the January 2022
meeting.
The committee reviewed the request to consider alternating the General Service
Conference between a virtual and face-to-face format and took no action.
The committee noted the importance of cost-saving approaches and supports ongoing
ways to do so by using virtual technology wherever effective in the context of in-person
Conferences which are topics being considered by the subcommittee on Conference
Improvement.
Excerpt from the July/August 2021 trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference:
The committee discussed a proposed agenda item to “consider the request to
alternate the G.S.C. between virtual and face-to-face formats.” The chair appointed a
subcommittee on Conference Improvements to include Irma V., chair; Christine C. and
Carolyn W.
The committee requested that the staff secretary forward this proposed agenda item
for consideration by the subcommittee as part of its scope. The committee requested
that the subcommittee provide a progress report at the October 2021 meeting.

Background:

1. 2021-22 Subcommittee on Conference Improvements progress report January 2022
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Report from the 2021-2022 Trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference (TCGSC)
Subcommittee on Conference Improvements (SCI)
Subcommittee:
Irma V., Chair; Carolyn W., Christine C. and Steve S., Secretary

Scope: The scope of the committee is:
Provide progress reports and recommendations from 2021-22 Subcommittee on
Conference Improvements (SCI) including on the following TCGSC agenda items:
•

Review 71st G.S.C. Evaluations and Post Conference Sharing Session notes
(See Background Items 2, 3 and 4)

•

Review Draft 2022 Conference Week Schedule (See Background Items 6a and 6b)

•

Consider a year-over-year statistical and comparative analysis of each evaluation
category (See Background Items 2 and 3)

•

Consider gathering sharing from the Fellowship related to the “Report on
Translation and Interpretation of the General Service Conference Material” (See
Background Items 1 and 7)

•

Consider providing "background" material in our three official languages at the
same time (See Background Items 1 and 7a)

•

Consider alternating G.S.C. between a virtual and face-to-face format (See
Background Items 1 and 7b)

•

Consider an annual survey on Conference improvements with goal of obtaining
delegate input to the Conference week schedule and the sessions planned (See
Background Items 2, 3, 4 and 5)
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At the August meeting of the trustees’ General Service Conference Committee
(TGSCC), the chair appointed a subcommittee, Irma V., with Carolyn W. and
Christine C. to perform this evaluation and planning work. The subcommittee met
three times and reviewed the 71st G.S.C. Evaluation Summary and Post Conference
Sharing Session notes to inform the discussion on Conference improvements.
A decision was made to plan for an in person Conference and develop a
“Conference Week Schedule”, defined as a schedule that included all the standard
sessions that would occur during our in-person Conferences of the past, while being
cognizant of what we have learned in the past two Conferences.
A final subcommittee meeting was held January 4, 2021. The following agenda items
were covered:
Discuss 2022 Draft Conference Week Schedule
The subcommittee reviewed the 2022 Draft Conference Week schedule and requested
the following updates to the Draft schedule provided:
•

Open the 72nd General Service Conference Sunday, April 24, 2022 at 10 a.m.

•

Schedule the three Board Report Summary with Questions and Sharing on
Monday, April 25, 2022 extending the time to an hour and fifteen minutes for the
presentations and time for questions and sharing within the allotted time.

•

A Special Board Presentation: Online Participation in the Service Structure was
added to Tuesday, April 26, 2022.

•

Workshops are scheduled Tuesday afternoon with two hours allotted. A reminder
was given that the Workshops need to be more fitting, focused and relevant to
the level of the Conference.

•

Farewells by Rotating Delegates was added to Friday evening just before
closing remarks if time warrants.

•

A proposed, additional presentation on the purpose of the Conference was not
added to the Sunday schedule.

•

Various time adjustments were made to support additional time for committee
reports and discussions, question and answer time for Board reports and breaks.

•

Requested that the secretary, in reference to The A.A. Service Manual, update the
schedule’s cover page to list appropriate chairpersons and vice chairperson names
and roles.
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Discuss Evaluations
The subcommittee agreed to remove the section on the laptop usage because it is dated
and irrelevant and for the form to be updated to reflect the subcommittee’s revisions and
suggestions to the Conference Week Schedule. The subcommittee chair agreed to revise
and review the evaluation form to reflect the proposed changes in the agenda following
the meeting and send any updates to secretary to include in TGSCC background.
Discuss a year-over-year statistical and comparative analysis of each evaluation
category: The subcommittee noted the lack of time on the assignment for background as
well as for discussion in the subcommittee meeting and expressed appreciation for the
topic to consider a year-over-year statistical and comparative analysis of each evaluation
category.
Discuss consideration to gather sharing from the Fellowship related to the “Report on
Translation and Interpretation of the General Service Conference Material”: The
subcommittee noted the lack of time on the assignment for background as well as for
discussion in the subcommittee meeting and expressed appreciation for the topic to
consider gathering sharing from the Fellowship related to the “Report on Translation and
Interpretation of the General Service Conference Material.”
Progress Report to the TGSCC: The subcommittee agreed for the chair to produce a
progress report to be included with the updated drafts of the Conference Week Schedule
and Evaluations and requested the staff secretary include these items in background for
the January TGSCC meeting.

Recommend the 2022 Conference Week Schedule:
The Subcommittee on Conference Improvements recommends that the trustees’
General Service Conference Committee accept the developed 2022 Conference Week
Schedule.
Secretary Note: The TGSCC accepted the schedule with changes.
Recommend the 2022 Conference Week Evaluation:
The Subcommittee on Conference improvements recommends that the trustees’
General Service Conference Committee accept the developed 2022 Conference
evaluation.
Secretary Note: The TGSCC accepted the evaluation with changes.
Back to Cover
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community
Monday, April 25, 2022, 9 a.m. – Noon
Room: TBD
Chairperson: Tom B.
Secretary: Amy B.

Conference Committee Members
Panel 71
Tom B.
Julie C.
Pamela (Pam) K.
Gordon N.
Ruth R.

Panel 72
Shannon C.
Claude G.
Alison H.

♦

Discussion and acceptance of trustees’ Committee report.

A.

Review progress report on A.A.W.S. LinkedIn page.

B.

Review suggested revisions for the draft pamphlet “A.A. in Your Community.”

C.

Review progress report on the development of outward facing pamphlets for the
mental health professional.

D.

Consider creating a new pamphlet designed to help C.P.C. committees to reach as
many doctors as possible.

E.

Review content and format of the C.P.C. Kit and Workbook.

NOTE: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their agenda items and strive to make their
recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To be more
financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation involves a
substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the budget be part
of that recommendation.
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2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community

ITEM A:

Review progress report on A.A.W.S. LinkedIn page

Background Notes:
From the January 30, 2022, trustees’ meeting:
The committee discussed potential options for the multiple features of the LinkedIn
platform. The committee agreed to forward a progress report on the A.A.W.S.
LinkedIn page to the 2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with the Professional
Community.

Background:
1. History and Action of the A.A.W.S. LinkedIn page
2. LinkedIn Q4 progress report
3. Comprehensive Media Plan-LinkedIn
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History and Action of the A.A.W.S. LinkedIn page

C.P.C
Item A
Doc.1

2017
The committee discussed development of a LinkedIn page for Cooperation with the
Professional Community (C.P.C.) committees and requested that the Trustees’
Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community/Treatment and
Accessibilities continue to explore establishing a presence on LinkedIn as a tool for
C.P.C. efforts. The committee requested that the trustees’ develop a full report that
includes a complete exploration of all aspects of this social media tool as outlined in the
minutes of the September 16, 2016 conference call of the trustees’ Cooperation with the
Professional Community/Treatment and Accessibilities subcommittee, and, if feasible
within our Traditions, provide an implementation plan to the 2018 Conference Committee
on Cooperation with the Professional Community that addresses the overall implications
of such a presence, including sample content and estimates for implementation cost and
maintenance.
The committee further requested that the trustees’ report address the following items:
• Clarify what type of presence, for example, a “company” page for A.A. and/or some
type of page for C.P.C. committees, would be the most effective C.P.C. tool(s).
• Determine if LinkedIn is the optimal platform for area and district committee
nonpublic group page(s) to interact with each other.
• Clarify how “messaging” works for the type(s) of presence suggested.
• Explore premium options and the associated costs.
• Determine how to reach non-followers, and how to get “followers.”
• Fully explore the Traditions issues presented by LinkedIn actions including
“endorsements,” “followers,” “comments” and “pushing sponsored links” and
determine if these actions can be accomplished within the Twelve Traditions.
• Determine whether or not comments can be disabled or blocked and if not,
the feasibility of effectively moderating comments.
• Explore if and how the Fellowship and/or C.P.C. committees might be asked
to interact with the LinkedIn page.

Back to coverpage
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2018
The committee recommended that A.A. World Services, Inc. develop a
company page on LinkedIn with the following goals in mind:
 To offer another digital resource, in addition to www.aa.org,
where professionals can find accurate information about A.A.
 To broaden the reach of the About A.A. newsletter for professionals
 To offer a platform where our professional friends may
recommend us
 To raise awareness of exhibits staffed by local C.P.C. committees
at national and local professional conferences
 To expand the network of our professional friends and
perhaps deepen the pool of Class A Trustee candidates
 By our presence on LinkedIn, to reinforce the continuing
relevance and efficacy of A.A. to professionals.
Additional Committee Considerations:
•

The committee strongly suggested that those creating the LinkedIn company page
consider adding some kind of disclaimer or explanation clarifying that A.A. is
not affiliated with any of the organizations who appear in promoted content
on the LinkedIn company page.

2019
Committee considerations:
•

The committee discussed the progress on implementing a static LinkedIn page
and felt that the overall goal of the 2018 Advisory Action on creating a LinkedIn
page had not yet been achieved. The committee agreed that the wording
suggested for the LinkedIn page did not adequately describe Alcoholics
Anonymous. The presence of a LinkedIn page describing Alcoholics Anonymous
would be a valuable tool to aid local C.P.C. committee work in the U.S. and Canada
to inform professionals about A.A. The committee requested that the trustees’
Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community/Treatment and
Accessibilities revisit the plan for implementing a LinkedIn page taking into
consideration the following suggestions:
 Add a disclaimer explaining that the “promoted” content on the LinkedIn page
is not affiliated with Alcoholics Anonymous.
 Include information from current A.A. literature about what A.A. does and does
not do that can be useful to professionals who work with alcoholics
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 Add a concise description of Alcoholics Anonymous that is based on the
Conference-approved literature intended for professionals that was reviewed
at the October 2018 trustee’s meeting.
 Add a link to aa.org, and a link to the information for professionals’ page.
 Add a link to the About A.A. newsletter.
 Include a schedule of C.P.C. exhibits at national level events that are
coordinated through the General Service Office.
 Annually provide a report tracking the A.A. LinkedIn page, including visits
to aa.org from the LinkedIn page for review by the Conference Committee
on C.P.C.
2021
The committee recommended that:
The goals expressed in the 2018 Advisory Action establishing a dynamic
A.A.W.S. LinkedIn page be implemented by G.S.O., to provide current and
relevant content about A.A. to professionals in accordance with A.A. principles
and Traditions; and that a progress report on the usefulness and effectiveness of
implementing these updates on the A.A.W.S. LinkedIn page be brought back to
the 2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with the Professional
Community.
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LinkedIn: Fourth Quarter Report 2021
October - December
PROGRESS:
In the fourth quarter of 2021, we posted 3 more announcements to LinkedIn for a total of 7.
Hashtag research – Discussed potential use of hashtags as an SEO/organizational tool in the
July Trustees meeting. Provided a list of potential primary and secondary hashtags for the
Trustees to review. Recommend starting with a pool of 2 or 3 hashtags per category of post.
ANALYTICS:
• As of December 31, 2021, we had over 1,600 followers.

•

Channel stats this quarter:
o Total page views: 1506 (+81 from third quarter)
o Unique visitors 578 (+7 from third quarter)
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Press Release: Posted 10/5/2021
Impressions: 1,406
Reactions: 32
Clicks: 82

Click through rate 5.83%
Shares: 1
Engagement rate*: 8.18%

About A.A. Newsletter: Posted 11/3/2021
Impressions: 1,334
Reactions: 29
Clicks: 99

Click through rate 7.42%
Shares: 1
Engagement rate*: 9.67%

Meeting Guide App: Posted 12/1/2021
Impressions: 1,230
Reactions: 32
Clicks: 68

Click through rate 5.53%
Shares: 8
Engagement rate*: 8.78%
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C.P.C.
Item A
Doc. 3

Trustees’ Public Information Committee
Alcoholics Anonymous Comprehensive Media Plan
January 29, 2022

LinkedIn Excerpt – From CMP Section 6 Social Media

AAWS LinkedIn
LinkedIn serves as the professional social networking platform which hosts more than
600 million professional profiles along with 55 million companies listed on the site.
AAWS’s presence on LinkedIn allows us to communicate and share our mission with
the professional community. One way to make connections is to include relevant and
informative content.
Articles should be regularly updated, and a publication calendar should be created. The
point of the LinkedIn page is to look professional and to connect with professionals
(judicial, behavioral health staff, correction professionals, public health agencies
medical, etc.) and consistency in posting helps us to present as professional, reliable,
and current. The requirements for creating a post include the following:
● 3,000 characters or less for the post text
● Articles do not have a real character limit; however, it is reported that posts over
120.000 characters will be cut off thru the LinkedIn blogging network.
● Link to content on aa.org
● Any images or graphics to attach. LinkedIn will auto choose images based on the
page we link back to.
● Post short text in 3 languages which will also link back to aa.org.
When the LinkedIn channel was approved by the 2018 Conference Committee on
Cooperation with the Professional Community, they set out the following narrow scope
and use of the profile:
● To offer another digital resource, in addition to www.aa.org, where
professionals can find accurate information about A.A.
● To broaden the reach of the About A.A. newsletter for professionals
● To offer a platform where our professional friends may recommend us
● To raise awareness of exhibits staffed by local C.P.C. committees at
national and local professional conferences.
Back to coverpage
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● To expand the network of our professional friends and perhaps deepen the
pool of Class A Trustee candidates
● By our presence on LinkedIn, to reinforce the continuing relevance and
efficacy of A.A. to professionals.
Additional Committee Considerations:
The committee strongly suggested that those creating the LinkedIn company page
consider adding a disclaimer or explanation clarifying that A.A. is not affiliated with
any of the organizations who appear in promoted content on the LinkedIn company
page.
2019 Committee considerations:
The committee requested that the trustees’ Committee on Cooperation with the
Professional Community/Treatment and Accessibilities revisit the plan for
implementing a LinkedIn page taking into consideration the following suggestions:
● Add a disclaimer explaining that the “promoted” content on the LinkedIn
page is not affiliated with Alcoholics Anonymous.
● Include information from current A.A. literature about what A.A. does and
does not do that can be useful to professionals who work with alcoholics.
● Add a concise description of Alcoholics Anonymous that is based on the
Conference-approved literature intended for professionals that was
reviewed at the October 2018 trustee’s meeting.
● Add a link to aa.org, and a link to the information for professionals’ page.
● Add a link to the About A.A. newsletter.
● Include a schedule of C.P.C. exhibits at national level events that are
coordinated through the General Service Office.
● Annually provide a report tracking the A.A. LinkedIn page, including visits
to aa.org from the LinkedIn page for review by the Conference Committee
on C.P.C.
The 2021 Advisory Action:
The committee recommended that the goals expressed in the 2018 Advisory Action
establishing a dynamic A.A.W.S LinkedIn page be implemented by G.S.O to provide
current and relevant content about A.A. to professionals in accordance with A.A.
principles and Traditions; and that a progress report on the usefulness and effectiveness
of implementing these updates on the A.A.W.S LinkedIn page be brought back to the
2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community.
Short Term Strategies
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It is important to note LinkedIn’s search results algorithm depends on the frequency and
relevancy of content. Currently, we do not show up for “AA” search, but only if you
search “Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc.”. A.A.W.S Communications Dept
and the Cooperation with the Professional Community have identified and prioritized the
following content be developed for posting:
High Priority
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

“About A.A.” releases
Link to Box 4-5-9/Sharing from Behind the Walls
The holiday issue of Box 459 with the 12 steps to stay sober during the holidays
Press releases -7 per year with Public Information
Yearly anonymity letter with links to additional anonymity resource
New videos appropriate to the professional audience
Vacancy announcements (Boards/Nominating)
Employment opportunities (Office/Human Resources)
A.A. Events hosted by G.S.O or where Board/Office members will be present.
Specifically, any event professionals can attend as guests. This can include
professional conferences where A.A. may have a C.P.C. display.
● Seek Grapevine and La Vina resources that are relevant for the professionals.
● Assess the use of hashtags for the LinkedIn postings

Low Priority
● CPC/PI related video highlights
● CPC/PI literature/resources highlights to include FAQs and short straightforward
content
● Call out older issues of “About A.A.” with articles that are still relevant
● Open Letter to Health Care Professionals
● Highlight the YouTube channel as a resource
● Who/What are Class A’s (for the LinkedIn page, Class A’s should be referred to
as non-alcoholic trustees which will allow the professional community to
understand the difference between the A’s and the B’s)
● Encourage Class A’s to link themselves to the page as a resource. Consider
relinking their introduction articles from newsletters and possibly adding
headshots.
● Highlight LIM as a resource.
Long-Term Strategies
The following is a listing of possible strategies which may be considered to expand the
use and visibility of A.A. on LinkedIn. Each suggested topic will be carefully and fully
assessed as to the alliance to our thirty-six principles and the merit and feasibility of the
action.
● Playback in LinkedIn
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Video content playing on social media is huge for engagement. We can
link back to the individual video page on A.A.org but the video will not play
on the Linked in platform unless we upload it directly. Our current practice
is we do not upload our assets to other platforms but bring people back to
A.A.org.
● Video reminders to the calendar after press releases. We will soon post a press
release regarding the new PSA's and put individual posts on the calendar 1-2
months later to highlight each individual video and serve as a reminder of the
previous content.
● Seek ways to increase the followers/subscribers to provide information to a wider
audience. This can be tied to the strategy of providing posts geared to a category
of professionals with FAQs or misconceptions and encouraging them to reach
out to the CPC desk.
● Consider LinkedIn webinars or go live with a Class A (non-alcoholic) trustee onscreen with CPC off-screen for a Q and or did you know type format
● Use the LinkedIn analytics to help shape the work we engage in.
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2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community

ITEM B: Review suggested revisions for draft pamphlet “A.A. in Your Community”

Background Notes:

From August 1, 2020, trustees’ meeting

The committee discussed the 2020 Conference Committee on CPC’s committee consideration to
update the style and language of the pamphlet “A.A. in Your Community.” The committee noted the
value of including links to other digital A.A. resources and a space for CPC committees to write in their
local contact information. The committee discussed formats that modern professionals use when they
look at content and agreed that print, digital and audio formats are needed. The committee also noted
that most professionals prefer to access digital materials that have clickthrough links that lead to
additional information that a professional may choose to access. The committee noted the value of
printed A.A. materials and noted that many modern professional settings cannot accommodate walkin, face-to-face meetings with local CPC committees.
The committee asked the secretary to work with the Publishing department on updating the “A.A. in
Your Community” pamphlet, with a focus on currency and inclusion of modern professionals. The
committee also asked the staff secretary to work with the Communication Services department to
create samples that communicate the content of the pamphlet “A.A. in Your Community” in visual
formats.
From the November 1, 2020, trustees’ meeting:
The committee reviewed the draft language of the pamphlet, "A.A. in Your Community" and offered
suggestions. The committee asked the staff secretary to bring back a draft to the committee at the
January 2021 meeting. The committee also reviewed the audio samples and noted their usefulness
in communicating with modern professionals. The committee discussed the concept of audio service
material and agreed to forward the samples and background to A.A.W.S. for further development.
From the January 31, 2021, trustees’ meeting:

The committee reviewed a progress report submitted by G.S.O’s Executive Editor and provided
clarification about the target audience for the pamphlet. The committee looks forward to a
draft or progress report at the July 2021 meeting.
From the August 1, 2021 trustees’ meeting:
The committee reviewed a progress report on “A.A. in Your Community” submitted by G.S.O.’s
executive editor that provided clarification about the target audience for the pamphlet. The
committee looks forward to a draft pamphlet or progress report at the October 2021 meeting.
Back to agenda
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From the October 31, 2021 trustees’ meeting:
The committee reviewed the draft pamphlet and asked staff to send a memo to G.S.O. Publishing
with edits from the committee. The committee looks forward to a revised draft or an update report
at their January 2022 meeting.
From the January 31, 2022 trustees’ meeting:
The committee requested that edits provided by the committee be sent to Publishing. The committee
agreed to forward the suggested revisions to the 2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with
the Professional Community.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Memo sent to Publishing
2. Edits-1
3. Edits-2
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CPC
Item B
Doc. 1

Memorandum
February 8, 2022
To:

Ames S., Managing Editor
David R., Publishing Director

cc:

Nancy McCarthy, Chair of C.P.C-T.A.
Bob W., G.S.O. General Manager
Sandra W., Director of Staff Services,

From:

Amy C. B., GSO staff, Cooperation with the Professional Community

Re:

‘A.A. in Your Community”

At the January 30, 2022, meeting of the trustees’ C.P.C.-T.A. Committee, the following item
was forwarded to the Publishing Department for further action as noted below:

The committee requested that edits provided by the committee be sent to Publishing. The
committee agreed to forward the suggested revisions to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community.
/ab
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C.P.C
Item B
Doc. 2

AA in Your Community Pamphlet
Introduction:
workers who had once been lost in addiction and have now come home again. We see
them all
around us, at restaurants, in schools, at the gym, attending church services. I see where
you’re going but it sounds weird, feels clucky. Is it necessary?
AA Group
alcoholics who are themselves recovering in the Fellowship. Typically, two or more
alcoholics
meeting together for purposes of sobriety may consider themselves an A.A. group,
provided that, as a group, they are self-supporting and have no outside affiliations. I
suggest this instead--Have no outside affiliations and are self-supporting Local groups
generally
•

Where Does AA Meet?

may mistakenly believe that Alcoholics Anonymous has religious ties, but A.A. has no
affiliation with any religious organization (Initialize to emphasize this point).
•

What is the best way for professionals to find AA meetings

Readily free downloadable from App Store or Google Play (we use the word free in
Bridging the Gap, under “How does Bridging the Gap work?” bullet point #4---keep
language consistent
•

A Meeting for everyone

Sign language meetings for Deaf hearing impaired, meditation meetings
•

How Does AA Work with professionals?

Correctional institutions---former inmate’s life
• Is AA Religious?
when they turn to the Fellowship AA members
• Are There any Rules
Fellowship membership
I am thinking about the Communication audit---religious
overtones
Back to coverpage
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I like the section “Is there evidence-based proof of AA’s efficacy?” because this
pamphlet is geared towards professionals, and I feel like this section speaks to
questions they may have about this.

In the section “what are AA meetings” we need to include the words “substance abuse
disorder” and/or "alcohol abuse disorder” as this is the language of the professional
community. Also in the section regarding “where you can find AA, we may wish to
consider removing “telephone directory” and include info on the Meeting Guide app.
Also under Periodicals, include any GV/LV books which may be appropriate. Thanks
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A Guide to Alcoholics Anonymous for Professionals
How A.A. Works In Your Community to Help Alcoholics

This is A.A. General Service Conference-approved literature

Alcoholics Anonymous® is a fellowship of people who share their experience, strength and hope
with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to recover from
•
The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking. There are no dues
alcoholism.
orfees for A.A. membership; we are self-supporting through our own contributions.
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•
A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution;
does notwish to engage in any controversy; neither endorses nor opposes any causes.
•
Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics to achieve

sobriety.Copyright © by AA Grapevine, Inc.; reprinted with permission. Copyright tk

Introduction
Alcoholics Anonymous is grateful to the many professionals who have supported the
A.A. program of recovery. Thousands of us owe our lives to them and our debt of gratitude
knows no bounds. This pamphlet is intended as a general introduction to the Alcoholics
Anonymous program for professionals, describing what Alcoholics Anonymous is, where to find
it in your community and how A.A. works with professionals to help people who have a drinking
problem.
Social scientists have long understood that community—generally defined as a group of
people with diverse characteristics who are linked by social or familial ties and share common
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perspectives—is one of the most important emotional underpinnings of our lives as human
beings.
Alcoholism is a disrupter of communities, isolating alcoholics, separating them from
friends and family, causing them to lose sight of ambitions and dreams, sometimes driving them
to prison, mental illness and even death. In all, causing them to lose that security and sense of
identity that our human communities, at their best, provide for us.
One of the greatest gifts that Alcoholics Anonymous confers on its members is to return
them, sober, to their communities. They are parents, spouses, children, relatives, friends and
coworkers who had once been lost in addiction and have now come home again. We see them all
around us, at restaurants, in schools, at the gym, attending church services.
A.A. and doctors, health care professionals, faith leaders, law enforcement or court
officials, educators, counselors and social workers and other professionals who work with
alcoholics share a common goal: to reintegrate sober alcoholics back into the lives of our
communities.

What is A.A.? How does it work?
Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of people from all walks of life who help each
other to stay sober. (At last count, A.A. had roughly two million members worldwide.) The only
requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking. Members share their “experience,
strength and hope” in recovery from alcoholism at meetings and on a one-to-one basis.
A.A. is a program of complete abstinence from alcohol. At the core of the program are
the Twelve Steps of Recovery (see page XX), a group of principles based on the trial-and-error
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experience of A.A.’s early members. Practiced as a way of life, the Twelve Steps include
elements found in the spiritual teachings of many faiths. These Steps have helped A.A. members
the world over to live sober, fulfilling lives.
Recent research studies done on A.A. (which does not engage in or sponsor research
about itself, except for its own internal demographic survey) have concluded that the changes in
an alcoholic’s social networks that A.A. brings about—meaning spending their time with people
who are sober, not with those who drink heavily—are enormously helpful for long-term sobriety.
In addition, A.A. is a community of people who seek to recover from alcoholism in part
by helping others to recover. This helps alcoholics heal by allowing them to look outward from
inward suffering. While altruism is helpful for many people, not just for alcoholics, it is a core
principle of Alcoholics Anonymous, one that alcoholics who remain sober bring to their
interactions with loved ones, friends, colleagues and their communities at large.
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The A.A. group
The A.A. group is the heart of the A.A. community. A.A. groups are autonomous, guided only by
a series of Traditions garnered from long experience. A.A.’s essential work is done by alcoholics
who are themselves recovering in the Fellowship. Typically, two or more alcoholics meeting
together for purposes of sobriety may consider themselves an A.A. group, provided that, as a
group, they are self-supporting and have no outside affiliations. Local groups generally select
committees on a rotating basis to oversee vital group activities and services, which include
holding A.A. meetings at established times and places.
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Where does A.A. meet?
A.A. groups meet in locations which are accessible to people and where the rent is affordable to a
group that supports itself on its own, on a voluntary basis, accepting no outside contributions.
Because A.A. meetings are often held in churches, temples or other places of worship, people
may mistakenly believe that Alcoholics Anonymous has religious ties, but A.A. has no affiliation
with any religious organization. When A.A. was just getting started back in the late 1930s, many
churches were generous enough to allow meetings to be held in their basements or common
spaces, a large-hearted practice that continues to this day. Of course, A.A.’s pay rent like any
tenant, through contributions gained by passing the basket among members.
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What is the best way for professionals to find A.A. meetings within the community?
In most communities, finding A.A. meetings is just a keyboard click or phone call away.
Typing "Alcoholics Anonymous" into a search engine will usually bring you to an A.A. central
office website near you, with meeting listings.
Even easier to use is the popular Meeting Guide app. Readily downloadable from the App
Store or Google Play, the Meeting Guide app allows users to access updated information about
meeting locations and times. It gives directions to physical meetings close to people’s homes or
places of employment; provides links to virtual meetings; and clearly enumerates the name,
address, and time of each meeting, as well as what type of A.A. meeting it is. Currently, there are
nearly 125,000 meetings on the app, with 251,000 monthly active users.
A professional seeking to discover more about A.A. will find a robust A.A. presence
online. The website of the General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous, aa.org, functions as
a clearinghouse of information for A.A. as a whole. A.A. literature is available at aa.org,
including numerous pamphlets intended for professionals. Alcoholics Anonymous has a
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Linkedin page and both it and AA Grapevine, the international journal of Alcoholics
Anonymous, have YouTube channels, which feature audio stories told by sober alcoholics as
well as public service videos.
A meeting for everyone
It’s important for professionals to be able to inform their clients that A.A. is an inclusive,
diverse community and that this diversity is reflected in the wide variety of meetings available—
there is, almost literally, a meeting for everyone. There are meetings for newcomers and young
people, Spanish-speaking meetings, gay, lesbian and trans meetings, meetings for those with dual
diagnoses, sign language meetings for alcoholics who are Deaf, meditation meetings,
“atheist/agnostic” meetings, and many more.
A.A. meeting listings are generally accompanied by the notation “open” or “closed.” An
open meeting means that nonalcoholics such as family members or helping professionals can
attend, while a closed meeting is only for those with a desire to stop drinking.
It may be helpful for professionals to note that individual A.A. meetings can vary greatly.
Suggesting a client go to different meetings in order to find the one that best suits their needs and
personality is often a useful thing to do.
There are also a wide variety of online meetings available, if an alcoholic is unable to
attend physical meetings. Some meetings are held on virtual platforms. There are email meetings
where an email is sent out on a specific topic; chat (text) meetings that include a live chat
following the same format as a face-to-face meeting; discussion forums or message boards where
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a topic is posted and group members post in return (these are active 24/7); and the old-fashioned
telephone, where meetings are conducted via a conference-call format.
How does A.A. work with professionals?
A.A. has a long history of cooperating but not affiliating with outside organizations and being
able to provide A.A. meetings and informational presentations to professionals upon request. For
example:
A.A. members are experienced in setting up A.A. groups within correctional
institutions—there are roughly 1,500 A.A. groups in correctional facilities in the U.S. and
Canada. A.A.’s Bridging the Gap program, in which A.A. members volunteer as temporary
contacts to help released inmates become acquainted with A.A. and to attend A.A. meetings in
their home areas after they are released, allows for continuity in a former inmate’s life once he or
she is released, helping keep them sober for the long term.
A.A. provides information for healthcare professionals on the best way to overcome
some of their patients’ common misconceptions about A.A., such as A.A. being a religious
organization or that they will be “judged” by those they meet in A.A. If possible, it is always
helpful for a healthcare professional to attend a few “open” A.A. meetings, so they can give
information to patients as to how an A.A. meeting works and possibly get a list of contacts
willing to take a patient to his or her first meeting. The Bridging the Gap program also works in
the same fashion with treatment centers, hospitals and institutions.
For faith leaders who counsel alcoholics, it can be helpful to know active A.A. members
in the community to whom they can refer anyone looking for help with a drinking problem.
They, too, can attend “open” A.A. meetings and also become acquainted with A.A. literature
such as Alcoholics Anonymous, 12 Steps and 12 Traditions, the booklet Living Sober, and AA
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Grapevine, which is A.A.’s monthly magazine, containing inspirational stories by and for
alcoholics.
For more information on how A.A. cooperates with professionals, go to aa.org and click
the “For Professionals” tab.

Questions professionals are commonly asked about Alcoholics Anonymous
•

•

Is A.A. religious?
A.A. has no affiliation with any specific religion nor does it inquire into alcoholics’
religious beliefs — or lack thereof — when they turn to the Fellowship for help.
However, the A.A. program of recovery is based on certain spiritual values, and
individual members are free to interpret these values as they think best, or not to think
about them at all.
Is A.A. anti-alcohol?
While many A.A.s appreciate that alcohol may be alright for most people, they know it to
be poison for them. The average A.A. member has no desire to deprive anyone of
something that, properly handled, is a source of pleasure. A.A. members merely
acknowledge being personally unable to handle the stuff.
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•

Are there any rules in A.A.?
The absence of rules, regulations, or musts is one of the unique features of A.A. as a local
group and as a worldwide fellowship. There are no bylaws that say a member has to
attend a certain number of meetings in a given time. The only requirement for
membership is a desire to stop drinking.

•

Will people find out that I joined A.A.?
Anonymity is and always has been a basic tenet of the A.A. program. Most members,
after they have been in A.A. awhile, have no particular objection if the word gets around
that they have joined a fellowship that enables them to stay sober. But no one has the
right to break the anonymity of another member. This means that the newcomer can turn
to A.A. with the assurance that no newfound friends will violate confidences relating to
his or her drinking problem.

•

•

Does membership in A.A. cost money?
Membership in A.A. involves no financial obligation of any kind. The A.A. program of
recovery from alcoholism is available to anyone who has a desire to stop drinking,
whether he or she is flat broke or in possession of millions.
Is A.A. against alcoholics taking prescribed medication?
A.A. has no opinion on what medication is appropriate for an individual. While it is true
that some people may substitute addictions—pills for alcohol, for instance—many A.A.
members truly need medication and Alcoholics Anonymous does not “play doctor” or
offer medical advice.
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•

•

Is there evidence-based proof of A.A.’s efficacy?
A rigorous independent study, published by the medical journal Cochrane Database
ofSystematic Review in 2020, examined 25 previous studies involving 10,565
participants around the world. It found that Alcoholics Anonymous works as well as
other
scientifically proven treatments for alcoholism, including Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
(CBT), outpatient treatment by a doctor and alcohol education programs, and in fact
outperforms these methods when it came to longevity of sobriety.
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But why doesn’t A.A. work for everyone?
The answer is that A.A. will work only for those who admit that they are alcoholics, who
honestly want to stop drinking — and who are able to keep those facts uppermost in their
minds at all times. A.A. usually will not work for the people who have reservations about
whether or not they are alcoholics, or who cling to the hope of being able to drink
normally again.

Working with professionals, within communities
As the world’s first and oldest Twelve Step recovery program, Alcoholics Anonymous, founded
in 1935, has long made it a priority to work with professionals, within communities. Early
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members of A.A. entered hospitals where suffering alcoholics were “drying out” in order to help
them find sobriety. A.A. groups brought meetings into jails in the Northeast as early as 1940,
even before Alcoholics Anonymous had arrived in many U.S. cities. A.A. groups work to bring
speakers into treatment centers, to bring information to professionals such as doctors, lawyers,
judges and probation officers and to speak at schools, colleges and hospitals.
A large percentage of A.A. members were first introduced to the program through
treatment facilities and the legal system; many more received counseling
(psychological or spiritual) for their alcoholism before and after entering the program.
Thus, those professionals in the fields of healthcare, addiction medicine, and the law,
whose working lives intersect daily with Alcoholics Anonymous, are invaluable in
helping sober alcoholics return to their community of parents, spouses, children,
relatives, friends and co-workers.
As a program that points the way for alcoholics to find a new way of life without alcohol,
a program that is working successfully for hundreds of thousands of people, A.A, stands ready to
cooperate with professionals at all times to help suffering alcoholics achieve sobriety.

Commented [cc18]: Many
Commented [cc19R18]:

Useful links to more information about Alcoholics Anonymous:
Alcoholics Anonymous official website: https://aa.org
Find Local AA: a state by state link to A.A.’s central offices
https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/find-local-aa
Online Intergroup: A.A.’s directory of online meetings https://www.aaintergroup.org/
Back to Coverpage
A.A.’s Cooperation with the Professional Community (C.P.C) desk at aa.org is available to
provide information for professionals and connect them with the local C.P.C. committees in their
area https://aa.org/pages/en_US/information-for-professionals
Grapevine, The International Journal of Alcoholics Anonymous https://www.aagrapevine.org/
La Viña, Grapevine’s Spanish-language sister magazine https://www.aalavina.org/
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The Twelve Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous

1.We admitted we were powerless over alcohol—that our lives had become unmanageable.
2. Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.
3. Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood Him.
4. Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.
5. Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs.
6. Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.
7. Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.
8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to them all.9.
Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so would injure
them or others.
10. Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted it.
11. Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God as
weunderstood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that
out.
12. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this messageto
alcoholics, and to practice these principles in all our affairs.

Back to coverpage
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2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community

ITEM C:

Review progress report on the development of outward facing pamphlet for mental health
professionals

Background Notes:

The 2021 Conference Committee recommended that the trustees’ Committee on Cooperation with
the Professional Community/Treatment and Accessibilities develop a pamphlet directed to mental
health professionals. The committee requested that a progress report or draft pamphlet be brought to
the 2022 Conference Committee Cooperation with the Professional Community.
At the August 2021 Trustees committee they discussed the 2021 C.P.C. advisory action, "That the
trustees’ Cooperation with the Professional Community/Treatment and Accessibilities Committee
develop a pamphlet directed to mental health professionals…” The committee discussed the
request to create a pamphlet for mental health professionals and suggested that the first action is to
explore assembling a focus group of past/present Class A’s trustees’ and other mental health
professionals that are member of the fellowship for the purpose of asking what their needs are when
addressing the suffering alcoholic. The committee looks forward from the staff secretary a progress
report at the October 2021 meeting.
At the December 2021 trustees meeting The focus group is scheduled to meet on December 10,
2021, with a possible follow up meeting for those who are unable to attend the December 10
meeting. The committee looks forward to a progress report at their January 2022 meeting.
At the January 2022 Trustee meeting the committee discussed the 2021 Advisory Action to develop
a new outward facing pamphlet geared towards the mental health professional. The committee
reviewed a focus group report and requested that the staff secretary work with Publishing on the
development of a language and potential formats. The committee agreed to forward a progress
report on the development of the pamphlet to the 2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with
the Professional Community.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Focus group report
2. Memo to Publishing

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the 72nd General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects of
the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of
members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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C.P.C.
Item C
Doc. 1

Focus Group on pamphlet for Mental Health Professionals
Attendance: Amy B., (secretary) Leonard M. Blumenthal, Trustee Emeritus, Retired
Treatment Administrator- Canada, Vera F., Irene K., John Kelly PhD, ABPP Director,
MGH Recovery Research Institute Program Director, MGH Addiction Recovery
Management Service (ARMS) Associate Director, MGH Center for Addiction Medicine
Peter F. Luongo, Ph.D. Executive Director Institute for Research, Education and
Training in Addictions, Nancy McCarthy Class A Trustee, Corrections administrator,
Judith Sadora, M.A., Oregon LMFT (T1642), Nevada LMFT (3210-R) and journalist
William G.
Goal of Focus group: The committee discussed the request to create a pamphlet for
mental health professionals and suggested that the first action is to explore assembling a
focus group of past/present Class A’s trustees’ and other mental health professionals that
are member of the fellowship and nonmembers, for the purpose of asking what their needs
are when addressing the suffering alcoholic.
Question 1. What are the barriers to referring or providing information to your clients about
A.A.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Often confusion about spiritual vs religious organization. When look at literature it is
heavy in religious language.
Professionals don’t know how to refer, that A.A. has no intake or referral process,
the professional will have to have connections in the local A.A.
That anonymity can have negative consequences that “we” are sending client to hide
in meetings. That the idea of anonymity and what that means in A.A.
Clients are often on medication, be able to provide information to client that A.A. has
no opinion and that A.A. members are not doctors they are A.A. members.
Professional’s lack of understanding of the verity of members; young, old, persons of
color and differences in culture.
Understanding of who could be an alcoholic, signs and symptoms of the alcoholic
education.
Understanding how alcoholism in persons of color, and the culture of family.
That spirituality and Mental Health issues have different meaning in different cultures
example of people of color, indigenous people.
Having practical resources in your community, know meeting types to inform clients.
Education of what A.A. is and what it is not. That referring “drug addicts” to A.A. and
why it does not work.
Having relationship with local A.A. resources.

Question 2: What clear A.A. message to give professionals and what the ongoing message
should be

Back to coverpage
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recovery is an evidence-based services that can serve a person over time, that it is
assessable, flexible, has multiple ways (in person, online) and is free.
That it works, effective way to sustain recovery
A.A. is public heaths “free lunch”
Use of A.A. resources makes you a better professional, that you are providing an
option for recovery.
A.A. materials need to be more on point of spiritual vs religious
Drive home the message of inclusivity be aware of types of meeting and local so
that you are sending people to appropriate meetings, example is being aware of
culture of meeting, be not sending a person of color to all white meeting.
A.A. members are not Doctors
No discrimination that is safe place to explore spirituality
That A.A. principles are in line with professionals’ ethics.
Use of Professional language example is recovery coach vs sponsor and dual
diagnosis. Language is science based and evidence based.
That people experiencing “dual diagnosis” do just as well in A.A.
Get to know your local A.A. and reach out to them.
Use of graphics to get message across to meet people where they are.

Question 3: What do you tell your peers about A.A.
•
•

•
•

That often therapy is group driven and that A.A. is also allowing people to make
connections in the group
Difference between someone who knows about A.A. and one who does not. One
who is knowledgeable will know about when Client comes back and says “they” did
the Lords Prayer or talked about medication the Clinician will be able to talk about
how meeting are autonomous and different and that they can go to many meetings
to find were they “fit”
People will take “antidotal” as truth and use to wipe out all science. As you compare
A.A. to same scientific standards it is as well or better for less money. Even
involving cognitive therapy for free and learning of behavioral skills for free.
Often those who are members of A.A. and professionals discuss A.A.

Other topics to help carry A.A. message to professionals
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use of LinkedIn to highlight A.A. to the professional
Carry the message to the Clinicians with new data from study “Does A.A. Work”
That Clinicians have heavy workload make personal interactions and awareness
Get “change agents” to go to managers to get staff to attend information on A.A.
Meet people where they are, example is group of A.A. members who got sober
during Covid and have never been to in person meeting.
Use of Virtual platforms with be with us and use of these to carry the A.A. message
to professionals. Realize the value of telecommunication.
Back to coverpage
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Copy of this report will be sent to identified professionals that could not attend so that they
can contribute as appropriate.

Notes from others after meeting:
•

Utilization of Class A Trustees, particularly physicians, to present A.A. focused
material at peer attended hospital/clinic Grand Rounds, teaching/academic (e.g.,
med school, grad school) lectures, specialty society and organized medicine
annual conferences, university/college student mental health centers, and to
middle and high school district/systems guidance counselors, school
psychologists/social workers, and nurses.
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C.P.C.
Item C
Doc. 2

Memorandum
February 5, 2022
To:

Ames S., Executive Editor
David R., Publishing Director

cc:

Nancy McCarthy, Chair of C.P.C-T.A.
Bob W., G.S.O. General Manager
Sandra W., Director of Staff Services

From:

Amy C. B., GSO staff, Cooperation with the Professional Community

Re:

Pamphlet for the mental health professional

At the January 30, 2022, meeting of the trustees’ C.P.C.-T.A. Committee, the following item
was forwarded to the Publishing Department for further action as noted below:

The committee reviewed a focus group report and requested that the staff
secretary work with Publishing on development of language and potential
formats geared toward the mental health professional.
Attached is the focus group report.
Please feel free to reach out to me if there are any questions.
/ab
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2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community

ITEM D: Consider creating a new pamphlet designed to help C.P.C. committees
reach as many doctors as possible
Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community

_____________________________________________________________________
Background notes:
PAI # 78
Consider creating a new pamphlet designed to help C.P.C. reach as many doctors as
possible. This pamphlet includes general statements about the alcoholic to the doctor,
questions for the doctor, and possible actions to take. The pamphlet is only to be used
fully, or partially, at the comfort level of the individual alcoholic.
_____________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. PAI # 78 submission form
2. PAI #78 Background draft “Conversation with Your Doctor”
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C.P.C.
Item D
Doc. 1

Conversation With Your Doctor Pamphlet Agenda Item Submission Form
(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.
Motion to create a new pamphlet designed to help CPC reach as many doctors as
possible. This pamphlet includes general statements about the alcoholic to the doctor,
questions for the doctor, and possible actions to take. The pamphlet is only to be used
fully, or partially, at the comfort level of the individual alcoholic.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
Instead of working in a top-down fashion, using this pamphlet we could reach out to
doctors in a more “boots on the ground” approach. Somewhere between the pamphlet
AA as a Resource for the Healthcare Professional, and a simple CPC contact card,
there is use for a short simple conversation. Not taking as much time as the Resource
pamphlet, and being a bit more personal than dropping a card with a number, we can
individually as members reach out to far more doctors.
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make
it clear who is submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
This pamphlet has been supported by my homegroup, and by my local CPC committee.
(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the
proposal. List background material(s) included with the proposal:
CPC is not getting engagement from most local doctors, and when CPC reaches out it
is not to individual doctors, but organizations. There is a large discrepancy between
institutions that are engaged, and the many doctors who may not even know they are
treating alcoholics.
(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?
My intention is that it is very clearly stated and understood only to use this pamphlet if
you wish, and only to the extent that you feel comfortable. With that, maybe it only
encourages doctors to know how many patients are afflicted with alcoholism. Doctors
may not be caring enough, or take the time to read AA as a Resource for the Healthcare
Professional. They may not see the need to use a contact card left in the office, maybe
even left for a different doctor in the office. If CPC was able to reach out to hundreds of
doctors individually, it could only help. This pamphlet would be a simple, small way to
facilitate that depth of contact.
Back to coverpage
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(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.
Brian K.
Idaho Area 18, District 3
GSR Midtown Group

(7) Final comments:
Helping CPC to engage with more doctors, and even thereby to have more engagement
in those organizations will possibly increase membership, direct alcoholics to
membership earlier, and ultimately save lives. The idea is that hundreds, or thousands
of alcoholics could carry on this small conversation with their doctors to that end.
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A Conversation
with your Doctor

Local CPC Rep:

Local AA Hotline:
Local Al-Anon Hotline:
Back to coverpage
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Doc. 2
Statements about the Alcoholic to the Doctor
1. I am an Alcoholic.
2. I am working the 12 Steps of recovery.
3. I attend meetings.
4. I am working with a sponsor.
5. I am willing to answer questions about the
program of Alcoholics Anonymous
Questions for the Doctor
1. Have you heard of AA?
2. What is you r u nderstanding of the program of
Alcoholics Anonymous?
3. Have you treated alcoholics who got better?
4. What methods have you seen work
effectively?
5. Have you read the pamphlet A.A. as a Resou
rce for the Healthcare Professional?
Actions to Take
1. May I offer a point of contact if you need one in
the future? (Can be a representative who has left
their name and number on the pamphlet
2. Would it be helpful to provide some literature, or
possibly a pam phlet rack in your office?
3. Would you be interested in observing a
meeting?
4. I'm available to tell my story to anyone that
might benefit from it
This pamphlet can be used in whole, or in part, to start
a conversation with your doctor.Only use what you
are comfortable with. It can also left as simply
acontact card with a representative 's phone number
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2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community

ITEM E: Review content and format of C.P.C. Kit and Workbook

Background Notes:

Special Notes: The trustees’ C.P.C, Treatment and Accessibilities appointed a
Subcommittee on Military Audio Interviews. This subcommittee was asked to bring their
experience and background to a review of the Sample guide letter to Military
Chaplains and the Sample guide letter to professionals who work with military veterans
in the C.P.C. Workbook.
A report was received February 12, 2022, with two suggested revisions to the current
Sample guide letter to Military Chaplains. One is a revision to the existing sample guide
letter, while the other is an example of the sort of short succinct letter which relies on
referenced and enclosed relevant A.A. pamphlets to communicate a detailed message to
the military chaplains. Please see background items 4-6 below.
The subcommittee also was asked to discuss and review the Sample guide letter to
professionals who work with military veterans in detail and extensively. The suggestion
is that this letter be removed from the C.P.C. Workbook. While there are important
messages included in the current letter that our Fellowship should offer to military
members, the letter is directed to professionals who may be treating military members
and the subcommittee is suggesting that it misses the mark to the targeted audience.
Professionals treating military members do need to be aware of “other conditions”, as the
letter says but these not A.A.’s purview per se nor are they unique to military members.
First responders have similar challenges as do many others who may turn to A.A. for help.
A.A. should be highlighted as a resource for any professional treating anyone where
alcoholism may play a part and sample guide letters already in the Workbook, aimed at
Medical and Healthcare professionals do that. Please see background item 7 for current
letter.
The full trustees’ C.P.C. Treatment and Accessibilities Committee was made aware of
this request by the chair of the trustees’ Committee to send these suggestions to the
Conference Committee on C.P.C. for consideration of this annual Review of the content
and format of C.P.C. Kit and Workbook.
From the January 30, 2022, trustees’ meeting:

The committee reviewed the shared experience from local C.P.C. committees and other
trusted servants for updated content to be included in the C.P.C. Kit and Workbook. The
committee agreed to forward draft language and format to the 2022 Conference
CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the 72nd General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document. Distribution is limited to A.A.
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Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community, for their annual review of
the C.P.C. Kit and Workbook.
_________________________________________________________________________
Background:

1. Memo requesting shared experience
2. Shared experience
3. C.P.C. Kit and Workbook (revisions pending) available to view on www.aa.org:
ENG: Cooperation with the Professional Community (C.P.C.)
SP: Cooperación con la Comunidad Profesional (CCP)
FR: Collaboration avec les Milieux professionnels (CMP)
4.
5.
6.
7.

C.P.C. workbook sample guide letter to Military Chaplains
Revision to existing sample guide letter to Military Chaplains
Example of a short succinct letter to the Military Chaplains
C.P.C. workbook sample guide letter to professionals who work with military
veterans
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C.P.C
Item E
Doc.1

Memorandum
September 22, 2021
To:

Cooperation with the Professional Community Committee Chairs

From: Amy C. B. C.P.C. Coordinator at G.S.O.
(212) 870-3107 / cpc@aa.org
cc:

Panel 71/72 Area Delegates, General Service Board Trustees, A.A.W.S. / AA
Grapevine Non-trustee Directors and G.S.O. Staff

Re:

Request for shared experience on creative ways to carry the A.A. message to
professionals

Dear Friends,
Warm greetings from the C.P.C. desk at G.S.O. We are sending you best wishes during
these challenging times.
A committee consideration from the August 1, 2021, GSB meeting concerning the C.P.C.
workbook, requested that the staff secretary survey the local C.P.C. committees for
shared experience on creative ways to carry the A.A. message to professionals, including
but not limited to, during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Please send us creative ideas your committee has tried or talked about trying, individual
thoughts you may have – no idea is too big or too small.
We look forward to hearing from you. Please email cpc@aa.org with your experiences.
Deadline of November 22, 2021

Back to coverpage
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A survey was sent to the local C.P.C. committees for shared experience on creative ways to carry
the A.A. message to professionals, including but not limited to, during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Colin H.

Whenever I walk into a doctor’s office… l leave a grapevine in the
waiting room.

Dale -D12 PI/CPC

Our committee sent out emails to Unions, Associations and Clubs with
the email used as an Opener along with a suggested request to retain
the attached Contact Sheet to use as a resource, should there be a need.

Bob H.

We have spoken twice since the beginning of the pandemic via video
conferencing to a Brown University class titled Anthropology of Addiction
and Recovery. . Each class consisted of about a twenty-minute share
on our part (what is A.A. and what isn't it?), a talk which also sought to
ease a bit the students' collective discomfort with attending the open A.A.
meetings they are required to attend as part of the course (they're not
quite sure how they should act around us!). This was followed by a
question-and-answer period in which the students at both sessions
asked excellent questions, and during which they seemed to have
gained a new comfort level with us "A.A.-ers" as well.

Lori L.

Target audience of professionals and have zoom meetings with cards
With CPC information. Also held zoom meetings for CPC committee
Members, “Train the Trainer”

Martha

Talks to local graduating nursing students and MSW students on what AA is
and is not; we began offering these talks in 2018; they have been held at Poudre
Valley Hospital and the Medical Center of the Rockies. Talking with Doctors
and meeting with housing facilities for Veterans.

Warren G

The PI/CPC Committee was allocated funds to purchase literature for
DCMs and their GSRs to distribute to Professionals they come in contact
with in their life. We called it the S.O.L.D. Project or Service Opportunity,
Literature Distribution. This idea also provided increased interest
and awareness of our pamphlets and improved conversation with our
Literature Committee.

Atlanta GA

CPC committees in the USA & Canada have been reaching out
Professionals during the pandemic!! Workshops in 2020 LIST OF IDEAS FROM
2020 WORKSHOPS 1. Put ads in Attorney, Doctor, Dental and other
Professional Magazines. Research which professionals have magazines and
bulletins & inquiry about costs. ***Put ads on restaurant placemats and on
grocery carts ***Put ads on a large sign on a busy road.
1
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2. Find out if there are Professional Conventions or Conferences to see if we
can get in a quick 5 min talk of use a PSA or video A. Nat’l Clergy Conference B.
Nat’l & Local Social Work Groups C. Dental Conventions D. Legal Conferences
etc 3. Offer Big Book and 12&12 e-books to local and university libraries. 4.
Created glide apps on the resources provided from GSO and 1 for new people
on the committee 5. Contact the warden of jails: offer to show videos on their
closed circuit TVs **GV is converting audio materials into video for use in jails
and prisons
**Donate audio Big Books to prisons. . 6. Make business cards with the 24 hour
hot lines on them. **Ask managers if they can be put in grocery stores, 7-11s,
liquor stores, bars **Offer the cards to Policemen to see if they would give
them to people they run across that are drinking and driving **Ask if Hotels
and Casinos will allow us to put the card or pamphlet in their establishments.
7. Ask to give a short PSA or video to Insurance companies & DUI classes 8. Ask
for a meeting room @ State Conventions on CPC & invite professionals to share
9. Home-groups adopt a professional category — brain storm as to how to
partner with the professional group and follow thru —- make a list of places to
go 10. ZOOM presentations for doctors, nurses, med students 11. Electronic
pamphlets are okay to use (per GSO) 12. Post cards will plant a quick seed when
seen - sending them to prof. Put them in Starbucks or 7-11s and other places
with the managements permission. Ways CPC committees in the USA & Canada
are reaching out to Professionals during the pandemic!! Workshops - 2021 To
Help A Still Suffering Alcoholic LIST OF ITEMS 15. Ask warden if we can use
recoverytapers.com and recoveryspeakers.com in jails and institutions 16.
Contacting 1-3 secretaries at Churches, Doctors Offices or Atty. to see what
they recommend. 17.Youtube interviews or blogging (grows visibility and
awareness of AA) 18. Using 15-20-30 sec.PSAs from aa.org in college and high
school cafeteria’s 19. Have the local intergroup see that their web-page can be
google at the top of the page and have them geared for public and members
**Put a landing page on the District, Intergroup
Tom C.

Our EVI PI/CPC Committee would like to share two creative ways
that we have continued to do AA outreach despite the COVID-19
pandemic. We are enthusiastic about this effort and want to share
it with you and other PI/CPC committees!
(1) We created an “AA Information Card” (SEE ATTACHED PHOTO)
and are beginning distribution. It has a small footprint, the size of
a standard business card. Clear plastic card holders, labeled with the
Intergroup office phone number, also are being distributed.
Its purpose is to reach still sick and suffering alcoholics, in four ways.
First, by placing a stack of Cards in locations likely to be seen by
alcoholics (such as urgent care centers and homeless shelters). Second,
by giving Cards to professionals (such as police and doctors) to
distribute.
2
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Third, by giving Cards to local AA Groups to distribute. Fourth, by giving
Cards to individual AA members for professionals they see as part of
their daily lives (such as at doctor appointments and social events).
This AA Information Card is printed on blue card stock to catch the eye
of the viewer. On the front side, the AA Circle and Triangle appears —
an eye catching image with considerable symbolism and history for
Alcoholics Anonymous. Beneath this image are the words "Alcoholics
Anonymous.” Next to the image is this text in bold font: “If you want to
drink, that’s your business. If you want to stop, we can help.”
On the back side of the card, text at the top says “LOCAL
INFORMATION – 24 HOUR HELP LINE”. This is followed by the hotline
phone number and website address of the 4 local Intergroups, and the
aa.org website. At bottom right is a QR Code image with text that
reads “Scan Here For Short Video” — this links to a 60 second video on
the AA YouTube Channel, produced by AA World Services (AAWS). This
video was chosen because it is short, has a positive AA message,
features inventive animation that displays well on a cell phone, and is
inclusive of gender and race. “Sobriety In A.A.: We Made Changes To
Stop Drinking”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZHIjSZaXRU
The Cards are inexpensive and can be placed in areas where pamphlets
are inappropriate or not practical. They also can be used as a handout
in addition to pamphlets.
Ideas for Card placement include: AA clubhouses, churches and other
faith-based locations, community events, faith leader offices, homeless
shelters, hospital waiting rooms, hotel lobbies, legal aid offices, parole
and probation offices, police precincts, restaurant entry areas, school
counseling offices, seasonal home parks, treatment facilities, urgent care
centers, and Veterans Administration offices.
(2) We designed and have begun to implement a "Faith Leaders
Outreach Program."
This program requires minimal in-person contact, made necessary
because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Even limited personal contact is
more effective than sending materials by U.S. Postal Mail, however,
since mailed materials often are not received or read by the intended
recipients. It also is much less expensive.
Its primary purpose, like all of Alcoholics Anonymous, is to carry the
message to still suffering alcoholics. This is being done by providing
information about AA to FAITH LEADERS who come into contact with
alcoholics in CHURCHES, MOSQUES, SYNAGOGUES, AND
TEMPLES. The name “Faith Leaders” is used instead of “Clergy” to be
more inclusive. For the same reason, “Churches, Temples, Mosques and
Synagogues” is used — although the general word “Churches” is used
3
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as shorthand in training materials.
An initial spreadsheet was compiled containing over 100 churches, with
additional ones being added as they are identified. A Follow-Up Form
was created to keep track of initial outreach activity and requests for
additional information. Training materials were written.
AA volunteers from throughout the Intergroup are invited to participate in
this outreach. This helps our small committee reach a large number of
churches — and has the added benefit of informing the entire AA
Fellowship about PI/CPC service work and encouraging AAs to join the
committee. This one-time service commitment takes about one hour.
Outreach is being done by an AA volunteer hand delivering an
Information Envelope to churches. This envelope contains a Cover
Letter which describes the outreach purpose and contents of the
envelope: three AA Pamphlets, five copies of an Information Card, and
a local AA Meeting Schedule. The three pamphlets are: "Members of the
Clergy Ask About Alcoholics Anonymous" (P-25); "AA at a Glance" (F1); "Is AA For You? Twelve Questions Only You Can Answer" (P-3).
Delivery is being done during regular business hours, without making an
appointment — the Information Envelope is NOT mailed or dropped
off. A personal visit, however brief, is always more memorable than an
indirect contact by phone or by mail. Another advantage is that in-person
delivery will allow for a brief explanation of the reason for the visit; it also
presents an opportunity to answer questions or hear other requests from
the recipient(s).
The recipient is the Office Manager, Administrator or Secretary – NOT
the Church Pastor or Minister. Office Managers are much more likely to
be available during business hours without an appointment. Also, they
probably will know more than anyone else about files in the Church office
– and often remain in their Church positions longer than the Pastors or
Ministers. Of course, if a Pastor or Minister happens to be available, our
AA Volunteer offers to meet with them.
The program has two desired outcomes. First, that AA materials are kept
in church files for use by Faith Leaders when they talk to people with
alcohol problems. And second, that some Faith Leaders make requests
for additional AA information — such as asking for more pamphlets; an
in-person or Zoom presentation; or to attend an open Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting accompanied an AA volunteer.
Vikram V

1 with and 1 without the traditional tear off strips
Both versions feature a QR Code that provides a far more convenient,
contemporary and anonymous way for our target audience to gain
access to relevant information about AA and specific details about the
programme and how they can connect with us
4
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Primary target venues for this have been Supermarkets, Convenience
Stores and Community Centres
Secondary target venues include pharmacies, Rotary Clubs, Law
Societies, Re-Hab centres
A Business Card :
Distribution of these is to be actioned at the start of the New Year and
targeted exclusively to the Professional Community
Primary target venues for Round 1 will be Pharmacies and Clinics
Hospitals :
We have discussed the possibility of gaining approval from hospitals to
place t he Posters and/or the Business Cards at prominent locations and
with the relevant Doctors, in their Emergency section
Esther C.

When I co-chaired this committee with Kevin W. on the Area 02, District
7 CPC, we had about 8-10 members and we met sometimes twice a
month. The early meetings were becoming acquainted with CPC,
studying the how-to manual, setting up a plan outlining our goals and
objectives. Since there are many services and professionals in a
community that alcoholics would come in contact with such as the
Judicial system, attorneys, healthcare providers, social workers, the
clergy, and organizations such as community family services (halfway
houses). We decided to focus on health services.
One example was contacting the local Neighborhood Health
Organization where one of our committee members worked. She
provided us with names of appropriate managers to contact. I called and
followed up with a letter describing our purpose and that we would like
to set up a meeting with the clinical workers who might come in contact
with alcoholics and how AA can be helpful as a resource in their recovery
program.
As a result we (2 of us) were invited to come to a staff meeting held at
noon at their facility. We brought literature, pamphlets, handouts about
AA’s program of recovery. Both of us sat at a table in the front of the
room that had approximately 20 attendees. We gave short presentations
about what is AA, what we provide as a recovery program for alcoholics
and we responded to their questions. We were given 1 hour and I believe
we helped open doors for future opportunities for them to work closer
with AA. At that time we invited them to come to an open meeting of AA
to learn more.

5
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Other CPC committee members had jobs to leave AA information in
designated areas of Spenard, which is a suburb of Anchorage city, to
contact hotels and clinical waiting rooms of health service providers, with
their permission. We also decided to do contacting of clergy.
We decided that the easiest way to start was with our own church where
we were a member. I met with our pastors at a large church in south
Anchorage. It was a stress- free meeting since we all knew each other.
I explained about AA and how it could help in an alcoholics recovery.
The clergy were invited to come to an open AA and, in fact, they were so
excited about AA they opened up their church for us to hold meetings
there. Another member and I worked toward that goal but it ended up I
was left to organize this alone and I wasn’t able to finish it. It still is an
open invitation (after the pandemic) that I could work with the District or
Intergroup CPC to make it happen.
Denise

Following up on your request, it is my pleasure to forward you a few
accomplishments and projects from our committee. First, I’d like to point
out that in our district, the public information and CPC committees are
combined. During COVID, the members met on Zoom. Since the end of
August, we are meeting in person again.
Related to public information, during the lockdown, a few actions were
taken. We took this opportunity to update all the resources to visit.
A list of all the community entities, community centers, retirement homes,
was made. On it, the date, the provided documentation, the name of the
contact will be added to insure following up with these resources.
Every month, an add about AA appear for a week on the dashboard of
the local community channel “Nous TV”.
A project of an informal tv program on AA has been submitted to the
community channel for the week of addiction awareness of November
21-27. The person responsible for the program seemed interested. We
will follow up. Last year, two articles on AA have been published in our
local newspaper “l’Express” during this same week, titled: Le récit de
Mickaella (Mickaella’s story) and Les Alcooliques anonymes contre
vents et marées.(AA against wind and tides).
About the CPC, we have been following up with a few resources: rehab
centers for exemple, by sending copies of the groups repertories that
kept changing, by email. Indeed, because of sanitary measures
imposed by national health, groups opened and closed or had to limit
the number of attending members. A list of all the medical centers of our
district has been established. A few have been visited already. Business
cards with a number for phone help, an email address and the specific
web address of our local website where one can find all the information
about meetings in our districts will be distributed in the medical centers.
Documentation on AA will also be provided when the sanitary restriction
due to Covid will be lifted.
6
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Our committee is also invited to the local meeting discussing addiction
in our town. This meeting gathers all the people in contact with people
struggling with addiction: people working with the police, homeless
shelters, women shelters, charity food providers, etc. This is great way
to make the AA known.

7
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Sample guide letter to Military Chaplains
Dear Chaplain

,

We know from the experience of A.A. members in the military that Chaplains
often play a crucial role in helping problem drinkers in the military recover. Often
a Chaplain is the first person the drinker turns to for help and understanding, the
one person they feel they can trust. We want to help you more effectively achieve
the goal we share: to help the alcoholic who still suffers.

Introducing men and women to A.A. can be as simple as having them go to our
website, www.aa.org, and click on Need Help with a Drinking Problem? In the
A.A. Near You section they can also find contact information for the nearest
A.A. Intergroup or Central Office which can guide them to nearby A.A. meetings
where they will be warmly welcomed.
The website is also a valuable resource for professionals. We have an
‘Information for Professionals’ page, and offer access to pamphlets such as:
Members of the Clergy Ask about Alcoholics Anonymous

A.A. and the Armed Forces

A.A. has both Open and Closed meetings. Open meetings are for anyone
interested in finding out more about our program of recovery and we welcome
professionals to attend. Closed meetings are only for those who feel they have a
problem with alcohol. We would be happy to accompany someone to a meeting if
you believe that would help them feel more comfortable trying A.A.

A.A. does not inquire into alcoholics’ religious beliefs — or lack thereof —
when they turn to the Fellowship for help. However, the A.A. program of recovery
is based on certain spiritual values. Individual members are free to interpret these
values as they think best, or not to think about them at all.
Today A.A. has over two million members in 180 countries around the world.
Often there are A.A. meetings where a soldier will be deployed. There are also a
variety of online meetings (email, chat, forum, audio) in a variety of languages
available at www.aa-intergroup.org. We can also introduce you to the
International Journal of A.A. called Grapevine. The magazine recently dedicated
an issue to A.A. in the Military.
We are always seeking to strengthen and expand our communication with
members of the clergy and to help the alcoholic stop drinking and lead a healthy,
productive life. Please contact us if there is any way we can be of service.
Sincerely,
Jane S., Cooperation with the Professional Community jane@gmail.com
(123) 123-4567
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Dear Chaplain [Insert Name],
My name is [Insert Name] and I serve as a local point of contact for members of the professional
community in our area who wish to know more about Alcoholics Anonymous.
The goal of this service to establish better communication between Alcoholics Anonymous and
professionals, and to find simple, effective ways of cooperating without affiliating in order to
help the individuals they may encounter who are struggling with an alcohol problem.
We understand that Faith Leaders and other professionals are often approached by individuals
struggling with alcohol problems. As a Military Chaplain in our community I would like to
ensure that you have the correct and current information about Alcoholics Anonymous in the
local area should you encounter individuals who may wish to stop drinking.
Enclosed with this letter are copies of the A.A. brochures Faith Leaders Ask About A.A. and
A.A. and the Armed Services. I have also included a current list of A.A. meetings in the local
area. Additional information about A.A. can be found online at [Insert local District/Intergroup/or Area
Website if applicable.] and at www.aa.org.
Today A.A. can be found in over 180 countries and in and around many permanent and deployed
military sites. There is also a robust online A.A. presence providing worldwide access to
meetings at www.aa-internet.org - this may be particularly useful for deployed members.
If you have any questions or would like to know more about Alcoholics Anonymous please let
me know.
Sincerely,
[Insert Name]
[Insert Phone]
[Insert Email]
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Dear Chaplain: We of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) know that a Miliary Chaplain is often the first
person to hear from Military Members who want to do something about a troubled life and that
alcohol is often part of the problem. We would like to offer our help in ensuring you know enough
about AA to consider our Fellowship and program of recovery as a potential source of help for
those whom you serve.
Information about AA can be found on our website: www.aa.org and includes ways to get in touch
with AA locally as well as links to connect to our Fellowship through several online options. It will
often be possible to organize a direct connection between your local AA members and the potential
newcomer in your care. While AA is not affiliated with and does not endorse any particular
religion, our program of recovery is based on essential elements of faith in a Higher Power and the
need to live life on the basis of spiritual principles. These tenets have made cooperation between our
Fellowship and almost all of the world’s religions not only possible but often mutually beneficial.
Our AA website has a great deal of useful information on finding a meeting and a host of literature,
both for the potential new member and you as a caregiver and mentor in your community. “AA and
the Armed Forces” and “Members of the Clergy ask about Alcoholics Anonymous” are a two good
places to start for yourself and those you might be counselling.
Contacting a local member of our Fellowship to meet with and guide a potential new member of our
Fellowship is the ideal first step in allowing us to be of assistance. Hopefully a member of AA in
your area will be able to address this. If you are willing and able you would of course be welcome
to attend an initial meeting with a service member in your care as you and they explore the potential
for AA to help. Our “Open” meetings are organized for just the purpose. Most meeting guides you
might consult will highlight the differentiation between “Open” meetings and those “Closed” where
those who have a desire to stop drinking gather. “Open” meetings are the best place to start if
possible, allowing the potential newcomer to gain a better understanding of our Fellowship and
program, free of any expectation that they say or do anything more than feel welcome and listen.
AA has spread across the globe and is now found in over 180 countries. It is not a guarantee that
one can find us wherever military members may be deployed but it is often true that we are there to
be found. Also, there is a robust AA presence in today’s online world and contact through that
medium is almost universally available wherever there is Internet connectivity.
www.aa-internet.org is a great source for this information.
We thank you for your attention and time to read this introduction and if we can be of any further
assistance or address any questions you may have, please contact us and we will be happy to
connect you with our Fellowship in your area.
Name
Ph #
www. address
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Sample guide letter to professionals who work with military veterans:
Dear

,

If you are a professional who works with military veterans that may have a drinking problem, we
want you to know that Alcoholics Anonymous is here to help.

Introducing men and women to A.A. can be as simple as having them go to our website,
www.aa.org, and click on Need Help with a Drinking Problem?. In the A.A. Near You section they
can also find contact information for the nearest
A.A. Intergroup or Central Office which can guide them to nearby A.A. meetings where they will
be warmly welcomed.

The website is also a valuable resource for professionals. We have an ‘Information for
Professionals’ page, and offer access to pamphlets such as:
Members of the Clergy ask about Alcoholics Anonymous
A.A. and the Armed Forces

In case you are not familiar with A.A., we are a fellowship of men and women who have had a
drinking problem and some of us are military veterans as well.
A.A. is nonprofessional, self-supporting, multiracial, apolitical, and available almost everywhere.
It is not a religious society since it requires no definite religious belief. The A.A. program is based
on acceptance of certain spiritual values, but the individual member is free to interpret those
values as he or she thinks best. Membership is open to anyone who wants to do something about
their drinking problem.
We know that it is common for veterans to have other conditions in addition to problems with
alcohol. Guided by our primary purpose of trying to help others with their drinking problems, we
try to share only our experience with drinking and recovery in A.A., leaving the consideration of
other issues to those more qualifi
to handle
them. As nonprofessional volunteers, we are not affi
with any
particular hospital or organization, though many A.A. groups do cooperate with V.A. facilities in
order to help veterans who have a problem with alcohol.

We would be happy to visit your office and make a presentation to you and your staff
explaining what A.A. is and what it is not. We can also accompany anyone who wants to
experience an A.A. meeting to one of our Open meetings (our Closed meetings are only for those
with a desire to stop drinking).
We share the goal of wanting to help the alcoholic stop drinking and resume their normal
life and career. Please contact us if there is any way we can be of service.
Sincerely,
Jane S., Cooperation with the Professional Community jane@gmail.com
(123) 123-4567
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Corrections
Monday, April 25, 2022, 9:00 a.m. – Noon
Room: TBD
Chairperson: Monica F.
Secretary: Eileen A.

Conference Committee Members

Panel 71
Monica F.
Glenn N.
Mario L.

Panel 72
Candice C.
Shellia D.
Cara G.
Jennifer S.
Kurt W.



Discussion and acceptance of trustees’ committee report.

A.

Review contents and format of Corrections Kit and Workbook.

B.

Reconsider use of the term “person in custody” in A.A. literature.

C.

Consider requests to limit changes to the book Alcoholics Anonymous.

D.

Discuss request to make A.A. literature changes slowly and with A.A.’s primary
purpose in mind.

NOTE: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their agenda items and strive to make their
recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To be more
financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation involves a
substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the budget be part
of that recommendation.
CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects
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2022 Conference Committee on Corrections

ITEM A:

Review content and format of Corrections Kit and Workbook.

Background notes:
Kits and Workbooks for C.P.C., Corrections, Public Information, Treatment and Accessibilities
are reviewed by the appropriate Conference Committees during each General Service
Conference.
Workbooks and Kits are service pieces. Any suggested changes to their content from the
Conference committee are put forth as Committee Considerations rather than
recommendations.
Between Conferences, ideas for changes to a Workbook or to the contents of a Kit may be
received. These may be reviewed by the appropriate trustees’ Committee and implemented,
or the trustees’ committee may choose to forward an idea to the Conference Committee for
review.
Typically, service kits are updated annually each fall. Due to pandemic-induced supply chain
and paper shortage challenges, implementation of the updates has been delayed.

The trustees’ committee on Corrections expresses great appreciation for the extensive
work by the National Corrections Committee in reviewing the Corrections Kit and
Workbook. Given the extent of the suggested revisions, the trustees’ committee
scheduled two meetings in September (apart from the quarterly meetings) solely
dedicated to the discussion and review of the suggested revisions.
From the October 30, 2021, report of the trustees’ Committee on Corrections:

The staff secretary is working (with Publishing) through the voluminous list of
suggested changes to the Corrections Kit and Workbook and will provide an update
to the committee at the January 2022 meeting.
From the January 29, 2022, report of the trustees’ Committee on Corrections:

The staff secretary continues to implement the voluminous list of suggested changes
to the Corrections Kit and Workbook. Because of the current supply chain challenges,
including paper shortages, it is anticipated that the revised kit contents and workbook
will be available in digital format prior to the print versions..
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Background:
1. Corrections Workbook and Kit Content Lists available to view at the links below:
•
•
•

ENG – revisions pending
FR – revisions pending
SP - revisions pending

•
•
•

ENG - revisions pending
FR - revisions pending
SP - revisions pending

2. Corrections Kits (provided to Conference Committee on Corrections members only)

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Corrections

ITEM B:

Review list of outer-facing literature/service material to determine need for revised
terminology (i.e., person in custody).

Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the
Conference Corrections Committee
Background notes:
From the October 30, 2021, report of the trustees’ Committee on Corrections:
The committee discussed the request to reconsider using the language of “person in
custody” to describe an inside A.A. member in A.A. literature and agreed to forward
this item to the 2022 General Service Conference.
The committee forwarded the Proposed Agenda Item, including the Scoring Tool, to
the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review by its
Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload.

Background:
1. Submission form PAI 91
2. Submitted background PAI 91 – F162
3. Submitted background PAI 91 – F-163
4. Submitted background PAI 91 – optional inmate language

Back to Agenda
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Annual deadline for submissions for a General Service Conference is September 15*.
What types of proposals, suggestions or ideas rise to the level of needing a General Service Conference “action” or
“decision”?
Proposals that are important to the future of Alcoholics Anonymous, policy decisions or request for changes to
Conference-approved literature and items that might require the collective conscience of the Fellowship. The trustees,
corporate directors and staff bring together years of experience in A.A. service in making decisions about the
appropriate process or disposition of proposed Conference agenda items. Warranty six reminds us “that though the
Conference may act for the service of Alcoholics Anonymous, it shall never perform any acts of government…” The
A.A. Service Manual/Twelve Concepts for World Service page 72.
The A.A. Service Manual/Twelve Concepts for World Service states on page S57 that:
The final agenda for any Conference consists of items suggested by individual A.A. members, groups,
delegates, trustees, area assemblies, area committee members, and directors and staff members of
A.A.W.S. and the Grapevine. The Conference considers matters of policy for A.A. as a whole, and there
are tried-and-true procedures for placing an item on the agenda in the most effective way — or, when
the suggestion does not concern overall policy, for routing it to the most appropriate part of the service
structure.
If a G.S.R. has an idea for an agenda item, chances are that he or she will want to discuss it first with
the group, then at a district or area meeting, which can then forward it to the staff member at G.S.O.
currently serving as Conference coordinator. An A.A. who is not part of the general service structure
can give the idea to the group’s G.S.R. or write directly to the Conference coordinator.
The following is from a process overview document “FAQs on Group Conscience Consideration for Proposed
Conference Agenda Items.”
Q. What happens when a proposed Conference agenda item arrives at the Conference Coordinator’s desk?
A. The Conference Coordinator acknowledges receipt of the proposed agenda item and lets the sender know
which of the following options is most appropriate and, if necessary, an explanation of why and how the
proposed agenda item is being directed. Some of the possible routes are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forwarding to a Trustees’ Committee via a G.S.O. Staff Member or Department Head.
Forwarding to G.S.O.’s Publications Director or Group Services Staff person.
Forwarding to A.A. World Services, Inc.
Forwarding to Chair of the General Service Board.
Forwarding to the A.A. Grapevine Corporate Board/AA Grapevine Publisher.

Q. What happens when it is unclear what committee should address a proposed item or where an item should be
routed?
A. When it is unclear where a proposed item belongs, it is most frequently forwarded to the trustees’ Committee
on the Conference for direction.
If a proposed agenda item does not rise to the level of a Conference action the topic could be programmed during
Conference in a different way like a presentation/discussion or workshop.
This overview is general and includes many but not necessarily all the possible routes a proposed agenda item follows
in the trustee, G.S.O. and Grapevine review process. There is no “one size fits all” procedure and, on a case-by-case
basis over time, there may occasionally be inconsistencies.

1

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.

Reconsider using the language of "Person In Custody" (PIC) to describe an Inside A.A. member in our
A.A. literature.
The 2021 General Service Conference had recommended changing the language in our A.A. literature
from Inmate and Convict to Person In Custody (PIC).

(2) What problem does this proposed item address?

The initial Motion to change the language was to be focused on how "INSIDE A.A. members" are
described in our literature.
"Person In Custody" (PIC) is not recognized nor used in Canada's Judicial system.
It is okay to describe them as inmates or convicts when our literature is directed to professionals.

(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.

From Area 79 - in District 45 - The language for how to describe an Inside A.A. member was discussed with:
Kent Institution (Max Security) OPEN THE GATE TO FREEDOM Group Service # 000710239
Kwìkwèxwelhp Healing Village (Min Security) BLUEBERRY HILL Group Service # 000714571
Mountain Institution (Med Security) KEEP IT STRAIGHT GroupService # 000657501
Ford Mountain Provincial Correctional Centre LIVING RIGHT GroupService #
District 45 Area 79 voted in favour of this Motion.
Submitted by: Clifford T. GSR for Mountain Institution (Med Security) KEEP IT STRAIGHT group
(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:

We encourage you to consider using the language that is already used in A.A.
Calling our incarcerated A.A. members, "INSIDE A.A. Members."
Please see attached:
F - 162 A.A. CORRECTIONS PRERELEASE CONTACT INFORMATION
For AAs on the OUTSIDE
F - 163 A.A. CORRECTIONS PRERELEASE CONTACT INFORMATION
For AAs on the INSIDE
Inmate Language 2021 (from Area 79 - District 45 Corrections)

2

(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?

"Inside" A.A. members will be categorized as fellow Inside A.A. members.
The term Inside A.A. member would be more respectful and encourages inclusiveness.

(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.

Clifford T.
GSR for Mountain Institution (Med Security)
KEEP IT STRAIGHT Group

(7) Final comments:

Person In Custody (PIC) is not relevant in Canadian Jails nor is it used broadly in American Jails.

Back to Cover
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Name: ______________________________________
Sex:

nM

nF

Address: ____________________________________
____________________________________________
City: ________________________________________
State: ________________ Zip Code: _____________
Daytime Phone: ________________________________
Nighttime Phone: ________________________________

Remember that:
• It is important that former inmates attend their
first A.A. meeting as soon as they are released.
• Our primary purpose is to carry the A.A.
message.

CORRECTIONS
Item B
Doc. 2

For AAs on the

O

• You are not responsible for the member’s
attitude or actions in or out of meetings.
• It is suggested that you do not loan money
or anything of value, or become a personal taxi
service.
• Introduce the former inmate to other A.A.
members, just as you would any newcomer.
• We are not to act in any reporting or communication capacity regarding the A.A. member
and the justice system.

A.A. Corrections
Prerelease
Contact Information

Home Group: __________________________________
Location: ________________________________________
Suggested Reading
“Carrying the Message into Correctional
Facilities”
“Where Do I Go From Here?”
A.A. in Prison: Inmate to Inmate
“A.A. in Correctional Facilities”
“It Sure Beats Sitting in a Cell”
“Memo to an Inmate Who May Be
an Alcoholic”
“A Message to Corrections Professionals”
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Dear A.A. member,
The A.A. Corrections Prerelease Contact
Program connects the A.A. member being
released from prison with Alcoholics
Anonymous in their community.
When the soon-to-be-released A.A. inmate
writes us, we match that person to a Prerelease
Contact in their community. If you are interested in this form of service, we will call you,
get the okay, and then send you the name of
a contact.
Many A.A.s involved in this service stress
the importance of getting the former inmate to a
meeting as soon as possible, usually within the
first 48 hours after release.
During this time, you help them get acquainted, get phone numbers, perhaps locate a sponsor or home group, and become connected to
the local A.A. community. You introduce the
newly released inmate to others in A.A. so they
have a broad, healthy base.
An A.A. member who is part of a correctional
facilities volunteer program needs to be familiar
with, and adhere to, rules that correctional facilities have regarding a volunteer’s contact with
inmates, both while they are in the facility and
after they are released.
If you are willing to be the hand of A.A. when
an inmate reaches out for help, complete the
attached A.A. Corrections Contact Form and
mail it to the address given.

1

A.A. Corrections Prerelease
Contact Procedures

Suggestions for the
Prerelease Contact

1. Inside A.A. members (those held in correctional facilities) are eligible for this program if
they have less than six months to serve on their
sentence.

1. Contact the inside A.A. member by letter within two weeks of being matched and
remain in touch with them as their release date
approaches.

2. The inmate fills out the form and mails
it to the Corrections Committee, which is
responsible for processing and coordinating all
Prerelease Contacts.

2. Try to take the former inmate to an A.A.
meeting within 24 to 48 hours of their release.

3. The outside A.A. writes to the inside A.A.
member within two weeks. If the Prerelease
Contact fails to make contact, the inside A.A.
member should inform the Corrections committee. (Prerelease Contacts may, if they wish,
use as their return address that of a local A.A.
office.)
4. The inside A.A. member and the outside contact set up a meeting at the time of the inmate’s
release. The inside A.A. provides such information as their date of release, arrival time in the
local area, and an address and phone number.
5. The Prerelease Contact will meet the newly
released A.A. at an agreed upon time and place
to help them adjust to attending their first meetings in the local community.

3. It is suggested that the first meeting be
viewed as a regular Twelfth Step call and that
you take another A.A. member with you.
4. Share your experience, strength and hope
with the newly released A.A., just as you would
with any other person new to A.A. in your community.
5. Review the A.A. Correction Prerelease
Contact Information with the former inmate so
that there are no misunderstandings.
6. Your job is finished after a sponsor has been
found, or when you and the inmate feel that the
A.A. inmate is secure enough for you to move
on.
7. Make sure the newly released A.A. receives
meeting schedules, phone numbers, and A.A.
literature.

6. The Prerelease Contact and the newly
released A.A. will, by working together, know
when they both feel the time has come for the
Prerelease Contact to move on to someone new.

8. Encourage the newly released A.A. to attend
meetings as often as possible, to find a home
group and, most important, to get a sponsor as
soon as possible. Let them know that even a
temporary sponsor who has time for them now
would be acceptable.

2

3

Dear A.A. member,
The A.A. Corrections Prerelease Contact
Program connects the A.A. member being
released from prison with Alcoholics
Anonymous in their community.
When the soon-to-be-released A.A. inmate
writes us, we match that person to a Prerelease
Contact in their community. If you are interested in this form of service, we will call you,
get the okay, and then send you the name of
a contact.
Many A.A.s involved in this service stress
the importance of getting the former inmate to a
meeting as soon as possible, usually within the
first 48 hours after release.
During this time, you help them get acquainted, get phone numbers, perhaps locate a sponsor or home group, and become connected to
the local A.A. community. You introduce the
newly released inmate to others in A.A. so they
have a broad, healthy base.
An A.A. member who is part of a correctional
facilities volunteer program needs to be familiar
with, and adhere to, rules that correctional facilities have regarding a volunteer’s contact with
inmates, both while they are in the facility and
after they are released.
If you are willing to be the hand of A.A. when
an inmate reaches out for help, complete the
attached A.A. Corrections Contact Form and
mail it to the address given.

1

A.A. Corrections Prerelease
Contact Procedures

Suggestions for the
Prerelease Contact

1. Inside A.A. members (those held in correctional facilities) are eligible for this program if
they have less than six months to serve on their
sentence.

1. Contact the inside A.A. member by letter within two weeks of being matched and
remain in touch with them as their release date
approaches.

2. The inmate fills out the form and mails
it to the Corrections Committee, which is
responsible for processing and coordinating all
Prerelease Contacts.

2. Try to take the former inmate to an A.A.
meeting within 24 to 48 hours of their release.

3. The outside A.A. writes to the inside A.A.
member within two weeks. If the Prerelease
Contact fails to make contact, the inside A.A.
member should inform the Corrections committee. (Prerelease Contacts may, if they wish,
use as their return address that of a local A.A.
office.)
4. The inside A.A. member and the outside contact set up a meeting at the time of the inmate’s
release. The inside A.A. provides such information as their date of release, arrival time in the
local area, and an address and phone number.
5. The Prerelease Contact will meet the newly
released A.A. at an agreed upon time and place
to help them adjust to attending their first meetings in the local community.

3. It is suggested that the first meeting be
viewed as a regular Twelfth Step call and that
you take another A.A. member with you.
4. Share your experience, strength and hope
with the newly released A.A., just as you would
with any other person new to A.A. in your community.
5. Review the A.A. Correction Prerelease
Contact Information with the former inmate so
that there are no misunderstandings.
6. Your job is finished after a sponsor has been
found, or when you and the inmate feel that the
A.A. inmate is secure enough for you to move
on.
7. Make sure the newly released A.A. receives
meeting schedules, phone numbers, and A.A.
literature.

6. The Prerelease Contact and the newly
released A.A. will, by working together, know
when they both feel the time has come for the
Prerelease Contact to move on to someone new.

8. Encourage the newly released A.A. to attend
meetings as often as possible, to find a home
group and, most important, to get a sponsor as
soon as possible. Let them know that even a
temporary sponsor who has time for them now
would be acceptable.
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3

Dear A.A. member,
The A.A. Corrections Prerelease Contact
Program connects the A.A. member being
released from prison with Alcoholics
Anonymous in their community.
When the soon-to-be-released A.A. inmate
writes us, we match that person to a Prerelease
Contact in their community. If you are interested in this form of service, we will call you,
get the okay, and then send you the name of
a contact.
Many A.A.s involved in this service stress
the importance of getting the former inmate to a
meeting as soon as possible, usually within the
first 48 hours after release.
During this time, you help them get acquainted, get phone numbers, perhaps locate a sponsor or home group, and become connected to
the local A.A. community. You introduce the
newly released inmate to others in A.A. so they
have a broad, healthy base.
An A.A. member who is part of a correctional
facilities volunteer program needs to be familiar
with, and adhere to, rules that correctional facilities have regarding a volunteer’s contact with
inmates, both while they are in the facility and
after they are released.
If you are willing to be the hand of A.A. when
an inmate reaches out for help, complete the
attached A.A. Corrections Contact Form and
mail it to the address given.

1

A.A. Corrections Prerelease
Contact Procedures

Suggestions for the
Prerelease Contact

1. Inside A.A. members (those held in correctional facilities) are eligible for this program if
they have less than six months to serve on their
sentence.

1. Contact the inside A.A. member by letter within two weeks of being matched and
remain in touch with them as their release date
approaches.

2. The inmate fills out the form and mails
it to the Corrections Committee, which is
responsible for processing and coordinating all
Prerelease Contacts.

2. Try to take the former inmate to an A.A.
meeting within 24 to 48 hours of their release.

3. The outside A.A. writes to the inside A.A.
member within two weeks. If the Prerelease
Contact fails to make contact, the inside A.A.
member should inform the Corrections committee. (Prerelease Contacts may, if they wish,
use as their return address that of a local A.A.
office.)
4. The inside A.A. member and the outside contact set up a meeting at the time of the inmate’s
release. The inside A.A. provides such information as their date of release, arrival time in the
local area, and an address and phone number.
5. The Prerelease Contact will meet the newly
released A.A. at an agreed upon time and place
to help them adjust to attending their first meetings in the local community.

3. It is suggested that the first meeting be
viewed as a regular Twelfth Step call and that
you take another A.A. member with you.
4. Share your experience, strength and hope
with the newly released A.A., just as you would
with any other person new to A.A. in your community.
5. Review the A.A. Correction Prerelease
Contact Information with the former inmate so
that there are no misunderstandings.
6. Your job is finished after a sponsor has been
found, or when you and the inmate feel that the
A.A. inmate is secure enough for you to move
on.
7. Make sure the newly released A.A. receives
meeting schedules, phone numbers, and A.A.
literature.

6. The Prerelease Contact and the newly
released A.A. will, by working together, know
when they both feel the time has come for the
Prerelease Contact to move on to someone new.

8. Encourage the newly released A.A. to attend
meetings as often as possible, to find a home
group and, most important, to get a sponsor as
soon as possible. Let them know that even a
temporary sponsor who has time for them now
would be acceptable.
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Name: ______________________________________
Sex:

nM

nF

Address: ____________________________________
____________________________________________
City: ________________________________________
State: ________________ Zip Code: _____________
Daytime Phone: ________________________________
Nighttime Phone: ________________________________

Remember that:
• It is important that former inmates attend their
first A.A. meeting as soon as they are released.
• Our primary purpose is to carry the A.A.
message.

For AAs on the

O

• You are not responsible for the member’s
attitude or actions in or out of meetings.
• It is suggested that you do not loan money
or anything of value, or become a personal taxi
service.
• Introduce the former inmate to other A.A.
members, just as you would any newcomer.
• We are not to act in any reporting or communication capacity regarding the A.A. member
and the justice system.

A.A. Corrections
Prerelease
Contact Information

Home Group: __________________________________
Location: ________________________________________
Suggested Reading
“Carrying the Message into Correctional
Facilities”
“Where Do I Go From Here?”
A.A. in Prison: Inmate to Inmate
“A.A. in Correctional Facilities”
“It Sure Beats Sitting in a Cell”
“Memo to an Inmate Who May Be
an Alcoholic”
“A Message to Corrections Professionals”
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Name: ______________________________________
Sex:
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Address: ____________________________________
____________________________________________
City: ________________________________________
State: ________________ Zip Code: _____________
Daytime Phone: ________________________________
Nighttime Phone: ________________________________

Remember that:
• It is important that former inmates attend their
first A.A. meeting as soon as they are released.
• Our primary purpose is to carry the A.A.
message.

For AAs on the

O

• You are not responsible for the member’s
attitude or actions in or out of meetings.
• It is suggested that you do not loan money
or anything of value, or become a personal taxi
service.
• Introduce the former inmate to other A.A.
members, just as you would any newcomer.
• We are not to act in any reporting or communication capacity regarding the A.A. member
and the justice system.

A.A. Corrections
Prerelease
Contact Information

Home Group: __________________________________
Location: ________________________________________
Suggested Reading
“Carrying the Message into Correctional
Facilities”
“Where Do I Go From Here?”
A.A. in Prison: Inmate to Inmate
“A.A. in Correctional Facilities”
“It Sure Beats Sitting in a Cell”
“Memo to an Inmate Who May Be
an Alcoholic”
“A Message to Corrections Professionals”
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Prerelease Request
I am within six months of my release date. I am
requesting an A.A. Contact who will provide
a link for me to the A.A. community through
transportation to meetings and introductions to
other A.A.s.

A.A. Corrections Prerelease
Contact Program Procedures
1. As an inside A.A. member you are eligible
for this program if you are within three to six
months of your release date.
2. Please fill in the attached form and mail it
to the Corrections committee. You will find the
address at the bottom of the Application form
on page 3.
3. The Prerelease Contact will write to you to
confirm contact. If the Prerelease Contact fails
to contact you within a few weeks, you should
write again.
4. You and the Prerelease Contact will set up a
meeting at the time of your release. Please provide, on the prerelease form, such information
as date of release, when you will arrive in the
local area, and an address and phone number
where you may be reached.
5. The Prerelease Contact will meet you at an
agreed upon time and place to help you adjust
to attending your first meetings in the local
community.
6. Please remember that the Prerelease Contact
is there to make your transition from “inside” to
“outside” A.A. meetings as comfortable as possible. There is no “schedule”; it is up to you and
your Contact to decide together when the time
is right for the Prerelease Contact to rotate on
to help someone new.

1

Inmate Name: ____________________________________________

Dear A.A. Members,
In your area A.A. can arrange a Prerelease
Contact for those soon to be released. If you are
interested you can be matched upon release to
an A.A. member in your home community.
This A.A. member will take you to A.A. meetings, introduce you around, and help you get
acquainted and comfortable in A.A.
Your Prerelease Contact is temporary only.
They are there to support you, answer questions, and explain the A.A. program of recovery. They will not provide housing, food, clothing, jobs, money, or other such services. You
will hear suggestions for sobriety and will
be introduced to basic recovery tools — like
sponsorship, a day at a time, A.A. literature and
A.A.’s Twelve Steps.
Past experience has shown that attending an
A.A. meeting as soon as possible after release
is key to making a sober transition to life outside prison. Many of us have been where you
are and know that the program of A.A. and its
fellowship can do for you what it has done for
us and countless others.
Complete the attached Prerelease form and
mail it to the address indicated. Please do this
three to six months prior to your release. The
Corrections committee will then match you up
with an A.A. Prerelease Contact in the community where you will be living. That person will
write to you with information on how to contact
him or her once you are released.

2

Sex:

nM

nF

Doc Number: __________________________________________
Doc Mailing Address: _______________________________
City: ______________________________________________
State: __________________ Zip Code: ____________
Releasing to: (Town or Area):___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Date of Release: ________________________________________
Address after release: ____________________________________
Phone No.: ________________________________________________

Please mail to:

3

Prerelease Request
I am within six months of my release date. I am
requesting an A.A. Contact who will provide
a link for me to the A.A. community through
transportation to meetings and introductions to
other A.A.s.

A.A. Corrections Prerelease
Contact Program Procedures
1. As an inside A.A. member you are eligible
for this program if you are within three to six
months of your release date.
2. Please fill in the attached form and mail it
to the Corrections committee. You will find the
address at the bottom of the Application form
on page 3.
3. The Prerelease Contact will write to you to
confirm contact. If the Prerelease Contact fails
to contact you within a few weeks, you should
write again.
4. You and the Prerelease Contact will set up a
meeting at the time of your release. Please provide, on the prerelease form, such information
as date of release, when you will arrive in the
local area, and an address and phone number
where you may be reached.
5. The Prerelease Contact will meet you at an
agreed upon time and place to help you adjust
to attending your first meetings in the local
community.
6. Please remember that the Prerelease Contact
is there to make your transition from “inside” to
“outside” A.A. meetings as comfortable as possible. There is no “schedule”; it is up to you and
your Contact to decide together when the time
is right for the Prerelease Contact to rotate on
to help someone new.

1

Inmate Name: ____________________________________________

Dear A.A. Members,
In your area A.A. can arrange a Prerelease
Contact for those soon to be released. If you are
interested you can be matched upon release to
an A.A. member in your home community.
This A.A. member will take you to A.A. meetings, introduce you around, and help you get
acquainted and comfortable in A.A.
Your Prerelease Contact is temporary only.
They are there to support you, answer questions, and explain the A.A. program of recovery. They will not provide housing, food, clothing, jobs, money, or other such services. You
will hear suggestions for sobriety and will
be introduced to basic recovery tools — like
sponsorship, a day at a time, A.A. literature and
A.A.’s Twelve Steps.
Past experience has shown that attending an
A.A. meeting as soon as possible after release
is key to making a sober transition to life outside prison. Many of us have been where you
are and know that the program of A.A. and its
fellowship can do for you what it has done for
us and countless others.
Complete the attached Prerelease form and
mail it to the address indicated. Please do this
three to six months prior to your release. The
Corrections committee will then match you up
with an A.A. Prerelease Contact in the community where you will be living. That person will
write to you with information on how to contact
him or her once you are released.
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Doc Mailing Address: _______________________________
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State: __________________ Zip Code: ____________
Releasing to: (Town or Area):___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Date of Release: ________________________________________
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Phone No.: ________________________________________________

Please mail to:
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Prerelease Request
I am within six months of my release date. I am
requesting an A.A. Contact who will provide
a link for me to the A.A. community through
transportation to meetings and introductions to
other A.A.s.

A.A. Corrections Prerelease
Contact Program Procedures
1. As an inside A.A. member you are eligible
for this program if you are within three to six
months of your release date.
2. Please fill in the attached form and mail it
to the Corrections committee. You will find the
address at the bottom of the Application form
on page 3.
3. The Prerelease Contact will write to you to
confirm contact. If the Prerelease Contact fails
to contact you within a few weeks, you should
write again.
4. You and the Prerelease Contact will set up a
meeting at the time of your release. Please provide, on the prerelease form, such information
as date of release, when you will arrive in the
local area, and an address and phone number
where you may be reached.
5. The Prerelease Contact will meet you at an
agreed upon time and place to help you adjust
to attending your first meetings in the local
community.
6. Please remember that the Prerelease Contact
is there to make your transition from “inside” to
“outside” A.A. meetings as comfortable as possible. There is no “schedule”; it is up to you and
your Contact to decide together when the time
is right for the Prerelease Contact to rotate on
to help someone new.
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Inmate Name: ____________________________________________

Dear A.A. Members,
In your area A.A. can arrange a Prerelease
Contact for those soon to be released. If you are
interested you can be matched upon release to
an A.A. member in your home community.
This A.A. member will take you to A.A. meetings, introduce you around, and help you get
acquainted and comfortable in A.A.
Your Prerelease Contact is temporary only.
They are there to support you, answer questions, and explain the A.A. program of recovery. They will not provide housing, food, clothing, jobs, money, or other such services. You
will hear suggestions for sobriety and will
be introduced to basic recovery tools — like
sponsorship, a day at a time, A.A. literature and
A.A.’s Twelve Steps.
Past experience has shown that attending an
A.A. meeting as soon as possible after release
is key to making a sober transition to life outside prison. Many of us have been where you
are and know that the program of A.A. and its
fellowship can do for you what it has done for
us and countless others.
Complete the attached Prerelease form and
mail it to the address indicated. Please do this
three to six months prior to your release. The
Corrections committee will then match you up
with an A.A. Prerelease Contact in the community where you will be living. That person will
write to you with information on how to contact
him or her once you are released.
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City: ______________________________________________
State: __________________ Zip Code: ____________
Releasing to: (Town or Area): ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Address after release: ____________________________________
Phone No.: ________________________________________________

Please mail to:
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INMATE Language consideration as discussed with:
Blueberry Hill group
Kwikwexwelhp Healing Village (Minimum Security)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resident
Inside Resident
Offender
To an A.A. member on the inside
Inside member
The word inmate refers to a Hospital resident
Recovering Alcoholic

Keep it Straight
Mountain Institute (Medium Security)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alcoholic
Recovering Alcoholic
Convict
Convicted Alcoholic
The Fallen Alcoholics
Recovering Con’s
Recovering Convicts
Convicts breaking the chains
Incarcerated Alcoholic
The Fallen Kings
Offenders

Open the Gate to Freedom group
Kent Institute (Maximum Security)
•
•
•
•

Convict
Prisoner
Inside member
Members on the inside
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CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
2022 Conference Committee on Corrections

ITEM C: PAI #137/#177

Consider requests to limit changes to the book Alcoholics
Anonymous

Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the
Conference Corrections Committee
Background notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021 TLC meeting report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference
a request to follow the 1995 advisory action regarding the first 164 pages of
the book Alcoholics Anonymous and to update Appendices III and V after
the existing text.
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and
the Scoring Tool to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference for review by its Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of
Workload.
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference
the proposed agenda item regarding a request to keep the first 164 pages
of the Big Book as well as all the Appendices, the Medical Opinion, Doctor’s
Opinion, and the Religious Opinion the same, except for updating stories.
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, background and a
Scoring Tool combining these topics to the trustees’ Committee on the
General Service Conference for review by its Subcommittee on Equitable
Distribution of Workload.
Secretary’s note:
The first printing of the Second edition Alcoholics Anonymous (1955) included:
• An updated Preface
• Foreword to First Edition
• Foreword
The Third edition Alcoholics Anonymous (1976) included:
• An updated Preface
• Foreword to First Edition
• Foreword to Second Edition
• Foreword to Third Edition

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects
of the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of
members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.

CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
Background:
1. Submission Form- PAI #137/#177
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CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects
of the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of
members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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PAl#137 Submission Form
(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.

Proposal number one. I make a proposal that we follow the 1995 advisory action, "The first 164 pages of the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous, the preface, the forwards, " The Doctor's Opinion", "Dr. Bob's Nightmare", and Appendices
remain as is. Updates to Appendices Ill and V can be via additional information immediately following the existing text
of the respective appendix.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
Up to this point, before the 71st Conference, Bill Wilson's Writings were protected by the conference. The Big Book of
Alcoholics Anonymous and the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions are Bill Wilson's writings, interpretation and
essays. We believe that Bill Wilson's writing should not be changed. That is why we want the past protections to be
made good again.
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a broader
group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
The proposed agenda item prior to submitting.
So far, we had time to discuss and vote on the proposed item at our Home Group. With 6 home group members present
5 yes votes and one vote abstaining, to move it on to the District meeting on June 27, 2021, to have a district group
conscience vote. With 8 voting members present at the district meeting it was discussed and voted yes unanimously.
Because of the annual date moving up the deadline for submission to the GSC to Sept 15, we could not wait to vote at
the Area Fall Assembly on the 2nd and 3rd of October which would have been a much larger voting group conscience.
The Area Committee met on August 2, 2021 and had 18 voting members present that voted. The vote was 17 For the
proposal and 1 against the proposal. As you can see in the smaller voting group conscience's it was practically
unanimous yes. My knowledge and feeling is the whole Area fellowship feels the same.
(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:
Conference Advisory Action, 1995. The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the preface, the
forwards, "The Doctors Opinion," "Doctor Bob's Nightmare" and the Appendices remain as is. The 1995 Advisory
Action Recommended is Attached to the Submission Form.
(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?
If the 72nd Conference gives back the protections that Bill's Writings had previously, before the 71st Conference voted
to take them away, we would be extremely happy and comforted that the Alcoholics Anonymous Recovery program
would stay the same.
(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.
Ricco R.
(7) Final comments:
Thank you for reading and considering our proposal to be hopefully presented at the 72nd Conference.
In Unity and Service,
Ricco

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the 72nd General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document. Distribution is limited to A.A.
members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects of the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach
the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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PAl#137 Background

Proposal number one background
1995 It was recommended that:
The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the preface, the
Forwards, “The Doctor’s Opinion,” “Doctor Bob’s Nightmare” and the Appendices
remain as is. (Repeated every year to 2001 when the 4th edition was
recommended and is still in place today. To make any other changes to the Big
Book, this 1995 advisory action would have to be undone. *)
* It was undone by the 71st General Service Conference when they passed the
Conference Advisory Action that reads: Pending its development, the draft Fifth
Edition of the Big Book would include a new Forward, an updated preface, and
updates to expand on existing ideas in Appendices III and V.
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PAl#177 Submission Form

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.
Keep the first 164 pages of the Big Book as well as all the Appendices, the Medical Opinion,
Doctor's Opinion, and the Religious Opinion the same. Do not change any of the Big Book
of Alcoholics Anonymous except for updating stories.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
This proposed item addresses the problem that outside issues are being brought into
AA and into AA literature. Per Tradition 10 it states that" Alcoholics Anonymous has no
opinion on outside issues; hence the AA name ought never be drawn into public
controversy.''
The Preamble also states: "A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics,
organization, or institution, does not wish to engage in any controversy, neither endorses nor
opposes any causes. Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics achieve
sobriety.''
This changing of AA literature is an outside political issue hence the AA name should
not take sides in this matter per the literature and traditions. This discourse may serve some
useful purpose outside of Alcoholics Anonymous, but it does not belong in our spiritual
program. It is a death sentence for AA, as proven by the Washingtonians.
Cancelling the pronouns is only the beginning. The next target will be the "harsh"
language of the literature. They will be coming for all the "musts" in the Big Book. When they
get done extracting the teeth out of our literature and "normalize" a form of communicating
that is "gentler" and "softer", then they will go after what they really wanted all along, to
eradicate God from Alcoholics Anonymous.
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make
it clear who is submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from
the value of a broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a
group conscience discussion on the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.
Group conscience at the group level.
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(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the
proposal. List background material(s) included with the proposal:
"Those who fail to learn history are doomed to repeat it."
The end of Alcoholics Anonymous will not be by way of a great physical battle in the streets or
by some schism within our meetings. The end of Alcoholics Anonymous is coming by way of attrition.
First by the attrition of the words of our literature. This same literature you and I got sober on and
stay sober today by reading over and over again.
If this systematic poisoning of our AA literature is not stopped now, Alcoholics Anonymous will
cease to exist, just as the Washingtonians did. The Washingtonian Movement did not keep outside
political issues out of their organization, and they ceased to exist. They became involved in all
manners of controversial social reforms. They took on a noble cause of their time, slavery, and
prohibition and as a result, their group fragmented and perished completely within a few years.
Alcoholics Anonymous cannot afford to stray from its primary purpose.
In a talk on the Traditions shortly before his death, Bill said that the Washingtonians had done
things "which were very natural to do, but which had turned out to be utterly destructive. And it was
this spectacle of the past, brought before us as our Traditions were evolving, that confirmed that we
were probably very much on the right track in this matter of no public controversy"
In the book Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of Age, Bill Wrote: "In many respects the
Washingtonians were akin to AA. Had they stuck to their one goal, they might have found the full answer.
Instead, the Washingtonians died when they abandoned certain timeless principles, permitted
politicians and reformers, both alcoholic and nonalcoholic, to use the society for their own purposes.
Within a very few years they had completely lost their effectiveness in helping alcoholics, and the
society collapsed."
Changing pronouns is only the beginning. It will start with that, then the removal of language that
is "too harsh" or "offensive". It will end with the removal of the word "God" from our literature.
It will come in the form of outside "professional" "medical" documentation "proving" that now
"modern medicine" can help alcoholics much better than a sponsor can. And 12 stepping work should
absolutely be left to the "professionals" only. The days of one drunk helping another, so the second
drunk can go help another newcomer are NOT long for our fellowship if we allow this politically
motivated outside issue to alter our literature. This same literature that has saved and continues to
save us.
The end of Alcoholics Anonymous sounds like this:" .. Sure way back in the 1930's AA was helpful
but now we have new modern "medical professionals" who have empirical evidence "proving" "modern
medicine" can "truly" help alcoholics much more effectively by way of medication and paying a
"professional" to listen to them."
Alcoholics Anonymous has been in a slow decline of support for and action upon the 12
Traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous. It has become "normal" to hear a comment in an AA meeting
drone on and on about someone, something, or anything other than the drunk talking about their own
experience, strength and hope. When I talk about anything outside of MY experience, strength and
hope, I cannot get spiritually better. And I am certainly NOT showing the newcomer in the room what
our sober way of life is about.
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Our Traditions are what separates Alcoholics Anonymous from all the other groups or
movements throughout all of recorded history. NO ONE has ever been as successful, for anywhere near
as long as Alcoholics Anonymous has been when it comes to helping drunks get and stay sober.
To a friend Bill wrote, "I wish every AA could indelibly burn the history of the Washingtonians into
his memory. It is an outstanding example of how, and how not, we ought to conduct ourselves. In a
sense, Alcoholics Anonymous has never had a problem seriously threatening our overall unity. Yet I
notice that some AAs are complacent enough to suppose we never shall."
Bill cautioned, "Those who read the July [1945] Grapevine were startled, then sobered, by the
account which it carried of the Washingtonian movement. It was hard for us to believe that 100years
ago the newspapers of this country were carrying enthusiastic accounts about 100,000 alcoholics who
were helping each other stay sober; that today the influence of this good work has so completely
disappeared that few of us had ever heard of it "May we always be willing to learn from experience"
Risking our lives and the lives of future alcoholics by allowing the outside issue of ANY politics to
influence and actually change our literature is suicidal and NOT right!
Those who engaged in this deadly politically motivated altering of our literature need to STOP!
These decisions and the people who made them do NOT represent the whole of Alcoholics Anonymous.
These men and women on whatever committee that changed our literature NEED to actually
represent Alcoholics Anonymous NOT any outside issues, especially politics.

(4) COMPLETED - EMPTY BOX as a RESULT OF FORMAT PROBLEMS – (NOTE FROM CONFERENCE DESK)

(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?
Keep the first 164pages of the Big Book as well as all the Appendices, the Medical Opinion, Doctor's
Opinion, and the Religious Opinion the same. Do not change any of the Big Book of Alcoholics
Anonymous except for updating stories.
(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.

(7) Final comments:
History will repeat itself if we do not do something about it now. The newcomer deserves this way
of life we have all been freely given.

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Corrections

ITEM D: PAI #63

Discuss requests to make A.A. literature changes slowly and
with A.A.’s primary purpose in mind.

Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the
Conference Corrections Committee
Background notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021 TLC meeting report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference
the proposed agenda item regarding thoughts and concerns regarding A.A.
literature changes.
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and
the Scoring Tool to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference for review by its Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of
Workload. Discuss the request that any plain language book, workbook or
study guide of the book Alcoholics Anonymous or Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions do not contain in the title or book cover the words Alcoholics
Anonymous or Big Book: The committee discussed the proposed request
and took no action. The committee noted that oversight of the development
of the plain language book is within the scope of the Tools for Access the
Big Book (TABB) subcommittee.
The committee requested that these observations inform a future progress
report from the TABB subcommittee.
NOTE: The Conference assignment forwarded this item to the trustees’
Literature Committee late. The committee reviewed the item on November
21.

Background:
1. Submission Form- PAI #63
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CORRECTIONS
Item D
Doc. 1

PAl#63 Submission Form

(1) Submit a clear and conciselv worded motion.
Make Changes to our literature slowly. Our
Primary Purpose should remain clear.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
Conforming to the struggles of society to align our message with the world. Our message has been handed
down to us and has worked for 86 years. Once we begin changing the words of the message as it has
been handed down we run the risk of destroying this gift. Remember the history of the Washintonion 's
Who got invoiced in the challenges of the times instead of their original (primary purpose)
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submittina the item (an individual, aroup, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.
Perhaps because of Covid-19 The group conscious was not addressed I given the chance to talk
about changes. Perhaps a short coming in our area to distribute this information concerning
changes to the pre- amble, and literature.
Considering making any changes to the Big Book and any literature is a mistake while the
world is challanged by distance due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Therefore I Don S.submit this as a long time member of AA. Sobriety date is 12/18/1977

(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
backciround material(s) included with the orooosal:
(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is aooroved?

(6) Provide a primarv contact for the submission.

Don S.

(7) Final comments:
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FINANCE

Links to each Conference Committee’s Background
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Finance
Monday, April 25, 2022, 9 a.m. – Noon
Room: TBD
Chairperson: Sharon S.
Secretary: Zenaida Medina

Conference Committee Members

♦

Panel 71

Panel 72

Connie R.
Susan R.
Sharon S.

Peter B.
Chris D.
Jeff S.
Charles T.
Tandy W.

Discussion and acceptance of trustees’ committee report.

A. Review Self-Support Packet.
B. Consider request to add a historical disclaimer to the front of the book Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions.
C. Consider request that all proposed changes to the book Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions be handled in footnotes.

NOTE: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their agenda items and strive to make their
recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To be more
financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation involves a
substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the budget be part
of that recommendation.
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ITEM A: Review Self-Support Packet

Background:

1. 2.2.22 Memo from A.A.W.S. Self-Support Committee to 2022
Conference Committee on Finance regarding review of selfsupport packet.
2. Self-Support Card
3. Self-Support: Where Money and Spirituality Mix
4. The A.A. Group Treasurer
5. A.A Guidelines on Finance
6. Your Seveneth Tradition Contributions Flyer
7. AAGV/La Vina Self-Support Flyer A.doc.
8. Birthday Contribution Envelope

F-42
F-3
F-96
MG-15
F-203
F-230
FR-5

Secretary's Note: In response to the 2021 Conference Committee on Finance
consideration to include text for supporting AA Grapevine, a paragraph was
added to the pamphlet "The A.A. Group Treasurer."

Back to Main Agenda
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Memorandum
February 2, 2022
To: 2022 Conference Committee on Finance
From: A.A.W.S. Self-Support Subcommittee
cc: Bob W., General Manager, Vera F., chair, A.A.W.S. Self-Support Subcommittee;
Sandra W., Director of Staff Services
Re: Review of Self-Support Package

At the trustees’ Finance and Budgetary Committee October 31, 2021 meeting, the
A.A.W.S. Self-Support subcommittee activities were noted to include a discussion on the
Self-Support Card. The Self-Support Subcommittee noted the inconsistent language
regarding making contributions to G.S.O. (General Service Office) when it should be
made to G.S.B. (General Service Board).
The trustees' Finance Committee requested that the A.A.W.S. self-support subcommittee
draft a communication to the 2022 Conference Committee on Finance suggesting a
review for inconsistencies in our literature regarding to whom contributions are sent in the
Self-Support Packet.
The A.A.W.S. Self-Support Subcommittee, respectfully requests your consideration and
discussion the following topics during the review of the Self-Support Packet at 72nd
General Service Conference:
1. To whom contributions are sent, specifically, inconsistent language reflecting that
contributions should be made to G.S.O. (General Service Office), as opposed to
the G.S.B. (General Service Board).
2. Consider updating images used in Self-Support materials that reflect current
contributions from the US and Canadian.
/dyl

SELF-SUPPORT

Agenda Item
A-2

The Seventh Tradition states that Alcoholics Anonymous is
self-supporting through our own contributions. The contributions
help to cover the group’s expenses. But the Seventh Tradition is
more than simply paying for rent and other group expenses. It is
both a privilege and a responsibility of individual groups and members to ensure that our organization, at every level, remains forever
self-supporting and free of outside influences that might divert us
from our primary purpose.
The monetary amount of each contribution is secondary to the
spiritual connection that joins us in unity with A.A. groups around
the world.
Service Material from the General Service Office

SOME THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
Some facts:
• Currently about 43.7% of groups contribute to the General Service Office.
• Costs of Services provided by G.S.O. (as of 2018) are approximately
$7.40 per member per year.
• Gross profit from A.A. literature sales account for over 50% of
G.S.O.’s revenue.
• Your contributions help ensure the future of our Fellowship worldwide.
Personal thoughts:
• What is the value of your sobriety?
• Does your group know that contributions may be made online at AA.org?
• Gratitude, expressed through contributions, reaches the still-suffering
alcoholic.
50M – 07/18 (GP)

F-42

Agenda Item
A-3

SELF-SUPPORT:
A DECLARATION OF UNITY
This we owe to A.A.’s future: To place our
common welfare first; to keep our fellowship
united. For on A.A. unity depend our lives
and the lives of those to come.

Where

Money &
Spirituality
Mix

I am responsible…
When anyone, anywhere, reaches out
for help, I want the hand of A.A. always
to be there.
And for that: I am responsible.

F-3

This is A.A. General Service Conference-approved literature.

A lcoholics A nonymous ® is a fellowship people
who share their experience, strength and hope
with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism.
The only requirement for membership is a
desire to stop drinking. There are no dues or
fees for A.A. membership; we are self-supporting
through our own contributions.
A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination,
politics, organization or institution; does not wish
to engage in any controversy; neither endorses
nor opposes any causes.
Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help
other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.
Copyright © by AA Grapevine, Inc.;
reprinted with permission.

Self-Support:
Where Money and
Spirituality Mix
The A.A. groups themselves ought to be fully supported by the voluntary contributions of their own
members.
We think that each group should soon achieve this
ideal; that any public solicitation of funds using the
name of Alcoholics Anonymous is highly dangerous,
whether by groups, clubs, hospitals, or other outside
agencies; that acceptance of large gifts from any
source, or of contributions carrying any obligation
whatever, is unwise.
Then, too, we view with much concern those A.A.
treasuries which continue, beyond prudent reserves,
to accumulate funds for no stated A.A. purpose.
Experience has often warned us that nothing can so
surely destroy our spiritual heritage as futile disputes
over property, money, and authority.
— Tradition Seven (long form)

Copyright © 2018
by Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc.
Updated July 2021.
All rights reserved.
Mail address: Box 459, Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10163

www.aa.org
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“We cannot skimp”

Self-Support:
Where Money and Spirituality Mix
“The first time I had to talk about finances at a
district meeting when I was my area’s treasurer, a
fellow in the back of the room yelled out: ‘Why in
the world are you always talking about money when
this is a spiritual program?’ The guy threw me and I
didn’t know how to answer him.”

With the realization that A.A. must steer clear of
outside contributions in order to maintain its autonomy and independence came the understanding that the money necessary for A.A.’s survival
would have to come from individual A.A. members
and groups. As Bill W. put it in 1957, “Our spiritual way of life is safe for future generations if, as a
Society, we resist the temptation to receive money
from the outside world. But this leaves us with a
responsibility — one that every member ought to
understand. We cannot skimp when the treasurer
of our group passes the hat. Our groups, our areas,
and A.A. as a whole will not function unless our
services are sufficient and their bills are paid.

From its earliest beginnings, A.A. has always incurred expenses — whether it be the cost of a
pot of coffee or the price of a place to meet. In the
early days, these costs were often absorbed by individual A.A.s or nonalcoholic friends who offered
their parlors and living rooms for A.A.s to meet in.
However, as A.A. outgrew the generosity of these
early friends and members, the Fellowship’s need
for income became more and more apparent.

“When we meet and defeat the temptation
to take large gifts, we are only being prudent.
But when we are generous with the hat we give
a token that we are grateful for our blessings
and evidence that we are eager to share what
we have found with all those who still suffer.” (The
Language of the Heart, p. 221)

Bill W., A.A.’s co-founder, and some of the early
A.A. members initially felt the only way for the
Fellowship to survive was to solicit financial support from philanthropic institutions or individuals
outside A.A. These “high rollers” could then supply the funds the Fellowship would need to carry
out the vital Twelfth Step work the early A.A.s envisioned — to bankroll the army of paid missionaries, the chain of A.A. hospitals, and the library of
books they were certain to write.

Where Money and Spirituality Mix

One potential A.A. patron, however, when approached by the pioneering members for money,
instead helped to lay the groundwork for A.A.’s
Tradition of self-support: “I am afraid that money
will spoil this thing,” said John D. Rockefeller Jr.,
while at the same time endorsing the work of the
fledgling Fellowship.
This marked a turning point in A.A. history,
and, as the reality of Mr. Rockefeller’s statement
sank in and A.A. members began to see the truth in
the old cliche, “Who pays the piper calls the tune,”
the seed of the Seventh Tradition took root.
4

“Self-support begins with me, because I am part of
us — the group. We pay our rent and utility bills, buy
coffee, snacks and A.A. literature. We support our
central office, our area committee, and our General
Service Office. If it were not for those entities, many
new people would never discover the miracles
of A.A.”
Twelfth Step work is the lifeblood of Alcoholics
Anonymous — carrying the message to the next
suffering alcoholic. Without it, the Fellowship
would wither and die. Yet, even at its simplest
level this vital contact between one alcoholic and
another involves an investment of time and money.
“Let’s begin with my own sponsor, Ebby,” writes
Bill W., in the book Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of
Age. “When Ebby heard how serious my drinking
was, he resolved to visit me. He was in New York;
I was in Brooklyn. His resolve was not enough; he
had to take action and he had to spend money.
5

How can groups participate?

“He called me on the phone and then
got into the subway; total cost, ten cents. At the
level of the telephone booth and subway turnstile,
spirituality and money began to mix. One without
the other would have amounted to nothing at all.
“Right then and there, Ebby established the
principle that A.A. in action calls for the sacrifice
of much time and a little money.”
Footing the bill
“Now, where do A.A.’s services — worldwide,
area, local — fit into our scheme of things?” asked
Bill W. in an October 1967 article in the A.A.
Grapevine. “Why should we provide these functions with money?”
According to Bill, “The answer is simple
enough. Every single A.A. service is designed
to make more and better Twelfth Step work possible, whether it be a group meeting place, a central or intergroup office . . . or the world service
Headquarters . . . .
“Though not costly, these service agencies are
absolutely essential to our continued expansion —
to our survival as a Fellowship. Their costs are a
collective obligation that rests squarely upon all
of us. Our support of services actually amounts
to a recognition on our part that A.A. must everywhere function in full strength — and that, under
our Tradition of self-support, we are all going to
foot the bill.”
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To help support A.A.’s essential services, the
General Service Conference suggests that individual groups, through an informed group conscience, adopt a specific contribution plan tailored
to meet the group’s financial situation.
Once the basic group expenses have been
taken care of (for example, rent, refreshments,
A.A. literature, Grapevine literature, local meeting
lists, G.S.R. travel expenses to attend service functions) and a “prudent reserve” has been set aside
to cover any emergency contingencies that might
arise, the group may decide to further carry the
message by sending money to the following A.A.
service entities:
• The local district, which communicates di-

rectly with the groups, providing the district group
conscience for the area assemblies, and serving as
a link between the area delegates and the G.S.R.s.

• The area committee, which coordinates vi-

tal A.A. activities over a broad geographic area;
sends a delegate to the annual General Service
Conference; holds area assemblies to determine
the needs of the Fellowship; and provides information at all levels of service.

• The local intergroup or central office, which

may provide phone service for Twelfth Step calls
and other inquiries; coordinates group activities;
and facilitates A.A. literature sales, institutions
work, public information, and cooperation with the
professional community activities.

• A.A.’s General Ser vice Office, which func-

tions as a storehouse of A.A. information, communicating with members and groups around the
world; publishes A.A.’s literature; and supplies
information and experience to professionals and
others interested in A.A.
Please note that not all areas, districts, intergroups and central offices follow these divisions
of service for institutions work, cooperation with
the professional community, public information,
etc. Therefore, prior to making contributions in
your area, please find out which entity is providing these services and allocate your contributions
accordingly.
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Whose Job Is It?
“The paradox of A.A. is that financial independence
and the support of our Fellowship by alcoholics and
alcoholics alone not only enhances A.A.’s importance to each of us, but stimulates our engagement
in our own recovery… A.A. is ‘our thing,’ from our
group’s treasury to the balance sheets at the General
Service Office.”
Money has never been a requirement for A.A.
membership, and to keep it that way all of A.A.’s
trusted servants have an ongoing obligation to
inform groups and individuals about the value of
self-support and the need for voluntary contributions throughout the Fellowship.
Many groups in reaching an informed group
conscience look to their general service representatives (G.S.R.s) for specific information about
A.A. finances, or to their intergroup representatives or group treasurer. Many find that participation in local, area and regional A.A. service events
provides a good source of information about
A.A.’s financial needs. And at the General Service
Office, A.A.’s financial affairs are an open book,
with financial summaries published quarterly and
a full accounting printed each year in the Final
Conference Report.

The Bottom Line
“Now that we are sober in A.A., the word ‘support’
has to do with sharing, people, self-respect, gratitude,
and what we are privileged to give — not take — in
material terms.”
While the Fellowship has always faced problems
of money, property and prestige in one form or another, through the wisdom of the Seventh Tradition
we have never been diverted from our primary purpose of carrying the message to the alcoholic who
still suffers — wherever he or she may be. This is
the fundamental work of Alcoholics Anonymous,
and to ensure that the hand of A.A. will always
remain outstretched, money and spirituality must
continue to mix. And for that, we are all responsible.
8

Some Questions and Answers
About A.A.’s Finances
Q What is a “prudent reser ve”?
A Any suggested prudent reserve for a group
should be dependent on local needs. A suggested
prudent reserve for central offices, intergroups,
and area committees could be one to 12 months’
operating expenses, depending on local needs.
Q Does the General Ser vice Office have
a “prudent reser ve”?
A In 1954 A.A.’s Board of Trustees established
a reserve fund whose principal purpose is to provide the financial resources necessary to continue
the essential services of G.S.O. and the Grapevine
for up to a year in the event of an unexpected and
substantial reduction in the normal revenues of
the organization.
Q Is there a limit on how much an
individual can contribute to G.S.O.?
A Yes. That limit is $5,000 a year.
Q Can people leave money to A.A.
in their wills?
A Bequests in wills are acceptable only from A.A.
members on a one-time basis, and not in perpetuity. The limit is $10,000.
Q Can a group have too much money?
A As stated in the long form of Tradition Seven,
“We view with much concern those A.A. treasuries which continue, beyond prudent reserves,
to accumulate funds for no stated A.A. purpose.
Experience has often warned us that nothing can
so surely destroy our spiritual heritage as futile
disputes over property, money, and authority.”
Q Who manages G.S.O.’s share of
your group contributions?
A The General Service Board’s Finance Committee
meets quarterly to review and approve G.S.O.’s
budget and the audited financial accounts.
The A.A. World Services Board meets monthly
and maintains direct control of income and expenditures.
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The annual General Service Conference reviews A.A.’s finances through its own Finance
Committee.
A.A.’s financial affairs are an “open” book. A
summary is published in each Quarterly Report
and a full accounting is in the Final Conference
Report. The account books themselves are available at the General Service Office for scrutiny at
any time.
Q Who manages the other portions
of your group contributions?
A Intergroup or central office funds are generally
administered by steering committees composed of
representatives of the groups they serve.
Areas and districts generally have volunteer
treasurers who administer funds contributed by
groups.
Q How can an individual member
contribute to G.S.O.?
A On your A.A. birthday: Contribute $1.00 or
more for each year of sobriety — or as much as
you wish to give (up to $5,000). You may request
that your group be credited.
Q Can an individual or group make
a recurring online contribution?
A Yes, online at aa.org.
Q Are there other kinds of contributions?
A Special contributions: funds realized from conventions, conferences, dinners, area get-togethers, etc. (no limitations on these contributions).

Q Do all groups contribute to
A.A.’s ser vice entities?
A No. Contributions are strictly voluntary and
some groups simply cannot afford additional
contributions after covering their basic needs.
Additionally, there are groups who, for whatever
reasons, choose not to be a part of the selfsupport network. These groups, nevertheless, will
receive basic services from the district, area and
intergroup if they wish, and are welcome to list
with G.S.O., where they will receive the same basic
services as other groups. In 2017 the percentage
of all listed groups who contributed to G.S.O. was
43.7%, in 2016 it was 41.5%.
Q What do contributions to G.S.O. cover?
A The 2017 service dollar was spent on the following activities: Group Services 35.6% (which includes various group contact-type costs in addition
to Box 4-5-9; A.A. Directories; records and files;
contributions processing; and French services);
the General Service Conference, 12.1%; Loners,
Internationalists, and Overseas Services, 8.8%;
trustees’ and directors’ activities, 6.9%; Regional
Forums, 7.3%; Archives, 12.2%; C.P.C., 4.4%; Public
Information, 5.8%; Correctional Facilities, 4.7%;
Treatment and Accessibilities, 2.2%.
Q How much does it cost, per group,
for G.S.O. to supply basic ser vices?
A At the end of 2017, the annual cost of services
per group was $153.00, while the average contribution per group was $126.00. The shortfall between
these two figures is made up from income from
A.A. publications.
Q My group doesn’t have a lot of money.
Is it better not to send anything at all
until we can afford to make a sizeable
contribution?
A In the spirit of participation, no contribution
toward carrying the message can be too small.
Bill W. spoke about our “collective obligation” to
support A.A. services, and if everyone waited until
they had a “sizeable” amount, it’s more than likely
that A.A.’s bills would go unpaid.
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Q Does G.S.O. have any specific information
for our group or group treasurer about how
to handle our group’s finances?
A Yes. There are two excellent publications available from G.S.O., A.A. Guidelines on Finance and
the pamphlet “The A.A. Group Treasurer,” which
provide specific information to groups regarding
practical matters related to their group finances,
such as setting up bank accounts, obtaining tax
ID numbers, and outlining the responsibilities of
a group treasurer.
Q: Some members of our group want to pass a
“virtual” basket — to collect Seventh Tradition
contributions digitally. How could we do this?
A: A number of groups have utilized digital payment platforms as an adjunct to passing the basket
in the conventional sense in order to provide opportunities for cashless contributions. There are
different payment platforms to facilitate this service, and it is up to the group to determine which
one to use. After experimentation with different
methodologies, some groups have found that a
smartphone app-based payment platform is the
most efficient, seamless and minimally disruptive solution for providing a digital contribution.
Experience suggests that the treasurer is a likely
choice to handle digital contributions, though
some groups add more than one trusted servant to
share the responsibilities, or create a new service
position to inform the group about digital payment
options and assist other group members who are
interested in contributing this way.
Q Doesn’t all A.A. money go into one pot?
In other words, when our group contributes
to central office (intergroup), isn’t our
money distributed to the area,
district and G.S.O., as well?
A No. Each A.A. entity — group, district, area,
central office and G.S.O. — provides a specific
service and is autonomous. Each is separate from
the other.
Q Can our group make financial
contributions to AA Grapevine?
A No. AA Grapevine, Inc. is not set up to take
contributions from groups or individuals. Groups
12

and individual members support the Grapevine by
purchasing Grapevine and La Viña magazine subscriptions and other Grapevine publications and
using them in their Twelfth Step work.
Q After group expenses for rent,
prudent reser ve, etc., what is your informed
group conscience for distribution of
excess funds?
A Sample distribution plans follow:
Samples of Group
Contributions to A.A. Ser vice Entities
Distribution Plan of

(YOUR GROUP NAME)

Your Group Service #
(Be sure to write group name and service # on all contributions.)

To be
determined
by YOUR
group

____%	to district
____%	to area committee
____%	to G.S.O.
____%	to intergroup or central office
____%	other A.A. service entities
____%	other A.A. service entities

OR

L
P
M
SA

E

10%	to district
10%	to area committee
30%	to G.S.O.
50%	to intergroup or central office

OR
If you have no intergroup/central office:

PL
M
A
S

E

40%	to district
30%	to area
30%	to G.S.O.

Duties of the entities notated above are described on page 7 of this pamphlet. Performance
of these service duties vary from area to area.
Please be sure to inquire which services these
entities provide in YOUR area and contribute accordingly.
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Q Where should I send contributions?
A For contributions to G.S.O., make checks payable to “General Service Board” and send to:
 eneral Service Office
G
P.O. Box 459
Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10163
or visit Contributions online at aa.org
For contributions to other A.A. service entities,
contact your district committee, area committee,
and local intergroup/central office for addresses.
You can enter the addresses in the spaces provided on the next page to save for easy reference. And
remember that these addresses may change when
a treasurer rotates.
DISTRICT

AREA

INTERGROUP

OTHER

A.A. PUBLICATIONS Below is a partial listing of
A.A. publications. Complete order forms are available from
the General Service Office of ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS,
Box 459, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163.
Telephone: (212) 870-3400. Website: aa.org
BOOKS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
TWELVE STEPS AND TWELVE TRADITIONS
DAILY REFLECTIONS
AS BILL SEES IT
OUR GREAT RESPONSIBILITY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS COMES OF AGE
DR. BOB AND THE GOOD OLDTIMERS
‘PASS IT ON’
BOOKLETS
LIVING SOBER
CAME TO BELIEVE
A.A. IN PRISON: INMATE TO INMATE
PAMPHLETS
Experience, Strength and Hope:
WOMEN IN A.A.
A.A. FOR THE BLACK AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN ALCOHOLIC
A.A. FOR THE NATIVE NORTH AMERICAN
YOUNG PEOPLE AND A.A.
A.A. FOR THE OLDER ALCOHOLIC — NEVER TOO LATE
LGBTQ ALCOHOLICS IN A.A.
THE “GOD” WORD: AGNOSTIC AND ATHEIST MEMBERS IN A.A.
A.A. FOR ALCOHOLICS WITH MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES —
AND THEIR SPONSORS
ACCESS TO A.A.: MEMBERS SHARE ON OVERCOMING BARRIERS
A.A. AND THE ARMED SERVICES
DO YOU THINK YOU’RE DIFFERENT?
MANY PATHS TO SPIRITUALITY
HISPANIC WOMEN IN A.A.
MEMO TO AN INMATE
IT SURE BEATS SITTING IN A CELL
(An illustrated pamphlet for inmates)
About A.A.:
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT A.A.
IS A.A. FOR ME?
IS A.A. FOR YOU?
A NEWCOMER ASKS
IS THERE AN ALCOHOLIC IN YOUR LIFE?
THIS IS A.A.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON SPONSORSHIP
THE A.A. GROUP
PROBLEMS OTHER THAN ALCOHOL
THE A.A. MEMBER—MEDICATIONS AND OTHER DRUGS
SELF-SUPPORT: WHERE MONEY AND SPIRITUALITY MIX
EXPERIENCE HAS TAUGHT US:
AN INTRODUCTION TO OUR TWELVE TRADITIONS
THE TWELVE STEPS ILLUSTRATED
THE TWELVE CONCEPTS ILLUSTRATED
THE TWELVE TRADITIONS ILLUSTRATED
HOW A.A. MEMBERS COOPERATE WITH PROFESSIONALS
A.A. IN CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES
A.A. IN TREATMENT SETTINGS
BRIDGING THE GAP
A.A. TRADITION—HOW IT DEVELOPED
LET’S BE FRIENDLY WITH OUR FRIENDS
UNDERSTANDING ANONYMITY
For Professionals:
A.A. IN YOUR COMMUNITY
A BRIEF GUIDE TO A.A.
IF YOU ARE A PROFESSIONAL
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS AS A RESOURCE
FOR THE HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL
A MESSAGE TO CORRECTIONS PROFESSIONALS
IS THERE A PROBLEM DRINKER IN THE WORKPLACE?
FAITH LEADERS ASK ABOUT A.A.
A.A. MEMBERSHIP SURVEY
A MEMBER’S-EYE VIEW OF ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
VIDEOS (available on aa.org)
A.A. VIDEOS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
HOPE: ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
A NEW FREEDOM
CARRYING THE MESSAGE BEHIND THESE WALLS
For Professionals:
A.A. VIDEO FOR HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS
A.A. VIDEO FOR LEGAL AND CORRECTIONS PROFESSIONALS
A.A. VIDEO FOR EMPLOYMENT/HUMAN RESOURCES PROFESSIONALS
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PERIODICALS
AA GRAPEVINE (monthly)
LA VIÑA (bimonthly, in Spanish)
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For contributions to A.A. service entities,
contact your district committee, area
committee, and local intergroup/central office.

This is service material prepared
by the General Service Office.
Updated December 2021.

DISTRICT

AREA

INTERGROUP/CENTRAL OFFICE

Choosing
a Treasurer

OTHER

Passing the Basket
Safeguarding the
Group’s Money
Disbursement of
a Group’s Funds

G.S.O.
• Contribution payments may be made by check
or credit card, using the contribution envelope.
Make checks payable to the General Service
Board and send to:
General Service Office
P.O. Box 2407
James A Farley Station
New York, NY 10116-2407
(Please write your group number on the check)

• Online contributions may be made by credit
card or E-Check. Click on the AA Member
Contributions Online icon on www.aa.org.

Treasurer Reports
Prudent Reserve
Opening a Bank Account
Tax ID/Tax-Exempt
Insurance
General Service Office
P.O. Box 459
Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10163
www.aa.org
20M – 1/22 (GP)
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Spirituality and Money
While the work of the group treasurer often involves
many details, it is important to remember that the money the treasurer oversees serves a spiritual purpose:
it enables each group to fulfill its primary purpose of
carrying the A.A. message to the alcoholic who still suffers. This is the fundamental work of A.A., and to continue it the group must keep its doors open. The group
treasurer is an important part of this Twelfth Step work.

Choosing a Treasurer
The position of group treasurer is one of the most responsible positions in any A.A. group. While there is no
standard length of sobriety necessary for a member to
take on the position of group treasurer, many groups
suggest that the treasurer should have a reasonable
period of sobriety (at least six months to a year or
more). It is also suggested that group treasurers be
well grounded in the Twelve Traditions and be familiar
with the principles and practices of the group itself.

Passing the Basket
The traditional means of assuring that the group is
self-supporting is to pass the basket for group members to make voluntary contributions to help cover the
group’s expenses and to support local services, and
the services of your General Service Office. Typically,
after the basket is passed, the group treasurer takes
charge of the money collected.
A number of groups have utilized digital payment
platforms to provide opportunities for members to
make cashless contributions. There are different payment platforms to facilitate this service and it is up to
the group to determine which one to use. Experience
suggests that the treasurer is a likely choice to handle
digital contributions, though some groups add more
than one trusted servant to share the responsibilities
or create a new service position to inform the group
about digital payment options and assist other group
members who are interested in contributing this way.

Safeguarding the Group’s Money
The group treasurer takes reasonable precautions to
safeguard the group’s funds. Many groups keep the
group’s treasury in a bank checking account in the
group’s name, often requiring at least two signatures
on all checks. This provides security against acciden-

F-96_The_AA_Group_Treasurer.indd 2

tal loss; it also provides ease of disbursement and a
continuing record of income and expenses. Monthly
bank statements are normally sent directly to the
group treasurer, who can bring them to the group’s
business meeting.

Disbursement of a Group’s Funds
The group treasurer is usually the person responsible
for paying the group’s routine bills and for keeping
accurate records of the group’s funds. The treasurer needs to be well informed about how the group’s
money is spent and should have addresses and mailing information for all A.A. service entities that the
group contributes to.
After the group’s basic needs are met, such as providing for rent, literature, refreshments, and insurance,
the group can participate in the financial support of
the Fellowship as a whole by sending money to various A.A. service entities: 1) their local intergroup or
central office; 2) their area and district; and 3) the
General Service Office. Many groups provide financial
support for their G.S.R.s attending service functions.
Groups and individual members also support the
Grapevine by purchasing Grapevine and La Viña
magazine subscriptions and other Grapevine publications and using them in their Twelfth Step work.
Grapevine and La Viña magazine subscriptions can
be purchased at https://store.aagrapevine.org/subscriptions.
Online and recurring contributions: Contributions to
the General Service Office can be made online, either by credit card or E-Check. Additionally, members
or groups can set up recurring contributions that will
automatically charge their credit card either monthly,
quarterly or annually.

Treasurer Reports
Most groups request a treasurer’s report and all relevant documentation at monthly or regularly scheduled
business meetings. This way, all group members can
stay informed about the financial health of the group
and make group conscience decisions about how the
funds should be spent.

Prudent Reserve
Most groups try to hold a certain amount of money in
reserve. There is no predetermined amount for such

a reserve, but most groups try to put aside enough
money to cover at least one to three months’ operating expenses. The group itself usually determines
the actual size and scope of the prudent reserve.
Our experience shows that an accumulation of A.A.
funds for unspecified purposes beyond a prudent
level may divert a group’s attention from carrying the
message to the alcoholic who still suffers. Groups
with excess funds are encouraged to support other
service entities.

Opening a Bank Account/Tax ID
Some groups keep their funds in a bank account, for
which a tax ID number is required — even for noninterest-bearing accounts. The first step in obtaining
a Federal ID Number is by filing form SS-4, which
can be obtained at any Internal Revenue Service office or at the IRS website at www.irs.gov. Each A.A.
group must get its own individual number; there is no
one number that applies to Alcoholics Anonymous
as a whole. Depending on how much your group will
keep on deposit at a bank and what its fees are, you
may want to file for tax-exempt status. For information, see IRS publication 557, “Tax-Exempt Status for
Your Organization.” It may be worthwhile to consult
an accountant to learn more about these subjects.
(Applies to U.S. only.)

Insurance
Landlords may sometimes ask that A.A. groups
carry insurance coverage. Some groups cooperate with the facility where they meet by purchasing
a rider in the facility’s liability insurance policy. For
information, you may wish to consult a local insurance agency.

Additional Resources for
Group Treasurers
For more information consult the pamphlet, “SelfSupport: Where Money and Spirituality Mix,” or the
A.A. Guidelines on Finance. “The A.A. Group” pamphlet discusses the role and qualifications of treasurers and how they fit into the A.A. service structure. These items may be obtained by contacting
the General Service Office in New York or going on
the G.S.O. website at www.aa.org.

12/14/21 4:01 PM
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A.A. Guidelines

Finance

®

from G.S.O., Box 459, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163

A.A. Guidelines are compiled from the shared experience of A.A. members in the various areas. They also reflect guidance
given through the Twelve Traditions and the General Service Conference (U.S. and Canada). In keeping with our Tradition of
Autonomy, except in matters affecting other groups or A.A. as a whole, most decisions are made by the group conscience of
the members involved. The purpose of these Guidelines is to assist in reaching an informed group conscience.

“A.A.’s far-flung Twelfth Step activities, carrying the message to the next sufferer, are the very lifeblood of our A.A. adventure.
Without this vital activity, we would soon become anemic; we would literally wither and die.
“Now where do A.A.’s services — worldwide, area, local — fit into our scheme of things? Why should we provide these functions with money? The answer is simple enough. Every single A.A. service is designed to make more and better Twelfth Step
work possible, whether it be a group meeting place, a central or intergroup office to arrange hospitalization and sponsorship,
or the world service Headquarters [now the General Service Office] to maintain unity and effectiveness all over the globe.
“Though not costly, these service agencies are absolutely essential to our continued expansion — to our survival as a
Fellowship. Their costs are a collective obligation that rests squarely upon all of us. Our support of services actually amounts
to recognition on our part that A.A. must everywhere function in full strength — and that, under our Tradition of self-support,
we are all going to foot the bill.”
Bill W., October 1967 Grapevine
One of G.S.O.’s responsibilities is to share A.A. experiences with groups and members who request it. In these Guidelines, we
are glad to provide sharing from a variety of sources, though we are aware that actual A.A. practices often vary. So, if your
group has found solutions other than those cited in this Guideline, please let us know, so that we may share your experiences
with others.
Often-asked questions about finances directed at G.S.O. cover such topics as group rent, bank accounts and insurance; reimbursement for service workers’ expenses; I.R.S. deductions and tax I.D. numbers, and the role of the General Service Board.

WHERE MONEY AND SPIRITUALITY MIX
Members celebrate sobriety by giving time, energy and money in
support of our Twelfth Step —carrying the message— the basic
service that the A.A. Fellowship offers. Members assure that group
expenses are paid by putting money into the basket passed at
each meeting. It is each member’s responsibility to support the
services that have been requested by the A.A. Fellowship, to help
facilitate A.A.’s vital Twelfth Step. Contributions are made in a
spirit of sacrifice, and they honor A.A.’s code of “love and service.”
Contributions also underscore the spiritual nature of our Fellowship
and our mutual love and trust. We have found that these contributions are as important to each member as they are to the service
centers supported.

SUPPORTING A.A.’s STRUCTURE
Question: Why do A.A. groups support A.A.’s essential services?
Answer: Because the services benefit all A.A. groups. Our Seventh
Tradition states that “Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions.”
A.A.s want our Fellowship to endure, and to be readily available for
the still-suffering alcoholic to come. An A.A. group makes this pos-

sible by taking care of its basic group expenses: rent, refreshments,
A.A. literature, etc. After meeting these basic group expenses and
providing a meeting place, many groups participate by supporting
the central or intergroup office in their locale, the area and district
general service committees, and the General Service Office (G.S.O.).
Question: How can groups participate?
Answer: To help support A.A.’s essential services, the General
Service Conference suggests that individual groups, through an
informed group conscience, adopt a specific contribution plan
tailored to meet the group’s financial situation. Once the basic
group expenses have been taken care of (rent, refreshments, A.A.
literature, local meetings lists), and a “prudent reserve” has been
set aside to cover unexpected expenses, the group may decide to
further carry the message by sending money to the following A.A.
service entities:
• The
	 local district, which communicates directly with the
groups, providing the district group conscience for the area
assemblies, and serving as a link between the area delegates
and the G.S.R.s.

• The
	 area committee, which coordinates vital A.A. activities
over a broad geographic area; sends a delegate to the annual

Question: How do groups divide their excess funds, then?

General Service Conference; holds area assemblies to determine the needs of the Fellowship; and provides information at
all levels of service.

Answer: Outlines for contribution plans are described in the pamphlet “Self-Support: Where Money and Spirituality Mix.” Individual
groups decide based on their group conscience. For suggested contribution plans see page 5 of this Guideline.

• The
	 local intergroup or central office, which may provide
phone service for the Twelfth Step calls and other inquiries;
coordination of group activities; A.A. literature sales; institutions work; public information and cooperation with the professional community activities.

Question: After covering our group’s expenses, we have
very little money left. Isn’t it embarrassing to send what seem
to be just nickels and dimes?

• A.A.’s
	
General Service Office, which functions as a storehouse

Answer: The General Service Conference has emphasized that it is
not concerned about the amount each group contributes, but that
each group contribute something. At a service assembly, one G.S.R.
said, “It is a spiritual obligation to participate by contributing.”

of A.A. information, communicating with members and groups
in the U.S. and Canada, and sometimes around the world;
publishes A.A.’s literature; and supplies information and experience to professionals and others interested in A.A.

Question: How do we know that G.S.O. has received our
contribution and credited our group?

Samples of Group
Contributions to A.A. Ser vice Entities*
Distribution Plan of

Answer: All group contributions are acknowledged by a computerized
receipt, sent to the person indicated on your contribution envelope
or online contribution form, or to the G.S.R. if a name and address is
not indicated.

(YOUR GROUP NAME)

Your Group Service #

Quarterly contribution statements are sent to each group’s G.S.R.
These statements reflect year-to-date information, whether or not the
group contributed.

(Be sure to write group name and service # on all contributions.)

____%	to district
____%	to area committee
____%	to G.S.O.
____%	to intergroup or central office
____%	other A.A. service entities
____%	other A.A. service entities

Question: Our group would be glad to contribute to these
various service entities, but we do not know where to send our
check. Where do I find mailing addresses?
Answer: If there is a central office or intergroup in your community,
it will be listed on www.aa.org in the “A.A. Near You” section. (If
your group does not already have an intergroup representative, think
about electing one.)

OR

LE
P
M
A
S

10%	to district
10%	to area committee
30%	to G.S.O.
50%	to intergroup or central office

Your group’s general service representative (G.S.R.) probably has
addresses for the area and district committees. If not, call G.S.O. for
information: (212) 870-3400.
Other sources: The names and addresses of your general service delegate and area chairperson are listed in your regional
A.A. Directory.

OR
If you have no intergroup/central office.

LE
P
M
A
S

Contributions to the General Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous
can be sent to:
General Service Office
	P.O. Box 2407
James A Farley Station
New York, NY 10116-2407

40%	to district
30%	to area
30%	to G.S.O.

*From “Self-Support: Where Money and Spirituality Mix.”

Please make checks payable to the “General Service Board” and
write your group number on the check. Preaddressed group contribution envelopes are available from G.S.O. (See catalog/order form.)

Question: Doesn’t all A.A. money go into one pot?
In other words, when our group contributes to central office
(intergroup), isn’t our money distributed to the area, district
and General Service Board (for G.S.O. operations)?

Question: Is it possible to make contributions online?
Answer: A.A. members can also make contributions online at
G.S.O.’s A.A. website www.aa.org These online contributions may
be made by credit card, debit card, PayPal or “E-Check” from U.S.
banks. Users are asked create a confidential user profile, which
includes a user ID and a password.

Answer: Each A.A. entity — group, district, area, central or intergroup office, and G.S.O. — provides a specific service and is autonomous. Separate contributions need to be sent to each entity. (Note:
Some local A.A. entities do pass along a portion of the contributions
they receive to G.S.O.)
2

Question: I keep hearing about the Birthday Plan. What is it?

While the Contributions Online site is protected by state-of-the-art
encryption technology, G.S.O. suggests that members use the online
contributions system from a personal computer that they own or
completely control, as entering confidential personal and/or financial
information on a public or shared computer can pose security risks.
It is suggested, therefore, that members using computers in libraries,
hotel business centers, Internet cafes and even workplace computers
and computers owned by friends or acquaintances continue to make
their contributions through the traditional telephone or postal methods.

Answer: The 1955 General Service Conference approved the
Birthday Plan, under which some members of the Fellowship send
$1.00 or $2.00 or more a year for each year of sobriety they have
in A.A. Others use a figure of $3.65, a penny a day, for each year.
Some give more, but the amount cannot exceed $5,000 for any year.
Question: What is Gratitude Month all about?
Answer: Many groups have designated November as a particular
time to give thanks to the A.A. program. In 1970, as an extension of
the Birthday Plan, the General Service Conference recommended that
“area and state committees supplement regular group contributions
by sponsoring a Gratitude Month.”

Question: Some members of our group want to pass a
“virtual” basket — to collect Seventh Tradition contributions
digitally. How could we do this?
Answer: A number of groups have utilized digital payment platforms
as an adjunct to passing the basket in the conventional sense in
order to provide opportunities for cashless contributions. There are
different payment platforms (such as Venmo, Paypal and others) to
facilitate this service, and it is up to the group to determine which
one to use. After experimentation with different methodologies, some
groups have found that a smartphone app-based payment platform is
the most efficient, seamless and minimally disruptive solution for providing a digital contribution. Experience suggests that the treasurer
is a likely choice to handle digital contributions, though some groups
add more than one trusted servant to share the responsibilities, or
create a new service position to inform the group about digital payment options and assist other group members who are interested in
contributing this way.

Question: What is the Contributions Challenge?
Answer: During the past several years, several areas engaged in a
local grassroots effort to excite local members to ge involved in supporting the G.S.B. by sending contributions to G.S.O. These areas
challenged each member to contribute an amount equal to the cost
of services per capita (typically $7-8), as provided in the Finance
Report presented at the General Service Conference.
Question: May an A.A. member make a contribution from an
Individual Retirement Account (IRA)?
Answer: Yes. However, when G.S.O. receives a check from an IRA,
we must verify the money is coming from an A.A. member.
Question: Can an A.A. member make a contribution from a
foundation or charitable trust?

Question: Is there a limit to how much an A.A. member can
contribute to G.S.O.?
Answer: Yes. That limit is $5,000 a year.

Answer: We only accept contributions from those we can verify are
A.A. members.

Question: Can people leave money to G.S.O. in their wills?

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Answer: Bequests in wills are acceptable only from A.A. members,
with a maximum of $10,000 from any one person, and only on a
one-time basis — not in perpetuity.

Question: Our group is planning a party to celebrate its
anniversary. Can we use Seventh Tradition funds to pay for the
decorations and food?

Question: Can a non-A.A. member make a memorial contribution
to G.S.O. in honor of an A.A. member who has passed away?

Answer: Most A.A. members understand that their Seventh Tradition
contributions will be used to pay group expenses and Twelfth Step
work. Group anniversary parties, while considered traditional and
helpful by many A.A.s, are not generally regarded as Twelfth Step
work. Some groups ask their members to dig deeper into their pockets to cover a celebration. Others choose to pass a second basket.
It is a matter for each group to decide, and either course would not
seem to conflict with the Seventh Tradition of self-support.

Answer: Though G.S.O. deeply appreciates these offers, we return
checks — whether they are in memoriam or otherwise — to all
non-A.A.s. A.A. does not accept contributions from non-members.
When we receive a memorial contribution at G.S.O., we return the
check with a letter letting the individual know of our tradition of selfsupport. G.S.O. explains to non-members what can be one of the
most baffling aspects of our Fellowship.

Question: Can our group accept contributions from local
businesses or other non-A.A. individuals or organizations?
Can our group make a donation to a local homeless shelter,
treatment facility, etc.?

Question: Are there limits on the amount of money an A.A. group
or an A.A. event can contribute to G.S.O.?
Answer: No.

Answer: Alcoholics Anonymous accepts no outside contributions. In
accordance with the Sixth Tradition, A.A. makes no contributions to
any outside organization or cause, no matter how worthy.

Question: Does G.S.O. accept contributions by credit card?
Answer: Yes. You may also visit Contributions online at www.aa.org.
Question: Does G.S.O. have a recurring contributions system?

Question: If the facility in which an A.A. group meets cannot
accept rent (such as a federal or state building), what can be
done in accordance with our tradition of self-support?

Answer: Yes, you may make a recurring contribution by creating an
account on the contributions page at www.aa.org.
3

Answer: A group can usually contribute in some other way. For
example, the group might provide equipment or furnishings for the
facility, or help with upkeep.

spiritual as well as legal reasons, no local A.A. organization may use
the tax-exempt status or identification number of the General Service
Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc., since each entity is autonomous in financial matters. A tax I.D. is separate from the service
number given to A.A. groups by G.S.O.

Question: Is it our group’s responsibility to reimburse service
workers for their expenses?

Question: How do we obtain an I.D. number for our group
checking account?*

Answer: Each group, district, area or service committee is autonomous, and each has different needs and resources. While it is
certainly up to the group conscience, many A.A. members seem
to agree that no one should be excluded from service because of
finances. Some service workers’ expenses come out of their own
pockets, while others are reimbursed.

Answer: Local U.S. entities can obtain an “employer identification
number” (EIN) from the I.R.S. To get this I.D. number, fill out I.R.S.
Form SS-4, “Application for Employer Identification Number,” or
apply online at www.irs.gov. This number applies even though the
group is not an employer. Look for the section about obtaining an
EIN for banking purposes only. The form asks if there is one group
exemption number that applies to all, and there is not.

In areas holding two- and three-day assemblies, expenses of participants (G.S.R.s, D.C.M.s, etc.) are sometimes met by asking groups
to contribute. Expenses for area officers are usually covered by
the area treasury. The A.A. Service Manual includes information on
the subject.

TAXES, GROUP EXEMPTIONS, ETC.
G.S.O. is in no way attempting to give tax advice for single A.A.
groups or other entities. This information relates to the United States
only, and does not apply to Canada.

Question: Can our group make financial contributions
to AA Grapevine and La Vina?
Answer: No. AA Grapevine, Inc. is not set up to take contributions
from groups or members. In the spirit of Tradition Seven and the
Fellowship’s principle of self-support, groups and individual members support the AA Grapevine by purchasing Grapevine and La Viña
magazine subscriptions and other Grapevine publications. In keeping
with A.A.’s primary purpose, when groups and members purchase
Grapevine and La Vina publications, they also use them in their
Twelfth Step work.

Achieving tax-exempt status is different from getting an I.D. number
for banking purposes. Becoming a non-profit organization recognized by the state and federal government is a process that very
few groups undertake. You may want to read I.R.S. Publication 557,
“Tax-Exempt Status for Your Organizations.” As rigorous reporting
may be required, an accountant or tax lawyer can be helpful in the
process.
Question: What about local/state/province taxes? Do I have to
register my group with the secretary of state?

Question: Our treasurer just ran off with the money.
What should we do?

Answer: We suggest that you talk to a local professional or CPA.

Answer: Unfortunately, this sort of thing, though rare, does occur.
Though legal action is always an option, most groups avoid it. In
some cases, the person who stole the money will resurface and
return it.

Some questions we have recently received are:

• I have heard that the laws have changed and our group is
automatically exempt from taxes.

Whether or not that happens, some groups have found it helpful
to hold a group conscience meeting to review the way the group’s
finances are being handled. Some sample questions for such a group
conscience meeting might include the following: Does the group
choose well in their selection of a responsible member to be the
treasurer? Is the treasurer helped to an understanding of his or her
responsibility as suggested in the pamphlets “The A.A. Group,” “SelfSupport: Where Money and Spirituality Mix,” and the service piece
“The A.A. Group Treasurer?” Are they holding the treasurer accountable by receiving regular financial reports and are the treasurer’s
records available for review at business meetings? Are excessive
funds being accumulated by the group?

• 	I have heard that our group should have been filing a postcard
instead of a tax return.
• 	I have heard that because we have not filed the postcard and
three years have passed we are automatically not tax exempt.
• 	I have heard that contributions to my group are (are not) tax
deductible because we did (did not) file the postcards.
• 	My group does not want to take the time and expense to comply with the new rules.
• 	My group does not take in enough money to bother with the
rules.
Question: Can I deduct the contributions to my group?

BANK ACCOUNTS & TAX ID NUMBERS

Answer: Unless your group is formally exempt —which means having gone through the full process of becoming exempt, filing the
appropriate forms and paying the appropriate fees— contributions to
your group are not deductible on your personal tax return.

Question: Our group needs to open a bank account and we were
asked for an “I.D. number.” Can we use G.S.O.’s?
Answer: No. More and more frequently, A.A. groups in the U.S. are
being asked to supply an I.D. number to a bank when opening a
checking or savings account, whether or not it is interest bearing. For

If exemption application were not filed, donors cannot deduct any
charitable contributions to an organization that is required to apply for

*This information applies to the U.S. only.
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recognition of exemption, but has not done so. (Page 20 Chapter 3
section 501(c)3 Organizations)

• “any
	
organization (other than a private foundation) normally
having annual gross receipts of not more than $5,000.”

If your group’s annual receipts are under $5,000 you do not have to
apply for exemption. However, if the I.R.S. has no record of the group
(i.e., they did not register voluntarily for the 990-N program) then it
does not seem logical that contributions can be deducted.

These organizations are exempt automatically if they meet the
requirements of section 501(c)3.
Basically, section 501(c)3 covers charitable, educational, religious
and scientific organizations.

Question: Are contributions to G.S.O. (The General Service Board
in New York) tax deductible?

Required annual filings:
Question: Is an organization required to file an e-Postcard
(annual return) if it was not required to file an application for
tax exemption?

Answer: Yes. The General Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous
in New York is on the list of approved tax-exempt organization that
are able to accept contributions under section 501(c)3 of the Internal
Revenue Code. All the proper applications were filed and the G.S.B.
was approved by the I.R.S. as a tax-exempt organization able to
accept contributions. The organization employs accountants and
has an annual audit by outside certified public accountants and files
appropriate annual tax returns with the I.R.S., which are available for
public inspection.

Answer: Yes, certain organizations do not have to apply for tax
exemption but still have an e-Postcard filing requirement. If your
organization did not file an application for tax exemption because it is
a section 501(c)3 organization whose gross receipts in each taxable
year are normally not more than $5,000, or because it is exempt
under another code section, such as 501(c)4, an officer of the organization should call Customer Account Services at 1-877-829-5500
(toll-free number) and ask that the organization be set up to allow
filing of the e-Postcard.

Question: Are contributions to my local Intergroup or
Area structure deductible?
Answer: You cannot make a generalization about local entities; you
must ask them if they have received a letter from the I.R.S. stating
that they are tax exempt.

An e-Postcard contains the following information: taxpayer identification number; tax period; legal name and mailing address; any
other names the organization uses; name and address of principal
officer; website address if organization has one; confirmation that the
organization’s annual gross receipts are normally $50,000 or less;
if applicable, a statement that the organization has terminated or is
terminating (going out of business).

Question: What do groups use for articles of incorporation
or bylaws? Our group is not incorporated or formally organized
and it looks like the I.R.S. instructions, or banks, require
such information, what shall we do?

Organizations with gross receipts normally in excess of $5,000
wishing to be considered tax exempt should file the appropriate
paper work.

Answer: The information required by the I.R.S. calls for organizing
documents. We understand that on occasion some A.A. groups or
other entities have used the short form of the Traditions as their governing documents.

Organizations having done so with gross receipts up to $50,000 may
still file the e-Post card Annual Return discussed above.

Question: What should I do if my group takes in more than
$5,000 but does not think it is important to file the appropriate
paper work?

Organizations having gross receipts from $50,000 to $200,000 may
file form 990 EZ, and those with gross receipts over $200,000 or
assets more than $500,000 are required to file form 990.

Answer: Try to have a discussion at a business meeting that explains
that as good members of society the group should be mature enough
to comply with appropriate laws.

INSURANCE
Question: Our landlord has asked us to provide our own liability
insurance. Can G.S.O. help?

Question: Why have these rules changed and why must we do this?
Answer: Tax rules are always evolving and will probably always
continue to do so. Not-for-profit organizations (mostly charities) have
received a lot of attention in the past few years, in part because
some organizations abused the rules and were operating for the personal benefit of certain individuals who controlled the organizations.
In addition, the tax benefit of deducting charitable donations means
that the Federal government has an important interest in insuring that
charities are formed, operated and dissolved in an appropriate and
legal manner.

Answer: No. G.S.O.’s liability insurance cannot be extended to cover
local groups. A.A. groups are autonomous, and are not subsidiaries
of G.S.O. We encourage you to seek assistance from a local insurance broker.

G.S.O.’s FINANCES
Question: Who manages contributions made to the
General Service Board?
Answer: The General Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc.
is the custodian of all contributed funds. The board’s Finance and
Budgetary Committee meets quarterly to review and approve G.S.O.’s
budget and financial statements.

Excerpted from U.S. I.R.S. publication 557, page 24 (Rev. Feb. 2021)
Organizations Not Required to file form 1023 (application for exemption)
Some organizations are not required to file form 1023 (application for
exemption).

The budgeting process of G.S.O. is under the direction of the chief
5

financial officer, who oversees the annual budget for G.S.O., which
is reviewed by the general manager before presentation to the
Finance and Budgetary Committee of the A.A. World Services Board.
A.A.W.S. then forwards the budget to the trustees’ Finance &
Budgetary Committee, which recommends the budget to the General
Service Board.
Question: What is the General Fund?
Answer: Contributions to G.S.O. by A.A. groups and members make
up the General Fund, which is administered by the General Service
Board. G.S.O. does not accept contributions earmarked for a specific
project or service.
Question: What is the Reserve Fund?
Answer: The Reserve Fund is G.S.O.’s prudent reserve. Its principal
purpose is to provide the financial resources to continue the essential
services of G.S.O. and the A.A. Grapevine for up to a year in the
event of an unexpected and substantial reduction in the normal revenues of the organization.

Question: How are G.S.O.’s services funded?
Answer: Approximately 80% of G.S.O. services’ funding comes from
group contributions, the Birthday Plan, central office/district/area
contributions, and excess funds of A.A. events or conferences. The
balance is made up of profits from the sale of A.A. literature.
For more information on finance:
“The A.A. Group Treasurer”
Final Conference Report (Financial Statements section)
The A.A. Service Manual/Twelve Concepts for World Service
Pamphlets:
“Self-Support: Where Money and Spirituality Mix”
“The A.A. Group”
“Twelve Traditions Illustrated”
“A.A. Tradition—How It Developed”

www.aa.org
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YOUR SEVENTH TRADITION CONTRIBUTIONS
Carrying Our Message Beyond Your Home Group
When you or your home group contributes to the General Service Office (G.S.O.)
your contribution helps an alcoholic around the corner — or around the world.
Here are some of the ways that happens:

1 The G.S.O. Publishing Department has coordinated translations of the

Big Book in 70 languages and translations of other A.A. literature in more
than 91 languages. Further translations are constantly in process.

2 Each year G.S.O. staff responds to over 90,000 emails, letters, and
phone calls from A.A. members, suffering alcoholics, professionals,
students, the press and others interested in A.A. Thus accurate and
consistent information about A.A. is provided.
3 Staff communications often help someone find local A.A. meetings,
link members in service, and support the start of A.A. in countries
where there are no A.A. meetings.

4 G.S.O. maintains and updates the aa.org website that averages over 40,000 visits per day.
The website provides information about A.A., including how to find A.A. in their community,
and provides help to members and those seeking help with their drinking problem, as well as
to families and friends of problem drinkers, and professionals.
5

G.S.O.’s Publishing Department publishes and distributes
all A.A. Conference-approved literature. Approximately
Do you u’re
think yo
t?
differen
8 million books, pamphlets, video and audio products are
distributed annually. Some of this literature is specifically
designed for sight- or hearing-impaired members. Box 4-5-9,
news and notes from G.S.O., is published four times a year
in English, French and Spanish.
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G.S.O. coordinates the Loners-Internationalists Meeting
Correspondence Service (LIM), which is often the only link
to A.A. for many A.A. members in remote areas, homebound,
or deployed in active military service.

7 The Corrections coordinator at G.S.O. responds to over 6,500
letters a year, primarily from incarcerated alcoholics. Letters often
request literature and many express gratitude for a Big Book
supplied or a link to an outside member who can take a soon-to-be
released alcoholic to his or her first meeting on the outside.
8 G.S.O.’s Corrections staff member also coordinates a Corrections
Correspondence Service (CCS), which each year connects over 1,500
alcoholics behind the walls with outside members in order to share
A.A. recovery by mail. Sharing From Behind the Walls, containing
excerpts from inmate letters to G.S.O., is printed four times a year.
A DECLARATION OF UNITY
This we owe to A.A.’s future: To place our
common welfare first; to keep our fellowship
united. For on A.A. unity depend our lives
and the lives of those to come.

The A.A. Group

…where it all begins

I am responsible…
When anyone, anywhere, reaches out
for help, I want the hand of A.A. always
to be there.
And for that: I am responsible.

P-16

How a group functions.
How to get started.

This is A.A. General Service Conference-approved literature.

9 The G.S.O. Treatment and Accessibilities desk responds to
letters and communications from residents or patients in treatment
centers and connects them with local committees. The staff member
on this assignment supports groups and members in making the
A.A. message accessible to all alcoholics.

10

Professionals are frequently the first contact for an alcoholic seeking help.
The Cooperation with the Professional Community (C.P.C.) staff member at
G.S.O. provides information about A.A. to hundreds of professionals each year,
often sending them basic literature. This assignment also coordinates A.A.
exhibits at over 25 national conferences of professionals in various fields each
year and publishes the newsletter About A.A. for professionals.

11 The Public Information desk coordinates the production and broadcast of audio and video

Public Service Announcements (PSAs) to help reach the still-suffering alcoholics. Each year
PSAs produced by Public Information are broadcast on television and radio. The most recent
PSA, Doors, was aired approximately 75,000 times the first year of its release. The Public
Information staff member also responds to approximately 500 emails per month from
the press and other media, A.A. members and the general public.

12 G.S.O.’s Archives documents the activities of Alcoholics

Anonymous for the future and makes the history of the Fellowship
accessible to A.A. members and other researchers. Each year
the Archives staff responds to over 1,500 requests
for information and research.

General Service Office, P.O. Box 459, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163 • www.aa.org
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Supported Solely
By Your Participation
WE’RE SELF-SUPPORTING

The AA Grapevine strives to be self-supporting through the sale of the magazine
and related items. An important part
of self-support at all levels (individual,
group, district, area) is to subscribe and
purchase other materials to assure the
Grapevine and La Viña continue to carry
the message of Alcoholics Anonymous.
As stated in the AA Service Manual

‘AA Grapevine Inc.’s goal is to be supported by
revenues from the purchase of subscriptions and
other content related items. In contrast to G.S.O.,
where group contributions are applied to support
group services, AA Grapevine, Inc., does not accept
contributions from individuals or groups. Nor does
it accept revenue from ads or membership fees. AA
Grapevine, Inc. relies on A.A. groups, committees,
and individual members who value Grapevine
and La Viña in their recovery and in their Twelfth
Step work to purchase subscriptions. ‘After all,’
as Bill W. once wrote, ‘the Grapevine is to be their
Voice — their newspaper. I am quite sure they will
support it.’

WE’RE CONFERENCE APPROVED

As Bill W. expressed in his letter to Royal
Shepherd in June 1946, “The Grapevine
will be the voice of the Alcoholics Anonymous movement.” In 1986, the General
Service Conference officially recognized
Grapevine as the International Journal of
Alcoholics Anonymous.

EACH ISSUE of Grapevine is filled with

TAKE
ME
TO
YOUR
SPONSOR
Best Jokes & Cartoons
from AA Grapevine

stories of recovery and hope written by
members of AA and, on occasion, by
friends of AA. The stories are direct and
personal, and as varied as the fellowship
itself. Grapevine writers come from all
walks of life and every generation and
geographic area. Each month we offer
a current, ongoing view of our beloved
fellowship!

Visit us at
www.aagrapevine.org
F-V19
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CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background

2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM B: PAI #76 - Consider request to add a disclaimer to the front of the book Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions.
Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Finance Committee
Background Notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference a request to
add a disclaimer to the front of the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and the Scoring
Tool to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review by its
Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload.
______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Submission Form- PAI #76_12x12 Disclaimer
2. Summary_Background _Conf_12x12

Back to Main Agenda

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the 72nd General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A.
document. Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public,
including aspects of the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material
and the anonymity of members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.

FINANCE
Item B
PAI#76 Submission Form

Doc. 1

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.

Motion that a Disclaimer be added to the front of the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, as
follows:
"While the language in this text may seem dated, please remember that Bill W. wrote in the language
and custom of his times. Bill was very tolerant of different individuals and members. All alcoholics, were
and are now welcomed cordially into AA. Were Bill to write this book today, it may be worded differently
in some places. Society may change, but the basic spiritual principles of Alcoholics Anonymous are
classic and eternal. We hope that this book continues to broaden and deepen the understanding of the
Twelve Steps as written in the book Alcoholics Anonymous"
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
The problem is a succession of small changes to the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions can change the meaning of
the text as origionaly written. Factions within AA are pushing their agenda to alter Bill's writings. This book is a classic, by
any measure, and classic books are not changed to fit the times. Great Books Programs at universities don't change the
readings to fit the current students. No one would attempt to rewrite authors like Emerson, Thoreau or Twain. Were the
classics written today, they may be different. Once we change the original AA program, we no longer have the AA program.
Something similar, but not AA. One cannot change the past. Dr Bob and the first members read the Bible and other literature
that would be considered controversial today!! That is a historical fact regardless of how people feel about it today. Bill W.,
the Alcoholic Foundation and the G.S.O. used words not appropriate today, but it still happened. Newcomers are not entitled
to anything in AA, especially to change AA to fit their whims. It is a privilege to sit in an AA meeting, not a right. Once we
change Bill's writings, the camel has his head in the tent and the body is soon to follow. Also, for those of us who won't
change, a plethora of publishers print original books. AAWS is no longer the only supplier of AA books.

(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submittim:1 the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.
I have discussed this with the groups and districts. This is being floated around the Area, as well as members at the Area
assembly.
The following groups and district have submitted letters from Area: District, , District, District and, District. District, Area has
also submitted a letter.
Because of the unprecedented submission date being moved forward, many groups, districts and the area we will be
submitting letters of support after the September 15, 2021 deadline.
I and others have encouraged members and groups to write letters and discuss how best we can have our voices heard.

(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:

The 2002 general Service conference discussed the issue and it was unanimously recommended that:
The text in the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, written by Bill W., remain as is, recognizing the
Fellowship's feelings that Bill's writing be retained as originally published. We hope that the collective
spiritual experience of the A.A. pioneers captured in these pages continues to help alcoholics and friends
of A.A. understand the principles of our program.
We need to stop trying to change the past to please a vocal minority in AA.
The preservation of the integrity of our program is to preserve the Unity of Alcoholics Anonymous.

(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?

To maintain the program of Alcoholics Anonymous as it was originally written and to give future fellows AA the
same chance we were given.
To stop being creative and politically correct to meet the needs of the newcomer. We need to keep the people
who are in AA, and the newcomers will come. We need to stop keeping our focus on how much money we have
and the growth of the Fellowship (number of members).

(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.

K.C. H.
Sober 02/11/1989

(7) Final comments:

�

As Bill W. said “viewing with alarm for the good of the movement", I think after the 2021 GSC, that we are on
the verge of an unnecessary split in AA.
The vocal minority has awoken the silent majority.

September 11, 2021

To: Steve S.
General Service Conference Coordinator
A.A. World Services, Inc.
475 Riverside Drive at West 120th St
New York, NY 10115
Copy to: Michael P., Area Delegate and Jimmy D., Regional Trustee.
Re: GSC Agenda Proposals for the following: Creation of disclaimer for the book Alcoholics
Anonymous, disclaimer for the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and a Title restriction
for plain language Big Book, workbook, or study guide.
Dear Mr. S.
The Lucky Ones Group of Alcoholic Anonymous in Corpus Christi Texas has unanimously
voted to support the proposals put forth by Willard M. and KC. H. which create disclaimers for
the books Alcoholics Anonymous and Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions. Also unanimously
supported, is the proposal that we refrain from the use of the words Alcoholics Anonymous and
Big Book in the title or cover page of any planned plain language book, work book or study
guide that is created.
We believe, as many other members do, that to change the original writings ofthe book of
Alcoholics Anonymous and the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions threatens the message that
was initially presented. As a group of Alcoholics Anonymous we take seriously the
responsibility to protect its future. We believe it is imperative that the aforementioned books of
Alcoholics Anonymous be guarded and maintained in the context, essence and meaning in
which they were originally written. We also believe that continued attempts to improve
inclusivity by changing of original wording has the potential to divert us from our
primary purpose.
We support these proposals in an effort to continue to place A.A. as a whole before our own
Conrado C. Jr

September 9, 2021

To: Steve S.
General Service Conference Coordinator
General Service Office
A.A. World Services, Inc.
475 Riverside Drive at West 120th St.
New York, NY 10115

Copy to: Michael P., Area 68 Delegate and Jimmy D. Southwest Regional Trustee.

Re: GSC Agenda Proposals for the following: Creation of disclaimer for the book Alcoholics Anonymous,
disclaimer for the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and a Title restriction for plain language Big
Book, workbook, or study guide.

Dear Mr. S.,
The Group of Alcoholics Anonymous in Corpus Christi Texas has agreed unanimously to support the
proposals by Willard M. and K.C. H. creating statements that deny for the books Alcoholics Anonymous
and The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions as well as limiting the use of the words Alcoholics
Anonymous and The Big Book in any planned plain or simple language Big Book, workbook, or study
guide. We want for those newly written books to stand alone in title and substance.
We are part of the silent majority in Alcoholics Anonymous that will not remain hushed, noiseless or
soundless anymore. We treasure the Big Book as it stands. It is essential to our recovery and the
recovery of future members of Alcoholics Anonymous. It is a life-or-death situation for us. The
continuous need to make changes to our two most important pieces of literature is disturbing and
unacceptable. We will not stand for it. We will defend and protect the books of Alcoholics Anonymous
and The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.

Very respectfully yours,
Jennifer N.
Alternate GSR

September 10, 2021
Dear KC H.,
Bookmarks Group of Area 68, District 8D endorses the three proposals by Willard M. and KC. H. (see
attached.) We feel it is necessary to preserve our literature as written by our co-founder. The literature
has stood the test of time and has helped and will continue to help so many alcoholics find sobriety
through generations, past and future.
Sincerely,
Karen S.
GSR

September 13, 2021
Attn: Steve S.
General Service Office
A.A. World Services, Inc.
475 Riverside Dr. At West 120th St. New York, NY 10115
Also to Address: Michael P., Area 68 Delegate and Jimmy D., Southwest Regional Trustee.
Re: GSC Agenda Proposals for the following; Creation of disclaimer for the book Alcoholics Anonymous, disclaimer for the book Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions and a Title restriction for plain language Big Book, workbook, or study guide.
Mr. S.,
District, a district located in Area of Alcoholics Anonymous in Corpus Christi TX has reviewed the proposals by Willard M. and K.C. H.
Our groups have had the opportunity to discuss with their members and provide feedback to the district. It is our position to unanimously,
and enthusiastically support the proposals creating disclaimers for the books Alcoholics Anonymous and Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions as well as limiting the use of the words Alcoholics Anonymous and Big Book in any planned plain language Big Book, workbook,
or study guide.
The consensus of our groups reflects what we believe is the conscious of the majority of Members in Alcoholics Anonymous, and certainly our
District, that have been silent as we watched what we perceived to be outside issues become a corroding force to the foundations of our
program. The 5th Tradition states that, "Our primary purpose - to carry the message to the alcoholic who still suffers." We do not see how the
corruption of our founding texts, stemming from our direct involvement in issues of public controversy, could possibly result
in our effectiveness to share hope and solution with the desperate alcoholic.
As a fellowship we need to defend and protect the books of Alcoholics Anonymous and Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.
Ensuring that they remain as true to the earliest writings in word, message and meaning as we can.
Bob H., former General Manager of G.S.O., said at the close of his talk at the 1977 General Service Conference, "...all
of us are a part of the continuum of A.A. history. To some small degree, then, each of us is responsible for A.A's future."
"...it will be because we think too much about our 'rights' , and too little about our obligations and responsibilities."

Respectfully yours,
Kim T. DCM
Area , District
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PAI 76 & 80

Discuss changes to the text of the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions directed by the
71st General Service Conference.
The changes to the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions that were passed by substantial
unanimity at the 71st GSC were:
Advisory Action 18
A revision be made to page 117 in the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, replacing
the phrase “opposite sex” with the word “partner” as follows, and that a footnote be added
to provide context to the change as it relates to inclusivity:
The text on page 117 which currently reads: "Nearly every sound human being, experiences
at some time in life, a compelling desire to find a mate of the opposite sex with whom the
fullest possible union can be made – spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical. This mighty
urge is the root of great human accomplishments, a creative energy that deeply influences
our lives. God fashioned us that way .... "
Be revised to read: "Nearly every sound human being, experiences at some time in life, a
compelling desire to find a partner with whom the fullest possible union can be made –
spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical. This mighty urge is the root of great human
accomplishments, a creative energy that deeply influences our lives. God fashioned us that
way .... "
Advisory Action 19
The sentence which includes the phrase “lustful enough to rape” in paragraph one on page
66 in the chapter “Step Six” of the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, be revised to
refer to the Seven Deadly Sins without specific mention of examples that are severe in nature
as follows, and that a footnote be added to provide context as to the basis for the change:
The text on page 66 which currently reads: "No one wants to be angry enough to murder,
lustful enough to rape, gluttonous enough to ruin his health."
Be revised to read: "No one wants to commit the deadly sins of anger, lust or gluttony.”
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Advisory Action 23
The Long Form of each Tradition be included at the end of each essay for that Tradition in
the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, and that the complete set of Traditions at the
back of the book be retained as is.
Proposed Agenda Items (PAIs) for the 72nd General Service Conference
The General Service Office received 40 requests to reverse or rescind one or more of these
advisory actions, and/or to preserve, unaltered, the text of the book Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions, as originally published. Some PAIs were similar, with some having content that were
verbatim duplications. This perhaps reflects some coordination that was taking place in the
absence of districts or areas convening prior to the submission deadline, which had moved up
due to the piloting of the Equitable Distribution of Workload program. This was stated in at least
one of the submissions.
It should be noted that some proposed agenda items also included commentary on other items
and requests to undo other actions from the 71st GSC. Here we summarize only the sentiments
related to the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions advisory actions.
The proposed agenda items, excerpts sampled below, fell broadly into four categories
referencing:
1. the 1995 advisory action that no changes happen to the Big Book,
2. the “slippery slope” concern, that these changes could lead to endless future changes,
3. that the COVID pandemic, or other issues, didn’t allow for a fully informed group
conscience,
4. that the changes are the result of outside issues and therefore not in keeping with
Tradition 10.
Below is a summary of the submitted items, illustrated by a range of PAI examples .
1 - The 1995 Advisory Action: The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the
Preface, the Forewards, “The Doctor’s Opinion,” “Doctor Bob’s Nightmare,” and the
Appendices remain as is. These proposed agenda items ranged from suggesting additional/new
disclaimer text contextualizing the text of the book, handling changes in footnotes, and denying
any proposed change to any of Bill’s writings based on the 1995 Advisory Action and the strong
sentiment that Bill Wilson’s writings remain unchanged.
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PAI-76: That a disclaimer be added to the front of the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions,
as follows: "While the language in this text may seem dated, please remember that Bill W.
wrote in the language and custom of his times. Bill was very tolerant of different individuals and
members. All alcoholics were and are now welcomed cordially into AA. Were Bill to write this
book today, it may be worded differently in some places. Society may change, but the basic
spiritual principles of Alcoholics Anonymous are classic and eternal. We hope that this book
continues to broaden and deepen the understanding of the Twelve Steps as written in the book
Alcoholics Anonymous."
PAI-80: To maintain the integrity and historical accuracy of the publication Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions, that all proposed changes be handled in footnotes rather than in a revision of
the actual text.
PAI-94: That all consideration of amendments to the portions of the Big Book covered by the
1995 Advisory, all sections of Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and other language passed in
the past 71st General Service Conference be suspended until the General Service Conference
deems that business meetings of AA groups and the interaction between AA groups and their
GSRs have returned to normal after the Covid 19 pandemic.
PAI-143: This proposal is being made regarding two recommended revisions made by the
Literature Committee during the 71st General Services Conference that changes the Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions: (1) A revision be made to page 117 in the book, Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions, replacing the phrase "opposite sex" with the word "partner" as follows, and
that a footnote be added to provide context to the change as it relates to inclusivity and (2)
regarding the sentence which includes the phrase "lustful enough to rape" in paragraph one on
page 66 in the chapter "Step Six" of the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, be revised to
refer to the Seven Deadly Sins without specific mention of examples that are severe in nature as
follows, and that a footnote be added to provide context as to the basis for the change. That the
changes to Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions enacted by the 71st General Service Conference
NOT be implemented and that Twelves Steps and Twelve Traditions remain as published prior to
the 71st General Service Conference. Further, that no changes to the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, as described in the 1995 Conference Action and others, or Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions, as described in the 2002 Conference Action be implemented due to the
strong sentiment that Bill Wilson's writings remain untouched.

PAI-140: We are writing to express our concerns regarding the changes made to AA Literature at
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the 2021 General Service Conference, as well as the potential changes in 2022. We believe that
many alcoholics across the nation have concerns regarding the amendments to the Preamble
and the 12 & 12. Alcoholics Anonymous is a proud and diverse group of people who hold our
literature and traditions in the highest esteem. Our lives have been saved by this program, and
we deeply value our books and the words of Bill Wilson in their original and true form. We
believe that tampering with the original wording and format of the Big Book and/or 12 & 12 is a
disservice to the groups and Alcoholics Anonymous as a whole. We should honor our traditions
and the words of our founder by continuing to use the literature in its original format.
We all know that changes will come to the first 164 pages of the book, likely at the next GSC.
However, the 1995 advisory action states “The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,’ and the
Appendices remain as is.” We believe that entertaining the idea of a plain language big book is
in direct opposition to this statement, as well as what our program has taught us. We are deeply
concerned about the unity of Alcoholics Anonymous. This program has saved many lives, and
we know that some groups will be resistant to the changes that are being proposed. It is
possible that groups that are adamant about maintaining the original wording of AA literature
will refuse to read the new Preamble and neglect to study the new 12 and 12. Many alcoholics
will turn up their noses at the idea of a “simple language” big book. Continuity is important to
us as a group, and it is our strong belief that these changes will be to the detriment of the
program, as well as numerous AA groups around the world. It is our sincere hope that no
changes will be made to the Big Book, no further changes will be made to the 12 & 12, and that
the original wording of the Big Book not be tampered with in order to preserve the deep pride
and sense of history that Alcoholics Anonymous members hold so dear.
2 - “Slippery Slope” - the concern that these changes could lead to endless future changes.
While no conference advisory action is binding on future advisory actions, several agenda items
referred to the 1995 advisory action related to not changing certain portions of the text
Alcoholics Anonymous or thought that related prior actions should be reversed prior to making
any changes. Concern was raised that translations of the 12x12 throughout the world would not
align with the revised book.
Some asserted that the changes were politically motivated, based on semantics or sensitivities,
and that making these changes will open the door to all the literature requiring revision or the
need to revise literature over time to be relatable.
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PAI-138: Whether it was from a lack of institutional knowledge, or perhaps the huge agenda
load that the Conference Literature Committee had to navigate; for the first time in the
Conference’s seven decades of history, conflicting advisory actions were created without
amending or revoking prior advisory actions. Additionally, what appears to be a massive cost to
change a grand total of ten words, there is a significant concern that there are dozens of
translations of the 12 & 12 worldwide. Noting such, the 71st advisory action makes each one of
those foreign translations no longer in compliance with the rewritten book.
PAI-139: Alcoholics Anonymous is a proud and diverse group of people who hold our literature
and traditions in the highest esteem. Our lives have been saved by this program, and we deeply
value our books and the words of Bill W. in their original and true form. We believe that
tampering with the 12 & 12 is a disservice to the groups and Alcoholics Anonymous as a whole.
We should honor our traditions and the words of our founder by continuing to use the literature
in its original format.
PAI-142: Motion to rescind the revisions to the book the Twelve and Twelve. Specifically, to
rescind the removal of the phrase “opposite sex” from paragraph two on page 117 in the
chapter “Step Twelve” and change to "partner." Also, to rescind the removal of the phrase
"lustful enough to rape" in paragraph one on page 66 in the chapter "Step Six" and change it to
"No one wants to commit the deadly sins of anger, lust, or gluttony."
To rescind these changes will assist AA in not adding to the confusion and contradiction of
semantics in types of wording in all of our literature.
Our reasoning is that opening the door to these types of changes caused by semantic
arguments would only increase the workload on our trusted servants at every level by possibly
creating a myriad of changes due to confused or hurt feelings. Once we change one piece of
literature, we then open the door to take aim at ALL literature. All of our literature has gotten
and kept millions of alcoholics sober over the decades; even though there are words that could
cause confusion and/or hurt for some, millions of us have accepted and recovered with them in
the literature…
Also, the same with referring to "partner." Semantics again - there are a myriad of definitions for
partners that could keep us busy for years trying to fix something that may not be a problem for
the majority of alcoholics.
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PAI-149: If this systematic poisoning of our AA literature is not stopped now, Alcoholics
Anonymous will cease to exist, just as the Washingtonians did. The Washingtonian Movement
did not keep outside political issues out of their organization and they ceased to exist. They
became involved in all manners of controversial social reforms. They took on a noble cause of
their time, slavery, and prohibition and as a result, their group fragmented and perished
completely within a few years. Alcoholics Anonymous cannot afford to stray from its primary
purpose…
Changing pronouns is only the beginning. It will start with that, then the removal of language
that is “too harsh” or “offensive”. It will end with the removal of the word “God” from our
literature…
Risking our lives and the lives of future alcoholics by allowing the outside issue of ANY politics to
influence and actually change our literature is suicidal and NOT right!
Those who engaged in this deadly politically motivated altering of our literature need to STOP!
These decisions and the people who made them do NOT represent the whole of Alcoholics
Anonymous.
These men and women on whatever committee that changed our literature NEED to actually
represent Alcoholics Anonymous NOT any outside issues, especially politics.
PAI-150: Our co-founder Bill wrote our book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions in the 1950s.
He used idioms and set expressions from that time, but today these often sound outdated,
biased and exclusive. Fifty years from now our present manner of speech and manner of living
will certainly sound old-fashioned, even ridiculous, to those future generations. Every language
changes and adapts as its society and culture evolve. Yet the AA message of recovery from
alcoholism probably will not change.
Advisory Actions #18 and #19 may open up a flood of proposals for agenda items to change our
literature to match ever-evolving societal mores. This could lead to requests for immediate
edits, rewording and deletions of all our literature, including our co-founder's original works. It
is not possible to constantly satisfy everyone's sensitivities.
3 - Limited discussion and/or lack of fully informed group conscience. Some proposed agenda
items raised significant concern that a thorough group conscience was not obtained about the
agenda items at the 71st GSC due to the pandemic. Some suggested that amendments should be
suspended until business meetings have returned to normal after the Covid19 pandemic. There
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was concern for the need for a broader group conscience, especially given the gravity of these
changes, to ensure that all the voice of AA is heard.
PAI-94: That all consideration of amendments to the portions of the Big Book covered by the
1995 Advisory, all sections of Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and other language passed in
the past 71st General Service Conference be suspended until the General Service Conference
deems that business meetings of AA groups and the interaction between AA groups and their
GSRs have returned to normal after the Covid 19 pandemic.
PAI-148: The problem is that there is a disconnect from GSR's/Districts Members/Area Reps to
the groups & not enough ears heard the motion to change the language of the TWELVE STEPS
AND TWELVE TRADITIONS The problem this proposed item addresses is intervening with Bill's
writings The TWELVE STEPS AND TWELVE TRADITIONS was written by Bill & by guidance of his
spiritual sponsor. It took Divine Time & Patience to wait on letters that hi: spiritual sponsor
received guidance from the elders. But the final say was Bill's writings as it was his intuition and
ACTION to help alcoholics gain emotional sobriety and recover.
PAI-150: The pandemic has had a profound effect throughout our fellowship worldwide. Some
members lacking Internet access or computer skills have not been able to transition to online
formats. Regular meeting places and well-established home groups were shuttered or
separated. Members found they could not contact others when groups changed online meeting
access codes, or reopened, sometimes in new locations.
Greater thought and full debate is needed before changing the wording to one of our basic
texts. The Fellowship should have the opportunity to 1) discuss the effect of such changes on
the context and meaning, and 2) understand the consequences of future demands to edit our
co-founder’s own words, and that of all our literature.
PAI-163: My group recognizes the unprecedented impact that COVID-19 has had on our
fellowship in the last 12 months. Never in AA history have in-person meetings been interrupted
for such a long period of time. Though online meetings have been available, communication has
been inconsistent at best during this period with many members with many years of sobriety
not attending online meetings.

We feel this action has been taken without an accurate representation of the group conscious of
AA as a whole. Such a change requires exhaustive communication and thorough group
conscience input for GSRs and Delegates to vote for the full fellowship. An online forum for a
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GSC meeting is a temporary work-around and should not be the way such an impactful decision
is made.
4 - Addresses outside issues and therefore not in keeping with Tradition 10. Several proposed
agenda items felt that these changes represent explicit endorsements of outside issues and thus
violate Tradition 10. A number of other traditions were also raised. Concern was raised that
these changes will fuel infighting and division within AA, which is a distraction from our primary
purpose.
PAI-146: Remove the phrase partner and replace it with the phrase opposite sex. This is an
outside issue. It is also changing a historical document. STEP TWELVE same paragraph "WE AA's
CANNOT PRETEND TO OFFER FULL ANSWERS TO AGE OLD PERPLEXITIES BUT OUR OWN
EXPERIENCE DOES PROVIDE CERTAIN ANSWERS THAT WORK FOR US." To change their
experience because someone has a different lifestyle is wrong. There are many ways to get that
message across without changing history. Historical document. This book also goes to a lot of
other countries where some of these changes can be construed as illegal.
PAI-153: Consider requests to change back to previous versions of text and format for the book,
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions. These requests would rescind Advisory Actions from the
2021 General Service Conference which changed text on pages 66 and 117 and moved the long
form of the traditions.
Changes were a violation of Tradition 10.
PAI-178: Motion to visit the legitimacy of the changes to the preamble and the revisions to the
language used in Step Six of the Twelve and Twelve, given that they aren explicit endorsement
of outside issues/causes. If outside issues are found to have been endorsed then a revocation of
the changes is hereby proposed.
Infighting division within AA, distraction from our primary purpose as an organization and
splitting groups up. The revisions to the preamble and Twelve and Twelve language puts AA in
the position of endorsing causes and outside issues and conflicts with the preamble itself ( i.e.,
neither endorses nor opposes any outside issues). The change is also inconsistent with the First
and Twelfth Traditions regarding Unity and Anonymity.
In essence, the changes addressed an "issue" that was not the result of overt actions on the
part of AA, and sets a dangerous precedent for any and all other outside issues to be
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incorporated. Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help the other alcoholic achieve sobriety
(regardless of any outside issue or cause).
Lastly, there were some submissions that did not fit into the four categories and were more
general in nature, see examples below
PAI-152, PAI-155, PAI-159, and PAI-160
In my humble opinion, the Big Book Of Alcoholics Anonymous and the 12 STEPS AND 12
TRADITIONS were inspired by the hand of God, the authors were merely the instrument of the
hand of God. These two books might be the only AA some people get to see. They have saved
my life and given me a life worth living. Changes to this literature are not minor issues and the
voice of all of AA should be heard.
PAI-151
We have included our letter written to the GSC members in preparation of this and other
agenda items. We also ask, have we become so righteous that our ears cannot hear anything
that might offend or disturb us? Does anyone in the GSC believe the intent of this language was
to offend or diminish anyone or anything? Do you really think it is language changes like this
that will help people get and stay sober?

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM C: PAI #80 - Consider request that all proposed changes to the book Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions be handled in footnotes.
Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Finance Committee

Background Notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference a request that
all proposed changes to the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions be handled in
footnotes.
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and the Scoring
Tool to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review by its
Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload.
______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Submission Form-PAI #80 _All_Chgs to 12x12_As Footnote.
2. See background for PAI#76 (Agenda Item B.2).

Back to Main Agenda
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PAI#80 Submission Form

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.

To maintain the integrity and historical accuracy of the publication Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, we
move that all proposed changes be handled in footnotes rather than in a revision of the actual text.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?

This proposed item addresses the issue of keeping our text historically accurate and faithful to the original
writer’s intention.
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.

District has discussed this proposal, and it is our group conscience that it be submitted for
consideration.
(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:

Many of us were disturbed at the prospect of revisions to our literature, as it has been effective for years
at saving the lives of countless alcoholics. The revisions to the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions
approved at the General Service Conference set a dangerous precedent for changes to what we consider
sacred texts in the fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous. If the proposed changes are handled in footnotes
which include the rationale for the change and any supporting evidence, the historically significant text will
remain intact. This text is a part of our history, our collective memory. Suppressing its outdated
expressions that have only come to be known as such negates the growth that has taken place in us as a
fellowship.
(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?

That future publications of Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions will include changes only as footnotes.
(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.

Joy C., DCM District
Charly M., GSR, Group.
(7) Final comments:

We respectfully submit this proposal for consideration.
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Grapevine & La Viña
Monday, April 25, 2022 - 9:00 a.m. - noon
Room TBD
Chairperson: Kris H.
Secretary: Karina C.

Conference Committee Members
Panel71
Tim B.
Kris H.*
Jody K.
Sheryl T.**

•

Panel72
Katie B.
Tammie E.
Amber N.
Normand P.
Pablo R.

Discussion and acceptance of AA Grapevine chair report.

A.

Review progress report on AA Grapevine Workbook Revisions.

B.

Review Progress report on the Grapevine and La Viña lnstagram accounts

C.

Consider the list of suggested Grapevine book topics for 2023 or later.

D.

Discuss the wide-ranging impact the AA Preamble change has had on our
Fellowship.

* chairperson
*" alternate chairperson

NOTE: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their agenda items and strive to make their
recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To be more
financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation involves a
substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the budget be part
of that recommendation.
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Grapevine & La Viña
Tuesday, April 26, 2022 - 9:00 a.m. - noon
Room TBD

A.

Review report of first meeting.

B.

Old business.

C.

New business.

D.

Election of chairperson.*

*Election of chairperson
1.

All Panel 72 members are eligible.

2.

All committee members vote by written ballot (no verbal nominations).

3.

Election by plurality. Second place becomes alternate chairperson.

4.

New chairperson serves one year beginning at the close of the Conference.
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2022 Conference Committee on Grapevine and La Viña
ITEM A: Review progress report on AA Grapevine Workbook revisions.
Background notes:

From 2021 Additional Committee Considerations:
The committee reviewed the progress report on AA Grapevine Workbook
revisions and suggested adding additional information on ways to use AA
Grapevine resources as Twelfth Step tools, availability of books, pricing, ways
Canadian members can more easily participate, and new multimedia platforms.
From 2019 Additional Committee Considerations:
The committee reviewed the progress report on the AA Grapevine Workbook
revisions and looks forward to reviewing a progress report or draft at the next
Conference. The committee also forwarded suggestions to the Grapevine office
including expanding shared experience and how to use GV/LV as a recovery tool.
From 2018 Additional Committee Considerations:
The committee reviewed the Grapevine workbook with appreciation and suggests
that it undergo a comprehensive review and revision, and AA Grapevine Inc. bring
back a progress report to the 2019 Conference Committee Grapevine.

Background:
1. 2021 Office Report
2. Draft Grapevine Workbook (mailed to committee members only)
3. Grapevine Workbook (available online at www.aagrapevine.org)

1 of 1
Back to Main Agenda
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GRAPEVINE
Item A
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2022 Office Report
AA Grapevine Workbook
AA Grapevine Inc. management contracted a freelancer, who is also familiar with
the Grapevine service structure, to help the staff rewrite and redesign the AA
Grapevine workbook. The current workbook's content was revised to add helpful,
attractive graphics and expand on shared experience about ways to use
Grapevine and La Viña as a recovery tool.
In addition, the workbook was streamlined to make it easier to use. Most of the
historical copy and forms have been removed and will be available separately on
the aagrapevine.org website. Also, the new workbook includes many links which
will connect members to the latest information on the GV website to prevent the
need for constant updating and revising.

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Grapevine and La Viña
ITEM B:

Review progress report on the Grapevine and La Viña lnstagram accounts.

Background notes:

From 2021 Advisory Actions:
The committee recommended that the AA Grapevine Board implement an
lnstagram account and requested that a report on the lnstagram account be
brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Grapevine and La Viña.
From 2020 Advisory Actions:
The committee discussed a request for AA Grapevine, Inc. to establish an
lnstagram account in line with the Twelve Traditions and encouraged them to
continue with their planning. The committee suggested that the Grapevine Board
provide additional information on implementation, anonymity, security, affiliation,
outside contributions, privacy and promotion and bring a progress report back to
the 71st General Service Conference.
From 2018 Additional Committee Considerations:
The committee reviewed the 2018 Grapevine social media report regarding
lnstagram, Facebook, and Google for Nonprofits and suggests that A.A.
Grapevine, Inc. continue to explore social media strategy in their forthcoming
strategic plan, taking into account issues regarding anonymity, security, affiliation,
outside contributions and privacy and promotion.

Background:
1. 2022 lnstagram progress report

1 of 1
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• @alcoholicsanonymous_gv

GRAPEVINE
ITEM B
Doc. 1

\

• @alcoholicosanonimos_lv
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• Following the 2021 General Service
Conference action, AA Grapevine, Inc.
started lnstagram accounts for both the AA
Grapevine and AA La Vina magazines.
• We launched on July 7, 2021, posting a Daily
Quote each morning, and additional posts
each week including new magazine issues
releases, new book announcements, and
inspiration from both AA pioneers and
today's members.
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• Our goal for the lnstagram accounts is tohelp members stay connected to Grapevine
and La Vina, and to AA as a whole, by finding
inspiration and information when engaging
with this social media platform. We also
hope to attract those who might benefit by
learning more about Alcoholics Anonymous.
• We strive to adhere to the Twelve Traditions,
especially by aiming for attraction rather
than promotion and keeping posts
anonymous by barring full-face photos.
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Types of posts
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<

ALCOHOLICSANONYMOUS_GV

Posts

Every day

oov

Posts

CI') alcoholicosanonimos_lv

G ) alcoholicsanonymous_gv

Daily Quote

'5G ;

ALCOHOLICOSANONIMOS_ ••
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146 likes

alcoholicsanonymous_gv "I IIy to
accept reality instead of trying to control
it. When I make that adjustment, the
struggle ends."
"How an Atheist Works the Steps," El
Granada, California, March 2003,
Beginners' Book: Getting and Staying
Sober in AA

Q

41ikes
alcoholicosanonimos Iv "Las
exigeoc;:ias, las espera;zas, los anhelos y
los deseos nos atan al horror estiltico y a
la inutilidad absoluta del pasado que no
regresara nunca y del future que no
llegara jam.as. No querer nada -saber
que no IX)demos hacer que nada ocurra
- otorga jllbilo interno y externo, plena
realizaci6n".
"Conciencia"
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• Liked by philossining and 94 others
alcoholicsanonymous_gv The February
issue of AA Grapevine is here!

This month's featured section is for

"Getting Through Tough Times."
Members share hooeful stories about
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CD Liked by alcoholicsanonymous_gv
and 35 others
alcoholicosanonimos_\v Novtembre /
Diciembre 2021
Para esta edici6n los miembros
alcoh61icos compa:rten experiencias que
dan luz a la gran impartancla Que tiene la
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New Books
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• liked by philossining and 117 others
ak:oholicsanonymous_gv Ou: new
book. Prayer & Medi1ation. features
powerful stories by members of
Alcoholics Anonymous about the many
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alcoholicsanonymous_gv count your
days with our online sobriety calculator...
more
2 days ago
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Hey Alexa,
play the
AA Grapevine
podcast
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• Liked by johnw1381 and 114 others
October 30, 2021

119 likes
alcoholicsanonymous_gv •1 call my
sobriety my new life, my new way of
living and thinking.ff
· Peggy, Season 2, Episode 1, "Right in
tt>e Middle: Al\ Grapevine podcast
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Short Member
Story Videos
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82views
alcoholicosanonim os_lv Manuel R. - El
privilegio
Borracho todos las dias y hasta
durrniendo en las parques, Manuel se
convierte en una persona indeseable
dentro de la sociedad; creia que su
destino era morir borracho, pero su
Peder Superior tenia otros planes para
el, y le regala el privilegio de llevar el
mensaje a otros alcoh61icos.
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• Reach: 130,956 - the total number of people
posts have reached in the past 90 days.
• Audience: 5,965 - number of followers
• Audience Growth: 8.21% follower growth
rate over the past 90 days.
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Followers by Country
(top 10)

United States of America

4193

anada

362

Mexico

50

United Kingdom

44

India

28

-

·--

----------

Brazil
outh Africa
Iran, Islamic Republic of

24
24

22

olombia

19

ustralia

19
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Followers by City
(top 10)

New York, NY

113

Los Angeles, CA

77

an Diego, CA

34

Portland, OR

31

Phoenix, AZ

28

--------------

eattle, WA

26

oronto, Ontario

26

an Francisco, CA

26

Raleigh, NC

23

Houston TX

23
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Grapevine follower age ranges
• 25-34 = 15%
• 35-44 = 23%
•45-54 = 24%
• 55-64 = 21%
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Male: 33.91%
Grapevine
follower
gender

Female: 56.71%
Unidentified: 9.38%
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La Vina
Analytics
• Reach 15,007 - The number of people who have seen LV posts in the past 90
days
• Audience 658 - The number of followers.
• Audience Growth+ 6.82% - The percent change in followers over past ninety
days.
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USA

341

Mexico

La Viña
Followers
by Country
(top 10)

96

Colombia

16

Argentina
Puerto Rico
Spain

16
15

13

Canada

12

Brazil

9

Ecuador
El Salvador

9
7
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Mexico City, Distrito Federal
New York, NY

La Viña
Followers
by City
(top 10)

13

Guadalajara, Jalisco
San Jose, CA

11

19

13

Los Angeles, CA 10

Ameca, Jalisco

10

SanJuan,SanJuan
Fresno, CA

7

6

Bogota, Distrito Especial 6
Santa Ana, CA

6
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La Viña Follower age ranges

25-34

21%

35-44

24%

45-54

21%

55-64

15%
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La Viña follower gender

Male: 55%
Female: 34.97%
Unidentified: 10.02%
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2022 Conference Committee on Grapevine and La Viña
ITEM C: Consider the list of suggested AA Grapevine book topics for 2023 or later.
Background notes:
From 2002 Advisory Actions:

It was unanimously recommended that the Conference Committee on the Grapevine
annually review a list of proposed related items at least one year in advance of
possible production, so that the Conference might provide guidance, recognizing
that the committee may request more than one year to review some proposed items.
From 1992 Advisory Actions:
The committee recommended acceptance of the following proposal from the
Grapevine Corporate Board:

In order to achieve some uniformity of procedure and to gain desired Conference
input to Grapevine special items, yet not to compromise the Grapevine Corporate
Board's "right of decision" to manage the fiscal affairs of the Grapevine, let it be
proposed that:
Based on the positive model of mutual Conference and Board involvement in the
production of The Language of the Heart, the Grapevine Corporate Board offer to
the Conference Grapevine Committee on an ongoing basis, a general list of
proposed special items at least two years in advance of possible production, in
order that the Conference should offer any guidance or register any disapproval
they might have. Having so presented the conceptual basis of these special
Items to the Conference Committee, final approval for the completed items would
Rest with the Grapevine Corporate Board.

Background:
1. Staff Report for 2022
2. List of Conference approved titles for Grapevine and La Viña
3. AA Grapevine Catalog (mailed to committee members; online
at www.aagrapevine.org)
1 of 1
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Staff Report
AA Grapevine Items
Suggestions for production in the year 2023 or later

AAGV items are published for several reasons: first, to carry the message of
Alcoholics Anonymous stories from members and friends of the Fellowship; and
second, to help GV maintain its self-supporting status. Furthermore, GV items
provide a service to the Fellowship by making Grapevine and La Viña articles
available in a wide range of formats: print, audio and digital. They also introduce
both magazine titles through these anthologies to those who are unfamiliar with
them; and help deepen member's interest and understanding of the Steps,
Traditions and history of Alcoholics Anonymous.

1.

Best of Dear Grapevine (working title)
Previously published letters from the pages of Grapevine by AA members which
were printed in the magazine's letters section, Dear Grapevine.

Softcover: Approx. 120-200 pps
Projected unit cost (includes printing and design)
$2.50 per book (10,000-piece print run)
Price: $11.50
eBook
Estimated project cost: $2,000.
Price: $9.99

2.
Book for Newcomers (working title)
Previously published stories by AA members sharing helpful tools and
suggestions during their first year in sobriety.

Softcover: Approx. 120-200 pps
Projected unit cost (includes printing and design)
$2.50 per book (10,000-piece print run)
Price: $11.50
eBook
Estimated project cost: $2,000.
Price: $9.99
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3.
Best of La Viña II (working title) (La Vina book)
Spanish-speaking AA members share their experience, strength and hope, from
the pages of La Viña.
Softcover: Approx. 120-200 pps
Projected unit cost (includes printing and design)
$2.50 per book (10,000-piece print run)
Price: $11.50
eBook
Estimated project cost: $2,000.
Price: $9.99
4.
Prayer & Meditation (working title) (La Viña Book)
Previously published stories by Spanish-speaking AA members sharing about
the many ways they practice Step Eleven (possibly including some translated
stories from the GV version).
Softcover: Approx. 120-200 pps
Projected unit cost (includes printing and design)
$2.50 per book (10,000-piece print run)
Price: $11.50
eBook
Estimated project cost: $2,000.
Price: $9.99
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As of Jan 2022
PAST APPROVED GV BOOK IDEAS (TO POSSIBLY PRODUCE):
Voices of Long-Term Sobriety 2
Accessibilities (formerly Special Needs)
Diversity in AA
Gratitude
Mid-Sobriety Crisis
How I found My Higher Power
Steps 4 & 5
Twelve Steps II
All About GV Reps (doing service with GV & LV)
AA & Families
The Early Days of AA (40s, 50s, 60s -AA's earliest days)
Getting Involved in General Service
Step 3 - Turning it Over
Steps 6 & 7 - Character Defects
AA's Twelve Concepts (Passed 2021)
The Home Group II (possibly 30 th Anniv edition - orig 1993 - including non in-person
meetings) (Passed 2021)
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APPROVED LV BOOKS:

Stories from LV Workshops
Carrying the Message into Institutions
Hispanic members Doing Service in AA
Surender & Hope
AA and Families
Oldtimers Stories
Twelve Steps

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Grapevine and La Viña
ITEM D: Discuss the wide-ranging impact the Preamble change has had on our
Fellowship.
Background notes:

From 2021 Floor Actions:
1. The A.A. Preamble be changed from:
Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women who share their
experience, strength and hope with each other that they may solve their
common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism. The only
requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking. There are no dues or
fees for A.A. membership; we are self-supporting through our own
contributions. A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics,
organization, or institution; does not wish to engage in any controversy;
neither endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary purpose is to stay
sober and help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.
To:
In Alcoholics Anonymous we share our experience, strength and hope with
each other that we may solve our common problem and help others to
recover from alcoholism. The only requirement for membership is a desire to
stop drinking. There are no dues or fees for A.A. membership; we are selfsupporting through our own contributions. A.A. is not allied with any sect,
denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish to engage in
any controversy; neither endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary
purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.
2. The first sentence of the A.A. Preamble be revised with gender-neutral
language by replacing the words "men and women" with the word ''people" to
read: "Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of people who share their
experience, strength and hope with each other that they may solve their
common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism."
3. The Preamble revision replacing the words "men and women" with the word
''people" be presented to the General Service Board for approval as the new
revised A.A. Preamble.
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From 2021 Additional Committee Considerations:
The committee considered gender-neutral language options for possible changes
to the A.A. Preamble and took no action. The committee felt they needed more
information to make a decision.
From 2020 Additional Committee Considerations:
The committee also discussed making suggested changes to the A.A. Preamble
for gender neutral pronouns. The committee requested that the Grapevine Board
consider developing examples of generalized language options and that a
progress report or draft versions be brought back to the 71st General Service
Conference.

Background:
1. Memo from AA Grapevine Board Chair to 72 nd General Service Conference
members.
2. Preamble discussion timeline.
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Memo

To:

AAGRAPEVINE,Inc.

GRAPEVINE
Item D

Doc. 1

General Service Conference

From: Josh E., AA Grapevine Board Chair
Re:

Agenda Item for the 72 nd General Service Conference

Date: January 27, 2022
Dear Conference Members:
We wish you warm greetings from the AA Grapevine Board and hope that you are well,
as we all prepare for the 2022 General Service Conference. Almost immediately
following the 71 st General Service Conference, the AA Grapevine Board, the AA World
Services Board and the General Service Board began receiving considerable feedback
(some favorable, some unfavorable, and some simply asking for additional information)
regarding the revision to The AA Preamble (Preamble). We would like to share with you,
in a general way, a summary of those communications to help inform healthy discussion
in the Fellowship about the change, and its impact, for those who support as well as for
those who oppose the change.
To be sure, the decision whether to change the Preamble has been the subject of an
ongoing discussion that spans several years. Specifically, this topic was discussed in
Groups, Districts, and Areas and was also the subject at no less than two General
Service Conferences (i.e., 70th and 71st). As directed by an advisory action arising from
the 71 st General Service Conference, we began replacing the words "men and women"
with "people" as early as Grapevine's July 2021 issue and its translation in La Viña's
July/August 2021 issue. Consistent with past practice, as new Grapevine, La Viña, and
AAWS literature (and reprints) go to press, and as web pages receive updates, the
language will continue to change wherever the Preamble appears.
Some welcome the wording "people" in lieu of "men and women." Others oppose the
change. Interestingly, those who favor the original version as well as those who oppose
the new Preamble cite our Traditions as the basis for their reasoning. For example,
those in favor of "people" cite Tradition 1: such that AA Unity is enhanced by welcoming
a// who suffer from alcoholism. Likewise, those who prefer "men and women" assert that
AA Unity has been disrupted by the change.
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AAGRAPEVINt1nc.
After its passage, the Grapevine Board received a number of inquiries about whether
the revision negatively impacted Grapevine's editorial independence. However, it was
the Grapevine Board, Publisher, and Editors who discussed this proposed change over
several meetings that ultimately led to forwarding the discussion - as an agenda item to the General Service Conference (see also the Timeline).
Those who favored the revision all along noted that, under Tradition 4, each Group is
autonomous and that their Group enacted the change to "people" in advance of the
advisory action. Not surprisingly, those who opposed the change also noted that, under
Tradition 4, that their Group is autonomous and that they plan to continue saying "men
and women." Regarding Tradition 10, some say the Preamble change is an outside
issue (i.e., political, sociological, etc.) while others hold fast that it is an inside issue
supported by Tradition 3 (i.e., welcoming, inclusive, etc.). But all who are in the least
reasonable will agree upon one point, as a group there is more discussion required so
that we can move forward, as a Fellowship, in love and unity.
Therefore, consistent with the spirit of Warranty Four, Concept XII, that "all important
decisions be reached by discussion, vote, and, whenever possible, by substantial
unanimity," we request that the Conference Committee on Grapevine and La Vina at the
2022 General Service Conference, consider the following:
"Discuss the wide-ranging impact the AA Preamble change has had on our
Fellowship."

Josh E., General Service Trustee and AA Grapevine Board Chair
Copy furnished:
AA World Services, Inc.
General Service Board, Inc.
Conference Coordinator
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Timeline

GRAPEVINE
Item D
Doc. 2

2018
- December 2018 - The AA Grapevine Board (AAGVB or AAGV) received an initial
request to revise the AA Preamble on behalf of an Area 29 home group.

2019
- January 2019 - AAGV Board took no action on the original request and noted the
current process being undertaken by the Trustee's Literature committee and AAWS to
look at language in all AA literature. AAGV initially forwarded a request that the
Preamble be included in this broader review.
- September 2019 - After receiving additional requests from Area 13 and Area 49 to
change the Preamble, the board resumed the conversation.
• "Discussion of Preamble: A robust discussion took place regarding language
reflecting inclusivity. The board will continue the discussion at their November 1
meeting. The board requested that a previous request to Trustees' Committee on
Literature to review this matter be rescinded."
- December 2019 - "Preamble discussion: The chair moderated a round table
discussion regarding the many requests for changes to the Preamble. It was decided,
after lengthy discussion, that the AAGVB would send the requests to the Preamble to
the 70th Conference Committee on Grapevine for further discussion. The board
requested further research be conducted on the Preamble's copyright status."

2020
- January 2020 - Agreed to forward the following to the 2020 General Service
Conference Committee on the Grapevine:
• Revise the Preamble to use gender neutral pronouns. For example, "Alcoholics
Anonymous is a fellowship of people who share their experience, strength and
hope with each other ... "
• Consider a request that our trusted servants at Grapevine Inc. change the
language of the first sentence of the "A.A Preamble" as follows: "Alcoholics
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Anonymous is a fellowship of people who share their experience, strength and
hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to
recover from alcoholism. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop
drinking. There are no dues or fees for A.A. membership; we are self-supporting
through our own contributions. A.A. is not allied with and sect, denomination,
politics, organization or institution; does not wish to engage in controversy, neither
endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help
other alcoholics to achieve sobriety."
February -April 2020 - Groups and Areas across the US and Canada discussed
agenda items D and E from the Grapevine Conference background.
V. Grapevine
• D. Consider revising the A.A. Preamble to use gender neutral pronouns. For
example, "Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of people who share their
experience, strength and hope with each other ... "
• E. Consider a request to change the language of the first sentence of the A.A.
Preamble as follows: "Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of people who
share ... "
- April 2020 - Panel 69 and 70 Delegates discussed Agenda Items D and E in the
Conference Committee on Grapevine and La Viña at the 70th General Service
Conference, as follows:
•

"The committee considered a request to change the language of the first
sentence of the A.A. Preamble as follows: "Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship
of people who share ... " and took no action."

•

"The committee also discussed making suggested changes to the A.A. Preamble
for gender neutral pronouns. The committee requested that the Grapevine Board
consider developing examples of generalized language options and that a
progress report or draft versions be brought back to the 71st General Service
Conference."

- June 2020 - "The board reviewed the 70th GSC Advisory Actions and Considerations
and asked management to develop some ideas regarding the Preamble item.
Management asked the board members to send any ideas they may have to the
Senior Editor who will report back in July."
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- July 2020 - "Revisions to Preamble: Jon W., Senior Editor, reported that he will be
meeting with Publications Managing Editor to discuss their process for updating
pamphlets with gender neutral language. It was also noted that groups are already
changing the Preamble language. It was asked that board members forward
language and ideas they may have to the Senior Editor."
- September 2020 - "Preamble update: Jon W. discussed his meeting with AAWS
Publications Director regarding the process used for updating AAWS literature to
include gender neutrality. The board requested several options for the Preamble be
brought back to the October board meeting."
- October 2020 - "Suggested Revisions to Preamble: Jon W. presented suggested
changes to the Preamble which will serve as background to the 71 st Conference
Committee for AAGV and LV."

2021
- January 2021 - The board finalized the background for the 71 st General Service
Conference and forwarded to the Conference Committee on Grapevine and La Viña.
February - April 2021 - Groups and Areas across the US and Canada discussed
agenda item E from the Grapevine and La Viña Conference background.
V. Grapevine and La Viña
• E. Review Suggested gender-neutral language options for changes to the
A.A. Preamble.
-April 2021 - Panel 70 and 71 Delegates discussed Agenda Item E in the Conference
Committee on Grapevine and La Viña at the 71st General Service Conference:
• "The committee considered gender-neutral language options for possible changes to
the A.A. Preamble and took no action. The committee felt they needed more
information to make a decision."
• "The committee requested that the Grapevine Board gather additional shared
experience from the Fellowship related to the topic of gender-neutral language
options for the A.A. Preamble and bring back the results to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Grapevine and La Viña."
After the Grapevine Committee's report was completed, a Conference delegate
submitted Floor Action #2 requesting the Preamble be changed to:
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"In Alcoholics Anonymous we share our experience, strength and hope with each other
that we may solve our common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism.
The only requirement for membership is a. desire to stop drinking. There are no dues or
fees for A.A. membership; we are self- supporting through our own contributions. A.A. is
not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish
to engage in any controversy; neither endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary
purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety."
This item passed with a 2/3 majority vote by substantial unanimity.
After this vote passed, Floor Action #3 was jointly submitted by two Conference
delegates. Floor Action #3 requested the first sentence of the Preamble be revised to:
"Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of people who share their experience, strength
and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to
recover from alcoholism."
This item passed with a 2/3 majority vote by substantial unanimity.
After much discussion about the two floor actions that had just passed and which was
the preferred of the two, Floor Action #6 was presented which recommended:
"The Preamble revision described in the third floor action of the 71 st GSC as the
new revised A.A Preamble be presented to the General Service Board for
approval."
This item passed with a 2/3 majority vote by substantial unanimity.
At its meeting, following the close of the General Service Conference, the General
Service Board accepted the advisory actions of the General Service Conference and
forwarded those items pertaining to the Grapevine and La Viña to the Grapevine Board.
The Grapevine Board met immediately following the Conference and discussed the
implementation of the final change requested and revised the first sentence of our A.A.
Preamble to read:
"Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of people who share their experience, strength
and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to
recover from alcoholism."
This Conference-approved change went into effect in all Grapevine online materials and
print magazines. The change was also incorporated into AAWS' online materials and
service materials. The change to our Preamble continues to be updated in all
Conference-approved materials, and Grapevine books, as they go into new print runs.
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Literature
Monday, April 25, 2022, 9:00 a.m. – Noon
Room TBD
Chairperson: Kunane D.
Secretary: Irene D.

Conference Committee Members
Panel 71
Kunane D.
Don M.
Anne S.
Sherry W.

Panel 72
Jennifer D.
Janet F.
Michael K.
Steve L.
Eloy M.



Discussion and acceptance of trustees’ committee report.

A.

Annual review of recovery literature matrix.

B.

Review draft language regarding safety and A.A. to be included in Living Sober
and the pamphlet “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship.”

C.

Review draft pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three Legacies.

D.

Review draft pamphlet “The Twelve Steps Illustrated.”

E.

Review progress report regarding the pamphlet “The Twelve Concepts Illustrated.”

F.

Review progress report regarding the pamphlet “Too Young?”

G.

Review draft of the revised pamphlet “Young People and A.A.”

NOTE: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their agenda items and strive to make their
recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To be more
financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation involves a
substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the budget be part
of that recommendation.
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H.

Review progress report regarding update of the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and
African-American Alcoholic.”

I.

Review progress report regarding update of the pamphlet “A.A. for the Native
North American.”

J.

Review progress report regarding development of a Fourth Edition of the book
Alcohólicos Anónimos.

K.

Review progress report regarding the translation of the book Alcoholics
Anonymous (Fourth Edition) into plain and simple language.

L.

Review progress report regarding requests to develop study guide workbooks for
A.A.

M.

Review progress report regarding development of a Fifth Edition of the book
Alcoholics Anonymous.

N.

Discuss the existing version of the pamphlet “Twelve Traditions Illustrated.”

O.

Discuss G.S.O. Publishing updates per the A.A.W.S. print policy:
1. Review the draft update of the pamphlet “Is A.A. for You?”
2. Review the draft update of the pamphlet “Is There an Alcoholic in Your
Life?”
3. Review the draft update of the pamphlet “Frequently Asked Questions
About A.A.”
4. Review the draft update of the pamphlet “This Is A.A.”

P. Review progress report regarding strategy to make current literature accessible in all
possible formats.
Q. Review progress report regarding Literature Committee workbook.
R. Discuss changes to the text of the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions as
directed by the 71st General Service Conference.
S. Consider an update of the book Experience, Strength and Hope
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM A: Annual review of recovery literature matrix.
Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on
Literature the reformatted annual review of recovery literature matrix.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the literature matrix and noted that consideration is
underway for it to be included as background for the agenda item related to
pamphlet updates per the A.A.W.S. print policy. The committee reviewed the
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration which requested
consideration of a more defined process for review and approval of the pamphlet
updates, as well as the suggestion to include the GSO Publishing department
workflow and literature matrix in the background for pamphlet updates per the
print policy.
The committee agreed that the chair will research options for possible
clarifications and improvements and report back to the October 2021 meeting.
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration:
The committee accepted the 2019 and 2020 matrices of A.A. recovery
literature.
The committee suggested that the annual literature matrix be included as
background along with a G.S.O. Publishing Workflow description and draft
updates to A.A. Conference-approved literature for the agenda item related
to “A.A. World Services, Inc., Policy on Publication: Keeping A.A. Literature
Current.”
The committee expressed appreciation for the trustees’ Literature
Committee and A.A.W.S. Board continuing their efforts to outline and define
the process by which updates are reviewed and approved per this policy.
The committee requested that a progress report be brought back to the 2022
Conference Committee on Literature.
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NOTE: The February 2021 memo from Publishing which contains the written
version of the verbal report to the January 2021 trustees’ Literature
Committee was included in the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature’s
background for their review of the 2020 Literature Matrix agenda item.
Excerpt from the January 2021 Trustees’ Literature Committee Meeting Report
The trustees’ committee reviewed the verbal progress report provided by the
Publishing department regarding making current literature accessible in all
possible formats under the purview of A.A.W.S. The committee noted the
multiple strategic plans in process in Publishing for making A.A. literature
more accessible, such as publishing audiobooks and eBooks and digital
distribution of literature, including into prisons. The committee requested that
Publishing provide a written version of their verbal report to be included as
background material for the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature.
The committee appreciates the ongoing work and looks forward to a
progress report at the July 2021 meeting.
NOTE: This report excerpt is related to the topic of making all current
literature in accessible format as an ongoing item for the trustees’
Literature Committee.
Excerpt from the October 2020 Trustees’ Literature Committee Meeting Report
The committee discussed the annual review of recovery literature noting that
the review of the 2019 matrix was forwarded to the 71st General Service
Conference by the 70th Conference Committee on Literature. The
committee suggested it would be useful for the matrix to be reviewed at the
local level to foster Fellowship-wide input and agreed to forward the 2020
matrix in background for the 71st General Service Conference.
Notes from the staff secretary:
Review of recovery literature matrix is a standing agenda item for the
trustees’ and Conference Literature committees. The 2019 matrix and
agenda item from the 70th G.S.C. was forwarded to the 71st G.S.C.
Additionally, as a standing item, the 2020 matrix is available for review as
well.
Excerpt from the February 2020 Trustees’ Literature Committee Meeting Report
The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the
2020 Conference Committee on Literature the cover memorandum along
with the matrix for review of recovery literature. The committee looks forward
to receiving suggestions regarding the usefulness of this tool in maintaining
our literature as well as any suggestions for how the tool can be improved.
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Excerpt from the November 2019 Trustees’ Literature Committee Meeting Report
The committee discussed the matrix for review of recovery literature
and requested the Publishing Department provide an assessment of the
matrix for review at the February 2020 meeting.
Excerpt from the May 2019 Conference Literature Committee Meeting Report
The Conference Literature committee reviewed the matrix of A.A. recovery
literature and suggested that the trustees’ Literature Committee consider an
update to the pamphlet “Is A.A. for Me?” The committed noted that
the pamphlet has not been updated since 1989.
Excerpt from the January 2019 Trustees’ Literature Committee Meeting Report
The trustees’ Literature committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the
2019 Conference Committee on Literature the cover memorandum along
with the matrix for review of recovery literature.
Excerpt from the April 2018 Conference Literature Committee Meeting Report
The Conference Literature committee accepted the 2017 matrix of A.A.
recovery literature.
Excerpt from the January 2018 Trustees’ Literature Committee Meeting Report
The trustees’ Literature committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the
2018 Conference Committee on Literature the cover memorandum along
with the matrix for review of recovery literature.
Excerpt from the October 2017 Trustees’ Literature Committee Meeting Report
The trustees’ Literature committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the
2018 Conference Committee on Literature a finalized version of the draft
matrix of recovery literature. The committee requested that the staff secretary
draft a cover memo for the matrix and bring it to the January 2018 meeting
for review.
Excerpt from the July 2017 Trustees’ Literature Committee Meeting Report
The trustees’ Literature committee discussed the 2017 Conference Advisory
Action requesting implementation of the plan for the annual review with the
first report to be presented to the 2018 Conference Literature Committee.
The committee requested that the staff secretary gather the necessary
information (including distribution information for all three languages) and
present a draft matrix and report for the October 2017 meeting.
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Excerpt from the April 2017 Conference Literature Committee Meeting Report
The Conference Literature committee recommended implementation of the
revised plan for the annual review of recovery literature, with the first report
to be delivered to the 2018 Conference Committee on Literature.

Background:
1. Recovery Literature matrix 2022 (Dashboard Large Files)
2. Recovery Literature matrix 2020
3. Publishing Department’s “Editorial Budget Process – 2021” related to Conference
Committee on Literature chair’s request for workflow report in the background

Back to Agenda
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P-43

Douze Traditions Illustrées

FP-43

Doce Tradiciones Ilustradas

SP-43

Twelve Concepts Illustrated ©1986

P-08

Douze Concepts de Service Mondial
FP-08
Illustrés
Doce Conceptos Ilustrados

SB-08

Is A.A. For Me? ©1989

P-36

Les A.A. sont-ils Pour Moi?

FP-36

¿Es A.A. para Mí?

SP-36

Twelve Steps Illustrated ©1971

P-55

Douze Étapes Illustrées

FP-55

Doce Pasos Ilustrados

SP-55

A.A. for the Older Alcoholic ©2001

P-22

Les A.A. pour l’alcoolique plus âgé

FP-22

A.A. para el Alcohólico de Edad
Avanzada

SP-22

2001

18

A.A. For The Black & African
American Alcoholic ©2001

P-51

2002

17

Your D.C.M. ©1988

F-12

What Happened To Joe? ©2003

P-38

2003

16

2017

2017

2006

2

2

13

CPC COR

Jean... face à son problème d’alcool FP-38
Lo que le Sucedió a José

SP-38

The A.A. Group ©1965

P-16

Groupe des A.A

FP-16

Grupo de A.A.

SP-16

Too Young? ©1979

P-37

Trop jeune?

FP-37

¿Demasiado Jóven?

SP-37

It Happened To Alice ©1985

P-39

L’histoire de Nicole

FP-39

¡Le Sucedió a Alicia!

SP-39

21,677

N/A

19,359

N/A

16,869

N/A

18,800

N/A

18,612

N/A

27,341

4,872

358

22,874

3,730

228

19,882

3,409

603

18,829

3,153

267

19,292

4,225

327

71 PV
0 DL

57 PV
0 DL

6 PV
0 DL

607 PV
125 DL

173 PV
39 DL

52 PV
0 DL

81,973

5,692

2,068

78,373

6,948

1,650

76,654

6,172

1,523

67,869

6,843

2,311

73,572

6,546

2,129

5,559 PV
1,451 DL

990 PV
0 DL

242 PV
0 DL

17,719 PV
5,971 DL

3,037 PV
710 DL

542 PV
188 DL

ACC PI

45,264

2,914

1,231

43,850

3,704

1,135

40,223

3,756

1,254

36,733

4,060

1,439

37,082

2,848

896

508 PV
0 DL

107 PV
0 DL

15 PV
0 DL

1,487 PV
242 DL

313 PV
105 DL

69 PV
0 DL

ACC

26,367

3,895

367

24,209

3,442

298

17,289

2,539

619

17,430

3,586

381

19,721

3,421

331

131 PV
0 DL

32 PV
0 DL

5 PV
0 DL

625 PV
124 DL

84 PV
29 DL

25 PV
0 DL

ACC

Currently being
updated as per 2016
Advisory Action

Currently being
updated as per
2017 Advisory
Action

2017

2011

10

2

8

2012

7

2014

5

2014

2018

2018

2018

5

FP-04

Los Jóvenes y A.A.

SP-04

Is A.A. for You? ©1973, 2008

P-03

Les A.A. sont-ils pour vous ?

FP-03

¿Es A.A. para Usted?

SP-03

A.A. for the Native North American
©1989
A.A. et les autochtones d’Amérique
du Nord
Questions & Answers on
Sponsorship ©1976,1983

21 PV
0 DL

10 PV
0 DL

1,685 PV
254 DL

92 PV
26 DL

61 PV
0 DL

3,161

4,615 PV
869 DL

1,400 PV
0 DL

87 PV
0 DL

17,795 PV
4,401 DL

3,537 PV
611 DL

243 PV
90 DL

103

14,703

N/A

108

13,763

TR

254,214

5,744

1,597 239,983 8,233

TR CPC

71,804

3,273

1,104

75,504

2,715

851

70,816

11,865

N/A

N/A

10,148

N/A

N/A

54,262

2,940

993

40,038

1,977

80,728

893

1,555

82,390

37,045

2,289

1,260

40,539

N/A

502

14,120

N/A

86

13,413

16

FR

394 PV
0 DL

N/A

SP

279

16,330

EN

1,030 PV
213 DL

FR

629 PV
201 DL

FR

8,974 PV
2,602 DL

SP

EN

298 PV
0 DL

FR

186 PV
0 DL

SP

EN

3,320 PV
553 DL

FR

47,201 9,347 300,664 51,478 7,232 301,933 46,978 7,454 284,774 39,773 8,730 286,354 47,230 10,771

SP

317,297

FR

45,299 PV
724 PV
22,877
DL
0 DL

49,33 PV 585,242 PV 0 153,786 PV 13,584 PV
155
PV
19,185
2,295
500
PV
0 DL
DL PV
0 DLPV
0 DL
0 DL
1,459 DL
386 DL
60 DL

SP-15

A.A. Member - Medication & Other
Drugs ©1984, 2011

P-11

Les membre des AA face à la
Médication et Autres Drogues

FP-11

Miembro de A.A.—Los
Medicamentos y Otras Drogas

SP-11

A.A. And The Armed Service
©2002,2007

P-50

Circles of Love and Service ©2014

P-45

Cercles d’amour et de Service

FP-45

Círculos de Amor y Servicio

SP-45

Many Paths to Spirituality ©2014

P-84
FP-84

1,662 229,158 6,053

2,330 222,887 8,072

2,275 225,918 6,618

3,287

1,066

64,696

1,035

7,917

N/A

N/A

10,013

1,838

35,568

2,082

737

32,797

2,827

1,053

7,040

8,300

56,814

3,321

8,931

51,804

2,000

8,092

1,579

1,279

36,405

3,096

1,366

35,158

2,418

1,265

3,285

N/A

61,471

2,767

697

532 PV
0 DL

58 PV
0 DL

6 PV
0 DL

1,517 PV
1,863 DL

171 PV
148 DL

15 PV
55 DL

10,940

150

675

407 PV
0 DL

45 PV
0 DL

9 PV
0 DL

1,276 PV
216 DL

81 PV
25 DL

60 PV
19 DL

33,929

2,628

726

687 PV
0 DL

373 PV
0 DL

32 PV
0 DL

2,427 PV
590 DL

1,501 PV
238 DL

111 PV
37 DL

769 PV
0 DL

68 PV
0 DL

32 PV
0 DL

3,180 PV
2,069 DL

361 PV
429 DL

93 PV
43 DL

2,383 PV
0 DL

449 PV
0 DL

44 PV
0 DL

7,641 PV
0 DL

1,830 PV
0 DL

157 PV
0 DL

309 PV
0 DL

Old:
18,992 PV
1,182 DL
New:
860 PV
386 DL

Old:
2,261 PV
412 DL
New:
0 PV
69 DL

Old:
1,033 PV
131 DL
New:
0 PV
20 DL

Old:
890 PV
160 DL
New:
0 PV
2 DL

Old:
164 PV
24 DL
New:
0 PV
2 DL

N/A

SP-84
P-19

Le RSG représentant auprès des
Services généraux – le lien de votre FP-19
groupe aux AA dans leur ensemble

32,486

1,606

2,028

SP-19
P-05
FP-05

77,242

6,953

1,944

68,936

8,411

903

58,978

5,544

1,402

57,462

5,820

1,336

62,632

7,220

1,993

5976 PV
81 DL

680 PV
0 DL

SP-05

27,649

1,551

261

26,737

1,743

698

25,118

1,593

284

25,342

980

506

32,304

1,169

837

1,791 PV
1 DL

217 PV
0 DL

38 PV
0 DL

Old:
6,906 PV
826 DL
New:
0 PV
4 DL

35,952

2,705

944

28,625

2,466

1,216

30,150

1,574

1,028

30,664

1,861

1,008

29,025

1,429

1,239

658 PV
0 DL

96 PV
0 DL

69 PV
0 DL

5,606 PV
729 DL

328 PV
109 DL

142 PV
30 DL

14,538

396

100

41 PV
410 DL

3 PV
54 DL

15 PV
0 DL

26,031

67

100

52 PV
342 DL

8 PV
64 DL

0 PV
47 DL

P-32
FP-32

Experiencia, Fortaleza Y Esperanza
SP-32
– Los alcohólicos LGBTQ en A.A.

2018

*2018 PAGE VIEWS AND DOWNLOADS

180,532 PV
6,045 PV
64,609
DL
0 DL

SP

EN

*2017 PAGE VIEWS AND DOWNLOADS

22,490 3,620 282,473 18,949 2,684 308,045 20,715 2,729 331,579 21,590 2,693 337,085 21,406 2,398
5,742 1,512 72,335 7,102 968
69,245 6,673 1,313 65,095 5,255 1,432 65,062 8,379 1,306

FR

EN

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
RATES 2018

466,781
77,089

SP

EN

Update Not
Necessary

Total
Revision

Update

Outdated
Language

Usefulness

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
RATES 2017

P-15

Preguntas y Respuestas Sobre el
Apadrinamiento

Expérience, Force Et Espoir Les alcooliques LGBTQ des AA

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
RATES 2016

FP-21

FP-15

R.S.G. Representante de Servicios
Generales – Puede ser el trabajo
más importante en A.A.
Experience, Strength and Hope: A.A.
For The Woman ©2018
Expérience, Force Et Espoir- Les
femmes des AA
Experiencia, Fortaleza Y Esperanza Las mujeres de AA
Experience, Strength and Hope:
LGBTQ Alcoholics in A.A. ©2018

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
RATES 2015

P-21

Questions & Réponses sur le
Parrainage

Différentes Avenues vers la
Spritualité
Muchas Sendas Hacia la
Espiritualidad
G.S.R. General Service
Representative: "Your Group's Link
to A.A. as a Whole" ©2018

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
RATES 2014

SP

2009

11

P-04

Les jeunes et les A.A.

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATION

EN

2008

Young People & A.A. ©2007

Relevance

64
3

CONFERENCE
COMMITTEE REVIEW
Content

1953
2016

Title and Copyright Date

Included in
Service Kit

Last Review

Years
since last
review
(as of
2019):

Item ID

CURRENT CATALOGUE OF A.A. LITERATURE (Under Purview of Trustees/Conference Literature Committees)

Inside A.A. …. ©2018

P-18

La structure des AA

FP-18

Dentro de A.A.

SP-18

Experience, Strength and Hope: A.A.
for Alcoholics with Mental Health
P-87
Issues — and their sponsors ©2018

2018

2018

Expérience, Force Et Espoir - Les aa
pour les alcooliques atteints de
maladie mentale — et ceux qui les
parrainent
Experiencia, Fortaleza, Esperanza:
A.A. para los alcohólicos con
problemas de salud mental — y sus
padrinos
Experience, Strength and Hope: The
"God" Word
Expérience, Force Et Espoir – Le
mot « Dieu » Membres agnostiques
et athées chez les AA
Experiencia, Fortaleza Y Esperanza
– La palabra “Dios” Los miembros
de A.A. agnósticos y ateos

FP-87

SP-87

P-32
FP-32

SP-32

27,649

1,551

261

26,737

1,743

698

25,118

1,593

284

25,342

980

506

1,791 PV
1 DL

217 PV
0 DL

38 PV
0 DL

Additional Information

Currently being
updated as per
2016 Advisory
Action

6

Article de Jack Alexander sur les
A.A.

FP-12

Artículo de Jack Alexander Acerca
de A.A.

SP-12

A.A. Tradition-How It Developed By
Bill W. ©1955

P-17

1,272 PV
347 DL

577 PV
191 DL

83 PV
46 DL

Archival

1,497

161

568 PV
0 DL

437 PV
0 DL

11 PV
0 DL

1,991 PV
648 DL

1,399 PV
419 DL

94 PV
40 DL

Historical

8,675

864

418

872 PV
0 DL

804 PV
0 DL

21 PV
0 DL

2,844 PV
685 DL

2,885 PV
614 DL

93 PV
22 DL

Historical

7,978

N/A

355

436 PV
0 DL

46 PV
0 DL

8 PV
0 DL

2,314 PV
332 DL

194 PV
60 DL

60 PV
15 DL

Archival/
Biographical

1,995 PV
0 DL

1,834 PV
0 DL

39 PV
0 DL

7,952 PV
915 DL

8,272 PV
794 DL

108 PV
15 DL

366

13,549

2,278

118

11,833

1,150

543

11,808

1,679

407

11,640

510

La Tradition des A.A. et son
FP-17
Développement par Bill W.
La Tradición de A.A.—Cómo se
SP-17
Desarrolló
A.A.'s Legacy of Service By Bill W.
P-44
©1969

25,823

2,192

379

17,126

1,687

487

16,916

1,257

456

19,446

1,891

455

16,741

L’héritage des services des A.A.

FP-44

11,871

804

475

10,717

591

204

10,883

839

417

9,402

1,069

220

El Legado de Servicio de A.A.

SP-44

The Co-founders of A.A.
©1973,1975

P-53

Les Deux Fondateurs des A.A.

FP-53

9,702

N/A

116

11,574

N/A

554

11,170

N/A

195

9,268

N/A

462

Los Cofundadores de Alcohólicos
Anónimos

SP-53

Anonymity Display Card ©1993

M-61

Affichette Sur L'anonymat

FM-61

Tarjeta de Declaración de
Anonimato

SM-61

Suggestions for Leading Beginners
Meeting
Suggestions pour réunions de
débutants
Sugerencias para Coordinar
Reuniones de Principiantes

1,287

2,086

FR

17 PV
0 DL

1,848

SP

187 PV
0 DL

16,741

FR

397 PV
0 DL

FR

119

SP

45,299 PV
22,877 DL

22,490 3,620 282,473 18,949 2,684 308,045 20,715 2,729 331,579 21,590 2,693 337,085 21,406 2,398

2,248

*2018 PAGE VIEWS AND DOWNLOADS

180,532 PV
64,609 DL

466,781

1,800

*2017 PAGE VIEWS AND DOWNLOADS

EN

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
RATES 2018

EN

FR

SP

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
RATES 2017

EN

FR

SP

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
RATES 2016

EN

FR

SP

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
RATES 2015

EN

FR

SP

EN

Update Not
Necessary

Total
Revision

Update

Outdated
Language

Usefulness

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
RATES 2014

SP

2011

4

P-12

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATION

EN

2014

The Jack Alexander Article About
A.A. *Reprinted by Special
Permission of Saturday
Evening Post ©1941

Relevance

64

CONFERENCE
COMMITTEE REVIEW
Content

1953

Title and Copyright Date

Included in
Service Kit

Last Review

Years
since last
review
(as of
2019):

Item ID

CURRENT CATALOGUE OF A.A. LITERATURE (Under Purview of Trustees/Conference Literature Committees)

49,33 PV 585,242 PV 0 153,786 PV 13,584 PV
0 DL
DL
0 DL
0 DL

1,876

MU-1
FMU-1

Group Handbook

Additional Information

SMU-1

Bill Discusses the Twelve Traditions

M-89, M-38

N/A

Bill's Own Story

VS-21, DV-04

N/A

Your A.A. General Service Office,
the Grapevine and the General
Service Structure

DV-07

Votre BSG

FDV-07

N/A

Su Oficina de Servicios Generales
de A.A., el Grapevine, y la Estructura SDV-07
de Servicios Generales

*PV/DL #'s Sept-Dec 2017/#'s prior to Sept 2017 not available.

Back to Agenda

CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
LITERATURE
Item A
Doc.3

Publishing Department’s “Editorial Budget Process – 2021” related to Conference
Committee on Literature chair’s request for workflow report in the background

Editorial Budget Process - 2021
Excerpt from 1.25.21 Email from Executive Editor related to Conference Committee on
Literature Chairperson request for workflow documentation from Publishing
I’ve spoken with David R. let’s go with the attached document. It’s not exactly what was provided
before, as that was a one-time report, but it contains the essential projects we’ll be working
on. It’s one of the documents we used to build out our departmental budget for 2021 (we’ve
removed the associated financial estimates). There will be changes and juggled priorities, as there
always are, but this provides a bit of a road map for 2021.

•

PAMPHLETS
PROJECT
NEW PAMPHLET - Spanish-Speaking Women in AA
Expense Category: Editorial Services - Graphic design / proofing / translation Notes:
Needs Conference Approval; expense generated in 2nd/3rd quarter.
PROJECT
NEW PAMPHLET - Three Legacies
Expense Category: Editorial Services - Graphic design / proofing / translation Notes:
Needs Conference Approval; expense generated in 2nd/3rd quarter.
PROJECT
NEW PAMPHLET - Young People and AA
Expense Category: Editorial Services - Graphic design / proofing / translation Notes:
Needs Conference Approval; expense generated in 2nd/3rd quarter.
PROJECT
NEW PAMPHLET - Twelve Traditions Illustrated
Expense Category: Editorial Services - Graphic design / proofing / translation Notes:
Needs Conference Approval; expense generated in 2nd/3rd quarter.
PROJECT
EDITORIAL POLICY IMPLEMENTATION (5 pamphlet revisions)
Expense Category: Editorial Services - Graphic design / proofing / translation Notes:
Needs Conference approval; 3rd quarter

PROJECT
PAMPHLET DEVELOPMENT (12 Steps Illustrated & 12 Concepts Illustrated)
Expense Category: Editorial Services - writer's fees / graphic design-illustration Notes:
Previous Conference actions; 3rd/4th quarter expense.

1

•

CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
BOOKLETS
PROJECT
AA SERVICE MANUAL REVISION
Expense Category: Editorial Services - Graphic design / proofing / translation Notes:
Needs Conference approval; 2nd/3rd quarter expense

•

NEWSLETTERS
PROJECT
Box 4-5-9 (four issues)
Expense Category: Ed. Svcs - writer's fees / copyediting / proofing / translation Notes:
quarterly expenses
PROJECT
Sharing from Behind the Walls (four issues)
Expense Category: Editorial Services - copyediting / proofing / translation Notes:
quarterly expenses
PROJECT
LIM Bulletin (four issues)
Expense Category: Editorial Svcs - copyediting / proofing / translation Notes:
quarterly expenses
PROJECT
About AA (two issues)
Expense Category: Ed. Svcs - writer's fees / copyed / proofing / translation Notes:
quarterly expenses

•

VIDEO
PROJECT
PAMPHLET TO VIDEO (Too Young?, Young People and AA)
Expense Category: Editorial Services - writer's fees / design, storyboards Notes:
Previous Conference action; 3rd/4th quarter expense.

•

MISCELLANEOUS
PROJECT
Large Print Books
Expense Category: Editorial Services - Graphic design / proofing Notes:
3rd/4th quarter
PROJECT
Staple-less pamphlets
Expense Category: Editorial Services - Graphic design / proofing Notes:
3rd/4th quarter

Back to Agenda

CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM B: Review draft language regarding safety and A.A. to be included in Living
Sober and the pamphlet “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship.”

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed the progress report and requested that the sentence on page
76 that currently reads: “Problems found in the outside world can also make their way
into the rooms of A.A.” be revised to read: “Problems found in the world can also make
their way into A.A.” The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Literature the progress report with the requested revision.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature’s committee
consideration regarding language on safety and A.A. to be included in Living Sober
and “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship.”
The committee requested that the Publishing department review the suggestions
related to accessibility and literacy levels of the draft language. The committee also
requested that the phrase “our primary purpose” be included with “our common
welfare” to convey that safety is part of A.A.’s primary purpose. The committee noted
that this material is intended for every A.A. member and not only the newcomer.
The committee requested that the Publishing department bring back a progress report
or draft language at the October 2021 meeting.
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration:
The committee discussed the draft language regarding safety and A.A. to be included
in the booklet, Living Sober, and the pamphlet “Questions and Answers on
Sponsorship.” The committee noted that additional consideration of the accessibility
of the language is needed. The committee requested that an updated draft pamphlet
be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpt from the January 30, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature
the draft language on safety and A.A. to be included in the booklet, Living Sober, and
the pamphlet, “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship.” The committee noted that
care was taken to address accessible reading levels in the draft language.

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects of
the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of
members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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Excerpt from the October 31, 2020 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the Publishing department’s progress report regarding
language on safety and A.A. to be included in Living Sober and “Questions and
Answers on Sponsorship,” including the review of draft language with accessibility in
mind as it relates to reading level. The committee received a verbal update from the
Publishing department and expressed appreciation for the ongoing work and looks
forward to draft language or a progress report at the January 2021 meeting.
Excerpt from the August 1, 2020 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee discussed the 2020 Conference Committee on
Literature’s committee consideration regarding language on safety and A.A. to be
included in Living Sober and “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship,” including
the suggestion to review the draft language with accessibility in mind as it relates to
reading level of the draft text.
The committee requested that the Publishing department review the suggestions
related to accessibility and literacy levels of the draft language and provide a progress
report at the October 2020 meeting.
2020 Additional Committee Consideration
The Conference Literature committee reviewed the progress report regarding safety
and A.A. to be included in Living Sober and “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship.”
The committee requested a review of the draft language be taken with accessibility in
mind as it relates to reading level. The committee requested that a progress report or
draft pamphlet be brought back to the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature.
Synopsis of committee excerpts April 2018 through April 2020:
A 2018 Conference Committee on Literature (CCL) consideration requested that text
regarding safety and A.A. be drafted for inclusion in Living Sober and the pamphlet,
“Questions and Answers on Sponsorship.” In 2018 the Publishing Department
provided draft language that was reviewed by a TLC subcommittee and led to a
clarification from the 2019 CCL that it was meant for the draft language to focus on
safety at the group level.
In 2019-20, draft language was developed by the Publishing Department and
forwarded by the TLC to the CCL. The CCL requested that work continue on the draft
text with accessibility in terms of reading level being taken into consideration. In 202021 draft language was revised and the 2021 CCL again requested that revisions
continue with accessibility of the language being taken into consideration.

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects of
the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of
members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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Background:
1.

2021_Pub.Dep_Progress_Report
1.a Living Sober
1.b Q&A on Sponsorship

2. Current pamphlet “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship” available on G.S.O.’s
A.A. website at: http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/search/p-15-questions-andanswers-on- sponsorship
3. Current booklet Living Sober available for purchase on G.S.O.’s A.A. website at:
https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/aa-literature/b-7-living-sober
4. 1.20.21 GSO Publishing Department’s suggested revision for language on safety
in Living Sober
5. 1.20.21 GSO Publishing Department’s suggested revision for language on safety
in “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship”

Back to Agenda
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Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects of
the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of
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From: Ames S.
To: Literature
Cc: David R.; Julia D.
Subject: TLC Agenda - item 10
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 3:44:57 PM
Attachments: Living Sober.pdf
Q&A on Sponsorship.pdf

Literature
Item B
Doc. 1

MEMORANDUM
To: Literature Desk
From: Publishing Department
Re: Progress Report for Trustees' Literature Committee
Date: October 12, 2021
Agenda Item B:
Review progress report regarding draft language regarding safety and A.A. to
be included in Living Sober and “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship.”
Progress Report:
Attached is an updated draft of language regarding safety based on the committee
consideration from the 71st Conference Committee on Literature:
The committee discussed the draft language regarding safety and A.A. to be included in
the booklet, Living Sober, and the pamphlet “Questions and Answers on
Sponsorship.” The committee noted that additional consideration of the accessibility of
the language is needed. The committee requested that an updated draft pamphlet be
brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
Also addressed were the suggestions for additional changes in the language made at
the August 2021 meeting of the trustees' Literature Committee:
The committee requested that the Publishing department review the suggestions
related to accessibility and literacy levels of the draft language. The committee also
requested that the phrase “our primary purpose” be included with “our common
welfare” to convey that safety is part of A.A.’s primary purpose. The committee noted
that this material is intended for every A.A. member and not only the newcomer.
Action requested: Review proposed revised language and, if accepted, refer on to the
2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
Ames S.
Executive Editor
General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
475 Riverside Drive,
New York, New York 10115
www.aa.org
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10.30.21
GSO Publishing Department’s suggested revision for language on safety in Living Sober
LIVING SOBER
Proposed addition focused on Safety at the group level.
Chapter 29: Going to A.A. meetings
Section: Different kinds of meetings, page 76
New paragraph 5
Insert:
Of course, A.A. is a reflection of the larger society around us and problems found in the
outside world can also make their way into the rooms of A.A. But by keeping the focus
on our common welfare and primary purpose, groups can provide a safe and secure
environment for all their members.

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects of
the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of
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10.30.21
GSO Publishing Department’s suggested revision for language on safety in “Questions and
Answers on Sponsorship”

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON SPONSORSHIP
Proposed additions focused on Safety at the group level.

Page 14 in the section "For the person wanting to be a sponsor" under the
heading "What does a sponsor do and not do?"
Insert:
•

Stresses the importance of A.A. being a safe place for all members and
encourages members to become familiar with service material available from
the General Service Office such as "Safety in A.A. -- Our Common Welfare."

Page 23 in the section "For groups planning sponsorship activity" under the
heading "How does sponsorship help a group?" Add as final paragraph (#4) in
the section.
Insert:
Sponsorship can also help a group to create a welcoming and secure environment.
Safety is an issue affecting all members and it is important for groups to remain
accessible to all who are seeking recovery. Sponsorship can help keep the group
focused on the common welfare.
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Item B
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1.20.21 GSO Publishing Department’s suggested revision for language on safety in Living
Sober
LIVING SOBER
Proposed addition focused on Safety at the group level.
Chapter 29: Going to A.A. meetings
Section: Different kinds of meetings, page 76
New paragraph 5
Insert:
Of course, A.A. is a reflection of the larger society around us and problems found in the
outside world can also make their way into the rooms of A.A. But by keeping the focus
on our common welfare, groups can provide a safe and secure environment for all their
members.
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You can be very sure that every A.A. member in that room deeply
understands exactly how you feel, because we remember vividly our
own hangover miseries, and how it felt the first time we ever went to an
A.A. meeting.
If you are shy, kind of a loner-just like many of us-you'll find the
A.A. members willing to let you pretty much alone if that is really what
you want and it makes you more comfortable.
However, most of us found it much more beneficial to hang around
for a bite and a chat after the meeting. Feel free to participate in the
socializing, or "eyeball-to-eyeball sharing," just as much, or as little, as
you wish.

Different kinds of A.A. meetings
Many A.A. members from all over the U.S. and Canada were asked
for ideas for this booklet. Near the top in all their lists is the suggestion
that one of the surest ways of avoiding drinking is going to various
kinds of A.A. meetings. "That's where we learn all these ideas from
each other," one member wrote.
If you want to stay sober, going to any A.A. meeting is, of course,
safer than going to a bar or a party, or staying at home with a bottle!
Chances for avoiding malaria are best when you stay away from a
swamp full of mosquitoes. Just so, chances of not drinking are better at
an A.A. meeting than they are in a drinking situation.
In addition, at A.A. meetings there is a kind of momentum toward
recovery. Whereas drinking is the object of a cocktail party, sobriety is
the common goal aimed for at any A.A. meeting. Here, perhaps more
than anywhere else, you are surrounded by people who understand
drinking, who appreciate your sobriety, and who can tell you many
means of furthering it. Besides, you see many, many examples of successfully recovered, happy, nondrinking alcoholics. That's not what
you see in barrooms.
Here are the most popular kinds of A.A. group meetings, and some
of the benefits derived from attending them.
Beginners (or newcomers) meetings
These are usually smaller than other meetings, and often precede
a larger meeting. They are open to anyone who thinks he or she may
possibly have a drinking problem. In some places, these meetings are

LMNGSOBER
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exceUent places to ask questi ons, to make new i'riends, and to begin
to feel co mfortable in the com pany of alcoholics who are not drinking.

Open
meetings
(anyone
1 alcoholic or not)
These
are likely
to bl;!welcome
a

Little more forma l.
a series of scheduled discussions or talks about alcoholism, about
recovery, and about A.A. itself. In others, the beginners meetings are
simply question-and-answer sessions.
A.A's who have used these meetings a lot point out that these are
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little more organized, a
Usually, two or three members (who hav:e voluntee red in advance) in
turn tell the group about their alcoholism, what happen ed , and wha t
their recove ry is like.
An A.A. talk of this type does not have to follow any set pattern. Of
course, only a tiny handful of A.A. members are tr ained orators. In
fact, even th ose A.A 's whose jobs involve profes s ional spea king
carefully avoid making speeches at A.A. meetings. Instead, they try to
tell their own stories as simply and directly as possible.
What is unmistakable is the almost startling sincerity and honesty
you hear. You'll probably be surprised to find yourself laughing a lot,
and saying to yourse lf, "Yes, th at's just what it's like!"
One of the big benefits of attending such open meetings is the
oppo1iunity to hear a wide, wide varie ty of actual case histories of
alcoho lism. You hear the symp toms of the illness descr ibe d in many
varying fonns, and that helps you dec ide whether you have it.
Naturally, each A.A member's experiences have been diffe rent from
the others' . It is possi ble that sometime you 'll hear someone recall
favorite drinks, drinking patterns, and drink ing problems (or drinking
fun) very much like your own. On the othe r hand, the inciden ts in th
e chinking stories you h ea r m ay be quite unlike yours. You will hear
people of many dilierent backgrounds, occupations, and beliefs. Eath
mem ber speaks only for h imself (o r herself), an d voices only his or
her owu opini ons. No one can speak for all of A.A , and no 0nel1as to
agree with any se nti ments or ideas expressed by any other A.A. mem
ber . Diversity of opinion is welcomed and valued in AA
But if you listen carefully, you will probably recognize familiar
feel ings , if not familiar events. You will reco gn ize the emotions of the
speaker as having been much like your own, even if the life you hear
about has been radically different from yours.
In A.A., this is called "identifying with the speaker." It does not
mean that the age, the sex, the life-sty1e, the behavior, the pleas ur es, or
the troubles of the speaker are iden tical to yours. But it does mean that
you hear of fears, excitements, worries, and joys which you can
empathize
with, which you rem em ber feeling at tim s yours elf.
It may surprise you that you will almost □eve r hear an A.A. speaker
sound self-pitying about being deprived of alcohol.
Identifying with the speake r's past may not be as important as getting an impression of h is or her present life . The spe aker usually has
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1.20.21 GSO Publishing Department’s suggested revision for language on safety
in “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship”

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON SPONSORSHIP
Proposed additions focused on Safety at the group level.
Page 14 in the section "For the person wanting to be a sponsor" under the
heading "What does a sponsor do and not do?"
Insert:
•

Stresses the importance of A.A. being a safe place for all members and guides
the newcomer to service material available from the General Service Office such
as "Safety in A.A. -- Our Common Welfare."

Page 23 in the section "For groups planning sponsorship activity" under the
heading "How does sponsorship help a group?" Add as final paragraph (#4)
in the section.
Insert:
Sponsorship can also help a group to create a welcoming and secure environment.
Safety is an issue affecting all members and it is important for groups to remain
accessible to all who are seeking recovery. Sponsorship programs can help keep the
group focused on the common welfare.

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects of
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Stresses the importance of A.A. being a safe place for all members and guides the newcomer to service material
available from the General Service Office such as "Safety_ in A.A. -Our Common Welfare."

•
•
•
• Goes over the meaningof the Twelve Steps, and
emphasizes their importance.
• Urges the newcomer to join in group activities as
soon as possible.
• Impresses upon the newcomer the importance of all
our Traditions.
- .• T-""r"-ie- s to give the; ewe
; o ·e pic..t,ure of the
scope of AA, beyond the group, and directs attention
to AA. literature about the history of the Fellowship,
the Three Legacies, the service structure, and
the worldwide availability of AA - wherever the
newcomer may go.
• Explains theprogram to relatives of thealcohol· ic, if
this appears to be useful, and tells them about Al-Anon
Family Groups and AJateen.
• Quickly admits, HI don't know" when that is the case,
and helps the newcomer find a good source of
infonnation.
• The sponsor encourages the newcomer to work with
other alcoholics as soon as possible, and sometimes
begins by talcing the newcomer along on Twelfth Step
calls.
• Never takes the newcomer's inventory except when
asked.
• Never tries to impose personal views on the
newcomer. A good sponsor who is an atheist does not
try to persuade a religious new• comer to abandon
faith, nor does a religious spon• sor argue theological
matters with an agnostic newcomer.
• Does not pretend to know all the answers, and does
not keep up a pretense of being right all the time.
• An AA sponsor does not offer professional ser•
vices such as those provided by counselors, the legal,
medical or social work comunities, but may sometimes
help the newcomer to access profes• sional help if
assistance outside the scope of AA is needed.
The sponsor underscores the fact that it is the AA
recovery program - not the sponsor's personality or
position - that is important Thus, the newcomer learns
to rely on the AA program, not on the sponsor. A
sponsor well-grounded in the AA program will not be
offended if the newcomer
14

goes to other AA members for additional guid• ance or
even decides to change sponsors.
111 there any one beat way of
spont1oring a newcomer1
The answer is no. All members are free to approach
sponsorship as their own individual experiences and
personalities may suggest Some sponsors adopt a more
or less brusque, 'Take it or leave it" approach in dealing
with newcomers. Others exhibit extreme patience and
great per• sonal interest in the people they sponsor. Still
oth• ers are somewhat casual, content to let the new
person take the initiative in asking questions or seeking
help inspecial situations.
Each approach is sometimes successful and
sometimes fails. The sponsor has to decide which to try
in a particular case. The experienced spon• sor
recognizes the importance of flexibility in working with
newcomers, does not rely on a sin• gle approach, and
may try a number of different approaches with the
sameperson.
How can a 11pont1or explain the A.A.
program'/
Sponsors will want to explain AA in themanner that each
finds most natural and most likely to be clear to the
newcomer at hand.
Some sponsors find that reminding the new• comer of
the First Step - that they are power• less over alcohol and
that their lives had become unmanageable - is key to a
successful recovecy. Many sponsors make it a point to
emphasize that together they can dowhat theycould not
do alone
- stay away from the first drink.
These sponsors remind the newcomer that AA offers
a practical program, and that it has already helped more
than two million men and women. They suggest the need
for open-minded• ness in facing alcoholism as a personal
problem, and they underscore the fact that it is up to the
newcomer alone to decide whether he or she is an
alcoholic and whether AA can help.
Nearly all members who work with newcomers look
upon the AA program in terms of their own
15
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ur groups endeavor to provide a safe meeting place for all attendees and encourage a secure and welcoming
environment in which our meetings can take place. The formation and operatloa of an A.A. gro11p resides witll the group
conscience. Our common suffering as alcoholics and our common solution in A.A. transcend most difficulties and help us
to create as safe an environment as pouible to carry A.A.'s message of hope and recovery to the still -suffering alcoholic.

between harsh criticism that would only build up
the newcomer's remorse, and maudlin sympathizing that would add to self-pity.
The newcomer, of course, may be even more
discouraged and bewildered, and may find it
extremely difficult to return to the sponsor and
the group for a fresh start. (For this reason, many
sponsors believe it important to take the initiative
and call the newcomer.) In order to make the
return truly a new beginning, it may be wise at
this point to avoid postmortems on the reasons for
the slip. Instead, the sponsor can help guide the
newcomer back to the simplicity of the F'trst Step
and the prime importance of staying away from
the first drink just for the day at hand.
Later, the newcomer may want to check the
kind of thinking that possibly led to the slip, in
order to guard against its recurrence. Here, the
sponsor's role depends completely on the two
people involved. If the sponsor was aware of the
danger signals beforehand, one newcomer may
say, "If only you had told me!" but another may
rebel at the idea of having been "watched."
Regarded realistically, the slip can become
a learning experience for both the person sponsored and the sponsor. For the sponsor, it may
serve as a push toward humility, a reminder that
one person cannot keep another person sober and
that the Twelfth Step says, "..•we tried to carry
this message....
Most good sponsors emphasize that people
who have slipped continue to be welcome in AA
Successful sponsorship activity depends to a large
degree on the understanding and love that the
individual and group offer to a newcomer who
may have one or more slips despite sincere efforts
to achieve sobriety.

Can a member sponsor more than
one newcomer simultaneousl,iY
AA members differ in their enthusiasm for sponsorship work, in their ability to handle it effectively, and in the time they can give. Members who
are willing and able to sponsor several newcomers simultaneously should certainly not be discouraged. At the same time, it should be kept in
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mind that sponsorship is, in a sense, a privilege to
be shared by as many members as possible and
an activity that helps all members to strengthen
their sobriety.
Further, members who do too much sponsorship work may get exaggerated ideas about their
abilities, may even risk their own sobriety. As
in so many phases of AA, common sense is the
best guide.

For groups planning

sponsorship activity
Hou, does sponsonhip help a group'!

---

The primary purpose of an AA group is to carry
the message of the recovery program to alcoholics who want and ask for help. Group meetings
are one way of doing this. Sponsorship is another.
In some groups, the idea of sponsorship is
broadened to include working with alcoholics in
nearby institutions and, through correspondence,
with isolated Lone Members, Internationalists
(seagoi AAs) and Ho rs_:_
...
llr3•-- - - •- - - - - •• -,- •
Act ive sponsorship
programs within
a group
remind all members of the group's primary purpose. They serve to unite a group, keep it mindful
of Ftrst Things First
•• ••- e -,•

What procedures can a lfl'OUP set up
to sponsor new membenP
Carefully planned sponsorship activity within a
group is often likely to produce better results than
sponsorship left to chance.
A typical pattern of planned sponsorship within
a local group might include the following:
• A regular committee on sPonsorship or a Twelfth
Step committee, with members rotating frequently.
If there is an intergroup or central office that
keeps a list of local groups and the members
available for Twelfth Step calls, such a committee
may check to see whether the group has
enough of its members on the office list to fulfill
its responsibility.
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM C: Review draft pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three Legacies.

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee
on Literature the progress report regarding the development of a draft pamphlet based
on A.A.’s Three Legacies.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature’s
committee consideration regarding development of a pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three
Legacies. The committed noted the suggestions related to the length of the pamphlet,
the need for more relatable and accessible language. The committee agreed that the
chair will reach out to the incoming Conference Committee on Literature chair to
explore if more details on the suggested changes might be shared.
The committee requested that the Publishing department provide a progress report at
the October 2021 meeting.
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration:
The committee reviewed the draft of the new pamphlet on A.A.’s Three Legacies.
The committee expressed appreciation for the direction of the pamphlet
development to date. The committee noted concern about the length of the
pamphlet, the need for more relatable and accessible language, and perhaps
reducing the extent to which Bill W.’s writings and A.A. history are included in its
content.
The committee suggested additional revisions be considered and that an updated
draft pamphlet be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpt from the January 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature
the draft pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three Legacies with the working title, “Recovery,
Unity and Service: Our Three Legacies.”
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Excerpt from the October 31, 2020 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the development of a pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three
Legacies including the compiled stories, draft text for context as well as the Publishing
department’s progress report for this item. The committee expressed appreciation for
the ongoing work and requested that Publishing continue development for a final draft
pamphlet to be provided at the January 2021 meeting.
Excerpt from the August 1, 2020 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2020 Conference Committee on Literature’s committee
consideration regarding development of a pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three Legacies
and requested that the Publishing Department provide a progress report at the October
2020 meeting.
2020 Additional Committee Consideration
The committee reviewed the progress report regarding the development of the
pamphlet on A.A.’s Three Legacies and requested that a progress report or draft
pamphlet be brought back to the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpt from the February 1, 2020 TLC Meeting Report
The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2020
Conference Committee on Literature the progress report from the G.S.O. Publishing
department on the development of a pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three Legacies.
Excerpt from the November 2, 2019 TLC Meeting Report
The committee reviewed the subcommittee progress report on the pamphlet based on
A.A.’s Three Legacies. The committee agreed to forward the submitted stories along
with additional content and organization of content suggestions for the pamphlet to the
Publishing Department and requested that
a progress report be presented at the February 2020 meeting.
Excerpt from the July 27, 2019 TLC Meeting Report
The committee discussed the development of the pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three
Legacies and the progress to date, including the review of the submitted stories for
the pamphlet from the January 2019 subcommittee. The chair appointed a new
subcommittee composed of chair Cathy B. and Katie H. to continue work on the
pamphlet. The committee looks forward to a progress report or draft pamphlet to be
brought back to the November 2019 meeting.
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2019 Additional Committee Consideration
The Conference Literature committee reviewed the progress report on the
development of a pamphlet based upon A.A.’s Three Legacies and looks forward to
reviewing a progress report or draft pamphlet at the 2020 General Service Conference.
Excerpt from January 26, 2019 TLC Meeting Report
The committee reviewed and accepted the progress report from the subcommittee on
the Pamphlet Based on A.A.’s Three Legacies. The committee agreed to forward to
the 2019 Conference Committee on Literature a progress report regarding a pamphlet
based on A.A.’s Three Legacies.
The committee agreed for the subcommittee to continue with reviews of the submitted
stories for the pamphlet to be forwarded to the July 2019 trustees’ Literature
Committee meeting.
Excerpt from the October 28, 2018 TLC Meeting Report
The chair appointed a subcommittee consisting of Mark E., chair; Cindy F., Doug G.
and Katie H. work on this project and to prepare a progress report for the January
2019 meeting.
2018 Conference Advisory Action
The trustees’ Literature Committee develop a pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three
Legacies, with emphasis on the history of the Three Legacies, how they work
together and including personal stories of members’ experiences with the Three
Legacies and bring back a progress report or draft pamphlet to the 2019 Conference
Committee on Literature.

Background:

1. 10-08-2021-Publishing Department progress report
2. 1.12.21 Email from G.S.O. Executive Editor related to draft pamphlet
“Recovery, Unity and Service: Our Three Legacies.”
2a. January 2021 Publishing Department’s draft pamphlet based on A.A.’s
Three Legacies (confidential – CCL members only)
3. 12.20.19 Publishing Department progress report on the development of a
pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three Legacies
4. 11.2.19 Trustees’ Literature Subcommittee on the Development of a
Pamphlet Based on A.A.’s Three Legacies progress report

Back to Agenda
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MEMORANDUM
To: Literature Desk
From: Publishing Department
Re: Progress Report for Trustees' Literature Committee
Date: October 8, 2021
Agenda Item C:
Review progress report regarding development of a pamphlet based on A.A.’s
Three Legacies.
Attached is proposed revised text for the pamphlet “Recovery, Unity and Service: Our Three
Legacies” (working title). The text has been edited and presented here in red-line form in
response to the commentary provided in a committee consideration from the 71st General
Service Conference Committee on Literature and in discussion with the incoming chair of the
Conference Committee on Literature. As noted in the committee deliberations:
The committee reviewed the draft of the new pamphlet on A.A.’s Three Legacies. The
committee expressed appreciation for the direction of the pamphlet development to
date. The committee noted concern about the length of the pamphlet, the need for
more relatable and accessible language, and perhaps reducing the extent to which Bill
W.’s writings and A.A. history are included in its content.
The committee suggested additional revisions be considered and that an updated draft
pamphlet be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
The revised text has been substantially trimmed and reorganized, updated with more
relatable and accessible language in the history section, and three stories have been dropped
to reduce the overall length of the pamphlet.
Action requested: Review revised text for any additional edits and move revised text forward to
the 2022 General Service Conference for approval.
Ames S.
Executive Editor
General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
475 Riverside Drive, 8th Floor
New York, New York 10115
www.aa.org
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1.12.21 Email from GSO Executive Editor related to the draft of the pamphlet
“Recovery, Unity and Service: Our Three Legacies.”
To: Literature assignment, Steve S.
From: Ames S., GSO Executive Editor
Attached is the most current draft of the proposed pamphlet “Recovery, Unity and Service: Our
Three Legacies” for distribution to the trustees’ Literature Committee. Please also pass along
the following editorial/process notes:
The stories were selected from the group of submissions that were solicited from the Fellowship
and subsequently reviewed by a subcommittee of the trustees’ Literature Committee. The
selection was provided to the full trustees’ Literature Committee in October 2020 and the
committee agreed to move the selection forward for a final draft.
Per the July 2018 trustees’ Literature Committee meeting, the initial subcommittee agreed that
the pamphlet should be structured in the following way:
Part 1: INTRODUCTION Open with an explanation in contemporary language
describing A.A.’s Three Legacies and how they work together.
Part 2: HISTORY OF OUR THREE LEGACIES A section on the history of A.A.’s Three
Legacies in contemporary language using quotes from Bill W.’s writings from less
common sources including A.A. Comes of Age, Language of the Heart and Our Great
Responsibility.
Part 3: EXPERIENCE, STRENGTH AND HOPE Member stories sharing the
experience, strength and hope of individual A.A. members related to the Three Legacies.
Additionally, a selection of brief excerpts was added from the stories selected by the
subcommittee that were not used in full, titled "Spotlight on Service," highlighting specific
aspects of working with the Steps, Traditions and Concepts from a personal perspective.
I believe this draft captures the intent of the original Conference Advisory Action and the
subsequent discussion by the trustees’ Literature Committee. I am grateful to have had an
opportunity to work on this pamphlet and look forward to the deliberations of both the trustees’
Literature Committee and the Conference Committee on Literature.
With best wishes,
Ames
------------Ames S.
Executive Editor, GSO
475 Riverside Drive
New York, New York
10115 212-870-3134
sweeta@aa.org
Website: aa.org
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Interoffice Memorandum
December 20, 2019
To:

Steve S., Literature Assignment

From:

Ames S., Executive Editor

Re:

Progress Report on Three Legacies pamphlet

Following the last meeting of the trustees' Literature Committee, the committee agreed
to forward the submitted stories along with additional content and organization of
content suggestions for the pamphlet to the Publishing Department. With this material
now in hand, the Publishing Department will begin the creative process of selecting final
content, developing appropriate graphics and putting together an update or pamphlet
draft for review by the trustees’ Literature Committee at subsequent meetings in 2020.
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Trustees’ Literature Subcommittee on the
Development of a pamphlet Based on A.A.’s Three
Legacies
Saturday, November 2, 2019
Background
The 2018 (68th) General Service Conference recommended that the trustees’ Literature
Committee develop “a pamphlet based on A.A.’s Three Legacies, with emphasis on the
history of the Three Legacies, how they work together and including personal stories of
members’ experiences with the Three Legacies, and bring back a progress report or draft
pamphlet to the 2019 Conference Committee on Literature.”
At the July 27, 2019 meeting, the trustees’ Committee chair appointed a subcommittee
composed of Cathy B. (chair) and Katie H. to continue the work of the previous
subcommittee on the development of the pamphlet. It was requested that the subcommittee
present a progress report to the November 2, 2019 meeting.

Process
Following the July 2018 trustees’ Literature Committee meeting, the initial sub-committee of
Mark E., chair, Cindy F., Doug G. and Katie H. held a meeting on December 6, 2018
and reviewed its scope and discussed the need to consider the pamphlet format and
content, the basis of evaluation for stories and the rating grid to be used. As of the
deadline of November 19, 2018, forty-six submissions were received.
The subcommittee agreed on a format for an Excel spread sheet for each reviewer to
use to evaluate and provide any comments for each submission.
The subcommittee agreed that the pamphlet open with an explanation in contemporary
language describing A.A.’s Three Legacies and how they work together, followed by a
section on the history of A.A.’s Three Legacies in contemporary language using quotes from
Bill W.’s writings from less common sources including A.A. Comes of Age, Language of the
Heart, as well as the forthcoming book, Selections of Bill W.’s General Service Conference
Talks, 1951 – 1970 (working title).
These opening sections would be followed by members’ stories sharing experience, strength
and hope related to A.A.’s Three Legacies. The subcommittee agreed that evaluation of
the stories would include each of the Three Legacies as well as how they work together
and their relation to group life and other settings. For future subcommittee members, the
subcommittee emphasized the importance of including comments during the review of
the stories. A progress report was submitted to the January 2019 Trustees Literature
Committee.
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The subcommittee comprised of Cathy B. and Katie H. continued the work of the previous
committee and along with Mark E., completed the review and rating of all 46
submissions.
The subcommittee evaluated the 46 story submissions, and determined the following:
1. Story submissions – The subcommittee determined that the story submissions effectively
described our three legacies and how they relate to groups and in our lives. It was the
consensus of the subcommittee that six stories (10, 11,14, 15,16, 19) did not meet the
same threshold as the remaining stories, and that only the top rated twenty (20) stories
should be forwarded for consideration. The subcommittee has confidence in the editing
and expertise of the Publishing Department to make any final decisions regarding story
selection and content.
2. Format – The subcommittee recognizes that the audience for this pamphlet will
be primarily A.A. members who are more established in recovery and recommends a
traditional pamphlet styled format be utilized to create the document.
The current subcommittee is in agreement with the previous subcommittee that
the pamphlet open with an explanation in contemporary language describing A.A.’s
Three Legacies and how they work together, followed by a section on the history of A.A.’s
Three Legacies. These opening sections would be followed by members’ stories
sharing experience, strength and hope related to A.A.’s Three Legacies.
3. Content – Full stories from the submissions should be integrated as well as quote(s) from
the 1960 conference talk by Bill W. referenced in the original motion in addition to Bill W.’s
writings from less common sources. Sources may include A.A. Comes of Age, Language
of the Heart, as well as the newest book, Selections of Bill W.’s General Service
Conference Talks, 1951 – 1970.
4. Where relevant, illustrations may be included that visually present how the three legacies
work together and can be interwoven in our groups as well as our lives.
The subcommittee is grateful to the fellowship for taking the time to submit their stories and to
the trustees’ Literature committee for the opportunity to serve.

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM D: Review draft pamphlet “Twelve Steps Illustrated.”

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:

The committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee
on Literature the revised draft pamphlet “Twelve Steps Illustrated.” The committee
requested that Publishing department forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on
Literature a memo that provides context behind the pamphlet design.
The committee noted that the word “down” in the text of Step One (“The Bottle has
me down”) may be associated with mental health stigma and suggested that
Publishing consider an alternative phrasing.
Secretary note: the change of wording is reflected in the background 1.b.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:

The committee discussed the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature’s
committee consideration regarding the pamphlet “Twelve Steps Illustrated.” The
committee received a verbal update from the Publishing department and expressed
their appreciation for the work being done.
The committee requested that the Publishing department provide a written
progress report at the October 2021 meeting.
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration:
The committee reviewed the progress report regarding the pamphlet “The Twelve
Steps Illustrated” and requested that a progress report or draft pamphlet be
brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.

Synopsis of committee excerpts July 2019 through January 2021:
From July 27, 2019, through January 2021 the trustees’ Literature Committee
noted that updating the pamphlet, “Twelve Steps Illustrated” was pending the
outcome of updates to the pamphlet, “Twelve Traditions Illustrated,” since the
work was interrelated.
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2019 Conference Advisory Action
The trustees’ Literature Committee update the pamphlet “The Twelve Steps
Illustrated” and bring back a progress report or draft pamphlet to the 2020
General Service Conference.
Additional Background Notes:
At the July 2018 meeting of the trustees’ Committee on Cooperation with the
Professional Community/Treatment and Accessibilities (C.P.C./T.A.), the chair
appointed a subcommittee to pursue efforts to support carrying the message to A.A.
members who are Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing. In addition, the subcommittee reviewed
accessibilities literature, continuing an evaluation of support for accessibilities issues
within the Fellowship.
The subcommittee did a review of accessibilities literature and made proposals for
changes to these pieces. They noted multiple requests for simplified language
literature coming to G.S.O. and to the General Service Conference from various
sources in the past years.
The committee felt that a new version of the pamphlet "The Twelve Steps Illustrated”
is warranted to capture a simplified language that reflects the meaning of the Steps
more effectively than the current version and that includes quality illustrations. The
committee wants to ensure that any such simplified language product does not lose
the powerful meaning of our steps/message, but that it becomes accessible to more
individuals with low reading levels.
At their January 2019 meeting, the trustees’ Committee on C.P.C./T.A. accepted the
report of the subcommittee and agreed to forward to the 2019 Conference Literature
Committee a proposal that the pamphlet “The Twelve Steps Illustrated” be enhanced
with additional language and illustrations that reflect the meaning of the Steps. The
committee noted that the changes to service material proposed by the subcommittee
will be implemented as these items come up for reprint.

Background:
1.

2.

Memo to CCL_ 02-2-22
1.a P-55_(NEW)_12_Steps_Illustrated_M16 (Confidential - Committee members
only)
2021 Pub.Dep_progress_report

2.a 12Steps_Art_Samples ( Confidential - Committee members only)

2.b P-55_Twelve_Steps_Illustrated M15 (Confidential - Committee members only)

3.

12.20.19 Progress report from Publishing Department

4.

Current pamphlet “The Twelve Steps Illustrated” available on G.S.O.’s A.A.
website at: https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/aa-literature/p-55-twelve-stepsillustrated

Back to Agenda
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LITERATURE
Item D
Doc. 1

MEMO
Date: February 2, 2022
To:

72nd Conference Literature Committee

Cc:

Deborah K., Trustees’ Committee on Literature, Chair

From: Publishing Department
Re:

ADDENDUM from Publishing regarding the design process for revision of “The
Twelve Steps Illustrated”

_____________________________________________________________________
The Trustees’ Committee on Literature, at their January 2022 meeting requested that the
Publishing department forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature a memo
that provides context behind the pamphlet design.
Design process for revision of “The Twelve Steps Illustrated.”
As the Publishing department considered the revision to “The Twelve Steps Illustrated,”
in relation to the recent revisions accepted by the Conference for “Experience Has Taught
Us: Our Twelve Traditions Illustrated,” certain design elements became clear. We wanted
to maintain a similar “look” and “feel” for the two revisions but recognized some
fundamental differences between the two projects. For the pamphlet illustrating the
Traditions, we utilized a mechanical art approach, using a style that was also used for
earlier video PSAs. This seemed appropriate as the style was especially accommodating
to depicting “actions,” which fit with the action-oriented Traditions. However, with the
pamphlet illustrating the Steps, we realized we needed a slightly different, more
expressive approach, since it was necessary to illustrate the often subtle yet powerful
emotions undergirding the Steps themselves – in other words, it was a much more private
and personal approach that would be needed to graphically evoke the impact of the Steps
versus the more generalized “actions” contained in the Traditions. With that
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understanding, we sought out a different artist whose strength was in articulating emotion
through expression, rather than the more modernistic style employed for the Traditions
pamphlet. This allowed us to pursue a broad and diverse set of illustrations, reflective of
our membership, that delved into and represented the emotive aspect of the Steps,
expressing the highly personal nature of the Steps and how they impact individual
members.
To achieve some of the continuity of design that we sought, we used the same layout
format for the two pamphlets and further connected them graphically through color and
type style. Essentially, while the illustration approach is different for each pamphlet (for
the reasons noted above), the additional design elements help to unite the two pamphlets
with a similar “look and feel.”
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MEMORANDUM
To: Literature Desk
From: Publishing Department
Re: Progress Report for Trustees' Literature Committee
Date: October 8, 2021
Agenda Item D:
Review progress report regarding the pamphlet “Twelve Steps Illustrated.”
Progress Report:
In response to the committee consideration from the 71st General Service Conference
Committee on Literature requesting that a progress report or draft pamphlet be brought back
to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature, the Publishing department is working with
a professional illustrator to revise and update the graphics for the "Twelve Steps Illustrated"
pamphlet. We are currently reviewing concept sketches and will move to full illustrations for
presentation to the trustees' Literature Committee prior to the January 2022 meeting.
Work samples from the artist are attached for information, along with the original pamphlet.
Action requested: Review pamphlet text for any proposed changes. (Note: the Publishing
department suggests that the text remain as is, but if there are any specific changes that the
committee feels need to be made, we will do so as we match the drawings and the text during
the next developmental stage.)
Ames S. Executive Editor
General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
475 Riverside Drive, 8th Floor
New York, New York 10115
www.aa.org
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Interoffice Memorandum
December 20, 2019
To:

Steve S., Literature Assignment

From:

Ames S., Executive Editor

Re:

Progress Report on “Twelve Concepts Illustrated” and “Twelve Steps
Illustrated” pamphlets

While updates to the three illustrated pamphlets covering A.A.’s Steps, Traditions and
Concepts have come through the Conference process separately and at different
times, as an overall strategy, the Publishing Department feels it would be most
effective to develop them with some interactivity and coordination.
The “Twelve Traditions Illustrated” pamphlet was the first to be presented for updating,
and the Publishing Department has been working on this project for a number of years.
It seems that a final version of the revision is ready to be presented to the Conference
for approval. Nevertheless, some questions that came up during the process of
revising this pamphlet may well apply to the pamphlets on the Steps and Traditions
also (questions relative to the critical interplay between text and graphics, how much
should the original text be altered or revised, what illustration style would be best
suited to carry the message most effectively, etc.). For this reason, the Publishing
Department would like to hold off on further exploration of the more recent two
requests for revision of the pamphlets on the Steps and Concepts until the revision to
the Twelve Traditions pamphlet has been approved.
This will help to provide Publishing with a general “template” with which to work and
will allow us to more appropriately direct the design and text revisions requested. Of
course, each pamphlet (Step, Traditions, Concepts) has different needs and
approaches that will have to be applied, but having a clear sense from the Conference
regarding the work we undertaken so far with the Traditions Illustrated pamphlet will
help move the remaining two pamphlets forward more readily.
So, at this point, we are holding off with any firm creative decisions about the “Twelve
Steps Illustrated” and “Twelve Concepts Illustrated” pamphlets pending further
discussion by the trustees’ and Conference Literature Committees in 2020 regarding
the “Twelve Traditions Illustrated” pamphlet.

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM E: Review progress report regarding the pamphlet “The Twelve Concepts
Illustrated.”

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee
on Literature a progress report regarding the pamphlet “Twelve Concepts
Illustrated.”
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature’s
committee consideration regarding the pamphlet “Twelve Concepts Illustrated.” The
committee received a verbal update from the Publishing department including a
favorable review for a video available through the A.A. structure of Great Britain on
the Twelve Concepts.
The committee requested that the Publishing department provide a link to the video
from the Great Britain service structure on the Twelve Concepts along with a written
progress report for review at the October 2021 meeting.
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration:
The committee reviewed the progress report regarding the pamphlet “The Twelve
Concepts Illustrated” and requested that a progress report or draft pamphlet be
brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
Synopsis of committee excerpts July 2019 through January 2021:
From July 27, 2019 through January 2021 the trustees’ Literature Committee
noted that updating the pamphlet, “Twelve Steps Illustrated” was pending the
outcome of updates to the pamphlet, “Twelve Traditions Illustrated,” since the
work was interrelated.
2019 Conference Advisory Action
Update the pamphlet “The Twelve Concepts Illustrated” and bring back a
progress report or draft pamphlet to the 2020 General Service Conference. The
committee noted in the review of the matrix of A.A. recovery literature that the
pamphlet “The Twelve Concepts Illustrated” has not been updated since 1986.
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Background:

1. 2021 Publishing Department Progress Report
2. See Agenda Item D, Doc.3
3. Current pamphlet “The Twelve Concepts for World Service Illustrated” available on
G.S.O.’s A.A. website at: https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/aa-literature/p-8-thetwelve-concepts-illustrated
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MEMORANDUM
To:
From:
Re:
Date:

Literature Desk
Publishing Department
Progress Report for Trustees' Literature Committee
October 8, 2021

Agenda Item E:
Review progress report regarding the pamphlet “Twelve Concepts Illustrated.”
Publishing Director David R. has been in contact with the General Service Office in Great
Britain regarding their video animation of the "Twelve Concepts Illustrated" pamphlet and
the possibility of adapting their version for approval, use, sale and distribution by A.A.W.S.
The video can be viewed on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qN6t4jAXJd0
This collaboration would follow a similar pattern to the recent publication of the pamphlet
"The 'God' Word," which originated in the U.K. and was adapted for a U.S./Canada audience.
Adaptations would involve new narration and some minor language and spelling tweaks to
bring it into conformity with U.S./Canada English usage. Additionally, if requested, a print
version could be developed from the animated version.
Action requested: Move forward a request to the 2022 General Service Conference that the
video animation of the pamphlet "The Twelve Concepts Illustrated" (currently published by
the General Service Board of A.A., Great Britain) be adopted by A.A.W.S. with minor editorial
changes (pending approval from GSB Great Britain).
Ames S.
Executive Editor
General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
475 Riverside Drive, 8th Floor
New York, New York
10115 212-870-3134
Mobile: (347) 668-8255
www.aa.org
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Interoffice Memorandum
December 20, 2019
To:

Steve S., Literature Assignment

From: Ames S., Executive Editor
Re:

Progress Report on “Twelve Concepts Illustrated” and “Twelve Steps
Illustrated” pamphlets

While updates to the three illustrated pamphlets covering A.A.’s Steps, Traditions and
Concepts have come through the Conference process separately and at different
times, as an overall strategy, the Publishing Department feels it would be most
effective to develop them with some interactivity and coordination.
The “Twelve Traditions Illustrated” pamphlet was the first to be presented for updating,
and the Publishing Department has been working on this project for a number of years.
It seems that a final version of the revision is ready to be presented to the Conference
for approval. Nevertheless, some questions that came up during the process of
revising this pamphlet may well apply to the pamphlets on the Steps and Traditions
also (questions relative to the critical interplay between text and graphics, how much
should the original text be altered or revised, what illustration style would be best
suited to carry the message most effectively, etc.). For this reason, the Publishing
Department would like to hold off on further exploration of the more recent two
requests for revision of the pamphlets on the Steps and Concepts until the revision to
the Twelve Traditions pamphlet has been approved.
This will help to provide Publishing with a general “template” with which to work and
will allow us to more appropriately direct the design and text revisions requested. Of
course, each pamphlet (Step, Traditions, Concepts) has different needs and
approaches that will have to be applied, but having a clear sense from the Conference
regarding the work we undertaken so far with the Traditions Illustrated pamphlet will
help move the remaining two pamphlets forward more readily.
So, at this point, we are holding off with any firm creative decisions about the “Twelve
Steps Illustrated” and “Twelve Concepts Illustrated” pamphlets pending further
discussion by the trustees’ and Conference Literature Committees in 2020 regarding
the “Twelve Traditions Illustrated” pamphlet.

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM F: Review progress report regarding the pamphlet “Too Young?”

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Literature the progress report regarding the pamphlet “Too Young?”
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature’s
committee consideration regarding the pamphlet “Too Young?” The committee
received a verbal update from the Publishing department that referenced a print
to video project which is budgeted for 2022 for this item.
The committee requested the Publishing department provide a written progress
report with an update on a script for the video format of the pamphlet for review at
the October 2021 meeting.
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration:
The committee reviewed a progress report on the revision of the pamphlet “Too
Young?” The committee looks forward to reviewing a draft revised pamphlet and/or
samples of other potential formats of the pamphlet at the meeting of the 2022
Conference Committee on Literature.

Excerpt from the January 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee discussed the request to update the pamphlet “Too Young?” and
expressed appreciation for the ongoing work in Publishing and looks forward to a
progress report at the July 2021 meeting.
Excerpt from the October 31, 2020 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the Publishing department’s progress report regarding
the pamphlet “Too Young?” The committee reviewed Publishing’s workflow plan
with estimated costs, projected resource requirements and project priorities.
The committee agreed with the Publishing department’s suggestion for the project
to be deferred to 2021. The committee noted overall budget constraints and the
potential video production expenses as part of the updating to this item. The
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committee also noted the difficulties of working with third-party video production
firms during the current environment presented by the pandemic. The committee
looks forward to a progress report at the January 2021 meeting.
Excerpt from the August 1, 2020 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee discussed the 2020 Conference Committee
on Literature’s committee consideration regarding the pamphlet “Too Young?”
and requested that the Publishing Department provide a progress report which
includes estimated costs, projected resource requirements and project priorities
at the October 2020 meeting.
2020 Additional Committee Consideration
The committee reviewed a progress report on the revision of the pamphlet “Too
Young?” The committee looks forward to reviewing a draft revised pamphlet
and/or samples of other potential formats of the pamphlet at the meeting of the
2021 Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpt from the February 1, 2020 TLC Meeting Report
The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2020
Conference Committee on Literature a progress report regarding the pamphlet
“Too Young.”
Excerpt from November 2, 2019 TLC Meeting Report
The committee reviewed with appreciation the reports from committee members
related to gathering shared experience from A.A. members at Young People in
Alcoholics Anonymous Conferences. The committee expressed support for the
Publishing Department to explore options for integrating art for the pamphlet as
well as podcast versions of the pamphlets. The committee requested that the
Publishing Department continue work to revise each pamphlet and bring back
updated progress reports or draft pamphlets and/or samples of other potential
formats of the pamphlet to the February 2020 meeting.
Excerpt from July 27, 2019 TLC Meeting Report
The committee discussed the 2019 Conference Literature Committee’s additional
committee consideration that the Conference committee looks forward to
reviewing a draft revised pamphlet of “Too Young?” and/or samples of other
potential formats of the pamphlet at the 2020 General Service Conference.
The committee discussed shared experience being gathered from Young People
in Alcoholics Anonymous Conferences including locally produced literature items.
Committee members, chair, Beau B. and appointed committee member, Katie H.,
will attend the upcoming International Conference of Young People in Alcoholics
Anonymous to continue gathering shared experience related to the pamphlet
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development and provide a report to the committee at the November 2019
meeting.
2019 Additional Committee Consideration
The Conference Literature committee reviewed a progress report on the revision
of the pamphlet “Too Young?” The committee looks forward to reviewing a draft
revised pamphlet and/or samples of other potential formats of the pamphlet at
the 2020 General Service Conference.
Excerpt from January 26, 2019 TLC Meeting Report
The committee agreed to forward a written version of a verbal report provided by
the General Service Office’s Publishing Department regarding the pamphlet “Too
Young” to the 2019 Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpt from October 27, 2018 TLC Meeting Report
The committee reviewed the progress report on the revision to the pamphlet “Too
Young?” and requested that Appointed Committee Member Katie H. forward
sharing to the Publishing Department as it continues its work to provide an update
at the committee’s January 2019 meeting.
Excerpt from July 28, 2018 TLC Meeting Report
The Publishing Department advised that they are in the process of identifying
an appropriate graphic designer as well as exploring the possibilities for
producing an animated video format component to the pamphlet. The
committee agreed that it would be beneficial to the project to involve Katie H.
at this stage of the project. The committee requested that Publishing continue
work on this project and bring back a progress report to the October 2018
meeting.
2018 Additional Committee Consideration
The committee reviewed a progress report on the revision of the pamphlet “Too
Young?” The committee looks forward to reviewing a progress report or revised
draft pamphlet at the 2019 General Service Conference.
Floor Action of the 2017 General Service Conference
The pamphlet “Too Young?” be revised to reflect more current collective
experiences of young alcoholics and their welcome to A.A.
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Background:
1. 2021 Publishing Department progress report
2. 12.20.19 Publishing Department progress report, drafts and/or samples of other
formats
3. 11.2.19 progress report on Y.P.A.A. related activity from the TLC chair and
TLC
A.C.M.
4. 11.13.18 email with local sharing submitted by Katie H., trustees’ Literature Committee
Appointed Committee Member
5. Current pamphlet “Too Young?” available on G.S.O.’s A.A. website at:
http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/search/p-37-too-young
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MEMORANDUM

LITERATURE
Item F
Doc. 1

To:
Literature Desk
From: Publishing Department
Re: Progress Report for Trustees' Literature Committee
Date: October 8, 2021
Agenda Item F:
Review progress report regarding the pamphlet “Too Young?”
Progress Report:
With the understanding presented in previous progress reports to both the trustees' and
Conference Literature Committees that this pamphlet is a candidate for adaptation from
print to video format, Julisa Soriano, our Senior Production Manager/Digital is researching
companies that produce 2D and 3D video animation to provide work samples and project
briefs for this project. We have had a number of internal meetings regarding creative
direction and have set aside funds in the 2021 budget for initial development of storyboards
and other preliminary elements, with additional funds to be incorporated into the 2022
budget for ongoing implementation.
Next steps: We will continue researching appropriate vendors for the development of
video or animation materials for possible presentation in January 2022.
Ames S. Executive Editor
General Service Office of Alcoholics
Anonymous 475 Riverside Drive, 8th Floor
New York, New York 10115
www.aa.org
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Interoffice Memorandum
December 20, 2019
To:

Steve S., Literature Assignment

From: Ames S., Executive Editor
Re:

Progress Report on “Young People and A.A.” and “Too Young?”

At the November 2019 meeting of the trustees' Literature Committee an update was
provided by ACM Katie H. and General Service Trustee Beau B. on gathering shared
experience from A.A. members at Young People in A.A. Conferences regarding these
two pamphlets. The update provided a number of options to explore for ongoing
development of text and integration of artwork, as well as suggestions for development
of podcast versions of the pamphlets.
Since the meeting, the Publishing Department has continued work on revision of the
pamphlets, reaching out to some graphic designers who have done work within the
YPAA service community, and look toward providing updated progress reports, draft
pamphlets and/or samples of other potential formats of the pamphlet to the trustees’
Literature Committee at subsequent meetings in 2020.
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November 2, 2019 progress report on Y.P.A.A. related activity from the TLC chair and
TLC A.C.M.
(Excerpt from September 30, 2019 email from Beau B., TLC Chair)
Dear Literature Committee,
We attended the 61st International Conference of Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous
(ICYPAA) on August 23-25. Our Appointed Committee member Katie H. was invited to run two
round table style sessions for capturing feedback on recent thinking and revision concepts for the
pamphlet Young People and A.A. In total we met with 25-30 people and received helpful input on
title, artwork, the new concept, ideas for avatars, formats (audio, video and printed). We were
grateful to the Publishing department for providing printed copies of the new concept for review
and discussion. Providing these physical examples were instrumental in soliciting constructive
and actionable feedback.
The actual feedback from these sessions will be provided in an overall summary from Katie however
it should be noted that this type of interaction was very well received by the participants and promoted
a level of engagement and understanding from all participants that would be difficult to replicate in
other ways.
I would like to thank the committee for their trust and open mindedness in supporting this activity.
Our pamphlet will not only be better as a result we successfully engaged and opened more minds
to the conference process as well.
(Excerpt from September 16 email from Katie H., TLC A.C.M.)
I appreciated the opportunity to travel to Boston for the International Conference of Young
People in AA (ICYPAA) and was equally fortunate to have been given two sessions on the
agenda to have an open dialogue with two groups about literature. Thanks for sharing advance
copies of the new Young People in AA pamphlet. The format change was well received.
Attaching all of my notes from these focus groups as well as sessions with Virginia State
Conference of Young People in AA (VSCYPAA), All California Young People in AA (ACYPAA)
and a YPAA breakout room at Pacific Regional Alcoholics Anonymous Service Assembly
(PRAASA).
Discussion Summary:
- There were several interesting conversations around quizzes. Debate started with the
location and placement of the quizzes – at the beginning instead of the end and vice
versa as well as having both. The thought process was around identifying before and/or
after reading the stories and how that would affect the “truthfulness” of the participants
answers. We also talked about having multiple quizzes. Everyone seemed to like the
idea of the questions throughout the pamphlet to help break it up as well. The popularity
of Buzzfeed quizzes sparked this conversation – ideas went around like “what type of
alcoholic are you?” Everyone agreed that quizzes keep their interest and would make
the pamphlet more engaging.
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Overall, the design and graphics were not well received. We discussed a
more modern look, even something like utilizing one single, bold color. No
graphics. Overall, wanted a more modern, simplistic/minimalist look. As I
had felt, the pamphlets appear too “sciencey” and like something found in a
classroom. Minimalism would help usher the pamphlets into modern design.
Also talked about a different size of a pamphlet or glossy to make it stand out
and stand apart.
Discussion around a contest for design and suggestions around various
designers in the YPAA community who are talented at event flyers. I had
been thinking of a YPAA designer from the west coast and someone from
Florida in attendance had actually mentioned her by name and her talented
work and said he also gravitated toward her design style and encouraged us
to reach out to her for ideas. This led to a spirited discussion around letting
the YPAA community create its own design.
QR codes seem to be of continued interest. The ability to easily find a
pamphlet online was well received as well as the recognition that paper
pamphlets on literature tables was still vital.

Summary of Recommendations:

-

-

-

Strongly recommend a modern design. The use of a single, bold color.
No graphics. Modern, minimalist font.
Recommend developing a design contest to create cover design and/or
avatar from the YPAA community.
Format change was well received. The caution here is that the pamphlet
maintains a logical flow from each part of the story. Suggestion is to have
clear instructions of “follow the story” as well as graphics/symbols that are
eye catching and modern that help guide the reader through the stories.
Consider adding quiz questions throughout pamphlet, especially if the
current proposed format change is not adopted. Adding questions
throughout would break up the stories and provide a visually appealing
pamphlet.
Consider a new name for pamphlet or a provocative subtitle (see notes)

We can discuss these findings further at the next board weekend or I would be happy to have
a conference call in order to share a little more of the spirit of discussion with Ames and
publishing. Please let me know if you think that would be helpful!
In love and service,
Katie H.
Appointed Committee Member
Trustee’s Literature Committee
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ICYPAA Literature Session 8/23 - 8/24/2019
Thursday, August 22, 2019
7:22 AM

Young People in AA Pamphlet

Format Change:
Like = 18
Dislike = 1
Commentary/Recommendations:
● Shocking title - something that almost challenges the reader
● "But try to Get to them to see it!"
● References to YPAA conferences
● What is YPAA?
● Love the concept/format change
● Videos for accessibilities
● Most of the participants utilize a mix of reading and listening to podcasts
● Felt too much like Text book
● Bible Study
● Geometry class
● Needs modernize
● Quiz in the back
● What kind of alcoholic are you?
● Pamphlet of quizzes
● Not appealing
● Title revisions
● "You're right you are too young"
● More quotes from the Big Book sprinkled throughout
● App based literature device makes the most
● Search bar
The format works - not sure about using the "what it was
like, what happened, what it is like now"
● Snapchat bitmoji or image?
● One participant thinks that this could replace the too young pamphlet and he used the
too young pamphlet
● Quizzes as you go - almost like an activity book
● Needs explanation into the what the format is
● "Pick one and go" instruction
● Title something more provocative
● Picture or image of the person works over symbol
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ACYPAA Literature Session 7/7/2019
Thursday, August 22, 2019
7:38 AM

Too Young Pamphlet
Needs Updating?
Yes = 12
No = 1
Notes
•
•
•
•
•

Too Young Pamphlet felt "too different" - young people want to feel included in AA, not always
set apart
More YPAA information included in all pamphlets directed to young people
Everyone liked the checklist and quizzes
New title might be nice
Design needs to be minimalist and more modern - single bold color

VSCYPAA Literature Session 6/16/2019
Thursday, August 22, 2019
7:22 AM

Sharing notes:
• "Member's Eye View" was first pamphlet picked up. Was directed to it from an old timer and
was incredibly useful to member for understanding the fellowship. Refers to it often
• Participant explained that she did an online search for help with alcoholism and found an
AA Questionnaire checklist that was useful and it led her to a meeting
• Participant remembered seeing the Too Young Pamphlet when she was 15-16, before she
came into AA, but didn't understand the message
• Participant referred to the literature rack looking "too sciencey" or something that was related
to the church. Also thought it felt like a doctor's office
• Another participant said he never picked up a pamphlet nor was directed to the pamphlets
• Many people brought up the idea of young people's videos on YouTube or utilizing podcasts
• Available links to ICYPAA or YPAA home pages
• Orientation video or information about AA in general
• Conscience of the group was positive toward digital content links and OR codes for
literature for their phones
• More images than words
• One-page flyer would be beneficial
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PRAASA YPAA Session 3/3/2019
Thursday, August 22, 2019
7:30 AM

Sharing notes:
• One participant said she had never seen YP literature pamphlets
• Participant brought up the idea of 30 second animated videos online
• "More current, more often" - discussion around how we are constantly out of date because of
the process. Is there a quicker way to adopt and adapt to change?
• PDFs may not work for 16-year-olds
• The message needs to be easily digestible
• QR codes felt like a good idea overall
• Discussion moved toward google and SEO and the desire from the group for more online
presence
• Many people called out that the local YPAA groups should be making videos
• Discussion around "What is YPAA" brochure - many people within the fellowship do not
understand what a Young People's Committee is - discussion broadened to internal vs
external messaging
• Overall, group agreed that paper pamphlets were still valuable
• Participant said she read every pamphlet but didn't relate to the images of the Too
Young Pamphlet
• One person mentioned that their district is using targeted ads on Facebook
• Desire for audiobooks
• Age is not the barrier - alcoholism is the barrier
• Additions to the AA Group pamphlet regarding YP meetings
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11.13.18 Email with local sharing submitted by Katie H., trustees’ Literature Committee
Appointed Committee Member
Hi Ames,
Hope you are doing well on this Tuesday morning. I spent time with three regional Young
People’s Committees (EBYPAA, SACYPAA and YOLYPAA) from Northern California and had 45
minute discussions about the “Too Young?” Pamphlet as well as their recommendations and
experiences with AA Literature. Below are a couple of the notes that I captured from these
discussions.
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

QR Codes on pamphlets linking to AA.org in order to view the pamphlets online and/or
links to YouTube content. In my opinion, this should be high priority. Interesting to note
that even though I brought copies of the pamphlet, everyone went to their phones to
look up the pamphlet. It is my personal experience as well that I utilize my iPhone for
looking up most information. Having this data in a user friendly format online would be
great as well. The PDF of the pamphlet is not as friendly. Developing this content in an
online format would be useful.
Shorter format – the “Young People in AA” pamphlet has all the stories and it is
long. The suggestions was that a “visual” pamphlet would be more effective if it
wasn’t as long.
“Keep it simple” – some of the stories felt TOO specific to the majority. Although there
were three people within these groups that actually said “This character. This is me.”
The rest did not identify.
More focus on the Questionnaire piece. Everyone felt that was helpful.
More emphasis that there are Young People’s meetings and conferences – local
meetings to state, regional and international conferences
Characters less stereotypical and more generic
Pamphlet is very dark and gloomy – add more hope and more color at the end
Overall needs to be more modern
Development of YouTube videos would be the primary way to move forward in order
to have young people find answers to questions about alcoholism

Something interesting to note: I met very few people who had any experience with reading AA
Pamphlets in early recovery. However, I did meet 1 girl who told me a story that I would like to
share. She explained that she walked into her first meeting at 15. She had a typical experience
of a young person in AA in that she was surrounded by people she didn’t think she could relate
to. She sat down in the meeting and saw on the wall a pamphlet that was graphic and looked
like a cartoon. She grabbed it and saw the title “Too Young?” and knew it was for her. She said
she didn’t hear a thing in the meeting and read the pamphlet cover to cover. She is now 17
years old and 2 years sober.
Thanks,

Back to Agenda

Katie H.
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM G: Review draft of the revised pamphlet “Young People and A.A.”

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee
on Literature the progress report regarding the draft pamphlet “Young People in A.A.”
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature’s committee
consideration regarding the pamphlet “Young People and A.A.” including additional
suggestions to foster a greater diversity of stories and images of members. The
committee received a verbal report from the Publishing Department which included the
request for more specifics regarding the suggestions. The committee agreed that the
chair will gather information from the incoming Conference Committee on Literature
chair for more details on the suggestions.
The committee expressed their appreciation for the draft version and work done up to
this point, noting that the pamphlet accomplishes an engaging visual representation of
A.A. recovery experience. The committee noted that the pamphlet should offer ways to
find A.A. literature attuned with the targeted audience and suggested additional items
be included in the resource listing, such as the link to the A.A.W.S. YouTube channel
and AA Grapevine books and others.
The committee requested that the chair provide an update on suggestion details and
that the Publishing department provide written progress report at the October 2021
meeting.
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration:
The committee reviewed the draft update of the pamphlet “Young People and A.A.” The
committee expressed appreciation for the project being deferred to 2021 due to overall
budget constraints and the potential video production expenses as part of the update
to this item. The committee also expressed appreciation for the pamphlet’s format in
terms of how the shared experience, strength and hope is presented.
The committee provided additional suggestions to foster a greater diversity of stories
and images of members and requested that an updated draft pamphlet and/or
samples of other potential formats of the pamphlet be brought back to the 2022
Conference Committee on Literature.
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Excerpt from January 30, 2021, TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature
the draft revised pamphlet “Young People and A.A.” The committee suggested that the
Publishing department forward the stories that were submitted but not included in the
pamphlet for consideration in the A.A. Grapevine.
Excerpt from the October 31, 2020, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the Publishing
department’s progress
report
regarding the pamphlet “Young People in A.A.” The committee reviewed Publishing’s
workflow plan with estimated costs, projected resource requirements and project
priorities which includes this item. The committee looks forward to receiving a draft
pamphlet and/or project report at the January 2021 meeting.
Excerpt from the August 1, 2020, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee discussed the 2020 Conference Committee on
Literature’s committee consideration regarding the pamphlet “Young People in A.A.”
and requested that the Publishing Department provide a progress report which
includes estimated costs, projected resource requirements and project priorities at the
October 2020 meeting.
2020 Additional Committee Consideration
The committee reviewed a progress report on the revision of the pamphlet “Young
People and A.A.” The committee looks forward to reviewing a draft revised pamphlet
and/or samples of other potential formats of the pamphlet at the meeting of the 2021
Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpt from February 1, 2020, TLC Meeting Report
The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2020
Conference Committee on Literature a progress report on the pamphlet “Young People
and A.A.”
Excerpt from November 2, 2019, TLC Meeting Report
The committee reviewed with appreciation the reports from committee members
related to gathering shared experience from A.A. members at Young People and
Alcoholics Anonymous Conferences. The committee expressed support for the
Publishing Department to explore options for integrating art for the pamphlet as well
as podcast versions of the pamphlets. The committee requested that the Publishing
Department continue work to revise each pamphlet and bring back updated progress
reports or draft pamphlets and/or samples of other potential formats of the pamphlet
to the February 2020 meeting.
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Excerpt from July 27, 2019, TLC Meeting Report
The committee also reviewed the draft pamphlet for the update of “Young People and
A.A.” and progress to date.
The committee discussed shared experience being gathered from Young People in
Alcoholics Anonymous Conferences including locally produced literature items.
Committee members, chair, Beau B. and appointed committee member, Katie H., will
attend the upcoming International Conference of Young People in Alcoholics
Anonymous to continue gathering shared experience related to the pamphlet
development and provide a report to the committee at the November 2019 meeting.
Synopsis of committee excerpts following 2016 Advisory Action until July 2019
The trustees’ Literature committee reviewed ongoing developments, including
submitted stories, as well as progress reports from the Publishing Department as well
as a TLC subcommittee. The Conference Committee on Literature reviewed progress
reports during this period of time as well.
Advisory Action of the 2016 General Service Conference
The trustees’ Literature Committee revise the pamphlet “Young People and A.A.” to
better reflect the experiences of young people in A.A. today. The committee requested
that “a progress report or draft pamphlet be brought to the 2017 Conference Committee
on Literature.

Background:

1. 2021 Pub_Dep_Progress Report
2. 1.12.21 Email from GSO Executive Editor related to the draft of the pamphlet
“Young People and A.A.”
a. January 2021 Publishing Department’s draft update to the pamphlet “Young
People and A.A.” (confidential – CCL members only)
3. 12.20.19 Publishing Department progress report, drafts and/or samples of other
formats (See Agenda Item F Doc.2)
4. 11.2.19 progress report on Y.P.A.A. related activity from the TLC chair and
TLC A.C.M. (See Agenda Item F Doc.3)
5. 11.13.18 email with local sharing submitted by Katie H., trustees’ Literature
Committee Appointed Committee Member
6. Current pamphlet “Young People and A.A.” available on G.S.O.’s A.A. website
at: https://www.aa.org/young-people-and-aa

Back to Agenda
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MEMORANDUM
To: Literature Desk
From: Publishing Department
Re: Progress Report for Trustees' Literature Committee
Date: October 8, 2021
Agenda Item G:
Review progress report regarding pamphlet “Young People in A.A.”
Progress Report:
Attached is proposed revised text for the pamphlet “Young People in A.A.” The text and
graphics have been edited and presented here in revised form in response to the
commentary provided in a committee consideration from the 71st General Service
Conference Committee on Literature and in discussion with the incoming chair of the
Conference Committee on Literature. As noted in the committee deliberations of the TLC:
The committee discussed the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature’s committee
consideration regarding the pamphlet “Young People in A.A.” including additional
suggestions to foster a greater diversity of stories and images of members...
The committee expressed their appreciation for the draft version and work done up
to this point, noting that the pamphlet accomplishes an engaging visual
representation of
A.A. recovery experience. The committee noted that the pamphlet should offer
ways to find A.A. literature attuned with the targeted audience and suggested
additional items be included in the resource listing, such as the link to the A.A.W.S.
YouTube channel and AA Grapevine books and others.
Proposed text and graphics have been reconfigured to address the request for additional
diversity and more relatable and accessible ways to find A.A. literature that are attuned to
the target audience.
Action requested: Review revisions for any additional edits and move pamphlet forward to
the 2022 General Service Conference for approval.
Ames S.
Executive Editor
General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
475 Riverside Drive, 8th Floor
New York, New York 10115
www.aa.org
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1.12.21 Email from GSO Executive Editor related to the draft of the pamphlet “Young
People and A.A.”
To: Literature assignment, Steve S.
From: Ames S., GSO Executive Editor
Attached is the most current draft of the proposed pamphlet “Young People and A.A.”
for distribution to the trustees’ Literature Committee. Please also pass along the
following editorial/process notes:
The stories were selected from the group of submissions that were solicited from the
Fellowship and subsequently reviewed by a subcommittee of the trustees’ Literature
Committee. The selection was provided to the full trustees’ Literature Committee in
October 2020 and the committee agreed to move the selection forward for a final draft.
There was a considerable amount of discussion within the committee during the early
development of revisions for this pamphlet that focused on “breaking the mold” of the
standard collection of stories in order to generate more “snackable bites,” considering
how YP often “consume” their information. The new approach of breaking the stories
up into the “What We Were Like, What Happened, What We Are Like Today” format
was road tested to general approval. To underscore this approach and guide readers
through the three sections, graphics were employed by our design team to complement
the text. These graphics are meant at this point to be suggestive only. They will continue
to evolve once the text of the pamphlet has been approved. Ultimately the graphic
presentation of the pamphlet falls under the purview of the Publishing Department, and
we will continue developing the design concurrent with the trustee and Conference
committee’s review and (hoped for) approval of the text.
It has been a pleasure working on this pamphlet and we all look forward to any further
deliberations or guidance that may be provided.
With best wishes,
Ames
Ames S.
Executive Editor, GSO
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM H: Review progress report regarding update of the pamphlet “A.A. for

the Black and African-American Alcoholic.”
Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee agreed to forward October 2021 progress report to the 2022
Conference Committee on Literature.
The committee acknowledged the working group's innovative outreach efforts and
approach to story submissions.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 advisory action regarding the pamphlet “A.A. for
the Black and African-American Alcoholic” stating that the pamphlet be updated to
include fresh stories and a new title that is respectful and inclusive.
The committee noted considerations of inclusivity such as French and Spanish
language black communities, as well as the limited scope of population defined
as “African- American,” such as the black community in Canada and the Caribbean.
The committee noted the importance of participation from members of A.A. from the
primary target audiences in the process of updating this pamphlet. The chair
requested that committee member, Vera F., establish a working group and lead the
implementation of a process for the pamphlet update.
The scope of the working group on the update of the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black
and African-American” pamphlet is as follows:
1) Include a diverse group of A.A. members from the target audiences who can bring
perspectives from a variety of ethnic, geographic, linguistic and age perspectives.
2) Solicit broad input on the current pamphlet and needed improvements, to inform
the development of priorities for new stories from these diverse cultural
perspectives.
3) Develop a method of outreach to foster significant amounts of submitted material.
4) Develop a process for selecting received stories.
5) Work toward development of a respectful and inclusive title.
The committee requested that the staff secretary support Vera’s efforts and that a
working group progress report be provided at the October 2021 meeting.
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2021 Conference Advisory Action
The pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic” be updated to
include fresh stories and a new title that is respectful and inclusive and that a progress
report or draft pamphlet be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on
Literature.
NOTE: A paragraph from the committee recommendation was moved to
considerations by rule of the presiding Conference chair and is below:
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration
The committee expressed appreciation for the tentative plans outlined by the trustees’
Literature Committee to foster expedience with moving forward on revision of the
pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic.” The committee noted
the importance of involving members of the community from the intended primary
audience of the pamphlet in the development of the pamphlet, including providing
input for a title that is respectful and inclusive of members throughout the U.S. and
Canada.

Excerpt from January 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee reviewed a draft memo to the Conference Literature committee
related to the request to update the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and AfricanAmerican Alcoholic.” The committee agreed to forward the memo as part of the
background of this committee which is already being forwarded for the agenda item
under consideration by the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpt from the October 31, 2020 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed reports related to informing discussions on the request that
the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic” be updated to
include fresh stories and a new title that is respectful and inclusive.
The committee reviewed the Publishing department’s report related to potential
updating of the pamphlet which included input addressing content relevancy as well
as approaches that might be most effective for attracting numerous personal stories.
The committee also discussed a progress report from the Subcommittee on the
Possible Updates to the Pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American
Alcoholic,” including that the subcommittee has also explored approaches which
might be most effective for fostering significant amounts of submitted stories.
The committee noted the subcommittee’s highlighting of working groups which are
comprised of primary target audiences to inform discussions on updating pamphlets
for those audiences. The committee agreed with the subcommittee’s suggestion
that for any prospective update, the consideration of an appointed consultant
on the trustees’ Literature Committee might be appropriate.
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The committee noted that the unique procedures of the 70th General Service
Conference resulted in this agenda item also being forwarded from the 70th
Conference to the 71st Conference. The committee agreed to forward the report
and background of this committee as background to the agenda item under
consideration by the 71st General Service Conference.
Excerpt from the August 1, 2020 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee discussed the 2020 Conference Committee on
Literature’s recommendation that the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and AfricanAmerican Alcoholic” be updated to include fresh stories and a new title that
is respectful and inclusive. This item did not receive enough time for a vote during
the abbreviated 70th General Service Conference. The committee also discussed
the placement of this item on its agenda as a result of a 70th General Service
Conference Floor Action and subsequent forwarding of the item from the trustees’
General Service Conference Committee to the trustees’ Literature Committee. The
committee discussed that the recommendation and Floor Action were both impacted
by agreed- upon procedures adopted for the unique, abbreviated 70th General
Service Conference.
The committee agreed that while the recommendation was not voted on at the 70th
General Service Conference, significant support was present for the pamphlet to be
updated. The committee noted that the pamphlet in its entirety has not been
updated since 2001. To inform discussions on the possible updating of this
pamphlet, the chair appointed a subcommittee comprised of Nancy McCarthy, chair,
Mike L.and Amalia
C. to:
1. To explore what approaches might be most effective for reaching out
to foster significant amounts of submitted stories for when the pamphlet
update may be approved.
2. Gather shared experience to inform discussions for updating stories and
making the pamphlet as relevant as possible.
The committee suggested that the subcommittee make use of working groups
comprised of primary target audiences to inform discussions on possibly updating
the pamphlet. The committee requested the subcommittee provide a progress
report at the October 2020 meeting.
The committee also requested that the Publishing department review the pamphlet
for relevant potential updating and provide a report at the October 2020 meeting.
Excerpt from June 26 memo regarding trustees’ General Service Conference
Committee Report
The trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference discussed the process
it would follow for considering the floor actions. Most of the committee determined
that the next stop for these items was the appropriate trustees committee to discuss.
The following was agreed upon by the Conference to be considered:
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Floor Action #4: The committee considered and agreed to forward to the
trustees’ Literature Committee the 70th General Service Conference floor
action that “the pamphlet ‘A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic’ be
updated to include fresh stories and a new title that is respectful and
inclusive.”
NOTE: Agreed upon practices for the handling of Floor Actions at the 70th General
Service Conference resulted in the following item being placed on the August 2020
Conference Literature committee agenda (see agenda item 28):
Consider an item related to request to update the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black
and African-American Alcoholic.”
Excerpt from 2020 Conference Literature Committee Report
Consider updating the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic.”
The committee recommended that the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African
American Alcoholic” be updated to include fresh stories and a new title that is
respectful and inclusive.
NOTE: Because the full 2020 Conference did not have sufficient time for discussion
and vote on the committee’s recommendation, the item was forwarded to the 71st
General Service Conference. This action was based on agreed upon practices for
the 70th General Service Conference.
Excerpt from November 2, 2019 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee reviewed additional background and discussed the 2019
Conference floor action which resulted in an Advisory Action:
That the proposed floor action that “The pamphlet ‘A.A. for the Black and
African-American Alcoholic’ be updated and a progress report and/or a
draft be presented to the 2020 General Service Conference” be committed
to the trustees’ Literature Committee.
The committee agreed to forward to the 2020 Conference Committee on
Literature a request that the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American
Alcoholic” be updated. The committee recognized the need for the pamphlet to
be updated and looks forward to discussion at the 2020 General Service
Conference.
Excerpt from July 27, 2019 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee discussed the 2019 Conference floor action which resulted in an
Advisory Action:
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That the proposed floor action that “The pamphlet ‘A.A. for the Black and
African-American Alcoholic’ be updated and a progress report and/or a draft
be presented to the 2020 General Service Conference” be committed to the
trustees’ Literature Committee.
The committee requested the staff secretary explore additional background
information to provide for the committee to review the topic further at the
November 2019 meeting.
2019 Conference Advisory Action
Note: The following FLOOR ACTION resulted in an Advisory Action:
The proposed floor action that “The pamphlet ‘A.A. for the Black and AfricanAmerican Alcoholic’ be updated and a progress report and/or a draft be presented
to the 2020 General Service Conference” be committed to the trustees’ Literature
Committee.”
NOTE: A motion to commit or recommit a recommendation (or floor action) is a
procedural action. It does not approve or disapprove the recommendation under
debate, nor does it mean that the recommendation will be implemented. The
motion to recommit moves the discussion of the recommendation from the floor of
the Conference to a trustee’s committee or corporate board.

Background:
1. October 2021 Progress report working group on the update of the pamphlet “A.A. for
the Black and African-American”
2. Compilation of background items from July 2019 to July 2021 related to the consideration
to update the pamphlet, “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic” to be
considered from trustees’ Literature Committee for the Conference Committee on
Literature
3. Current pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic” available on
G.S.O.’s A.A. website: https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/aa-literature/p-51-aa-for-theblack-and-african-american-alcoholic

Back to Agenda
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LITERATURE
Item H
Doc. 1

Oct 2021 Progress Report: Workgroup for update of the pamphlet: AA for the Black &
African American Alcoholic

Process:
In Aug of 2021 the Workgroup for the update of the pamphlet: "AA for the Black &
African American Alcoholic" was formed. The workgroup consists of 7 AA members
representing a variety of ethnic, geographic, linguistic and age perspectives. These
members are well acquainted with the pamphlet’s target audiences The workgroup met
via zoom on 9.7.21 & 10.6.21.
9.7.21
•
•

welcome, introductions, the group reviewed the scope of the workgroup
Identified who the pamphlet is for: Black Alcoholics, Black people who are
potential alcoholics or questioning if they are alcoholics. Black professionals
who come in contact and/or work with black alcoholics, AA members who work
with/sponsor black alcoholics.

The work group used the following set of questions for discussion and feedback:
Questions to consider regarding the pamphlet, A.A. for the Black & African
American Alcoholic:
•

What general or specific types of experience or expression are missing
from the pamphlet?

•

Are there any specific issues or topics that are not adequately addressed
in this pamphlet that would be helpful to include in a revised version?

•

Does the pamphlet provide the kind of identification necessary to relate
individually to Black alcoholics and to resonate within the Black
community in general?

•

Does it adequately reflect the experience of Black alcoholics/members of
AA?

•

Is the pamphlet relevant to today’s AA audience?

•

Does it adequately reflect the experience of Black alcoholics/members of
A.A.?

•

Are there any specific issues or topics that are not adequately addressed
in this pamphlet that would be helpful to include in a revised version?

•

New title? Any suggestion for a new title?
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10.6.21
Outreach for stories beyond the service structure:
The workgroup members discussed broadly the topic of outreach for stories
beyond the service structure and recognize that to reach a broader segment of
Black AA members nontraditional methods of communication may be
necessary. The group discussed strategies for outreach to AA members beyond
the service structure. Some of these include attending meetings and events in
BIPOC communities, outreach to the eight national and longstanding fraternities
and sororities at the alumni level and through their corporate offices, and Black
churches
The workgroup agreed that the call for stories should also include local and area
PI, C.P.C., Accessibilities, Archives, Treatment-Remote Communities and
Corrections committees, Local A.A. Central Offices/Intergroups and
Grapevine/LaVina Magazine.
Workgroup leader will contact Regional Forum Chair to see how to go about
getting a couple of writing workshops for the revised pamphlet AA for Black and
African American Alcoholic on the schedule of these local forums. This method
was used in gathering stories from Spanish Speaking women in AA in the
creation of that pamphlet. We would like to do the same thing.

Call for stories
Responses from the questionnaire helped in creating a list of the type of diverse
stories and broad background that reflect the Black communities
The workgroup looked at a few examples of call for stories
The workgroup agreed on a tentative date to initiate call for stories in January
2022.

The workgroup expresses its gratitude to the trustees’ Literature committee for this
opportunity to serve.
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LITERATURE
2022 Compilation of Background Material related to updating
Item H
the pamphlet "AA for the Black and African American Alcoholic"
Doc. 2

Final Report
“Reaching Out to African-American Alcoholics”
October 28, 2018
Background:
On two separate occasions in two separate locations, Rich P., Northeast regional
trustee and Carole B., general service trustee, were approached by A.A. members
asking that the General Service Board do something to help suffering African-American
alcoholics. (The most recent 2014 Membership Survey estimates that only 4% of A.A.
members are black, while white membership is estimated at 89%.) Rich and Carole
discussed their separate conversations and decided to conduct a conference call with
a number of African-American members within the service structure, reaching out to
black members currently serving as delegates, G.S.O. staff, trustees, past trustees,
and including Ed and Mac, the members who approached Rich and Carole.
Conference
calls were held on June 12, June 24 and July 22, 2018.
Some of the findings of this group dovetail with the G.S.B. Strategic Plan. Within this
report, the group suggests actions that will help reach African-American alcoholics.
When these actions are in line with actions outlined in the G.S.B. Strategic Plan
(“Strategic Plan”), it is so noted. The actions of the Strategic Plan that are related to
this work are listed at the end of this document.
[Item P1.2 of the Strategic Plan relating to contacting Area delegates to identify
underrepresented sectors of the A.A. population in their Areas was exercised relative
to the African-American A.A. community by the formation of this informal work group.]
Within the Fellowship:
In some places, meetings are segregated. In others, there are very few black members
in meetings. Comments from the group covered a number of perspectives:
1. “In many meetings, including service events, I’m the only black person
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

in the room.”
“I got sober in an all-white group.”
“We focus on white professionals and don’t consider black professionals.”
“The G.S.B. membership reflects what the fellowship looks like.”
“There have only been eight black trustees in A.A.’s 80 years.”
“I was so happy to meet Elaine McD. when she was chair. I went
home and told my home group that a black woman was chair of the
General Service Board. I was so excited.”
“I was shocked that my area elected a black person as their delegate.”
“As a black area delegate, I have not been invited to districts to give
my report because of my color.”
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Racism exists within the meetings of A.A. When it is brought up, people often say it is
an outside issue; yet members being mistreated, called names based on their skin
color, is an inside, not outside, issue.
Reaching Newcomers:
Some things were noted that could be done to reach out to African-American alcoholics,
some as simple as welcoming black people at all A.A. meetings, trying to make them
feel more comfortable.
Additionally, many African Americans are lifelong members of sororities and fraternities.
There are eight national and longstanding black fraternities and sororities. At the alumni
level, these groups, through their corporate offices, historically have involved
themselves in matters of deep concern to black people. (P1.4).
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity: http://www.apa1906.net/ Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority: http://www.aka1908.com/ Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity: https://kappaalphapsi.org/ Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity: http://www.oppf.org/
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority: https://www.deltasigmatheta.org/
Beta Sigma Fraternity: http://phibetasigma1914.org/
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority: http://zphib1920.org/
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority: http://www.sgrho1922.org/home

Phi

This would be a natural resource for sharing information about Alcoholics Anonymous.
Reaching Professionals (CPC) & Using Public Information (PI) Sources (Items
P1.4 and 4.2 of the Strategic Plan):
Alcoholics Anonymous needs to build ongoing and consistent relationships with black
pastors and social workers, working with the following organizations and others:
National Bar Association
National Associations of Black Social Workers National
Medical Association
National Hispanic Medical Association Association of
Black Psychologists
Reaching out to black media outlets, e.g., radio, TV, and print, to carry the A.A.
message, would also provide greater contact and awareness of A.A. within the AfricanAmerican community.
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Here are examples of the top ten African-American Influenced Radio and TV Stations:
https://www.cision.com/us/2012/06/top-10-african-american-influenced-radiostations/
https://www.steveharveyfm.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Joyner_Morning_Show https://www.bet.com/
http://www.oprah.com/app/own-tv.html.
Getting involvement from Class A trustees, especially but not exclusively the AfricanAmerican and other minority members of same (both past and present) is vital in the
CPC/PI context.
Conventions:
The Hispanic membership and YPAA conventions are enthusiastic. Some thought has
been given to having a convention for African-American A.A. members. On a broader
scale, however, efforts should be made at all A.A. events to include black A.A. members
and nonalcoholic friends of A.A. as speakers/panelists.
A.A. Literature:
As part of the current initiative to ensure that A.A.W.S. Conference-approved literature
is accessible to all (i.e., those with visual, auditory and learning challenges), G.S.O. staff
is looking at how our literature could be more inclusive. For example, the pamphlet “A.A.
for the Black and African-American Alcoholic” has not been revised since it was
originally published in 2001. Additionally, a number of CPC, PI, and other pamphlets
could be updated to be more inclusive.
It was also discussed that the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, is in part disconcerting
to many black people. (Some use the Akron Central Office pamphlet “A Guide to the
Twelve Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous” rather than the Big Book.)
Regional/Special Forums:
Much discussion has been had about Special Forums and it is not clear that this is the
best option for expanding the discussion of diversity and inclusivity. The G.S.O. staff
suggested it might be better to have ongoing inclusivity workshops at Regional Forums.
(Item P1.6 of the Strategic Plan)
Spotlighting the Topic of Diversity and Inclusivity within the Fellowship:
Use Box 4-5-9 and AA Grapevine to include ongoing columns on diversity and
inclusivity, specifically stating that this is not an outside issue and affects us reaching
the still-suffering alcoholic. Racism, gender identification, sexism, religion and related
barriers are outside issues except as they relate to Twelfth Step work.
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AA Grapevine has run stories from African-American members, some of which do
speak of issues of fitting in or inclusion. In the last few years, Grapevine has run at
least two special issues dealing specifically with diversity which included AfricanAmerican members. The editors are very conscious that African-American members
be pictured as often as possible in photos and illustrations. (Item P1.7 of the Strategic
Plan)
Another action step would be to ask for presentations or workshops at the General
Service Conference to discuss the topic of inclusivity.
Additionally, text could be added within the pamphlet “The A.A. Group” to discuss how
groups could be more inclusive (i.e., add to suggested questions under group
inventory).

From G.S.B. Strategic Plan
Goal 1: The A.A. Fellowship will become more inclusive and accepting, and
thereby A.A. will experience an increase in membership as more people
are introduced to recovery.
•

P1.1: The G.S.B. will bring an inclusivity focus to all aspects of our services. The
G.S.B. will suggest each service committee and the two affiliate boards will
first undertake an inventory of its materials and services with an eye toward
inclusion and acceptance.

•

P1.2: The G.S.B. will contact Area delegates to identify underrepresented
sectors of the A.A. population in their Areas.

•

P1.3: The G.S.B. will suggest to A.A.W.S. that it make electronic versions
of select foreign-language pamphlets available on aa.org and allow them
to be made available on Area websites (or linked from).

•

P1.4: The G.S.B. will pursue relationships with professionals who work
with ethnic/cultural groups that are underrepresented in A.A. as a
proportion of population and will encourage the Fellowship to do likewise.
P1.5: The G.S.B. will suggest to the General Service Conference that they utilize
Conference time to focus on how the fellowship can engage in sustained
outreach with diverse populations as part of doing service.

•

Goal 4: Identify new places and audiences to bring the A.A. message of hope:
•

P4.2: The G.S.B. will request management and staff to analyze staffing and
responsibilities, and suggest to G.S.B. a list of potential events that a trustee or
nontrustee director might attend. This should include identifying and contacting
leadership of professional organizations.
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9.13.19 Memo with member letter from G.S.O. Executive Editor regarding the pamphlet
“A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic”
I wanted to pass along the attached commentary regarding the pamphlet “AA for the
Black/African American Alcoholic.” It was provided by one of the freelance copyeditors
(an A.A. member and an African American) who worked on the editorial review and
reprinting of this pamphlet a year or so ago when we redesigned the cover.
It would seem to be pertinent background material as the trustees’ Literature Committee
grapples with the question (per Conference request) of whether or not to revise and
update this pamphlet.
If you need contact details or any other information, please let me know.
Many thanks,
Ames

February 27, 2018 Letter from member to G.S.O. Executive Editor regarding the
pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic”
Hey Ames,
I have two concerns:
1)
Style for African Americans many publications hyphenate this when it’s an
adjective, and they leave it open when it’s a noun.
African=American, adj.
African American, noun
2)
And here, I hope I’m not overstepping. When it comes to racism, AA is better
than most American institutions. But it is part of the system and does reflect society at
large.
For instance, look at AA governance: NTIG, no people of color. And I don’t know the
minutes at GSO, but I don’t recall seeing many on my Friday tour.
And sometimes Black folks do face discrimination in white meetings: They are ignored,
made to feel unwelcomed, or sometimes a speaker will make snide remarks about race
(this actually happened to me on the East side).
Black folks don’t allow racism and discrimination to run us away, but we have to deal
with these issues in the Fellowship.
My two cents’ worth –
Jamie
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Distribution Numbers
P-51 AA for the
Black/African- American
Alcoholic
2005
2006

27,140

2007

27,238

2008

28,801

2009

24,319

2010

23,421

2011

19,000

2012

26,580

2013

23,987

2014

21,677

2015

19,359

2016

16,869

2017

18,800

2018

18,612

2019 - July
Total
Distribution
2005 - 2019

10,012
305,815
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November 2, 2019 email from CPC assignment regarding request to update the
pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic”
This year, I visited several C.P.C. exhibits: American Society of Addictions Medicine, Association
of Blacks in Criminal Justice, American Society of Addiction Medicine, and The American
Corrections Association. I also attended The Bridging the Gap Weekend Workshop in
Sacramento, CA. I took the opportunity to ask people their thoughts on if updating this
pamphlet would be helpful. The answer was yes:
•

Professionals familiar with the pamphlet felt it was long overdue, and asked for strong
examples of successfully staying sober in A.A. One professional said that anything we
can do to give hope. A.A. does come to a facility, but most of them are white but most of
the people in my facility are not.

•

An A.A. member, also an African-American, who volunteered at a C.P.C. exhibit said that
we are not pushed out, but not welcomed in either, and new stories sharing how to get
through all that would be great. I retired here and know what I have to do to stay sober,
but what about the new guy or gal?

•

One C.P.C. chair shared that new stories would be a great opportunity for participation.
She told me that she wanted to ask African-Americans in her district, (following the Box
459 article) but could not find anyone in the area to talk to. Instead she had to go to N.A.
meetings in her district, and there were many African-American and Hispanic people.
She learned that most African-Americans felt they were Alcoholics, but were going
mostly to N.A. because people were friendlier and helpful.

In my experience on the C.P.C./TF assignment, I believe that the heart of A.A. is in our
handshake. I share this pamphlet with the professional community. This one is woe-fully out of
date, and could send a mixed message to professionals from underserved communities.

Diana L.
Diana L., Coordinator
Cooperation with the Professional Communities
212-870-3107 cpc@aa.org
https://www.aa.org/
https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/information-for-professionals
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Part I:
Trustees’ Literature Committee History and Actions: “A.A. for the Black
and African Alcoholic” Pamphlet
January 29, 2000 Trustees’ Committee on Literature:
Pamphlet for the Black/African American Alcoholics
Jim C., chair of the subcommittee, reported that the subcommittee received 34 stories for the
proposed pamphlet and was pleased with the wide variety of experience reflected in term of
gender, age, location and background. The subcommittee agreed to forward 15 stories to the
Publications Department for editing. The subcommittee will probably receive the edited stories
in May for review. The trustees’ Literature Committee anticipates seeing a rough draft of the
pamphlet at the July meeting. A progress report will be prepared for the Conference Literature
Committee for their consideration in April.
July 29, 2000 Trustees’ Committee on Literature:
Pamphlet for the Black/African American Alcoholics
Jim C. reported that the subcommittee working on a pamphlet for Black/African American
alcoholics met by conference call on Tuesday, July 11 to discuss the 14 edited stories they had
received for review. They discussed the stories in a general way and agreed that the stories are in
need of additional editing. Some specific suggestions were passed on to the Publications
Department. The subcommittee looks forward to receiving reworked stories in September which
will allow time to study the stories and discuss them through another conference call prior to the
October meeting of the trustees’ Literature Committee.
October 28, 2000 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Pamphlet for Black/African American Alcoholics
David S., subcommittee chair, reported that the subcommittee working on a pamphlet for
Black/African American alcoholics met by conference call on Monday, October 23, 2000 to
discuss reworked stories. There was agreement that the stories are vastly improved. The
subcommittee will forward suggestions for some additional and minor copy editing and for
cutting some proposed stories to the Publications Department. The Publications Department will
present a manuscript including the final stories and introductory text which will reflect the content
of the final selected stories for discussion at the subcommittee’s next conference call.
The committee chairperson will send a letter to Tony H. thanking him for his incredible
contribution to the reworking of these stories.
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January 27, 2001 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Pamphlet for Black/African American Alcoholics
David S., subcommittee chair, reported on committee activities to date and the time sequence
involved in presenting a draft manuscript to the trustees’ Literature Committee.
The committee agreed to forward the draft pamphlet for the Black/African American Alcoholic
as presented with one revision, deletion of the section titled “You’re Needed Here” in the
proposed introduction.
This draft manuscript will be forwarded to the 2001 Conference Literature Committee on a “fortheir-eyes-only” basis adhering to the principle of the “right of decision,” and not brought forward
for any other general distribution until publication.
Three letters expressing opposition to this pamphlet received before January 15, 2001 will be
forwarded to the Conference Literature Committee.
January 27, 2007 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
“Can A.A. Help Me Too? Black/African Americans Share Their Stories”
The committee discussed and agreed to forward a suggestion that the title of the pamphlet “Can
A.A. Help Me Too?” subtitled ‘Black/African Americans Share Their Stories’ be changed to
“A.A. and the Black/African American Alcoholic” to the 2007 Conference Committee on
Literature for consideration.
July 28, 2007 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
2007 Conference Advisory Actions and Additional Committee Considerations: The committee
reviewed the 2007 Conference Advisory Actions and Additional Committee Considerations from
the Conference Committee on Literature. Publications director, Chris C., reported the following:
•

The pamphlet title “Can A.A. Help Me Too?” has been changed to “A.A. for the Black
and African American Alcoholic,” and is available.
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Part II
Conference Literature Committee Advisory Actions and Committee
Considerations: “A.A. for the Black and African American Alcoholic”
Pamphlet
1999
It was recommended:
A draft copy of a pamphlet directed to the Black/African American alcoholic be developed and
brought back to the 2000 Conference Literature Committee for review.
2000
Additional committee consideration:
The committee reviewed the trustees’ Literature Committee’s progress report on the development
of a pamphlet for Black/African American alcoholics, expressed appreciation for the wide net
cast to obtain stories and looks forward to reviewing a draft of the proposed pamphlet at 2001
General Service Conference.
2001
It was recommended:
The pamphlet “Can A.A. Help Me Too?- Black/African Americans Share Their Stories” be
approved.
Additional committee consideration:
In order to give the General Service Office Publications Department adequate time to collect
releases from the authors of the stories in the pamphlets “Can A.A. Help Me Too?- Black/African
Americans Share Their Stories” and “A.A. for the Older Alcoholic- Never Too Late,” the
committee agreed that these pamphlets remain confidential until publication.
2007
It was recommended that:
The title of the pamphlet “Can A.A. Help Me Too?” subtitled “Black/African Americans Share
Their Stories” be changed to “A.A. for the Black and African American Alcoholic.”

G.S.O. Archives/2019
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1.30.21 Memo with attached background from the trustees’ Literature Committee to the 2021
Conference Literature Committee

MEMO

January 30, 2021
From: The trustees’ Literature Committee (TLC)
To: The 2021 Conference Literature Committee (CLC)
RE: Consider update to the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American
Alcoholic”

This correspondence is to provide additional context to the background submitted for the 71st
General Service Conference related to the consideration of whether or not to update the
pamphlet, “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic.”
The trustees Literature Committee in 2020-21 agreed that while the update was not voted on
during the 70th General Service Conference, significant support was present for the pamphlet to
be updated. The unique procedures for the 70th Conference, developed to contend with the
global pandemic, resulted in a lack of time for a vote.
Support was reflected, in large part, by the 2020 Conference Literature Committee’s
recommendation to update the pamphlet to include fresh stories and a new title that is respectful
and inclusive. Conference support was also demonstrated in the floor action to update the
pamphlet not being declined, which resulted in the proposed agenda item returning to the TLC.
Following the Conference, the TLC agreed to continue exploring the need and approaches for a
possible update of the pamphlet. These efforts were undertaken without any presumed outcome
of the 71st General Service Conference. Also, the TLC moved forward with full understanding
and acknowledgement that the decision of whether or not to update the pamphlet lies within the
purview of the Conference.
To support the informed group conscience discussions for the 71st General Service Conference,
the TLC is forwarding background from its efforts during the past year. This background includes
reports with input gathered to address content relevancy of the pamphlet, as well as approaches
that might be most effective for attracting numerous personal stories in the event that there is a
Conference Advisory Action for an update.
Thank you for your consideration and service!
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10.31.20 Progress report from the 2020-21 Subcommittee regarding the possible update
of the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic”
Excerpt from the subcommittee’s September 10, 2020 meeting report
The subcommittee discussed its scope and the general context of the agenda item under
consideration.
The subcommittee discussed practices and possibilities for approaches to attract more
voluminous sharing of experience, strength and hope. The subcommittee reviewed the
development process for the pamphlet for Spanish-speaking women in A.A.
Once stories were submitted, sixty in total, Amalia C. envisioned Spanish-speaking women from
each region in the U.S. and Canada to serve on a working group to review and suggest stories
for selection to include in the pamphlet.
Amalia reached out for participation, including by attending an A.A. Conference for Spanishspeaking women, in order to attract eight women to serve the working group. Ultimately, four
women helped with reading and suggesting stories for selection. Amalia developed a rating grid
with relevant categories which was reviewed used a rating grid with review categories which was
developed by Amalia and agreed upon for use by the working group.
The working group compared ratings and discussed in a group conscience which stories to
forward as suggestions to the trustees’ Literature Committee. Some of the stories were fully
agreed upon to forward, while others were partially agreed upon and forwarded so more stories
than likely will be in the pamphlet at publication are being forwarded. Amalia noted that art work
was also submitted and forwarded but not noted for inclusion.
The subcommittee discussed the consideration for A.A. members from the pamphlet’s target
audience to be involved in each part of the update process.
The subcommittee discussed next steps including the need to identify a process in terms of how
we would get a request out for shared experience in more effective ways for the audience
intended to be reached, as well as eventual formats in which the content might be published. The
subcommittee discussed possible avenues and platforms that might be specific to members in
the African American community for attracting their sharing of stories. The subcommittee agreed
to continue discussions at the next meeting.
The subcommittee chair requested the staff secretary forward the A.C.M. nominating procedure
to her and the subcommittee agreed to consider the nominating procedure for appointing and
A.C.M.
Subsequent conversations were held with David N., Chair of the Literature Trustee Committee
and Michele G., General Service Board Chair, and it was suggested that the subcommittee
review the Nominating Committee procedure on Consultants. The subcommittee chair requested
the staff secretary forward the procedure as background for the subcommittee’s next meeting.
Excerpt from the subcommittee’s September 30, 2020 meeting report
The subcommittee discussed nominating procedures for selecting consultants. The
subcommittee agreed that a consultant for the possible updating of the pamphlet would be helpful
for:
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• Researching and identifying processes and platforms for requesting shared
experience to attract more voluminous sharing of experience, strength and hope
from within the identified population for the pamphlet.
• Developing ideas to obtain relevant content that may include written stories as well
as additional tools for effectively carrying the A.A. message
• Identifying a diverse working group (by age, gender, geography, etc.) to review
content which eventually will be gathered as shared experience.
The committee noted that any possible selection of a consultant would be pending the decision
by the 2021 General Service Conference of whether or not to update the pamphlet.
The subcommittee discussed next steps and agreed to present a progress report to the trustees’
Committee on Literature for discussion and suggestions for the process going forward.

10.31.20 Pamphlet review report from the Publishing Department regarding the possible update
of the pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic”
"A.A. for the Black and African-American Alcoholic"
Editorial Review and Commentary
Submitted by Ames S. GSO Executive Editor
October 2020
This pamphlet, now under consideration for revision, has been a part of A.A.'s collection of
literature focused on special populations since 2001. It was first introduced to the Fellowship
under the title, "Can A.A. Help Me Too? -- Black/African Americans Share Their Stories" in 2001
and was retitled in 2007 to the current version. It follows a practice of special-interest pamphlet
production, covering different segments of the A.A. population such as women, young people,
Native North Americans, LGBTQ, those with mental health issues, older alcoholics, agnostics
and atheists, those with accessibility issues, inmates and members of the armed services.
In order to effectively update this pamphlet, a review of its current status and relevance to the
community it is intended to serve was informally undertaken, with responses offered by a number
of A.A. members, among them GSO staff and administration and a freelance editor working for
the Publishing department. All of the respondents are people of color.
In summary, the principal points that should guide the revision:
•
•
•

The pamphlet needs new stories, reflective of the broad diversity of experience within the
black community -- preferably shorter and in greater number;
The stories need to speak to today's Fellowship in language that is forthright and
accessible to "modern day" readers;
The stories should not shy away from the difficulties often faced by black A.A. members
in attending A.A. meetings, service events and other aspects of the Fellowship.

Below are responses from three readers, and attached are a Grapevine story that is referenced
in one of the responses and an historical look at "Carrying the Message in the Black Community"
(a GSB General Sharing Session presentation from 1986).
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Some other comments provided by readers:
The pamphlet needs to underscore these main ideas:
1. Alcoholic Black people have the same emotions as alcoholic white people. Alcoholic Black
people have the same disease of alcoholism as do alcoholic white people.
2. A.A. members can carry the message and work with Black people who are new to A.A. Instead
of letting a pamphlet stand on a rack, or maybe just a handshake, the majority of the A.A.
fellowship needs to give a hand that remains extended out, one day at a time.
3. The Fellowship needs to demonstrate that we get there is a problem and need to do more.
4. The stories need to impart personal experiences getting sober and staying sober even when
white people were not welcoming or ignored them. If white people were welcoming and inclusive,
how did they deal with that? Did they go to meetings where everyone looked like them or were
they the only one? or few?
5. There is a reluctance of some Black /People of Color A.A. members to affiliate in the service
structure. The uneven Triangle - Although we have Traditions and long-term sobriety, we do not
approach all newcomers from different skin tones, cultures and backgrounds to make sure they
are involved in all aspects of the Fellowship.
As progress develops on the revision of this pamphlet, we need to make sure to reach out broadly
within the Black A.A. community for additional input and shared experience. As noted in the
comments, it has been a long time since this pamphlet was updated and much has changed,
both within the A.A. community in general and the Black community in particular. We need to
reflect those changes and offer Black alcoholics a meaningful and enduring pathway to recovery.
Submitted by B.B.
A.A. for the Black and African American Alcoholic
•

Is the pamphlet relevant to today’s audience?
The stories are real and may reflect the disease of alcoholism. I am not sure if these stories
would resonate with today’s audience.

•

Does the pamphlet provide the kind of identification necessary to relate individually to Black
alcoholics and to resonate within the black community in general?
The pamphlet does provide identification to me. Being an African-American woman midsixties from Southwest Tennessee. The era I was raised in was the sixties/seventies. My
story is very similar to most stories in the pamphlet. The younger generation may not relate
to those (dated) stories. The younger generation's experiences internally might be the same.
The experience itself (identification) may differ.

•

Does it adequately reflect the experience of Black alcoholics/members of A.A.?
The pamphlet does not reflect a wide range or broader diversity of Black/African- Americans
in A.A. Such as, Professionals, Ministers, Inmates, Sexual orientation, ethnic -- a wider
range of the culture who found sobriety.
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•

Are there any specific issues or topics that are not adequately addressed in this pamphlet
that would be helpful to include in a revised version?
The stories always end similarly. Many come being dually addicted. Some found A.A.
through Detox, Treatment. Correctional, jails. Some were offered other fellowships.

•

Any suggestion for a new title?
People Like Me (from the Grapevine Issue August 2019)
Experience, Strength and Hope: People of Color

Submitted by C.C.
African American Alcoholic
•

Is the pamphlet relevant to today's AA audience?
Although the themes of the stories are real and many of the stories might be reflective of
alcoholics who are older, I do not know if these stories would resonate with today's AA
audience.

•

Does the pamphlet provide the kind of identification necessary to relate individually to Black
alcoholics and to resonate within the Black community in general?
This pamphlet provides identification to me. I’m a 68 year old, Midwestern (southern),
heterosexual, product of the sixties who attended both segregated and integrated
institutions. I found exact pieces of my story in almost every one of the stories in the
pamphlet. I question whether younger alcoholics would have the same external experience
although the core experience might be the same.

•

Does it adequately reflect the experience of Black alcoholics/members of AA?
A number of the stories appear similar. The pamphlet doesn’t have stories about blacks who
have a non-conforming sexual orientation, racial view, profession, age, ethnic, geographic
or cultural background. Also blacks who got sober in prison, black upper middle class
drunks, blacks who were going to church, mosque, etc. In general, a wider diversity of
background.

•

Are there any specific issues or topics that are not adequately addressed in this particular
pamphlet that would be helpful to include in a revised version?
Experiences of black alcoholics always end well in the pamphlet.. Many black alcoholics are
not welcomed in AA and are rerouted to Narcotics Anonymous, especially in the prison
system.

•

Any suggestions for a new title? Working on some suggestions.
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Submitted by J.B.
Is the pamphlet relevant to today’s AA audience?
I hadn’t thought of this before, but “relevant to today’s AA audience” is a notion that should be
applied to all AA literature. And this pamphlet probably is not relevant to anybody under 60. We
Baby Boomers all had similar experiences: boys singing on the street corners, girls giggling and
anxious about going to parties, parents having weekend parties that allowed us to cadge drinks
the next morning—and in some cases, even while the party was going on. I’m not sure that my
40- and 50-year-old friends had similar experiences growing up. My 44-year-old son grew up
with the drunk parents, but his social life was waaay different from his older sister’s and from his
parents. Those electronic games, their music—almost a different culture.
Since the early 2000s, this world really has changed. And I think technology has changed us:
We no longer live the way we used to. This pamphlet doesn’t speak to how computers and
technology have increased our isolation. I don’t know if it’s appropriate to bring this up, but to me
there’s one important, sad, and destructive aspect of technology that’s seldom spoken of openly:
I’m pretty sure drinking/drug use, computers, and pornography comprise the “social” lives of
many, many people. I have two male friends whose lives have been emptied of nearly anything
else. One of them surely has issues with alcohol (I know because I used to drink with him), but
any mention of AA ends the conversation. I’m willing to bet that this particular illness (?) with
technology applies to men of all races—I just wonder if it’s affecting Black guys more. Usually
everything does. As I said, this probably isn’t the place for me to have brought this up. But it’s
true.
So. How can the harmful side of technology and its influence on us be conveyed in our literature?
I have no idea, especially because things are changing so fast. I just know that I (at 73) identified
with several of the pamphlet’s current stories. My early drinking years had similar features to
theirs. But I wonder whether my younger friends in AA would be interested in them. [Hope you’re
getting responses from some younger Black people.]
Does the pamphlet provide the kind of identification necessary to relate individually to
Black alcoholics and to resonate within the Black community in general?
Does it adequately reflect the experience of Black alcoholics/members of AA?
I think the personalities and backgrounds were varied and did cover many of the ways we live
the “Black experience.”
What did not resonate for me was their collective AA experience. I can only speak for myself, but
I have attended all-White meetings where I encountered a general lack of interest. And then
there were times at a couple of (East Side) meetings that I have felt a coldness and a standoffish attitude, not-quite-open hostility. I have been stared (glared) at and treated as an outsider.
But that does not happen often. The White folks I have met over the years nearly always have
been welcoming and have tried to make sure that I felt comfortable. They seemed genuinely
interested in me. (It’s just that after five years in the program, I had the urge to be around people
who look like me. My sponsor [who is White] sent me to St. Nicholas.)
I think, however, that if the pamphlet is supposed to represent our real experiences, the issue of
discrimination and non-acceptance has to be addressed.
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I know I’m not the only person who has had not-so-wonderful AA encounters. Seems
disingenuous not to acknowledge that they exist. And at some point, somewhere (probably not
here though), we have to address the scarcity of African Americans in General Service. We Black
AAs cannot place all the blame on our fellow White AAs. We need to be doing a lot more as well.
What general or specific types of experience or expression are missing from the
pamphlet? Are there any specific issues or topics that are not adequately addressed in
this particular pamphlet that would be helpful to include in a revised version?
Would it be a good idea to include the experiences of gay Black men and women? I’ve never
thought to ask my gay friends whether they were ever made to feel “less than” after they joined
the fellowship. Which is weird, because I just lost a very dear friend, a gay man—we often talked
about racism but I don’t recall discussions about racism within AA. And he never said anything
about discrimination because of his sexuality. Wish I had thought of it….
New title?
No ideas. If I get one, I’ll send it to you. Quick.

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM I: Review progress report regarding the pamphlet “A.A. for the Native

North American.”

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed the progress report regarding the pamphlet “A.A. for the
Native North American” and requested that an appointed committee member (ACM)
be named to move forward the pamphlet revision process including the call for
stories.
The committee also requested that the topic be placed as a standing item on future
committee agendas. The committee acknowledged that the Hawaiian indigenous
community is part of the Native North American population, and that the pamphlet
revision could include stories focusing on a broad representation of indigenous
people.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 advisory action regarding the pamphlet “A.A. for
the Native North American Alcoholic.”
The committee noted the importance of participation from members of A.A. from the
primary target audience in the process for updating this pamphlet.
To support a potential committee consultant and working group, the committee
requested that the Publishing department gather background material including
distribution rates of the pamphlet as well as written reviews for suggested
improvements to the existing pamphlet from members of the primary target
audience. The committee requested that Carolyn W., Irma V. and Marita R. be asked
to share connections with A.A. members from indigenous communities and nations
throughout the U.S./Canada service structure.
The committee requested that the Publishing department provide a progress report
and that the secretary include background material for review during the October
2021 meeting.
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2021 Conference Advisory Action:
The pamphlet "A.A. for the Native North American" be updated to include
language that is both respectful and inclusive of all Indigenous peoples as well
as add fresh stories and updating inaccuracies contained in the current
pamphlet and that a draft pamphlet be brought back to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Literature.
Note: This Advisory Action stemmed from a Floor Action
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration:
The committee considered the request to update the pamphlet “A.A. for the
Native North American.” The committee noted its extensive agenda load
resulting in part from the pandemic-affected 2020 General Service Conference.
Rather than rush through agenda items, the committee agreed to request that
discussion on this item continue with the trustees’ Literature Committee and that
consideration be made to forward the item to the 2022 Conference Committee
on Literature.

Excerpt from the January 30, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee considered updating the pamphlet, “A.A. for the Native North
American,” and noted the need for an overall update including ensuring that
the language is respectful and more effective at carrying A.A.’s message. It
was recognized that research will likely be necessary for a comprehensive
revision.
The committee agreed to forward the item to the 2021 Conference
Committee on Literature.

Background:
1. 2021 Publishing Department Progress Report
2. 12.2.20 Email from Area 79 Delegate related to motion passed to request
update of the pamphlet “A.A. for the Native North American.”
3. Area 79 Request to consider updating the pamphlet “A.A. for the Native North
American.”

Back to Agenda
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MEMORANDUM
To: Literature Desk
From: Publishing Department
Re: Progress Report for Trustees' Literature Committee Date: October 8, 2021
Agenda Item I:
Review progress report regarding the pamphlet “A.A. for the Native North American.”
Progress Report:
As noted in the minutes of the August 2021 meeting of the trustees literature Committee: " To
support a potential committee consultant and working group, the committee requested that the
Publishing department gather background material including distribution rates of the pamphlet as
well as written reviews for suggested improvements to the existing pamphlet from members of the
primary target audience."
Below are some distribution figures and a brief history of the pamphlet. The Publishing department,
however, has no written reviews in our files, nor any mechanism for developing such reviews of the
current pamphlet from members of the primary target audience. This is perhaps something that
could be developed by the working group looking into sharing connections with A.A. members from
indigenous communities and nations throughout the U.S./Canada service structure.
In terms of the distribution rates, based on figures from Final Conference Reports over the 10 years
since the latest revision, the numbers have been trending down in English after a slight bump up
between 2009-2010 following the revision, with multiple fluctuations in French and Spanish.

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

English
11,199
13,413
14,120
13,763
14,703
16,330
17,995
16,587
13,912
18,126
14,605

French
111
279
86
502
108
103
599
408
311
670
259

Spanish
150
16
-
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As noted in Conference reports and other resources, the following actions were
recommended
relative to the development of this pamphlet:
1985: The general manager designate a staff person to coordinate and pull together (at the
General Service Office), all available information about spreading the A.A. message to the
native North American population, including but not limited to (1) translation of their
languages and dialects, (2) experiences of various A.A. groups in their contact with these
populations and to explore with a view toward consolidating and expanding A.A.’s experience
in these areas; to report back to the 1986 General Service Conference through whatever
committee the general manager feels is appropriate. (Floor Action)
1987: A pamphlet for the Native North American be prepared by the trustees’ Literature
Committee and brought back to the 1988 General Service Conference.
1988: The manuscript for the Native North American not be approved as presented, but that
this manuscript be returned for editing to include consideration of the references to drug
addiction, chemical dependency, “junkie” and “clean” and then upon completion of editing
be approved for publication.
2006: The pamphlet “A.A. for the Native North American” be revised.
2009: The revised draft pamphlet, “A.A. for the Native North American,” be approved.
2018: New cover design developed and translated into Spanish for the first time.
2021: The pamphlet "A.A. for the Native North American" be updated to include language
that is both respectful and inclusive of all Indigenous peoples as well as add fresh stories and
updating inaccuracies contained in the current pamphlet and that a draft pamphlet be
brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
Ames S. Executive Editor
General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
475 Riverside Drive, 8th Floor
New York, New York 10115
www.aa.org
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12.2.20 Email from Area 79 Delegate related to motion passed to request update of
thepamphlet “A.A. for the Native North American.”

From: Gail P.
Sent: Wednesday, December 2, 2020 5:22 PM
To: Conference <conference@aa.org>
Subject: Motion from Area 79
Hi Patrick – I completely forgot to send you this motion that was passed at our
recent Voting/Election Assembly in Area 79. I hope and pray that it is not too late
and do let me know if you require anything else.
With love in service,
Gail
Gail P
BC Yukon Area 79
Delegate, Panel 69
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BC Yukon Area 79
www.bc.yuko naa.org General
Service Committee
PO Box 421 1 4 •Vancouver.BC VSS 4R5 •Tel (604) 435-2181

FLOOR ACTION #2
Motion:
That the Conference Literature Committee consider updating the pamphlet P-21, (A.A.
for the Native North American) to reflect more current language, current stories, and
populations.
History or Current Practices:
In recent years the term Native American has been widely used but is falling out of favor
with some groups and the term Indigenous People is now preferred.
Terms such as First Nations are commonly used but are not fully inclusive of Indigenous
groups such as Metis or Inuit. Currently the stories in this pamphlet are not dated. This
pamphlet was first published in 1989 and reviewed by the Conference Literature Committee
in 2009.
Publication distribution has been on a steady decline and is currently one of the least
distributed AAWS pamphlets. There are estimated 5.2 million Indigenous people in the
United States. There are estimated 2.13 million Indigenous people in Canada. The current
pamphlet states we have approx. 4 million Native people in both the United States and
Canada, when in fact there are over 7 million Indigenous people in North America.
If passed:
Updating the pamphlet with the term Indigenous People instead of Native North
American would be more reflective of all Indigenous communities.
We as members of Alcoholics Anonymous may reach more Indigenous people that are
fighting the disease of Alcoholism. Indigenous people may identify with a timeline
attached to stories that are reflective of the year they were written. The addition of new
stories may help the new member relate. The current numbers of Indigenous people in
Canada and the United States would be more accurate.
If not passed:
We will continue to use the incorrect verbiage Native North American instead of Indigenous
people. As a result, we as members of Alcoholics Anonymous may not be reaching many of the
Indigenous people/communities that are fighting the disease of Alcoholism. Indigenous people
will continue to be underrepresented in Alcoholics Anonymous.
For further consideration:
That the forward be reviewed, and the verbiage be modernized to reflect current times.
Motion submitted by: Panel 69 Literature Committee, October 2020

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM J: Review progress report regarding development of a draft Fourth Edition of the
book, Alcohólicos Anónimos.

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward a progress report from the working
group to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature regarding development of a
draft Fourth Edition of the book, Alcohólicos Anónimos.
The committee agreed on a motion initiated by the working group lead to accept
stories from the broad diversity of Hispanic A.A. members in the US/Canada structure
only, noting that countries outside the US/Canada structure can obtain licenses from
AAWS that would allow original stories from their respective countries to be included
in Big Book editions they publish themselves.
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
To support efforts to expand ways to submit stories, the committee requested the
secretary seek input from La Viña editor on ways to use online or audio story
submissions.
The committee looks forward to reviewing a progress report that includes a list of
upcoming Hispanic events as well as potential outreach efforts at Spanish linguistic
districts and Central Offices at the January 2022 meeting.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 advisory action regarding the development of a
draft Fourth Edition of the book, Alcohólicos Anónimos.
The committee acknowledged the challenges to create a book in a language that
encompasses the diversity of the Spanish speaking population. The committee noted
the importance of the Publishing department and GSO’s Spanish editor as important
resources to support the development effort.
The committee noted the importance of participation from members of A.A. from the
primary target audience. The committee also noted the efficacy of a workgroup
instead of a subcommittee.
The chair requested that appointed committee member (ACM) Amalia C. establish a
working group to lead the implementation for the creation of the Fourth Edition of the
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Spanish language Big Book. The committee acknowledged the value of Amalia’s
expertise as a native Spanish speaker, three years’ experience as an ACM on the
committee and her effective guidance and coordination for the development of the
pamphlet “Hispanic Women in A.A.”
The committee agreed to the scope of the working group on the development of a
draft Fourth Edition of the Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, to be as follows:
1) Include a diverse group of A.A. members from the target audiences who can
bring perspectives from a variety of ethnic, geographic, dialect and age
perspectives.
2) Solicit input on the needed improvements for stories to be relevant to the
target audiences.
3) Discuss and solicit input if needed to define themes for sections of stories.
4) Develop a method of outreach to foster significant amounts of submitted
material.
5) Develop a process for selection of personal stories.
6) Ascertain which editorial elements of the revision are maintained by the GSO
Publishing department.
7) Work with publishing to ensure a review of the basic text translation that
encompasses the diversity of the Spanish speaking population
8) Utilize other related work as needed to optimize the development of a draft
version of the book.
The committee requested that the staff secretary support Amalia’s efforts and that a
working group progress report be provided at the October 2021 meeting.
2021 Conference Advisory Action:
The committee recommended that a Fourth Edition of the book, Alcohólicos
Anónimos, be developed, including an update of stories to better reflect current
membership, and that a progress report be brought back to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Literature.
Background Note: The agenda item to consider development of a Fourth Edition of
the book Alcohólicos Anónimos was forwarded from the 70th General Service
Conference to the 71st G.S.C.
Excerpt from February 1, 2020 TLC Meeting Report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2020
Conference Committee on Literature a request to consider development of a draft
Fourth Edition of the book Alcohólicos Anónimos.
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Excerpt from November 2, 2019 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee tabled discussion on the 2019 Conference floor action which resulted
in an Advisory Action: “That the proposed floor action that ‘A draft Fourth Edition of
the Spanish Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, be developed and a progress report be
brought to the 2020 General Service Conference’ be committed to the trustees’
Literature Committee” until the February 2020 meeting.
Excerpt from July 27, 2019, TLC Meeting Report:
The committee requested the staff secretary explore additional background
information to provide for the committee to review the topic further at the November
2019 meeting.
2019 Conference Advisory Action:
Note: The following FLOOR ACTION resulted in an Advisory Action:
The proposed floor action that “A draft Fourth Edition of the Spanish Big Book,
Alcohólicos Anónimos, be developed and a progress report be brought to the 2020
General Service Conference” be committed to the trustees’ Literature Committee.

Background:
1. 2022 Progress report workgroup on the draft Fourth Edition of the book,
Alcohólicos Anónimos
2. 2021 Progress report workgroup on the draft Fourth Edition of the book,
Alcohólicos Anónimos
3. History of the Third Edition of the book Alcohólicos Anónimos.
4. 1.6.20 Report on feedback received by Publishing Department related to the
Third Edition of the book Alcohólicos Anónimos.

Back to Agenda
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WORKING GROUP TO DEVELOP THE 4TH EDITION OF ALCOHÓLICOS ANÓNIMOS

LITERATURE
Item J
Doc. 1

January 2022
Progress report to the Trustee’s Literature Committee
We are using the same timeline as the one for the Fifth Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous as a
guideline and realize that adjustments might be made along the way as needed, but trudge we
must!
With the help of the Literature Desk Coordinator, we have a Call for Stories to be presented for
committee approval and to be distributed immediately thereafter. We also have a standardized
one page informational and inviting announcement along with a guide to writing workshops to
be used by any of our group members at any event possible. We have compiled a list of events
to attend and make presentations as well as writing workshops. I am waiting for some historic
material from Archives and hope to put together a Power Point Presentation that can be shown
at the larger events including PRAASA, NERAASA and the US-Canada Hispanic Convention as well
as any Regional Forums we might be able to attend.
The Southeast Regional Forums provided space for a workshop which was last minute and there
were technical issues for people trying to come into it, but it was good practice for me. I attended
the Spanish Woman’s Workshop in Arizona the first weekend of December and they are excited
about doing workshops in their areas. I have started a list of volunteers who are willing to help
organize story wring workshops.
We have so far been asked to give informational talks and have gone to two groups and a district
in area 6.
The draft of the revised translation to the forwards to the Dr.’s Opinion has been received and
the group will discuss it at the next meeting on January 11th. We look forward to a continuous
flow from and to the Spanish editor.
There is a lot of interest on the part of one fellowship member and some of his friends in directly
intervening in the technical part of reviewing the translation and my response is that we have a
Publishing department responsible for the editorial process and professional services have been
acquired for this work. Our Editor, Ames has graciously agreed to respond when needed.
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Working group for the development of a draft
Fourth Edition of the book, Alcohólicos Anónimos
October 2021 Progress Report to the trustee's Literature Committee
Seven members have agreed to serve on this working group, and they have been chosen for their
experience as native Spanish speaking members of our Hispanic community in the fellowship. Their
heritage includes Mexico, Central and South America, Spain, and the Caribbean. They are all very active
in service at different levels, including group service and YPAA and GSC. We are all different and we all
share the same love of and for AA.
The group met on August 30th and on October 18th and would like to adopt the same working timeline as
the subcommittee for the development of the 5th Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous as much as possible.
We would suggest that stories come from within the US/Canada structure but are unsure about how to
specify it in the call for stories and how to respond if submissions come from other structures.
Ideally the call for stories for the English and Spanish versions will go out to the fellowship simultaneously;
and we will work with Irene on information to be included in the request for stories with the purpose of
generating an enthusiastic desire to participate in all members. We want to make a special effort to reach
remote communities, YP, LGBTQ, and the Incarcerated members so that we can see an ample diversity
represented in the stories submitted. We recognize that we need to make a special outreach effort. The
Hispanic community is vibrant and wants to be involved but primarily responds when approached directly
and in person. We need to reach out to the Hispanic DCMs and GSRs, Hispanic Central Offices and
lntergroups and La Vina and through the Corrections and Remote Communities Desks. We are also looking
to make a list of the different Hispanic events at local, state, regional and national level and are willing to
attend such events to inform and generate an enthusiastic desire to support the development of their 4th
edition and submit their story in whatever form they can.
The group agreed we need to develop a rating system that includes different criteria such as diversity of
socio-economic background, gender identity, culture, etc. and of course experience, strength and hope.
Regarding the translation revision, we would recommend that the Literature Committee requests access
to the revision steadily, as it progresses, chapter by chapter, if possible, clearly indicating changes made,
so that we can read and comment where necessary while we are working on the other components, rather
than waiting for a draft of an entire book all at once.
We would also like to ask Publishing/Editorial to provide us with all the corrections or suggestions received
from the fellowship as of now to use as reference. The Working group is keeping an ear on the subject and
making note for consideration of all we hear wherever we go.
In the Spirit of love and Service,
Amalia C., ACM
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Development of the Third Edition Spanish-language Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos
Background:
April 2004 Conference Advisory Action: “It was recommended that: A draft Spanish- language
Third Edition Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, be developed by the trustees' Literature Committee
and that a progress report be brought back to the 2005 Conference Literature Committee, in
keeping with the trustees' recommendations on contents, process and story solicitation, as follows:

I. Contents
A. The Third Edition Spanish-language Big Book to be similar in page count to the English Fourth
Edition Big Book.
B.

The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, the Preface, the Forewords, “The
Doctor’s Opinion,” “Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,” and the Appendices will undergo a complete
review to assure accuracy of translation and consistency of style and tone throughout the text.
As in translations of all languages, the Publications Department strives to reflect the best
possible translation of Bill W.’s writings and does not require Conference approval.

C.

Personal Stories:
• Retain selected stories from current Spanish-language Second Edition.
• Select stories from A.A.’s La Viña magazine.
• Select new stories from Spanish-speaking membership.
• Stories to be designated to three main sections similar to the English Fourth Edition Big
Book.

II. Story Solicitation
A. Within the United States and Canada and internationally to Spanish-speaking countries.
III. Story Selection Process
A. To be under the direction of the trustees’ Literature subcommittee on the Third Edition
Spanish-language Big Book.
B.

Story selection subcommittee:
• All bilingual – Spanish and English
• Spanish Editors
• Spanish-speaking Staff Members
• Chair to appoint some subcommittee members from the Fellowship

C.

Basic Selection Criteria:
• To use the same criteria as the English Fourth Edition Big Book based on Bill W.’s
recommendations.
• Each story must, as Bill W. recommended, reach out to the newcomer who is still looking
for the A.A. solution.
• Each story must be a standard A.A. story that tells what it was like, what happened, and
what it is like today.”
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Trustees’ Literature Committee July 30, 2004: “The committee reviewed the 2004 Advisory
Action pertaining to the Spanish-language Third Edition Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos. The
committee requested that the secretary send a memo soliciting Spanish stories to all
Conference members, Spanish-language District DCMs, Spanish Literature Committee chairs,
all central offices and intergroups listed in the U.S. and Canada, and Spanish- language country
G.S.O.s. The deadline date for submissions is September 1, 2005.”
Trustees’ Literature Committee October 30, 2004: “The committee secretary reported that
mailings have gone to all Conference members, Spanish-language D.C.M.s, Spanish Literature
Committee chairs, all Central/Intergroup Offices listed in the U.S. and Canada, and
G.S.O.s in Spanish-language countries. Box 4-5-9, The A.A. Grapevine, and La Viña continue
to include story solicitations.”
April 2005 Conference Advisory Action: “It was recommended that: The Spanish- language
Third Edition Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, continue to be developed, keeping in mind the
2004 Conference Advisory Action regarding the trustees’ recommendations on contents,
process and story solicitation and that a progress report and/or draft copy be brought to the
2006 Conference Literature Committee.”
Trustees’ Literature Committee July 30, 2005: The committee discussed the 2005 Advisory
Action “that the Spanish-language Third Edition Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos continue to
be developed, keeping in mind the 2004 Conference Advisory Action regarding the trustees’
recommendation on contents, process and story solicitation and that a progress report and/or
draft copy be brought to the 2006 Conference Literature Committee.” The Chair appointed
Murray M., Chairperson, and Ray M. to the trustees’ Spanish-language Third Edition Big
Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos subcommittee.
Trustees’ Literature Committee October 29, 2005: The committee reviewed the Spanishlanguage Third Edition Big Book Subcommittee report and noted that 130 stories have been
submitted. The committee agreed that the selection process should not be rushed and requested
that the deadline for story submission be extended until June 2006. It would be ideal if the stories
represented the experience of a wider-range of Spanish-speaking alcoholics.
Trustees’ Literature Committee January 28, 2006: The committee reviewed and agreed to
forward the Progress Report from the subcommittee on the Spanish-Language Third Edition Big
Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos to the 2006 Conference Committee on Literature.
April 2006 Conference Advisory Action: “It was recommended that: the Spanish-language
Third Edition Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, continue to be developed and that a report be
brought back to the 2007 Conference Literature Committee, in keeping with a 2004 Conference
Advisory Action on contents, story solicitation, and process.”
Trustees’ Literature Committee July 29, 2006: The committee reviewed a report from the
subcommittee on the Spanish-Language Third Edition Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, and noted
that the deadline for story submission was June 30, 2006. A total of 173 stories have been
submitted.
The chair appointed Murray M. chairperson to the trustees’ Spanish-language Third Edition Big
Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, subcommittee.
Trustees’ Literature Committee October 28, 2006: The committee reviewed the Progress Report
from the Spanish-language Third Edition Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos subcommittee with
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appreciation.
Trustees’ Literature Committee January 27, 2007
The committee agreed to forward the “Final Report on the Spanish-language Third Edition Big
Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos,” to the 2007 Conference Committee on Literature.
April 2007 Conference Advisory Action:
The committee recommended that the Spanish-language Third Edition Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, be produced, keeping in mind the 2004 Conference Advisory Action on contents, story
selection, and process.
Activity:
As a result of a request by the 2004 Conference Literature Committee and the 2004 General
Service Conference Advisory Action, a subcommittee was formed to develop a draft Spanishlanguage Third Edition Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, following the trustees’ Literature
Committee recommendations on contents, process and story solicitation, noted above.
In August 2004, a request for Spanish-language stories was mailed to all Conference members,
Spanish-language D.C.M.s, Spanish Literature Committee chairs, all Central/Intergroup Offices
listed in the U.S. and Canada, and G.S.O.s in Spanish-language countries with a deadline of
September 1, 2005.
In August 2004, a request for resumes for the future story selection subcommittee, which is a
subcommittee of the trustees’ Literature Committees’ Subcommittee on the Third Edition Spanishlanguage Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, was mailed to all Conference members, Spanishlanguage D.C.M.s, Spanish Literature Committee chairs, all Central/Intergroup Offices listed in the
U.S. and Canada, and G.S.O.s in Spanish-language countries with a deadline of November 1,
2004.
Thirty-one resumes were received. At the request of the trustees’ Literature Committee chair,
Greg M., general manager, Mike P., trustees’ Literature Committee chair, Julio E., Group
Services/Spanish Correspondent for the U.S. and Canada and Mary D., secretary, thoroughly
reviewed the resumes and interviewed five candidates from the U. S. and Canada.
On January 29, 2005, the chair of the trustees’ Literature Committee, Mike P., announced the
selection of two bilingual A.A. members; Oscar A., Houston, Texas, and Cesar D., Caguas,
Puerto Rico, to participate in the story selection subcommittee on the Third
Edition Spanish-Language Big Book at this meeting. The story selection subcommittee
also included the A.A.W.S. Spanish Editors, John D. and Angel C., the editor of La Viña, Hernan
M., and Julio E., the bi-lingual GSO staff member responsible for Spanish correspondence
(U.S./Canada.)
The subcommittee on the Third Edition Spanish-language Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos,
continued to meet and report to the 2005 trustees’ Literature Committee and the 2006 Conference
Literature Committee.
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The subcommittee on the story selection for the Third Edition of the Big Book Alcoholics
Anonymous in Spanish met for the first time on Sunday April 24, 2005 and developed a work plan.
The subcommittee agreed to start with a review of the stories written originally in Spanish in the
current edition. The purpose of the revision is to determine which and how many of the stories
would be used in the new edition. The subcommittee also agreed to begin the process of reviewing
the existing translation and to meet by telephone conference call every two weeks.
The Third Edition Spanish-language Big Book Story Selection subcommittee carefully reviewed the
translation and provided suggestions for changes, as well as overall grammatical fine tuning. The
changes suggested will provide a greater consistency with the original work in English.
Story Selection Process:
Up to January 2006, 136 stories had been received. The subcommittee expressed their gratitude
to the trustees’ Literature Committee for the extension of the story submission deadline from
September 1, 2005 until June 30th of 2006. The extension provided a greater opportunity for
Spanish-speaking A.A. members to share their stories, offering a wider pool of stories from which
to select the stories that would be used for the 3rd edition.
On January 12, 2006 the Story Selection Subcommittee met via conference call with Murray
M., Chair and Ray M., of the trustees’ Subcommittee on the Third Edition Spanish-language
Big Book to provide them with an update and an overview of the tentative timeline for the work at
hand.
In March 2006 the subcommittee completed the review of the Spanish translation of the first 164
pages and concentrated on the story selection process. The subcommittee agreed to follow the
story pre-selection process used for the English Fourth Edition Big Book of establishing three
general categories: pre-selected stories, those not selected and stories for possible consideration.
This pre-selection would be determined by combining subcommittee member’s evaluations in a
single form and looking for substantial unanimity to determine the category in which each story
would be placed. The committee also agreed to complete the pre-selection process of all stories
submitted before revisiting “possible stories” individually.
The subcommittee agreed to look for a minimum of 30 stories, and anticipated completing the preselection by July 2006. The selection of stories follows the general criteria observed for the
selection of stories for the English Fourth Edition of how it was, what happened and how it is today.
Further guidance for the selection of stories was taken from the following comments by Bill W.:
In a June 14, 1954 letter to Bernard Smith, Bill wrote:
“The story section of the Big Book is far more important than most of us think. It is our
principle means of identifying with the reader outside of A.A.; it is the written equivalent
of hearing speakers at an A.A. meeting; it is our show window of results. To increase
the power and variety of this display to the utmost should be, therefore, no routine or
hurried job. The best will be none too good. The difference between ‘good’ and
‘excellent’ can be the difference between prolonged misery and recovery, between life
and death for the reader outside A.A.”
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And in a letter to a potential author of a Big Book story, Bill wrote:
“As you are probably aware the stories we need will be of the straight A.A. variety; the
kind which would be most effective with the beginner on our program. We are looking
for straight personal narratives which describes the drinking history, how the newcomer
arrived in Alcoholics Anonymous, how A.A. affected him, and what
A.A. has since accomplished for him.”
After July 2006, the subcommittee continued pre-selecting the 173 stories received up to the June
30th deadline. The pre-selection was completed by August 2006. A face-to-face meeting was
organized in New York for September 4 and 5, 2006 to begin the final selection of stories. Preselected stories were organized based on the number of subcommittee members who pre-selected
them, continuing on a descending order according to the number of votes in favor of selecting the
story.
From this process, a primary list was developed containing a total of 28 stories. A secondary list,
containing 22 other stories that could be selected, was also agreed upon. The primary list of
possibilities contains 17 stories written by men and 11 by women. Country of origin and a high or
low bottom were noted, looking for a pool of options with the widest possible diversity.
During the September 4 and 5, 2006 meeting in New York, the subcommittee began a more indepth review of the pre-selected stories. Stories confirmed as good reflections of experience,
strength and hope were placed on yet another list, pending final review and possible
recommendation for addition to the Third Edition Big Book in Spanish.
On September 28, 2006 the subcommittee on the Story Selection for the Third Edition Big Book in
Spanish met via conference call with Murray M., chair of the trustee’s Subcommittee on the Third
Edition Book. At this meeting, the subcommittee on the Story Selection shared a breakdown of the
most recent activities and a tentative schedule for completion of the Third Edition Spanishlanguage Big Book.
The subcommittee selected 32 stories reflecting the experience of Spanish-speaking A.A.s from
the U.S.A., the Caribbean, South America, Central America and Europe and 9 of the original stories
were retained.
On April 2007 the General Service Conference recommended the production of the Spanish Third
Edition Big Book. Working closely with the Publication department, the subcommittee has strived
to create the best translation of Bill W.’s writings, always mindful that translations of A.A. literature
do not require Conference-approval. The subcommittee noted that the past practices of developing
translations of the Big Book into Spanish and French have been as varied as the population for
whom the literature was created.
The process of selecting new stories for the Third Edition Spanish-language Big Book was a labor
of love and each story is a “standard A.A. story that tells what it was like, what happened, and what
it is like today.”
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1.6.20 Report on feedback received by Publishing Department related to the Third
Edition Spanish-language Big Book, Alcohólicos Anónimos
Requests for revision to the Spanish BB, Alcoholicos Anonimos, 3rd Edition (2008)

The office of the general manager, U.S. / Canada and the publishing director,
A.A.W.S., Inc. have received a series of requests that have been submitted to ask for
corrections to perceived “errors” in translation and perceived “omissions” in the
translated Spanish Big Book.

Among these communications are the following:

A) 2015, 2017 Submitted by Area 03, Hispanic Linguistic District 16
Accompanied by letter from Adolfo S., Translation and
Interpretation Committee Secretary:
•

75 pages of review and suggestions to correct “errors” and
“omissions,” from the Prefaces through page 164

A) 2018
Submitted by G.S.O. Spain
Via phone and e-mail
•

Request to make changes to the Spanish Big Book and other
items of literature

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM K: Review progress report regarding the translation of the book Alcoholics
Anonymous (Fourth Edition) into plain and simple language.

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward a progress report, including an
addendum dated January 18, 2022, from the Tools to Access the Big Book (TABB)
subcommittee to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature regarding translation
of the book Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth Edition) into plain and simple language.
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed the subcommittee progress report including the development
of a plan for consultation and oversight which will be updated at the next meeting. The
committee also received a verbal update from the Publishing department regarding
ongoing work with the Tools to Access the Big Book (TABB) subcommittee on
recruiting from a wide pool of plain-language professionals for this project.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 advisory action to develop a draft version of the
book, Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth Edition), translated into plain and simple
language which is accessible and relatable to as wide of an audience as possible. The
committee reviewed background provided by the Publishing department and
recognized that a timeline spanning several years is expected to consider for the
possible completion date of this project.
The committee asked the Publishing department to work closely with the
subcommittee in the development of draft content using three chapters of interest
such as Chapter Five of the Big Book.
The chair appointed a subcommittee on the development of a plain and simple
language Big Book and research of workbook development consideration to include
Carolyn W., chair, John W. and Mike L. with the following scope:
1) Research various study guide workbook tools including those from proposed
agenda items.
2) Review feedback from the Fellowship on the RIPTAB video.
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3) Coordinate with the Publishing department (PD) to oversee and develop
feedback related to:
a. Topics of direction and scope as requested by PD
b. Content of RFP (desired samples)
c. Any limits to the content to be translated
d. Review of samples and PD recommended vendors
e. Other work as needed to support the PD and implementation of the advisory
action
The committee noted that the scope of the Subcommittee on The Development of the
Plain and Simple Language Big Book and Research of Workbook Development
includes two topics, one stemming from a 2021 advisory action and another from a
2021 consideration of the Conference Committee on Literature.
The committee requested that the subcommittee provide a progress report for the
2021 October meeting.
Review progress report regarding requests to develop study guide workbooks for A.A.
The committee discussed the following 2021 Conference Committee on Literature
consideration:
That the development of workbooks to help study the program of Alcoholics
Anonymous, as reflected in the most current edition of the book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, be considered and that a feasibility report be brought back to the 2022
Conference Committee on Literature.
Additionally, the committee considered the following proposed agenda items:
•
•

Consider creating an individualized workbook to accompany the Big Book
Consider the development of a contemporary and comprehensive new workbook
to study the Twelve Steps, Traditions and Concepts

The committee agreed to explore options for the potential development of a workbook
for the program of A.A.
The chair appointed a subcommittee on the development of a plain and simple
language Big Book and research of workbook development consideration to include
Carolyn W., chair; John W. and Mike L. with the following scope:
1) Research various study guide workbook tools including those from
proposed agenda items.
2) Review feedback from the Fellowship on the RIPTAB video.
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3) Coordinate with the Publishing department (PD) to oversee and develop
feedback related to:
a. Topics of direction and scope as requested by PD
b. Content of RFP (desired samples)
c. Any limits to the content to be translated
d. Review of samples and PD recommended vendors
e. Other work as needed to support the PD and implementation of the
advisory action
The committee noted that the scope of the Subcommittee on The Development of
the Plain and Simple Language Big Book and Research of Workbook Development
includes two topics, one stemming from a 2021 advisory action and another from a
2021 consideration of the Conference Committee on Literature.
The committee requested that the subcommittee provide a progress report for the
2021 October meeting.
NOTE: This agenda item emerged from another agenda item which, after January
2019 until April 2021, was as follows:
*Consider if proposed agenda items for plain language, simplified language,
accessible translations and large print versions of the book Alcoholics Anonymous
as well as workbooks to help study the program of Alcoholics Anonymous can be
addressed with a common solution.
(*For reference to history and actions of the trustees and Conference Literature
committees)
2021 Conference Advisory Action
It was recommended that a draft version of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth
Edition), be translated into plain and simple language and be developed in a way that
is accessible and relatable to as wide of an audience as possible and that a progress
report or draft be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpt from January 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee continued exploring if proposed agenda items
related to the accessibility of the Big Book can be addressed with a common
solution.
The committee noted that the video presentation “The Big Book: Researching
Issues, Possible Tools and Access (70th General Service Conference 2020),” which
was presented to the Conference Committee on Literature during their May 2, 2020
agenda reduction meeting, was made available, in English, Spanish and French as
requested, with an announcement and link to the video to members of the 69th, 70th
and 71st General Service Conferences.
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The committee discussed a progress report from the Subcommittee on Researching
Issues, Possible Tools and Access to the Book (2020-21 RIPTAB), Alcoholics
Anonymous. The committee noted the report’s focus on accessibility and relatability
of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous in terms of the A.A. message reaching a wider
demographic of alcoholics. The committee expressed appreciation for the
significant scope of considerations as well as the suggested possibilities to guide
ongoing discussions for moving forward.
The committee also noted the specific options outlined in the report to discuss digital
material related to the message of recovery along with the idea to develop a plain
language version of the Big Book. This idea of a new book is not meant to replace
the Big Book, rather to overcome relatability and accessibility barriers so the A.A.
message might reach more still-suffering alcoholics.
The committee agreed to forward the progress report from the Subcommittee on
“Researching Issues, Possible Tools and Access to the Book (2020-21 RIPTAB),
Alcoholics Anonymous” to the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature.
Synopsis of committee excerpts after November 2019 through October 2020:
The trustees’ Literature Committee formed subcommittees and explored the broad
scope of proposed agenda items, the issues they addressed and possible solutions
as well as existing resources related to expressed needs. The Conference
Committee on Literature supported ongoing exploration and report backs.
Excerpt from November 2, 2019 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee reviewed a request from the General Service Board chair to consider
if proposed agenda items for plain language, simplified language, accessible
translations and large print versions of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous, as well as
workbooks to help study the program of Alcoholics Anonymous, can be addressed
with a common solution.
The committee discussed this request along with the 2019 proposed agenda item
regarding the development of a fifth-grade level translation of the book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, and the 2019 proposed agenda item requesting the development of a
workbook to accompany the book, Alcoholics Anonymous.
The chair appointed a subcommittee composed of Cathy B., chair, Jimmy D., Katie
H. and Deb K. to review previously submitted requests for literature development
related to the items included in the Board chair’s request in order assess the
problems and needs being addressed in the related requests and possible common
solutions. The subcommittee will begin by first assessing this series of requests in
aggregate to explore at a deeper level any common themes or problems to be
addressed. These findings and approach to exploring these to be brought to
Conference in order to generate a larger discussion with the membership about the
underlying needs or problems driving these requests.
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The committee looks forward to a subcommittee progress report at the February
2020 meeting.
Excerpts from the January 2019 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee reviewed and tabled the request for “translating the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous into plain language – at a fifth grade or similar reading level.”
The committee suggested that the General Service Board form a committee to
gather information covering a variety of perspectives related to accessibility and
other pertinent issues in order to fully evaluate the request. The committee will
continue discussions at the July 2019 meeting.
The committee reviewed and tabled a request to create an individualized workbook
to accompany the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous. The committee suggested that
this item also be considered by the proposed General Service Board committee
asked to evaluate the request for “translating the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
into plain language – at a fifth grade or similar reading level.” The committee will
continue discussions at the July 2019 meeting.

Background:

1. 2022 Progress report subcommittee on Plain Language version of Alcoholics
Anonymous
(Fourth Edition)
a. Addendum_TABB Subcomm Report

2. Progress report subcommittee on Plain Language version of Alcoholics Anonymous
(Fourth Edition)
a. TABB subcommittee Roadmap_10-27-21

3. Feb 2022_Publishing Dep Reprt_ Plain_Lang_ BB project

Back to Agenda
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Tools to Access the Big Book (TABB) Subcommittee Report
Submitted to Trustees Literature Committee January 2022
At their July 2021 meeting, the Trustees Literature Committee formed a subcommittee with the scope of
the subcommittee is as follows:
Request TLC member Carolyn W, with fellow members John W and Mike L, serve on a subcommittee that will
research various study guide workbook tools as directed by the Conference Committee on Literature (CCL) and
related agenda submissions and track the development of the Plain & Simple Language Big
Book. The subcommittee will note the CLC’s request that the book be “developed in a way that is
accessible and relatable to as wide of an audience as possible”.
The subcommittee will strive to:

1.

Research various study guide workbook tools and report back to the TLC.

2.

Review feedback from the Fellowship on RIPTAB video

3. Coordinate with the GSO Publishing Department (GSO PD) to oversee and develop feedback
relatedto:
•
Topics of direction and scope as requested by GSO PD
•
Content of RFP/RFI (desired samples)
•
Any limits to the content to be translated.
•
Review of samples and GSO PD recommended vendors
• Other work as needed to support the GSO PD and implementation of the
advisory action
The subcommittee adopted the name “TABB” (Tools to Access the Big Book). The TABB Subcommittee has met
10 times from August to December 2021 and has 2 additional meetings scheduled in January 2022.
At the August TABB Subcommittee meeting, the work was prioritized as:

•

In collaboration with the GSO Publishing Department establish a roadmap for the Plain Language Big
Book that reflects key project timelines and roles of the General Service Conference, Trustees
Literature Committee/General Service Board, TABB Subcommittee, and the GSO Publishing
Department and provide this roadmap to TLC at the Q4 meeting.
➢ The roadmap was updated at the meeting of the TABB Subcommittee and the GSO PD
on December 8, 2021 and the revised version is attached to this report (pages 3-5).

•

Initiate work with GSO PD on vendor selection for the Plain Language Big Book, with an aim to have
sample translation materials available for review to TLC for the Q1 2022 meeting.
➢ On track for sample reviews in January 2022 and vendor selection by GSO PD and
TABB Subcommittee on January 18, 2022.
➢ TLC to discuss and determine process to share sample translations with the CLC.
• Once the vendor selection process is in motion, concurrently work on the above items #1-3 of
the subcommittee’s objectives as stated by TLC.
➢ See below
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Submitted to Trustees Literature Committee January 2022
ITEM
1.Research various study
guide workbook tools and
report back to the TLC.

STATUS
Completed. See attached report (page 6).

FOLLOW-UP REQUIRED
Pending TLC action.

2.Review feedback from
the Fellowship on RIPTAB
video.

Completed in August 2021, prior to initiating
the subcommittee’s work. See attached
summary (page 7).

None.

3. Coordinate with the GSO Publishing Department (GSO PD) to oversee and develop feedback related to:
a) Topics of direction
and scope as
requested by GSO PD
b) Content of RFP/RFI
(desired samples)

c) Any limits to the
content to be
translated.

d) Review of samples
and GSO PD
recommended
vendors
e) Other work as needed
to support the GSO PD
and implementation
of the advisory action

Ongoing when and as requested by GSO PD

None

Completed. RFI was directed to identify and
select vendors who can translate to plain
language with the objective of comprehension
at a 5th grade reading level. The RFI was sent to
vendors with experience in various sectors such
as health care, education, and spirituality.

None

Desired samples were determined to be
Chapter 5 (in its entirety) and selected
additional portions of the text.
Apply the standard GSO PD practice of
translation of the abridged version (preface,
forwards, Doctor’s Opinion, Bill’s Story,
Chapters 1-11, Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,
Appendices. (Excludes the other personal
stories.)

In progress January 2022

TLC delegated review and consideration of
proposed agenda items pertaining to the work
of this subcommittee to TABB.

Determine how to
present the 12 Steps and
12 Traditions in
accordance with Article III
of the Conference
Charter.
Consider pros and cons of
translating Bill’s Story and
Dr. Bob’s Nightmare.
Aiming for Vendor
selection to be completed
Jan 18, 2022
Reviewed by TABB
Subcommittee. See
attached summary report
(pages 8-10).
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Tools to Access the Big Book (TABB) Subcommittee Report
Submitted to Trustees Literature Committee January 2022
WORKBOOKS AND STUDY GUIDES
The Tools to Access the Big Book (TABB) subcommittee met to discuss possible approaches to study guide
workbook tools, and we reviewed previous work by the 2019-21 subcommittees on Researching Issues,
Possible Tools and Access to the Book, Alcoholics Anonymous (RIPTAB) as well as Fellowship feedback on
the RIPTAB report/video. One reason for the initiation of the RIPTAB subcommittee was to consider an
approach to the ongoing requests for a workbook and/or study guide and this discussion has continued in
the current TABB subcommittee.
Subsequent to the TABB subcommittee’s initial discussion there was an additional proposed agenda item
(PAI) submitted for the 72nd General Service Conference (GSC) to create “a Big Book Workbook to assist
in understanding and accessing the content”. In the PAI it was stated that this should be instead of the
Plain Language Big Book. The Trustees Literature Committee (TLC) took no action on this PAI but
forwarded the proposal to the TABB subcommittee for review to ensure that the rationale and
suggestions offered by the submitters could be considered by the subcommittee.
After review of the work done by the prior subcommittees and careful deliberation, we suggest the
following approach (if there are no Recommendations or Committee Considerations regarding
workbooks or study guides at the 72nd GSC):
1. TLC seek shared experience through the Delegates, also encouraging broad Fellowship
feedback (perhaps via the Meeting Guide app) regarding which of the following options are
most in keeping with the needs of wishes of the Fellowship:
Option 1 - Take no action, as suggested by the 1985 advisory action which reaffirmed
previous Conference actions that there was no need for a Step study guide.
Option 2 - Turn to the Grapevine and leverage its ample archive of articles on practicing
the Steps to show variation in approach and style. Future Grapevine podcasts could
serve a supplemental role and help enrich this effort.
Option 3 – Create a General Service Conference approved study guide workbook to aid
in studying the Twelve Steps. Possibly with inclusion of the Twelve Traditions and
Twelve Concepts.
Note: We envision Options 2 and 3 to primarily be a print-based product, with the potential of
supporting and/or companion material via digital, video, and/or podcast.
2. TLC forward an agenda item to consider these 3 options to the 73rd GSC for their
consideration or action, and that the Fellowship feedback received be included with any
other background material required to support an informed group conscience.
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RIPTAB VIDEO FEEDBACK SUMMARY
th
At the 70 General Service Conference, the Conference Committee on Literature requested the trustees
make available the presentation “The Big Book: Researching Issues, Possible Tools and Access”. A video of
the presentation was produced and distributed to the Fellowship with a request for feedback.
The Fellowship responded, and the following summary represents the comments received. Respondents
included individuals, groups, districts, and special events scheduled to view and discuss the video. There
were four questions asked:
•

•

•
•

Should the Trustees’ Literature Committee explore possible solutions that could help make our
message more available?
➢ Overwhelming support from respondents (79% affirmative).
If so, what additional information would be helpful to determine if additional items are needed
to increase accessibility and relatability to the A.A. program?
➢ Research on the literacy rate of the general A.A. population.
➢ Information on the cost of a plain language translation.
➢ More information on literacy needs of people in custody.
➢ A Group-type inventory with a report back to the Fellowship.
➢ Examples of outcomes from previous efforts, both good and bad.
➢ A comprehensive look at who is not here and why.
Would a translation into modern or simple language help?
➢ Support for a translation from those who submitted feedback (66%).
What tools would help others understand our program of recovery? Workbooks? Dictionaries?
➢ Footnotes in the Big Book.
➢ Conference approved Workbooks.
➢ Akron Topic Guide.
➢ Short videos.
➢ Dictionaries.
➢ Easy to read guide to the Steps.
➢ Pamphlets.
➢ Addendum on gender terms.
➢ Multi-media approach.
➢ Graphic art.
➢ Updated stories in the 5th Edition.
➢ Podcasts.

There was a consensus from the respondents that regardless to the development of additional tools or
translations the first 164 pages of the Big Book should remain unchanged. If needed, footnotes or addendums
could be added to the text, either on the specific pages referenced or in a Forward to the book. There were
several respondents who expressed they were initially opposed to any plain language translations or
workbooks, but once they learned more about the accessibility issues identified in the presentation, they
changed their opinions and were either supportive of a translation or open to the idea of a translation.
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Tools to Access the Big Book (TABB) Subcommittee
Report Submitted to Trustees Literature Committee
January 2022
The Trustees Literature Committee received 11 Proposed Agenda Items (PAI) for the 72nd General Service
Conference pertaining to translation of the book Alcoholic Anonymous into plain and simple language. While
the TLC “took no action” on these proposals, they forwarded them to the TABB Subcommittee for review and
consideration.
The TABB Subcommittee reviewed all PAIs in their entirety, including all additional background material included
with the submissions when applicable. It is not the role of the TABB Subcommittee to debate the points made by
the submitters and we will not attempt to do so in this report. But it is important to note that careful review of
each of these proposals has served to guide and inform the subcommittee, and to affirm some of the decisions
made thus far. The TABB Subcommittee wishes to express its heartfelt gratitude for these submissions. Some
examples of how, exactly, some of these concerns are being addressed are included below. Note that this is not
intended to be a direct response to each individual PAI. Rather, this is an effort to identify where there have been
specific actions taken that relate to PAIs received.
A summary of the PAIs is attached at the end of this report for your reference. The PAIs included several different
ideas. For the ease of reporting, the TABB Subcommittee has grouped them as follows:
1) Discontinue, rescind, or stop the development of a draft plain and simple language Big Book
8 of the 11 PAIs requested that the translation be discontinued, rescinded or to stop the development of a draft
version. The TABB Subcommittee felt that the Conference Literature Committee could provide direction regarding
the future of this project upon their review of the progress report.
Of note in these proposals were concerns regarding political intentions, eradication of God, and removal of all
gendered language. The TABB Subcommittee can affirm that the objective is to achieve a translation into plain
language that meets the accessibility needs of those with a 5th grade reading level. The RFI that was sent to
prospective vendors noted specifically that we are seeking “simplification of vocabulary, syntax and style to bring
it into alignment with current plain language guidelines” and that “sensitivity to A.A.-specific language will be
key”. Further it was stated that “a considerable level of collaboration and frequent communication throughout the
process will be expected”. The goal of the project was described to the prospective vendors as being that “the
final work product must be accessible to readers at a fifth-grade reading level. The translation as a whole must
capture the welcoming and inclusive spirit of Alcoholics Anonymous and inspire a sense of belonging and hope in
the alcoholic seeking help”.
It is hoped that sharing this information will address some of the concerns expressed by the submitters of these 8
PAIs. There were additional comments within some of these 8 PAIs suggesting workbooks, dictionaries, and study
guides instead. Please refer to the “workbooks and study guides” portion of this report (page 4) for information
regarding the TABB Subcommittee’s work on those topics.
The TABB Subcommittee also wishes to acknowledge that some of these submitters expressed serious concern for
the future of Alcoholics Anonymous, and the disunity that they believe having a plain and simple language Big
Book will cause.
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➢ Project approach/methods
•

Use a side-by-side format. While this format is not under consideration, the
suggestions and rationale of the submitter have been reviewed and noted.

•

Should be written by AA members. To ensure that plain language standards are
met for accessibility for those with 5th grade reading level a professional translator
method has been chosen. AA members through the Subcommittee, GSO, the
Trustees Literature Committee and ultimately the General Service Conference will
guide the process. Note: additionally, this PAI included several concerns similar to
those expressed by those requesting that we do not proceed with this project.

➢ Clarity/Communication
It is the hope of the TABB Subcommittee that this progress report, including the attached Roadmap
provide the desired clarity that the intended use/audience/scope of the translation is to meet
accessibility needs defined as a 5th grade reading level. Please refer to #1 above for further details.
Additionally, the touchpoints with the General Service Conference (GSC) are noted on the Roadmap.
Further details regarding the timeline and milestones from May 2022 onward will be made available
after the Q1 2022 General Service Board (GSB) meeting, and after the 72nd GSC and will reflect the input
of the GSC and the GSB, including the Trustees Literature Committee (TLC). Further input is needed from
the vendor, once the vendor is selected, regarding their timelines to complete the work to provide the
requested clarity. The updated Roadmap will be completed in collaboration with the GSO Publishing
Department and submitted from the TABB Subcommittee to the TLC for their Q3 2022 meeting.
SUMMARY OF PAIs
Agenda Item 36, PAI #26 Consider request that work on the plain language book, Alcoholics Anonymous
(Fourth Edition), be discontinued: The committee discussed the proposed agenda item regarding a
request that work on the plain language book, Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth Edition), be discontinued
and took no action. The committee noted that oversight of the development of the plain language book
is within the scope of the Tools for Access the Big Book (TABB) subcommittee.
The TLC requested that these observations inform a future progress report from the TABB subcommittee.
Agenda Item 38, PAI #36 Consider request that the plain language Big Book approved for development at
the 71rst GSC be produced as a "side-by-side": The committee discussed the proposed agenda item and
took no action. The committee noted that oversight of the development of the plain language of the book
is within the scope of the Tools for Access the Big Book (TABB) subcommittee.
The TLC requested that these observations inform a future progress report from the TABB subcommittee.
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Agenda Item 41, PAI #41 Consider request to cancel the publication of an English-to-English Plain
Language translation of our basic text Alcoholics Anonymous: The committee discussed the proposed
request and took no action. The committee noted that oversight of the development of the plain
language book is within the scope of the Tools for Access the Big Book (TABB) subcommittee.
The TLC requested that these observations inform a future progress report from the TABB
subcommittee.
Agenda Item 50, PAI #73 Consider request to cancel the plain language translation of the book
Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth Edition): The committee discussed the request and took no action. The
committee noted that oversight of the development of the plain language book is within the scope of
the Tools for Access the Big Book (TABB) subcommittee.
The TLC requested that these observations inform a future progress report from the TABB
subcommittee.
Agenda Item 51, PAI #74 Consider request to provide clarification on the plans to create a plain
language version of the book Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth Edition): The committee discussed the
request and took no action. The committee noted that oversight of the development of the plain
language book is within the scope of the Tools for Access the Big Book (TABB) subcommittee.
The TLC requested that these observations inform a future progress report from the TABB
subcommittee.
Agenda Item 63, PAIs #166-167-168-169-170
Consider requests to stop the development of a draft version of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth
Edition), being translated into plain and simple language: The committee discussed the requests and
took no action. The committee noted that oversight of the development of the plain language book is
within the scope of the Tools for Access the Big Book (TABB) subcommittee.
The TLC requested that these observations inform a future progress report from the TABB
subcommittee.
Agenda Item 65, PAI #176
Consider a request that the proposed plain language Big Book should be written by a member or
members of A.A.: The committee discussed the request and took no action. The committee noted that
oversight of the development of the plain language book is within the scope of the Tools for Access the
Big Book (TABB) subcommittee.
The TLC requested that these observations inform a future progress report from the Tools for Access the
Big Book (TABB) subcommittee.
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Addendum to TABB Subcommittee Report January 18, 2022
The TABB Subcommittee and members of the GSO Publishing Department met today to discuss the plain
language translation samples received from the prospective vendors and consider the selection of a
vendor. After comprehensive review and thoughtful consideration, a vendor was selected.
It is requested by the TABB Subcommittee that the Trustees Literature Committee consider making the
following examples of plain language translation available to the Conference Committee on Literature. It
should be noted that these are only examples, excerpts pulled from the initial submissions of
prospective vendors. The process will involve multiple drafts, and ongoing feedback from the GSO
Publishing Department and the TABB Subcommittee resulting in editing and revisions. None of this has
taken place with the material included here. These are raw samples from a vendor’s first attempt to
translate this text, without guidance or input.
One could question the decision to share such unrefined material with the Conference Committee on
Literature, however the rationale for offering this early material is that the TABB Subcommittee knows
that there is a high level of interest in the process for the plain and simple language translation; and that
there are those with concerns regarding the intent of this project.
It is hoped that this early transparency, and of sharing materials that have yet to even be edited, will
serve to provide the Conference Committee on Literature the opportunity to see exactly where this
project is at this point in time and offer any early feedback that they may have.
Alcoholics Anonymous (The Big Book)
Excerpt (from unedited raw sample material)
We believe, and so suggested a few years ago,
We believe that alcohol affects chronic
that the action of alcohol on these chronic
alcoholics differently than it affects average
alcoholics is the manifestation of an allergy; that
drinkers. It interacts with their bodies almost
the phenomenon of craving is limited to this class like an allergy, forcing them to behave in
and never occurs in the average temperate
unusual and unpredictable ways. The intense
drinker. These allergic types can never safely use
cravings that chronic alcoholics experience
alcohol in any form at all; and once having
almost never happen for occasional drinkers.
formed the habit and found they cannot break it, For anyone with this alcohol “allergy,”
once having lost their self-confidence, their
though, cravings may be constant and hard to
reliance upon things human, their problems pile
control. This means chronic alcoholics can
up on them and become astonishingly difficult to never safely use alcohol in any form at all.
solve.
Once they have experienced alcohol’s affects,
they will form a drinking habit quickly and
struggle to stop. They will lose selfconfidence, neglect their relationships, and
watch their problems pile up, feeling totally
unable to solve them.
Frothy emotional appeal seldom suffices.
Begging these people to stop drinking never
helps.
And it means, of course, that we are going to talk It also means that we are going to talk about God.
about God. Here difficulty arises with agnostics,
If you aren’t sure that God exists—in other words,
if you are an agnostic— this may worry you.
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Alcoholics Anonymous (The Big Book)
Our stories disclose in a general way what we used
to be like, what happened, and what we are like
now. If you have decided you want what we have
and are willing to go to any length to get it – then
you are ready to take certain steps.
Many of us exclaimed, “What an order! I can’t go
through with it.” Do not be discouraged. No one
among us has been able to maintain anything like
perfect adherence to these principles. We are not
saints. The point is we are willing to grow along
spiritual lines. The principles we have set down
are guides to progress. We claim spiritual
progress rather than spiritual perfection.
In trying to make these arrangements our actor
may sometimes be quite virtuous. He may be
kind, considerate, patient, generous; even
modest and self-sacrificing. One the other hand,
he may be mean egotistical, selfish and
dishonest. But as with most humans, he is more
likely to have varied traits.
We never apologize to anyone for depending
upon our Creator. We can laugh at those who
think that spirituality is the way of weakness.
Paradoxically, it is the way of strength. The
verdict of the ages is that faith means courage.
With few exceptions, our book thus far has
spoken of men. But what we have said applies
quite as much to women. Our activities in behalf
of women who drink are on the increase. There is
every evidence that women regain their health as
readily as men if they try our suggestions.
But for every man who drinks others are involved
– the wife who trembles in fear of the next
debauch; the mother and father who see their
son wasting away.

Excerpt (from unedited raw sample material)
Many of the stories we share in this book describe
the experiences that we had as AA’s founders.
What we used to be like, what happened, and
what we are like now. If you want what we have—
and are willing to work hard to get it—then you
are ready to get started.
If this is your first time reading through these
steps, they may seem difficult … or even
impossible. Do not be discouraged. No one has
ever carried out these steps perfectly. We are
not saints. We are simply people who are willing
to grow, both spiritually and personally. These
principles are here to guide our progress. And
our shared goal is spiritual progress, not spiritual
perfection.
And as they try their best to control all the parts
and players, they may seem kind, patient,
generous. On the other hand, they may seem
mean, selfish, and dishonest. Since they’re
human, they most likely show a mix of these
traits.
And we are not ashamed of relying on God, or of
needing God. We know that our faith and trust
isn’t a sign of weakness, it is a sign of strength.
Faith is a kind of courage, just as trusting God is a
kind of courage.
So far, this book has spoken only to alcoholics
themselves. But every person who drinks involves
other people in their alcoholism. There may be a
spouse who dreads the next drinking spree,
children who fear their drunk parents, or mothers
and fathers who see their grown children getting
sicker and sicker.
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Initial outline TABB subcommittee roadmap
To be finalized with input from GSO Publishing and Trustees Literature Committee
Note: The plain language big book is a translation process, and there are existing workflows to guide the publishing department processes. This
roadmap is intended to align the TABB subcommittee and the TLC with these processes and document any modifications deemed necessary. It is
recognized by all involved that while we can draw from prior translation experience this project has unique elements. In consideration of the
level of interest expressed by the fellowship, the subcommittee has determined that clarity regarding the process and opportunities for GSC
input are essential.
General Service Conference
Advisory Action to proceed with
a plain language translation
April 2021

Trustees Literature Committee
and GSB
Creation of a subcommittee to
support and oversee this project
August 2021

Subcommittee (TABB)

Publishing Department

Initial meeting to review scope
and discuss approach
August 16 2021

Meeting with publishing and
subcommittee to discuss and
finalize the RFI
Sept 1 2021
Sept 15 - RFI to be sent

Sept 29 Meeting (4pm EDT)
-review proposed portions of the
Big Book for sample requests
-review proposed roadmap
Oct 13 Meeting (4pm EDT)
(begin discussion on workbooks)
Oct 30 - TLC to hear report and Oct 30 - Report to TLC. To
receive proposed roadmap
include timeline and roadmap
Nov 10 Meeting (4pm EST)
Nov 10 Meeting (4pm EST)
Vendor selection - Review RFI
Vendor selection - Review RFI
responses and discuss next steps
responses and discuss next steps
Meeting with vendor

Meeting with vendor
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Jan 29 - receive report from
TABB

April 2022 review progress report
and provide input
May 2022 - TLC chair to
determine if there is a need to
form a new subcommittee

Dec 8 Meeting (4 pm EST) discuss
the report to TLC for GSC
background
Milestones TBC with Vendor
Milestones TBC with Vendor
Milestones TBC with Vendor
Milestones TBC with Vendor
Jan 29 - Report to TLC. To include Update for progress from Dec 8 present required
all information for inclusion in
72nd GSC background material
(timeline/roadmap, vendor
selection info, samples).
April 2022 Subcommittee
members to prioritize availability
for Joint Meeting if possible
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Plain and simple language Big Book project:

LITERATURE
Item K
Doc. 3

Publishing Department Update – January 2022

The Publishing department has worked closely with the TABB (Tools for Access to the
Big Book) Subcommittee to establish process and roles in this process, and continues
to follow through on what is jointly decided.
From the Publishing department: Publishing Director David R., Executive Editor Ames
S., and Managing Editor Julia D. (serving as point person with the TABB Subcommittee
of Trustees’ Literature)
Using five (5) publishing-industry plain-language translator / writer talent search
vendors, the Publishing department obtained eighteen (18) candidates, whose
credentials and previous work could be reviewed. These professionals demonstrated
experience across a wide range of subject matters, including self-help, spirituality,
health/wellness, recovery, education, government and public policy, and more.
After review and discussion, from this original candidate pool of eighteen (18), the
TABB Subcommittee and David R., Ames S., and Julia D. selected six (6) candidates.
These candidates were contracted to submit writing samples comprised of plainlanguage translations of Chapter 5 “How It Works” and other Big Book excerpts chosen
by the TABB Subcommittee. Candidates were hired on a freelance, work-for-hire basis
to complete this work by January 10, 2022. All met the assigned deadlines, and
samples were shared with TABB members.
David R., Ames S., and Julia D. reviewed all sample submissions and met with TABB
Subcommittee members and Trustees’ Literature Chair Deborah K. on January 18.

Results
At the January 18 meeting referenced above, participants selected one writer
candidate to be moved forward. Publishing has initiated discussions regarding an
interview with the writer via Zoom in early February, in efforts to contract the writer and
establish a timeline for deliverables.
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A Note on Anonymity and Confidentiality
Throughout this sensitive process, maintaining confidentiality has been an overarching
focus. Our specific and customary Assignment of Copyright (AOC) and confidentially
clauses in work-for-hire agreements have been signed by all vendors and writers.

Professional Fees
Expenses: Total expenses for the vendor talent search and for six (6) work-for-hire
agreements with writers totaled $16,800 and were invoiced against the 2021 Budget.
The approved 2021 budgeted expense for this project was $15,000. Approval for the
$1,800 project fees overage was obtained from the General Manager.

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM L: Review progress report regarding requests to develop study guide workbooks
for A.A.

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee also discussed the work done by the TABB subcommittee regarding
requests to develop study guide workbooks for A.A. The committee agreed on
requesting feedback from the Fellowship on the following options:
Option 1 – Take no action, as suggested by the 1985 advisory action which reaffirmed
previous Conference actions that there was no need for a Step study guide.
Option 2 – Turn to the Grapevine and leverage its ample archive of articles on
practicing the Steps to show variation in approach and style. Future Grapevine
podcasts could serve a supplemental role and help enrich this effort.
Option 3 – Create a General Service Conference approved study guide workbook to
aid in studying the Twelve Steps. Possibly with inclusion of the Twelve Traditions and
Twelve Concepts.
Note: Options 2 and 3 to primarily be a print-based product, with the potential of
supporting and/or companion material via digital, video, and/or podcast.
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward a progress report from the TABB
subcommittee to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature regarding requests to
develop study guide workbooks for A.A.
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the work done by the Tools for Access the Big Book (TABB)
subcommittee related to workbooks and looks forward to a progress report at the
January 2022 meeting.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the following 2021 Conference Committee on Literature
consideration:
That the development of workbooks to help study the program of Alcoholics
Anonymous, as reflected in the most current edition of the book, Alcoholics
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Anonymous, be considered and that a feasibility report be brought back to the 2022
Conference Committee on Literature.
Additionally, the committee considered the following proposed agenda items:

•
•

Consider creating an individualized workbook to accompany the Big Book
Consider the development of a contemporary and comprehensive new
workbook to study the Twelve Steps, Traditions and Concepts

The committee agreed to explore options for the potential development of a workbook
for the program of A.A.
The chair appointed a subcommittee on the development of a plain and simple
language Big Book and research of workbook development consideration to include
Carolyn W., chair, John W. and Mike L. with the following scope:

1) Research various study guide workbook tools including those from
proposed agenda items.
2) Review feedback from the Fellowship on the RIPTAB video.
3) Coordinate with the Publishing department (PD) to oversee and develop
feedback related to:
a. Topics of direction and scope as requested by PD
b. Content of RFP (desired samples)
c. Any limits to the content to be translated
d. Review of samples and PD recommended vendors
e. Other work as needed to support the PD and implementation of the
advisory action
The committee noted that the scope of the Subcommittee on The Development of the
Plain and Simple Language Big Book and Research of Workbook Development
includes two topics, one stemming from a 2021 advisory action and another from a 2021
consideration of the Conference Committee on Literature.
The committee requested that the subcommittee provide a progress report for the 2021
October meeting.
NOTE: This agenda item emerged from another agenda item which, after January
2019 until April 2021, was as follows:
*Consider if proposed agenda items for plain language, simplified language,
accessible translations and large print versions of the book Alcoholics Anonymous as
well as workbooks to help study the program of Alcoholics Anonymous can be
addressed with a common solution.
(*For reference to history and actions of the trustees and Conference Literature
committees)
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2021 Conference Advisory Action
It was recommended that a draft version of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth
Edition), be translated into plain and simple language and be developed in a way that
is accessible and relatable to as wide of an audience as possible and that a progress
report or draft be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpt from January 30, 2021, TLC Meeting Report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee continued exploring if proposed agenda items
related to the accessibility of the Big Book can be addressed with a common solution.
The committee noted that the video presentation “The Big Book: Researching Issues,
Possible Tools and Access (70th General Service Conference 2020),” which was
presented to the Conference Committee on Literature during their May 2, 2020,
agenda reduction meeting, was made available, in English, Spanish and French as
requested, with an announcement and link to the video to members of the 69th, 70th
and 71st General Service Conferences.
The committee discussed a progress report from the Subcommittee on Researching
Issues, Possible Tools and Access to the Book (2020-21 RIPTAB), Alcoholics
Anonymous. The committee noted the report’s focus on accessibility and relatability of
the book, Alcoholics Anonymous in terms of the
A.A. message reaching a wider demographic of alcoholics. The committee expressed
appreciation for the significant scope of considerations as well as the suggested
possibilities to guide ongoing discussions for moving forward.
The committee also noted the specific options outlined in the report to discuss digital
material related to the message of recovery along with the idea to develop a plain
language version of the Big Book. This idea of a new book is not meant to replace the
Big Book, rather to overcome relatability and accessibility barriers so the A.A. message
might reach more still-suffering alcoholics.
The committee agreed to forward the progress report from the Subcommittee on
“Researching Issues, Possible Tools and Access to the Book (2020-21 RIPTAB),
Alcoholics Anonymous” to the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature.
Synopsis of committee excerpts after November 2019 through October 2020:
The trustees’ Literature Committee formed subcommittees and explored the broad
scope of proposed agenda items, the issues they addressed and possible solutions as
well as existing resources related to expressed needs. The Conference Committee on
Literature supported ongoing exploration and report backs.
Excerpt from November 2, 2019, TLC Meeting Report:
The committee reviewed a request from the General Service Board chair to consider
if proposed agenda items for plain language, simplified language, accessible
translations and large print versions of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous, as well as
workbooks to help study the program of Alcoholics Anonymous, can be addressed
with a common solution.
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The committee discussed this request along with the 2019 proposed agenda item
regarding the development of a fifth-grade level translation of the book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, and the 2019 proposed agenda item requesting the development of a
workbook to accompany the book, Alcoholics Anonymous.
The chair appointed a subcommittee composed of Cathy B., chair, Jimmy D., Katie H.
and Deb K. to review previously submitted requests for literature development related
to the items included in the Board chair’s request in order assess the problems and
needs being addressed in the related requests and possible common solutions. The
subcommittee will begin by first assessing this series of requests in aggregate to
explore at a deeper level any common themes or problems to be addressed. These
findings and approach to exploring these to be brought to Conference in order to
generate a larger discussion with the membership about the underlying needs or
problems driving these requests.
The committee looks forward to a subcommittee progress report at the February 2020
meeting.
Excerpts from the January 2019 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee reviewed and tabled the request for “translating the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous into plain language – at a fifth grade or similar reading level.”
The committee suggested that the General Service Board form a committee to gather
information covering a variety of perspectives related to accessibility and other
pertinent issues in order to fully evaluate the request. The committee will continue
discussions at the July 2019 meeting.
The committee reviewed and tabled a request to create an individualized workbook to
accompany the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous. The committee suggested that this
item also be considered by the proposed General Service Board committee asked to
evaluate the request for “translating the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous into plain
language – at a fifth grade or similar reading level.” The committee will continue
discussions at the July 2019 meeting.

Background:
1. Subcommittee on Plain Language progress report (See Agenda Item K Doc.1)
2. Area 14 North Florida Proposal and Background Letter to consider an individualized
workbook to accompany the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
3. January 2021 2020-21 RIPTAB Subcommittee Progress Report
4. January 2021 General Service Board announcement with a link to the video presentation
“The Big Book: Researching Issues, Possible Tools and Access (70th General Service
Conference 2020)”
5. 9.17.19 Memo from the General Service Board Chair to the trustees’ Literature Committee
with request related to various items.

Back to Agenda
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GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
2018 NORTH FLORIDA AREA COMMITTEE 2018

A.A. – A Solution for All Generations
October 27, 2018
Joyce C.
delegate@aanorthflorida.org
Patrick C.
Conference Coordinator
General Service Office
Via email: conference@aa.org
Dear Patrick,
Warm greetings from Area 14, North Florida!
A member of our area asked me to forward this motion to be considered as an Agenda Item for the
69th General Service Conference:

MOTION: Consider an individualized workbook to accompany the Big Book.
BACKGROUND:
“I've been reading the 2018 Final Report of the GSC. I love to turn to the "Literature
Committee" first because, I believe, this is where AA's unity, growth and survival will rest for
ages to come. Long after our tongues are silenced, the written word, videos and CDs will
remain.
I was delighted to see that an update on the video on the GSO was an Advisory Action. That is
a powerful film and one I think everyone should have the opportunity to see. I see that, once
again, the subject of the Big Book comprehension difficulty came up. I'm extremely
disappointed to see that requests to do anything that would make our Big Book easier to
understand continue to be ignored.
This has been an appeal that keeps surfacing and one that I think our service structure is
failing to address properly. And so, I'm writing to you. I don't believe the fellowship as a
whole has been surveyed on this topic. The results might surprise people.
I join my fellow members who believe that we should never alter the first 164 pages of the
Big Book. However, as a retired teacher, I have wondered why AA does not consider an
individualized workbook to accompany the Big Book. A few years back, this was discussed at
an Area 14 Assembly I attended dealing solely with step 4. When I brought the idea back to
my home group, most were in favor of the idea provided it was consistent with the Big Book.
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I believe a workbook on all the steps could be developed in such a way that the words written
in the Big Book are safeguarded. A workbook that contained brief sharings from members on
their experience with a passage and space for sponsor's suggestions on taking a step would
make our message more accessible to the uneducated, illiterate and the loner. It could be tailor
suited for each individual working with a sponsor. It could allow a sponsor to do their job in
their own way and at the newcomer's pace.
A dedicated sponsor with the time to sit with a sponsee and take them through each paragraph
eliminates the need for this, of course. But the truth is, those people are rare commodities these
days. Many newcomers attend a workshop for beginners where they hear things that may or
may not be consistent with AA literature. A conference-approved workbook would be an
optional resource for those who felt they needed it. And the best part is the money would go to
AA World Services instead of an individual whose literature we are inadvertently promoting in
some
cases. We have a tradition about not doing that, I believe.
These Big Book "studies" have been developed regionally all over the place, as you know, by
many well intended people. But these in no way benefit AA monetarily, or more importantly,
keep us united and keep our message consistent with conference-approved literature. An
undertaking to develop an AA Conference Approved workbook would contribute to our
primary purpose in an unimaginable way. If done correctly, which with the grace of God can
be done, these calls from suffering alcoholics can be heard and answered.
I have been attending a Big Book study where the facilitator is using a guide to take
newcomers through the Big Book. Basically, a series of questions is asked after every
paragraph to check for comprehension. I have been amazed by the inability of many there to
grasp what was
read. Independent reading of the Big Book is not possible for them. I believe we are shirking
our responsibility in AA to fulfill our primary purpose by continually ignoring the pleas for
help with this.
Bill said that the only question we need ask ourselves regarding any service is "Is it
necessary?" Some say no. Others yes. But I don't believe the whole fellowship is even aware
of how often this subject has come up. They only hear about the requests that most balk atlike a plain language Big Book. I would love to know what the whole fellowship thinks about
a workbook.
I realize I am only one of many over AA's long history of 80 years that has brought this
subject up. I am sure that people much more qualified than I have presented this argument and
failed. But I also know that God's timing is perfect. And I'm wondering if His time for this is
now. And so, I'm writing to you anyway.”
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Yours in Service,
Joyce C.
Delegate, Area14 Panel 67
North Florida Area Conference
delegate@aanorthflorida.org
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: RIPTAB II Progress Report to Trustees’ Committee on Literature 01.11.21
With gratitude for the opportunity to continue the work of this subcommittee, this report details the
progress of our work to date during this conference-year cycle. After considerable study of all
materials and shared experience (including fellowship submitted agenda items, sharing from Trustees
Committees and GSO staff desks, letters, and sharing sessions), we find:
1) Continued review supports the observation that these agenda items and inquiries from the
fellowship relate to barriers to accessing or relating to the program of recovery contained in the text
Alcoholics Anonymous.
2) Within AA, over time the General Service Conference has directed the creation of material that is
simplified or directed to specific populations of alcoholics to improve access or relatability. A host of
additional tools, texts, and digital resources have been developed outside of A.A to this end.
3) Input from General Service Office service desks highlight the challenges that some potential and
actual members have, as well as impact on our public relations (i.e., the perception of AA amongst
the public, including professionals) that our basic text has.
4) Input from trustees’ committees also illustrate concern for reaching many still suffering alcoholics
who do not have the benefit that many in the membership do, including not only those with literacy
challenges but those who might have difficulty accessing resources to comprehend or apply the
message of Alcoholics Anonymous. This includes populations with different literacy levels and from
different linguistic or cultural backgrounds, some of whom also belong to remote or incarcerated
communities.
5) The subcommittee humbly suggests that a strategy to address these barriers is needed for
progress, as changing literacy and how people consume information changes over time. For longterm consideration, the Trustees Committee on Accessibility may wish to consider review of
materials/formats for access and relatability at regular intervals. More immediately, recent and
current agenda items might be organized and presented to the Trustees’ Literature Committee and
Conference Committee on Literature for further study using a topical organization as outlined in
Section D, or some other method of considering the thematic problems and solutions that have been
proposed.
6) The subcommittee reviewed recent and current fellowship submitted agenda items, and found
compelling strength and possibility in two approaches to impact barriers related to accessibility and
relatability. These approaches focus on the development of a) multi-media digital material and b)
plain language content. Neither of these approaches would be designed to replace or supplant the
current text Alcoholics Anonymous.
With gratitude and respectfully submitted,
the RIPTAB II subcommittee
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2020-21 Trustees’ Literature Committee (TLC)
Subcommittee on Researching Issues, Possible Tools
and Access to the Book, Alcoholics Anonymous (RIPTAB II)
Progress Report as of January 11, 2021
Subcommittee: Deborah Koltai, chair; Carolyn Barnes Walsh, Cathy Beckham, Katie Heilmann,
and Steve Smith, secretary
Meeting dates, this term:
August 21, 2020
September 16, 2020
October 15, 2020
November 5, 2020
November 12, 2020

November 23, 2020
December 7, 2020
December 14, 2020
January 7, 2021

Background: This subcommittee (RIPTAB II) was tasked with continuing the work of the 2020-21
Trustees Literature Committee, and the previous 2019-20 RIPTAB I subcommittee, to gather
information about issues related to previous and current fellowship requests regarding the
language of book Alcoholics Anonymous, also referred to as the Big Book (BB). In this report we
briefly summarize previous findings, and report the work of our subcommittee to date.
RIPTAB I (2019-2020):
The work and findings of the previous subcommittee are detailed in its February 1, 2020 Progress
Report and is reflected in the PowerPoint presentation that will be available to General Service
Conference (GSC) members as a video shortly. These materials serve as an important foundation
for following the study and findings of these subcommittees. RIPTAB I outlined the fellowship
submitted requests related to the Big Book, and history and data related to these matters, and
found two distinct themes:
● Accessibility – due to literacy level or lack of ability to adequately comprehend the message
of recovery by the individual as written in the book Alcoholics Anonymous. The
subcommittee noted that requests for simplified language and/or tools to access the book
Alcoholics Anonymous are primarily based on observations of A.A. members who are unable
to access the message of recovery in its current form. Such accessibility challenges can arise
from low literacy, English as a second language, traumatic brain injuries, or other factors.
● Relatability – changes in current language and culture (including views on modern language,
gender and religion) which hinder the individual’s ability to relate and embrace the program
as set forth in the book Alcoholics Anonymous.

2|Page
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Prior General Service Board subcommittee discussions related to similar topics were reviewed
and tended to lean away from creation of tools such as “workbooks” or “study guides”, noting
the liberty and significant variability of how people work the program of Alcoholics Anonymous.
However, there is a history of creating supplemental material, both inside and outside AA, with
the goal of facilitating understanding and application of the recovery program. The reader is
referred to SECTION B. EXISTING MATERIALS, below, as RIPTAB II has expanded on the findings
of this work.
RIPTAB I also began a study of established literacy levels to guide discussions of what language
comprehension skills a reader, the prospective alcoholic, would need to comprehend the book,
Alcoholics Anonymous. The subcommittee concluded that literacy concerns reflect potential
accessibility barriers, and learned how this can relate to factors such as education, ethnicity,
immigration status, and incarceration. Initial illustration of the percentage of US and incarcerated
populations that have a level 3 literacy was presented.
The subcommittee also considered how modernized language in terms of vernacular, as well as
considerations related to gender, faith, culture and other social factors could affect an
individual’s ability to relate to and identify with our program of recovery.
The 70th General Service Conference Committee on Literature (CCL) received the February 1,
2020 report and the PowerPoint presentation “The Big Book: Researching Issues, Possible Tools
and Access (70th GSC 2020)” on May 2, 2020 during their agenda reduction meeting. In an
additional committee consideration, the CCL asked that the TLC continue to explore this topic.
The CCL also requested that the TLC make available to the Fellowship, as soon as possible, in
Spanish, English and French, the PowerPoint presentation, noting the importance for the
Fellowship to be informed about the nature of the accessibility challenges with regard to A.A.
literature. The committee requested that a progress report be brought back to the 2021
Conference Committee on Literature. Since the 70th GSC, the requested presentation has been
recorded to video and translated into French and Spanish, and we understand that it will be
distributed to conference members soon. As this material is foundational to the work of this
subcommittee and informs these discussions, we encourage widespread distribution of that
presentation. When it is released, information about accessing the video can be obtained
through conference delegates and the GSO Literature desk.
The 2020-21 TLC convened the current RIPTAB II subcommittee to: 1) determine the specific
literacy level of the Big Book; 2) continue exploring how non-Conference approved literature is
being utilized by A.A. members to carry the message for the purpose of better addressing any
perceived gaps and their solutions at the local level for accessibility and relatability to the
program of Alcoholics Anonymous; 3) request additional input on this topic from trustees’
committees, including but not limited to Public Information, Corrections and Treatment and
3|Page
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Accessibilities committees; and 4) undertake any other areas of exploration as they become
identified. The following report reflect efforts related to this scope.
We also incorporated in our approach the 2019 request from Michele Grinberg, General Service
Board chair, that this subcommittee: 1) Identify and define the problems that these agenda items
are trying to solve; 2) Group these agenda items in some way that makes sense so that
information gathering, discussions and recommendations can evolve in a unified manner
(workbooks, plain language BB, modern language BB, simple language BB, large-print BB), and
3) Identify what further information Trustees and Conference Literature Committees might need
in order to decide on recommended agenda items that is/are best for the suffering alcoholics,
based on a fully-informed background. Michele recognized that a plan to document the full
spectrum of items and thinking would be needed, a plan to frame it for broad board and
conference level discussions, and a need to share these ideas and receive input from the
Conference Committee on Literature and General Service Conference as a whole.
We have continued this work to the best of our ability, and present our work and findings below.
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RIPTAB II (2020-2021):
A. LITERACY LEVEL OF THE BIG BOOK
We were asked to determine the literacy level of the Big Book (BB). The focus has been the study
of literacy (that is, the ability to use written information to function, achieve one’s goals, or
develop one’s knowledge) rather than reading level, as the latter does not necessitate
comprehension. Our findings are not inconsistent with and roughly parallel the patterns one
would see in examining the reading level of the BB and population statistics on reading levels,
but we have focused on the more relevant construct of literacy. The committee studied material
provided by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) for this determination, and
agreed that on average, the Big Book is written at Literacy level 3. While there are sections that
are at level 2, other sections are at 4, and on balance, most of the text appears to be written at
level 3. This level requires the reader to identify, interpret, or evaluate one or more pieces of
information contained in the text, and will require various levels of inferencing at times.
Examples of text that require considerable vocabulary, interpretation, or inferencing:
“Despite all we can say, many who are real alcoholics are not going to believe they are in that
class. By every form of self-deception and experimentation, they will try to prove themselves
exceptions to the rule, therefore nonalcoholic”. More About Alcoholism page 31.
“It is easy to let up on the spiritual program of action and rest on our laurels. We are headed for
trouble if we do, for alcohol is a subtle foe. We are not cured of alcoholism. What we really have
is a daily reprieve contingent on the maintenance of our spiritual condition.” Into Action, page 85.
As a contrast for those that may now be accustomed to the language of the Big Book is a snippet
from the Akron pamphlet mentioned above: “There is no standing still in this work. You either
forge ahead or slip backwards. Even the oldest members, the founders, learn something new
almost every day.’

The NCES has conducted and published robust national studies of the general population and
incarcerated populations from which we can learn about the various levels of literacy.
In the United State, 48% of the general
public have a reading comprehension at
Level 3.
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Among those in the general public that
did not finish high school, only 17%
have level 3 literacy skill.

Studies demonstrate that factors related to education and incarceration are related to literacy.
For instance, among incarcerated populations, 32% have this level of literacy.

Indeed, many AA members share that they initially had difficulty understanding the Big Book.
People who have overcome these challenges through working with a sponsor or other study
methods remain in the rooms to report on their success. In contrast, we cannot obtain the shared
experience of those that could not overcome the barriers who left. It may also be important to
consider that not all those with reading and literacy barriers are able to access people with more
recovery for assistance (for instance, those who are incarcerated or who live in remote
communities). For some, the task of finding or getting assistance may be daunting, or impossible.
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RIPTAB II (2020-2021):
B. EXISTING MATERIAL
As a part of our continued research to examine what materials may have in part been developed
based on need or interest, we maintained and expanded a list of books, pamphlets, and digital
products made either (1) by Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc. (AAWS) or AA Grapevine,
Inc. (AAGV), or (2) outside of Alcoholics Anonymous, (AA), that relate to challenges of accessibility
or relatability.
Review of General Service Conference (GSC) advisory actions over time indicate a recognition by
GSC of the need for accessible and relatable material, with requests for AAWS and AAGV to
produce simplified material.
AAWS pamphlets and AAGV issues
and books have been developed to
address relatability associated with
gender,
age,
spiritual,
or
ethnic/cultural identities.

Note, however, that we have little
material that reflects the actual
program of recovery, outside The
Twelve Steps Illustrated and The
Twelve
Traditions
Illustrated
pamphlets.

Interestingly, efforts to create alternative, simplified material began almost
immediately after the Big Book was published. One of the first attempts to
provide material for alcoholics who may have difficulty understanding our
basic text was requested by Dr. Bob in 1940. It was said that he felt the
language in the Big Book might be a little “high brow” for the average
alcoholic. To ensure that more people could understand the message, he
commissioned Evan W. to write a simple guide that could be given to the
newcomer. This resulted in “A Manual for Alcoholics Anonymous”.
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Then, the illustration below shows the multitude of items published by outside entities, or nonAA publications, including workbooks/study guides, tools for interpretation, audio and internet
offerings that have followed.

What others do is an outside issue. However, the concepts warn against the potential harm of
others misusing the name, Alcoholics Anonymous. Ideally, we would remain the custodians of
our recovery program. From Concept XI: [The Trustees Literature Committee] “This body is
charged with the revision of existing books and pamphlets; also with the creation of fresh
pamphlet material to meet new needs or changing conditions. Broadly speaking, its mission is to
see that an adequate and comprehensive view of A.A. in its every aspect is held up in writing to
our members, friends, and to the world at large. Our literature is a principal means by which A.A.
recovery, unity and service are facilitated. Tons of books and pamphlets are shipped each year.
The influence of this material is incalculable. To keep our literature fully abreast of our progress
is therefore an urgent and vital work. The Literature Committee constantly will have to solve new
problems of design, format and content.”
Do we remain the custodians of the message if others are providing the formats people are
seeking?
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RIPTAB II (2020-2021):
C. SHARING FROM TRUSTEES’ COMMITTEES AND GSO DESKS
RIPTAB II requested sharing from the trustees’ committees on Corrections, Public Information,
Cooperation with the Professional Community/Treatment-Accessibilities, and from staff
members responsible for the corresponding desks at the General Service Office. We offered the
following prompts for sharing:
● How has accessibility (e.g., literacy) and relatability (e.g., secular perspectives, gender
identification) impacted assignments?
● Sharing on barriers to alcoholics being referred to AA or support of their AA membership
related to the Big Book.
● Any knowledge of credibility concerns related to outdated vernacular or content in the BB?
Sharing was offered from each desk/committee and largely paralleled concerns about access and
relatability that have been expressed by the fellowship in the submitted agenda items. Some of
the sharing is excerpted below:

•

We are limited in our ability to communicate effectively with people who do not speak English well
or regularly, because “our resources are written in a language that is not simple”

•

Even when videos are subtitled, the user may not be able to read or comprehend the language. This
could be due to the user but could also be due to the complexity (e.g., historical inferences and
passages) of the language employed.

•

Certain populations, for example, autistic alcoholics, forensic psychiatric hospital patients, people
with Alzheimer’s or other dementias, often struggle with our resources.

•

People with linguistic/cultural differences (e.g., Hispanic; indigenous populations) may also have
difficulty accessing and relating to our materials.

•

We have little communication with Buddhist, Muslim or indigenous belief communities.

•

We have little communication from A.A. communities who do not have digital literacy.

•

After the GSC, many requests and offers were extended to the office, such as offers to re-write the
Big Book. People share that the content is offensive and exclusionary. Concerns are expressed that
the context is not accessible or relatable, with note for the need to modernize language to be
effective. There is a regular flow of feedback that we are falling short in regards to inclusivity.

•

There have been advisory actions (1986 and 1992) to degenderize AA literature (excepting Bill’s
writings) as items are reprinted (e.g., ‘staffing the booth’ rather than ‘manning the booth’) but
publishing and the GSC has not kept in current practices on what this means today.

•

From a PI perspective, the Big Book is almost a part of contemporary “pop culture”. While many
outside AA have heard of our basic text and the description of the alcoholic still hold true, while I
would use excerpts, the Big Book is not a tool that I would use as a calling card to the public to carry
the AA message to the media or high school settings.
9|Page
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•

We often hear concerns from members of the fellowship about the language of the Big Book: “There
is an inequality in how some members have to twist and turn to achieve identification within the first
164 pages and some members just have to do slight adjustments…”

•

From a PI perspective, “To Employers”, “To Wives”, and “The Family Afterword” may need greater
footnoting for the general public or those new to AA.

•

Perhaps a footnote in “We Agnostics” noting that “A.A. members used varying pronouns or no
pronouns to describe their HP. Those who want the shared experience of members who are Atheists
and Agnostics might find the pamphlet “The God Word” or the AAGV book “One Big Tent.”

•

From a sober meme Instagram page: “To Wives is a useless chapter”

•

An interview with Dr. Stephanie Covington, a well-known clinician, author and treatment
expert (https://www.thefix.com/content/interview-dr-stephanie-covington) offers insight into how
the language of the big book is perceived among contemporary professionals: “It is unfortunate that
the Big Book still reflects the time of its beginning/origin when women were in the minority and
literally ignored. The Big Book reflects a particular time in history”.

•

The Corrections desk receives, on average, one inquiry a week from incarcerated members asking if
there is a workbook to help them better understand and work through the Steps.

•

9.14.20 Excerpt from Corrections Correspondence letter forwarded by the Corrections Desk
“…The Big Book has so many questions and very hard to read and understand by prisoners. The reason
being the size of the book and the questions are not set right there, you have to use your head to
formulate the questions and then search for the answers, and remember not everyone in prison has a
general education degree (G.E.D.) In fact, I will use here at [this correctional facility], there is close to
four hundred (400) individuals working on getting a High School diploma or equivalent. Now consider
the AA Big Book, it close to how many pages, “many.” Someone who cannot read and properly write,
in actual sense, will need help in understanding the Steps of AA and their spiritual principles. I was in
AA for the 1 five years, I never digested anything until I sat down with an accountability brother, he
was more experienced, he had two questions and some answers. We were using the 12 in 12. Each
Step has a spiritual principle. When you pick up The 12 in 12 AA book. Open up the pages, read through
the Steps, you cannot pinpoint those spiritual principles until someone walks hand in hand with you
discuss the Steps and tells you that the first spiritual principle for AA’s Twelve Step is “honesty.” If
someone does not explain to you in a question and answer discussion, one will not readily understand
st
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the Twelve Steps themselves. That is why I was of the idea that when you need inmates like us to
understand the workings of AA, some questions will have to be developed and written in simple, plain
language, considering that not everyone in a prison setting has a general education much less an
understanding of the working of the Twelve Steps.
“Anyways, this was the little discussion in regards to the questions in the Big Book. They are good and
easy for a man like you but not for a man inside these walls, who is learning how to read and write his
name…”
Sincerely,
J.

● The average reading level of inmates is low. One study estimated 5th grade level. It is important to
differentiate between reading level and literacy level, which is also low among inmates. Literacy
encompasses all the skills needed for reading and writing including vocabulary, comprehension, and
being able to assimilate and analyze what is read. Members on the outside have easier access to
sponsors who can help them understand the Big Book.
● … those behind the walls, they do not have the ability to seek answers to their questions nor may
they have access to a sponsor who can guide their journey. Most prisons/jails may only have one
meeting a week. There may not be the opportunity to have the one-on-one with another member
to review, discuss or teach due to time/ space constraints. Significant numbers of prisons/jails have
not offered meetings since March 2020 and may not be able to do so until the pandemic if over.
● The Big Book contains some antiquated language (e.g., “whoopee parties” and a different meaning
for “brainstorm”) which can be a barrier to understanding.
● The Big Book may not be the best way to introduce inmates to A.A. Materials from Grapevine
(especially stories from the annual “Corrections” issue and an upcoming new collection of stories
from inmates) are shorter and easier to relate to.
● There is a lot of A.A. history in the Big Book, especially at the beginning with the forewords. “The
Doctor’s Opinion” may be helpful in explaining the disease concept. But they do not know who
“Bill” is and may not be able to relate to his story. Chapters like “There is a Solution” “More About
Alcoholism” and “How It Works” do better at helping them decide if they are an alcoholic and
introduce the Steps.” We may not want to change the Big Book, but we should consider history
coming after they are interested in A.A.
● Audio versions may help some, but also audio studies (in the style of the Joe & Charlie study but
updated from the 80s) might be useful.
● With the expansion of digital access, we might inquire whether audio or highlighting functions can
be utilized on the tablet.
● The medical community may approach the beginning of recovery differently (e.g., “readiness to
change” preceding the actual engagement of person in change, as observed in the first 3 steps.
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● Professionals, not acquainted with AA principles, may misunderstand anonymity with secrecy, and
may even feel that by sharing about AA with other professionals they are breaking Tradition 11.
● The courts routinely refer to AA, but most judges know little about the structure and work of AA.
● The biggest objection from people about AA is references to God, religion, or higher power. A
discussion of religion and spirituality is very foreign to many people. They just see the God word
and turn off.
● There is a disconnect between AA and the courts. The courts do not know about and are not
invested in “conference approved literature”, what edition of the Big Book is provided, or about the
service work behind our literature and services. They just don't speak the AA language. The courts
want to refer people they perceive as alcoholics or addicts to an organization which can help them
change into people who won't come back on additional criminal charges.
● Reading for pleasure has become a rare thing—so many people say they never or rarely read books.
Reading books or even pamphlets is just not the current way to reach people. Reading skills are low.
Acquiring books may be economically difficult. Books are just not where people look for either
pleasure or for information.
● I had the best results "carrying the message" as a judge when I handed out books and material I had
bought at treatment conferences from the bench. I did not realize these were not official AA books.
Things like the "EZ Big Book" were great. No way would a real Big Book appeal to this population.
The 12 Step workbooks from Hazelden were also very popular.
● I realize the Big Book has great significance to members of AA. As does the Bible to Christians. But
the Bible has been adapted to many editions which changed and simplified the Bible of even 50
years ago. It has been made accessible to children, undereducated adults, and just about any
population you can describe. It is ACCESSIBLE! I don't believe the Big Book is.
● At this point, the only publication I give away for AA to the population I work with is the Grapevine.
It is much more readable, accessible and understandable for them.
● The language of the Big Book may never be changed, but we have to find a way to create something
based on the message of the Big Book which people can relate to.

Subcommittee receipt of feedback:
The feedback largely parallels what is reflected in the requests from the agenda items. However,
we would like to highlight: 1) The frequency of complaints and concerns expressed to the office
about the inaccessibility or exclusionary nature of our writing is notable. 2) The perception of
inequality, rejection, and exclusiveness among some is palpable and incompatible with the spirit
of the 3rd tradition. It seems that our language requires access and conformity that is not
attainable by some. 3) The antiquity of some of the language can spur cultish social trends—
where knowing and understanding phrases like “salt and pepper diet” signals being ‘in the know’.
4) The use of literature that looks and reads more simply amongst professionals, and the
prevalent requests to our service desks and the GSC for accessible material to access the message
of recovery seems to reflect a widespread need. 5) Most importantly, perceived clearly from our
front facing service desks and among our professionals, as well as those working in the field,
there are barriers to understanding, relatability, and inclusion that impact our core responsibility
to help the alcoholic who still suffers.
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RIPTAB II (2020-2021):
D. FELLOWSHIP AGENDA ITEMS (RECENT)
In recent years, approximately 3-5 proposed Conference agenda items per year related to
updating or changing the Big Book or creating new material related to our basic message of
recovery are received. The increasing frequency, clarity, and overlap of these items prompted
formation of the RIPTAB subcommittees. In this cycle, we reviewed the recent and pending
agenda items pertaining to fellowship proposed agenda items that related to modifying existing
or creating new material focused on carrying the message of Alcoholics Anonymous found in our
basic text, the Big Book of AA, to help us further understand and organize this material for
consideration. Agenda items (14) with requests emanating from concerns about accessibility
and/or relatability were included:
Creating a 5th Edition
1.

That the General Service Conference consider creating a 5th Edition of the book Alcoholics
Anonymous in order to update the personal stories to better reflect our current
membership. (Disposition: Discussed at 69th GSC; did not result in an Advisory Action; DONE)

2.

Consider developing a Fifth Edition of the Big Book to aid new members with more relevant
stories by our current members today. (Disposition: Discussed at 69th GSC; did not result in
an Advisory Action; DONE)

3.

Consider creating a Fifth Edition of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous, which would include a
new concentrated section of stories comprised of individuals who got sober as young people,
meaning under the age of 25. (Disposition: Discussed at 69th GSC; did not result in an
Advisory Action; DONE)

Proposed Changes to the Big Book or 5th Edition
4.

That the Conference form a study committee to audit the first 164 pages of the Big Book with
the purpose of identifying changes that can be made to make the Big Book more reflective of
the A.A. membership composition. (Disposition: Forwarded to the 71st from the 70th GSC)

5.

Consider to allow Jewish Rabbis and Muslim leaders and Indian Ancient Vedas scholars et al
to have diverse spiritual language in the Fifth Edition Big Book rather than the current
predominantly Judeo-Christian language. (Disposition: RIPTAB)

6.

That the General Service Conference consider creating a 5th Edition of the book Alcoholics
Anonymous with the removal of the Chapters ‘To Wives’, ‘The Family Afterward’, and ‘To
Employers’. (Disposition: RIPTAB)

7.

That the words of the opposite sex be removed from the paragraph in Chapter 12 of the
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions which currently reads: “Nearly every sound human being
experiences, at some time in life, a compelling desire to find a mate of the opposite sex with
whom…” (Disposition: Forwarded to the 71st from the 70th GSC)

8.

*Consider a proposed addendum to a Fifth Edition forward, of the book Alcoholics
Anonymous, at the time it is published. The addendum of gender terms is written with the
intent that all who are seeking answers (help) for a drinking problem are encouraged to give
Alcoholics Anonymous a try. (Disposition: Forwarded to 70 GSC and now to 71st GSC)
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Development of Interpretive Tools
Consider a motion that Alcoholics Anonymous create an approved A.A. dictionary to
compliment the Big Book. (Disposition: RIPTAB)

9.

Proposed Workbooks or Study Guides
10.

Consider the development of a contemporary and comprehensive new work book to study
the Twelve Steps, Traditions, and Concepts. (Disposition: Sent to RIPTAB Nov. 2019)

11.

Consider an individualized workbook to accompany the Big Book. (Disposition: Sent to
RIPTAB)

12.

Request to develop a simplified language workbook for the Steps. (Disposition: RIPTAB)

New Material, presenting the Program of Recovery in Plain Language or Digital Formats
13.

*That the General Service Conference consider presenting the A.A. program of recovery as
outlined in the book Alcoholics Anonymous in a digital format, (such as but not limited to
podcasts), to be made available online, in accordance with all AA Traditions. (Disposition:
RIPTAB)

14.

*Consider translating the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous into plain language – at a fifth
grade or similar reading level. (Disposition: Sent to RIPTAB)

For each item, we reviewed the submitted item and its background. Agenda items loosely fell
into requests for a Fifth Edition BB, requests for plain language or digital material reflecting the
message of recovery, and requests for workbooks or study guides. Some of these had been
recently deliberated and disposed of by a recent GSC, but some are pending review. For each
item we considered whether or not the item might address the issues that arose as driving these
requests, as the proposed solutions varied in their focus and reach:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Literacy
Other access barriers
Gender
Secular
Modern vernacular (linguistic); cultural references
Professional content or audience impact

In addition to considering whether the proposed item addressed one or more of the expressed
challenges, we discussed some of the possible advantages and disadvantages of these
approaches. Without taking a position on each of these items and without overstepping the
requested input from this committee, we offer the following observations on these ideas that
have been offered from the Fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous.
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RIPTAB II (2020-2021):
E. RIPTAB II CONCLUSIONS
1. It is our impression, based on reviewing agenda items, appreciating the disposition of
previously considered items, and importantly, listening to discussion at several and
geographically diverse workshops and sharing session, that the fellowship does not have an
appetite for full revision of the Big Book. There exists a strong sentiment and love for the
original language of the book, which understandably develops with the experience of this
text being associated with successful recovery. For some, the idea of changing the text
appears almost threatening, while others are concerned that changes to the text used would
fundamentally alter the recovery program itself. Collectively, we do not believe that at the
present time the fellowship would support the revision of our basic text.
2. Regardless of any new material that may be developed independent of the Big Book, there
are many requests for the 5th edition to move forward. When it does, it is our impression
that it would be prudent to use footnotes, forwards, and appendices to acknowledge its
historical context, potentially inaccurate or offensive characterizations. Here we ask the
reader to think about material that is dated in its reflection of current statutes, policy and
family roles. As an example, in current times human resource (HR) guidance and
state/federal law dictate the handling of the alcoholic and his/her alcoholism as a disability;
protocol in these matters may differ from the advice stated in ‘To Employers’. Likewise, the
‘Family Afterward’ does not reflect the current variety of roles of spousal relationships.
Footnotes, forwards, and appendices may serve to help contextualize some of these
divergences from current language and practice.
3. Some agenda items or discussion have raised the possibility of using literacy aids or tools to
help people with lower literacy better understand the material. Such suggestions include
dictionaries, encyclopedias, or text with annotations (explanations) on the side. It is our
impression that these are tools that are more likely to be utilized by people with strong
exposure to such aids through education, tutoring, or other support, and that they may be
foreign or awkward for many who are literacy challenged. As such, while they may benefit a
few, we do not believe that such tools will uniformly and effectively help those who most
need assistance to access the written message.
4. Collectively, the background information found in the agenda items, the sharing from desks
and committees, and from the fellowship suggest that:
a. There is a strong commitment to not eliminate or alter the fundamental principles and
actions suggested in our program of recovery as laid out in the Big Book. Any work
related to accessibility, whether by addition of footnotes-forwards-appendices or
development of new material, should take painstaking care to not fundamentally
eliminate or shift the basic tenants of the recovery program.
b. Sharing from those that overcame literacy barriers is passionate and inspiring.
However, at times it reflects limited awareness that the resources that were used to
overcome literacy barriers are not available to many. As an example, access to a
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sponsor or person with time to help define words or concepts in the Big Book can be
limited in prison settings, some treatment or living facilities, and in remote
communities. The voices of these people may not be clearly appreciated, frankly,
because they likely did not stay.
c. It is prudent to consider these discussions in light of Tradition Three, where no
additional requirement other than a desire to stay sober, is required for membership
in Alcoholics Anonymous. Some shared alarm that there are additional requirements,
whereby the alcoholic is to have a certain level of literacy, or the where-with-all to
secure assistance or willingness to suffer humiliation. We are particularly concerned
when this is justified with the idea that an alcoholic’s desperation will motivate them.
d. We have become aware that the accessibility of our message has public relations
impact.
5. We would like to humbly suggest that the work of RIPTAB is one that requires ongoing
consideration and renewed strategy. To this end we suggest two strategy considerations:
a. We suggest that it would be prudent for the TLC to review the agenda items not yet
considered, along with any related agenda items and background, to progress their
disposition. In keeping with the strategy suggestion from the GSB chair in 2019, TLC may
consider presentation of items with similar themes together to facilitate efficiency by
the Conference Literature Committee. The organization presented in Section D is an
illustration of such topical presentation, with groupings of requests related to: Creating
a 5th Edition; Proposed Changes to the Big Book or 5th Edition; Development of
Interpretive Tools; Proposed Workbooks or Study Guides; New Material, presenting the
Program of Recovery in Plain Language or Digital Formats.
b. Issues related to accessibility and relatability will change over time, as literacy levels
change, learning approaches evolve, and methods of how people consume information
change. Now in 2020 communication reflects multi-media access and preferences
which include the written word, audio word, graphic illustrations, and video content. It
is reasonable to expect that how individuals engage and learn will continue to evolve.
As we continually seek to be maximally effective in our primary purpose of helping the
still suffering alcoholic, ongoing interval review of the accessibility and relatability of
content might be achieved through the trustees’ Committee on Accessibility, and
supported by the Communication Services and Publishing Departments.
6. Of the many potential solutions to the accessibility and relatability agenda items in recent
years, RIPTAB II found compelling strength and possibility in two agenda item approaches
that appear promising in their potential reach while maintaining the integrity of the
message. Here we share some comments to illustrate why we feel that further study is
warranted. If prudent, the trustees’ Committee on Literature might request input from the
Conference Committee on Literature and the AA Fellowship on these approaches, submitted
by the Fellowship across numerous agenda items.
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a. Development of digital material related to the message of recovery (#13 above; agenda
item currently in TLC). This agenda item proposed development of multi-media
platforms to share historical and current perspectives related to BB content. This digital
content would not be intended to replace or translate the Big Book, but rather to
supplement access to the message through a multi-media platform. Such projects
might include visual/video interviews; podcasts; graphic illustrations or animation. In
considering such dynamic material, it was thought that such a project might be best
curated through the AAGV, but with the GSC providing guidance, structure, and vision.
By seating the project in the AAGV, dynamic and ongoing content could be accessed
from historical material and created via avenues already piloted in some manner
(submissions, review, archiving). We recognize that the GSC and GSB would need to
authorize and direct such a novel AAGV endeavor.
b. The Fellowship has repeatedly indicated a desire or need for a new plain language
written book, not meant to replace the big book but instead to break through access
and relatability barriers. Persistent and widespread need appears to be demonstrated.
Such a plain text is conceptualized as an entirely new item, rather than a replacement,
designed to be relatable and understandable at very basic literacy levels. Formats that
could be considered:
i. Simple plain text content reflecting the Big Book text, a plain language reader.
ii. Workbook format: Brief introductions, sharing on each principle and questions
to prompt self-examination and/or work with a sponsor. Example: Reaching for
Personal Freedom, Al-anon’s workbook for steps, traditions, and concepts.
iii. Study Guide format: In depth chapters on each step, tradition, and concept, with
sharing and questions at the end of each. Example: Pathways to Recovery.
Fundamentally, the format is secondary to the idea that there is value to using plain
language for comprehension and relatability. If shared experience is included, it should
be illustrative rather than directive in nature. Our pamphlets do just this, editorial
content is supplemented by examples or illustrations of the concepts. Such a plain
language reader could be formatted similarly (like a giant pamphlet with a hardcover).
As noted, neither of these approaches, or any other, should be designed to replace or
supplant the current basic text, Alcoholics Anonymous. Instead, this content would be
designed to introduce those who cannot access the message in its current form to the
program of recovery. It is critical to note that our existing supplemental pamphlets, booklets,
and books have not deterred individuals from pursuing study of our basic text when they are
able, and that such material can be carefully created to effectively reach the still suffering
alcoholic without compromising the fundamental message of Alcoholics Anonymous.
We close with gratitude for the opportunity to study this matter, respect for the challenges of all
who need AA and those who thrive in sobriety, and humility related to the work needed to
simultaneously create access while preserving the AA program.
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LITERATURE
Item L
Doc. 4

The Big Book
Researching Issues, Possible Tools and Access
70th General Service Conference 2020

This presentation was created by the Trustees’ Literature Subcommittee formed
to research issues, possible tools and access to the Big Book of Alcoholics
Anonymous.
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Our Big Book – Carrying the Message
Our goal is to present information
from various perspectives in
relation to the increasing requests
surrounding the Big Book of
Alcoholics Anonymous.

This subcommittee was formed in response to a request from the Chair of the
General Service Board who has acknowledged the rising number of agenda items
from the fellowship regarding access to the Big Book.

What has happened when most of these items are presented is that people
automatically think others are “trying to change our Big Book”. Understandably,
that notion raises the blood pressure of many of us who have found hope in those
pages.

The goal of this subcommittee has been to initiate a broader discussion from a
simple “yes” or “no” option. We don’t expect an answer or total resolution today.
Our job is to give all of you enough information to have an informed discussion –
not about changing the Big Book – but about what is driving all these requests, is
there an underlying problem and if so, is there is a common solution that needs to
be addressed.
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Topics That Were Researched
• Intent and driving forces of
current motions
• Original purpose of the Big Book
• History of agenda items
• Literacy/reading level
• Societal changes
• What’s been done to address
accessibility/relatability
challenges

In order to better understand what’s going on, the committee researched various
topics. We went back to some of the individuals who had submitted motions to
gain a deeper understanding of the factors that brought the motion to conference.
Also, the original purpose of the Big Book was discussed along with a history of
agenda items pertaining to making it easier access the Big Book and our program
by the still suffering alcoholic.

A common theme from these conversations was the inability of some to identify
with our message. To better understand why some people are having trouble, we
reviewed literacy levels along with reading levels. Then sought to apply the literacy
criteria to the Big Book in order to approximate who can both read AND
understand the text. Because there is a huge difference in reading the words on a
page and being able to apply the meaning to our own lives.

Along with the accessibility issue, the committee noted a second driving force –
relatability. Our program of recovery depends on the alcoholic being able to self
identify. We gathered materials to help determine how our Big Book is meeting
that task today.
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The concerns about our literature aren’t new and don’t just involve the Big Book. To round
out our review, the committee looked at what's been published so far to help people better
understand and relate to the program, including both conference and non-conference
approved materials.

I want to emphasize; this presentation isn’t about changing the Big Book and we aren’t
presenting any answers. We aren’t even sure the fellowship thinks there is a problem.
That’s where you come in. Please allow us to share what we have found, and then it will be
your turn to join in the conversation.
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Original Purpose of the Big Book
• “To show other alcoholics precisely how we have recovered is the
main purpose of this book.” BB, Forward to First Edition, pg. xiii
• “Lack of power, that was our dilemma…. But where and how
were we to find this Power? … that’s exactly what this book is
about.” BB, We Agnostics, pg. 95
• “After reading this book, a junior executive can go to such a man
and say approximately this, ‘Look here, Ed. Do you want to stop
drinking or not?” BB, To Employers, pg. 147
• “Our hope is that when this chip of a book is launched on the
world tide of alcoholism, defeated drinkers will seize upon it, to
follow its suggestions.” BB, A Vision For You, pg. 153

Let’s look first at the original purpose of the Big Book published in 1939. Our early
members wanting to share their success with the world, wrote down their
experience and suggestions for recovery.

While the book is an essential tool for working the steps with a sponsor, Bill and
other’s writings show it was also meant to be read by that hopeless drunk, alone
and looking for an answer to escape from their alcoholic hell.

One quote from We Agnostics begins:

“Lack of power, that was our dilemma. We had to find a power by which we
could live, and it had to be a Power greater than ourselves. Obviously. But
where and how were we to find this Power? Well, that’s exactly what this
book is about. Its main object is to enable you to find a Power greater than
yourself which will solve your problem.” (BB, We Agnostics, pg. 45)

This passage really sums up our program, first to identify the problem – lack
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of power – and follow it up with the solution – find a higher power. I understand
that completely. However, I can read at a level that allows me to comprehend most
of the words found in the Big Book. And those I don’t, I can look up and then
understand the definition for those words or phases. That isn’t true for everyone.
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From Language of the Heart
“Our next great adventure in communication was the
book Alcoholics Anonymous. After four strenuous years,
we had produced here small groups and less than a
hundred recoveries. We knew we could communicate
face-to-face. But it was very slow going. As we prepared
the book, we all wondered, ‘Could the written word
carry the message?’ Could the book speak the
language of the heart to the drunk who read it? We
didn’t know; we simply hoped. But now we do know.”
LOH, The Language Of The Heart, pg. 247

Bill wrote in The Language of the Heart about expanding their ability to
communicate by writing a book about the still small fellowship’s story of recovery.
“Could the written word carry the message?’ Could the book speak the language
of the heart to the drunk who read it? “

Identification is primary to our attraction of those searching for a solution. When I
got sober, I had to be able to see myself in the words, in the stories written down
by our founders and other sober members of this fellowship. That is the language
of the heart, the language that caught my bleary-eyed attention and planted the
seed of hope.
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From Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of Age
“The Cleveland pioneers had proved three essential things:
the value of personal sponsorship; the worth of the AA
book in indoctrinating newcomers, and finally the
tremendous fact that AA, when the word really got
around, could now soundly grow to great size.”
AACOA, When AA Came of Age, pg. 22

In Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of Age, Bill writes that the new book can help
indoctrinate newcomers. To me, it’s the idea that the book is a tool which could
help introduce me to the program. But if I needed to look up the word,
“indoctrinate” one meaning is to brainwash – to force someone to accept a
particular set of beliefs by repeating the same idea many times so the individual
cannot think in an independent way.

Here we have an example of what can happen if one simply reads the words and
can’t interpret other meanings based on the context of the surrounding text. Later
in this presentation we’ll discuss the difference between reading level and literacy
level. This is a good example of how those with a low literacy level who need to
look up words, especially those that may not be in common use, may get the
wrong message.
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Reasons for Big Book Second Edition
“To bring the story section up-to-date, to portray more adequately a
cross section of those who have found help…. Since the audience for
the book is likely to be newcomers, anything from the point of view
of content or style that might offend or alienate those who are not
familiar with the program should be carefully eliminated.”
Archives Letter from Bill W.

In this quote from Bill’s notes for the Second Edition. (See Box 459 Oct/Nov 1997)
he states that the main purpose of the revision was “to bring the story section upto-date, to portray more adequately a cross section of those who have found
help. The audience for the book is people who are coming to Alcoholics
Anonymous now. Those who are here have already heard our stories. Since the
audience for the book is likely to be newcomers, anything from the point of view
of content or style that might offend or alienate those who are not familiar with
the program should be carefully eliminated.”

In Bill W.’s writings, he consistently recognizes the need to grow and change with
the times. Have we listened?
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Agenda Items and the Big Book
Current items regarding access to the Big Book include:
• Consider translating the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous into plain language – at a
fifth grade or similar reading level.
• Consider creating an individualized workbook to accompany the Big Book.
• Consider the development of a contemporary and comprehensive new workbook to
study the Twelve Steps, Traditions, and Concepts.
• Consider an audit of the first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous.

The increasing number of motions from the fellowship that relate to accessibility
and relatability all try to lower the barriers to recovery through the 12 steps. Some
want a Big Book in simpler language, others request workbooks or guides to help
members and potential members understand the “how-to” of recovery.

Any time there has been a discussion of changing the Big Book or generating aids
to help understand the Big Book, the discussions can get both emotional and
inspiring. We hear testimonials of those who struggled not being able to read, of
being embarrassed to ask for help, but overcoming these obstacles and finding a
sobriety that changed their life.

In just about any meeting room you can recognize the miracle of recovery that
occurs, and it is especially moving when the individual has had to humble
themselves, ask for help and work diligently just to be able to grasp, to identify and
then to apply our program in their everyday lives.
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Agenda Items For a 5th Edition of the Big Book
• Consider a proposed addendum to a Fifth Edition forward, of the book Alcoholics
Anonymous, at the time it is published. The addendum of gender terms is written
with the intent that all who are seeking answers (help) for a drinking problem are
encouraged to give Alcoholics Anonymous a try.
• That the General Service Conference consider creating a 5th Edition of the book
Alcoholics Anonymous with the removal of the Chapters ‘To Wives’, ‘The Family
Afterward’, and ‘To Employers’.
• Consider developing a Fifth Edition of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous, with updated
stories and revisions to Appendices III and V

Often motions to create a 5th edition, come with requests to update the stories to
better reflect the world today. Or to take out the parts of the book which may
sound dated to make the Big Book more relatable.

Talk of changing the Big Book upsets a lot of people and rightly so. We who are in
the rooms, sober and serene (most of the time), don’t want to see what got us
here – the program as it’s laid out in the Big Book – changed. This was our path to
freedom. But what of those who couldn’t see the path because they couldn’t
read? Maybe there wasn’t anyone who could help them understand the words,
such as our members in prisons or remote areas with very few active members.

In another life I wrote training programs for bus operators. There were a ton of
instructional programs for driving cars, but not so many specific to bus operators.
While the skills are similar, if the narrator was talking about driving a car, the bus
driver would often not even listen to the what was being conveyed. These
individuals didn’t relate to the information because they felt their jobs were quite
different. They didn’t “identify” as the driver of a car because they drove buses and the “message” was lost.
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As culture and language have changed, there are people who pick up the Big Book and are
turned away by the old-style, sometimes sexist language or the Christian leaning text.
Fortunately, I was desperate enough to see past that. Not on my first or second attempt at
sobriety, but eventually, desperation gave me an open mind. The reality is that some people
die or fail to recover because they have a glaring character defect of being closed minded in
some areas of their life. They can’t get past the wrapping to find the present inside.
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Relatability to the Big Book

Gender
Neutral
Modernization
of Language

Religion
Differences

Another relatability factor is due to the changes in language that have occurred. In
the 1930’s, gender roles were more rigidly defined. Christianity was the prevalent
religion and these realities were expressed in our Big Book.
How many of us struggled with the idea that we could find our own Higher Power,
because the text was greatly influenced by our founder's own religion? Phases
from How It Works like “Remember that we deal with alcohol– cunning, baffling,
powerful! Without help it is too much for us. But there is One who has all power–
that One is God. May you find Him now! This passage is read at the opening of
many meetings. Would it be that far-fetched to think a newcomer might conclude
AA was a Christian organization?
Gender terms have evolved tremendously especially in the last 10 years. What
started as LGB is now LGBTQ and growing. To get sober, I had to look for the
similarities and pay less attention to the differences. However, gender terms
matter to many which is evidenced by the number of motions that have been
submitted to change the A.A. preamble. Some what to shorten it to “We are a
fellowship”. Others want to change men and women to people. These requests
are coming from the fellowship, from our groups in response to what they are
seeing on the front lines of 12th step work.
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Accessibility to the Big Book
• Education
• Incarceration
• Race & ethnicity
• Reading disabilities
• English first language
• Brain injuries or other processing disabilities

Let’s look at some factors that can influence accessibility to the Big Book. These
include how much education a person has or if they have a reading disability like
dyslexia, ADHD or a language processing disorder.
Ethnicity can factor in, especially when English is not a person’s native language.
We often consider an individual’s reading level to evaluate whether they can study
the Big Book. However, a better gauge is someone’s literacy level. These terms
are not synonymous. People who are considered literate aren’t just good readers;
they can form meaning from text, think critically about their situation and apply
their comprehension of the text.
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There are established levels of literacy (shown on this slide) that can help
determine whether individuals will have difficulty reading AND
comprehending A.A.’s message of recovery found in the Big Book.
Using these descriptions, the Big Book generally falls around a Level 3. Which
means the reader will need to be able to arrive at a conclusion or decision by
reasoning rather than having explicit statements. In A.A. terms that would be to
read and translate it into actionable or thought-changing ideas.
Let’s look at a couple of examples.
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Level 3

"Despite all we can say, many who are
real alcoholics are not going to believe
they are in that class. By every form of
self-deception and experimentation, they
will try to prove themselves exceptions to
the rule, therefore nonalcoholic".
More About Alcoholism page 31

There are two main "tasks" for the alcoholic reading the Big Book. The first
is to identify with the stories, the way of thinking that is apparent in
alcoholics, to recognize themselves in the examples. The second is to put
the program as it’s laid out -- to use. The Big Book for these two tasks
vacillates between Level 2 and Level 4 - but for the most part it’s a solid
Level 3.
In this example the reader needs to identify – am I a real alcoholic? Then,
evaluate if they are deceiving themselves and what behaviors support that
conclusion. Are they in denial?
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Level 3-4

"The best reason first: If we skip this vital step,
we may not overcome drinking. Time after
time newcomers have tried to keep to
themselves certain facts about their lives.
Trying to avoid this humbling experience, they
have turned to easier methods. Almost
invariably they got drunk."
Into Action page 72

For understanding how to bring our program into our lives, the Big Book is a
solid level 3 and sometimes a level 4. In this example the reader needs to
pick out the reason and conclude that this is the way to stay sober. We
have to be humbled, be willing to look at ourselves honestly – which I would
venture to say was not always easy for many of us!
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Level 4

"It is easy to let up on the spiritual program of
action and rest on our laurels. We are headed
for trouble if we do, for alcohol is a subtle foe.
We are not cured of alcoholism. What we
really have is a daily reprieve contingent on the
maintenance of our spiritual condition."
Into Action page 85

Here is an example which requires the ability to apply background knowledge as
well as interpret or evaluate subtle truth claims or arguments – which brings it up
to a level 4. If we rest on our laurels, the subtle foe of alcoholism will win out. We
get a daily reprieve contingent on the maintenance of our spiritual condition.
I love those words. They give me solid direction that I need to be persistent in my
recovery and not complacent. For others, the words and phases may be difficult to
parse out the meaning.
With an average level 3 rating, what does that look like in terms of people who can
read and understand the Big Book?
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Literacy level of 3 or above, general US 48%

In general, across the United States a little under half the people can read at a level
3 literacy or above.
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Literacy level of 3 or above, college US 74%

If we look at college graduates in the United States, that number goes up to all
most three quarters of the people.
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Literacy level of 3 or above, < high school US 17%

When we consider the other side of the educational spectrum, those with less than
a high school diploma, only 17% of these individuals can read AND understand the
program as it’s laid out in the Big Book. That’s less than 1/5th of the people
without a high school diploma.
What about another group in our membership? Those members who are
incarcerated, how do they fare?
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Looking at the prison population, across the educational spectrum – the alcoholic
in prison will be less likely than the general population to access the program’s
message of recovery in the Big Book.
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Easier to Access Literature

Recognizing the fact that many people may have difficulty reading, the fellowship
has requested pamphlets and other materials. Examples would be the comic book
style directed at young people and easy-to-read versions such as the steps,
traditions and concepts illustrated.
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Relatability Literature

A.A. pamphlets that address the relatability factor have also driven conference
motions. These include pamphlets directed at those who are atheist and agnostic,
women and other cultures.
In addition, the A.A. Grapevine is often noted as carrying our message using
modern language and acknowledging various populations such as LGBTQ, our
members behind bars, and African American Alcoholics.
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A history of tools made by others

1940

1946

1998

2000

Outside of A.A. and the Grapevine, other publishers have stepped in to provide
simple language versions or modern language that degenderize or secularize the
text.
Workbooks and step guides are offered that include worksheets or are focused on
populations like women or young people. Many use these alternative materials to
study our program. The big question is, how well do these documents explain the
program and principles of Alcoholics Anonymous?
The first such tool were a set of pamphlets known as the Akron pamphlets which
were actually requested by Dr. Bob. The first was called “A Manual for Alcoholics
Anonymous”. It is said that Dr. Bob felt that the language in the Big Book might be
a little “high brow” for the average alcoholic. To ensure that more people could
understand our message, he commissioned Evan W. to write a simpler guide that
groups could give to the newcomer.
The Forward to the pamphlet states “This booklet is intended to be a practical
guide for new members and sponsors of new members of Alcoholics Anonymous”.
Basically a tool to help both sponsors and sponsees navigate the Big Book.
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Founders’ Recognition
“We merely use the masculine
pronouns ‘he’ and ‘him’ for
convenience. We fully realize
that alcohol shows no
partiality…. Every word in this
booklet applies to women as
well as men.”

It’s interesting that there was a passage to the “ladies” in that first Akron pamphlet
which compares to current addendums to our Big Book that explain any outdated
language. The note states in part “We merely use the masculine pronouns “he”
and “him” for convenience. We fully realize that alcohol shows no partiality.” And
then goes on to say “Every word in this booklet applies to women as well as men.”
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Founders’ Foresight
We live in an era of change. Our Twelve Steps probably won’t change; the Traditions, not at all likely. But
our manner of communication, our manner of
organizing ourselves for function, for service —— let
us hope that this goes on changing for the better, forever. There is a very natural resistance that we have
toward change. We are apt to say ‘Well, it worked
very well the way it was. Why Change?’
But, after all, we have undertaken several
tremendous changes.

Bill Wilson in his 1960 address to the General Service
Conference on page 104 of Our Great Responsibility

Our founders have been credited with great foresight. They recognized the nature
of the alcoholic and wrote a text that would best speak to the still suffering
individual at that time in history.
Let me end this presentation with a quote from one of Bill’s Conference talks when
he notes “We live in an era of change. Our Twelve Steps probably won’t

change; the Traditions, not at all likely. But our manner of communication,
our manner of organizing ourselves for function, for service —— let us hope
that this goes on changing for the better, forever. There is a very natural
resistance that we have toward change. We are apt to say ‘Well, it worked
very well the way it was. Why Change?’”
Now it’s up to you, the fellowship to answer that question, why change?
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Questions:
• Should the Trustees’ Literature Committee explore possible solutions that
could help make our message more available?
• If so, what additional information would be helpful to determine if
additional items are needed to increase accessibility and relatability to the
A.A. program?
• Would a translation into modern or simple language help?
• What tools would help others understand our program of recovery?
Workbooks? Dictionaries?

Questions for your committee to consider:

• Should the Trustees’ Literature
Committee explore possible solutions
that could help make our message more
available?
• If so, what other information would be
helpful to determine if additional items
are needed to increase accessibility and
relatability to the A.A. program?
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• Would a translation into modern or simple
language help?
• What tools would help others understand
our program of recovery? Workbooks?
Dictionaries?
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Thank You
For your service and support in and of A.A.

Thank you for giving us this time to share with you some of our research and
discussions. We hope it has been helpful and will initiate a larger conversation
about this topic.
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LITERATURE
Item L
Doc. 5

9.17.19 Memo from the General Service Board Chair to the trustees’ Literature Committee with
request related to various items

To: Beau B., chair, and committee members cc: Greg T., GM
From: Michele G., Chair GSB
Date: September 17, 2019
Re:

The Big Book and contemporary readership

I have spent a long time thinking about the agenda items that continue to pop up about
translating the Big Book into contemporary or simpler language, and the idea of a
workbook. Each year, it seems like there is not enough background for a fully-informed
discussion beyond the anecdotes. People, both at the trustee level and at Conference,
are forced into taking hard stands that the agenda item is either yes or no. It seems to me
that the decisions are based on emotions rather than a fully-informed decision.
I would like to request this trustees’ Literature Committee think more in terms of
gathering objective information and engaging in a dialog with the Conference committee.
Below are the current agenda items and items from January 2019 which were tabled in
committee. I would ask the committee to undertake the following tasks:
•
•

•

Identify and define the problem(s) that these agenda items are trying to solve.
Group these agenda items in some way that makes sense to you so that
information gathering, discussions and recommendations can evolve in a unified
manner:
o Workbooks
o Plain language Big Book
o Modern language Big Book
o Simple language Big Book
o Large-print Big Book
Identify what further information your trustees committee and the Conference
Literature Committee might need in order to decide on a recommended agenda
item(s) that is/are best for the suffering alcoholics out there, based on a fullyinformed background.
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Decide on a plan to capture and document a full spectrum of relevant thinking on
this topic, and how to frame it for a broader discussion both at the Board level and
the conference level.
● Decide how to share your plan and what input you would seek from the
conference literature committee and if appropriate the Conference as a whole.
I do not see any hurry here. I am not asking you to come up with agenda items. I am
looking to you for a plan to engage the Conference in thoughtful and more fully-informed
sharing. My hope is you might ask the Conference for their input to be sent back to next
year’s Literature Committee.
●

In the course of your plan development, I’d like some consideration about what we might
do about the existing agenda items rather than simply sending them along for a “yes or no”
vote at Conference.
Notes:
Submissions currently pending
1) Consider translating the book, Alcoholics Anonymous into plain language – at a
fifth grade or similar reading level. (Submitted by Area 08 San Diego Imperial)
2) Consider creating an individualized workbook to accompany the Big Book.
(Submitted by Area 14 North Florida)
Additional item to possibly include on this list (this was originally tabled in Jan 19)
3) Consider the development of a contemporary and comprehensive new
workbook to study the Twelve Steps, Traditions, and Concepts. (Submitted by
Area 71 Virginia)
.

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM M: Review progress report regarding development of a draft Fifth

Edition of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous.

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee agreed to forward a progress report to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Literature regarding development of a draft Fifth Edition of the book
Alcoholics Anonymous.
The committee received a verbal update from the subcommittee chair regarding the
call for stories and the discussions underway to include a website submission
process. The committee agreed to the following:
1- The report entitled “The Big Book and the General Service Conference” be
included as background material with all future work on the Fifth Edition of
the Big Book.
2- The Subcommittee for the Fifth Edition Big Book Historical Background Notes
be included as background material with all future work on the Fifth Edition of
the Big Book.
3- The talk "On AA Principles by David E." be included as background material
with all future work on the fifth Edition of the Big Book.
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature
a recommendation that stories from the Fourth Edition book Alcoholics Anonymous
which are not included in the Fifth Edition book Alcoholics Anonymous be added to
the book Experience, Strength and Hope at its next printing following the publication
of the Fifth Edition book Alcoholics Anonymous.
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the work of the subcommittee, including the preliminary
timeline that is being developed by the subcommittee.
In anticipation of the call out for stories, the committee requested that the secretary
seek input from the Grapevine editor on ways to use online and audio story
submissions forms.
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Excerpt from the July 1, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 advisory action to develop a draft Fifth Edition
of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous.
The chair appointed a subcommittee on development of a draft Fifth Edition Big
Book, Alcoholics Anonymous to include Beau B., chair; Katie H., Cindy F., and
Marita R. with the following scope:
1. Assure adherence to previous advisory actions limiting changes to specific
content
2. Foster widespread discussion and solicit input as needed to define themes
for sections of stories to create balanced and relatable set of stories.
3. Review editorial elements of the draft version of the Fifth Edition are under
the purview of the Publishing department, including a new foreword and an
updated preface.
4. Develop a plan to understand and execute updates to expand on existing
ideas in Appendices III and V as requested by the 71st CCL.
5. Develop a plan to oversee a broad process of solicitation of stories.
6. Other work as needed related to optimizing the development of the draft
version of the Fifth Edition Big Book.

The committee requested that the subcommittee provide a progress report at the
October 2021 meeting.
2021 General Service Conference Advisory Actions
It was recommended that a Fifth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, be
developed, including an update of stories to better reflect current membership,
keeping in mind the 1995 Advisory Action that: “The first 164 pages of the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s
Nightmare,’ and the Appendices remain as is,” and that a progress report be brought
back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
It was recommended that pending its development, the draft Fifth Edition of the Big
Book would include a new foreword, an updated preface and updates to expand on
existing ideas in Appendices III and V.

2021 Conference Committee on Literature considerations:
The committee considered a request to revise the book, Alcoholics Anonymous, by
adding text from the pamphlet, “The A.A. Group… Where It All Begins,” in an appendix
and took no action. The committee agreed that the pamphlet content stands alone and
it is not necessary to add it to Alcoholics Anonymous.
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The committee considered a request to audit the first 164 pages of the book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, for necessary revisions and took no action. The committee agreed that
the first 164 pages of Alcoholics Anonymous should remain unchanged.
The committee reviewed a request to add a proposed addendum to a Fifth Edition
foreword of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous, at the time it is published and took no
action. The committee noted that at the time of the development of a Fifth Edition book,
the foreword would be written to reflect pertinent information at that time.

Excerpt from the July 1, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 advisory action to develop a draft Fifth Edition
of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous.
The chair appointed a subcommittee on development of a draft Fifth Edition Big
Book, Alcoholics Anonymous to include Beau B., chair; Katie H., Cindy F., and
Marita R. with the following scope:
1. Assure adherence to previous advisory actions limiting changes to specific
content
2. Foster widespread discussion and solicit input as needed to define
themes for sections of stories to create balanced and relatable set of
stories.
3. Review editorial elements of the draft version of the Fifth Edition are
under the purview of the Publishing department, including a new foreword
and an updated preface.
4. Develop a plan to understand and execute updates to expand on existing
ideas in Appendices III and V as requested by the 71st CCL.
5. Develop a plan to oversee a broad process of solicitation of stories.
6. Other work as needed related to optimizing the development of the draft
version of the Fifth Edition Big Book.
The committee requested that the subcommittee provide a progress report at the
October 2021 meeting.
Excerpt from the 2020 Conference Committee on Literature report:
The agenda item to consider proposals for a Fifth Edition of the book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, was forwarded from the 70th General Service Conference to the 71st
G.S.C.
Excerpts from February 1, 2020, TLC Meeting Report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2020
Conference Committee on Literature requests to develop a Fifth Edition of the book,
Alcoholics Anonymous:
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•

Consider a proposed addendum to a Fifth Edition foreword of the book
Alcoholics Anonymous at the time it is published.

•

Consider developing a Fifth Edition of the book Alcoholics Anonymous
with updated stories and revisions to Appendices III and V.

•

Consider development of a Fifth Edition of the book Alcoholics
Anonymous.

Excerpts from November 2, 2019, TLC Meeting Report:
The committee reviewed requests for proposed Conference agenda items related
to the possible development of a Fifth Edition of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous.
The committee recognized the priority of addressing whether or not a Fifth Edition
of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous, might be developed before addressing items
related to content and format changes. The committee will continue discussions
at the February 2020 meeting.

Background:
1. 2022 Fifth Edition Subcommittee Progress Report
2. History and actions for the development of the Fourth Edition of the book
Alcoholics Anonymous, in English

Back to Agenda
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2021-22 Trustees’ Literature Committee
Subcommittee on development of a draft Fifth Edition of the book,
Alcoholics Anonymous
2022 Progress Report

LITERATURE
Item M
Doc. 1
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SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND

The following report summarizes the planning and recommendations from the Trustee’s Literature
subcommittee for the fifth edition printing of the book Alcoholics Anonymous (BBV). The subcommittee
reviewed the historical approaches and calendar of decisions to help inform the following recommended set
of decisions for the fifth edition and related timing of these.
The subcommittee discussed the importance of the stories, the ability to reach the newcomer and being
able to accommodate as wide a breadth of stories as possible. It is important to mention here that in the
creation of the fourth edition it was noted that the committee did not feel they adequately captured stories
from all those that we serve (page 27) in a manner that is consistent with today’s conversations over 20
years later.
Careful attention and planning have gone towards the set of decisions related to how the Trustees and the
Conference will review this work as well as the role of the General Service Office in the process. The timing
of process decisions related to Conference has been organized to include the same or adjacent panels
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conducting the process providing continuity and alignment on the process and those carrying out that
process. The current thinking of the timing of when these process decisions will be made is outlined in
Section 4 - ‘Proposed Conference schedule of recommendations for review’.
The timing of these items is highly dependent on the ability for the Trustees’ Literature Committee to
maintain the active calendar outlined in Section 5 - ‘Proposed monthly breakdown of Trustees Literature
BBV Subcommittee Work’. The volume of stories submitted may also impact the timing. Currently the plan
accounts for a similar level of engagement as we experienced in the fourth edition of roughly 1,200 story
submissions. Receipt of a much larger set of stories would be preferable, however processing all of these
could impact the proposed timeline.
Overall, the plan outlined is subject to change each year and will serve as our best estimates for the work
ahead for the Office, Trustees and Conference.

SECTION 1 - BRIEF HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EDITIONS
In a 1954 letter to Bernard Smith, Bill wrote, “The story section of the Big Book is far more important than
most of us think. It is our principle means of identifying with the reader outside of AA; it is the written
equivalent of hearing speakers at an AA meeting; it is our show window of results. To increase the power
and variety of this display to utmost should be. Therefore, no routine or hurried job. The best will be no one
too good. The difference between good and excellent can be the difference between prolonged misery and
recovery, between life and death, for the reader outside of AA.” Further, Bill enumerated some cautions in
considering the revision of the Big Book: “The main purpose of the revision is to bring the story section up to
date, to portray more adequately a cross section of those who have found help. The audience for the book is
people who are coming to Alcoholics Anonymous now. Those who are here have already heard our stories.
Since the audience for the book is likely to be newcomers, anything from the point of view of content or
style that might offend or alienate those who are not familiar with the program should be carefully
eliminated.”
In another letter to an individual who wrote to GSO expressing interest in sending his story for inclusion in
the Second Edition, Bill writes, “As you are probably aware, the stories we need will be of the straight AA
variety, the kind which would be most effective with the beginner on our program. We are looking for
straight personal narratives which describe the drinking history, how the newcomer arrived at Alcoholics
Anonymous, how AA affected him, and what AA has since accomplished for him.”
The Preface in the Big Book clearly states the purpose on page xi, “All changes made over the years in the
Big Book (AA members’ fond nickname for this volume) had the same purpose: to represent the current
membership of Alcoholics Anonymous more accurately, and thereby to reach more alcoholics.”
Fourth Edition Committee began in Jul. 1997. Requests for stories went out almost immediately. There was
a six-month window for stories. They began the review of Third Edition stories immediately. This was used
to determine what the committee felt they were seeking in future stories. In the first 9 months the
subcommittee had each read all newly submitted stories and they read through the first 430 stories
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individually and in pairs with committee review. Of the 430 stories considered there were 32 “keepers” and
28 “holds” (possible reconsiderations). In the next few months, they read the balance of the 1222 stories.
Re-read and evaluate the stories of the fourth edition. Total of 95 out of 1222 were considered keepers – all
done within two years of conception. When they reached 95 stories they added two more committee
members – both regional trustees. The 95 stories were shortlisted to 38, which was about 10 more than
needed. After each round thank you notes were sent out to the authors whose stories had been declined.
Passed in 2001 by GSC.

SECTION 2 - REPORT TO THE TRUSTEE’S LITERATURE COMMITTEE - JANUARY 2022

This report is to summarize the depth of work the Subcommittee of the Fifth Edition Big Book has conducted
over a series of five meetings. The main goal of this committee during this time has been to develop a
deliberate and responsible process and calendar for preparation of the 5th edition Big Book.
Walk through of the developing process:
1. The subcommittee has used a sharing model to do work. We each talk about how and what we have
been thinking in relation to this project, and what we see we need to accomplish. In all discussions,
our goal is to find a way to develop the Big Book 5th edition (BBV) so that it best reaches out to
today’s newcomers.
2. On the issue of taking stories out of the Fourth Edition Big Book, we have respect for the Pioneer
Stories. We have looked at the Second and Third sections and found stories that we might
recommend not to be included in the big Book 5th Edition because their content is no longer
relevant; they are redundant with other stories, or their language is dated. We want to ensure that
stories meet Bill W.’s expectations that Big Book stories include the spiritual awakening of the newly
sober member.
3. Regarding new stories, the overreaching consideration is finding what will reach out to the
newcomer; stories that focus on the solution – how it works, how the individual got to A.A. , what it
is like now. The subcommittee is seeking complete sharing of experience, strength, and hope in
these stories. We are looking for stories that have a certain timelessness to them rather than those
that focus only on one part of the solution.
In addition, we have created a timeline, discussed best practices to engage the Fellowship in the broadest
possible formats and began to delineate the responsibilities and authorities of Grapevine and AAWS
including Publishing and Staff roles within this process. We have created a “Call for Stories” that will be sent
out throughout the Fellowship. It is important for the subcommittee to proceed slowly and with caution.
The spiritual importance of the BBV project touches the core of each member of the subcommittee and
indeed of the whole Fellowship of AA. Keep communication open with each other and stay sensitive to the
many issues which this project elicits in each of us as well as the Fellowship as a whole.
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SECTION 3 - PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE JANUARY 2022 TLC

We recommend to the Trustees’ Literature Committee for discussion and possible forwarding to the
Conference Literature Committee that
1. Review the Trustees’ Literature Committee report entitled “The Big Book and the General
Service Conference” (page 20). Recommend to the Trustees’ Literature Committee that this
report be included as background material with all future work on the Fifth Edition of the Big
Book.
2. Review the Historical Background Note (page 27) and Recommend to the Trustees’ Literature
Committee that this Note be included as background material with all future work on the Fifth
Edition of the Big Book.
3. Review Board talk on AA Principles by David E. (page 28) and Recommend to the Trustees
Literature Committee that this talk be included as background material with all future work on
the Fifth Edition of the Big Book.
4. Make a recommendation to the trustees’ Literature Committee to recommend to the
Conference Literature Committee that all stories dropped from the Fourth Edition be added to
the Experience, Strength and Hope next printing.
5. Review and accept the proposed timeline and related action plans

SECTION 4 - PROPOSED CONFERENCE SCHEDULE OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REVIEW

Below is a general estimate of timelines for topics related to the development of the fifth edition of
alcoholics anonymous. This timeline is a best estimate only and may vary due to the number of story
submissions we receive and ability to process these in a timely fashion. This calendar is to be reviewed and
updated by the Trustee's Literature Committee each year based on the progress of the committee.
72 ND GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE - POSSIBLE RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Review the Trustees’ Literature Committee report entitled “The Big Book and the General Service
Conference.” Recommend to the Trustees’ Literature Committee that this report be included as
background material with all future work on the Fifth Edition of the Big Book.
2. Review the subcommittee the Historical Background Note and Recommend to the Trustees’
Literature Committee that this Note be included as background material with all future work on the
Fifth Edition of the Big Book.
3. Review Board talk on AA Principles by David E. and Recommend to the Trustees
1. Literature Committee that this talk be included as background material with all future work on
the Fifth Edition of the Big Book.
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4. Make a recommendation to the trustees’ Literature Committee to recommend to the Conference
Literature Committee that all stories dropped from the Fourth Edition be added to the Experience,
Strength and Hope next printing.
73 R D GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE - POSSIBLE RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The Publication Dept editorial concerns regarding any Fourth Edition Big Book publication and
subcommittee adopted the following views regarding the editorial approach to the Fourth Edition of the
Big Book and may be continued for the Fifth Edition:
A. “Background
●

The subcommittee will make recommendations to the trustees’ Literature Committee to
forward to the Conference Literature Committee - regarding those stories that it suggests be
included in the Fifth Edition Big Book, as well as recommendations on other content issues.

●

In 1951, when the trustees’ Literature Committee was established at the request of the first
General Service Conference, the committee suggested that our literature should (1) meet clearly
established needs, indicated by Conference-approval, (2) be revised as needed to reflect the
spiritual and physical growth of the Fellowship, (3) follow generally accepted editorial principles
and practices; and (4) be reasonably standardized in format and design for maximum efficiency
in printing, distribution and use.
The third item regarding editorial principles and practices has customarily been in the hands of
experienced editors employed by the General Service Office. Bill Wilson worked with editors and
to this day, all Conference-approved books and pamphlets, as well as service material require
editorial expertise in order to bring a manuscript to the final, published product.”

B. Discuss the above background, the Subcommittee on the Fifth Edition Big Book will agree (or
disagree) in its work according to the following:
I.

The General Service Office Editors responsibilities are:
o

“Fine tuning” such as footnotes, punctuation, capitalization, spelling, updating factual
material, page numbers and so forth.

o

Coordinating the flow of work between the book designer, typesetters, proofreaders
and the production people, who order the paper and schedule the printing with the
book manufacturer.

II. In the case of the proposed Fifth Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous, our editors would
prepare or coordinate new material or changes. For example:
a. New Items
i. Cover and jacket design
ii. Jacket copy
iii. Preface
iv. Foreword to the Fifth Edition
v. Index, if included
vi.
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b. Changes
i. Title Page
ii. Contents Page
iii. Factual Material that appears in footnotes
iv. Introduction to personal stories – any changes in these sections depend on
which stories are added and which stories are unchanged, as well as which
stories are kept but edited.
III.

The stories will be copy-edited and styled. Customarily, copied editing is done after a final
manuscript has been prepared. The above are highlights of the responsibility of the editor
and point out some of the obvious sections of a manuscript that would require his or her
attention. When the final manuscript is approved by the Conference, the editor's experience
will be needed for sections other than those mentioned here. It is the understanding of this
subcommittee on the Fifth Edition of the Big Book that those items listed above under
“editor’s responsibilities” are to be left to the Publications Dept of the General Service
Office of AA.

IV.

Based on past precedent with regard to previous editions of the Big Book, the AA History
Book, and the Daily Reflections, it is the Subcommittee on the Fifth Edition’s understanding
that the draft copy of the Fifth Edition Big Book is a work-in-progress, and as such, is
confidential and will not be distributed to the entire Fellowship.
The operating principles are that any story material brought forward to the trustees’
Literature Committee and, eventually to the Conference Literature Committee, will be done
on a “for-their-eyes-only basis” and not brought forward for general distribution until
publication.

2. Recommendations that go to the Conference Literature Committee grow out of a possible concern as to
exactly how this project will go forward through the Conference process. Each publication of the Big
Book was done somewhat differently. The First and Second Editions had Bill W.’s direct supervision. The
Third and Fourth Editions relied strongly on the committee process.
This latter model of trusting the committee process and the group conscience decisions of the
Conference Literature Committee and the Trustees’ Literature Committee led to the
Recommendation related to the confidential nature of a draft copy Fifth Edition, recognizing that it
is a work-in-progress. The Recommendation suggests that the Conference consider relying on the
group conscience of the two committees to provide the Fellowship with appropriate new stories.
The result would limit distribution of any draft, prior to publication, to the Conference Literature
Committee and the Trustees’ Literature Committee only. It is hoped that when the Subcommittees’
draft copy is ready, the Conference Literature Committee and the Trustees’ Literature Committee
members will continue working closely together to communicate their thoughts and provide their
input to each.
Prior to the Conference 2024
Purpose of the joint meeting is to receive feedback from the Conference Literature Committee. The
subcommittee chair asks the delegates to (1) share whatever is on their minds in a general way, (2) Identify
stories they think should be included (3) identify the stories that should not be included in the Fifth Edition.
After hard “yes’” and hard “nos” were decided, the stories in the middle ground will be discussed such as
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stories that could be included if certain editorial changes could be made. The goal is to give the Trustee’s
Literature Committee a clear sense of the number of stories that are acceptable for the Fifth Edition.
Post joint committee meeting the Trustees’ Literature Committee will consider input from Conference
Literature Committee and recommend stories to forward to Publications Dept for edition. The Publishing
Dept will then prepare and edit a draft Fifth Edition for review by the Trustees’ Literature Committee prior
to submitting a draft Fifth Edition Big Book prior to the 2025 GSC through Conference Literature Committee
for consideration.

74 TH GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE - POSSIBLE RECOMMENDATIONS

Reconfirm the advisory action of 2023 recommendation for “work-in-progress”.
Add any item that comes up unexpectedly prior to finishing the project.

75 TH GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE - POSSIBLE RECOMMENDATIONS
The subcommittee is asking that the trustees’ Literature Committee vote on the following two discussion
items:
1. Preface to the Fourth Edition – Reading the 1995 advisor action” the first 184 pages of the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, The forewords,….” The subcommittee found on page xi of the
Fourth edition of the big book not be included in BBV.
This suggestion will appear as a separate agenda item with background material for consideration by the
2025 Conference Literature Committee.
2. Progress Report to 2025 General Service Conference
The subcommittee is asking that the trustees’ Literature Committee forward a request to the trustees’
Conference Committee that a brief presentation and question and answer session be included in the 2025
GSC agenda. This presentation would not advocate for or against BBV but would recap the process that has
been used to prepare the draft. This is in keeping with possible reports given at the last two GSC.

SECTION 5 - PROPOSED MONTHLY BREAKDOWN OF TRUSTEES LITERATURE BBV
SUBCOMMITTEE WORK

More Detailed Timeline for Sub-Committee Set of Decisions
Oct. 2021
✓ Review timeline and list of items to cover
✓ Discuss best practices to engage the Fellowship & how to collect stories
✓ Email, Postal, Portal submission and recorded
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✓ Discuss Description of the request/call-out. Criteria for story submissions
▪

What we were like/ what happened and what we are like now -stories of change

▪

Follow Bill’s story and describe spiritual experience

✓ Include David E’s description of traditions to keep
✓ Don’t hide the diversity in stories (Summaries & Titles – be clearer of who wrote story) PUB
✓ Guidance on written & oral submissions (GV and AAWS websites)
✓ Begin discussion on what makes a good AA story
Nov. 2021
●

Announcement Planning
o

o

A.A. Grapevine
▪

Request considerations/input for receiving oral submissions

▪

Publish Call for Stories (delayed until January)

▪

Develop plans for:
Publish Call for Stories on Website w/upload option

●

Publish Progress Reports

●

Announce Call for Stories in Podcasts

●

Post announcements on websites

●

Post announcements in Grapevine

A.A.W.S. outreach thru each assignment to Fellowship
▪

▪
●

●

Develop plans for:
●

Dedicated email address for stories

●

Publish Call for Stories in Box 459

●

Publish Call for Stories on Website w/ upload option

●

Publish Progress Reports

●

Participate in Podcasts

Translation and/or Transcription

Planning for Staff Member of Committee
o

Log in stories, remove names and assign numbers – keep log of names and numbers,

o

Send copies to committee members

o

Keep track of states, languages, and countries that stories are received from

o

Create a “thank you but no thank you” letter for submissions not selected

o

Send copies of all comments about BBV to the committee for discussion

o

Verify that” Information Points policy” is the same with regards to the guarantee of
anonymity and return of mail addressed to authors
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Dec. 2021
1. Discuss and Decide- how we work as a committee – round robin where each committee member
speaks on each topic and discussion continues until we agree as to how to move forward.
2. APPROVE and submit the “Call for Stories” submission
3. Decision – those letters of comment about BBV which are received at the Literature Desk will be
copied and sent to the committee.
4. Decision – stories submitted for possible inclusion in BBV will be logged in and numbered. The
originals will be kept in office and numbered copies (with the names removed) will be sent to
committee.
5. Have the Literature Staff member keep track of how many states and from how many foreign
countries manuscripts are sent.
6. Have the Literature Staff member create a “thank you but no thank you” letter. Letter to be sent out
to the submitters at intermittent intervals as directed by the committee.
HOMEWORK - For the January meeting: each person will pick one or two stories and come prepared to
relate how she/he came to the decision that the story could be eligible for replacement. Discussion next
month will be on the basis for criteria regarding replacement of stories. It must be clear that the
subcommittee is not at this point coming to a decision. The process is only used to explore ways of
developing criteria for making a decision.
Jan. 2022
1.

Check-in on how we feel about progress, questions, or suggestions

2. Discuss and decide that subcommittee members of the Fifth Edition Big Book that members of this
subcommittee not be allowed to submit their stories for inclusion in the proposed Fifth Edition.
3. Discuss each person’s stories (just as a practice to make sure we are all comfortable with the process
rather than deleting a story) and why
Each of the existing stories is somebody’s favorite. This is not a matter of deciding that any story is
bad. It is simply possible to remove some to provide variety. The subcommittee will read the new
stories as they come in with the understanding that it is not necessary to make any judgements at
this time.
4. Initial discussion on each of the stories from the Fourth Edition that may be removed and develop
criteria as a result of exercise.
5. Discuss and agree how to focus future meetings – suggestion –
1. Discussion of stories that may be nominated for replacement
2. Discussion of types of new stories that may be nominated for possible inclusion in the
4th Edition
3. Discussion of various suggested items related to the publication of a Fifth Edition Big
Book project
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Create Report to the Trustees’ Literature Committee on update of Subcommittees’ discussions.
WELCOME Conference Literature Chair and share with him some background related to the sub
committee's goal of formulating a process to develop the proposed Fifth Edition of the Big Book.
Feb. 2022
1. Check-in on how we feel about progress, questions, or suggestions
2. The subcommittee will continue to move deliberately in its discussions. The subcommittee’s primary
focus at this session was to review procedures related to Discussion Topic 1 and examine
procedures that might be used relating to Discussion Topic 2. No decisions regarding current or
future stories will be made at this meeting.
3. The subcommittee members and the General Service Office will continue to encourage the
Fellowship to submit their stories for consideration for possible inclusion in the Fourth Edition.
4. Discuss outreach to the Fellowship – Delegates, LIM, Box 459, Website, AA for Professionals,
Podcasts
Ask Staff to send Call for stories to Central Offices, Seniors Committees, Grapevine Committees
5. Ask Staff to verify (and use) if policy remains as –
Information Points
As a point of information, the following General Service Office policy related to the subject of anonymity
regarding authors of stories in the book, Alcoholics Anonymous was conveyed:
In contracts with authors of stories included in the Big Book, AA World Service, Inc. will guarantee the
authors’ names, and addresses will not be disclosed. No one outside the GSO/Grapevine staff will be given
access to the authors names and addresses.
In the spirit of anonymity, no mail sent to the General Service Office of AA addressed to an author of a Big
Book story will be forwarded. All such letters will be returned to the sender.
Mar. 2022
1. Check-in on how we feel about progress, questions, or suggestions
2. Continue discussion on focus points one and two
3. Discuss - Should we add an updated medical opinion to the Appendices
4. Discuss the specific technical procedures to be followed in ascertaining which new stories
nominated for possible inclusion are to be brought forward on a “short list”. The purpose of the
subcommittee’s approach is to guarantee that each submitted story is read carefully as work
proceeds to focus on the best of the submitted stories. It was again emphasized that new stories
ought to contain a complete description of the compulsion coupled to the allergy to alcohol, how an
individual got to AA and what it has been like in sobriety.
5. Discuss – Should we add a fourth section to the Big Book
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HOMEWORK - Each member of the subcommittee selects one or two new stories submitted for
consideration and be prepared to discuss reasons why they felt these particular stories merited inclusion in
the Fifth Edition.
Apr. 2022
1. Check-in on how we feel about progress, questions, or suggestions
2. How many stories have been received to date?? How many have we read to date? On target?
3. Discuss and agree to - Process for selecting stories – Review of submitted stories for possible
inclusion occurs in rounds. Each story is scrutinized separately by the Subcommittee members,
concentrating on 30 to 40 stories, the Subcommittee begins to work in pairs. Each pair comes up
with what is called a “keeper” list – a keeper is a story that might be kept for possible inclusion in
the proposed Fourth Edition. The rest of the committee reviews the keeper list submitted by each
pair. Any one member can bring back stories for possible inclusion if they do not appear on the
initial keep list submitted by the working pair. The Subcommittee keeps the door open for any
member to bring up a story for “reconsideration.”
May 2022
1. Welcome new members to the committee and review progress of process and editorial process to
date.
2. Discuss continuing using the same model with revision due to the number on the committee.
3. Check-in on how we feel about progress, questions, or suggestions
Jun. 2022
1. Check-in on how we feel about progress, question, or suggestions
2. Work with the stories 1-20 as a group and work on a short list suggestion –
3. In a round robin discussion, it was decided that new stories submitted for possible inclusion in the
Fifth Edition must be either approved “unanimously” by the committee or have the backing of 5 out
of 6 to be placed on the keeper list or short list. Subcommittee members may request that any story
not in these two categories be reconsidered. This reconsideration procedure will be an ongoing part
of the subcommittee’s review process.
4. Set up pairs to read stories and create short lists of stories that may be proposed for the Fifth
Edition of the Big Book.
5. Deal with issues regarding pagination of “The Doctor’s Opinion”, Annotations and Definitive
statement that Dr. Bob’s Nightmare will remain. Also continue to discuss a possible fourth section
and do we want to add an additional medical information section.
Jul 2022
1. Check-in on how we feel about progress, questions, or suggestions
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2. The Publication Dept editorial concerns regarding any Fourth Edition Big Book publication and
subcommittee has adopted the following views regarding the editorial approach to the Fourth
Edition of the Big Book and may be continued for the Fifth Edition:
3. “Background
●

The subcommittee will make recommendations to the Trustees’ Literature Committee
regarding those stories that it suggests be included in the Fifth Edition Big Book, as well as
recommendations on other content issues.

●

In 1951, when the Trustees’ Literature Committee was established at the request of the first
General Service Conference, the committee suggested that our literature should (1) meet clearly
established needs, indicated by Conference-approval, (2) be revised as needed to reflect the
spiritual and physical growth of the Fellowship, (3) follow generally accepted editorial principles
and practices; and (4) be reasonably standardized in format and design for maximum efficiency
in printing, distribution and use.
The third item regarding editorial principles and practices has customarily been in the hands of
experienced editors employed by the General Service Office. Bill Wilson worked with editors and
to this day, all Conference-approved books and pamphlets, as well as service material require
editorial expertise in order to bring a manuscript to the final, published product.”

C. Discuss the above background, the Subcommittee on the Fifth Edition Big Book will agree (or
disagree) in its work according to the following:
V.

The General Service Office Editors responsibilities are:

●

“Fine tuning” such as footnotes, punctuation, capitalization, spelling, updating factual material,
page numbers and so forth.

●

Coordinating the flow of work between the book designer, typesetters, proofreaders and the
production people, who order the paper and schedule the printing with the book manufacturer.

VI.

In the case of the proposed Fifth Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous, our editors would
prepare or coordinate new matter and changes. For example:
New Material
●

Cover and jacket design

●

Jacket copy

●

Preface

●

Foreword to the Fifth Edition

●

Index, if included

Changes
●

Title Page

●

Contents Page

●

Factual Material that appears in footnotes

●

Introduction to personal stories – any changes in these sections depend on which
stories are added and which stories are unchanged, as well as which stories are kept
but edited.
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The stories will be copy-edited and styled. Customarily, copied editing is done after a final
manuscript has been prepared. The above are highlights of the responsibility of the editor
and point out some of the obvious sections of a manuscript that would require his or her
attention. When the final manuscript is approved by the Conference, the editor's experience
will be needed for sections other than those mentioned here. It is the understanding of this
subcommittee on the Fifth Edition of the Big Book that those items listed above under
“editor’s responsibilities” are to be left to the Publications Dept of the General Service
Office of AA.
VII.

Based on past precedent with regard to previous editions of the Big Book, the AA History
Book, and the Daily Reflections, it is the Subcommittee on the Fifth Edition’s understanding
that the draft copy of the Fifth Edition Big Book is a work-in-progress, and as such, is
confidential and will not be distributed to the entire Fellowship.
The operating principles are that any story material brought forward to the Trustees’
Literature Committee and, eventually to the Conference Literature Committee, will be done
on a “for-their-eyes-only basis” and not brought forward for general distribution until
publication.

4. Discuss update of number of stories read as individuals and pairs.
Aug 2022 – Deadline for Stories
2. Make two recommendations to the Trustees’ Literature Committee to recommend to the
Conference Literature Committee that “Publications Department of the GSO maintain the
following responsibilities (see above) and based on precedent…
3. Make a recommendation to the Trustees’ Literature Committee to recommend to the
Conference Literature Committee that all stories dropped from the Fourth Edition be added to
the Experience, Strength and Hope next printing.
4. We should be about 1/3 the way through reading the stories in pairs and group discussions at
this point.
5. Read the stories from Fourth Edition and prepare to evaluate them.
Sep 2022
1. The goal for the Oct subcommittee meeting is to complete a reading of the stories as pairs and
prepare to meet as a group.
2. Discuss stories from the Fourth Edition
Oct 2022
1. Review the Trustees’ Literature Committee report entitled “The Big Book and the General
Service Conference”. Recommend to the Trustees’ Literature Committee that this report be
included as background material with all future work on the Fifth Edition of the Big Book.
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2. The Chair of the subcommittee may ask the GSO Director of Publications and Secretary to the
trustees’ Literature Committee to compose a cover statement to accompany any draft of a Fifth
Edition Big Book going forward to the Conference Literature Committee to outline the
confidential nature of the material under construction.
Nov 2022 - Apr 2023
1. Continue to read and review stories for inclusion in BBV as well as removal from BBIV.
Apr 2023
1. Report out to Conference should be the number of newly submitted stories reduced to about 100
stories.
2. Report out that the Fifth Edition will include some Pioneer stories, some other stories from the
Fourth Edition and some new stories.
3. The two recommendations from the Aug notes will possibly be passed at the conference.
4. That the Fifth Edition needs to be prepared to take advantage, as we have done in the past, of the
expertise of the GSO Publishing Dept which should be a consideration at the conf.
5. Approval of the Fifth Edition will be the same as the Third and Fourth Editions. The subcommittee
will recommend a draft of the Trustees’ Literature Committee. Following their input, a revised draft
will go to the Conference Literature Committee. We assume they will give considerable feedback to
the committee. Eventually this will lead to a draft that meets the expectations of the Conference
Literature Committee.
The subcommittee has suggested, and this year’s Conference Literature Committee will recommend for your
consideration, that the draft(s) will not be circulated to all conference members.
A) This is the practice followed for the Third and Fourth Editions.
B) We cannot produce a Fourth Edition with 130+ editors
C) We believe that if 130+ drafts are distributed it will be a matter of days, if not hours, before the
draft finds its way onto the internet.
Aug. 2023
1. Meet and greet for rotation of committee members. Review of the process used to get to this point.
Sep 2023
1. Subcommittee asks the trustees’ Literature Committee to forward a request for the Conference
Literature Committee for a period of time for the Chair of the Subcommittee to make a progress
report at the GSC.
2. The subcommittee reviews criteria for choosing stories
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Oct 2023
1. The subcommittee agreed to review the third of the remaining stories.
2. After the subcommittee has made its selection of stories, it was suggested that the Conference
Literature Committee be sent a representative sample and ask for feedback. The Trustees’ Literature
Committee will meet with the Conference Literature Committee prior to the opening of the
Conference to discuss the stories and obtain input from the Conference Literature Committee.
Following the Conference, the subcommittee will make its final selection of stories and send them to
the Publishing Department for editing.
There were specific comments regarding editing which will be passed on to the Publications Dept. General
editing suggestions included looking for phrases or words that are red flags in the Fellowship and editing our
references that will date the stories. It is also suggested that references to people by name be eliminated
(even first names) and hope expressed that lengthy stories can be shortened. Questions about editing and
the subcommittee needs clarification with regard to what is considered “light” editing and how extensively
the stories can be edited.
Dec. 2023
Editor will share if editing the manuscript will require a professional. Different kinds of editing are involved.
Discussion will ensue!
Discussion regarding the process with the Conference Committee and its involvement. Concern about
sending the Conference Literature Committee a selection of the stories for the Big Book. The stories should
be protected on special paper to provide security, the sense of the meeting could be to recommend to the
trustees’ Literature Committee that the Conference Literature Committee be sent all the stories selected by
the subcommittee for their review prior to the joint meeting. The trustees’ Literature Committee can then
obtain feedback from the Conference Literature Committee.
The subcommittee reduced the final number of new possible submissions to about 40.
Apr 2024 – Make Conference Report and Pre and Post Conference Meetings
Purpose of the joint meeting is to receive feedback from the Conference Literature Committee. The
subcommittee chair asks the delegates to (1) share whatever is on their minds in a general way, (2) Identify
stories they think should be included (3) identify the stories that should not be included in the Fifth Edition.
After hard “yeses” and hard “nos” are decided, the stories in the middle ground will be discussed such as
stories that could be included if certain editorial changes could be made. The goal is to give the Trustee’s
Literature Committee a clear sense of the number of stories that are acceptable for the Fifth Edition.
Post joint committee meeting the Trustees’ Literature Committee will consider input form Conference
Literature Committee and recommend stories to forward to Publications Dept for edition. The Publishing
Dept will then prepare and edit a draft Fifth Edition for review by the Trustees’ Literature Committee prior
to submitting a draft Fifth Edition Big Book prior to the 2001 GSC through Conference Literature Committee
for consideration.
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May 2024
Chair of the subcommittee suggests sending a letter to the Delegates of the Literature Committee
immediately after the conference inviting input regarding Fourth Edition stories. They have 30 days to reply.
The chair notes that the Conference Literature Committee members provided feedback but did not select
stories for the Fifth Edition. Chair adds that it would be feasible to include the stories that received strong
support and not include those that created concern unless those concerns could be addressed through the
editing process.
The goal of the meeting was to select (approximately) 25 new stories for the Fifth Edition Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous, to forward to Publications.

Oct 2024
Subcommittee meets to review the content and presentation of the binder of ??new edited stories with
editing notes and the ?? “keeper” stories with their respective editing notes. To complete a draft
compilation of these stories for review by the subcommittee for the first week of Jan 2025, the following
subjects to be discussed:
Story Content – gender be apparent in all stories.
Length – Need to cut from stories to maintain page count similar to BB4A? sked if the editor has to eliminate
a story or shorten stories to not truncate to diminish emotional impact.
Geographical References – check for inconsistencies in retaining or completely eliminating geographical
references. Review stories and include some geographical reference where they make the story more
interesting or add to setting and context.
Working Titles and Introductions to Personal Stories – Publishing Dept. will prepare working titles to be
included with the draft compilation of stories to be mailed in Feb 2025 for review by the Conference
Literature Committee.
BB4 Background Material –
The draft compilation of stories with editing notes will be distributed to the Conference Literature
Committee after the Jan 2025 Board meeting.
For Conference 2025
The subcommittee is asking that the trustees’ Literature Committee vote on the following two discussion
items:
1. Preface to the Fourth Edition – Reading the 1995 advisor action” the first 184 pages of the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, The forewords,….” The subcommittee found on page xi of the
Third edition of the be book not be included in BBV.
This suggestion will appear as a separate agenda item with background material for consideration by the
2025 Conference Literature Committee.
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2. Progress Report to 2025 General Service Conference
The subcommittee is asking that the trustees’ Literature Committee forward a request to the Trustees’
Conference Committee that a brief presentation and question and answer session be included in the 2025
GSC agenda. This presentation would not advocate for or against BBV but would recap the process that has
been used to prepare the draft. This is in keeping with reports given at the last two GSC.

SECTION 6 - PROPOSED LIST OF ALL POTENTIAL RECOMMENDATIONS/DECISIONS RELATED TO
PRINTING A NEW EDITION WITH RECENT HISTORY OF ACTIONS INCLUDED

Below is a summary of decisions based on the work on previous editions. Included for many of these items
are the decisions (in bold) made related to the development of the 4th edition. This set of decisions is the
primary driver of the calendering process above and intended for reference only.
History of decisions in developing the 4th Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous for use as a guideline in
developing the fifth edition timelines.
Do we want to use Grapevine to extend our reach using oral stories YES Decision
Do we want to accept Foreign language stories that need to be translated YES Decision
Do we want to do specific outreach to voices unheard in the current edition YES Decision
Would we be willing to be interviewed for podcast with Grapevine or AAWS YES Decision
Do we want to request the new forward be more like the Language of the Heart and explain the context of
our book better YES Decision
Do we want to stay as inclusive as possible when embedded into the story YES Decision
Do we want to ask GSO for a dedicated email address YES Decision
How we work as a committee – using the group sharing model. At each step of the work, each committee
member shares their views on the topic at hand. The group conscience is vital at each step of the
committee’s work, the committee proceeds only with unanimity. If the members of the committee are not
together, they continue to discuss their views until unanimity is reached. _____Decision
It should be discussed and voted on that all members of the subcommittee not be allowed to submit their
stories for consideration for inclusion in the proposed Fifth Edition Big Book. __________Decision
First year the subcommittee made a report to Trustees’ Literature committee which included in their report
to the Conference Literature Committee. __________Decision
Second year, and subsequent years the subcommittee made a report to the Conference. ____Decision
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Part I: Personal Stories, “Pioneers of AA” – 13 Stories - __________ Decision
Part 2: Personal Stories, “They Stopped in Time” – 17 stories ___________Decision
Part 3: Personal Stories, “They Lost Nearly All” – 15 stories (12 were new 4th) _____Decision
Part 4: Personal Stories, “The Changing Faces of AA” was a suggestion of the third Edition Committee (that
did not reach substantial unanimity) to represent current membership of AA more accurately. This list was
suggested as a beginning list for the next edition ____Decision
Appendices – update anything (medical view?) ________Decision

REVIEW PROCESS OF NEW STORIES FOR POSSIBLE INCLUSION – Occurs in rounds. Each story is scrutinized
separately by the Subcommittee members then, concentrating on 30 to 40 stories, the Subcommittee
members proceed to work in pairs. Each pair comes up with what is called the “Keeper list” , a keeper story
that might be kept for possible inclusion in the proposed Fifth Edition. The rest of the committee reviews
the keeper list submitted by each pair. Any one member can bring back stories for possible inclusion if they
do not appear on the initial keeper list submitted by a working pair. The Subcommittee keeps the door open
for any member to bring up a story for “reconsideration”. The subcommittee agreed that if a story is
selected by at least five members of the subcommittee, it will be a “keeper” and stories selected by four
members of the committee will be discussed. If a member of the subcommittee feels strongly about any of
the stories, he or she may ask that the story be reconsidered even if it has fewer than four subcommittee
members in favor of it. __________Decision

EDITORIAL APPROACH TO FIFTH EDITION (passed in 1999 for fourth)
In 1951, when the Trustees’ Literature committee was established at the request of the first General Service
Conference, the committee suggested several checkpoints for creating AA literature. (1) Meet clearly
established needs indicated by Conference approval (2) be revised, as needed, to reflect spiritual and
physical growth of the Fellowship (3) follow generally accepted editorial principles and practices; and (4) be
reasonably standardized in format and design for maximum efficiency in printing, distribution and use.
Given this information, the Subcommittee on the Fifth Edition Big Book will proceed in its work according to
the following: ___________ DECISION
1. The General Service Office Responsibilities are:
● “Fine tuning” such as footnotes, punctuation, capitalization, spelling, updating factual material, page
numbers, and so forth.
● Provide copy for the table of contents and writing new material for the jacket and front matter
● Coordinating the flow of work between the book designer, typesetters, proofreaders, and the
production people, who order the paper and schedule the printing with the book manufacturer.
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2. In the case of the proposed Fifth Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous, our editors would prepare or
coordinate new material and changes for. For Example
● New Material
Cover and jacket design
Jacket copy Preface
Forward to the Fifth Edition
Index, if included ___________DECISION
● Changes
Title Page
Contents Page
Factual material that appears in the footnotes
Introduction to personal stories – any changes in these sections depend on which stories are added
and which stories are unchanged, as well as which stories are kept, but edited. When the final
manuscript is approved by the Conference, the editor experience will be needed for sections other
than those mentioned here and will be the responsibility of the Publications Department of the
General Service Office. _____ DECISION

Based on precedent in regard to previous editions of the Big Book, the AA History Book, and the Daily
Reflections, it is the understanding that the draft copy of the Fifth Edition Big Book is a work-in progress, and
as such, is confidential and will not be distributed to the entire Fellowship. ___________DECISION.
The operating principles are that any story material brought forward to the trustees’ Literature Committee
and, eventually to the Conference Literature Committee, will be done on a “for-their-eyes-only-basis” and
not brought forward for general distribution until publication. ____________DECISION
Ask the GSO Director of Publishing and the Secretary to the trustees’ Literature Committee to compose a
cover statement to accompany any draft copy of the Fifth Edition Big Book going forward to the Conference
Literature Committee outlining the confidential nature of the material under consideration.
__________ Decision
Request trustees’ Literature Committee forward request to the Conference Literature Committee that
stories dropped from the Fourth Edition Big Book be added to the Experience, Strength and Hope book.
________ Decision
The Subcommittee recommended that the Trustees’ Literature Committee send to the members of the
Conference Literature Committee all the stories selected by the subcommittee for their review prior to the
joint meeting. The trustees’ Literature Committee can then obtain feedback from the Conference Literature
Committee. __________Decision
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Last year of the committee – Jan 2000 The trustees’ Literature Committee chair briefly outlined the process
to follow. The trustees’ Literature Committee will consider input from the Conference Literature Committee
and recommend stories to forward to the Publications Department for editing. The Publications Department
will then prepare an edited draft Fifth Edition for review by the Trustees’ Literature Committee prior to
submitting a draft to the GSC through the Conference Literature Committee for consideration.
______ Decision
At joint meeting between Trustees and Conference Literature Committees in 2000 the chair requested
feedback from the Conf Comm and proposed using the sharing model to (1) share whatever is on their
minds in a general way (2) identify stories they think should be included (3) identify the stories that should
not be included in the Fifth edition. After identifying the hard “yeses” and hard “nos”, the stories in the
middle ground will be discussed such as stories that could be included if certain editorial changes are made.
The goal is to give the Trustees’ Literature Committee a clear sense of the number of stories that are
acceptable for the fifth edition. ______ Process Decision
After the 2000 Conference, the trustees’ Literature Committee Chair suggested sending a letter to the
Conference Literature Committee members immediately inviting input regarding the third edition stories
proposed for the fourth edition. They were asked to respond within 30 days. _____Decision

SECTION 7 - BIG BOOK AND THE GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
This is an attempt to review the history of the preparation for and publication of the First, Second, and Third
Editions of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous. The resources of the Archives, the Files Department, the
Literature Committee records, both Conference and Trustees, as well as memories of present and past staff
members at the General Service Office are being used.
On a borrowed $4,000.00 Alcoholics Anonymous was produced by Works Publishing in 1939. This little
company, formed by Bill and Dr. Bob and their non-alcoholic friends along with other founding members
was taken over by the Alcoholic Foundation in 1940 when the shareholders and Charles B. Towns were paid
off in full by the Foundation for their ‘investments’ in the project. Thus, our basic text has been held in trust
by first, the Foundation, and now A.A. World Services, Inc., for the Society of Alcoholics Anonymous for all
time.
In the Foreword to the First Edition, we find the premise, the simple statement of purpose which remains
the hub of unity for the Fellowship, “We of Alcoholics Anonymous are more than 100 men and women who
have recovered from a seemingly helpless state of mind and body. To show other alcoholics precisely how we
have recovered is the main purpose of this book.” (Page iii, Foreword to the First Edition of Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous).
In a speech that Bill gave in Fort Worth about the writing of the book, he says “ I suppose the book yarn
really started in the living room of Doc and Annie Smith. As you know, I landed there in the summer of ‘35, a
little group caught hold. I helped Smithy briefly with it and he went on to found the first A.A. group in the
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world. And, as with all new groups, it was nearly all failure, but now and then, somebody saw the light and
there was progress. Pampered, I got back to New York, a little more experienced; a group started there, and
by the time we got around to 1937, this thinking had leaped a little over into Cleveland, and began to move
south into New York. But, it was still, we thought in those years, flying blind, a flickering candle indeed, that
might at any moment be snuffed out. So, on this late Fall afternoon in 1937, Smithy and I were talking
together in his living room, Anne sitting there, when we began to count noses. How many people had stayed
dry; in Akron, in New York, maybe a few in Cleveland? How many had stayed dry and for how long? And
when we added up the total, it sure was a handful of, I don’t know, 35 or 40 maybe. But enough time had
elapsed on enough really fatal cases of alcoholism, so that we grasped the importance of these small
statistics.
Bob and I saw for the first time that this thing was going to succeed. That God in his providence and mercy
had thrown a new light into the dark caves where we and our kind had been and were still by the millions
dwelling. I never can forget the elation and ecstasy that seized us both. And then we sat happily talking and
reflecting. We reflected that well, a couple of score of drunks were sober but this had taken three long
years. There had been an immense amount of failure and a long time had been taken just to sober up a
handful. How could we transmit our message to them, and by what means… how could this light be a
reflection and transmitted without being distorted and garbled?...And we touched on a book. The group
conscience consisted of 18 men, good and true… and the good and true men, you could see right away,
were damned skeptical about it all. Almost with one voice, they chorused, ‘let’s keep this simple - This is
going to bring money into this thing, this is going to create a professional class. We'll all be ruined.’ Well, I
countered, That’s a very good argument; Lots to what you say… but even within gunshot of this very house,
alcoholics are dying like flies. And if thing doesn’t move any faster that it has in the last 3 years, it may be
another 10 before it gets to the outskirts of Akron. How in God’s name are we going to carry this message to
others? We’ve got to take some kind of chance. We can’t keep it so simple it becomes an anarchy and gots
complicated. We can’t keep it so simple that it won’t propagate itself. And, we’ve got to have a lot of money
to do these things.”
The history of the book project is well-documented in Bill’s writings. It is a wonderful story which bears
repeating again and again because of its significance to the fellowship. The principles which were employed
by the early-timers and their friends will keep us in good stead as we travel the road to the Fourth Edition of
the Big Book.
The progress through to production of the Second Edition of the Big Book is not as nearly as welldocumented as the First Edition. We do have a letter from Bill to Bernard Smith in which he notes that he,
himself, will do most of the revision. And in the Archives we can see a copy of the Big Book which includes
Bill’s notes for the Second Edition.
In June 14, 1954 letter to Bernard Sith, Bill worte: “The story section of the Big Book is far more important
than most of us think. It is our principle means of identifying with the reader outside of A.A.’ it is the written
equivalent of hearing speakers at an A.A. meeting; it is our show window of results. To increase the power
and variety of this display to the utmost should be, therefore, no routine or hurried job. The nest will be none
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too good. The difference between ‘good” and “excellent’ can be the difference between prolonged misery
and recovery, between life and death, for the reader outside A.A.”
There were some cautions enumerated by Bill in considering the revision of the Big Book: “The main purpose
of the revision is to bring the story section up to date, to portray more adequately a cross section of those
who have found help - the audience for the book is people who are coming to Alcoholics Anonymous now.
Those who are here have already heard our stories. Since the audience for the book is likely to be
newcomers, anything from the point of view of content or style - that might offend or alienate those who are
not familiar with the program should be carefully eliminated.”
There were also some further interesting notes:
Basic Editorial Approaches:
1. The desire to reproduce realistic stories should not be overemphasized to the extent of producing an
unrealistic book. The stories are not important because they are tape-recorded, they are important
because they have something to say about the people who were helped. There should be no shringing
from the job of editing ruthlessly if such editing will preserve the story, without the realism.
2. Profanity, even when mild, rarely contributes as much as it detracts. It should be avoided.
3. All minor geographical references should be avoided. (names of cities, states, etc.)
4. The stories should be “organized” coherently, either in terms of chronology of the specific points the
individual is trying to make.
5. “Selling” or other “gimmicks” – editorial or otherwise – should be avoided. The story section is not a
popular magazine. The appearance and approach should be straightforward, without frills.
6. Humor should stem from character of storyteller and of situations he describes, not be the result of
“gags”.
7. The end results of the editing should be that the stories will be suitable for reading aloud ‘’ at closed
meetings, etc.--without embarrassment.
Bill them proceeded to redo the story section, setting it up in three parts*:
Section I, reproduction of eight of the original stories, plus four other “gray beards” as he called them;
Section II, consisting of “a dozen stories about milder cases,” “high bottom, we call them which the
present story section includes none.”
Section III, where Bill included more low bottom stories selected from tape recordings which had been
gathered.
Copies of letters which Bill sent out asking people whose stories seemed like a good possibility for the next
edition, to sign a release and send it back to him as soon as possible “so we could get our printer going”. A
copy of the release letter is also enclosed. I found both fascinating in their warmth and ease of communication.
In one letter to an individual who was interested in sending his story to him, Bill writes, “As you are probably
aware the stories we need will of the straight A.A. variety; the kind which would be most effective with the
beginner on our program. We are looking for straight personal narratives which describe the drinking history,
how the newcomer arrived in Alcoholics Anonymous, how A.A. affected him, and what A.A. has since
accomplished for him. For this purpose, we are not, of course, interested in the more advanced or specialized
talks. The lecture of spread-eagle oratory type of talk, we can’t very well use for this particular purpose.”
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Another letter from Bill accompanied all the changes planned for the Second Edition of the A.A. book* and
enumerates these suggested changes with the caveat, “Do the new stories afford the best possible variety do they cover drinking experiences as well as 22 histories could?” And, “Do any of the stories or titles contain
material that might repel any considerable number of sensitive alcoholic readers? And if so, what changes are
suggested?”
He was planning on sending a galley to the July trustees meeting the next month of 1953 and he continues
with a reminder to the trustees, “It will be well to remember that the main purpose of the new story section
is identification with the new man or woman alcoholic. So these stories are not necessarily about the very
best A.A. members. They were picked because we thought they packed a wallop.”
Later that month Bills sends a letter to Ralph Bugli in which he describes his disappointment in the process
which he had planned on using. Apparently, using tape recordings and transcribing those had been clumsy
at best, and these stories had not communicated well in the written word. There were a lot of “pungent
adjectives, slang and sometimes profanity. Some of the titles intensified this condition more. Ina meeting,
such talk usually goes over because of the background against which it is given. But no so when the
recording is condensed into writing.”
“In A.A. meeting the essential dignity and spirituality of a good member is evident; no matter what he says.
His personality is there for all to see and see. But a condensed tape does not show much of this, especially
when the bulk of the tale consists of spectacular drinking episodes… There isn’t enough background showing
what the speaker and its environment was before we drank; Neither is there evidence to show what he is like
now - economically, socially, spiritually. Hence, we see a horrible drunk, now sober, who is glad to be in A.A.
because of the fellowship, 24 hour plan, the Higher Power or God, maybe.” Bill continues, “Readers have to
find in the story section individuals like themselves, economically, mentally and socially. Specially, is this true
of women. If, in 22 stories, you discover only four or five folks of substance and education and the rest are
assorted and spectacular drunks, then many readers may be repelled. The hardcore of A.A., may be 50%
consisting of people coming from substantial backgrounds.
Therefore, it isn’t enough to have a lot of categories. Thai respectable’ category, in particular, has to bear a
reasonable relation to the percentage of such people in A.A. Otherwise, we’ve got another damaging
distortion. The extreme low bottom, ‘reading the present stories would surely be attracted. But would your
friends and mine have been drawn to A.A. by these 22 cases histories, snobbish, maybe. Nevertheless, A.A.
experience shows that we have to identify with the people on the basis of where they they they are - not
where we think they ought to be.”
The upshot of this was that half of the speakers had to be interviewed and the material had to be rewritten
and a dozen or more stories had to be collected. Bill was concerned with the people who had been working
on the project and reminded the trustee that these workers should not be given responsibility for the
delays. They were following his direction and the responsibility was mainly his because it had been his idea.
He winds up with the sentence, “Don’t take any of this too seriously - I may still be a fuddy duddy.”
The documentation for the Third Edition is very different from that of the First and Second since our cofounder, Bill, had been immersed in both the preparation and publication of both of these Editions. As I
mentioned before, the documentation on the First Edition can be found in letters, talks and writings of Bill
W. and history on the SEcond Edition is a little more difficult to track. Along with Big Book in which Bill
makes his notes for the Second Edition, there is much original correspondence to be seen of an archival
nature.
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The Third Edition, however, is almost totally documented through the reports of the Trustees’ Literature
Committee and the Conference Literature Committee. The first mention of a Third Edition I could uncover is
found in a report of the Big Book subcommittee dated February 4, 1974. Ralph Ahringer, an ‘in town’
member of the Trustees’ Literature Committee was the chair of the Big Book subcommittee and over the
next year and a half, he and members of the staff at G.S.O. worked on the project.
In his memo, Ralph reiterated Bill’s comments regarding the purpose of revising the story section of the Big
Book, Alcoholics Anonymous. From February 1974 and throughout that year, the Big Book Subcommittee
worked, and the stories cut from the Second Edition Section “They Stopped in Time” and from the Second
Edition Section “hey Nearly Lost All” were identified fairly early. The possible replacements required a lot of
study. The early list included a caution concerning dated expressions and also suggested that all dates that
tended to make the stories seem like “ancient history” be omitted or edited, as Bill had done earlier.
In April of 1974 the Conference Literature Committee received an interim report on the work, and in July the
Trustees’ Literature Subcommittee report included far less detail concerning story names for the new
edition. The going seemed to be getting rough at this point, with much work to be done on reviewing the
stories submitted. It also mentioned that they were now considering seven Indian stories, a prison story
from the Grapevine, a navy story, a young person’s story, as well as still looking for a retiree and another
Black story. The subcommittee report noted that they were trying to meet a press deadline of December
1974.
September 1974 found the Big Book Subcommittee report documenting correspondence among the
committee - staff and Ralph Ahringer. The November Trustees’ Literature Committee heard in the report of
the Big Book Subcommittee that the new stories “will be sent to the Conference Literature Committee for
approval and they will not make the current rerun of the book. It will make the next rerun deadline in
18months.”
By the tone of the communication, the project was simply considered an “update” to be included in the next
“rerun” of the Big Book which happened every 18 months or so.
In February 1975 we see Ralph reporting to the committee that the selection of stories was completed and
they would be ready for the next ‘rerun’ of the book and would go to the printers in 12 months time. Copies
of all of the selections were being mailed to the Trustees’ and Conference Literature Committees for their
comment and approval.
The secretary to the Trustees’ Literature Committee and Conference Literature Committee enclosed tow or
more stories with the Conference Literature Committee background material, at the last minute, for their
comments and approval.
The staff members’ August report noted that the Big Book was with the editor undergoing final editorial
changes to go into the next printing of the Big Book and might be at the printers by the November meeting
of the literature committee in 1975.
The February 1976 meeting of the Trustees’ Literature Committee found the statement: “The Big Book Third
Edition will go to the printers soon. No changes have been made from page xxii through page 3`1. In Parts 2
and 3 seven stories have been deleted and 13 new stories have been added. The Third Edition will be ready
later this year.”
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The 26th General Service Conference Literature Committee received the report and recommended that the
delegates take back to their areas a statement to the effect that the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, Third
Edition, is not being changed and that only the stories have been updated and some new ones added.*
After the publication and release of the Third Edition, at their August of 1976 meeting, the Trustees’
Literature Committee heard the committee secretary report that A.A.W.S. had received many letters with
favorable comments about the Third Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous. A press release dated
June 1, 1976, briefly reviewed the history of the Big Book Alcoholics Anonymous and gave a short overview
of the Fellowship as well as inviting correspondence.
Subsequently, sharing from A. A. members regarding “editorial changes” that had been made in the
Foreword to the Second Edition of the Third Edition of the Big Book were received. AS a result, the 1978’s
General Service Conference produced an Advisory Action that, “In the next printing of Alcoholics Anonymous
the Foreword to the Second Edition be included as it was originally published in the Second Edition. Further it
was strongly recommended the delegates should be made aware of any changes under consideration in the
book Alcoholics Anonymous prior to publication.”
The 1989 Conference Literature Committee suggested distribution of Big Book workshop questions to all
delegates as part of the commemoration of the 50th Anniversary of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous. The
responses were reviewed by the Trustees, and it was obvious that the areas participating had experienced a
renewed interest in our Big Book.
The 1995 General Service Conference recommended that, “The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, The Doctor’s Opinion, Dr. Bob’s Nightmare and the Appendices
remain as is.”
That same year the conference Literature Committee reviewed the report on area responses “Should there
be a Fourth Edition of the Big Book.” and concluded that there was no need to publish a Fourth Edition at
this time.
The idea of the Fourth Edition went back to the Trustees Literature Committee since there did seem to be
some interest in a Fourth Edition, suggesting that they, the trustees, prepare an outline of the proposed
content of a Fourth Edition for consideration at the next Conference. This was seen by the 1996 Conference
Literature Committee with a request on how to proceed concerning the topic of the Big Book questionnaire
and outline. The Conference Literature Committee decided not to proceed with a questionnaire at that time.
The 1997 Conference Literature Committee received a recommendation from the Trustees’ Literature
Committee that a draft Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, be developed and the
Conference Literature Committee agreed and the General Service Conference recommended that”
A draft Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, be developed and a progress report be
brought forward to the 1998 Conference Literature Committee, keeping in mind the 1995 Advisory Action
that:
“The First 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, The Forewords, ‘The
Doctor’s Opinion’, ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,’ and the Appendices remain as is.”
A publication of stories dropped from the First, Second and Third Editions of the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, be developed, and a progress report be brought to the 1998 Conference Literature Committee.
*See Chart of Stories, Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, rev 7/01/97 STORIES ALL
6/11/97 - BGBKRPT.697
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SECTION 8 - HISTORICAL BACKGROUND NOTES FROM FOURTH EDITION

Big Book Submissions Part IV - The Fourth Edition Subcommittee suggests a continuation of the personal
stories under a title such as “The Changing Face of AA”. The Preface to the Third Edition of the Big Book
(published in 1976) states that “all changes made over the years to the Big Book… have the same purpose:
to represent the current membership of Alcoholics Anonymous more accurately, and thereby to reach more
alcoholics.”
The following list, contributed by Fourth Edition Subcommittee members, is suggested as a beginning for the
kinds of stories which would represent more accurately the current membership:
Senior Citizens with long term sobriety explaining the necessity of meetings.
Elderly who find sobriety. Elderly in AA who slip.
Young People (pre-teenagers and teenagers)
The Higher Power – continuing need for a spiritual center.
Spirituality (continuing atheist, agnostic, non-Christian who find own higher power, evangelical,
charismatic).
Native American (men, women, young) cultural differences
Emphasis on Steps, Traditions, and service beyond the group level (intergroup or general service)
Black AA members. Problems for black women in AA
Incarcerated persons (now referred to as persons in custody)
Gay, lesbian AA members. Various lifestyles
Members suffering from other problems (depression, bi-polar, drugs, prescription pills, food, other)
Physically challenged (hearing, blind, other)
Women (gender language barrier, upward mobility professional who gets caught in the cycle of money,
property and prestige).
Asian AA members (Cultural Differences)
Family relationships (Family disease)
Hispanics (English as a second language, cultural differences)
Loners, Internationalists
Technology innovations: Internet, world-wide web, cyber-sober groups)
Celebrities and anonymity (Special treatment?)
Blue Collar workers.
AA in foreign lands – finding other AAs
AAs who felt excluded from larger society and found welcome in AA
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SECTION 9 - TALK BY DAVID E.
A. A. Principles: General Service Board
General Sharing Session
July 31, 2004
Presenter: David E.
Aloha, I’m a sober member of Alcoholics Anonymous and my name is David E. I’m privileged to serve you
and the Fellowship as a General Service Trustee and this year’s Chair of the AA Grapevine Board.
I want to thank Valerie and Herb for their loving invitation to present to you today, my topic “AA Principles
and the General Service Board”.
When I received their invitation in the mail, my first thought was, “good grief, this is way too vast a topic to
present in 10 minutes and I need about a year to seriously think about it before I’m ready to say anything.”
In other words, I went into overwhelm!
But then, the words of Dr. Bob came to mind and my goal became to try and “Keep it Simple”! I realized I
didn’t have to present the world’s most erudite, insightful, profound analysis of AA Principles as practiced by
the General Service Board starting in 1938 as the Alcoholic Foundation and track it all the way to the
present. NO! My real purpose here is to share some of my own experience, strength and hope on this topic
and maybe generate some discussion topics.
What are our AA Principles? According to my personal copy of the complete, unabridged Random House
Dictionary of the English Language a Principle is, in brief – “a fundamental, primary or general law or truth
from which others are derived – a guiding sense of the requirements and obligations of right conduct.”
We have many principles in AA. I listed over 40 in about 10 minutes of reflection. I’m sure there are many
more. In this case, what are the “AA Principles” that give the General Service Board “a guiding sense of the
requirements and obligations of right conduct” and how do we practice them? I believe these principles can
be found in our 12 Steps, 12 Traditions, and 12 Concepts for World Service. As it turns out, Bern Smith, one
of our greatest non-alcoholic friends, also believed these principles should guide us. In the BYLAWS of the
General Service Board, Inc., written by Bern Smith and adopted originally in 1957, you’ll find all three of AA’s
Legacies: the 12 Steps, 12 Traditions, and 12 Concepts for World Service. The BYLAWS state “The General
Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc., now has but one purpose, that of serving the Fellowship of
Alcoholics Anonymous. It is in effect an agency created and now designated by the Fellowship of Alcoholics
Anonymous to maintain services for those who should be seeking, through Alcoholics Anonymous, the
means for arresting the disease of alcoholism through the application to their own lives, in whole or in part,
of the Twelve Steps which constitute the recovery program upon which the Fellowship of Alcoholics
Anonymous is founded.
The BYLAWS then state: “The General Service Board in its deliberations and decisions shall be guided by the
Twelve Traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous,” So, the Twelve Traditions contain principles that provide a
“Guiding sense of the requirements and obligations of right conduct” for the Board. That seems fairly
simple.
Finally, the BYLAWS state that “the General Service Board also shall be guided by the spirit of the Twelve
Concepts of Alcoholic Anonymous.” That’s all three legacies.
In examining all the principles involved in these three legacies, I asked myself if there is one “fundamental,
primary or general law or truth from which others are derived” which then provides “a sense of the
requirements and obligations of right conduct” for us as a Board. I think there is.
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In his essay on Tradition 1 in the Twelve and Twelve, Bill W. says that “the unity of Alcoholics Anonymous is
the most cherished quality our Society has. Our lives. the lives all to come depend squarely upon it. We stay
whole, or A.A. dies. Without unity, the heart of A.A. would cease to beat; our world arteries would no longer
carry the life-giving grace of God; his gift to us would be spent aimlessly.” Therefore, I posit that all the
principles contained in the Traditions and Concepts are designed to help our Fellowship achieve and
maintain Unity.
Bern Smith saw that in order for our Board to be effective, to fulfill its primary purpose of serving the
Fellowship by maintaining its services for those seeking to overcome alcoholism, we need to preserve the
unity of the Fellowship and therefore, we need to have the Traditions and Concepts at the core of our
corporate BYLAWS.
A perfect example of the great care exercised by the General Service Board to follow AA Principles was when
the Conference gave the go ahead for the development of the 4th Edition of the Big Book. Through the
Trustees’ Literature Committee, the 4th Edition subcommittee tried to develop a process that would serve
the fellowship and preserve the unity at the same time. With the vision of leadership discussed in Concept
IX, the subcommittee chair suggested a Tradition 2 Group Conscience sharing model for our committee
work. At every meeting, we would go around the table and each member of the committee would express
their view without interruption, taking turns until there was a sense of unanimity about how to proceed.
There was no time pressure and therefore no rust to reach a conclusion. We began with very divergent ideas
and expectations of our task and how we were to accomplish it. One member thought we didn’t need a new
edition and was opposed to changing anything, another one thought we should throw out all the old stories
and put in 100% new ones, the rest of the views fell somewhere in between. We practiced Concept II by
delegating authority to teams of subcommittee members to review 100s of stories that they were then
responsible to come back to the subcommittee with their recommendations as to which stories should be
moved forward. We had Right of Decision Concept III discussions about various suggestions that came in
from the Fellowship and whether we had the authority to make decisions about them or not. We kept
Concept IV Right of Appeal very much alive by allowing any member of the subcommittee to bring back for
consideration any story, new or old, that had been previously set aside. Throughout the process as we read
the submitted stories, we needed to keep in mind Traditions 3,5,6, 10 and 11 to insure that none of the
stories contained implied membership rules, show group affiliation with outside entities, expressed opinions
on outside issues, broke anyone’s anonymity or focused primarily on any purpose other than recovery from
alcoholism. We practiced the spirit of anonymity in Tradition 12 by purposely removing the writer’s name
from the story before we even saw it so we wouldn’t be influenced by knowing who the author was, thereby
keeping principles before personalities. We also exercised Tradition 12 by making ourselves ineligible to
submit our own stories for consideration. We practiced Concept IV Right of Participation and Concept X
“equal authority with equal responsibility” by making the staff members of the subcommittee fully
participating and voting members. We exercised Concept IX vision by putting forward to the Trustees
Committee and then the Conference ancillary recommendations concerning the responsibilities of the
Publications Department to handle pagination, contents, titling, etc. Along the way, we consulted with the
Conference Committee and made recommendations for consideration by the Conference Committee with
full reports on our progress and methodology. Since the process took four years, we also had a chance to
practice the spiritual principle of rotation from Concept IX with old members leaving and new members
coming on, including Staff members. At the final conference vote of acceptance of the work of dozens of
diligent AAs including staff, directors, trustees, and delegates who were involved, it brought tears to my
eyes when the fellowship expressed trust in the process with overwhelming unity. The fact that we have
made only two real changes to the 4th Edition since its initial publication speaks to the ultimate practicality
and effectiveness of our AA Principles as exercised at the GSB level.
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Except for the fact that we need to remain within the laws of the New York state governing a non-profit
corporation, our board operates along the same principles as any other AA entity. For each matter that
comes before us, we think about it in relation to the principles contained in the 12 Steps, 12 Traditions, and
12 Concepts. Do we need to take an inventory? Are there character defects of ours involved? Do we ask
others for help? Do we get sufficient background information so we can make an informed group
conscience? Are we prudent with our resources? Are we taking enough time to consider the issue so as to
not be overly hasty to reach a decision? Do we consider how this decision will affect an individual group’s
autonomy and AA as a whole? Will our decision seemingly affiliate us with any outside enterprise or appear
to express an opinion on an outside issue? Are we creating more than one class of AA member? Are we
keeping to the spirit as well as the letter of anonymity? Are we letting personalities somehow come first?
Are all members who are affected by a possible decision able to participate directly or by representation in
the decision process? Do we have the clear authority and responsibility to make this decision, or does it
properly rest at a different level of service? Have we included a full discussion of all sides of the issue with
the minority encouraged and given ample time to speak freely? Are we practicing custodial oversight or
getting into management? Are we exercising leadership in its most positive forms? Are we allowing
unqualified authority of any AA member or entity over another? Are we creating the best possible service
committees or entities for the purpose required? Are we acting as a government rather than as a servant?
Are we conforming with prudent financial principles? Will any individual or group appear to be punished or
ostracized? Will our decision incite public controversy? Are we being truly democratic in both thought and
action? Are all important decisions received by full discussion, vote and whenever possible, by substantial
unanimity? And finally, how will our decision affect AA unity?
As a board, we attempt to practice these principles in all of our affairs. Every time we gather together, we do
what all other AA entities are suggested to do. To remain unified, we must be willing to sacrifice personal
ambitions and ego for the sake of AA as a whole. We must be willing to be leaders without getting credit for
our ideas. We must treat our fellow colleagues, the staff, the Conference, the groups and each individual
member with respect. We must trust each other and the process. Once we have had full discussion, voted
and reached substantial unanimity, if I have been in the minority and have done my best to persuade the
others of my view. then it is my responsibility to let go of my personal view and support the majority
decision for the sake of AA Unity.
Along those lines, one personal experience I had involved the AA Grapevine Board’s decision to implement
the three-dollar postage pass through. I strongly disagreed with the majority of the Board. The idea itself, I
felt had merit but needed more discussion and I also seriously questioned the timing of the decision. I
expressed myself as eloquently and as passionately as I could but to no avail. With substantial unanimity,
the AA Grapevine Board passed the measure and after allowing me ample opportunity to try and convince
them otherwise during the minority opinion, they stuck to their guns. Ironically, it then became my
responsibility, as Treasurer of the Grapevine Board, to present the arguments for their consideration - which
I did and they approved it, hopefully without sensing my personal view. And, as is so often the case when
I’m in the minority, my view has since been proven wrong. The postage pass through was a good idea after
all!
I hope that you’ve been able to get something out of my presentation. I know that it’s been a very helpful
process for me and has taught me more about my role as a member of the General Service Board. In the
time that I’ve been on the Board, we have been very meticulous and taken great care in asking ourselves the
kinds of questions I have listed. If the Board is the custodian of the Traditions and is obligated to operate
within the spirit of the Concepts, then the Board is the custodian of AA Unity and we are obligated to do
everything in our power to maintain it.
Thank you for listening.
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SECTION 10 - PROPOSED CALL FOR STORIES FOR THE 5 TH EDITION

The Preface to the Second Edition of the Big Book explains that revisions to the personal history section of
the book were made in order “to represent the current membership of Alcoholics Anonymous more
accurately, and thereby to reach more Alcoholics,”
In that spirit, the 2021 General Service Conference recommended that “a Fifth Edition of the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous, be developed, including an update of stories to better reflect the current
membership, keeping in mind the 1995 Advisory Action that;” The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion’ , ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare”, and the Appendices
remain as is,” and that a progress report be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.”
In response to the 2021 General Service Conference Advisory Action requesting the development of a 5th
edition of the book Alcoholics Anonymous, the trustees’ Literature Committee is seeking a wide range of
A.A. recovery experience of members in the Fellowship. The Literature Committee is searching for stories of
our members for possible inclusion in the Fifth Edition which are from a broad cross-section of our local
communities, and all stories are of value. As Bill writes on page 29 of the book Alcoholics Anonymous: “Our
hope is that many alcoholic men and women, desperately in need, will see these pages, and we believe that
it is only by fully disclosing ourselves and our problems that they will persuaded to say, ‘Yes, I am one of
them too; I must have this thing.’” It is the Literature Committee’s shared hope that any new stories from
our current membership will help future alcoholics to identify and find recovery in the pages of a 5th
edition.
A.A. Manuscripts should be 3500 words, double spaced, in 12-point font. The author’s complete name,
address and email/phone information should be included on the first page of with the submission.
[Actual submission instructions to be provided by the office similar to below]
Submissions may be submitted electronically via the GSO website, the GV website or through email to
Literature.org with “5th Edition Alcoholics Anonymous” in the subject line of the message. Alternatively,
submissions can be mailed to: Literature Coordinator, General Service Office, Box 459, Grand Central
Station, New York, NY 10163, with “Fifth Edition” appearing on the outside of the envelope. A copy of your
manuscript should be retained for your files.
The deadline for submissions is DATE [which is 4 to 6 months after publication in Grapevine]. The anonymity
of all authors will be observed whether their story is selected for publication. Stories will be accepted in
English or Spanish.

Back to Agenda
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LITERATURE
Item M
Doc. 2

Part I:
Trustees’ Literature Committee History and Actions: Fourth Edition “Big
Book Alcoholics Anonymous
January 29, 1994 Trustees’ Committee on Literature:
Discuss and Consider the need for a Fourth Edition of the “Big Book” Alcoholics Anonymous:
The committee forwarded an area request for a Fourth Edition of the Big Book Alcoholics
Anonymous to the Conference Literature Committee, with the suggestion that more information
be gathered on need and interest from the Fellowship.
July 30, 1994 Trustees’ Committee on Literature:
Discuss Big Book Issues
a. Fourth Edition- Two letters were sent to delegates and alternates seeking Fellowship
input on the desirability of a Fourth Edition of the Big Book Alcoholics Anonymous, and
that their input be returned by October 28, 1994 for review by the trustees’ Literature
Committee.
October 29, 1994 Trustees’ Committee on Literature:
Discuss Big Book- whether to do a fourth edition or not
In response to a request from the 1994 Conference Literature Committee that “a letter be sent to
all delegates seeking fellowship input on the desirability of a Fourth Edition” the trustees’
Literature Committee discussed the feedback from areas.
It was reported to date that 29 areas have responded with a “yes” to go ahead with a Fourth
Edition (without changing the first 164 pages), and 18 areas have responded with a “no” to not
go ahead with a Fourth Edition, and 5 areas were evenly divided or abstained. The total is 52
areas responding as of Friday, October 28, 1994.
In the meantime, an additional 150 letters have arrived at G.S.O.’s literature desk from A.A.
members individually, from A.A. groups and from districts. Many areas developed detailed
questionnaires in order to respond to the letter seeking Fellowship input, and some areas asked
for more time.
The committee suggested a researcher be asked to help compile this extensive material and that a
more comprehensive report be submitted to the trustees’ Literature Committee for further
evaluation.
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January 28, 1995 Trustees’ Committee on Literature:
Alcoholics Anonymous
a. Discuss report (responses from areas)- whether to move toward publication of a Fourth
Edition of the Big Book
The trustees’ Literature Committee recommended that the report “Should There be a
Fourth Edition of the Big Book, A Report on Area Reponses” be forwarded to the
Conference literature Committee for review. The committee recognized that the
postscript, pp. 41-43 in the report, was not solicited nor endorsed by the committee.
October 28, 1995 Trustees’ Committee on Literature:
Report of the Subcommittee re: Big Book Questionnaire and Outline
Fran P. reported on the progress of the Big Book Questionnaire Subcommittee. Fran is gathering
suggestions from the Committee which he will receive, collate, prepare and report on prior to the
January Board weekend.
January 27, 1996 Trustees’ Committee on Literature:
Report of the Subcommittee re: Big Book Questionnaire and Outline
The committee heard the report of the Big Book Questionnaire and Outline subcommittee and
forwarded the draft outline of proposed content of a Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, to the Conference Literature Committee for its feedback and further guidance on
how to proceed.
July 27, 1996 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Old Business
It was decided that the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, possible Fourth Edition be the first
item on the Trustees’ Literature Committee agenda at their November meeting and that the
information on Confidentiality being prepared by the Publication Department for a Box 459
article be a topic of discussion at the same meeting.
November 2, 1996 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous- possible Fourth Edition

a) The trustees’ Literature Committee recommends to the Conference Literature Committee the
development of a draft Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, in keeping
in mind the 1995 Advisory Action that:
The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the Prefaces, the Forewords,
“The Doctor’s Opinion,” “Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,” and the Appendices remain as is.
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b) The trustees’ Literature Committee recommends that a separate publication be developed
to include stories dropped from the First, Second and Third Editions of the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous.
c) Once developed, each of the above publications would be reviewed by the trustees’
Literature Committee and recommendations would be made to the General Service
Conference through the Conference Literature Committee.
February 2, 1997 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, be unchanged without approval of three quarters of the
groups of Alcoholics Anonymous
The committee discussed the request that the Big Book be unchanged without approval of three
quarters of the groups of Alcoholics Anonymous and will respond with a letter to the sender
explaining that the Conference has taken such action that it can in regard to protecting the Big
Book, Alcoholics Anonymous.
August 2, 1997 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Draft of Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
A Subcommittee on the Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous was appointed
with Richard R. chairing and Jackie J., David E., Garry Mc. and staff secretary as members. The
Subcommittee chairperson noted that the first of two meetings to be held before the next full
meeting of the committee would discuss the process to be followed and bring that approach back
to the trustees’ Literature Committee in November.
November 1, 1997 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous- Subcommittee Report
The committee heard the subcommittee report on the Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous. The subcommittee continues to move slowly and deliberately in its considerations.
All areas of discussion related to the publication of the Fourth Edition of the Big Book remain
open.
Book of Dropped Stories- Big Book Subcommittee Report
The committee took no action on this agenda item since little progress could be made on the
development of this book until decisions are made relative to the publication of the Fourth
Edition of the Big Book.
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January 31, 1998 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
The chairperson of the Subcommittee on the Fourth Edition Big Book gave a progress report to the
Trustees’ Literature Committee, which will be forwarded to the Conference Literature Committee.
New Business
b) Consider an area’s request to add Dr. Bob’s Story (Dr. Bob’s Nightmare) as Chapter Twelve to
the book, Alcoholics Anonymous.
The Trustees’ Literature Committee considered an area request to remove Dr. Bob’s Story (Dr.
Bob’s Nightmare) from the story section and add it to the Fourth Edition as an additional chapter to
the current main text of the 164 pages of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous, thereby increasing the
number of chapters from eleven to twelve and referred the matter to the Subcommittee on the Fourth
Edition Big Book.

e) Request from a group that the Conference adopt a resolution regarding stories for possible
inclusion in a Fourth Edition of the Big Book.
The Trustees’ Literature Committee considered the request from a group that the Conference adopt
a resolution regarding stories for possible inclusion in a Fourth Edition of the Big Book and referred
the matter to the Subcommittee on the Fourth Edition Big Book.

f) In a unanimous decision, the Trustees’ Literature Committee moved that members of this
committee not submit their stories for possible inclusion in the Fourth Edition of the Big Book.
August 1, 1998 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Draft of Fourth Edition Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
The committee discussed the progress of the draft copy of the Fourth Edition Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous. The chairperson of the subcommittee on the Fourth Edition Big Book reviewed the
process established by the subcommittee to accomplish its work as this project continues to be
developed.
The subcommittee is always mindful of the two following Advisory Actions: 1997
It was recommended that:
“A draft Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, be developed and a progress report
be brought to the 1988 Conference Literature Committee, keeping in mind the 1995 Advisory
Action that:
‘The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, ‘The
Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,’ and the Appendices remain as is.’
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1998
It was recommended that:
“A draft Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous continue to be developed and a
progress report be brought to the 1999 Conference Literature Committee, keeping in mind, that if a
Fourth Edition Big Book is published, it will require Conference approval and the 1995 Advisory
Action that: ‘The First 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, the
Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,’ and the Appendices remain as is.”
In order to address certain editorial issues related to the Fourth Edition Big Book project,
recommendations from the subcommittee on the Fourth Edition Big Book were accepted by the
trustees’ Literature Committee will to be forwarded to the Conference literature Committee.
These recommendations are as follows:

1. In keeping with the 1997 and 1998 General Service Conference Advisory Actions, the
trustees’ Literature Committee recommended to the 1999 Conference Literature
Committee that the Publications Department of the General Service Office maintain the
following editorial responsibilities regarding the Fourth Edition Big Book Project:
• Editorial “fine tuning” such as footnotes, punctuation, capitalization, spelling,
updating, jacket materials, page numbers, etc. Thus, page numbers are likely to
change for content after page 164.
• Coordinating the flow of work between the book designer, typesetters,
proofreaders and the production people, who order the paper and schedule the
printing with the book manufacturer;
• In the case of the proposed Fourth Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous, the G.S.O.
editors would prepare or coordinate new material and changes such as:
New Material

Changes

Cover and jacket design

Title Page

Jacket copy

Contents page

Preface

Factual material that appears in footnotes

Foreword to the Fourth Edition

Introductions to personal stories

Index

2. The trustees’ Literature Committee recommended to the 1999 Conference Literature
Committee that based on past precedent in regard to previous editions of the bookAlcoholics
Anonymous, the A.A. history book, and the Daily Reflections, any draft copy of the Fourth
Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous be considered a work-in-progress, and as such, is
confidential; the operating principle being that any story material brought forward to the
Conference Literature Committee will be done on a for “their-eyes-only” basis adhering to
the principle of the “right of decision,” and not brought forward for any other general
distribution until publication.
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Old Business
Draft of book of stories dropped from the First, Second and Third Editions of the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous
The committee reaffirmed the statement of its November 1, 1997 meeting:
“The committee took no action on this agenda item since little progress could be made on the
development of this book until decisions are made relative to the publication of the Fourth
Edition of the Big Book.”
October 31, 1998 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Draft of Fourth Edition Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
It was reported that a first round reading of all 1,222 stories submitted for possible inclusion in a
Fourth Edition Big Book had been completed.
The chairman of the Subcommittee on the 4th Edition gave a brief summary of the committee’s
activities. The committee then reviewed a report given by the Subcommittee Chairperson on
April 23, 1998 to the 48th General Service Conference. The report is titled, Progress Report to
the 48th General Service Conference (1998) by the Subcommittee on the Fourth Edition of the
Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous- April 23, 1998. This report will be sent out to all Panel 47,
Panel 48 and Panel 49 Conference members as background material related to the proposed
Fourth Edition Big Book. It will be accompanied by an additional report entitled, The Big Book
and The General Service Conference of A.A., along with a copy of the two recommendations
made by the trustees’ Literature Committee at their August 1, 1998 meeting.
The subcommittee has set for itself two tasks for its next meeting:
1. To complete a second round review and evaluation of stories #931 through #1222.
2. To review and re-evaluate stories #431 through #930 in the category called “On Hold.”
These are stories that 4 out of 6 committee members liked. Any member may bring
forward a story from this category for reconsideration. This reconsideration may lead to a
story being moved from the “4 out of 6” to the “5 out 6” or “6 out of 6” category. Once
the reconsideration work has been completed, only stories in the categories, “6 out of 6,”
or “5 out of 6” will be kept for review in the final story selection process (stories #1-430
have been read and evaluated three times).
January 30, 1999 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Progress Report on the Fourth Edition Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
The chairperson of the Subcommittee on the Fourth Edition Big Book gave a progress report to
the trustees’ Literature Committee which will be forwarded to the Conference Literature
Committee.
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July 31, 1999 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Discuss Ongoing Projects:
a) Draft Fourth Edition Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
•
•

•

The Chairman of the Subcommittee on the Fourth Edition Big Book gave a brief
report of the subcommittee’s July 30, 1999 meeting to the trustees’ Literature
Committee.
The committee formed a new Subcommittee on the Fourth Edition Big Book,
consisting of the following members: Garry Mc., chair; David E., Marne H., Beth
R., Jim C., John K., Vinnie Mc. and Lois F., to continue work on developing a
draft copy of the Fourth Edition Big Book.
The trustees’ Literature Committee forwarded a request to the trustees’
Conference Committee for an opportunity for the chairman of the Subcommittee
on the Fourth Edition Big Book to make a report to the 50th General Service
Conference.

b) Draft of book of stories dropped from the First, Second and Third Editions of the Big
Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
The committee, again, reaffirmed the statement of its November 1, 1997 meeting:
“The committee took no action on this agenda item since little progress could be made on
the development of this book until decisions are made relative to the publication of the
Fourth Edition of the Big Book.”
October 30, 1999 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Fourth Edition Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
Garry Mc., chairperson of the subcommittee, gave a brief report of the subcommittee’s October
27, 1999 meeting. The subcommittee plans to send the Conference Literature Committee a
representative sample of the selected stories to obtain feedback. Non-subcommittee members
who receive stories will be asked to adhere to the confidentiality policy of the subcommittee. The
Trustees’ Literature Committee will meet with the Conference Literature Committee prior to the
opening of the Conference to discuss the stories and receive input from the Conference Literature
Committee. Following the Conference, the subcommittee will make its final selection of
storiesand then pass the stories on the Publications for editing. The proposed draft of the Fourth
Edition Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, will then be forwarded to the General Service
Conference for approval.
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January 29, 2000 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Fourth Edition Big Book
Garry Mc., chair of the subcommittee, reported that the subcommittee has met twice since the
last Board weekend. After hearing his report and the recommendations from the subcommittee,
the trustees’ Literature Committee recommends that the Conference Literature Committee be
sent the 38 stories selected by the subcommittee and a list of stories in the Third Edition that are
suggested to be included in the proposed Fourth Edition. These stories will be on special watermarked paper marked “confidential” and the members of the Conference Literature Committee
will be asked to adhere to the Confidentiality policy of the subcommittee. In addition, that same
information will be sent to the members of the trustees’ Literature Committee not currently
serving on the Big Book Subcommittee.
In anticipation of a joint meeting of the trustees’ and Conference Literature Committees on
Saturday, April 29, Richard R. will work with Bill A., Garry Mc. and Lois F. in developing an
Agenda for the meeting. The Big Book Subcommittee looks forward to receiving input about the
selected stories at the joint meeting. Following the Conference, the subcommittee will give
serious consideration to all input received from the Conference Literature Committee prior to
recommending to the trustees’ Literature Committee which stories should be forwarded to
Publications for editing. After the stories are edited, a draft of the Fourth Edition Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous will be forwarded to the General Service Conference through the
Conference Literature Committee for approval.
July 29, 2000 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Fourth Edition Big Book
Marne H. reported that the Fourth Edition Big Book Subcommittee met Thursday, July 27, 2000
and held a lunch meeting on July 29. The subcommittee found the joint meeting of the
Conference and trustees’ Literature Committees very helpful in terms of selecting new stories for
inclusion in the Fourth Edition Big Book.
After reconsidering 17 stories from the Third Edition Big Book proposed for inclusion in the
Fourth Edition, the subcommittee unanimously chose to drop one story and add one story. It was
emphasized that no final decision has been made regarding the number of stories to be included
in the Fourth Edition pending final determination of the length and content of the book.
The subcommittee discussed adding Twelve Concepts (short form) to the Fourth Edition and
could not reach consensus.The Publications Department plans to send to subcommittee the edited
stories in early October to review before their next scheduled meeting on October 26, 2000.
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October 28, 2000 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Fourth Edition Big Book
Marne H., vice chair, reported that the Fourth Edition Big Book Subcommittee met Thursday,
October 26th and briefly on Saturday, October 28th. A report of these meetings will be sent to all
committee members Tuesday, October 31, 2000. The draft compilation of revised stories with
editing notes will be distributed to the subcommittee the first week of January 2001 and to the
Conference Literature Committee and non-subcommittee trustees’ Literature Committee
members with working titles after the January 2001 board meeting.
Based on the subcommittee’s request, the committee agreed to forward a suggestion to the
Conference Literature Committee that, since the Preface which is found on Page xi of the Third
Edition of the Big Book was not written by Bill Wilson, the Preface be replaced by a new
Preface in the Fourth Edition of the Big Book. This suggestion will appear as a separate agenda
item with background material for consideration by the 2001 Conference Literature Committee.
Based on a request from this subcommittee, Jim C. reported that the trustees’ Conference
Committee has agreed to include a brief presentation and question and answer sessions on the
history of the committee process for the Fourth Edition of the Big Book in the opening session of
the 2001 General Service Conference. This presentation would not advocate for or against the
Fourth Edition, but would recap the process that has been used to prepare the draft.
January 27, 2001 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Fourth Edition Big Book
Marne H., vice-chair of the Fourth Edition Big Book Subcommittee, presented minutes of the
subcommittee’s Thursday, January 25, 2001 meeting.
The committee agreed to forward a request from the Fourth Edition Big Book Subcommittee that
the Publications Department be responsible for the order of the presentation of stories in the
Fourth Edition Big Book following Page 164 and “Doctor Bob’s Nightmare” to the 2001
Conference Literature Committee.
The committee agreed to forward a request from the Fourth Edition Big Book Subcommittee to
the General Service Office to contact all current and previous subcommittee, trustees’ and
Conference Literature Committee members after the 2001 General Service Conference to request
that any material in their possession pertaining to the Fourth Edition Big Book be returned to the
General Service Office. The draft manuscripts of the 1,222 stories originally submitted for
consideration for the Fourth Edition Big Book have been held in trust by all involved. This is a
customary request to protect the confidentiality of all stories submitted by A.A. members.
The committee agreed to forward the binder presentation of draft stories for the Fourth Edition
Big Book to the 2001 Conference Literature Committee.
Requests for Conference Agenda Items
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•

The committee discussed four different proposals to change the Fourth Edition Big Book
Conference distribution process. The committee reviewed the 1999 General Service
Conference Advisory Action which reads as follows:
“Based on precedent in regard to previous editions of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous,
the A.A. history book, and Daily Reflections, any draft copy of the Fourth Edition of
Alcoholics Anonymous be considered a work-in-progress, and as such, is confidential;
The operating principle being that any story material brought forward to the Conference
Literature Committee will be done on a “for-their-eyes-only” basis adhering to the
principle of the “right of decision” and not brought forward for any other general
distribution until publication.”
This 1999 Advisory Action was also reaffirmed by the 2000 Conference Literature
Committee.
The committee forwarded these four proposals to change the Fourth Edition Big Book
Conference distribution process to the 2001 Conference Literature Committee.

•

The committee forwarded the following request: “That in the future no draft copy of any
literature be submitted for approval by the General Service Conference without
Conference members having the opportunity to review that literature” to the 2001
Conference Literature Committee.

July 28, 2001 Trustees’ Literature Committee:
Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
The committee discussed two requests for changes to the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous: a
request to add a glossary to future printings of the Big Book and a request to restore “The
Doctor’s Opinion” to page 1 of the future printings of the Big Book. It was noted that the Fourth
Edition of the Big Book Subcommittee had discussed many requests for changes to the Big Book
and had decided to make no changes. The committee unanimously agrees, keeping in mind the
precedent set by the Fourth Edition Big Book Subcommittee and the 1995 Conference Advisory
Action which reads, “The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface,
the Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Doctor Bob’s Nightmare’ and the Appendices remain
as it, “the no action be taken on these two requests.
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Part II:
Conference Literature Committee Advisory Actions: Fourth Edition “Big
Book Alcoholics Anonymous
1997
It was recommended that:
A draft Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, be developed and a progress
report be brought to the 1998 Conference Literature Committee, keeping in mind the 1995
Advisory Action that:
“The first 164 pages of the Big book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, ‘The
Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,’ and the Appendices remain as is.”
1998
It was recommended that:
A draft Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, continue to be developed and a
progress report brought to the 1999 Conference Literature Committee, keeping in mind that, if a
Fourth Edition Big Book is published, it will require Conference approval and the 1995 Advisory
Action that: “The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, the
Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,’ and the Appendices remains as is.”
1999
It was recommended that:
A progress report and/or a draft copy of the Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, be brought to the 2000 Conference Literature Committee, keeping in mind, that if a
Fourth Edition Big Book is published, it will require Conference approval and the 1995 Advisory
Action that: “The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, the
Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,’ and the Appendices remain as it.”
The Publications Department of the General Service Office maintain the following editorial
responsibilities regarding the Fourth Edition Big Book Project:
•

Editorial “fine tuning” such as footnotes, punctuation, capitalization, spelling,
updating, jacket materials, page numbers, etc. Thus, page numbers are likely to
change for content after page 164.
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•
•

Coordinating the flow of work between the book designer, typesetters,
proofreaders and the production people, who order the paper and schedule the
printing with the book manufacturer;
In the case of the proposed Fourth Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous, the G.S.O.
editors would prepare or coordinate new material and changes such as:

New Material
Cover and jacket design
Jacket copy
Preface
Foreword to the Fourth Edition

Changes
Title Page
Contents Page
Factual material that appears in footnotes
Introductions to personal stories

Based on precedent in regard to previous editions of the book Alcoholics Anonymous, the A.A.
history book, and Daily Reflections, any draft copy of the Fourth Edition of Alcoholics
Anonymous be considered a work-in-progress, and as such, is confidential; the operating
principle being that any story material brought forward to the Conference Literature Committee
will be done on a “for-their-eyes-only” basis adhering to the principle of the “right of decision,”
and not brought forward for any other general distribution until publication.
2000
It was recommended that:
Following serious consideration of the comments and suggestions expressed at a joint meeting of
the trustees’ and Conference Literature Committees about the proposed new stories from the
Third Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous to be included in the Fourth Edition, a draft copy of the
Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, or a progress report be brought to the
2001 Conference Literature Committee, keeping in mind that if a Fourth Edition Big Book is
published, it will require Conference approval and the 1995 Advisory Action that: “The first 164
pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s
Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,” and the Appendices remain as is.”
2001
It was recommended that:
The Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, be approved keeping in mind the
1995 Conference Advisory Action which reads, “The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,’ and the
Appendices remain as is” and keeping in mind the 1999 Conference Action which reads, “The
Publications Department of the General Service Office maintain the following specific editorial
responsibilities regarding the Fourth Edition Big Book Project:
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•
•
•

Editorial “fine tuning” such as footnotes, punctuation, capitalization, spelling,
updating, jacket materials, page numbers, etc. Thus, page numbers are likely to
change for content after page 164.
Coordinating the flow of work between the book designer, typesetters,
proofreaders and the production people, who order the paper and schedule the
printing with the book manufacturer;
In the case of the proposed Fourth Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous, the G.S.O.
editors would prepare or coordinate new material and changes such as:

New Material
Cover and jacket design
Jacket copy
Preface
Foreword to the Fourth Edition

Changes
Title Page
Contents Page
Factual material that appears in footnotes
Introductions to personal stories

Note: In keeping with the 1997 Conference Action which requested the development of a
publication of stories dropped from the First, Second and Third Editions of the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous, the committee asked that the trustees’ Literature Committee bring a draft
manuscript of these stories to the 2002 Conference Literature Committee.
Keeping in mind the 1995 Conference Advisory Action which reads, “The first 164 pages of the
Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr.
Bob’s Nightmare,’ and the Appendices remain as is,” the current Preface be updated for the
Fourth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous.
The Publications Department of the General Service Office be responsible for the order of stories
in the Fourth Edition of the Big Book following page 164 and “Doctor Bob’s Nightmare” which
will remain as the first story in the “Pioneers of A.A.” section.
Note: The committee suggested that the Personal Stories Section Titles in the Fourth Edition of
the Big Book remain “Pioneers of A.A.,” “They Stopped in Time,” and “They Lost Nearly All.”
The Twelve Concepts (short form), with a brief introduction, be added to the Appendices Section
in future printings of the Big Book.
G.S.O.’s A.A. Web site address be added to the Appendix “How to Get in Touch with A.A.” in
future printings of the Big Book.

G.S.O. Archives/August 2019
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM N: Discuss the existing version of the pamphlet “Twelve Traditions Illustrated.”
Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the existing version of the pamphlet “Twelve Traditions
Illustrated” and requested that the Publishing department seek professional input on
approaches to revise language and offensive visuals, and that samples be brought
back to the trustees' Literature Committee.
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee tabled discussion until the January 2022 meeting.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 advisory action and the Conference Committee
on Literature’s committee consideration regarding the update of the pamphlet of
“The Twelve Traditions Illustrated.”
The committee acknowledged the 2021 Conference advisory action that approved
the updated version of this pamphlet, “Experience Has Taught Us: An Introduction
to Our Twelve Traditions,” as a distinct piece of literature addressing a different
audience and serving a different purpose.
The committee agreed with continuing publication and distribution of the existing
“Twelve Traditions Illustrated” pamphlet. The committee also noted the potentially
offensive language and visuals which contributed to the original request to revise,
and the possible need for revision in this item.
The committee agreed to continue discussions at the October 2021 meeting.
2021 General Service Conference Advisory Action
It was recommended that the existing version of the pamphlet “The Twelve
Traditions Illustrated” not be retired.
NOTE: A paragraph from the committee recommendation was moved to
considerations by rule of the presiding Conference chair and follows:

2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration
The committee noted that the draft updated version of the pamphlet “The Twelve
Traditions Illustrated," pending its approval, is well-suited for an introduction to the
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Traditions, and the existing version is helpful for more in-depth consideration of
the Traditions.
NOTE: the draft updated version was approved:
The committee forwarded to the trustees’ Literature Committee suggestions on
the draft update which the committee considered a new piece of literature on the
Twelve Traditions. The committee requested that a progress report or draft
pamphlet be brought back to the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpts from February 1, 2020, TLC Meeting Report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed and agreed to forward an
updated draft version of “Twelve Traditions Illustrated” to the 2020 Conference
Committee on Literature.
The trustees’ Literature Committee requested that the Conference Literature
committee consider not retiring the current version of the pamphlet “Twelve
Traditions Illustrated” noting the wealth and depth of material contained in the
current pamphlet and its current distribution numbers.
Excerpts from November 2, 2019, TLC Meeting Report:
The committee discussed a draft version of the comprehensive revision of the
pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Illustrated” and requested that the Publishing
Department continue work to revise the pamphlet with particular attention to
clarifying text for Traditions One, Two, Three and Five and bring back an updated
draft pamphlet to the February 2020 meeting.
Excerpts from July 27, 2019, TLC Meeting Report:
The committee discussed a draft version from the Publishing Department of the
comprehensive revision of the pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Illustrated.” The
committee discussed the 2019 Conference Literature Committee’s additional
committee consideration which included suggested text related to emphasizing
the importance of anonymity on social media and noted the draft version includes
related text. The committee tabled further discussions until the November 2019
meeting.
2019 Additional Committee Consideration
The Conference Literature committee reviewed a progress report for the
pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Illustrated” and suggested an emphasis on the
importance of anonymity on social media perhaps by adding an image of the
Anonymity in the Digital Age poster as well as the following text:
To quote Bill W.’s writing on page 15 from The Language of the Heart,
“...it should be the privilege, even the right, of each individual or group
to handle anonymity as they wish.” However, when dealing with social
media, personal anonymity as well as the group’s anonymity may be
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easily compromised. We must be careful when using social media to not
use full names and/or photos of A.A. members in a way that would identify
them or others as A.A. members.
The committee looks forward to reviewing a progress report or revised draft
pamphlet at the 2020 General Service.
Excerpt from January 26, 2019, TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward a written version of a verbal report provided
by the General Service Office’s Publishing Department regarding the pamphlet
“Twelve Traditions Illustrated” to the 2019 Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpts from October 27, 2018, TLC Meeting Report
The committee reviewed the progress report and revised text with respect to the
revision of the pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Illustrated” and requested that
the Publishing Department continue the revision and provide an update at the
committee’s January 2019 meeting.
The committee discussed the request for additional revisions to the pamphlet
“The Twelve Traditions Illustrated.” The committee expressed appreciation for
the premise and the language in the suggested revision and requested the
Publishing Department to include the spirit of the proposed update in the
revisions underway for the pamphlet.
Excerpt from July 27, 2018, TLC Meeting Report
The Publishing Department advised that they are in the process of identifying an
appropriate graphic designer along with further developing a narrative that is less
“text heavy.” The committee requested that Publishing continue revisions to the
pamphlet and present a draft pamphlet or progress report at the October 2018
meeting.
2018 Additional Committee Consideration
The committee reviewed draft text for the pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions
Illustrated,” and offered additional suggestions for the trustees’ Literature
Committee to consider. The committee looks forward to reviewing a progress
report or revised draft pamphlet at the 2019 General Service Conference.
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2017 Additional Committee Consideration
The Conference Literature Committee reviewed draft sample illustrations and
corresponding revised text for the pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Illustrated.”
The committee looks forward to reviewing a draft revised pamphlet or progress
report at the 2018 General Service Conference.
Excerpt from the History and Actions of the trustees’ Literature Committee, 2016
Post-Conference, the committee reviewed the 2016 Conference Advisory to
update the pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Illustrated.” The committee
requested that the Publishing Department begin the initial process of updating
the pamphlet and prepare a “mock-up” of two or three Traditions for review at the
October 2016 meeting.
Subsequently, the committee reviewed the draft sample illustrations of the
Second, Third and Ninth Traditions submitted by the Publishing Department in
response to the committee’s request. The committee discussed the next steps
and agreed that in light of the enormity of the task, the best course moving forward
would entail the development of a progress report including the draft sample
illustrations of the Second, Third and Ninth Traditions (with revised text) and a
project cost estimate which may be forwarded to the 2017 Conference Committee
on Literature. To that end, the committee requested that the Publishing
Department provide a revised text of the sample Traditions and a project cost
estimate for the January 28, 2017 meeting.
The trustees’ Literature Committee agreed to forward to the 2017 Conference on
Literature draft sample illustrations and corresponding revised text of the Second,
Third and Ninth Traditions, along with estimated project costs.
Post Conference, the committee requested that Publishing continue revisions to
the pamphlet to include the suggestions of the 2017 Conference Literature
Committee and present a progress report at the January 2018 meeting.
2016 General Service Conference Advisory Action
The trustees’ Literature Committee undertake a comprehensive revision of the
pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Illustrated” with a modernized presentation of
both text and illustrations to reflect contemporary A.A. experience. The committee
requested that a progress report or draft pamphlet be brought to the 2017
Conference Literature Committee.
Excerpt from the History and Actions of the trustees’ Literature Committee, 2016
The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2016
Conference Committee on Literature a request to update the pamphlet “Twelve
Traditions Illustrated.”
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_________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. 2021 Conference-approved updated version of “Twelve Traditions Illustrated” with
working title, “Experience Has Taught Us: Our Twelve Traditions Illustrated”
2. Existing pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Illustrated” available on G.S.O.’s A.A.
website at: https://www.aa.org/twelve-traditions-illustrated

Back to Agenda
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LITERATURE
Item N
Doc. 1

EXPERIENCE
Has Taught Us
OUR TWELVE TRADITIONS
I L L U S T R AT E D
I am responsible… When anyone, anywhere, reaches out for help, I want the
hand of A.A. always to be there. And for that: I am responsible.
A Declaration of Unity: This we owe to A.A.’s future: to place our common
welfare first; to keep our Fellowship united. For on A.A. unity depend our
lives and the lives of those to come.

More information about A.A.’s Traditions can be found in the books Twelve Steps
and Twelve Traditions , A.A. Comes of Age, Language of the Heart and the pamphlets
“Twelve Traditions Illustrated” and “A.A. Tradition-How It Developed.”

This is A.A. General Service Conference-approved literature.

This is A.A. General Service Conference-approved literature.
Copyright © 2021 by Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc. All rights reserved.
475 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y. 10015
Mailing Address: Box 459, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10163
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A.A. PREAMBLE©

INTRODUCTION

Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women who share their

As Alcoholics Anonymous came into

experience, strength and hope with each other that they may solve their

being, the founders and early members

common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism.

identified some basic principles to

The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking. There
are no dues or fees for A.A. membership; we are self-supporting through
our own contributions. A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics,

provide ongoing guidance and
protection for individuals, groups
and the Fellowship as a whole.

organization or institution; does not wish to engage in any controversy,
neither endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary purpose is to
stay sober and help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.
Copyright © AA Grapevine, Inc.

Known as the Twelve Traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous, these
principles helped to guide A.A. through its early years and they remain at the heart of
Alcoholics Anonymous today, providing the foundation upon which A.A. is built.
1
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TRADITION 1
“Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery
depends upon A.A. unity.”
For the individual to recover, the group and the Fellowship must stick together.

TRADITION 2
“For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority — a loving God
as He may express Himself in our group conscience. Our leaders are but
trusted servants; they do not govern.”
The only power and authority to be found in A.A. stems from the group conscience.

We of A.A. need each other to stay sober. Our individual sobriety depends on the group,

A.A. is both a democracy and, as A.A. co-founder Bill W. put it, “a benign anarchy” — a

and the group depends on us. Focusing on what’s best for the group and the Fellowship as

perfect combination for those of us who often rebelled against taking any orders. Among us,

a whole, we experience the safety, security and unity that comes with being one voice

the spirit of collaboration is strong. Our leaders do not drive by mandate but instead lead by

among many. Without unity, the heart of A.A. would cease to beat and we would be

example. Where once we obstinately stood against everyone and everything, we come

left in loneliness once more.

to recognize the wisdom of the group and to follow its guidance.
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TRADITION 3
“The only requirement for A.A. membership is a desire to
stop drinking.”
If you want to stop drinking, you’re welcome in A.A.

TRADITION 4
“Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting
other groups or A.A. as a whole.”
Wherever
	
two or more alcoholics are gathered to practice A.A. principles,
they can call themselves a group.

We want always to be “inclusive, never exclusive.” To join A.A., all we had to do was decide

There are all kinds of A.A. groups — big groups, little groups, groups that meet in candlelight

we wanted to be members. No forms to sign. No dues to pay. All we need is a desire to stop

or groups that meet on the beach. Some groups focus on beginners; some encourage

drinking. Membership is a choice that only we can make, and we are members the moment

sharing only from people with long-term sobriety.

we say we are.

Underneath it all runs the powerful need to offer the hand of A.A. to all who reach
for it. And each group is free to decide exactly how they will do so.

4
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TRADITION 5
“Each group has but one primary purpose— to carry its message
to the alcoholic who still suffers.”
No matter how different we may be, we are bound by one common goal.

TRADITION 6
“An A.A. group ought never endorse, finance or lend the A.A. name to
any related facility or outside enterprise, lest problems of money,
property and prestige divert us from our primary purpose.”
Entanglements
	
can overwhelm our purpose and keep us from carrying the message.

We don’t have to see eye-to-eye on everything. But there is one focal point we can all

When it comes to our relationship with outside enterprises or facilities, no matter how much

recognize and honor — our primary purpose. When we carry the message to the alcoholic

good they may be doing, a constructive approach is to “Live and Let Live.” It’s wise for us

who still suffers, it unites us and can help to heal much of the pain we have endured

to stick with staying sober and helping other alcoholics do the same, while allowing those

in active alcoholism.

outside the Fellowship the freedom to do what they do best.
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TRADITION 7
“Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining
outside contributions.”

TRADITION 8
“Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional,
but our service centers may employ special workers.”

The spirit of responsibility defines our attitude toward money —

While
	
A.A.’s Twelfth Step is never to be paid for, special workers can help make

and toward service.

our Twelfth Step work possible.

Supporting A.A. from within allows us to keep the focus where it needs to be — on

There is no professional class of members in A.A. being paid to carry the message to others.

extending the hand of A.A. to all who need it. The idea of paying our own way opens the

This is something we do for ourselves — and for each other.

door to a new kind of growth many of us had never known. Where once we had been
irresponsible, we have become responsible — for the Fellowship and for ourselves.
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TRADITION 9
“A.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we may create service boards
or committees directly responsible to those they serve.”
It’s important to find the sweet spot between disorganization and getting things done.

TRADITION 10
“Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the A.A. name
ought never be drawn into public controversy.”
Steering clear of outside issues allows us to focus on what we do best.

Someone has to do something in A.A. in order for the Fellowship to function, and this

Controversy seems to be a habit for some of us. Yet experience has shown that when

often means we have to delegate some of this work to others — to rotating committees

speaking as A.A. members it’s best not to take a position on outside issues. By not endorsing

or boards working on our behalf, providing services that we, as individual members,

or opposing anyone or anything, we’re free to concentrate on helping drunks get and

cannot, such as publishing A.A. materials or providing information about A.A. to

stay sober.

the general public.
10
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TRADITION 11
“Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion; we need
always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio and films.”
Providing an example of sobriety can be more powerful than promoting A.A.

TRADITION 12
“Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding
us to place principles before personalities.”
Sacrifice is the watchword of anonymity.

A.A. is not a secret society. Yet, when it comes to communication with the outside world,

For scared and desperate newcomers coming to our doors, we who are sober can offer

there is a line we ought not cross — the line between attraction and promotion. And this line

a warm welcome. We don’t even need to know their names or anything about them —

applies to the internet and social media, too, where anonymity can evaporate with the

we can see the pain in their eyes, regardless of who they are or where they come from.

push of a button or a single post. While our friends in the professional community may

As A.A. members we have no interest in publicity or notoriety — for ourselves or for others.

recommend us, we know that being in the public eye can be hazardous. Rather than

We simply want to be of service to those who need us.

promoting A.A., we find it far better to let our actions speak for themselves.
12
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CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background

2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM O: Discuss G.S.O. Publishing updates per the A.A.W.S.’ print policy:

1. Review the draft update of the pamphlet “Is A.A. for You?”
2. Review the draft update of the pamphlet “Is There an Alcoholic in Your
Life?”
3. Review the draft update of the pamphlet “Frequently Asked Questions
About A.A.”
4. Review the draft update of the pamphlet “This Is A.A.”

Background Notes:
From the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee Report:
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee
on Literature four proposed pamphlet updates from the Publishing department (these
updates were deferred from the 2021 Conference).
From the July 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee Report:
The committee discussed GSO Publishing updates per the A.A.W.S. print policy. The
committee noted that these updates were approved in January 2021 by the A.A.W.S
Board and the trustees’ Literature Committee at that time.
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Literature the draft update of the pamphlet, “Is A.A. for You?”
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Literature the draft update of the pamphlet, “Is there an Alcoholic in Your Life?”
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Literature the draft update of the pamphlet, “Frequently Asked Questions about
A.A.”
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Literature the draft update of the pamphlet, “This is A.A.”
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration:
The committee considered the review of G.S.O. Publishing updates per the A.A.W.S.
print policy for the pamphlets, “Is A.A. for You?” “Is there an Alcoholic in Your Life?”
“Frequently Asked Questions about A.A.,” and “This is A.A.” The committee noted its
CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A.
document. Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public,
including aspects of the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material
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extensive agenda load resulting in part from the pandemic- affected 2020 General
Service Conference. Rather than rush through agenda items, the committee agreed to
request that discussion on this item continue with the trustees’ Literature Committee
and that consideration be made to forward the items to the 2022 Conference Committee
on Literature.
Excerpt from the January 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee Report:
The committee reviewed G.S.O. Publishing updates approved by the A.A.W.S. Board
per its print policy:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee
on Literature the draft update of the pamphlet, “Is A.A. for You?”
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Literature the draft update of the pamphlet, “Is there an Alcoholic in Your Life?”
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Literature the draft update of the pamphlet, “Frequently Asked Questions about
A.A.”
The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Literature the draft update of the pamphlet, “This is A.A.”
The committee noted that the draft update of the pamphlet, “Members of the Clergy
Ask About A.A.” was forwarded by the A.A.W.S. Board to the trustees’ Committee on
Cooperation with the Professional Community/Treatment – Accessibilities which has
purview of the literature item.
_____________________________________________________________________
Background:

1. 1.29.21 Memo from A.A.W.S. to trustees’ Literature Committee regarding
Publishing Department pamphlet updates
2. 12.3.20 Email from G.S.O. Executive Editor to A.A.W.S. Publishing
Committee
a.

Pamphlet “Frequently Asked Questions About A.A.”- Reviewed

b.

Pamphlet “Is A.A. for You”- Reviewed

c.

Pamphlet “Is There an Alcoholic in Your Life?”- Reviewed

d.

Pamphlet “This Is A.A.”- Reviewed

3. A.A.W.S.’ "Policy on Publication: Keeping A.A. Literature Current"
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LITERATURE
Item O
Doc. 1

1.30.21 Memo from A.A.W.S. to trustees’ Literature Committee regarding Publishing
Department pamphlet updates

MEMORANDUM
TO:

David N., Chair
Trustees' Literature Committee

FROM:

Beau B., Chair, A.A.W.S. Chair

cc:

Stephanie L., G.S.O. Interim General Manager; David R., Publishing
Director; Ames S., Executive Editor; and Steve S., trustees’ Literature
Committee secretary

DATE:

January 29, 2021

SUBJECT:

Pamphlet Updates per A.A.W.S. policy related to print literature

The A.A.W.S. Board met on January 29, 2021. Below are excerpts from the Publishing
Committee as well as recommendations approved by the A.A.W.S. Board for
consideration of the trustees’ Literature Committee:
The committee discussed the procedure to process G.S.O. Publishing updates per
the A.A.W.S.’ print policy. The committee noted that additional logistical details to
the process warrant consideration for additional definition and agreed to continue
discussions in March 2021.
Also,
The committee discussed updates to five pamphlets per the “A.A. World Services,
Inc., Policy on Publication: Keeping Literature Current.” These include: “Is A.A. for
You?” “Is there an Alcoholic in Your Life?” “Frequently Asked Questions about
A.A.,” “This is A.A.”, and “Members of the Clergy Ask about A.A.”
• The A.A.W.S. Board agreed to forward the draft updated pamphlet,
“Frequently Asked Questions about A.A.” to the trustees’ Literature
Committee.
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• The A.A.W.S. Board agreed to forward the draft updated pamphlet, “Is
A.A. for You?” to the trustees’ Literature Committee.
• The A.A.W.S. Board agreed to forward the draft updated pamphlet, “Is
there an Alcoholic in Your Life?” to the trustees’ Literature Committee.
• The A.A.W.S. Board agreed to forward the draft updated pamphlet,
“This is A.A.” to the trustees’ Literature Committee.
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December 3, 2020 Email from G.S.O. Executive Editor to A.A.W.S. Publishing
Committee Chair

Date: Thursday, December 3, 2020 at 12:11 PM
Subject: Editorial Policy Implementation
David/David:
Based on the updated A.A.W.S. "Policy on Publication: Keeping A.A. Literature
Current" that was acknowledged and accepted by the 2020 GSC, attached is a
selection of pamphlets that are proposed for revision following presentation to the
trustees' Literature Committee and the 2021 GSC as described in the new policy.
These pamphlets have been reviewed by the Publishing department and are being
edited accordingly. In summary, the majority of the proposed updates relate to
degenderizing language, the use of outdated references or jargon, the relevant
focus on A.A. history, and how effectively each pamphlet addresses the audience
to whom it is directed.
These proposed changes are part of an ongoing Language Review undertaken by
the Publishing department, with additional pamphlets and other literature items to
be moved forward in subsequent batches throughout the coming year. In moving
this initial group of revisions forward, consideration has been given to the
organization's current financial situation and any expected costs relative to
implementing the changes under the provisions of the policy will be included in
Publishing department budgeting for 2021.
If approved to move forward to the TLC, the following items (attached here in
review form) will be finalized for presentation and any editorial queries resolved.
•
•
•
•

This Is AA
Frequently Asked Questions
Is A.A. for You?
Is There an Alcoholic in Your Life?
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• Members of the Clergy Ask about A.A.
Looking forward to the next steps of this important process.
With best wishes,
Ames S.
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LITERATURE
Item O
Doc. 2.a

Frequently Asked Questions
About A.A.
Questions and Answers
About Alcoholics Anonymous
Several million people have probably heard or read
about Alcoholics Anonymous since its beginnings in
1935. Some are relatively familiar with the program of
recovery from alcoholism that has helped more than
2,000,000two million problem drinkers. Others have
only a vague impression that A.A. is some sort ofan organization that somehow helps drunks stop drinking.
This pamphlet is designed for those who are interested in A.A. for themselves, for a friend or relative, or
simply because they wish to be better informed about
this unusual Fellowship. Included on the following
pages are answers to many of the specific questions
that have been asked about A.A. in the past. They add
up to the story of a loosely knit society of men and
womenpeople who have one great interest in common: the desire to stay sober themselves and to help
other alcoholics who seek help for their drinking problem.
The thousands of men and women who have come
into A.A. in recent years are not altruistic do-gooders.
Their eagerness and willingness to help other alcoholics may be termed enlightened self-interest. Members
of A.A. appreciate that their own sobriety is largely dependent on continuing contact with alcoholics.
After reading this pamphlet, you may have questions that do not seem to be answered fully in this brief
summary. A.A. groups in many metropolitan areas
have a central or intergroup office, listed online
(search "Alcoholics Anonymous" with your state or zip
code) or in the your local telephone book directory under “Alcoholics Anonymous.” It can direct you to the
nearest A.A. meeting, where members will be glad to
give you additional information. In smaller communities, a single group may have a telephone listing
If you cannot get in touch with a group in your community, please visit our website at aa.org, or write to
our world service office: General Service Office, Box
459, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163. Staff
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there will put you in touch with the group nearest you.
If you live in a remote area and there is no nearby
group, they will tell you how a number of “lone” members are staying sober by using A.A. principles and the
A.A. program.
. If there is no A.A. group near you, feel free to write
directly to Box 459, Grand Central Station, New York,
NY 10163 or visit our website at aa.org. You can be sure
that your anonymity will be protected.

Alcoholism and Alcoholics

Formatted: Font: Bold, Italic
Formatted: Right

Not too long ago, alcoholism was viewed as a moral
problem. Today, many regard it primarily as a
health problem. To each problem drinker, it will always remain an intensely personal matter. Alcoholics who approach A.A. frequently ask questions that
apply to their own experience, their own fears, and
their own hopes for a better way of life. Some of
these questions appear below.

Formatted: right subhead

What is alcoholism?
There are many different ideas about what alcoholism
really is.
The explanation that seems to make sense to most
A.A. members is that alcoholism is an illness, a progressive illness, which can never be cured but which, like
some other diseases, can be arrested. Going one step
further, many A.A.s feel that the illness represents the
combination of a physical sensitivity to alcohol and a
mental obsession with drinking, which, regardless of
consequences, cannot be broken by willpower alone.
Before they are exposed to A.A., many alcoholics
who are unable to stop drinking think of themselves as
morally weak or, possibly, mentally unbalanced. The
A.A. concept is that alcoholics are sick peoplepeople
with an illness who can recover if they will follow a simple program that has proved successful for for more
than two millionmillions of men and womenpeople
around the world.
Once alcoholism has set in, there is nothing morally
wrong about being ill. At this stage, free will is not involved, because the sufferer has lost the power of

Commented [SA2]: "sick people" sounds pejorative,
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choice over alcohol. The important thing is to face the
facts of one’s illness and to take advantage of the help
that is available. There must also be a desire to get
well. Experience shows that the A.A. program will work
for all alcoholics who are sincere in their efforts to stop
drinking; it usually will not work for those not absolutely certain that they want to stop.
How can I tell if I am really an alcoholic?
Only you can make that decision. Many who are now in
A.A. have previously been told that they were not alcoholics, that all they needed was more willpower, a
change of scenery, more rest, or a few new hobbies in
order to straighten out. These same people finally
turned to A.A. because they felt, deep down inside, that
alcohol had them licked and that they were ready to try
anything that would free them from the compulsion to
drink.
Some of these men and womenpeople went
through terrifying experiences with alcohol before
they were ready to admit that alcohol was not for
them. They became derelictshomeless or indigent,
stole, lied, cheated, and even killed while they were
drinking. They took advantage of their employers and
abused their families. They were completely unreliable
in their relations with others. They wasted their material, mental, and spiritual assets.
Many others with far less tragic records have
turned to A.A., too. They have never been jailed or hospitalized. Their too-heavy drinking may not have been
noticed by their closest relatives and friends. But they
knew enough about alcoholism as a progressive illness
to scare them. They joined A.A. before they had paid
too heavy a price.
There is a saying in A.A. that there is no such thing
as being a little bit alcoholic. Either you are, or you are
not. And only the individual involved can say whether
or not alcohol has become an unmanageable problem.
Can an alcoholic ever
drink ‘normally’ again?
So far as can be determined, no one who has become
an alcoholic has ever ceased to be an alcoholic. The
mere fact of abstaining from alcohol for months or
even years has never qualified an alcoholic to drink
“normally” or socially. Once the individual has crossed
the borderline from heavy drinking to irresponsible
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alcoholic drinking, there seems to be no retreat. Few
alcoholics deliberately try to drink themselves into
trouble, but trouble seems to be the inevitable consequence of an alcoholic’s drinking. After quitting for a
period, the alcoholic may feel it is safe to try a few
beers or a few glasses of light wine. This can mislead
the person into drinking only with meals. But it is not
too long before the alcoholic is back in the old pattern
of too-heavy drinking — in spite of all efforts to set limits for only moderate, social drinking.
The answer, based on A.A. experience, is that if
you are an alcoholic, you will never be able to control
your drinking for any length of time. That This leaves
two paths open: to let your drinking become worse and
worse with all the damaging results that follow, or to
quit completely and to develop a new pattern of sober,
constructive living.
Can’t an A.A. member drink even beer?
There are, of course, no musts in A.A., and no one
checks up on members to determine whether or not
they are drinking anything. The answer to this question
is that if a person is an alcoholic, touching alcohol in
any form cannot be risked. Alcohol is alcohol whether
it is found in a martini, a Scotch and soda, a bourbon
and branch water, a glass of champagne — or a short
beer.a bottle of wine, a pint of cheap bourbon or a can
of beer. For the alcoholic, one drink of alcohol in any
form is likely to be too much, and twenty drinks are not
enough.
To be sure of sobriety, alcoholics simply have to stay
away from alcohol, regardless of the quantity, mixture, or
concentration they may think they can control.
Obviously, few persons are going to get drunk on one
or two bottles of beer. The alcoholic knows this as well
as the next person. But alcoholics may convince themselves that they are simply going to take drink two or
three beers and then quit for the day. Occasionally, they
may actually follow this program for a number of days
or weeks, . Eventually, they decide that as long as they
are drinking, they may as well "“do a good job.”not hold
back." So they increase their consumption of beer or
wine. Or they switch to hard liquor. And again, they are
back where they started.
I can stay sober quite a while
between binges; how can I tell
whether I need A.A.?
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Most A.A.s will say that it’s how you drink, not how often, that determines whether or not you are an alcoholic. Many problem drinkers can go weeks, months,
and occasionally years between their bouts with
liquoralcohol. During their periods of sobriety, they
may not give alcohol drinking a second thought. Without mental or emotional effort, they are able to take it
or leave it alone, and they prefer to leave it alone.
Then, for some unaccountable reason, or for no
reason at all, they go off on a first-class binge.
They neglect job, family, and other civic and social
responsibilities. The spree may last a single night, or it
may be prolonged for days or weeks. When it is over,
the drinker is usually weak and remorseful, determined never to let it happen again. But it does happen
again.
This type of “periodic” drinking is baffling, not only
to those around the drinker, but also to the person still
drinking. He or she, who cannot understand why there
should be so little interest in alcohol during the periods
between binges, or so little control over it once the
drinking starts.
The periodic drinker may or may not be an alcoholic. But if drinking has become unmanageable and if
the periods between binges are becoming shorter,
chances are the time has come to face up to the problem. If the person is ready to admit to being an alcoholic, then the first step has been taken toward the
continuing sobriety enjoyed by thousands upon thousands of A.A.s.
Others say I am not an alcoholic. But my
drinking seems to be getting worse.
Should I join A.A.?
Many members of A.A., during their drinking days,
were assured by relatives, friends, and doctors that
they were not alcoholics. The alcoholic usually adds to
the problem by an unwillingness to realistically face the
facts of drinking. By not being completely honest, the
problem drinker makes it difficult for a doctor to provide any help. The amazing thing, in fact, is that so many
doctors have been able to penetrate the typical problem drinker’s deceptions and diagnose the problem
correctly.
It cannot be emphasized too often that the important decision — am I an alcoholic? — has to be
made by the drinker. Only he or shethat person — not
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the doctor, the family, or friends — can make it. But
once it is made, half the battle for sobriety is won. If
the question is left to others to decide, the alcoholic
may be dragging out needlessly the dangers and misery of uncontrollable drinking.
Can a person achieve sobriety all alone by reading
A.A. literature?
A few people have stopped drinking after reading Alcoholics Anonymous, the A.A. “Big Book,” which sets
forth the basic principles of the recovery program. But
nearly all of those who were in a position to do so
promptly sought out other alcoholics with whom to
share their experience and sobriety.
The A.A. program works best for the individual
when it is recognized and accepted as a program involving other people. Working with other alcoholics in
the local A.A. group, problem drinkers seem to learn
more about their problem and how to handle it. They
find themselves surrounded by others who share their
past experiences, their present problems, and their
hopes. They shed the feelings of loneliness that may
have been an important factor in their compulsion to
drink.
Won’t everyone know I am an alcoholic
if I come into A.A.?
Anonymity is and always has been the basis of the A.A.
program. Most members, after they have been in A.A.
awhile, have no particular objection if the word gets
around that they have joined a fellowship that enables
them to stay sober. Traditionally, A.A.s never disclose
their association with the movement in print, on the
air, or through any other public mediaor social media.
And no one has the right to break the anonymity of another member.
This means that the newcomer can turn to A.A. with
the assurance that no newfound friends will violate
confidences relating to his or herthat person's drinking
problem. The older members of the group appreciate
how the newcomer feels. They can remember their
own fears about being identified publicly with what
seems to be a terrifying word — “alcoholic.”
Once in A.A., newcomers may be slightly amused at
those past worries about its becoming generally
known that they have stopped drinking. When alcoholics drink, news of their escapades travels with
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remarkable speed. Most alcoholics have made names
for themselves as full-fledged drunks by the time they
turn to A.A. Their drinking, with rare exceptions, is not
likely to be a well-kept secret. Under these circumstances,
it would be unusual indeed if the good news of the alcoholic’s continuing sobriety did not also cause comment.
Whatever the circumstances, no disclosure of the
newcomer’s affiliation with A.A. can rightfully be made
by anyone but the newcomer, and then only in such a
way that the Fellowship will not be harmed.
How can I get along in business,
where I have to make a lot of
social contacts, if I don’t drink?
Social drinking has becomeis often considered an accepted part of business enterprise in many fields these
days. Many contacts with customers and prospective
customers are timed to coincide with occasions when
cocktails, highballs, or cordials seem the appropriate
order of the day or night.revolve around drinking and
many Many now in A.A. would be the first to concede
that they had often transacted important business in
bars, cocktail loungesnightclubs, or hotel rooms or
even during parties in private homes.
It is surprising, however, how much of the world’s
work is accomplished without the benefit of alcohol. It is
equally surprising to many alcoholics to discover how
many recognized leaders in business, industry, professional life, and the arts have attained success without
dependence on alcohol.
In fact, many who are now sober in A.A. admit that
they used “business contacts” as one of several excuses for drinking. Now that they no longer drink, they
find that they can actually accomplish more than they
used to. Sobriety has proved no hindrance to their ability to win friends and influencemake friends and network with people who might contribute to their economic success.
This does not mean that all A.A.s suddenly avoid
their friends or business associates who drink. If a
friend wants a cocktail or two before lunch, the A.A.
will usually take a soft drink, coffee, or one of the
popular juicesmineral water or juice. If the A.A. is invited to a cocktail party being given for business reasons, there will generally be no hesitation about attending. The alcoholic knows from experience that
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most of the other guests are
concerned with their own drinks, and are not likely to
care particularly what anyone else happens to be
drinking.
While beginning to take pride in the quality and
quantity of work on the job, the newcomer to A.A. is
likely to find that the payoff in most lines of business is
still based on performance. This was not always apparent in the drinking days. The alcoholic may then have
been convinced that charm, ingenuity, and conviviality
were the chief keys to business success. While these
qualities are undoubtedly helpful to the person who
drinks in a controlled manner, they are not enough for
the alcoholic, if only because the latter, while drinking,
is inclined to assign to them far more importance than
they deserve.
Will A.A. work for the person
who has really ‘hit bottom’?
The record shows that A.A. will work for almost anyone
who really wants to stop drinking, no matter what the
person’s economic or social background may be. A.A.
today includes among its members many who have
been on skid rowhomeless, in jails, and inor other public institutions.
The down-and-outer iss are at no disadvantage in
coming to A.A. His or her basicTheir basic problem, the
thing that has made life unmanageable them,, is identical with the central problem of every other member
of A.A. The worth of a member in A.A. An A.A. member
is not judged on the basis of the clothes worn, the handling of language, or the size (or existence) of the their
bank balance. The only thing that counts in A.A. is
whether or not the newcomer really wants to stop
drinking. If the desire is there, the person will be welcomed. Chances are, the most rugged drinking story
the new member could tell will be be topped by completely understood and identified with by a largean
amazing number of people in the group, with similar
backgrounds and experiences.
Do alcoholics who are already sober
ever join A.A.?
Most men and women turn to A.A. when they hit the
low point in their drinking careers. But this is not always the case. A number of persons have joined the
Fellowship long after they have had what they hoped
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was their last drink. One person, recognizing that alcohol could not be controlled, had been dry for six or
seven years before becoming a member. Self-enforced
sobriety had not been a happy experience. Rising tension and a series of upsets over minor problems of
daily living were about to lead to further experiments
with alcohol, when a friend suggested that A.A. should
be investigated. Since then, this person has been a
member for many years, and says there is no comparison between the happy sobriety of today and the selfpitying sobriety of yesterday.
Others report similar experiences. While they know
that it is possible to stay grimly sober for considerable
periods of time, they say that it is much easier for them
to enjoy and strengthen their sobriety when they meet
and work with other alcoholics in A.A. Like most members of the human race, they see little point in deliberately doing things the hard way. Given the choice of
sobriety with or without A.A., they deliberately choose
A.A.
Why is A.A. interested
in problem drinkers?
Members of A.A. have a selfish interest in offering a
helping hand to other alcoholics who have not yet
achieved sobriety. First, they know from experience
that this type of activity, usually referred to as “Twelfth
Step work,” helps them to stay sober. Their lives now
have a great and compelling interest. Very likely, reminders of their own previous experience with alcohol
help them to avoid the overconfidence that could lead
to a relapse. Whatever the explanation, A.A.s who give
freely of their time and effort to help other alcoholics
seldom have trouble preserving their own sobriety.
A.A.s are anxious to help problem drinkers for a second reason: It gives them an opportunity to square
their debt to those who helped them. It is the only
practical way in which the individual’s debt to A.A. can
ever be repaid. The A.A. member knows that sobriety
cannot be bought and that there is no long-term lease
on it. The A.A. does know, however, that a new way of
life without alcohol may be had simply for the asking,
if it is honestly wanted and willingly shared with those
who follow.
Traditionally, A.A. never “recruits” members, never
urges that anyone should become a member, and
never solicits or accepts outside funds.
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The Fellowship of A.A.
If the any newcomer is satisfied that he or she isthey
are an alcoholic and that A.A. may be able to help,
then a number of specific questions about the nature,
structure, and history of the movement itself usually
come up. Here are some of the most common ones.
What is Alcoholics Anonymous?
There are two practical ways to describe A.A. The first
is the familiar description of purposes and objectives
that appears earlier:
“Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men
and women who share their experience, strength
and hope with each other that they may solve their
common problem and help others to recover from
alcoholism. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop drinking. There are no dues or fees
for A.A. membership; we are self-supporting through
our own contributions. A.A. is not allied with any
sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish to engage in any controversy;
neither endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.”
The “common problem” is alcoholism. The men and
womenThose i who consider themselves members of
A.A. are, and always will be, alcoholics, even though
they may have other addictions. They have finally recognized that they are no longer able to handle alcohol
in any form; they now stay away from it completely.
The important thing is that they do not try to deal with
the problem single-handedly. They bring the problem
out into the open with other alcoholics. This sharing of
“experience, strength and hope” seems to be the key
element that makes it possible for them to live without
alcohol and, in most cases, without even wanting to
drink.
The second way to describe Alcoholics Anonymous
is to outline the structure of the Society. Numerically,
A.A. consists of more than 2,000,000 men and
womentwo million people, in approximately 180 countries. These people meet in local groups that range in
size from a handful of ex-drinkers in some localities to
many hundreds in larger communities.
In the populous metropolitan areas, there may be
scores of neighborhood groups, each holding its own
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regular meetings. Many A.A. meetings are open to the
public; some groups also hold “closed meetings,”
where members are encouraged to discuss problems
that might not be fully appreciated by nonalcoholics.
The local group is the core of the A.A. Fellowship.
Its open meetings welcome alcoholics and their families in an atmosphere of friendliness and helpfulness.
There are now more than 118,000125,000 groups
throughout the world, including hundreds in hospitals,
prisons, and other institutions.
How did A.A. get started?
Alcoholics Anonymous had its beginnings in Akron,
Ohio, in 1935 when a New Yorker on business there and
successfully sober for the first time in years sought out
another alcoholic. During his few months of sobriety,
the New Yorker had noticed that his desire to drink lessened when he tried to help other drunks to get sober. In
Akron, he was directed to a local doctor with a drinking
problem. Working together, the businessman and the
doctor found that their ability to stay sober seemed
closely related to the amount of help and encouragement they were able to give other alcoholics.
For four years, the new movement, nameless and
without any organization or descriptive literature, grew
slowly. Groups were established in Akron, New York,
Cleveland, and a few other centerscities.
In 1939, with the publication of the book Alcoholics
Anonymous, from which the Fellowship derived its
name, and as the result of the help of a number of nonalcoholic friends, the Society society began to attract
national and international attention.
A service office was opened in New York City to
handle the thousands of inquiries and requests for literature that pour were pouring in each year.
Are there any rules in A.A.?
The absence of rules, regulations, or musts is one of
the unique features of A.A. as a local group and as a
worldwide fellowship. There For example, there are no
bylaws that say a member has to attend a certain number of meetings within a given period.
Understandably, most groups have an unwritten
tradition that anyone who is still drinking, and boisterous enough to disturbwhose behavior disturbs a meeting, may be asked to leave; the same person will be
welcomed back at any time when not likely to disrupt
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a meeting. Meanwhile, members of the group will do
their best to help bring sobriety to the person if there
is a sincere desire to stop drinking.
What does membership in A.A. cost?
Membership in A.A. involves no financial obligations of
any kind. The A.A. program of recovery from alcoholism is available to anyone who has a desire to stop
drinking, whether he or she is flat broke or the possessor of millions.
Most local groups “pass the hat”pass a basket for
voluntary contributions at meetings to defray the cost
of renting a meeting place and other meeting expenses, including coffee, sandwiches, cakes, or whatever else may be served. In a large majority of the
groups, part of the money thus collected is voluntarily
contributedpassed along to A.A.’s national and international services. These group funds are used exclusively for services designed to help new and established groups and to spread the word of the A.A. recovery program to “the many alcoholics who still don’t
know.” those alcoholics who may need it.
The important consideration is that membership in
A.A. is in no way contingent upon financial support of
the Fellowship. Many A.A. groups have, in fact, placed
strict limitations on the amount that can be contributed by any member. A.A. is entirely self-supporting,
and with no outside contributions are accepted.
Who runs A.A.?
A.A. has no officers or executives who wield power or
authority over the Fellowship. There is no “government” in A.A. It is obvious, however, that even in an
informal organization, certain jobs have to be done. In
the local group, for example, someone has to arrange
for a suitable meeting place; meetings have to be
scheduled and programmed; provision has to be made
for serving the coffee and snacks that contribute so
much to the informal comradeship of A.A. gatherings;
. many Many groups also consider it wise to assign to
someone the responsibility of keeping in touch with
the national and international development of A.A.
When a local group is first formed, self-appointed
workers may take over responsibility for these tasks, acting informally as servants of the group. As soon as possible, however, these responsibilities are, by election, rotated to others in the group for limited periods of service.
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A typical A.A. group may have a chairperson, a secretary,
a program committee, a food committee, a treasurer,
and a general service representative who acts for the
group at regional or area meetings. Newcomers who
have a reasonable period of sobriety behind them are
urged to take part in handling group responsibilities.
At the national and international levels, there are
also specific jobs to be done. Literature has to be written, printed, and distributed to groups and individuals
who ask for it. Inquiries from both new and established
groups have to be answered. Individual requests for information about A.A. and its program of recovery from
alcoholism have to be filled. Assistance and information
have to be provided for doctors, members of the clergy,
business people, and directors of institutions. Sound
public relations must be established and maintained in
dealing with press, radio, television, motion pictures,
the Internet and other communications media.
To provide for the sound growth of A.A., early
members of the Society, together with nonalcoholic
friends, established a custodial board — now known as
the General Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous.
The board serves as the custodian of A.A. Traditions
and overall service, and it assumes responsibility for
the service standards of A.A.’s General Service Office
at in New York.
The link between the board and the A.A. groups of
the U.S. and Canada is the A.A. General Service Conference. The Conference, comprising about 93 delegates
from A.A. areas, the 21 trustees on the board, General
Service Office staff members, and others, meets for
several days each year. The Conference is exclusively a
consultative service agency. It has no authority to regulate or govern the Fellowship.
Thus the answer to “Who runs A.A.?” is that the Society Fellowship is a uniquely democratic movement,
with no central government and only a minimum of
formal organization.
Is A.A. a religious society?

A.A. is not a religious society, since it requires no
definite religious belief as a condition of membership. Although it has been endorsed and approved by many religious leaders, it is not allied
with any organization or sect. Included in its
membership are Catholics, Protestants, Jews,
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Buddhists, Muslims, and members and followers
of countless other religions and faith traditions, as
well as agnostics and atheists.members of other
major religious bodies, agnostics, and atheists.

The A.A. program of recovery from alcoholism is undeniably based on acceptance of certain spiritual values. The individual member isMembers are free to interpret those values as he or she thinksthey think best,
or not to think about them at all.
Most members, before turning to A.A., had already
admitted that they could not control their drinking. Alcohol had become a power greater than themselves,
and it had been accepted on those terms. A.A. suggests
that to achieve and maintain sobriety, alcoholics need
to accept and depend upon another Power power recognized as greater than themselves. Some alcoholics
choose to consider the A.A. group itself as the that
power greater than themselves; for many others, this
Powerthat power is God — as they, individually, understand HimGod; still others rely upon entirely different
concepts of
a "Higher Power."
Some alcoholics, when they first turn to A.A., have
definite reservations about accepting any concept of a
Power power greater than themselves. Experience
shows that, if they will keep an open mind on the subject and keep coming to A.A. meetings, they are not
likely to have too difficult a time in working out an acceptable solution to this distinctly personal problem.
Is A.A. a temperance movement?
No. A.A. has no relation to so-called temperance
movements. A.A. “neither endorses nor opposes any
causes.” This phrase, from the widely accepted outline
of the purpose of the SocietyFellowship, naturally applies to the question of so-called temperance movements. The alcoholic who has become sober and is attempting to follow the A.A. recovery program has an
attitude toward alcohol that might be likened to the
attitude of a hay fever sufferer toward goldenrod.
While many A.A.s appreciate that alcohol may be all
right for most people, they know it to be poison for them.
The average A.A. has no desire to deprive anyone of
something that, properly handled, is a source of pleasure. The A.A. merely acknowledges being personally unable to handle the stuff.
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Are there many women alcoholics in A.A.?
The number of women who are finding help in A.A. for
their drinking problem increases daily. Approximately
38 percent of present-day members are women;
among newcomers, the proportion has been rising
steadily. Like the menall members in the Fellowship,
they represent every conceivable social background
and pattern of drinking.
The general feeling seems to be that a woman alcoholic faces special problemsWomen alcoholics often
face different challenges in getting sober than men
may face. B, and because society has tended to applyapplied different standards to the behavior of
women, some women may feel that a greater stigma
is attached to their uncontrolled use of alcohol.
A.A. makes no distinctions of this type. Whatever
her age, social standing, financial status, or education,
the woman alcoholic, like her male counterpart,women alcoholics can find understanding and
help in A.A. Within the local group setup, women A.A.s
play the same significant roles that men do.
Are there many young people in A.A.?
One of the most heartening trends in the growth of
A.A. is the fact that more and more young men and
womenpeople are being attracted to the program before their problem drinking results in complete disaster. Now that the progressive nature of alcoholism is
better appreciated, these young people recognize
that, if one is an alcoholic, the best time to arrest the
illness is in its early stages.
In the first days of the movement, it was commonly
thought that the only logical candidates for A.A. were
those men and womenindividuals who had lost their
jobs, had hit skid row, had completely disrupted their
family lives, had hit the street or had otherwise isolated themselves from normal social relationships over
a period of years.
Today, many of the young people turning to A.A. are
in their twenties. Some are still in their teens. The majority of them still have jobs and families. Many have
never been jailed or committed to institutions. But they
have seen the handwriting on the wall. They recognize
that they are alcoholics, and they see no point in letting
alcoholism run its inevitable disastrous course with
them.
Their need for recovery is just as compelling as that
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of the older men and womenolder persons who had
no opportunity to turn to A.A. in their youth. Once they
are in A.A., the young people and the oldsters are
rarely conscious of their age differentialsdifference. In
A.A., both groups start a new life from the same milestone — their last drink.

Group Meetings
The local group meeting is the center and heart of the
A.A. Fellowship. It is, in many ways, a unique type of
gathering and one that is likely to seem strange to the
newcomer. The questions and an-swers that follow
suggest how the A.A. meeting functions and how the
newcomer fits into the group picture.
How does a person join A.A.?
No one “joins” A.A. in the usual sense of the term. No
application for membership has to be filled out. In fact,
many groups do not even keep membership records.
There are no initiation fees, no dues, no assessments
of any kind.
Most people become associated with A.A. simply
by attending the meetings of a particular local group.
Their introduction to A.A. may have come about in one
of several ways. Having come to the point in their
drinking where they sincerely wanted to stop, they
may have gotten in touch with A.A. voluntarily. They
may have called the local A.A. office listed in the phone
bookonline, or they may have written to the General
Service Office, Box 459, Grand Central Station, New
York, NY 10163 or visited the A.A. website at aa.org.
Others may have been guided to a local A.A. group
by a friend, relative, doctor, counselor or spiritual adviser.
Usually, a newcomer to A.A. has had an opportunity
to talk to one or more local members before attending
the first meeting. This provides an opportunity to learn
how A.A. has helped these people. Beginners get facts
about alcoholism and A.A. that help to determine
whether they are honestly prepared to give up alcohol.The beginner gets facts about alcoholism and A.A.
that help to determine whether he or she is honestly
prepared to give up alcohol. The only requirement for
membership is a desire to stop drinking.
There are no membership drives in A.A. If, after attending several meetings, the newcomer decides A.A.
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is not for him or for herthem, no one will urge continuation in the association. There may be suggestions
about keeping an open mind on the subject, but no
one in A.A. will try to make up newcomers’ minds for
them. Only the alcoholic concerned can answer the
question “Do I need Alcoholics Anonymous?”
What is an ‘open’ meeting?
An open meeting of A.A. is a group meeting that any
member of the community, alcoholic or nonalcoholic,
may attend. The only obligation is that of not disclosing
the names of A.A. members outside the meeting.
A typical open meeting will usually have a “leader”
and other speakers. The leader opens and closes the
meeting and introduces each speaker. With rare exceptions, the speakers at an open meeting are A.A.
members. Each, in turn, may review some individual
drinking experiences that led to joining A.A. The
speaker may also give his or her Speakers may also give
their interpretation of the recovery program and suggest what sobriety has meant to them personally. All
views expressed are purely personal, since all members of A.A. speak only for themselves.
Coffee and other refreshments are frequently offered at open meetings.Most open meetings conclude
with a social period during which coffee, soft drinks,
and cakes or cookies are served.
What is a ‘closed’ meeting?
A closed meeting is for A.A. members only, or for those
who have a drinking problem and have a desire to stop
drinking. Closed meetings give members an opportunity to discuss particular phases of their alcoholic
problem that can be understood best only by other alcoholics.
These meetings are usually conducted with maximum informality, and all members are encouraged to
participate in the discussions. The cClosed meetings
are of particular value to the newcomer, since they
provide an opportunity to ask questions that may trouble a beginner, and to get the benefit of “older” members’ experience with the recovery program.
May I bring relatives or friends
to an A.A. meeting?
In most places, anyone interested in A.A., whether a
member or not, is welcome at open meetings of A.A.
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groups.* Newcomers, in particular, are invited to bring
wives, husbands, partners or friends to these meetings, since their understanding of the recovery program may be an important factor in helping the alcoholic to achieve and maintain sobriety. Many wives
and husbands attend as frequently as their spousesMany members' spouses attend frequently and take
an active part in the social activities of the local group.
(It will be recalled that “closed” meetings are traditionally limited to alcoholics.)
*Consult the group for local custom.

How often do A.A. members
have to attend meetings?
Abraham Lincoln was once asked how long a man’s
legs should be. The classic answer was: “Long enough
to reach the ground.”
A.A. members don’t have to attend any set number
of meetings in a given period. It is purely a matter of
individual preference and need. Most members arrange to attend at least one meeting a week. They feel
that is enough to satisfy their personal need for contact with the program through a local group. Others attend a meeting nearly every night, in areas where such
opportunities are available. Still others may go for relatively long periods without meetings.
The friendly injunction “Keep coming back [to
meetings],” so frequently heard by the newcomer, is
based on the experience of the great majority of A.A.s,
who find that the quality of their sobriety suffers when
they stay away from meetings for too long. Many know
from experience that if they do not come goto meetings, they may get drunk and that if they are regular in
attendance, they seem to have no trouble staying sober.
*Consult the group for local custom.

Newcomers particularly seem to benefit from exposure to a relatively large number of meetings (or other
A.A. contacts) during their first weeks and months in a
group. By multiplying their opportunities to meet and
hear other A.A.s whose drinking experience parallels
their own, they seem to be able to strengthen their own
understanding of the program and what it can give
them.
Nearly all alcoholics, at one time or another, have
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tried to stay sober on their own. For most, the experience has not been particularly enjoyable — or successful. So long as attendance at meetings helps the alcoholic to maintain sobriety, and to have fun at the same
time, it seems to be make good sense to be guided by
the experience of those who “keep coming to meetingsback.”
Do A.A.s have to attend meetings
for the rest of their lives?
Not necessarily, but — as one member has suggested
— “Most of us want to, and some of us may need to.”
Most alcoholics don’t like to be told that they have
to do anything for any extended period of time. At first
glance, the prospect of having to attend A.A. meetings
for all the years of the foreseeable future may seem a
heavy load.
The answer, again, is that no one has to do anything in
A.A. There is always a choice between doing and not doing a thing — including the crucial choice of whether or
not to seek sobriety through A.A.
The primary reason an alcoholic has for attending
meetings of an A.A. group is to get help in staying sober
today — not tomorrow or next week or ten years from
now. Today, the immediate present, is the only period
in life that the A.A. can do something about. A.A.s do
not worry about tomorrow, or about “the rest of their
lives.” The important thing for them is to maintain their
sobriety now. They will take care of the future when it
arrives.
So the A.A. who wants to do everything possible to
insure sobriety today will probably keep going to meetings. But attendance will always be on the basis of taking care of present sobriety. As long as the approach to
A.A. is on this basis, no activity, including attendance
at meetings, can ever resemble a long-term obligation.
How will I be able to find the time for
A.A. meetings, working with other alcoholics,
and other A.A. activities?
During our drinking days, most of us somehow managed to minimize the importance of time when there
was alcohol to be consumed. Yet the newcomer to A.A.
is occasionally dismayed to learn that sobriety will
make some demands on time, too. If the beginner is a
typical alcoholic, there will be an urge to make up for
“lost time” in a hurry — to work diligently at a job, to
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indulge in the pleasures of a homelife too long neglected, to devote time to church community or civic
affairs. What else is sobriety for, the new member may
ask, but to lead a full, normal life, great chunks of it at
a time?
A.A., however, is not something that can be taken
like a pill. The experience of those who have been successful in the recovery program is worth considering.
Almost without exception, the men and womenthose
who find their sobriety most satisfying are those people who attend meetings regularly, never hesitate to
work with other alcoholics seeking help, and take more
than a casual interest in the other activities of their
groups. They are men and women people who recall
realistically and honestly the aimless hours spent in
bars, the days lost from work, the decreased efficiency,
and the remorse that accompanied hangogovers on
the morning after.
Balanced against such memories as these, the few
hours spent in underwriting and strengthening their
sobriety add up to a small price indeed.
Can newcomers join A.A.
outside their own community?
This question is sometimes raised by persons who
seem to have perfectly valid reasons for not want-ing
to risk identification as alcoholics by any of their neighbors. They may, for example, have employers who are
totally unfamiliar with the A.A. program and potentially hostile to anyone who admits the existence of a
drinking problem. They may wish desperately to be associated with A.A. as a means of gaining and maintaining sobriety. But they may hesitate to turn to a group
in their own community.
The answer to the question is that a person ispeople are free to join an A.A. group anywhere he or
shethey may choose. Obviously, it is more convenient
to join the nearest group. It may also be the most
straightforward approach to the individual’s problem.
The person who turns to A.A. for help is usually, but
not always, pretty well identified as a drunk. Inevitably,
the good news of this person’s sobriety is bound to
spread, too. Few employers or neighbors are likely to
resent the source of their worker’s or friend’s continued sobriety, whether it centers in a local A.A. group or
one located fifty miles away.
Few people these days are fired from their jobs or
ostracized socially because they are sober. If the
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experience of many thousands of A.A.s is a reliable
guide, the best approach for the newcomer is to seek
help in the nearest group before beginning to worry
about the reactions of others.
If I come into A.A., won’t I miss
a lot of friends and a lot of fun?
The best answer to this is the experience of the hundreds of thousands of men and womenindividuals who
have already come into A.A. In general, their attitude
is that they did not enjoy real friendships or real fun
until they joined A.A. Their point of view on both has
changed.
Many alcoholics discover that their best friends are
delighted to see them face up to the fact that they cannot handle alcohol. No one wants to see a friend continue to hurt.
Naturally, it is important to distinguish between
friendships and casual barroom acquaintanceships.
The alcoholic is likely to have many acquaintances
whose conviviality may be missed for a while. But their
place will be taken by the hundreds of A.A.s the newcomer will meet — men and womenpeople who offer
understanding and acceptance, and as well as help in
sustaining sobriety at all times.
Few members of A.A. would trade the fun that
comes with sobriety for what seemed to be fun while
they were drinking.

The Recovery Program
Upon attending only a few meetings, the newcomer is
sure to hear references to such things as “the Twelve
Steps,” “the Twelve Traditions,” “slips,” “the Big Book,”
and other expressions characteristic of A.A. The following paragraphs describe these factors and suggest why
they are mentioned frequently by A.A. speakers.
What are the ‘Twelve Steps’?
The “Twelve Steps” are the core of the A.A. program of
personal recovery from alcoholism. They are not abstract theories; they are based on the trial-and-error
experience of early members of A.A. They describe the
attitudes and activities that these early members believe were important in helping them to achieve sobriety. Acceptance of the “Twelve Steps ” is not mandatory in any sense.
Experience suggests, however, that members who
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make an earnest effort to follow these Steps and to apply them in daily living seem to get far more out of A.A.
than do those members who seem to regard the Steps
casually. It has been said that it is virtually impossible
to follow all the Steps literally, day in and day out.
While this may be true, in the sense that the Twelve
Steps represent an approach to living that is totally
new for most alcoholics, many A.A. members feel that
the Steps are a practical necessity if they are to maintain their sobriety.
Here is the text of the Twelve Steps, which first appeared in Alcoholics Anonymous, the A.A. book of experiencethe Fellowship's basic text:
1. We admitted we were powerless over alcohol —
that our lives had become unmanageable.
2. Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.
3. Made a decision to turn our will and our lives
over to the care of God as we understood Him.
4. Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of
ourselves.
5. Admitted to God, to ourselves and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs.
6. Were entirely ready to have God remove all
these defects of character.
7. Humbly asked Him to remove our short comings.
8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and
became willing to make amends to them all.
9. Made direct amends to such people wherever
possible, except when to do so would injure them or
others.
10. Continued to take personal inventory and when
we were wrong promptly admitted it.
11. Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God, as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us
and the power to carry that out.
12. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result
of these steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics, and to practice these principles in all our affairs.
What are the ‘Twelve Traditions’?
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The “Twelve Traditions” of A.A. are suggested principles to insure the survival and growth of the thousands
of groups that make up the Fellowship. They are based
on the experience of the groups themselves during the
critical early years of the movement.
The Traditions are important to both oldtimers and
newcomers as reminders of the true foundations of
A.A. as a society of men and womenalcoholics whose
primary concern is to maintain their own sobriety and
help others to achieve sobriety:
1. Our common welfare should come first; personal
recovery depends upon A.A. unity.
2. For our group purpose there is but one ultimate
authority — a loving God as He may express Himself in
our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted
servants; they do not govern.
3. The only requirement for A.A. membership is a
desire to stop drinking.
4. Each group should be autonomous except in
matters affecting other groups or A.A. as a whole.
5. Each group has but one primary purpose — to
carry its message to the alcoholic who still suffers.
6. An A.A. group ought never endorse, finance, or
lend the A.A. name to any related facility or outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property, and prestige divert us from our primary purpose.
7. Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions.
8. Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever
non-professional, but our service centers may employ
special workers.
9. A.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we
may create service boards or committees directly responsible to those they serve.
10. Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the A.A. name ought never be drawn
into public controversy.
11. Our public relations policy is based on attraction
rather than promotion; we need always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, and films.
12. Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our
traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before
personalities.
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What are ‘slips’?
Occasionally a man or womanperson who has been sober through A.A. will get drunk. In A.A. a relapse of this
type is commonly known as a “slip.” It may occur during the first few weeks or months of sobriety or after
the alcoholic has been dry a number of years.
Nearly all A.A.s who have been through this experience say that slips can be traced to specific causes.
They deliberately forgot that they had admitted they
were alcoholics and got overconfident about their ability to handle alcohol. Or they stayed away from A.A.
meetings or from informal association with other
A.A.s. Or they let themselves become too involved
with business or social affairs to remember the importance of being sober. Or they let themselves become tired and were caught with their mental and
emotional defenses down.
In other words, most “slips” don’t just happen.
What is ‘the 24-hour program’?
“The 24-hour program” is a phrase used to describe a
basic A.A. approach to the problem of staying sober.
A.A.s never swear off alcohol for life, never take
pledges committing themselves not to take a drink “tomorrow.” By the time they turned to A.A. for help, they
had discovered that, no matter how sincere they may
have been in promising themselves to abstain from alcohol “in the future,” somehow they forgot the pledge
and got drunk. The compulsion to drink proved more
powerful than the best intentions not to drink.
The A.A. member recognizes that the biggest problem is to stay sober now! The current 24 hours is the
only period the A.A. can do anything about as far as
drinking is concerned. Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow
never comes. “But today,” the A.A. says, “today, I will
not take a drink. I may be tempted to take a drink tomorrow — and perhaps I will. But tomorrow is something to worry about when it comes. My big problem is
not to take a drink during this 24 hours."
Along with the 24-hour program, A.A. emphasizes
the importance of three slogans that have probably
been heard many times by the newcomer before joining A.A. These slogans are: “Easy Does It,” “Live and Let
Live,” and “First Things First.” By making these slogans
a basic part of the attitude toward problems of daily
living, the average A.A. is usually helped substantially
in the attempt to live successfully without alcohol.
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Does A.A. have a basic ‘textbook’?
The Fellowship has four books that are generally accepted as “textbooks.” The first is Alcoholics Anonymous, also known as “the Big Book,” originally published in 1939, and revised in 1955, 1976 and 2001. It
records the personal stories of 42 representative problem drinkers who achieved stable sobriety for the first
time through A.A. It also records the suggested steps
and principles that early members believed were responsible for their ability to overcome the compulsion
to drink.
The second book is Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, published in 1953. It is an interpretation, by Bill
W., a co-founder, of the principles that have thus far
assured the continuing survival of individuals and
groups within A.A.
A third book, Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of Age,
published in 1957, is a brief history of the first two decades of the Fellowship.
The fourth is As Bill Sees It (formerly titled The A.A.
Way of Life, a reader by Bill). This is a selection of Bill
W.’s writings.
These books may be purchased through local A.A.
groups or ordered direct directly from Alcoholics
Anonymous, Box 459, Grand Central Station, New
York, NY 10163 or through the website at aa.org.
What is ‘the 24-hour program’?
“The 24-hour program” is a phrase used to describe a
basic A.A. approach to the problem of staying sober.
A.A.s never swear off alcohol for life, never take
pledges committing themselves not to take a drink “tomorrow.” By the time they turned to A.A. for help, they
had discovered that, no matter how sincere they may
have been in promising themselves to abstain from alcohol “in the future,” somehow they forgot the pledge
and got drunk. The compulsion to drink proved more
powerful than the best intentions not to drink.
The A.A. member recognizes that the biggest problem is to stay sober now! The current 24 hours is the
only period the A.A. can do anything about as far as
drinking is concerned. Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow
never comes. “But today,” the A.A. says, “today, I will
not take a drink. I may be tempted to take a drink tomorrow — and perhaps I will. But tomorrow is something to worry about when it comes. My big problem is
not to take a drink during this 24 hours.
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Along with the 24-hour program, A.A. emphasizes
the importance of three slogans that have probably
been heard many times by the newcomer before joining A.A. These slogans are: “Easy Does It,” “Live and Let
Live,” and “First Things First.” By making these slogans
a basic part of the attitude toward problems of daily
living, the average A.A. is usually helped substantially
in the attempt to live successfully without alcohol.
What is AA Grapevine?
AA Grapevine is a monthly pocket-size magazine published for members and friends who seek further sharing of A.A. experience. tThe only international journal
of the SocietyA.A. in the United States and Canada, - a digest-sized magazine available to A.A. members as
well as those interested in A.A.'s program of recovery
from alcoholism. There is also a Spanish edition called
La Viña.Grapevine is edited by a staff made up entirely
of A.A.s.
Grapevine is published monthly in English and there
is also a bimonthly Spanish edition called La Viña. Both
publications are written, edited and illustrated by A.A.
members, and represent the collective voice of contemporary A.A. experiences.
AA Grapevine is one of the multi-media publishing arms of A.A.'s General Service Board, featuring
books in print, digital and audio formats as well as
other recovery products and services tailored to
the A.A. community. The themes and the stories reflect current issues and struggles individuals in recovery may face.
Single copies of the magazine are usually available
each month at meetings of local groups, but most
readers prefer to receive their copies on a regular subscription basis. In the U.S. the cost of an annual subscription is $28.97, slightly more in Canada; single copies are $2.75. There is also a Spanish edition called La
Viña.
Whydoesn’t A.A. seem to work for somepeople?
The answer is that A.A. will work only for those who
admit that they are alcoholics, who honestly want to
stop drinking — and who are able to keep those facts
uppermost in their minds at all times.
A.A. usually will not work for those who have reservations about whether or not they are alcoholics, or
who cling to the hope the man or woman who has
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reservations about whether or not he or she is an alcoholic, or who clings to the hope of being able to drink
normally again.
Most medical authorities say no one who is an alcoholic can ever drink normally again. The alcoholic must
admit and accept this cardinal fact. Coupled with this
admission and acceptance must be the desire to stop
drinking.
After they have been sober a while in A.A., some
people tend to forget that they are alcoholics, with all
that this diagnosis implies. Their sobriety makes them
overconfident, and they decide to experiment with alcohol again. The results of such experiments are, for
the alcoholic, completely predictable. Their drinking
invariably becomes progressively worse.

Newcomers’ Questions
A.A. has but one primary purpose, although it may indirectly be responsible for other benefits. The following
are questions that are occasionally asked by newcomers to the Fellowship.
Will A.A. help me financially?
Many alcoholics, by the time they turn to A.A. for help
with their drinking problems, have also accumulated
substantial financial problems. Not unnaturallyNaturally, some may cherish the hope that A.A. may in
some way be able to help them with more pressing financial obligations.
Very early in A.A. experience as a society, it was discovered that money or the lack of it had nothing to do
with the newcomer’snewcomers' ability to achieve sobriety and work his or hertheir way out of the many
problems that had been complicated by excessive use
of alcohol.
The absence of money — even with a heavy burden
of debts — seemed to prove no hindrance to the alcoholic who honestly and sincerely wanted to face up to
the realities of a life without alcohol. Once the big
problem of alcohol had been cleared away, the other
problems, including those related to finances, seemed
to work out, too. Some A.A.s have made sensational
financial comebacks in relatively brief periods. For others, the road has been hard and long. The basic answer
to this question is that A.A. exists for just one purpose,
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and that purpose is in no way related to material prosperity or the lack thereof.
There is nothing to prevent any member of a group
from staking a newcomer to a meal, a suit of clothes, or
even a cash loan. That is a matter for individual decision
and discretion. It would, however, be misleading if an alcoholic gets the impression that A.A. is any sort of moneyed charity organization.
Will A.A. help me straighten out
my family troubles?
Alcohol is frequently a complicating factor in family
life, magnifying petty irritations, exposing character
defects, and contributing to financial problems. Many
men and womenpeople, by the time they turn to A.A.,
have managed to make a complete mess of their family lives.
Some newcomers to A.A., suddenly aware of their
own contributions to chaos, are eager and enthusiastic
about making amends and resuming normal patterns
of living with those closest to them. Others, with or
without cause, continue to feel bitter resentments toward their families.
Almost without exception, newcomers who are sincere in their approach to the A.A. recovery program
are successful in mending broken family lives. The
bonds that reunite the honest alcoholic with family
members are often stronger than ever before. Sometimes, of course, irreparable damage has been done,
and a totally new approach to family life has to be developed. But generally, the story is one with a happy
ending.
Experience suggests that the alcoholic who comes
to A.A. solely to keep peace in the family, and not because they have a desire to stop drinking for themselves, of an honest desire to stop drinking, may have
difficulty achieving sobriety. The sincere desire for sobriety should come first. Once sober, the alcoholic will
find that many of the other problems of daily living can
be approached realistically and with very good chance
of success.
Does A.A. operate hospitals
or rest homestreatment facilities for alcoholics?
There are no “A.A. rest homes or hospitals.”A.A. does
not operate any outside enterprise or provide any professional services relative to the treatment of
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alcoholism. It is nonprofessional, peer-led and selffunded. Participation is anonymous and open to anyone looking for help with a drinking problem. Traditionally, no professional services or facilitiesprofessional services are ever offered or performed under
A.A. sponsorship. By adhering to the tradition of avoiding services that others are prepared to render, A.A.
thus avoids any possible misunderstanding of its primary purpose, which is to help alcoholics searching for
a way of life without alcohol.
In some areas, service committees made up of individual A.A. members have made arrangements with local hospitals for the admission of alcoholics who are
sponsored by A.A.s as individuals, not as representatives of the Fellowship as a whole.
In other areas, individual A.A.s or groups of A.A.s
have established rest homesrehabs or other facilities
that cater primarily to newcomers to the recovery program. Because of their special understanding of problems confronting the alcoholic, the owners or managers of these homes places are often able to help the
newcomer during the first crucial period of sobriety.
But these homes facilities have no connection with
A.A. beyond the fact that they may be operated by persons who achieved their own sobriety through A.A. As
a movement, A.A. is never affiliated with business enterprises of any description.
Does A.A. sponsor any social activity
for members?
Most A.A.s are sociable people, a factor that may have
been partially responsible for their becoming alcoholics in the first place. As a consequence, meetings of local A.A. groups tend to be lively affairs.
A.A. as a fellowship has never developed any formal
program of social activities for members, since the sole
purpose of the movement is to help alcoholics get sober.
In some areas, members, entirely on their own individual responsibility, have opened clubrooms or other facilities for members of the local group. These clubs are traditionally independent of A.A., and great care is usually
taken to avoid direct identification with the movement.
Even where no club exists, it is not uncommon for
local groups to arrange anniversary dinners, picnics,
parties on New Year’s Eve and other special occasions,
and similar affairs. In some large cities, A.A.s meet regularly for lunch and sponsor host informal get-togethers over weekends.
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What do medical authorities think of A.A.?
Also see pamphlet: “A.A. as a Resource
for the Health Care Professional”
From its earliest days, A.A. has enjoyed the friendship
and support of doctors who were familiar with its program of recovery from alcoholism. Doctors, perhaps
better than any other group, are in a position to appreciate how unreliable other approaches to the problem
of alcoholism have been in the past. A.A. has never
been advanced as the only answer to the problem, but
the A.A. recovery program has worked so often, after
other methods have failed, that doctors today are frequently the most outspoken boosters for the program
in their communities.
Some measure of the medical profession’s attitude
toward A.A. was suggested in 1951 when the American
Public Health Association named Alcoholics Anonymous as one of the recipients of the famed Lasker
Awards in “formal recognition of A.A.’s success in
treating alcoholism as an illness and in blotting out its
social stigma.”
A.A. is still new (or unknown) in some communities,
and not all doctors are familiar with the recovery program. But here are excerpts from comments on A.A. by
leading medical authorities:
In 1967, the American Medical Association stated
that membership in A.A. was still the most effective
means of treating alcoholism and quoted Dr. Ruth
Fox, an eminent authority on alcoholism and then
medical director of the National Council on Alcoholism: “With its thousands of groups and its 300,000
recovered alcoholics [now upwards of 2,000,000],
A.A. has undoubtedly reached more cases than all
the rest of us together. For patients who can and will
accept it, A.A. may be the only form of therapy
needed.”
“I have the utmost respect for the work A.A. is doing, for its spirit, for its essential philosophy of mutual helpfulness. I lose no opportunity to express
my endorsement publicly and privately where it is
of any concern.”
Karl Menninger, M.D.
Menninger Foundation
“Perhaps the most effective treatment in the rehabilitation of the alcoholic is a philosophy of living
which is compatible with the individual and his
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family, an absorbing faith in himself which comes
only after he has learned to understand himself,
and a close association with others whose experiences parallel his own. The physician’s cooperation
with Alcoholics Anonymous is one way of obtaining
these things for his patient.”
Marvin A. Block, M.D., member of the
American Medical Association’s Committee
on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
What do religious leaders think of A.A.?
Also see pamphlet:
“Members of the Clergy Ask About A.A.”
Probably no lay movement of modern times has been
more richly endowed than A.A. with the support of the
clergy of all the great faiths. Like the doctors, mankind’s spiritual advisers have long been troubled by the
problem of alcoholism. Many of these advisers have
heard honest people make sincere pledges to abstain
from alcohol they could not control — only to see them
break those pledges within hours, days, or weeks. Sympathy, understanding, and appeals to conscience have
been of little avail to the clergy in their attempts to
help the alcoholic.
Thus it is perhaps not surprising that A.A. — although it offers a way of life rather than a way of formal
religion — should be embraced so warmly by representatives of many different denominations. Here is
how some of them have referred to A.A. in the past:
The Directors Bulletin, a Jesuit periodical
published at St. Louis, Mo.
“Father Dowling of The Queen’s Work staff had
exceptional opportunity to observe the Alcoholics
Anonymous movement.
“He found that the keystone of the A.A. therapy
includes self-denial, humility, charity, good example, and opportunities for a new pattern of social
recreation. All denominations are represented in
the movement. Readers can be assured that no article or book on the movement is one-tenth as convincing as is personal contact with an individual or
group of A.A.s whose personalities and homes and
businesses have been transformed from chaos into
sound achievement.”
The Living Church (Episcopal)
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“Basis of the technique of Alcoholics Anonymous is the truly Christian principle that a man cannot help himself except by helping others. The A.A.
plan is described by the members themselves as
‘self-insurance.’ This self-insurance has resulted in
the restoration of physical, mental, and spiritual
health and self-respect to hundreds of men and
women who would be hopelessly down-and-out
without its unique but effective therapy.”
Who is responsible for the
publicity about A.A.?
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The A.A. tradition of public relations has always been
keyed to attraction rather than promotion. A.A. never
seeks publicity but always cooperates fully with responsible representatives of press, radio, television,
motion picturesfilms, and other media that seek information about the recovery program. The A.A. tradition
of public relations has always been keyed to attraction
rather than promotion.
At national and international levels, news of A.A. is
made available by the Public Information Committee
of the General Service Board. Local committees have
also been organized to provide the media with facts
about A.A. as a resource for alcoholics in their communities.
A.A. is deeply grateful to all its friends who have
been responsible for the recognition accorded the
movement. It is also deeply aware of the fact that the
anonymity of members, upon which the program is so
dependent, has been respected so faithfully by all media.
It should also be noted that within A.A., at A.A.
meetings and among themselves, A.A. members are
not anonymous.
What do medical authorities think of A.A.?
From its earliest days, A.A. has enjoyed the friendship
and support of doctors who are familiar with its program of recovery from alcoholism. Doctors, perhaps
better than any other group, are in a position to appreciate how unreliable other approaches to the problem
of alcoholism have been in the past. A.A. has never
been advanced as the only answer to the problem, but
the A.A. recovery program has worked so often, after
other methods have failed, that doctors today are frequently the most outspoken boosters for the program
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in their communities.
What do religious leaders think of A.A.?
Probably no lay movement of modern times has been
more richly endowed than A.A. with the support of the
clergy of so many different faiths. Like the doctors, humankind’s spiritual advisers and faith leaders have
long been troubled by the problem of alcoholism.
Many of these have heard honest people make sincere
promises to abstain from alcohol — only to see them
break those promises, often within hours, days, or
weeks. Sympathy, understanding, and appeals to conscience have been of little avail to the clergy in their
attempts to help the alcoholic.

Thus it is perhaps not surprising that A.A. —
although it offers a way of life rather than a way of
formal religion — should be embraced so warmly by
representatives of many different denominations.
A New Way of Life
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A way of life cannot truly be described; it must be
lived. Descriptive literature that relies upon broad, inspirational generalities is bound to leave many questions unanswered and many readers not fully satisfied
that they have come upon the thing they need and
seek. At the other extreme, a catalog of the mechanics
and details of a program for living can portray only
part of the value of such a program.
A.A. is a program for a new way of life without alcohol, a program that is working successfully for hundreds of thousands of men and womenmillions of people who approach it and apply it with honesty and sincerity. It is working throughout the world and for men
and womenthose in all stations and walks of life.
Perhaps this pamphlet has answered the main
questions, spoken and unspoken, that you may have
concerning A.A. Perhaps there are other questions that
can be answered, as those in this pamphlet have been,
solely on the basis of A.A. experience with the problem
of alcoholism. If you have such questions, feel free to
get in touch with an A.A. group in or near your community. or visit aa.org. Information can also be obtained
by writing to our world service office: General Service
Office, Box 459, Grand Central Station, New York, NY
10163 or calling 212-870-3400.Or write to General Service Office, Box 459, Grand Central Station, New York,
NY 10163 (website: aa.org).
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Is A.A. for You?
Only you can decide whether you want to give A.A. a try — whether you think it can help you. The questions that
follow below may help you make a decision.

We who are in A.A. came because we finally gave up trying to control our drinking. We still hated to admit that
we could never drink safely. Then we heard from other A.A. members that we were sickhad an illness. (We
thoughtSome of us thought so for years!) We found out that many people suffered from the same feelings of guilt
and loneliness and hopelessness that we did. We found out that we had these feelings because we had the disease
of alcoholism.
We decided to try to face up to what alcohol had done to us. Here are some of the questions we tried to answer
honestly. If we answered YES to four or more questions, we were in deep trouble with our drinking. See how you
do. Remember, there is no disgrace in facing up to the fact that you have a problem.
1

Have you ever decided to stop drinking for a week or so, but only lasted for a couple of days?
Most of us in A.A. made all kinds of promises to ourselves and to our families. We could not keep them. Then we
came to A.A. and A.A. said: “Just try not to drink today.” (If you do not drink today, you cannot get drunk today.)

2

Do you wish people would mind their own business about your drinking — stop telling you what to do?
In A.A. we do not tell anyone to do anything. We just talk about our own drinking, the trouble we got into, and how
we stopped. We will be glad to help you, if you want us to.

3

Have you ever switched from one kind of drink to another in the hope that this would keep you from getting drunk?
We tried all kinds of ways. We made our drinks weak. Or just drank beer. Or we did not drink cocktails. Or only
drank on weekends. You name it, we tried it. But if we drank anything with alcohol in it, we usually got drunk
eventually.

4

Have you had to have an eye-openera drink upon awakening during the past year?
Do you need a drink to get started, or to stop shaking? This is a pretty sure sign that you are not drinking “socially.”

5

Do you envy people who can drink without getting into trouble?
At one time or another, most of us have wondered why we were not like most people, who really can take it or
leave it.

6

Have you had problems connected with drinking during the past year?
Be honest! Doctors say that if you have a problem with alcohol and keep on drinking, it will get worse — never
better. Eventually, you will die, or end up in an institution for the rest of your life. The only hope is to stop drinking.

7

Has your drinking caused trouble at home?
Before we came into A. A., most of us said that it was the people or problems at home that made us drink. We
could not see that our drinking just made everything worse. It never solved problems anywhere or anytime.

8

Do you ever try to get “extra” drinks at a party because you do not get enough?
Most of us used to have a “few” before we started out if we thought it was going to be that kind of party. And if
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drinks were not served fast enough, we would go someplace else to get more.
9 Do you tell yourself you can stop drinking any time you want to, even though you keep getting drunk when you don’t
mean to?
Many of us kidded ourselves into thinking that we drank because we wanted to. After we came into A.A., we found
out that once we started to drink, we couldn’t stop.
10 Have you missed days of work or school because of drinking?
Many of us admit now that we “called in sick” lots of times when the truth was that we were hungover or on a
drunk.
11 Do you have “blackouts”?
A “blackout” occurs when we cannot remember what happened for hours or days while we were drinking. Whenis
when we have been drinking hours or days that we cannot remember. When we came to A.A., we found out that
this is a pretty sure sign of alcoholic drinking.
12 Have you ever felt that your life would be better if you did not drink?
Many of us started to drink because drinking made life seem better, at least for a while. By the time we got into
A.A., we felt trapped. We were drinking to live and living to drink. We were sick and tired of being sick and tired.

What’s your score?
Did you answer YES four or more times? If so, you are probably in trouble with alcohol. Why do we say this? Because
thousands of people in A.A. have said so for many years. They found out the truth about themselves — the hard
way.
But again, only you can decide whether you think A.A. is for you. Try to keep an open mind on the subject. If the
answer is YES, we will be glad to show you how we stopped drinking ourselves. Just call.
A.A. does not promise to solve your life’s problems. But we can show you how we are learning to live without drinking
“one day at a time.” We stay away from that “first drink.” If there is no first one, there cannot be a tenth one. And when
we got rid of alcohol, we found that life became much more manageable.
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Is There an Alcoholic
in Your Life?
A.A.’s Message of Hope
If someone you love has a drinking problem, this
booklet pamphlet will provide you with facts about
a simple program of recovery. Through A.A.’s help,
over two million people who once drank too much
are now living comfortable and productive lives
without alcohol.

For more than eight decades, Alcoholics Anonymous has been working successfully for men and
womenpeople from every kind of background. Before these people came to A.A., most of them had
tried to control their drinking on their own and,
only after repeated unsuccessful efforts at such control, finally admitted that they were powerless over
alcohol. At first, they could not imagine life without
it; they certainly did not want to admit that they
were alcoholics. But, with the help of other A.A.
members, they learned that they did not have to
drink. They discovered that life without alcohol not
only was possible, but could be happy and deeply
rewarding.
Often those closest to an alcoholic find it hardest
to see and admit that someone they care about can
be an alcoholic. Such a thing just can’t be true, it
seems. In their eagerness to deny the depth of the
problem, they may for a time believe the alcoholic’s
promises. But the repeated breaking of these promises and the increasing difficulties finally force
those living with the alcoholic to acknowledge the
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truth.

Then a desperate search for a solution begins.
Feeling that all their love and well-intended attempts to help have been wasted, they become
deeply discouraged. If you have felt like this, take
hope from the experience of A.A. members’ spouses,
partners, relatives, lovers and friends who once felt
the same way, but have seen the problem drinkers
they care about freed from the compulsion to drink.

In this bookletpamphlet, you will find answers to
many questions that people asked both before and
after the alcoholic in their lives joined A.A. If the
problem drinkers laugh at the idea that they are in
trouble with alcohol, or if they resent any such suggestions, the following pages may help explain what
you can and cannot do. If the alcoholic has already
joined A.A., the information that follows will help
you to understand the A.A. way of life.
Perhaps the best brief description of what A.A. is
and what it does is this short “Preamble,” usually
read at the beginning of every A.A. meeting:

Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and
women who share their experience, strength and
hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism.
The only requirement for membership is a desire
to stop drinking. There are no dues or fees for A.A.
membership; we are self-supporting through our
own contributions.
A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish to engage in any controversy; neither endorses nor opposes any causes.
Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help
other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.
Understanding your problem
Today, over two million men and womenpeople
have stopped drinking in A.A. This figure includes
many different sorts of people, from teenagers to
octogenarians. It is clear from a review of its membership that A.A. has been able to help women, men,
aged persons, young people, the rich, the poor, the
highly educated, the uneducatedpeople from all
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walks of life.

This, like all A.A. books and pamphlets, is based
not on theory but on experience — many experiences of those close to alcoholics, those who know
what it is like to live with them. If these people could
sit down with you, they might say: “We know what
you are up against. We know how baffling it is to
live with a problem drinker, to see close and loving
relationships torn by irrational anger and conflict,
to see family life upset, to see much-needed money
spent on liquor alcohol or on alcohol-related hospitalization, instead of on necessities, to see children
growing up in an abnormal, unpredictable, even
traumatizing atmosphere. But we all know that if
the person you love recognizes the problem and really wants to stop drinking, there is a solution that
has worked for those we love — and can work for
the one you care about, too.”

In spite of all the trouble that drinking may
have caused, you may not wish to admit to yourself
that a loved one is an alcoholic. A problem drinker,
yes, but not an alcoholic. The word may have too
many disturbing associations for you. Even if the
alcoholic admits to being one, you may find yourself trying to deny it. Many people have felt the
same way about someone they love until they understood that alcoholism is a disease, a fact that
modern medicine now confirmsthe medical community has long confirmed. PreviouslyNevertheless, an alcoholic’s loved ones may have believed
that they had somehow been responsible. How and
why alcoholism begins, we do not know; but later
adult relationships apparently have little effect on
its severity or progression. Alcoholism, like most
noncontagious diseases, is the sole property of the
individual unfortunate enough to have it. Nobody
— whether layperson or scientist — is certain of
its cause.
The alcoholic can recover
The alcoholic is a sick person suffering from a disease for which there is no known cure — that is, no
cure in the sense that he or she they will ever be
able to drink moderately, like a nonalcoholic, for
any sustained period. Because it is an illness — a
physical compulsion combined with a mental obsession to drink — the alcoholic must learn to stay
away from alcohol completely in order to lead a
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normal life.

Fundamentally, alcoholism is a health problem
— a physical and emotional disease — rather than
a question of moral weakness or ttoo little willpower. or of moral weakness. Just as there is no
point blaming the victim of diabetes for a lack of
willpower in becoming ill, it is useless to charge the
problem drinker with responsibility for the illness
of alcoholism or to regard such drinking as a vice.

Alcoholism takes many routes. Some A.A. members drank in an out-of-control way from their first
drink. Others slowly progressed over decades to
uncontrolled drinking. Some alcoholics are daily
drinkers. Others may be able to abstain for long periods. Then they cut loose on a binge of uncontrolled drinking. The latter are called “periodics.”

Regardless of the pattern of their drinking, oOne
thing all alcoholics seem to have in common is that,
as time passes, the drinking gets worse. No reliable
evidence exists that anyone who ever drank alcoholically has been able to return, for long, to normal
social drinking. There is no such thing as being “a
little bit alcoholic.” Because the illness progresses
in stages, some alcoholics show more extreme
symptoms than others. Once problem drinkers
cross over the line into alcoholism, however, they
cannot turn back.
What can you do?
Knowing that more than two million problem
drinkers have attained sobriety in A.A., you may be
impatient to “do something” for the alcoholic in
your life. You may want to explain that alcoholism
is an illness and urge the alcoholic to read A.A. literature and head straight for the nearest A.A. meeting.

Sometimes, this kind of approach works. After
reading A.A. pamphlets or books, many problem
drinkers visit an A.A. website, call their local A.A. office, begin attending A.A. meetings, and put their
drinking days squarely behind them. But, in fact,
most active alcoholics are not eager and ready to
turn to A.A. simply because a loved one suggests it.
Drinking habits are firmly rooted in one’s personality, and the alcoholic’s compulsion to drink often
creates stubborn resistance against help. To admit
to being an alcoholic, simple and evident as it may
seem, implies committing oneself to doing
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something about one’s drinking. And the alcoholic
may not be ready for this. A frequent component of
the disease is the alcoholic’s belief that drinking is
necessary to cope with life. In an alcoholic’s confused mind, the need to drink may literally seem
like a matter of life or death.
When is the right time?
It is not easy to know when an alcoholic is “ready” for
A.A. Not all drinkers descend to the same physical or
mental states before they decide to seek help. Alcoholics may find themselves at any of the following
four stages:An alcoholic may fall, roughly, into any of
the following four stages:
Stage1. These peopleThey may seem to be only
heavy drinkers. Drinking may be daily or less frequent and may be heavy only on occasion. They
spend too much money on liquor alcohol and may
begin slowing up mentally and physically, although
they will not concede this. Their behavior is sometimes embarrassing, yet they may continue to assert
that they can handle alcohol and that drinking is essential to their work. Probably, they would be insulted if someone called them alcoholic. At this stage,
they may be approaching the borderline that separates social from compulsive drinking. Some may be
able to moderate or stop their drinking altogether.
Others may cross that border, increasingly lose losing the ability to control their drinking, and become
alcoholics.

Stage 2. At this stage, drinkers lack control over their
drinking and begin to worry about it. Unable to stay
on the wagon even when they want to, people in this
group often get completely out of hand when drinking and may even admit it the next day. But they are
certain that “next time it will be different.” Drinkers
may now employ a number of “control” devices:
drinking only wine or beer, drinking only on weekends or during certain hours of the day or evening, or
working out a formula for spacing drinks. They may
take a “medicinal” drink in the morning to quiet the
nerves. After serious drinking bouts, they are are often remorseful and want to stop. However, as soon
as health returns, they begin to think that they can
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really drink moderately next time. Perhaps they can
still meet their responsibilities fairly well on the job
or at home. The idea that drinking will probably become progressively worse and may cause the loss of
family, job, or the affection of others seems fantasticexaggerated. In the meantime, they say they would
like to stop drinking, mostly just to show that they
can. Those who have been around A.A. for a while
would say, “They want to want to stop.”
Stage 3. These drinkers have moved beyond the second stage; they have lost friends, cannot hold jobs,
and find various intimate relationships in ruins. Perhaps doctors have been consulted, and the weary
round of “drying out” placesrehabs and hospitals
has begun. They realize full well that they cannot
drink normally, but are unable to understand why.
They honestly want to stop, but cannot. No oneInterventions are organized. But no one seems able to
help them stay sober. In searching for a path to sobriety, they become increasingly desperate. Usually,
they have tried some form of counseling and perhaps
some special diet or vitamin therapyhealth regime or
exercise workout, and for a little while the situation
may have improved, but then the downward progression continues. They lose all interest in constructive social relationships, in the world around them,
and perhaps even in life itself. The only emotion they
show with any consistency is self-pity.
Stage 4. In this last stage, drinkers may seem beyond
help. By now, they have been in one institution after
another. Often violent, they appear insane unstable
or oblivious to reality when drunk. Sometimes, they
may even manage to sneak a drink on the way home
from the hospital. They may have alcoholic hallucinations — delirium tremens (D.T.s). At this point, doctors may advise you to have the drinker committed
to an institution. Perhaps you have already had to do
so. In many ways, these drinkers seem to be “hopeless cases.” But A.A. experience has shown that, however far down the ladder of alcoholism drinkers have
gone, very few have passed beyond the hope of recovery in A.A. — that is, if they want to recover.

It may take the alcoholics themselves some time
to admit their own illness. They may protest that
their problems are “different” and that A.A. is not
necessary or desirable for them. Such drinkers
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often point out that they are a long way from the
bottom of the ladder, and what they consider “the
bottom” keeps getting lower and lower. Or they
may simply continue to insist that they can stay sober on their own. Unfortunately, they cannot and do
not.

Anyone who loves an alcoholic finds these reactions and evasions bitter pills to swallow. The simple truth is that no one can force the A.A. program
on anyone else. However, if the drinker you care
about hesitates to go for needed help, you can take
some action to assist in recovery.

You can develop a good and, if possible, firsthand
understanding of the A.A. program, so that when
the alcoholic is ready, you will be in the best position to help. You can also inform yourself by writing
or phoningcontacting A.A. or Al-Anon Family
Groups. (Turn toSee page 21 xx of this booklet pamphlet for addressescontact information.) In many
communities, loved ones of A.A. members (and of
those who need A.A.) meet regularly to exchange
experiences and viewpoints on the problems of alcoholism. They are part of what is known as AlAnon Family Groups. Among these are Alateen
groups, for teenagers who have alcoholic parents.
Al-Anon is not affiliated with A.A., but its contribution to increased understanding of the A.A. recovery
program has been substantial. They believe alcoholism is a family illness and that changed attitudes
can aid recovery.1

A.A.’s long experience has taught us the need for
confidence and patience in encouraging the alcoholic to begin the process of recovery. If you find
that the alcoholic meets your enthusiastic recommendation of A.A. with refusal even to discuss the
matter, you may feel discouraged and resentful.
Sometimes, because of the disruption the alcoholic
causes, or because children are being adversely affected, you may decide to walk away, leaving him or
herthe alcoholic to face the problem alone. Having
no place left to go but A.A. may actually lead the alcoholicthem to seek help earlier than he or she
would have would have been the case if you had remained available. Sometimes, it is necessary to be

1“This Is Al-Anon,” pamphlet written and distributed by

Al-Anon Family Groups.
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cruel unmoved for the moment in order to be kind
in the long run.

The alcoholic may be rebelling outwardly
against the idea of A.A., but may actually be close to
accepting your encouragement and support and
making a decision to join A.A. or at least listen to
what various recovered alcoholics have to say
about the program. At this stage, the alcoholic is
usually confused — knows that the illness has to be
dealt with somehow, but is unable to evaluate the
situation clearly. Alcoholics often have many false
ideas about A.A. and its members. That is why your
understanding of Alcoholics Anonymous may be extremely helpful during this critical period. You will
be able to answer questions, make suggestions, and
correct erroneous assumptions about A.A.
Who attends A.A. meetings
There are more than 120,000125,000 local A.A.
groups worldwide. Usually, a member regularly attends a group near home, but all members are free
to attend any meeting of A.A. anywhere. Most
groups hold one or more meetings a week, some
“closed” (for A.A. members or newcomers only),
others “open” (to loved ones and friends as well). At
these meetings, members discuss their own drinking experiences before coming into A.A., and explain how A.A. principles led them to sobriety and a
new outlook. Through their interpretations of the
program, older members try to help newcomers
and one another. Meetings are informal and usually
include friendly get-togethers around the coffee table, where you may get a still better picture of the
wide variety of people who belong to this Fellowship.
Alcoholics unfamiliar with A.A. may think that it
is only for real down-and-out , skid-row peopledrinkers, those who have fallen to a low bottom,
and, therefore, not for them. The facts are quite different.

The belief that A.A. is for skid-row derelicts is
only partly true — and a small part, at most. Some
men and womenalcoholics indeed rise from a life on
skid row or similar placesdestitution to achieve sobriety and responsible living through A.A. But A.A.
members in general are a cross section of the average community. Among them are educators,
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executives and professional people and business
executives, as well as those who have had little or
no formal schooling. A After all, a stockbroker and a
doctor — both alcoholics — founded A.A. Alcoholism is no respecter of intelligence, talent, education
or position, and is as likely to afflict a nurse or a
priest as an entertainer or a writer.
Not a religious organization
Perhaps the alcoholic in your life thinks that A.A. is
an evangelical organization, heavy on religion and
preaching. Again, the facts are different.

A.A. has been described as basically a spiritual
program. To be sure, it does not offer any material
help, as a welfare department would. But A.A. is certainly not a religious organization. It does not ask
its members to hold to any formal creed or perform
any ritual or even to believe in God. Its members belong to all kinds of churches. Many belong to none.
A.A. asks only that newcomers keep an open mind
and respect the beliefs of others.

A.A. holds that alcoholism, in addition to being a
physical and emotional illness, is a spiritual disorder to some degree. Because most alcoholics have
been unable to manage things on their own, they
seem to find effective therapy in the decision to turn
their destiny over to a power greater than themselves. Many A.A.s refer to this power as “God.” or
"Higher Power." Others consider the A.A. group as
the power to be relied upon. The word “spiritual” in
A.A. may be interpreted as broadly as one wants -or not at all. Certainly, one feels a certain spirit of
togetherness at all A.A. meetings!

A.A. has been described as basically a spiritual
program. Certainly one feels a certain spirit of togetherness at all A.A. meetings, bTo be sure, it does
not offer any material help, as a welfare department
would. But A.A. is certainly not a religious organization. It does not ask its members to hold to any formal creed or perform any ritual or even to believe
in God. Its members belong to all kinds of
churches.belief systems. Many belong to none. A.A.
asks only that newcomers keep an open mind and
respect the beliefs of others.
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A.A.’s Twelve Steps
Part of the recovery program that A.A. suggests is
set forth in the Twelve Steps listed on page 15xx.
Based on the experience of A.A.’s earliest members,
the Steps are a record of the principles and practices they developed to maintain sobriety (after
many other approaches had failed). If the alcoholic
in your life shrinks from the idea that a formal code
of behavior will be required, you can put his or
hertheir mind at ease. Each member uses the Steps
in an individual way. The Steps are suggested as a
program of recovery. Although experience shows
that many A.A. members’ comfort in sobriety depends, to an extent, on their understanding and acceptance of the Steps, no A.A. member is forced to
accept — or even read — them. It is up to the individual to decide when and how the Steps will be
used.

THE TWELVE STEPS
OF ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS[insert here]

How Does A.A. Work?
It should be emphasized that the only requirement
for membership in A.A. is a desire to stop drinking.
Nothing more. A.A. asks no pledges promises, resolutions or personal commitments of any kind. During their drinking days, many A.A.s took numerous
pledges, made solemn promises, and often went on
the wagonswore off drinking entirely. The results
were not lasting. The A.A. approach is more practical. It is based on the idea that every problem
drinker, at one time or another, has gone for at least
24 hours without a drink. So A.A. members do not
swear off alcohol for life or for any other extended
period. They know there is nothing they can do today about the drink they may crave tomorrow. A.A.s
concentrate on staying sober today — during this
24 hours. They work on tomorrow when the time
comes.
Since regular attendance at meetings plays an
essential part in continued sobriety, the loved ones
of an alcoholic may wonder where they fit into the
program of recovery. Some of these people attend
open A.A. meetings. It gives them a chance to share
the road back to normal life with the alcoholic. It
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also provides the opportunity to learn how other
people are meeting the challenge of living with a
problem drinker who no longer drinks. Al-Anon
meetings, mentioned earlier, also provide a chance
to meet and discuss your problems with other people in similar circumstances.
At all meetings, and in contacts with A.A. members, most people will probably be impressed by
the frequency of laughter and the general atmosphere of good humor and warm fellowship. This is
typical of A.A. Generally, members take their alcoholism — but not themselves — seriously. Part of
the recovery process is laughing over the experiences that once brought tears.
Recovery takes time
What can you expect when someone you love joins
A.A. after years of problem drinking?

All Not all problem drinkers who find A.A. do
not stop drinking and move into a happy and contented sobriety with the same speed and ease.
Some need to be hospitalized and may come
through their convalescence still shaking and unsure of themselves. Others — not in the habit of
facing problems directly — may, for a while, feel
swamped by their responsibilities. Some will be
plagued by feelings of remorse and depression. A
few may become tense and, for a while at least,
hard to live with.
Alcoholism may be under control, but many
smaller problems almost invariably remain. Alcoholics, in their enthusiasm for the new life, may indeed forget the sacrifices those living with them
made during the drinking days. They may plunge
into such a constant round of A.A. meetings and
calls to help other alcoholics that they have little
time left to spend with you. Enjoying the return of
health, some may approach their jobs with new energy and interest. Others may want to return to
school to pursue long-delayed career goals.

Often, this intense interest in A.A. and in work or
school will seem to be just as self-centered as the
alcoholic’s drinking was. This period — when the
recovering alcoholic has such high enthusiasm for
A.A. that other concerns fade — is often referred to
in the Fellowship as “the pink cloud.” It passes,
eventually. Although sober, the alcoholic still has
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the same illness, and non-drinking alcoholics cannot be expected to change all their erratic behavior
overnight. Certain thinking habits have probably
become ingrained. But as time goes on, most A.A.
members achieve better balance. The A.A. program
is designed not as an escape route, but as a bridge
to normal living.

During their drinking days, many alcoholics
made their problems worse by mixing alcohol with
marijuana, painkillers or drugs, prescribed or otherwise.liquor with sedatives, tranquilizers, marijuana or other drugs. They may cling to the pill or
drug habit even after they stop drinking. It will
probably also be wise if you encourage the alcoholic
to seek medical advice from a physician knowledgeable about the special problems recovering alcoholics experience. Using medications or discontinuing
their use without proper professional guidance
may be dangerous, and either course may lead a sober alcoholic back to the first drink. (The pamphlet
“The A.A. Member — Medications and Other Drugs”
discusses the problem in detail.)

When alcoholics achieve sobriety, they sometimes startle their loved ones by the overwhelming
importance they attach to their newly awakened
sense of spirituality. They may well go overboard
on the subject. Usually, this phase does not last long,
and it often moderates into a sound and satisfying
spiritual life.
Your own drinking
If you are a normal drinker, you may wonder what
to do about your occasional drink or about keeping
a supply of wine, beer or liquor at home, now that
the alcoholic in your life is not drinking. Will it help
if you abstain completely? Should you stop serving
liquor alcohol to guests?

If the sight and smell of alcohol upset the newly
sober alcoholic, you might use a little discretion and
avoid the old drinking crowd, cocktail parties and
barroom societynighclubbing whenever possible,
especially at this early stage.. In the last analysis, alcoholics must look after their own sobriety. What
counts most, now that they are sober, is their attitude toward their own drinking. They must stop
drinking for themselves and stay stopped for themselves.
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A word about “slips”
Many people who turn to A.A. for help often achieve
sobriety without too much difficulty and continue
to stay sober. Others have trouble understanding
and accepting the A.A. program. All too soon, they
forget what being an alcoholic means. After their
physical health returns and their lives become a little more manageable, they may drift away from the
program — either mentally, by forgetting its principles, or physically, by going to fewer meetings.
These people may have one or more relapses or
“slips.” They may get drunk again. This can be discouraging — and very painful — for loved ones.
Fears and feelings of hopelessness may be reawakened. But experienced A.A. members know that
such slips are not necessarily repeated in the future.
If the alcoholic can honestly review the kind of
thinking and behavior that preceded the slip, its recurrence can often be prevented. In fact, a slip can
serve as a valuable lesson for alcoholics who believe
that they have been “cured” of alcoholism merely
because they have been drynot been drinking for a
while.
Overconfidence and unrealistic thinking sometimes result in slips. Judgment becomes fuzzy, and
some alcoholics begin to believe that they can now
control alcohol. They may go to fewer and fewer
meetings, or they may begin to criticize the people
in their group, losing sight of the A.A. tradition that
the alcoholic should always put the principles of the
program before the personalities of its members. Or
it may be that the alcoholic forgets to live lifelive
life, as we say in Alcoholics Anonymous, " one day
at a time."
Of basic importance are three frequently used
A.A. slogans: First Things First, Live and Let Live,
and Easy Does It. These are useful reminders that
alcoholics are staying away from drinking one day
at a time and that they are striving toward openmindedness and serenity.
How can you help?
Whether you are the husband, wifespouse, partner,
lover, parent, or child or someone else close toof
a problem drinker, your understanding of the nature of the problem can play a vital part in helping
the alcoholic to achieve and maintain sobriety.
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Hope is the ever-present theme in A.A. Many members once considered hopeless drunks now have
years of sobriety behind them. This booklet pamphlet is based on their experiences and the experiences of those who love them. Let it remind you that
hope need never be abandoned and that you can
help through your understanding of the illness and
of A.A. itself and through your willingness to apply
the program in your own daily life.
You will not be alone. The hopes and good
wishes of more than one and a half two million sober alcoholics accompany you all the way.

For more information on A.A.,
contact the General Service Office:
P.O. Box 459
Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10163
Website: aa.org

For more information on
Al-Anon and Alateen, contact:

Al-Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc.
1600 Corporate Landing Parkway
Virginia Beach, VA 23454-5617
Website: al-anon.org

Back to Agenda
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This Is A.A.

…an introduction to the
A.A. recovery program

Only you can decide

If you seem to be having trouble with your drinking, or if your drinking has reached the point where
it worries you a bit, you may be interested in knowing something about Alcoholics Anonymous and
the A.A. program of recovery from alcoholism. As
you read this, After reading this brief outline, you
may decide that A.A. has nothing to offer you.
Should this be the case, we suggest only that you
keep an open mind on the subject. Consider your
drinking carefully in the light of what you may
learn from these pages. Determine, for yourself,
whether or not alcohol has truly become a problem
for you. And remember that you will always be
most welcome to join the thousands of men and
womenpeople in A.A. who have put their drinking
problems behind them and now lead “normal”
lives of constructive, day-by-day sobriety.meaningful, constructive lives without alcohol.

Who we are

We in A.A. are men and womenindividuals who
have discovered, and admitted, that we cannot
control alcohol.our drinking. We have learned that
we must live without it alcohol if we are to avoid
disaster for ourselves and those close to us.
With local groups in thousands of communities,

1
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we are part of an informal international fellowship,
which now has members in more than 180 countries. We have but one primary purposesingular focus: to stay sober ourselves and to help others who
may turn to us for help in achieving sobriety.
We are not reformers, and we are not allied with
any group, cause, or religious denomination. We
have no wish to dry up the worldmake the world
stop drinking. We do not recruit new members, but
we do welcome them. We do not impose our experience with problem drinking on others, but we do
share it when we are asked to do so.
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Within our membership may be found men and
women people of all ages and many different social, economic, and ethnic and cultural backgrounds. Some of us drank for many years before
coming to the realization we could not handle alcohol. Others were fortunate enough to appreciate,
early in life or in their drinking careers, that alcohol had become unmanageable.
The consequences of our alcoholic drinking
have also varied. A few of us had become derelicts
indigent before turning to A.A. for help. Some had
lost family, possessions, and self-respect. We had
been on skid row homeless or nearly so in many cities. Some of us had been hospitalized or jailed
times without number. We had committed grave
offenses — against society, our families, our employers, and ourselves.

Others among us have never been jailed or hospitalized. Nor had we lost jobs or families through
drinking. But we finally came to a point where we
realized that alcohol was interfering with normal
living. When we discovered that we could not live
without alcohol, we, too, sought help through A.A.

All the great faithsCountless faiths and traditions
are represented in our Fellowship, and many religious leaders have encouraged our growth. There
are also atheists and agnostics among us. Belief in,
or adherence to, a formal creed is not a condition of
membershipat all required.
We are united by our common problem, alcohol.alcoholism. Meeting and talking and helping
other alcoholics, together we are somehow able to
stay sober and to lose the compulsion to drink,
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once a dominant force in our lives.

We do not think we are the only people who
have the answer to problem drinking. We know
that the A.A. program works for us, and we have
seen it work for every newcomer, almost without
exception, who honestly and sincerely wanted to
quit drinking.
Through A.A., we have learned a number of
things about alcoholism and about ourselves. We
try to keep these facts fresh in our thinking at all
times, because they seem to be the key to our sobriety. For us, sobriety must always come first.

What we have learned
about alcoholism
The first thing we have learned about alcoholism is
that it is one of the oldest problems in history. Only
recently have we begun to benefit from new approaches to the problem. Doctors today, for example, know a great deal morehave a clearer understanding about alcoholism than their predecessors
did had only two generations agosince the founding of A.A. They are beginning to define the problem and study it in detail.
While there is no formal “A.A. definition” of alcoholism, most of usA.A. members agree that, for
us, it could be described as a physical compulsion,
coupled with a mental obsession. We mean that we
had a distinct physical desire to consume alcohol
beyond our capacity to control it, and in defiance of
all rules of common sense. We not only had an abnormal craving for alcohol, but we frequently
yielded to it at the worst possible times. We did not
know when (or how) to stop drinking. Often, we
did not seem to have sense enough to know when
not to begin.
As alcoholics, we have learned the hard way
that willpower alone, however strong in other respects, was not enough to keep us sober. We have
tried laying off for specified periods. We have
taken solemn pledgesmade solemn promises. We
have switched brands and beverages. We have
tried drinking only during certain hours. But none
of our plans worked. We always wound up, sooner
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or later, by getting drunk when we not only wanted
to stay sober, but had every rational incentive for
staying sober.

We have gone through stages of dark despair
when we were sure that there was something
wrong with us mentally. We came to hate ourselves
for wasting the talents with which we had been endowed and for the trouble we were causing our
families and others. Frequently, we indulged in
self-pityfelt sorry for ourselves and proclaimed
that nothing could ever help us.
We can smile at those recollections now, but at
the time they were grim, unpleasant experiences.

Alcoholism — an illness
Today we are willing to accept the idea that, as far
as we are concerned, alcoholism is an illness, a progressive illness which that can never be “cured,”
but which, like some other illnesses, can be arrested. We agree that there is nothing shameful
about having an illness, provided we face the problem honestly and try to do something about it. We
are perfectly willing to admit that we are allergic to
alcohol and that it is simply common sense to stay
away from the source of our allergy.
We understand now that once a person has
crossed the invisible borderline from heavy drinking to compulsive alcoholic drinking, that person
will always remain an alcoholic. So far as we know,
there can never be any turning back to “normal” social drinking. “Once an alcoholic, always an alcoholic” is a simple fact we have to live with.
We have also learned that there are few alternatives for alcoholics. If they continue to drink, their
problem will become progressively worse; they
seem assuredly on the path to skid rowcatastrophe, to hospitals, to jails or other institutions, or to
early graves. The only alternative is to stop drinking completely, to abstain from even the smallest
quantity of alcohol in any form. If they are willing
to follow this course, and to take advantage of the
help available to them, a whole new life can open
up for alcoholics.
There were times in our drinking careers when
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we were convinced that all we had to do to control
our drinking was to quit after the second drink, the
fifth, or some other number. Only gradually did we
come to appreciate that it was not the fifth or the
tenth or the twentieth drink that got us drunk; it
was the first! The first drink was the one that did
the damage. The first drink was the one that
started us on our merry-go-rounds. The first drink
was the one that set up a chain reaction of alcoholic
thinking what we call "alcoholic thinking" that led
to our uncontrolled drinking.

A.A. has a way of expressing this: “For an alcoholic, one drink is too many and a thousand are not
enough.”

Another thing that many of us learned during
our drinking days was that enforced sobriety abstinence was generally not a very pleasant experience. Some of us were able to stay sober, occasionally, for periods of days, weeks, and even years. But
we did not enjoy our sobriety. We felt like martyrs.
We became irritable, difficult to live and work with.
We persisted in looking forward to the time when
we might be able to drink again.

Now that we are in A.A., we have a new outlook
on sobriety. We enjoy a sense of release, a feeling
of freedom from even the desire to drink. Since we
cannot expect to drink normally at any time in the
future, we concentrate on living a full life without
alcohol today. There is not a thing we can do about
yesterday. And tomorrow never comes. Today is
the only day we have to worry about. And we know
from experience that even the “worst” drunks can
go twenty-four24 hours without a drink. They may
need to postpone that next drink to the next hour,
even the next minute — but they learn that it can
be put off for a period of time.
When we first heard about A.A., it seemed miraculous that anyone who had really been an uncontrolled drinker could ever achieve and maintain the kind of sobriety that older A.A. members
talked about. Some of us were inclined to think that
ours was a special kind of drinking, that our experiences had been “different,” that A.A. might work
for others, but that it could do nothing for us. Others among us, who had not yet been hurt seriously

5
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by their drinking, reasoned that A.A. might be fine
for the skid row drunks,desperate drunks -- those
utterly unable to function in society -- but that they
could probably handle the problem by themselves.

Our experience in A.A. has taught us two important things. First, all alcoholics face the same
basic problems, whether they are panhandling for
the price of a short beer drink or holding down an
executive position in a big corporation. Second, we
now appreciate that the A.A. recovery program
works for almost any alcoholic who honestly wants
it to work, no matter what the individual’s background or particular drinking pattern may have
been.

We made a decision
All of us now in A.A. had to make one crucial decision before we felt secure in the new program of
life without alcohol. We had to face the facts about
ourselves and our drinking realistically and honestly. We had to admit that we were powerless over
alcohol. For some of us, this was the toughest proposition we had ever faced.

We did not know too much about alcoholism.
We had our own ideas about the word “alcoholic.”
We tied it up with the down-and-out derelicttruly
down-and-out. We thought it surely meant weakness of will, weakness of character. Some of us
fought off the step of admitting that we were alcoholics. Others only partially admitted it.
Most of us, however, were relieved when it was
explained to us that alcoholism was an illness. We
saw the common sense of doing something about
an illness that threatened to destroy us. We quit
trying to deceive others — and ourselves — into
thinking that we could handle alcohol when all the
facts pointed the other way.
We were assured from the beginning that no
one could tell us we were alcoholics. The admission had to come from us — not from a doctor or a
minister or wife or husbandboss or a spouse or a
partner. It had to be based on facts which that we
ourselves knew. Our friends might understand the
nature of our problem, but we were the only ones
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who could tell for sure whether or not our drinking
was out of control.

Frequently we asked: “How can I tell if I am really an alcoholic?” We were told that there were no
hard and fast rules for determining alcoholism. We
learned that there were, however, certain telltale
symptoms.signs. If we got drunk when we had
every reason to stay sober, if our drinking had become progressively worse, if we no longer got had
as much fun from drinking as we once had — these,
we learned, were apt to be symptoms of the illness
we call alcoholism. Reviewing our drinking experiences and their consequences, most of us were able
to discover additional reasons for recognizing the
truth about ourselves.

Quite naturally, the prospect of a life without alcohol seemed a dreary one. We feared that our new
friends in A.A. would be dull or, worse yet, a wildeyedrabid evangelistscult of non-drinkers. We But
we discovered that they were, instead, human beings like ourselves, but with the special virtue of
understanding our problem — sympathetically,
without sitting in judgment.

We began to wonder what we had to do to stay
sober, what membership in A.A. would cost, and
who ran the organization, locally and worldwide.
We soon discovered that there are no musts
"musts" in A.A., that no one is required to follow
any formal ritual or pattern of living. We learned
also that A.A. has no dues or fees of any kind; expenses of meeting rooms, refreshments, and literature are met by passing the hat-- literally -- by
passing a basket. But even contributions of this
kind are not a requirement for membership.

It soon became apparent to us that A.A. has only
a minimum of organization and has nobody giving
orders.that there is nobody giving orders. Arrangements for meetings are handled by group officers
who move ongive up their positions regularly to
make room for new people. This “rotation” system
is very popular in A.A.

Staying sober
How, then, do we manage to stay sober in such an
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informal, loosely knit fellowship?

The answer is that, once having achieved sobriety, we try to preserve it by observing and following the successful experience of those who have
preceded us in A.A.

Their experience provides certain “tools” and
guides which that we are free to accept or reject, as
we may choose. Because our sobriety is the most
important thing in our lives today, we think it wise
to follow the patterns suggestedsuggestions made
by those who have already demonstrated that in
their own lives that the A.A. recovery program really works.

The 24-hour plan
For example, we take no pledgesmake no promises, we don’t say that we will “never” drink again.
Instead, we try to follow what we in A.A. call the
“24-hour plan.” We concentrate on keeping sober
just the current twenty-four24 hours. We simply
try to get through one day at a time without a drink.
If we feel the urge for a drink, we neither yield nor
resist. We merely put off taking that particular
drink until tomorrow.
We try to keep our thinking honest and realistic
where alcohol is concerned. If we are tempted to
drink — and the temptation usually fades after the
first few months in A.A.lessens as time goes on —

we ask ourselves whether the particular drink we
have in mind would be worth all the consequences
we have experienced from drinking in the past. We
bear in mind that we are perfectly free to get
drunk, if we want to, that the choice between
drinking and not drinking is entirely up to us. Most
important of all, we try to face up to the fact that,
no matter how long we may have been dry,abstinent, we will always be alcoholics — and alcoholics, as far as we know, can never again drink socially or normally.
We follow the experience of the successful “oldtimers” in another respect. We usually keep coming regularly to meetings of the local A.A. group
with which we have become affiliated. There is no
rule which that makes such attendance
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compulsory. Nor can we always explain why we
seem to get a lift out of hearing the personal stories
and interpretations of other members. Most of us,
however, feel that attendance at meetings and
other informal contacts with fellow A.A.s are important factors in the maintenance of our sobriety.

Twelve Steps
Early in our association with A.A. we heard about
the “Twelve Steps” of recovery from alcoholism.
We learned that these Steps offered a tried-andtrue means of helping alcoholics stay sober. We
saw that, over time, by “working the Steps,” we began to accept “life on life’s terms” and to cope with
even the most challenging situations effectively —
without the need to drink. Eventually, we have
found we think about drinking less and less, and
along the way develop a more positive approach to
our lives. We learned that these Steps represented
an attempt by the first members to record their
own progress from uncontrolled drinking to sobriety. We discovered that a key factor in this progress process seemed to be humilityhonesty, coupled with reliance upon a Power greater than ourselves"higher power.". While some members prefer to call this Power “God,” we were told that this
was purely a matter of personal interpretation; we
could conceive of the Power in any terms we
thought fitwe thought fit: the Universe, Nature, and
so on. Since alcohol had obviously been a power
greater than ourselves during our drinking days,
we had to admit that perhaps we could not run the
whole show ourselveswere not "in charge" and
that it made sense to turn elsewhere for help. As
we have grown in A.A., our concept of a greater
Power has usually become more matureoften
evolved, but. But it has always been our personal
concept; no one has forced it upon us.
Finally, we noted from the Twelfth Step and
from the experience of older members, that work
with other alcoholics who turned to A.A. for help
was an effective way of strengthening our own sobriety. Whenever possible, we tried to do our
share, always keeping in mind that people must
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determine for themselves whether or not they are
alcoholics.the other person was the only one who
could determine whether or not he or she was an
alcoholic.

We were also guided by the experience of the
many A.A.s who have given new meaning to three
time-worn sayings or slogans. “First Things First”
is one of the slogans, reminding us that, much as
we would like to try, we cannot do everything at
once. We must remember that in any attempt to rebuild our lives, our first priority is to stay sober.once, that we have to remember the prior importance of sobriety in any attempt to rebuild our
lives.

“Easy Does It” is another old slogan with new
meaning for alcoholics who are frequently guilty of
working too feverishly at whatever they are doing.
Experience shows that alcoholics should, and can,
learn to pace themselves. “Live and Let Live” is the
third slogan, a recurring suggestion that alcoholics,
no matter how many years of sobriety they have,
cannot afford to let themselves become intolerant
of others.
A.A. books and pamphlets are also helpful. Soon
after we came into A.A., most of us had an opportunity to read Alcoholics Anonymous, A.A.’s "book of
experiencebasic text" in which early members first
recorded their stories and the principles which
they believed had helped them to recover. Many
members, sober for years, continue to refer to this
and other A.A. books for insight and inspiration.
(They are all listed at the end of this pamphlet.)
A.A. also publishes an international monthly magazine called the AA Grapevine for newcomers and
oldtimers alike.

Because A.A. is essentially a way of life, few of us
have ever been able to describe with complete accuracy just how the various elements in the recovery program contribute to our present sobriety.
We do not all interpret or live the A.A. program in
exactly the same way. We can all testify, however,
that A.A. works for us when many other ventures
into sobriety have failed. Many members who have
been sober for years say that they simply accepted
the program “on faith” and do not yet fully
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understand how A.A. works for them. Meanwhile,
they keep trying to pass their faiththeir experience
along to others who still understand all too well the
disastrous way in which alcohol works against the
alcoholic.

Will A.A. work for everyone?
The A.A. program of recovery from alcoholism, we
believe, will work for almost anyone who has a desire to stop drinking. It may work even for those
who feel they are being prodded in the direction of
A.A. Many of us made our first contact with A.A. because of social or job pressures. Later, we made our
own decision.

We have seen some alcoholics stumble for a
while before “getting” the program. We have seen
others who made only token efforts to follow the
tested principles through which over a million of
us now maintain our sobriety; token efforts are
generally not enough.
But, no matter how down-and-out or how high
on the social or economic scale an alcoholic may
be,an alcoholic may be, or how high he or she may
be on the social and economic scales, we know
from experience and observation that A.A. offers a
sober way out of the squirrel cagedead end of confused problem drinking. Most of us have ultimately
found it easier than keeping up our crumbling alcoholic lifestyles.an easy way.

When we first turned to A.A., many of us had a
number of serious problems — problems involving
money, family, job, and our own personalities. We
soon discovered that our immediate central problem was alcohol. Once we had that problem under
control, we were able to make successful approaches to the other problems. Solutions to these
problems have not always come easily, but we
have been able to cope with them far more effectively when sober than we were able to do during
our drinking days.

‘A new dimension’A new outlook on life
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There was a time when many of us believed that
alcohol was the only thing that made life bearable.
We could not even dream of a life without drinking.
Today, through the A.A. program, we do not feel
that we have been deprived of anything. Rather, we
have been freed and find that a new dimension has
been added to our lives. We have new friends, new
horizons, and new attitudes. After years of despair
and frustration, many of us feel that we have really
begun to live for the first time. We enjoy sharing
that new life with anyone who is still suffering
from alcoholism, as we once suffered, and who
seeks a way out of the darkness and into the light.

Alcoholism is one of the major AmericanNorth
America's greatest health problems. It has been estimated that millions of men and womenpeople
continue to suffer, perhaps unnecessarily, from
this progressive illness. As members of A.A. we
welcome the opportunity to share our experience
in arresting this illness with anyone who seeks
help. We appreciate that nothing we can say will
have any real meaning until the alcoholic personally is ready to admit as we once did, “Alcohol has
me lickedis destroying me, and I want help.”

Where to find A.A.
A.A. help is available without charge or obligation.
There are groups of us in many cities, villages, and
rural areas throughout the world. Look for “A.A.” or
“Alcoholics Anonymous” as listed online or in the
community telephone directory. Information about
local meetings may often be obtained from
healthcare professionals, social workers, counselors and treatment centers doctors and nurses,
from the clergy, newspaper people, police officials,
and alcoholism facilities that are familiar with our
program.
Those who If you cannot get in touch with a
group in their yourcommunity, please visit our
website at aa.org, or are invited to write to our
world service office: General Service Office, Box
459, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163.
(or visit our website at aa.org). TheyStaff there will
put you in touch with the group nearest you. If you
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live in a remote area and there is no nearby group,
they will tell you how a number of “lone” members
are staying sober by using A.A. principles and the
A.A. program.
Anyone who turnsPeople who turn to A.A. can be
assured that his or hertheir anonymity will be protected.

If you feel that you may have an alcoholic problem and earnestly want to stop drinking, more than
two million of us can testify that A.A. is working for
us — and that there is no reason in the world why
it should not work for you.

Back to Agenda
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A.A. WORLD SERVICES, INC., POLICY ON
PUBLICATION: KEEPING A.A.
LITERATURE CURRENT

LITERATURE
Item O
Doc. 3

1/6/2020
This policy sets forth the standards for determining whether or not a new piece of literature, or
changes to an existing piece of literature, needs consideration by the General Service
Conference prior to publication by A.A.W.S.
Definitions
"Literature" means books and pamphlets published by A.A. World Services, Inc. and intended
for public distribution. The term does not include Service Pieces.
"Service Pieces" are printed material produced by A.A. World Services, Inc. for the information
of the Fellowship. They describe shared experience and current practice on matters of interest
to the Fellowship, and are a convenient method of providing answers to frequently asked
questions concerning matters of practical concern or historical interest to members of the
Fellowship. Examples include workbooks, guidelines, newsletters, bulletins and flyers.
"Editorial Changes" to an existing piece of Conference-approved Literature means (1) correction
of typographical errors and errors of grammar or syntax, (2) correction of erroneous statements
of fact, (3) updating of historical and statistical information, and (4) correction of cross references to
other material necessitated by changes in such other material.
The "Format" of a piece of literature means the manner in which the content of the literature is
arranged and presented to the reader. Examples include hard cover, soft cover, large print,
standard size, pocket size, audio, Braille, video for ASL, digital and electronic (suitable for
reading on electronic devices such as smart phones, tablets, and computers).
Submission of Literature to the General Service Conference
A new piece of Literature or any change to an existing piece of Conference-approved Literature
other than Editorial Changes and new or changed Formats, will not be published by A.A. World
Services, Inc. prior to approval of such literature by the General Service Conference.
The content of a piece of literature presented for final approval to the Conference will be in fully
edited condition, with no expectation of further change being made prior to publication other than
as may be specified by the Conference in granting its approval.
Unless otherwise specified in the Advisory Action of the Conference approving a new or
amended piece of Literature, A.A. World Services, Inc. will have full authority, without need of
further Conference action, to (a) select the Format or Formats in which the approved Literature
will be produced, (b) make, from time to time, needed Editorial Changes; provided, however,
that no Editorial Change will be made to the Big Book's Preface, the Forewords, "The Doctor's
Opinion," the first 164 pages (Chapters 1-11), "Dr. Bob's Nightmare," or the Appendices without
prior Conference approval of such change, and (c) translate the approved Literature.
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into any language, and in connection therewith to modify or replace illustrations, photos, and
other visual art in a manner reasonably designed to conform them to the culture of the expected
readership.
Scope and Process for Editorial Updates of Conference-Approved Literature
When considering items for revision, the following criteria will guide the editorial process:
• Does the material use outdated language, jargon, or references?
• Does the material utilize the most current science about alcoholism?
• Does the material focus on inclusivity and represent A.A.’s broad diversity?
• Does the material draw on A.A. history in a way that is relevant and necessary?
• Does the material effectively address the audience to whom it is directed? (Target
audience input will be sought in the review process)
In order to proactively update the broad inventory of Conference-approved pamphlets and other
A.A. Literature in a timely fashion, A.A.W.S. will:

1. Regularly present to the Conference, through the Trustees’ Literature Committee or other
appropriate trustees’ or Conference committee, a selection of pamphlets or other Conferenceapproved Literature items that have been edited or summarized for revision by the Publications
Department. (This would either be part of or supplementary to the annual Recovery Literature Matrix
provided to the Conference Literature Committee by the Trustees’ Literature Committee - see note
below.)

2. The appropriate trustees’ or Conference committee, at its discretion, will consider the
proposed revision and forward it on to either the appropriate Conference committee for their
consideration or to the Conference as a whole for final approval.
3. If approved by the Conference, the Publishing Department will update each item
without further change being made other than as may be specified by the Conference in granting its
approval.
4. Once the item has been given Conference-approval, the items will be translated
existing inventory of the prior version will be discontinued and replaced with the new material.

and

NOTE: Any and all new literature will be proposed by the Conference as per current practice, and nothing herein
will preclude guidance from the Conference regarding any additional titles or categories of literature to be reviewed
and/or updated. [A procedure for literature review was requested by the 2016 General Service Conference,
recommending that "the trustees' Literature Committee develop a plan that includes a systematic schedule for the
annual review of recovery literature items, taking into consideration the following: content, relevance, and
usefulness; and prioritized by time span since last review. The committee requested that the plan also include an
annual report, to be forwarded to the Conference Literature Committee, reflecting the results of their review and
any other items for proposed updates or revisions." The plan was accepted by the 2017 GSC.]
December 2019
Acknowledged/Accepted by 2020 General Service Conference
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A.A. World Services, Inc., Policy on Publication:
Keeping A.A. Literature Current
The A.A.W.S. Publishing Department reviews selected
pamphlet, book, or other item for presentation to
A.A.W.S. for revision according to the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Does the material use outdated language, jargon, or
references?
Does the material utilize the most current science about
alcoholism?
Does the material focus on inclusivity and represent A.A.’s
broad diversity?
Does the material draw on A.A. history in a way that is
relevant and necessary?
Does the material effectively address the audience to
whom it is directed?

A.A.W.S.
Editorial
Staff,
A.A.W.S.
Board

Proposed revisions are forwarded from A.A.W.S. to the
relevant trustees’ or Conference committee for review.

Relevant
Trustees’ or
Conference
Committee

The relevant Conference committee evaluates the
proposed revision for presentation to the full Conference
for final approval.

Conference
Committee

The full Conference considers the proposed revisions. If
approved, the revised item will be Conference-approved
literature.

General
Service
Conference
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Once approved, the Publishing Department will proceed
with translation into French and Spanish and
discontinue prior inventory.

A.A.W.S.
Publishing
Dept.

December 2019

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM P: Review progress report regarding strategy to make current literature
accessible in all possible formats.

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on
Literature the progress report regarding making current literature accessible in all
possible formats.
The committee noted the Publishing department’s multiple strategic plans in
process for making A.A. literature more accessible: publishing audiobooks and
eBooks and digital distribution of literature, including into prisons, and the new
unabridged version of Alcoholics Anonymous in audio format on CD in English,
French and Spanish.
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee tabled discussion until the January 2022 meeting.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed the verbal progress report provided by the Publishing
department regarding making current literature accessible in all possible formats
under the purview of A.A.W.S.
The committee appreciates the ongoing work and looks forward to a progress
report at the October 2021 meeting.
2021 Conference Committee on Literature consideration:
The committee accepted the 2019 and 2020 matrices of A.A. recovery literature.
The committee suggested that the annual literature matrix be included as
background along with a G.S.O. Publishing Workflow description and draft
updates to A.A. Conference- approved literature for the agenda item related to
“A.A. World Services, Inc., Policy on Publication: Keeping A.A. Literature
Current.”
The committee expressed appreciation for the trustees’ Literature Committee
and A.A.W.S. Board continuing their efforts to outline and define the process by
which updates are reviewed and approved per this policy. The committee
requested that a progress report be brought back to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Literature.
CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects of
the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of
members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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NOTE: The February 2021 memo from Publishing which contains the
written version of the verbal report to the January 2021 trustees’ Literature
Committee was included in the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature’s
background for their review of the 2020 Literature Matrix agenda item.

Excerpt from the January 2021 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The trustees’ committee reviewed the verbal progress report provided by the
Publishing department regarding making current literature accessible in all
possible formats under the purview of A.A.W.S. The committee noted the multiple
strategic plans in process in Publishing for making A.A. literature more accessible,
such as publishing audiobooks and eBooks and digital distribution of literature,
including into prisons. The committee requested that Publishing provide a written
version of their verbal report to be included as background material for the 2021
Conference Committee on Literature.
Excerpt from the October 31, 2020 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The trustees’ committee reviewed a verbal update provided by the Publishing
department regarding making current literature accessible in all possible formats
which are under the purview of A.A.W.S. The committee appreciates the
ongoing work and looks forward to a progress report at the January 2021
meeting.
Excerpt from the August 1, 2020 trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee discussed making current literature accessible
in all possible formats noting that the various approaches and strategies for
broadening format availability of literature items with accessibility in mind is
underway in the Publishing department and being discussed by the
A.A.W.S. Publishing Committee. The committee requested that the Publishing
department provide ongoing updates of these efforts, including at the October
2020 committee meeting.
Excerpt from February 1, 2020, trustees’ Literature Committee Report
The trustees’ Literature Committee discussed making current literature accessible
in all possible formats and requested that the G.S.O. Publishing department
develop a strategy to achieve this outcome and provide a progress report at the
August 2020 committee meeting.

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects of
the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of
members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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Background:
1. 02-3-2022-Memo from Publishing Department to Conference
Committee on Literature
2. Summary update on efforts underway related to formatting and
accessibility of A.A. literature
a. ProgRprt_AAWS_edtrl_policy_implmntn
b. PubDept_ WorkFlwPlanTLC 2020
3. 2.4.21 Memo from Publishing Director to Conference Committee on Literature
related to making current literature in accessible formats

Back to Agenda
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LITERATURE
Item P
Doc. 1

MEMO
Date: February 3, 2022
Kunane D., Chair, 72nd Conference Literature Committee

To:

C.C: Bob W., General Manager, Deborah K., Trustees’ Committee on Literature,
Chair
From: David R., Publishing Director, A.A.W.S., Inc.
Re:

Progress Report regarding strategy to make current literature available in all
accessible formats

_____________________________________________________________________
I am herewith providing a brief written summary of recent progress on making our items
of A.A.W.S., Inc.-copyrighted literature accessible in many formats.
We in the office—along with the focus, support and fiduciary oversight and guidance of
the boards—have continued moving forward these projects.
i.

Braille

With guidance and input from an Appointed Committee Member, we have converted our
Braille items to Unified English Braille (U.E.B.). These items are also now being
produced with spiral-bound (lay-flat) bindings.
Notable for 2021:
•
•
•

ii.

New readable covers (for both sighted and Braille readers) for the U.E.B. Braille
Big Book
New readable covers (for both sighted and Braille readers) for the U.E.B. Braille
12 x 12
Revised and reformatted Braille 12 x 12, implementing decisions of the 71st
General Service Conference Advisory Actions.
Large Print

Addressing one of our most requested formats during the past decade, we implemented
an A.A.W.S. Large Print Strategic Plan, and we are moving through our books, booklets
and pamphlets to redesign them to conform with now widely accepted standards
(typefaces, font sizes, page layouts, and so forth). Completed in English, French and
CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects of
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Spanish and catalogued by April 2020 were the following pamphlets: “A.A. for the Older
Alcoholic,” “This Is A.A.,” and “Frequently Asked Questions About A.A.”
Titles on our deferred projects list; to revisit mid year 2022:
Also approved by the board to move forward are the following: the books As Bill Sees It
(English printed; French and Spanish ready to print), Came to Believe (English printed;
French and Spanish ready to print), and A.A. in Prison (ready to print in all languages),
and pamphlets “Access to A.A.,” “The A.A. Group,” and “Questions and Answers on
Sponsorship” (ready to print in all languages).
iii.

American Sign Language (ASL)

Addressing significant expressed need to update previously produced ASL videos to
reflect changes in the ASL vernacular, new translations of the ASL videos for the Big
Book, Alcoholics Anonymous and Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions were completed
and released on DVD in 2019. Visitors to aa.org may watch these videos free of charge,
and YouTube-suitable chapter segments.
“Access to A.A.” pamphlet
•
•

An ASL version of the pamphlet is budgeted and slated to move to Production in
2022.
A Quebec Sign Language version (QSL) version of the pamphlet “Access to
A.A.” is budgeted and moving into the production phase in 2022.

Spanish Sign Language (SSL)
Expressed need for SSL versions of our items of literature has been received, and we
will explore production possibilities in 2022 for a proposed future project to be brought to
A.A.W.S.
iv.

Staple-less

Based on expressed need from Corrections and CPC / Treatment / Accessibility, an
A.A.W.S. Strategic Plan has been implemented, with nine (9) items of literature slated
by an intra-office G.S.O. ad hoc committee and approved by the A.A.W.S. board in
process of new staple less production. Current printing supply chain disrupts combined
with excess inventory of pamphlets have resulted in a pause; to be reassessed mid year
2022.
v.

Audio

As we know, audio is helpful in overcoming barriers to access caused by school grade
reading level, language of origin, reading comprehension levels for adults, education
level completed, other cultural and demographic differences, and more.
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•

Downloadable audiobooks distribution

Enhanced audio distribution of A.A.W.S. audiobooks has been implemented as of
February 2021, making available our nine (9) newly professionally narrated audiobooks
(Big Book, 12 x 12 and Living Sober in English, French and Spanish, available for
purchase via 13 major audiobook distribution hubs: Audio Apple, Audible, Audio Kobo,
Audio Google Play, Hummingbird, Storytel, and more.
•

New Big Book audio recordings in CD set format

Research shows that many remote populations, cultural groups, and underserved
populations experiencing a “technology access divide” continue to access audio not via
digital gadgets or broadband but via CDs. Sales in the publishing industry at large for
books on CD as well as our own sales reflect continued need.
Now available for the first time are recently completed CD sets of the unabridged
French and Spanish) Big Books on DC as well as new recordings of unabridged English
Big Book as well as abridged English, French and Spanish Big Books. These are
demonstrating robust sales via the A.A.W.S. webstore.
•

New project – Daily Reflections audiobook
(in English, French and Spanish recordings).

Progress report: Professional English narration is completed. French and Spanish
professional recordings are in process. Target release for all three languages in Fall
2022.
•

Listen for free on aa.org

Completed in 2020 and posted to aa.org so folks can listen free of charge to them are
the following nine (9) new audiobooks: The unabridged Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous (English, French and Spanish); Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions
(English, French and Spanish); and Living Sober (English, French and Spanish).
Also completed are six (6) new first-time audio recordings of our most distributed
pamphlets in English, French and Spanish, to be posted on aa.org so folks can listen to
them free of charge. Six (6) additional pamphlets are slated for recording in English,
French and Spanish in 2022.
vi.
•

Ebook
New project: Our Great Responsibility
(in English, French and Spanish ebook editions)

Our ebook publishing program continues to move forward, with our books and booklets
nearly all made available in EPub3 format. Based on large expressed need, approved
for conversion from print to ebook format in first quarter 2022 is Our Great
Responsibility: A Selection of Bill W.’s General Service Conference Talks, 1951-1970.
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vii.

Enhanced Ebook Digital Distribution

On January 14, 2021, A.A.W.S., Inc. reached a major milestone in the effort toward
enhanced ebook and audiobook distribution, the result — with the fiduciary oversight
and encouragement from the A.A.W.S. board — of more than two years of research into
industry best practices for digital distribution and a painstaking review of vendors, along
with intensive collaboration across G.S.O. departments (Publishing, Finance, Customer
Service, Tech Services, Staff services, among them).
Thanks to these efforts, A.A.W.S., Inc.-copyrighted ebooks and audiobooks are now
available for purchase on the platforms where most ebook readers and audiobook
readers / listeners in the United States and Canada are accustomed to finding digital
literature — platforms that serve libraries, educational institutions, professional portals,
subscription services, and, notably, the National Corrections Library (NCL).
These vendors include 38 major ebook platforms (Amazon, Apple, B&N, Kobo, Google
Play books, BibliU, Hoopla, Libri, Mackin Education, Scribd, OverDrive, VitalSource,
and others).
•

Libraries

OverDrive is the market share leader go-to for library distribution (public, educational,
and so on). A special outreach to local PI committees and to libraries on the availability
of our ebook and audiobooks is in formulation.
viii.

Audio to Video

In a cross-department workgroup collaboration at G.S.O. (PI, Communications services,
Publishing) is moving projects forward for posting on aa.org and YouTube, in short-take
“snackable” and accessible formats.
ix.

Video

•

New videos on “Your G.S.O., the Grapevine and the General Service Structure”
and “Regional Forums” have been completed and folks can watch them free of
charge on aa.org.

•

“Your G.S.O., the Grapevine and the General Service Structure” DVD (DV-07) is
now “off press,” in stock and available for purchase. High expressed need for this
item in this format has been met with our taking action and delivering this item.

•

Video public service announcements (P.S.A.s), both animated and live action,
move forward, as is customary via committee oversight and Conference Advisory
Action.
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•

“A.A. in the Military” audios by A.A. members have been produced

•

RIPTAB PowerPoint

A newly produced video with narrated PowerPoint (in English, French and Spanish) on
the topic of addressing myriad matters regarding the accessibility of the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous, was completed in 2021 and is being distributed widely to spark
robust discussion in our Fellowship.
x.

Podcasts

A.A.W.S.-originated podcast pilots continue in development, with reporting to the board
and trustees’ PI Committee.
Work on audio / video / podcasts utilizing Class A trustees as our valuable public-facing
“talent” is ongoing.
xi.

A note about screen reader and other accessibility technologies

Communications services Julie G. and Publishing Managing Editor Julia D. are
beginning to explore new strategies and tools for integrating accessibility features
across digital and print platforms. Examples of such features include but are not limited
to:
•
•

Visual image “alt tags”
Other screen reader-friendly measures including certain design, font, and format
considerations.

Professional consultation will be helpful in addressing these implementations, as well as
learning how best to ensure that accessibility considerations are “baked into” new
projects and processes going forward.
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December 2021.
Trustees’ Literature Committee Summary Update on Agenda Item 12: Discuss
making current literature accessible in all possible formats.
As noted in the excerpts from TLC October 2021 report, the TLC committee at their
meeting reviewed the General Service Board Strategic Plan including the latest update
provided by the committee vice chair and an update from the Publishing department on
efforts underway related to trustees’ Literature Committee goals in the General Service
Board Strategic Plan.
In August 2020 the trustees’ Literature Committee discussed making current literature
accessible in all possible formats noting that the various approaches and strategies for
broadening format availability of literature items with accessibility in mind is underway in
the Publishing department and being discussed by the A.A.W.S. Publishing Committee.
The committee requested that the Publishing department provide ongoing updates of these
efforts at the October 2020 committee meeting.
Note from Literature desk:
Largely as a result of substantial volume of trustees’ Literature Committee and AAWS
Publishing Committee agenda items the above items have been frequently tabled. At the
TLC October 2020 meeting a chart recognize that the topics were fully addressed by G.S.O.
Publishing department see attached additional background.
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10.31.20 Publishing Department progress report with workflow plan for projects related
to the trustees’ Committee on Literature
G.S.O. Publishing has developed a Workflow Plan for trustees’ Committee on
Literature (TLC) projects covering the next few months. The plan outlines some
scheduling and potential costs. This plan is not a summary of all of the work going on
in Publishing right
now, just an encapsulation of the TLC related projects.
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Workflow Priority Plan for TLC Projects (2020)
For: David R., Publishing Director
From: Ames S., Executive Editor
Date: September 18, 2020

SEPTEMBER
>Language Review - Multiple Pamphlets
This is an ongoing project based on the newly acknowledged and accepted AAWS
Editorial Policy for updating pamphlets. Currently more than 24 pamphlets are in
the review process.
Target Date for Completion: ongoing; preliminary list estimated for presentation
to AAWS in October.
(Total 2020 expense to date: $2,300/editorial review)

OCTOBER
>Pamphlet for Spanish-speaking women in A.A. (text only)
The next step for this pamphlet is full editorial review of all the stories provided by the
subcommittee, final selection and development of a rough draft (text only) for review by
the trustees' Literature Committee.
Target Date for Completion (rough draft): October 19, 2020
(Total 2020 expense: to date approx. $2,000/translation; If approved to move forward,
work would continue through November, December and January with additional cost for
final editing, proofing, design and production estimated at $3,000 - $4,000)
>Pamphlet on A.A.’s Three Legacies (text only)
The next step for this pamphlet is full editorial review of all the stories provided by the
subcommittee, final selection and development of a rough draft (text only) for review
by the trustees' Literature Committee.
Target Date for Completion (rough draft): October 19, 2020
(Total 2020 expense to date: no cost for rough draft; if approved to move forward,
work would continue through November, December and January with additional cost for
final editing, proofing, design and production estimated at $3,000 - $4,000)
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NOVEMBER
>Pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Illustrated”
Suggested revisions have been forwarded to the Publishing department from the
2020 Conference Literature Committee. Revisions to the artwork will require
additional costs for digital illustration.
Target Date for Completion: January 2021, for presentation to trustees'
Literature Committee.
(Estimated 2020 expense: $2,000/illustration and artwork)

DECEMBER
>Pamphlet “Young People and A.A.” (print version-text only)
The next step for this pamphlet (print version only) is presentation of a final draft of
the selected text to the trustees' Literature Committee for review. Any video
treatment would follow final Conference approval in 2021.
Target Date for Completion: January 2021, for presentation to trustees'
Literature Committee.
(Estimated 2020 expense: $3,000 - $4,000/final editing, proofing, design
and production)

PROJECTS Scheduled for 2021:
>Pamphlet revisions: “Twelve Steps Illustrated” and “The Twelve Concepts Illustrated”
With revisions still actively pending for the "Twelve Traditions Illustrated" pamphlet,
we are waiting for a final determination from the 2021 GSC in order to solidify
editorial perspective and provide continuity with the three related illustrated pamphlets
(Traditions, Steps, Concepts).
Given the lack of Conference input at this time and the full editorial calendar,
it is suggested that this project be deferred to 2021.
>Pamphlet revision: “Too Young?”
This pamphlet has long been considered a prime candidate for a video treatment. To
put together a rough draft for review in 2020 by the trustees' Literature Committee
would require an estimated expense of approximately $5,000 for the development of
storyboards, animation, video treatment, etc. Additional production costs would then
begin in 2021 once a draft has been reviewed and approved.
Given the cost and the full editorial calendar, it is suggested that this project
be deferred to 2021.
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2.4.21 Memo from Publishing Director to Conference Committee on Literature related to
making current literature in accessible formats

MEMO
Date: February 4, 2021
To: Sheri P., Chair, 71st Conference Literature Committee
cc: Stephanie L., Interim General Manager, David N., Trustees’ Committee on
Literature, Chair From: David R., Publishing Director, A.A.W.S., Inc.
Re: Progress Report regarding making current literature available in all accessible
formats
As requested, following my oral report delivered at the January 30, 2021, Trustees’
Committee on Literature, I am herewith providing a brief written summary of my
presentation.
Over the past five years, we in the office—along with the fiduciary oversight and guidance
of the boards – have been moving forward and reporting on progress in making our items
of A.A.W.S., Inc.-copyrighted literature accessible in many formats.
1.
Braille
With guidance and input from an Appointed Committee Member, we have converted our
Braille items to Unified English Braille (U.E.B.), and have converted items to spiral-bound
(lay-flat) bindings.
2.
Large Print
Addressing one of our most requested formats during the past decade, we implemented
an A.A.W.S. Large Print Strategic Plan, and we are moving through our books, booklets
and pamphlets to redesign them to conform with now widely accepted standards
(typefaces, font sizes, page layouts, and so forth). Completed in English, French and
Spanish and catalogued by April 2020 were the following pamphlets: “A.A. for the Older
Alcoholic,” “This Is A.A.,” and “Frequently Asked Questions About A.A.”

The latest group approved by the board to move forward are the following, with the
additional items completed, as noted: A.A. in Prison and As Bill Sees It (English
completed; French and Spanish in progress), Came to Believe (English completed;
French and Spanish in progress), “Access to A.A.” pamphlet, “The A.A. Group” pamphlet,
Questions and Answers on Sponsorship” pamphlet.
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iii.
American Sign Language (ASL)
Addressing significant expressed need to update previously produced ASL videos to
reflect changes in the ASL vernacular, new translations of the ASL videos for the Big
Book, Alcoholics Anonymous and Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions were completed
and released on DVD in 2019. Visitors to aa.org may watch these videos free of charge,
and YouTube-suitable chapter segments are in the post-production progress.
An ASL version of the pamphlet “Access to A.A.” is in a current cost re-estimation process
for possible production in 2021.
A Quebec Sign Language version (QSL) version of the pamphlet “Access to A.A. has
been estimated for possible production in 2021.
Expressed need for Spanish Sign Language versions of our items of literature has been
received.
iv.
Staple less
Based on expressed need from Corrections and CPC / Treatment / Accessibility, an
A.A.W.S. Strategic Plan has been implemented, with nine (9) items of literature slated by
an intra-office G.S.O. ad hoc committee and approved by the A.A.W.S. board in process
of new staple less production for 2021 – 2022.
v.
Audio
Responding to the surge in audio format information and the explosion of consumption
of audiobook and other audio-formatted information, we have implemented an A.A.W.S.
Audiobook Strategic Plan, and are working with the A.A.W.S. board to bring to market
newly recorded audio-format recordings. Research shows across disciplines and
markets that audio format is desirable for overcoming barriers to access caused by
school grade reading level, language of origin, reading comprehension levels for adults,
education level completed, other cultural and demographic differences, those for whom
English, French or Spanish are not languages of origin, and so on — and audio is
particularly beneficial in reaching underserved populations, incarcerated individuals,
those in the armed services, and in treatment settings and institutions, for example.
Completed in 2020 and posted to aa.org so folks can listen free of charge to them are
the following nine (9) new audiobooks: The unabridged Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous
(English, French and Spanish); Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions (English, French
and Spanish); and Living Sober (English, French and Spanish).
Also completed are six (6) new first-time audio recordings of our most distributed
pamphlets in English, French and Spanish, to be posted on aa.org so folks can listen to
them free of charge. Six (6) additional pamphlets are slated for recording in English,
French and Spanish in 2021.
The next audiobook approved by the A.A.W.S. board to move forward in 2021 is Daily
Reflections (English, French and Spanish).
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vi.
Ebook
Our ebook publishing program continues to move forward, with our books and booklets
nearly all made available in EPub3 format. Based on large expressed need, approved
for conversion from print to ebook format in English, French and Spanish editions in 2021
is Our Great Responsibility: A Selection of Bill W.’s General Service Conference Talks,
1951-1970.
vii.
Enhanced Digital Distribution
On January 14, 2021, A.A.W.S., Inc. reached a major milestone in the effort toward
enhanced ebook and audiobook distribution, the result — with the fiduciary oversight and
encouragement from the A.A.W.S. board — of more than two years of research into
industry best practices for digital distribution and a painstaking review of vendors, along
with intensive collaboration across G.S.O. departments (Publishing, Finance, Customer
Service, Tech Services, Staff services, among them).
Thanks to these efforts, A.A.W.S., Inc.-copyrighted ebooks and audiobooks are now
available for purchase on the platforms where most ebook readers and audiobook
readers / listeners in the United States and Canada are accustomed to finding digital
literature — platforms that serve libraries, educational institutions, professional portals,
subscription services, and, notably, the National Corrections Library (NCL).
These vendors include 38 major ebook platforms (Amazon, Apple, B&N, Kobo, Google
Play books, BibliU, Hoopla, Libri, Mackin Education, Scribd, OverDrive, VitalSource, and
others), as well as 13 major audiobook vendors (Audio Apple, Audible, Audio Kobo,
Audio Google Play, Hummingbird, Storytel, and more).
viii. Audio to Video
In a cross-department workgroup collaboration at G.S.O. (PI, Communications services,
Publishing) is moving projects forward for posting on aa.org and YouTube, in short-take
“snackable” and accessible formats.
ix.
Video
New videos on “Your G.S.O., Grapevine and the Service Structure” and “Regional
Forums” have been completed and folks can watch them free of charge on aa.org.
Video public service announcements (P.S.A.s), both animated and live action, move
forward, as is customary via committee oversight and Conference Advisory Action.
A newly produced video with narrated PowerPoint (in English, French and Spanish) on
the topic of addressing myriad matters regarding the accessibility of the Big Book,
Alcoholics Anonymous, has been completed and is being distributed widely to spark
robust discussion in our Fellowship.
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x.
Podcasts
In another cross-department collaboration at G.S.O — including A.A.W.S., Inc.
(Communications Services, Public Information, Publishing, etc.) and AAGV — a
workgroup is brainstorming, accessing options for content, and moving projects forward
for posting on aa.org and YouTube in short-take, “snackable” and accessible formats.
Work on audio / video / podcasts with Class A trustees as our valuable public-facing
“talent” is a priority, and ongoing.

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

AGENDA ITEM Q: Review progress report regarding Literature Committee workbook.

Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward a progress report to the 2022
Conference Committee on Literature regarding Literature Committee workbook
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee tabled discussion until the January 2022 meeting.
Excerpt from the July 1, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed the verbal progress report provided by the
Publishing department regarding Literature Committee workbook.
The committee appreciates the ongoing work and looks forward to a progress
report at the October 2021 meeting.
Excerpt from the January 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee received the Publishing department’s verbal progress report on
the development of a Literature Committee Workbook. The committee
expressed appreciation for the ongoing work and looks forward to a progress
report at the July 2021 meeting.
Excerpt from the October 31, 2020, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed an update from the staff
secretary on the development of a Literature Committee Workbook. The
committee noted that shared experience from local committees has been
compiled, organized and submitted to the Publishing department. The
committee also received a verbal update from the Publishing department that
work to develop the project will begin in 2021. The committee appreciates the
ongoing work and looks forward to a progress report at the January 2021
meeting.
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Synopsis of trustees’ Literature Committee report excerpts from July 17, 2019,
to August 1, 2020:
The staff secretary explored the development of the Literature Committee
Workbook with the Publishing Department and regular updates were provided to
the committee.
Excerpt from July 27, 2019, TLC Meeting Report
The committee discussed the 2019 additional committee consideration
regarding the development of a Literature Committee Workbook. The
committee requested that the staff secretary work with Publishing to explore
the development of a Literature Committee Workbook and bring a progress
report to the November 2019 meeting.
2019 Additional Committee Consideration:
The Conference Literature committee suggested that the trustees’ Committee
on Literature develop a Literature Committee Workbook and provide a
progress report to the 2020 General Service Conference.
Excerpt from January 26, 2019, TLC Meeting Report:
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2019 Conference
Committee on Literature the request to develop a Literature Committee
Workbook.
NOTE: Literature Committee Packets are mailed to all newly listed
Intergroup/Central Office, District and Area Literature Committee Chairs as
well as group Literature Chairs. Literature Display Packet request cards are
made available to committee chairs as well as members serving events
being listed in Box 4-5-9.

Background:
1. 2021 Publishing Department Progress Report
1.a LCW.DRAFT OUTLINE

Back to Agenda
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MEMORANDUM
To:
From:
Re:
Date:

LITERATURE
Item Q
Doc. 1

Literature Desk
Publishing Department
Progress Report for Trustees' Literature Committee
October 8, 2021

Agenda Item Q:
Review progress report regarding Literature Committee workbook.

Progress Report:
Working with a freelance writer and the background material provided by the Literature
assignment, the Publishing department developed a comprehensive outline and draft for the
proposed Literature Committee workbook. (Material attached.)
Action requested: This draft was presented to the Literature assignment for review and is
attached here for further direction from the committee.
-------------Ames S.
Executive Editor
General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
475 Riverside Drive, 8th Floor
New York, New York 10115
www.aa.org
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OUTLINE/DRAFT FOR LITERATURE COMMITTEE WORKBOOK
Introduction
Alcoholics Anonymous’ practice of carrying its message of recovery via one alcoholic
talking to another is so powerful, timeless and effective that certain images representing
personal verbal communication, such as kitchen tables, telephones, and, of course, “The
Man on the Bed” carry great meaning for many A.A.s, regardless of age, gender, country,
religion or race. It is generally considered to be our oldest form of carrying A.A.’s message
of hope and recovery.
However, speaking face-to-face or one-on-one is not the only way to carry A.A.’s message.
“Literature has played a major role in A.A.’s growth . . . In country after country where the
A.A. seed was planted, it has taken root, slowly at first, then growing by leaps and bounds
when literature has become available” (Alcoholics Anonymous, p. xxiii). Indeed, as A.A.
Guidelines on Literature Committees state, we “Let Literature Carry the Message, Too.” In
A.A. today, we are not only the beneficiaries of the meeting between New York stockbroker
Bill W. and Akron physician Bob S., but we are also the fortunate recipients of all the A.A.
material created since that get-together. The shared experience of Bill, communicated to
Dr. Bob, repeated and expanded upon throughout the decades and shared with the rest of
the world, comprises almost all of what we call “A.A. Literature.”

The Importance of Literature
The importance of literature to Alcoholics Anonymous cannot be understated. Experience
indicates that a thorough knowledge of A.A. literature is a good way to assure that our
primary purpose remains the focus for successful A.A. groups and members. By
emphasizing our books, pamphlets, audiovisual and digital service material we can all better
participate as part of the solution.
Indeed, as members of A.A. hail from all parts of society and make their home in almost all
places of the world, so does A.A. literature strive to reflect the diversity of its members and
their varied needs — all while remaining true to our primary purpose.
Moreover, literature need not take the form of the printed word – or even the electronic
word. It encompasses audio and visual means of carrying the A.A. message. It can be
accessed and read online — or downloaded for reading later. Many items are available in
audiovisual format, as well.
Therefore, many on Literature Committees emphasize using General Service Conferenceapproved literature. However, items such as A.A. Guidelines, Service Material and bulletins
are examples of A.A. literature that are not Conference-approved but are invaluable tools to
the A.A. members and groups who utilize them to carry A.A.’s message. Literature
committees exist today to maintain the integrity of the A.A. message.
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“Conference-approved” — Why Is It Important?
The term “Conference-approved” describes written or audiovisual material approved by
the General Service Conference for publication by G.S.O. This process assures that
everything in such literature is in accord with A.A. principles. Conference-approved
material always deals with the recovery program of Alcoholics Anonymous or with
information about the A.A. Fellowship. The term has no relation to material not
published by G.S.O. It does not imply Conference disapproval of other material about
A.A. A great deal of literature helpful to alcoholics is published by others, and A.A. does
not try to tell any individual member what he or she may or may not read. Conference
approval assures us that a piece of literature represents solid A.A. experience. Any
Conference-approved booklet or pamphlet goes through a lengthy and painstaking
process, during which a variety of A.A.s from all over the United States and Canada
read and express opinions at every stage of production.

How To Tell What Is and What Is Not Conference-Approved
Look for the statement on books, pamphlets and audiovisual materials: “This is A.A.
General Service Conference-approved literature”

Not All “A.A. Literature” Is Conference-Approved
Central offices and intergroups do write and distribute pamphlets or booklets that are
not Conference-approved. If such pieces meet the needs of the local membership, they
may be legitimately classified as “A.A. literature.” There is no conflict between A.A.
World Services, Inc. (A.A.W.S. – publishers of Conference-approved literature), and
central offices or intergroups – rather they complement each other. The Conference
does not disapprove of such material. G.S.O. does develop some literature that does
not have to be approved by the Conference, such as Service Material, Guidelines and
bulletins.

Is Literature That Is Not Conference-Approved Important?
Yes. Service material is available to A.A. members upon request. This material differs
from Conference-approved literature in that it has not come about through Conference
Advisory Action. It is produced when there is a need for readily available information on
a specific subject. Service material reflects A.A. group experience as well as specific
and timely information that is subject to change.
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Area Literature Committees
What is an Area Literature Committee?
Simply put, an Area Literature Committee is a group of A.A. members (formed from the
districts of an area) who informs groups, district or area assembly members, through
displays and other suitable methods, of all available Conference-approved literature,
audiovisual material and other special items. The Area Literature Committee also
provides service-oriented literature for groups, district and area functions as needed,
funded and requested.

History of Literature Committees
The General Service Conference felt it was important that groups be encouraged to
appoint literature coordinators back in 1986 and passed an Advisory Action stating: “In
an effort to strengthen our network of literature representatives to ensure that A.A.
literature is available at meetings, as well as catalog order forms for books and
cassettes that individuals are likely to want, it is suggested that groups appoint literature
coordinators.”
Today, many local groups, districts and areas have active Literature Committees and
dedicated group literature representatives (sometimes called “GLRs”) or literature chairs
who share the message of Alcoholics Anonymous by increasing awareness about the
wide variety of pamphlets and booklets that deal with the Three Legacies of Alcoholics
Anonymous: Recovery, Unity and Service. In addition, members of these Literature
Committees often support other service areas with literature found to be helpful to
specific populations. For instance, while an A.A. newcomer can be greatly helped with
packets containing the pamphlets “Frequently Asked Questions About A.A.” and “This is
A.A.,” a newcomer to Correctional service will be greatly helped by an introduction to
pamphlets like “A.A. in Correctional Facilities” or directions on where and how to get the
Corrections Workbook. Some find it helpful to think of a group’s literature representative
as a sort of “A.A. librarian” — someone who may not be familiar with every word or
subject contained in workbooks, service material, or pamphlets, but knows where to find
them, how to obtain them, and how to search for more information.
Still, some areas do not have Literature Committees or literature chairs and some areas
and districts need more help in developing Literature Committees. According to one
area, a survey revealed that a majority of respondents said they “felt a need for” an area
“Literature chair and Committee to support groups, districts and area assemblies
through coordination of educational activities including displays, periodic conference
calls and other networking activities.” (From Area 18 – one of the 10 out of the 93 areas
that do not have an Area Literature Committee)
Therefore, in 2019, the General Service Conference Literature Committee suggested
that the trustees’ Committee on Literature develop a Literature Committee Workbook.
To that end, shared experience from local committees has been compiled and
organized in this Workbook to represent Area, District and Intergroup/Central Office
activity from numerous states in the U.S. and provinces in Canada.
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How to use this Literature Committee Workbook
While this Workbook was primarily created to aid in the development and use of Area
Literature Committees, and all examples are shared experience from the A.A.
Fellowship regarding Literature Committee service work, it’s information can be utilized
by anyone in an area, district or group who wishes to know more about how to use A.A.
literature to carry the A.A. message.
Whether your group or committee uses it as a springboard for presentation ideas or to
grow a Literature Committee in your district or area, the shared experience of other
is offered in the hopes that it will prove useful in carrying the message of A.A.
through the use and awareness of A.A. literature.
The examples contained within this workbook are by no means exhaustive, nor do they
contain rules or requirements — the activities and practices are suggestive only and
reflect the shared experience of those on Literature Committees throughout the United
States and Canada. Just as in A.A.’s groups, where each group is “as unique as a
thumbprint,” approaches to carrying the message of Alcoholics Anonymous via
Literature Committees “vary not just from group to group but from region to region…
The better informed the members, the stronger and more cohesive the group — and the
greater the assurance that when a newcomer reaches out for help, the hand of A.A.
always will be there.” (A.A. Group Pamphlet)

What Are the Basic Literature Committee Functions?
The duties of a Literature Committee will vary based on whether the Literature Committee
serves a group, district, or an area. However, according to the A.A. Guidelines on
Literature Committees, in general, the basic committee functions are to:
a) Inform groups, district, or area assembly members, through displays and other
suitable methods, of all available Conference-approved literature, audiovisual
material and other special items.
b) Become familiar with the information on G.S.O.’s A.A. website (www.aa.org).
c) Provide literature for group, area, and district functions.
d) Consider suggestions regarding proposed additions to and changes in
Conference-approved literature and audiovisual material.
e) Encourage A.A. members to read and purchase A.A. literature.
Since the above duties are general in nature, many Area Literature Committees, after
experience and time, have expanded upon these to include more specific suggestions
and detailed examples in order to help define the scope and activities of a Literature
Committee.
A.A. experience indicates that a thorough knowledge of A.A. literature is a good way to
assure that our primary purpose remains the focus for successful A.A. groups and
members. With this in mind, many Area Literature Committees emphasize A.A.’s books,
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pamphlets, audiovisual and service material. The manner in which this is done varies from
area to area and region to region. Although the A.A. Service Manual’s description of a
literature chairperson’s duties — “to act as a liaison between various service entities”
(pS47) — is brief and general, many areas have utilized this to create Literature
Committees that best serve their area in carrying A.A.’s message and fulfilling their
primary purpose of helping another alcoholic to achieve sobriety. Some areas hold
workshops to help local groups and districts learn about where A.A. literature comes from
and the Conference process, while others focus on the creation and operation of effective
District Literature Committees that utilize Conference-approved literature to carry the A.A.
message.

Composition of an Area Literature Committee
In some areas, the Literature chair is an elected position. In one area, the composition of the Area
Literature Committee consists of:
• District Literature Committee chairpersons (elected within their Districts)
• Area Literature Committee chairperson
• Area Literature Committee secretary-treasurer

These committee members are elected by District Literature chairs in October of evennumbered years using Third Legacy Procedure and presented for approval at the Area
business meeting in October of even-numbered years.
How to Find Area Literature Committee Members
Many members of the Area Literature Committee are also chairs of their District Literature
Committees and/or literature chairs or representatives of their home group, but,
depending on the Area’s group conscience, membership on the Literature Committee is
sometimes open to all who have an interest. Group Literature Representatives, District
Literature Committee members, District Committee members, G.S.R.s and many others
with an interest in carrying the message of A.A. through literature are welcome. In one
area, the invitation to join the Area Literature Committee is extended to all A.A.s — not
just those members in an elected position — who have an interest in A.A. literature and
sharing it with others. It is up to the group conscience of each area to decide how to select
an Area Literature Committee chairperson and committee members.
What Are Some Duties of an Area Literature Committee Member?
Literature Committee members have varied duties depending on the activities and scope
of the committee and the area it serves. Some Literature Committees meet once a month
— others meet quarterly and together decide on how to best make the Fellowship aware
of A.A. literature and it’s uses.
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Area Literature Committee — Roles and Responsibilities
From one member:
“For my Area Committee role, I provide input and vote on agenda items. I also made a
trifold literature display for both my District and for my Area and have presented at service
workshops. My literature display is utilized at all assemblies and conventions” (LisaA67)
Some areas in the U.S. and Canada have found it helpful to outline a more detailed
description of the activities and duties of their area’s Literature Committee. For instance,
South Florida Area 15 Literature Committee defines the scope of their activities and the
procedure by which it is accomplished:
Scope:
• To offer a forum for Districts in South Florida Area 15 to share their experience in
utilizing Conference-approved literature to carry the A.A. message.
• To facilitate the creation and operation of effective District Literature Committees.
• To provide a communication channel between the Literature Desk at the General
Service Office and District Literature Committees.
• To communicate with the South Florida Area Delegate.
• To report activities, including a Treasurer’s report, to the South Florida Area body
at Area business meetings.
Procedure:
• To hold quarterly meetings where District Literature chairpersons share their
experience.
• Each District Literature chair, or an alternate in his or her absence, makes an oral
report of District Literature Committee activities.
• The written version of the District Literature chairperson report, submitted to the
Literature Committee Secretary Treasurer, becomes part of the Committee
minutes.
• District Literature Committee chairpersons, or an alternate in their absence, vote
on issues that come before the committee and carry the group conscience of
their District Committees in regard to Conference Agenda items pertaining to
Literature.
Kentucky Area 26 also created guidelines for committees. Apart from promoting the use
of, and raising the awareness of, A.A. Literature, the area felt that more information on
what a Literature Committee can do was needed, and therefore created a list that outlined
the purpose(s) of a Literature Committee:
1. To inform others of new literature.
2. To review old literature.
3. Create and review packets for the newcomer, sponsor, and service (these can be
done on each of the different levels of service at the Area, District, and Group level.)
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Area 26 further defined the scope of responsibilities for a Literature Committee at all levels
of service.
At the Area Level, Kentucky Area 26 Literature Committee will:
1. Make sure all District chairs are familiar with the A.A. literature catalog and where/how
they can make purchases.
2. Inform district chairs of new literature in all formats (print, audio, braille, etc.) in the different
languages (English, French, Spanish), as well as where they can order other languages.
3. Review current literature for content and relevance.
4. Make motions to change current literature.
5. Make motions to create new literature.
6. Create a list of suggested pamphlets for the newcomer, sponsor, and service packets.
7. Make available literature in all formats for purchase or a list of where they can buy them.

How Are Area Literature Committee Meetings Run?
Southeast Texas Area (SETA) 67 Literature Committee chair reports on a typical meeting of the
Area Literature Committee:
The Area 67 Literature Committee meets once per month, via the online ZOOM platform.
There are usually six to seven members present, with eight members total.
The discussion part of the agenda is usually centered around creative ways to fulfill the
Committee’s purpose of raising awareness of A.A. Conference-approved literature,
audiovisual, and other special items. Recent meeting discussions were about giving
notice, at individual meetings, on the websites: aa.org and our area website. The idea was
to encourage members to frequently visit those sites for familiarity and services available.
Those ideas were especially useful, during the atmosphere of virtual meetings.
Another discussion focused on Committee Members’ highlighting pamphlets of their
choice, during recovery meetings; and possibly encouraging a fresh “rotation” of new
pamphlets (once in-person meetings resume).

Service Activities of Area Literature Committees
In addition to sharing with the Fellowship the many ways that A.A. literature carries the
message, an important goal for many Literature Committees is to take the opportunity,
where A.A.s gather, and attract other A.A.s to share in carrying the A.A. message through
literature.
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Sample of Planned Service Activities: Example 1
What the Area 15 Literature Committee has been working on:
•

Seeing every Area assembly as a chance to collaborate and learn from each other, we’ve
instituted the practice of asking the host district’s Literature Committee to present a
workshop on a topic of interest to all district Literature Committees.
o In January, District 1 presented “How to Launch and Nurture a District Literature
Committee.”
o In April, we shared the group conscience decisions of district Literature Committees in
regard to Conference agenda items pertaining to Literature.
o In July, District 2 presented “Sharing Our Collective Experience: Let’s Keep the Ideas
Coming.”

•

We’ve continued to look for new opportunities to share with the Fellowship the myriad ways
A.A. literature carries the message.
o Area Literature Committee officers make themselves available to perform outreach,
being willing to travel to districts for presentations to GSRs and DCMs and to attend
district events such as Carry the Message Day and Founders’ Day.
o We encourage district Literature Committee chairs to host celebratory events such as
Big Book birthday parties and offer suggestions on what to include in literature
workshops and presentations at the district level.
o We utilize special events, most recently publication of Our Great Responsibility, to
generate enthusiasm for A.A. literature in general.
o We take a proactive role in introducing the Fellowship to new Conference-approved
literature and service pieces, most recently purchasing cartons of our new book and
selling it at district events and home groups as well as distributing fliers about it.

Sample Service Activities Example 2:
SETA Area 67 Service Activities
We start the year off in January by providing a display board and hundreds of pamphlets to

•

•
•
•
•

give away at the Area Literature Committee table during the weekend long annual Area
Convention. And try to hold a drawing to give away the newest literature item in English and
Spanish. This is our largest crowd of A.A. members available to us making aware of the new
item.
We are prepared to present and give away pamphlets when invited to District workshops.
We review and give our thoughts on the agenda items under the Literature section to the area
delegate so that they can be informed.
We provide a display board and lots of pamphlets to give away at the quarterly assemblies.
We all prepared a short presentation on a variety of a literature types to give at the area
assembly per the request of the area chair. Included was information on the newest service
material, local news of Big Book translations, information on the A.A. Guidelines, a snippet of
some PSAS, and video, a review of the newest book, a few giveaways, a few jokes and plenty
of time for questions and contributions from the audience. And a couple of slides from a
PowerPoint slide show to go along with each presenter.

SEE SAMPLE PRESENTATIONS for SETA Area 67 Presentation (PAGE TKTK)
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Growing Literature Committees in Districts
Area Literature Committees can accomplish great feats through sharing A.A. literature with the
Fellowship, but like everything else in A.A., successful endeavors are a group effort. Therefore,
growing Literature Committees in area districts and introducing group members to the benefits of
using literature to share the message is an important priority. For instance, one area stated that
they were “dedicated to continuing to look for ways to build capacity and increase Literature
Committee participation.” To that end, the Area 15 Literature Committee participates in the
following activities to increase participation and grow Literature Committees in area districts:
•

•

•

•

•

The Area 15 Literature Committee chair makes continual outreach to district chairpersons in
Area 15, encouraging chairs in districts that do not have a district Literature Committee to
send representatives (district officers, DCMs, GSRs) to our meetings at Area 15 quarterlies
so that the message of Literature service work can be shared in those districts.
Area Literature Committee members attend the orientation session that kicks off area
quarterlies and talk about Literature service work; we invite all GSRs, especially new GSRs,
to attend our meeting and workshop.
We make it a point to introduce ourselves to host district volunteers working the registration
tables at area quarterlies, A.A. members who often are unaware of General Service, letting
them know about opportunities to get involved in their district Literature Committee.
We ensure that GSRs understand the importance of a home group Literature Representative
and inform their groups that we welcome Literature Reps at our district Literature Committee
meetings as well as at our area meetings and workshops.
We create and circulate to home group Literature Representatives and GSRs intriguing
announcements that can be made at A.A. meetings encouraging members of the Fellowship
to get involved in Literature service work.

Following is an example of a presentation, given at the South Florida Area 15 Literature
Committee Meeting, on launching and growing a District Literature Committee:

Launching and Growing a District Literature Committee
Presentation at the South Florida Area 15 Literature Committee Meeting
Jan. 12, 2019
Literature materials for table display:
A.A. Guidelines for Literature committees
• What the District 1 Literature Committee does
• The role of the home group Literature Committee representative
• Suggested announcements for inviting the Fellowship to join a district
Literature Committee
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Background
A.A. co-founder Bill W. often called the influence of A.A. literature “incalculable.”
Bill wrote in the May 1964 issue of the Grapevine:
“Suppose, for instance, that during the last 25 years A.A. had never published any
standard literature … no books, no pamphlets. We need little imagination to see
that by now our message would be hopelessly garbled. Our relations with medicine
and religion would have become a shambles. To alcoholics generally we would
today be a joke and the public would have thought us a riddle. Without its
literature, A.A. would certainly have bogged down in a welter of controversy and
disunity.”
Today, as in the early days of Alcoholics Anonymous, the A.A. message of recovery
from alcoholism is carried by one alcoholic talking to another. But beginning with
the publication of the first edition of the Big Book in 1939, literature has played an
important role in spreading the A.A. message and imparting information about the
A.A. Twelve Step program of recovery.
Literature committees at the district and area level exist today to educate the
Fellowship about Conference approved literature and related service material.
More important, they exist to maintain the integrity of the A.A. message. Most
Literature Committees strive to maintain this level of integrity by following the
suggestions outlined in the General Service Office’s A.A. Guidelines on Literature.
These guidelines resulted from a Conference Literature Committee suggestion in
1992 that the trustees’ Literature Committee develop Literature Committee
guidelines comprised of shared experience from the Fellowship.
So, what is the purpose of Literature service work in Alcoholics Anonymous?
• To inform groups and districts, through displays and other suitable methods, of
all available Conference-approved literature, audiovisual material and other
special items
• To help groups and districts understand the vital role Conference-approved
literature has in carrying the A.A. message
• To consider suggestions regarding proposed additions to and changes in
Conference-approved literature and audiovisual material
• To encourage A.A. members to read and purchase A.A. literature
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It seems like individual A.A. members could carry out this work. Why do we form
committees to do it?
The most important reason:
Because being a “worker among workers” helps us to keep our ego in check and
advances the concept of humility:
“ … anonymity is real humility at work. It is an all-pervading spiritual quality which
today keynotes A.A. life everywhere. Moved by the spirit of anonymity, we try to
give up our natural desires for personal distinction as A.A. members both among
fellow alcoholics and before the general public. As we lay aside these very human
aspirations, we believe that each of us takes part the weaving of a protective
mantle which covers our whole Society and under which we may grow and work in
unity.”
-- Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, p.187
Another important reason:
Because we can accomplish more of the crucial work of carrying the A.A. message
through committees rather than individually; there truly is strength in numbers,
even if the committee is small.
And:
Because working within a committee provides us with a more cohesive way to do
Literature service work, allowing us to present a unified and cohesive face to those
members of the public we want to attract to our Fellowship. Keeping Tradition 9 in
mind:
“A.A., as such, ought never be organized, but we may create service boards
or committees directly responsible to those they serve.”
So, what can a newly elected Literature Committee chairperson do to get a
committee off the ground?
• Find a meeting place and establish a time for a monthly Literature Committee
meeting.
• Get the meeting place and time published in your monthly Intergroup
newsletter.
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• Start making announcements at A.A. meetings that your district has a Literature
committee that’s looking for members. Ask anyone who wants to learn more to
see you after the meeting.
• Show up at the committee meeting every month, without fail, even if you’re the
only attendee. Keep in mind the old adage: “If you build it, they will come.”
Once the basics are in place, what comes next for Literature Committee members?
• Review the list of activities recommended by the General Service Office for
Literature committees. Select with your committee members one or two
activities that you can do with even a small committee and start tackling them.
• As soon as possible, elect an alternate Literature Committee chairperson, as
well as a secretary-treasurer, so there will be back up to the chairperson and to
ensure the committee’s continuation at the end of the chairperson’s two-year
term of office.
• If your Literature Committee is not already funded by your district, prepare a
budget for your committee that will support your needs (i.e., copies of material
you want to share at GSR orientations, A.A. literature you want to include in
your literature display and the materials to create the display, etc.) and bring it
to your district body for approval.
• Attend your district meeting and give a report about what your committee is
working on. Ask members of the district committee (officers, DCMs and GSRs)
to consider joining the Literature Committee.
• Order a complimentary literature display package from the General Service
Office and begin building a literature display. Add to the display as finances
permit.
• Write and submit articles about the work your committee is doing and your
need for additional volunteers to your Intergroup newsletter.
• Make sure the information about your committee, including your meeting date
and time, is on your district’s website.
• Encourage home groups to designate a Literature Committee representative
who can attend your monthly meetings and bring information back to the
group.
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• Stay informed about proposed changes to A.A. literature; share this information
in your district reports and communicate it to GSRs and group literature
representatives.
• Update your district via your report and keep GSRs and group literature
representatives informed of any new literature or changes to existing literature
that result from Conference action.
• Attend the Literature meetings/workshops at Area 15 assemblies, share your
progress, listen to the experience of other district Literature Committee chairs,
and ask for help.
Sharing the experience of District 1

State of the committee in January 2016:
• There was a chairperson who had been a member of the committee during the
previous rotation, but there was only one additional committee member.
• The monthly committee meetings were being held in the southern part of the
district and were difficult for A.A. members in the northern part of the district
to get to.
• The literature display had become tattered and unattractive.
• There was no record of past committee projects or accomplishments.
What those two committee members were able to accomplish within three months:
• Found a more central location for the committee meeting and started
announcing it at A.A. meetings
• Contacted the literature desk at GSO to obtain a literature kit
• Reviewed GSO guidelines for Literature Committees and wrote a new
Composition, Scope and Procedure for the committee
• Wrote new content for the committee’s landing page on the district website
• Created a document explaining the value and purpose of a group Literature
Committee representative
• Crafted a series of announcements to make at A.A. meetings encouraging home
groups to elect or appoint a literature representative
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• Coordinated with Pinellas County Intergroup to ensure a collaborative effort in
displaying A.A. literature at local A.A. events
• Reached out to district literature chairs in South Florida Area 15 to learn how
they create literature displays; began creating a District 1 Literature Committee
display featuring recovery, unity and service literature
• Made a literature presentation for GSRs at a districtwide GSR orientation
• Reviewed Advisory Actions pertaining to literature from the 2016 General
Service Conference
• Studied background material pertaining to literature on items that would be
presented at the 2017 General Service Conference and began formulating the
committee’s group conscience in preparation of attending the April Area 15
Assembly

Where the committee is two years later:
• Working with the District 1 chairperson and Alternate chairperson to be a
regularly scheduled part of GSR workshops and orientations to introduce GSRs
to A.A. literature of special importance to their groups
• Working with the District 1 DCM Coordinator to bring literature presentations
to DCM quarterly sharing sessions
• Continuing to work on expanding the number of group Literature
Representatives
• Encouraging group literature representatives to create beginner packets to
share with newcomers who attend their meetings
• Finding more opportunities to feature the Literature Committee display beyond
district and Intergroup events, such as group anniversaries and holiday parties
• Building an archive of Conference agenda items pertaining to Literature and the
background material connected to those items to provide a historical
perspective on A.A. literature from the Conference perspective

EXAMPLE OF ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM AREA 15 LITERATURE COMMITTEE:
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Three suggested announcements
for inviting Literature Committee membership at A.A. meetings
•

If you’re looking for a great opportunity to carry the A.A. message, please consider
becoming a member of our district’s Literature Committee. The goal of this committee is to
inform home group members of all available Conference-approved literature, audiovisual
material and other special items and how it helps us carry the A.A. message. If you want to
learn more about joining the Literature Committee, please see me after the meeting.

•

A.A. co-founder Bill W often called the influence of A.A. literature “incalculable,” stating
that without it, our message of recovery would become “hopelessly garbled.” Here in
District XX, we have a committee that meets monthly to talk about how we can better
inform home group members of all available Conference-approved literature, audiovisual
material and other special items and how it helps us carry the A.A. message. If you’d like to
learn more about joining the Literature Committee, please see me after the meeting.

•

All A.A. members are familiar with the Big Book, the “Twelve and Twelve” and the Daily
Reflections. But did you know that the Big Book was recently published in Farsi? Or that we
have a new service piece that focuses on safety in A.A.? Or that we have a new pamphlet
called “The God Word” that features the experience, strength and hope of atheist and
agnostic A.A. members? You can learn about new and updated A.A. literature as well as
how we use A.A. literature to help us carry the message by becoming a member of the
District XX Literature Committee. If you’d like to learn more, please see me after the
meeting.

Following the Growth of New District Literature Committees
Are You a New District Literature Chair or New Group Literature Representative (G.L.R.)?
Much A.A. literature contains shared experience to guide those new to those participating
in a new District Literature Committee — whether it is at your home group as a new Group
Literature Representative (G.L.R.) or as a new committee member or chair of your District
Literature Committee. A.A. Guidelines on Literature Committee has many suggestions.
Suggested List of Responsibilities and Tasks for a New District Literature Chair
• Maintain a stock of suggested literature to give to new G.S.Rs.
• Keep a stack of catalogs for A.A. literature.
• Keep an ample supply of current general service, Conference-approved pamphlets,
books, and audiovisual material, as well as other A.A. material.
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•
•
•
•

Set up this material for viewing and sale at functions including workshops,
conferences, conventions, roundups, and meetings.
Order literature for district activities as needed.
Become familiar with the general contents of all literature in order to provide
information to inquirers.
Be represented at and participate in Literature Committee functions and from time to
time communicate with the General Service Office.

Within the United States and Canada, District Literature Committee chairs also share their
experience, detailing some of their service activities. In Area 67, one district chair shares:
“The service activities of my District 52 Literature chair role involve monthly meetings in
which I share current events from G.S.O., including new publications, pamphlets, and
general information regarding the expanding communication tools and avenues available
to help carry the A.A. message. I present and pass out a pamphlet each month (entitled
“pamphlet of the month”) for the recipients to share with their groups. I purchase new
brochures at intergroup to share via my Literature chair budget.
Shared Experience:
Since A.A.s have asked for more specific details about what a District Literature
Committee can do, one Literature Committee (Area 26) obliged:
At the District Level, the Literature Committee can:
1. Inform groups of new literature and all formats (print audio, visual and Braille). In the
different languages (English, Spanish and French), as well as where they can order other
languages.
2. Find literature that is appropriate for specific workshops.
3. Review current literature for content and relevance.
4. Make motions to create new literature.
5. Make motions to change current literature.
6. Make available Service Manuals.
7. Make available copies of Box 4-5-9.
8. Make available, to the groups, a list of pamphlets to create newcomer, sponsor and service
packets.
9. Create and distribute service packets.
10. Contact corrections and treatment facilities and inquire about need or interest in A.A.
literature.
11. Contact hospitals, doctors’ offices, and libraries and inquire about need or interest in A.A.
literature.
12. Take orders, purchases, and distribute literature for A.A. groups who are not serviced by
Intergroup or Central Office.
13. District Committee chairs and members are a part of the Area Literature Committee.
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For New Group Literature Representatives:
Tools and references for New District Literature Committees and Group Literature
Representatives/chairs
Consider inserting Box 459 Fall 2013 Does Your Group Have a Literature Chair?
A “job description” and suggested activities for a literature chairperson and/or
representative is found in “The A.A. Group” pamphlet and in the A.A. Guidelines on
Literature Committees. Much of the content is reproduced here:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Familiarize yourself with this workbook. While all information may not be applicable
to your group activities, it contains valuable ideas and shared experience of others
seeking to share A.A.’s message using our literature.
Plan ahead where you want to exhibit A.A. literature.
Prepare a budget.
Become familiar with A.A. literature and audiovisual material.
Fill out the Literature Chairperson Information form (available from G.S.O.) and send it to
G.S.O.’s Literature Coordinator. Make a copy and give it to your area literature
chairperson. Two or three times a year, G.S.O. sends updates and literature activity
reports to literature chairs or contacts.
Ask G.S.O. for a complimentary literature package to create a display.
Contact G.S.O. for a copy of the current Literature Catalog, which includes information on
how to order A.A.W.S. and Grapevine publications.

8.

Make sure that A.A. Conference-approved books and pamphlets, ordered from the
General Service Office or purchased from the local intergroup (central office), are
on hand for meetings and properly displayed.

9.

Group literature representatives can obtain information on their responsibilities by writing
to the literature coordinator at G.S.O. Regular communications are sent to literature
representatives from G.S.O.

10. The A.A. Guideline for Literature Committees is also a valuable resource.
11. For A.A. literature and subscriptions to the A.A. newsletter Box 4-5-9, checks
should be made out to A.A. World Services, Inc. Many A.A. groups purchase bulk
subscriptions to Box 4-5-9 (in units of 10) for distribution to their members, thus
providing them regular communication with A.A. in the U.S., Canada and countries
throughout the world. Encourage the G.S.R.s to suggest that their groups
subscribe to Box 4-5-9. A digital subscription to Box 4-5-9 is available online at no
charge.
12. A.A. members who serve in their groups or districts on Literature Committees are
asked to also participate in their area’s Literature Committee. In many areas, A.A.
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members do not need a district position to become a member of the Area Literature
Committee.
13. An overview of the substance and content of our literature is found in The A.A. Service
Manual.

Shared Experience:
As A.A. members asked for more specific details about what a Group Literature
Representative can do, once again, one Literature Committee (Area 26) obliged:
At the Group level, the Literature Committee (or the group’s literature
representative) can:
1. Inform members of new literature in all formats (print, audio, visual, and braille) and in all
languages (English, Spanish, French), as well as where they can order other languages.
2. Give literature reports informing members of A.A. books, such as the Big Book, the
“Twelve and Twelve,” and the A.A. Service Manual, as well as different pamphlets.
3. Maintain a literature rack.
4. Keep the literature rack stocked with current literature.
5. Maintain an inventory of literature bought and used by their A.A. group.
6. Review current literature for content and relevance.
7. Make motions to change current literature.
8. Make motions to create new literature.
9. Create, maintain, and make available newcomer, sponsor, and service packets.
10. Provide literature for literature studies.
11. Contact corrections and treatment facilities to see if they have a need or interest in A.A.
literature.
12. Contact hospitals, doctors’ offices, and libraries to see if they have a need or interest in
A.A. literature.
13. Group Literature Committee members should be a part of the district and area Literature
Committees.

A Few Suggestions on Getting Started
Utilizing Presentations
Many on Literature Committees have noted the usefulness of presentations to A.A.
members at the group level or at a district meeting or area assembly. A Literature chair
from Kentucky Area 26 shared some information about why information about A.A.
Literature should be passed on:
“It is not just caring for the literature rack but making people aware of the literature
available. Literature can help at all levels of sobriety, from the people just starting
out in sobriety to the old timers who need literature in different formats. Informing
people about the different literature available can also help them find answers they
need.”
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She then continued, in a manner that can easily be utilized to address members of an
A.A. Group:
“Struggling with a Step, Tradition or Concept? We have literature that can help.
Are you taking drugs and medication? We have literature to help explain how A.A.
can still help. In a location with no alcoholics that look like you? Or in a remote
community with few meetings? We have literature to keep you connected and help
you stay sober. If you can't read or if you read in a different language, we have
literature in different formats and languages that can help carry the message. Blind
or deaf? We have literature for you, too. Basically, we have literature for everything
and as Literature Committee members we focus on getting the word out about the
different literature and formats available to help people recover from alcoholism.”
Literature Displays
More sharing is needed on this. In the surveys, many who shared desired content
for a Literature Workbook asked that lists or visuals for LITERATURE DISPLAYS
be included.
Many in A.A. find a literature display a welcoming visual at group meetings. If your group
does not have one, consider creating a display with A.A. literature. Upon request, the the
General Service Office will provide a complimentary literatrure display package which
contains one copy of all the A.A. book dust jackets; one copy of all pamphlets; one set of
A.A. Guidelines, Litst of Service Material from G.S.O.; new literature flyers; List of Central
Offices, Intergroups and Answering Services for the United States/Canada, and
Overseas. The A.A. Service Manual; and A.A. Literature Catalog. G.S.O. will mail this
display package as soon as your request is received.
Inventory Control and Accounting
More sharing is needed on this. Respondents asked for guidance on bookkeeping/
How to maintain/create an inventory control sheet/tracking money. (ie, from Area
83) Possible to insert sharing “Duties and responsibilities of the Area 15 Literature
Committee secretary-treasurer”?

Adaptations of A.A. Service for Virtual Contexts
Until recently, much of our shared experience in carrying the A.A. message with A.A.
Literature has been based on in-person, “brick-and-mortar” Twelve Step work. Many
A.A.s now conduct a varied amount of Literature Committee meetings virtually.
One Area Literature Committee adapted their activity for virtual contexts, including
meetings, workshops, etc. by using video conferencing software (Zoom) for:
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly district Literature Committee meetings.
Quarterly area Literature Committee business meetings.
Area pre-Conference meeting.
Area Literature Committee meetings.
Posting of relevant literature-related material in Chats.
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Between area quarterlies, and utilizing virtual meetings, the members of an Area
Literature Committee work toward increasing their accessibility and offer opportunities
for sharing and communication among district Literature Committee. To do so, they
have established the practice of communicating via Zoom, built a subscription expense
into their annual budget, and created the position of Virtual Meeting Coordinator to
ensure that virtual meetings are organized, reminders are sent, and minutes are kept.
The virtual meetings are chaired by the Area Literature Committee chair.
This same Literature Committee works with their Area web servant to utilize the
Literature Committee page on their Area website to archive quarterly meeting minutes
and virtual meeting minutes, as well as resources for district Literature Committee
chairs, including workshop presentations offered at area quarterlies, GSO guidelines for
Literature Committees, Box 4-5-9 articles pertaining to Literature, and documents
related to Conference agenda items pertaining to Literature.
Another Area Literature Committee also adapted their activities for a virtual context by
asking their Technology Committee to create a newcomer page on the area website
that any committee could add content to, along with a statement for groups to create
their own packets.
Adaptation of A.A. Service for Virtual Contexts for non-A.A.s
Utilizing a virtual platform, Literature Committee was also able to provide helpful
information to a professional by providing the pamphlets AA for Alcoholics with Mental
Health Issues – and their Sponsors; and How A.A. Members Cooperate with
Professionals provided to psychologist.
Adaptation of A.A. Service in Virtual Gatherings
Outside of Literature Committee meetings, committee members also share their service
experience and let literature carry the A.A. message, too. One committee member
describes how she introduces herself in online meetings outside of Literature
Committee meetings: “I have been introducing myself at announcement time as a
Literature Committee member, and then I provide a tidbit of literature information. This
information could be introducing my service position and stating that I am available after
the meeting to answer questions about literature, or introducing a pamphlet, book or
webpage.” The same member also shared literature information on social media in
closed A.A. groups by including a graphic and beginning the post with “Did you
know….?”

Shared Experience and Sample Presentations:
SETA 67: Literature Workshop at Area Assembly
Literature Workshop October 2019 Assembly
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Saturday, Oct 5th 10:00 AM
Opening: My name is Jackie and I am an alcoholic. I am honored to be
serving as the SETA Literature Committee Chair this term. The purpose of
the Literature Committee is to raise the awareness for A.A. Conferenceapproved literature, audiovisual and other special items. There are several
Literature Committee members here today coming from seven different
districts spread out over Area 67. We are prepared to present on a variety
of A.A. Literature topics. To start us off today, please welcome Brady G.
When Do We Pull Out The Guidelines?
Good MorningMy name is Brady Gain; I am the DCM for District 70. My home group is
the Shoemaker Group in Deer Park, Texas. I have been sober for 8 years
and doing service work for most of that.
Since becoming a member of the Literature Committee, which has not
been very long, I have learned something that I did not know before. A.A.
publishes Guidelines, how many of you here knew that? The best way to
start is with the definition of a Guideline:
“ ... information intended to advise people on how something should
be done or what something should be..”
How many of you know the number of Guidelines that are published by
Alcoholics Anonymous? Sixteen (16) well at least that is all that they sent
me in the package I ordered. We have Guidelines covering the
committees; Archives, Finance, Treatment, CPC, Corrections, Public
Information and even Literature. There are some more that cover Central
or Intergroup Offices, A.A. Answer Services, A.A. members in the
Alcoholism Field, Conferences and Conventions and even the Relationship
between A.A. and Al-Anon. I know we like to joke about Al-Anon but they
are an important part of the alcoholic’s sobriety.
A few more guidelines include Accessibility for all Alcoholics (this covers
the individual with special needs), Sharing the A.A. message with the
Alcoholic who is Deaf, and Cooperating with the Court, DWI and Similar
Programs.
One of my favorite Guideline is the one on Internet and this one is 5 pages
long and there are good reasons why it is this long. (Open up Guideline
and show it). Not only does it cover the social networking aspects of being
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online but also talks about anonymity, not only of yourself but also that of
others. I know that when I first sobered up I wanted to tell everybody “Look at me I have quit drinking”, but online is not the place. This guideline
also gets into the use of the internet in committee business, online
meetings and much more. Many of the committees use Zoom for
meetings. And as you know we have our own IT department to see that
things are done correctly.
As a DCM we encourage our members to participate in a committee at the
District Level as well as the Area Level, but I have had people tell me they
would consider it, but they don't know what the Committees are about or
do. These Guidelines are and should be the first step for that person who
wants to know what it's all about. I believe that each District as well as
each group should have a set of Guidelines on hand. They are a great
source of valuable information.
One last thing, at the top of each Guideline there is this statement:
A.A. Guidelines are compiled from the shared experience of A.A.
members in various service areas. They also reflect guidance given
through the Twelve Traditions and the General Service Conference (U.S.
and Canada). In keeping with our Tradition of autonomy, except in matters
affecting other groups or A.A. as a whole, most decisions are made by the
group conscience of the members involved. The purpose of these
Guidelines is to assist in reaching an informed group conscience.
Thank you
Brady G. – alcoholic
Does anybody have any questions?
Next up is Barbara E.
My name is Barbara and I’m an alcoholic. My sobriety date is 8-15-2012
and I'm literature rep for District 31.
I'm going to talk on:
Where does "Service Material" come from?
Service Material comes from the General Service Office.
Ok, so GSO just doesn't sit around and make up stuff to write about do
they? NO
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GSO receives letters, emails, phone calls, past correspondence and
existing literature of shared experiences of things that work, things that
don't work and things to keep in mind. This is the same process that Bill W.
and the early A.A.'s used in the early days before the first A.A. Conference
only they didn't have the technology that we have been blessed with. Back
in the day it was by letters, phone calls and word of mouth. Thankfully they
made a conscience decision to keep a record of all correspondence. All the
information that the GSO receives comes from the A.A. Groups, A.A.
members. Probably one of the most important things to keep in mind is
that AA literature, including "Service Material", is reflective of AA members'
experience carrying the message. It is produced, in turn, to support
ongoing efforts of AA members to carry the message. Participation in the
General Service Structure at the home group, District and Area by any and
all members is essential for the best collective shared experience to be
published. Communication with the General Service Office also supports
development of helpful content, as well as useful formats, for AA literature
to support groups and members carrying AA's message - so they
appreciate very much hearing from you the members of AA.
Service Material is generated as the need arises on any given topic.
Example - Electronic 7th tradition basket - there is no service material on
this yet. Right now the GSO is gathering the shared experiences on the
electronic 7th tradition basket as it comes in from the groups and members
of A.A. A GSO staff member will compile all the information and then GSO
staff will revise what works, what doesn't work and things to keep in mind.
Then the information that they have gathered will go to the copy editing and
then to the professional publishing department. This is how the GSO
generates service material to make accessible to the groups and members
of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Then we have Service Material that has already gone through the process
but as time goes by things change. Example - Anonymity Online and Digital
Media used to be called Anonymity Online. When the service material was
first written there were no Digital Media to worry about. Since it was written
the GSO at some point started receiving shared experiences related to the
Digital Media. So all the information was compiled and went thru the same
process and was added to the Anonymity Online service material and now
we have Anonymity Online and Digital Media.
So the GSO writes our A.A. service material from the wealth of shared
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experience good or bad accumulated over the years from the groups and
members of Alcoholics Anonymous.
The Service Material is not conference approved but it is conferenced
reviewed.
Thank you for allowing me to participate in my sobriety.
My name is Barbara and I am an alcoholic.
Are there any questions?
Next up is Willie S.
Topic: Who translates all the different Big Book languages?
My name is Willie S, and I am an alcoholic. My sobriety date is November
9th, 2016: my Home Group is Tradition Five, which meets in the Heights
area of Houston on Wednesdays, at 7pm. I am grateful for the opportunity
to serve District 32 as Literature Chair.
My presentation addresses the question “Who translates all the different
Big Book languages?”.
The “Foreword To Fourth Edition” of the book “Alcoholics Anonymous” lists,
in part, “Literature has played a major role in A.A.’s growth, and a striking
phenomenon of the past quarter-century has been the explosion of
translations of our basic literature into many languages and dialects. In
country after country where the A.A. seed was planted it has taken root,
slowly at first, then growing by leaps and bounds when literature has
become available. Currently, “Alcoholics Anonymous” has been translated
into forty-three* languages” (the forty-second printing of the book
“Alcoholics Anonymous”, April 2019 lists “Alcoholics Anonymous” is in
seventy-one languages).
Translations of A.A. literature are an essential service facilitated, in part,
through the generous assistance of the International Literature Assistance
Fund established by the World Service Meeting.
Translations come about in two ways: (1) Occasionally, professionals of
A.A. groups in countries where A.A. is new ask that we translate a basic
book or pamphlet for their use, and (2) More frequently, bilingual local
members where A.A. has taken root begin translating A.A. materials such
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as the Preamble, The Twelve Steps, The Twelve Traditions and other
recovery literature. Eventually, local A.A. groups and/or boards move on to
larger projects, such as the Big Book or Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions.
Before anyone-A.A. group, board or member-begins translating A.A.’s
copyrighted literature, they must first request permission to translate by
contacting the Publications Department in G.S.O., New York. On receipt of
a request for permission to translate an A.A. title, our Publications
Department usually asks that a translation of the pamphlet, or a few
chapters of the book be submitted for review. The proposed new translation
is checked by professionals to assure clarity and adherence to the sense
and spirit of the original English work.
If the translation does not adequately reflect the original material, or is of
uneven quality, the A.A.W.S. Board will consider authorizing that the work
be done through our professional translators. Accuracy and integrity are
especially important for translations of Bill W’s writings such as “Alcoholics
Anonymous” and Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, as well as other
works by Bill W. Each translation should reflect the tone and spirit of Bill’s
original work.
I visited Houston Intergroup, and noticed twelve Big Books on display for
languages: Hungarian, Japanese, Tibetan, Thai, Chinese, Vietnamese,
French, German, Filipino, Arabic, Spanish, and Portuguese.
As previous stated the book “Alcoholics Anonymous” is available in 71
languages (including the original English work). The latest translation is in
the Navajo language, available in a 14-disc CD set, as Navajo is a spoken
language.
It was a joy to see the different text, and to believe that those books
contained the same message of hope for the alcoholic who suffers. I was
drawn to the Arabic and Japanese translations as the book opens left to
right, and the text reads right to left.
Also, regarding the Vietnamese Big Book, on display at the Intergroup
office is a letter from the General Service Office acknowledging Houston,
stating that “the translation was made possible by efforts and financial
support of A.A.’s in Houston”; dated January 24, 1992.
References:
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“Translation process”: A presentation by Doug R., Director of Staff
Services, GSO, New York, at the Asia Oceania Service meeting in
Chandigarh, India, July 24, 2011.
“Alcoholics Anonymous”, 4th Edition, forty-second printing, April 2019.
Does anybody have any questions?
Next up is Hilton L.
My name is Hilton and I am an alcoholic. Home Group and / or District…
What Is The Purpose Of The A.A. Service Manual?
The A.A. Service Manual was originally known as the Third Legacy Manual.
Bill W. began writing it in 1951, and it has eventually become the booklet
that we have today. The General Service Conference contains The
Conference Report and Charter Committee which is responsible for
annually reviewing and approving updates and revisions to our manual.
Tradition Nine and its spirit of minimal organization in A.A. is the essential
guide for any changes necessary. Revised editions are printed every two
years. I need to have the latest copy to stay current, and to make it look like
I know what I am doing.
The publication begins with a history of A.A.’s Third Legacy of service, then
moves into our familiar conference structure, the upside down pyramid.
Service ranges from individual twelfth step work to duties within the A.A.
groups, districts, areas, regions, and the General Service Board.
The Conference Charter which was added in 1955, and General Service
Board Bylaws in 1957 are also a part of the manual. The Twelve Concepts,
or principles of service, were also written by Bill W. and added in 1962. These
concepts provide a unique business model that has served A.A. well.
Recently I had a question about my home group status. I had become
active in service with a different group. My sponsor suggested that we look
in the service manual, and we saw that it would be best for me to change
home groups, which I did. The service manual can be helpful as a way to
resolve issues and to answer frequently asked questions.
You might ask: Where can I get one? Your local Intergroup has them for a
minimal price.
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Our manual has gotten an unfair stigma through the years. It can be
intimidating when viewed as a whole, but we can really only see one idea
at a time, just like working a good program requires living one day at a
time. It helps allow A.A. to fulfill its primary purpose, to carry the message
to the alcoholic who still suffers. It is the unsung hero of A.A. literature.
Does anybody have any questions?
Next up is Jackie S.
My name is Jackie S. and I am an alcoholic.
A.A. Literature Catalog & Digital Mini-Catalog
Who knows how often the A.A. Literature Catalog is updated? An updated
A.A. Literature Catalog is published every two-years. According to GSO’s
Publishing Department, the next catalog will be coming out mid-January
2020.
However, during this year 2019, the gap year, the GSO has had many
inquiries about availability of new and updated items. So the digital minicatalog was designed to fill that gap of information.
It does not come on printed paper but it can be viewed, downloaded and
printed on your printer.
The mini-catalog can be found on the AA.org website under the A.A.
Literature / Other Service Items / link.
This is the first year that the Publishing Department has produced the minicatalog. The link can be emailed as well. Raise your hand if you received
a copy by email this summer? I did too. It was exciting to see all the new
covers for so many pamphlets!
Hopefully it will help A.A. members discover what is new and revised in the
A.A. literature and other items.
The plan is to update this resource as necessary and to help share
information on new items as they become available.
If you need a copy of the current catalog, please stop by the literature
committee display table and get one.
Thank You. Jackie S.
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Does anybody have any questions?
Next up is Lisa A.
Our Great Responsibility
Hi, my name is Lisa, and I am an alcoholic. I am currently serving as
District 52 Literature Chair. I am excited to introduce to everyone the latest
A.A. World Services book release, published in May of this year, entitled
Our Great Responsibility. This is the first original title released by A.A.W.S.
in 30 years, and is now available in English, French, and Spanish. The last
book published was Daily Reflections, released in 1990, which offers some
perspective of why I am excited!
This new book contains a selection of 16 talks giving by Bill Wilson
addressing the General Service Conferences between 1951 and 1970.
Bill’s talks are derived from archival audio recordings and reflect years of
research and transcription.
Launched in 1951 and meeting annually ever since, A.A.’s General
Service Conference has been the primary mechanism for an increasingly
diverse membership. The annual GSC’s purpose is to determine and
deliberate its collective “group conscience” on a wide range of matters
affecting A.A. as a whole. Bill addressed the Conference annually for two
decades, from its inception up until his death in January 1971. The book
Our Great Responsibility gathers many of these talks and captures Bill’s
innovative and visionary thinking on numerous A.A. themes.
We get to hear Bill’s personal thoughts on group conscience, the
trusted servant, principles of A.A. service, relationship of principles to
personalities, and even the necessity to stand alone at times. The book
begins with a concise history of the founding of A.A.’s GSC. Bill fought
long and hard for the idea of an annual conference as a means to keep
A.A. alive and well, even beyond the lives of the founding members. The
16 talks presented by Bill are remarkably timeless and timely, and provide
fresh perspectives on the A.A. fellowship in his own words. Bill consistently
focuses on inclusion, and reminds us that we are all the same in our
humanness, but that we often see things in different ways. Bill was
passionate about forging a path in which A.A. could live on and continue to
attract and support suffering alcoholics. He advocated for inclusion,
diversity, accountability, and service, among other topics, all of which are
still relevant today.
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Enhancing the written text are more than 60 black and white and
color images from A.A. Archives, some never before published. There are
photos of people, places, original manuscripts, hand-written drafts,
bulletins, magazine covers, and vintage posters. I particularly enjoyed
seeing the cover of the 1939 Liberty magazine in which A.A. is first
mentioned in print on a national level. The 1941 Saturday Evening Post
cover is included; that is the issue that contained the infamous Jack
Alexander article about A.A.
Following the 16 talks by Bill, the book concludes with three talks by
special friends of A.A. Lois’s address at the 1966 Conference is included.
She referenced the history of Al-Anon, which she helped form after the
1951 A.A. Conference. Next, there is a talk in 1953 by Bernard Smith, who
was one of Bill’s closest and most trusted advisors. Finally, Dr. John Norris
presents a talk in 1971, which is the year that Bill died.
Through 7 decades the General Service Conference has refined and
renewed A.A.’s message in order to better spread the word of hope and
recovery to suffering alcoholics. The new book, Our Great Responsibility
offers readers around the world a window into how A.A. moves forward in
unity.
Does anybody have any questions?
Next up is Coach.

Videos and Audios
Hi, I am Coach and I am an alcoholic. When I first came to A.A. in 1986 I
thought I needed help. I was very naïve. The only thing I knew about A.A.
and alcoholism was from the movie “The Days of Wine and Roses” and its
depiction of alcoholism.
Recently my involvement with the literature committee has made me aware
that there is much more than just the Hollywood versions of A.A. found in
movies like “My Name is Bill W.” and “28 Days”. We have at our fingertips
more than 40 videos and audios to make clear the concepts of A.A.
Informative, entertaining, stimulating and thought provoking they cover
many areas important to the understanding of A.A.—what we do and what
we don’t do.
It should be noted that the faces of actual A.A. members are obscured to
protect their anonymity. We take the anonymous part of our name
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seriously. These videos and audios can be found at. www.aa.org. Search
for videos and audios link.
https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/videos-and-audios
Please play the video - “25 and Under” and stop it at 1 minute.
Please play the video - “I Have Hope (PSA)” for the full 1 minute.
Please play the audio- “Everybody was on my case” for the full 30 seconds.
Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

Item R: Discuss changes to the text of the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions
directed by the 71st General Service Conference.
Background Notes:
Excerpt from the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Literature the Summary background for 2022 Conference agenda
item related to changes to the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.
Excerpt from the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Literature Committee report:
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions: The committee discussed several proposed
agenda items, listed below, regarding requests to rescind changes to the book Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions, based upon the Advisory Actions of the 71st General
Service Conference, and took no action.
• Consider request to take no action on all requests to revise portions of the
Big Book and Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.
• Consider request to suspend all amendments to the Big Book and Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions passed at the 71st General Service
Conference.
• Consider requests to change portions of text in the book, Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions, back to previous wording.
• Consider requests to change back to previous versions of all text and
format for the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.
• Consider motion to preserve portions of the Big Book and the whole of the
book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.
• Consider request to visit the legitimacy of the revisions to the language used
in Step Six of the "Twelve and Twelve."
Rather, the trustees’ Literature Committee agreed to forward the following agenda
item to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature:
"The trustees’ Literature Committee requests that the 2022 Conference Committee
on Literature discuss changes to the text of the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions directed by the 71st General Service Conference.”

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A.
document. Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public,
including aspects of the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material
and the anonymity of members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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Background:
1. TCL Summary background for 2022 Conference agenda item related to changes
to the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions
2. History of Proposed Changes Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions

Back to Agenda

CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A.
document. Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public,
including aspects of the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material
and the anonymity of members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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TCL Summary background for 2022 Conference agenda item related to changes
to the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.
LITERATURE

Prepared with the support of G.S.O. Archives department. December 2021

Item R
Doc. 1

Discuss changes to the text of the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions directed by the
71st General Service Conference.
The changes to the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions that were passed by substantial
unanimity at the 71st GSC were:
Advisory Action 18
A revision be made to page 117 in the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, replacing
the phrase “opposite sex” with the word “partner” as follows, and that a footnote be added
to provide context to the change as it relates to inclusivity:
The text on page 117 which currently reads: "Nearly every sound human being, experiences
at some time in life, a compelling desire to find a mate of the opposite sex with whom the
fullest possible union can be made – spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical. This mighty
urge is the root of great human accomplishments, a creative energy that deeply influences
our lives. God fashioned us that way .... "
Be revised to read: "Nearly every sound human being, experiences at some time in life, a
compelling desire to find a partner with whom the fullest possible union can be made –
spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical. This mighty urge is the root of great human
accomplishments, a creative energy that deeply influences our lives. God fashioned us that
way .... "
Advisory Action 19
The sentence which includes the phrase “lustful enough to rape” in paragraph one on page
66 in the chapter “Step Six” of the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, be revised to
refer to the Seven Deadly Sins without specific mention of examples that are severe in nature
as follows, and that a footnote be added to provide context as to the basis for the change:
The text on page 66 which currently reads: "No one wants to be angry enough to murder,
lustful enough to rape, gluttonous enough to ruin his health."
Be revised to read: "No one wants to commit the deadly sins of anger, lust or gluttony.”
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Advisory Action 23
The Long Form of each Tradition be included at the end of each essay for that Tradition in
the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, and that the complete set of Traditions at the
back of the book be retained as is.
Proposed Agenda Items (PAIs) for the 72nd General Service Conference
The General Service Office received 40 requests to reverse or rescind one or more of these
advisory actions, and/or to preserve, unaltered, the text of the book Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions, as originally published. Some PAIs were similar, with some having content that were
verbatim duplications. This perhaps reflects some coordination that was taking place in the
absence of districts or areas convening prior to the submission deadline, which had moved up
due to the piloting of the Equitable Distribution of Workload program. This was stated in at least
one of the submissions.
It should be noted that some proposed agenda items also included commentary on other items
and requests to undo other actions from the 71st GSC. Here we summarize only the sentiments
related to the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions advisory actions.
The proposed agenda items, excerpts sampled below, fell broadly into four categories
referencing:
1. the 1995 advisory action that no changes happen to the Big Book,
2. the “slippery slope” concern, that these changes could lead to endless future changes,
3. that the COVID pandemic, or other issues, didn’t allow for a fully informed group
conscience,
4. that the changes are the result of outside issues and therefore not in keeping with
Tradition 10.
Below is a summary of the submitted items, illustrated by a range of PAI examples .
1 - The 1995 Advisory Action: The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the
Preface, the Forewards, “The Doctor’s Opinion,” “Doctor Bob’s Nightmare,” and the
Appendices remain as is. These proposed agenda items ranged from suggesting additional/new
disclaimer text contextualizing the text of the book, handling changes in footnotes, and denying
any proposed change to any of Bill’s writings based on the 1995 Advisory Action and the strong
sentiment that Bill Wilson’s writings remain unchanged.
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PAI-76: That a disclaimer be added to the front of the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions,
as follows: "While the language in this text may seem dated, please remember that Bill W.
wrote in the language and custom of his times. Bill was very tolerant of different individuals and
members. All alcoholics were and are now welcomed cordially into AA. Were Bill to write this
book today, it may be worded differently in some places. Society may change, but the basic
spiritual principles of Alcoholics Anonymous are classic and eternal. We hope that this book
continues to broaden and deepen the understanding of the Twelve Steps as written in the book
Alcoholics Anonymous."
PAI-80: To maintain the integrity and historical accuracy of the publication Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions, that all proposed changes be handled in footnotes rather than in a revision of
the actual text.
PAI-94: That all consideration of amendments to the portions of the Big Book covered by the
1995 Advisory, all sections of Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and other language passed in
the past 71st General Service Conference be suspended until the General Service Conference
deems that business meetings of AA groups and the interaction between AA groups and their
GSRs have returned to normal after the Covid 19 pandemic.
PAI-143: This proposal is being made regarding two recommended revisions made by the
Literature Committee during the 71st General Services Conference that changes the Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions: (1) A revision be made to page 117 in the book, Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions, replacing the phrase "opposite sex" with the word "partner" as follows, and
that a footnote be added to provide context to the change as it relates to inclusivity and (2)
regarding the sentence which includes the phrase "lustful enough to rape" in paragraph one on
page 66 in the chapter "Step Six" of the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, be revised to
refer to the Seven Deadly Sins without specific mention of examples that are severe in nature as
follows, and that a footnote be added to provide context as to the basis for the change. That the
changes to Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions enacted by the 71st General Service Conference
NOT be implemented and that Twelves Steps and Twelve Traditions remain as published prior to
the 71st General Service Conference. Further, that no changes to the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, as described in the 1995 Conference Action and others, or Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions, as described in the 2002 Conference Action be implemented due to the
strong sentiment that Bill Wilson's writings remain untouched.

PAI-140: We are writing to express our concerns regarding the changes made to AA Literature at
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the 2021 General Service Conference, as well as the potential changes in 2022. We believe that
many alcoholics across the nation have concerns regarding the amendments to the Preamble
and the 12 & 12. Alcoholics Anonymous is a proud and diverse group of people who hold our
literature and traditions in the highest esteem. Our lives have been saved by this program, and
we deeply value our books and the words of Bill Wilson in their original and true form. We
believe that tampering with the original wording and format of the Big Book and/or 12 & 12 is a
disservice to the groups and Alcoholics Anonymous as a whole. We should honor our traditions
and the words of our founder by continuing to use the literature in its original format.
We all know that changes will come to the first 164 pages of the book, likely at the next GSC.
However, the 1995 advisory action states “The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s Nightmare,’ and the
Appendices remain as is.” We believe that entertaining the idea of a plain language big book is
in direct opposition to this statement, as well as what our program has taught us. We are deeply
concerned about the unity of Alcoholics Anonymous. This program has saved many lives, and
we know that some groups will be resistant to the changes that are being proposed. It is
possible that groups that are adamant about maintaining the original wording of AA literature
will refuse to read the new Preamble and neglect to study the new 12 and 12. Many alcoholics
will turn up their noses at the idea of a “simple language” big book. Continuity is important to
us as a group, and it is our strong belief that these changes will be to the detriment of the
program, as well as numerous AA groups around the world. It is our sincere hope that no
changes will be made to the Big Book, no further changes will be made to the 12 & 12, and that
the original wording of the Big Book not be tampered with in order to preserve the deep pride
and sense of history that Alcoholics Anonymous members hold so dear.
2 - “Slippery Slope” - the concern that these changes could lead to endless future changes.
While no conference advisory action is binding on future advisory actions, several agenda items
referred to the 1995 advisory action related to not changing certain portions of the text
Alcoholics Anonymous or thought that related prior actions should be reversed prior to making
any changes. Concern was raised that translations of the 12x12 throughout the world would not
align with the revised book.
Some asserted that the changes were politically motivated, based on semantics or sensitivities,
and that making these changes will open the door to all the literature requiring revision or the
need to revise literature over time to be relatable.
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PAI-138: Whether it was from a lack of institutional knowledge, or perhaps the huge agenda
load that the Conference Literature Committee had to navigate; for the first time in the
Conference’s seven decades of history, conflicting advisory actions were created without
amending or revoking prior advisory actions. Additionally, what appears to be a massive cost to
change a grand total of ten words, there is a significant concern that there are dozens of
translations of the 12 & 12 worldwide. Noting such, the 71st advisory action makes each one of
those foreign translations no longer in compliance with the rewritten book.
PAI-139: Alcoholics Anonymous is a proud and diverse group of people who hold our literature
and traditions in the highest esteem. Our lives have been saved by this program, and we deeply
value our books and the words of Bill W. in their original and true form. We believe that
tampering with the 12 & 12 is a disservice to the groups and Alcoholics Anonymous as a whole.
We should honor our traditions and the words of our founder by continuing to use the literature
in its original format.
PAI-142: Motion to rescind the revisions to the book the Twelve and Twelve. Specifically, to
rescind the removal of the phrase “opposite sex” from paragraph two on page 117 in the
chapter “Step Twelve” and change to "partner." Also, to rescind the removal of the phrase
"lustful enough to rape" in paragraph one on page 66 in the chapter "Step Six" and change it to
"No one wants to commit the deadly sins of anger, lust, or gluttony."
To rescind these changes will assist AA in not adding to the confusion and contradiction of
semantics in types of wording in all of our literature.
Our reasoning is that opening the door to these types of changes caused by semantic
arguments would only increase the workload on our trusted servants at every level by possibly
creating a myriad of changes due to confused or hurt feelings. Once we change one piece of
literature, we then open the door to take aim at ALL literature. All of our literature has gotten
and kept millions of alcoholics sober over the decades; even though there are words that could
cause confusion and/or hurt for some, millions of us have accepted and recovered with them in
the literature…
Also, the same with referring to "partner." Semantics again - there are a myriad of definitions for
partners that could keep us busy for years trying to fix something that may not be a problem for
the majority of alcoholics.
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PAI-149: If this systematic poisoning of our AA literature is not stopped now, Alcoholics
Anonymous will cease to exist, just as the Washingtonians did. The Washingtonian Movement
did not keep outside political issues out of their organization and they ceased to exist. They
became involved in all manners of controversial social reforms. They took on a noble cause of
their time, slavery, and prohibition and as a result, their group fragmented and perished
completely within a few years. Alcoholics Anonymous cannot afford to stray from its primary
purpose…
Changing pronouns is only the beginning. It will start with that, then the removal of language
that is “too harsh” or “offensive”. It will end with the removal of the word “God” from our
literature…
Risking our lives and the lives of future alcoholics by allowing the outside issue of ANY politics to
influence and actually change our literature is suicidal and NOT right!
Those who engaged in this deadly politically motivated altering of our literature need to STOP!
These decisions and the people who made them do NOT represent the whole of Alcoholics
Anonymous.
These men and women on whatever committee that changed our literature NEED to actually
represent Alcoholics Anonymous NOT any outside issues, especially politics.
PAI-150: Our co-founder Bill wrote our book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions in the 1950s.
He used idioms and set expressions from that time, but today these often sound outdated,
biased and exclusive. Fifty years from now our present manner of speech and manner of living
will certainly sound old-fashioned, even ridiculous, to those future generations. Every language
changes and adapts as its society and culture evolve. Yet the AA message of recovery from
alcoholism probably will not change.
Advisory Actions #18 and #19 may open up a flood of proposals for agenda items to change our
literature to match ever-evolving societal mores. This could lead to requests for immediate
edits, rewording and deletions of all our literature, including our co-founder's original works. It
is not possible to constantly satisfy everyone's sensitivities.
3 - Limited discussion and/or lack of fully informed group conscience. Some proposed agenda
items raised significant concern that a thorough group conscience was not obtained about the
agenda items at the 71st GSC due to the pandemic. Some suggested that amendments should be
suspended until business meetings have returned to normal after the Covid19 pandemic. There
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was concern for the need for a broader group conscience, especially given the gravity of these
changes, to ensure that all the voice of AA is heard.
PAI-94: That all consideration of amendments to the portions of the Big Book covered by the
1995 Advisory, all sections of Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and other language passed in
the past 71st General Service Conference be suspended until the General Service Conference
deems that business meetings of AA groups and the interaction between AA groups and their
GSRs have returned to normal after the Covid 19 pandemic.
PAI-148: The problem is that there is a disconnect from GSR's/Districts Members/Area Reps to
the groups & not enough ears heard the motion to change the language of the TWELVE STEPS
AND TWELVE TRADITIONS The problem this proposed item addresses is intervening with Bill's
writings The TWELVE STEPS AND TWELVE TRADITIONS was written by Bill & by guidance of his
spiritual sponsor. It took Divine Time & Patience to wait on letters that hi: spiritual sponsor
received guidance from the elders. But the final say was Bill's writings as it was his intuition and
ACTION to help alcoholics gain emotional sobriety and recover.
PAI-150: The pandemic has had a profound effect throughout our fellowship worldwide. Some
members lacking Internet access or computer skills have not been able to transition to online
formats. Regular meeting places and well-established home groups were shuttered or
separated. Members found they could not contact others when groups changed online meeting
access codes, or reopened, sometimes in new locations.
Greater thought and full debate is needed before changing the wording to one of our basic
texts. The Fellowship should have the opportunity to 1) discuss the effect of such changes on
the context and meaning, and 2) understand the consequences of future demands to edit our
co-founder’s own words, and that of all our literature.
PAI-163: My group recognizes the unprecedented impact that COVID-19 has had on our
fellowship in the last 12 months. Never in AA history have in-person meetings been interrupted
for such a long period of time. Though online meetings have been available, communication has
been inconsistent at best during this period with many members with many years of sobriety
not attending online meetings.

We feel this action has been taken without an accurate representation of the group conscious of
AA as a whole. Such a change requires exhaustive communication and thorough group
conscience input for GSRs and Delegates to vote for the full fellowship. An online forum for a
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GSC meeting is a temporary work-around and should not be the way such an impactful decision
is made.
4 - Addresses outside issues and therefore not in keeping with Tradition 10. Several proposed
agenda items felt that these changes represent explicit endorsements of outside issues and thus
violate Tradition 10. A number of other traditions were also raised. Concern was raised that
these changes will fuel infighting and division within AA, which is a distraction from our primary
purpose.
PAI-146: Remove the phrase partner and replace it with the phrase opposite sex. This is an
outside issue. It is also changing a historical document. STEP TWELVE same paragraph "WE AA's
CANNOT PRETEND TO OFFER FULL ANSWERS TO AGE OLD PERPLEXITIES BUT OUR OWN
EXPERIENCE DOES PROVIDE CERTAIN ANSWERS THAT WORK FOR US." To change their
experience because someone has a different lifestyle is wrong. There are many ways to get that
message across without changing history. Historical document. This book also goes to a lot of
other countries where some of these changes can be construed as illegal.
PAI-153: Consider requests to change back to previous versions of text and format for the book,
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions. These requests would rescind Advisory Actions from the
2021 General Service Conference which changed text on pages 66 and 117 and moved the long
form of the traditions.
Changes were a violation of Tradition 10.
PAI-178: Motion to visit the legitimacy of the changes to the preamble and the revisions to the
language used in Step Six of the Twelve and Twelve, given that they aren explicit endorsement
of outside issues/causes. If outside issues are found to have been endorsed then a revocation of
the changes is hereby proposed.
Infighting division within AA, distraction from our primary purpose as an organization and
splitting groups up. The revisions to the preamble and Twelve and Twelve language puts AA in
the position of endorsing causes and outside issues and conflicts with the preamble itself ( i.e.,
neither endorses nor opposes any outside issues). The change is also inconsistent with the First
and Twelfth Traditions regarding Unity and Anonymity.
In essence, the changes addressed an "issue" that was not the result of overt actions on the
part of AA, and sets a dangerous precedent for any and all other outside issues to be
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incorporated. Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help the other alcoholic achieve sobriety
(regardless of any outside issue or cause).
Lastly, there were some submissions that did not fit into the four categories and were more
general in nature, see examples below
PAI-152, PAI-155, PAI-159, and PAI-160
In my humble opinion, the Big Book Of Alcoholics Anonymous and the 12 STEPS AND 12
TRADITIONS were inspired by the hand of God, the authors were merely the instrument of the
hand of God. These two books might be the only AA some people get to see. They have saved
my life and given me a life worth living. Changes to this literature are not minor issues and the
voice of all of AA should be heard.
PAI-151
We have included our letter written to the GSC members in preparation of this and other
agenda items. We also ask, have we become so righteous that our ears cannot hear anything
that might offend or disturb us? Does anyone in the GSC believe the intent of this language was
to offend or diminish anyone or anything? Do you really think it is language changes like this
that will help people get and stay sober?
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LITERATURE
Item R
Doc.2

Book: Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions
History: Proposed Changes and Editorial Updates
2002 - Current

Part 1: Conference Advisory Actions

Year

Advisory Action

2002

The text in the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, written by
Bill Wilson, remain as is, recognizing the Fellowship’s feeling that
Bill’s writings be retained as originally published.

2003

A draft Introduction to be added to the front matter of the Twelve Steps
and Twelve Traditions be developed by the General Service Office’s
Publications Department and reviewed by the trustees’ Literature
Committee and brought back to the 2004 Conference Literature
Committee for their consideration.
Note: The purpose of adding an Introduction would be to explain the
language in Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and would include
the following information:
•

Time and era of publication

•

Language as a reflection of the time period

Reference to the 2002 Conference Advisory Action: “It was unanimously
recommended that the text in the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions, written by Bill Wilson remain as is recognizing the Fellowship’s
feeling that Bill’s writings be retained as originally published.”
This Introduction is to create a unified response to questions regarding
specific language, idioms, and historical figures or events from A.A.
members, newcomers and non-alcoholics.
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2005

The following introduction be added to the front matter of Twelve Steps
and Twelve Traditions:
Introduction
Alcoholics Anonymous first published this book, Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions, in 1953. Bill W., who, along with Dr. Bob S., founded
Alcoholics Anonymous in 1935,wrote the book to share 18 years of
collective experience within the Fellowship on how A.A. members
recover, and how our society functions.
In recent years some members and friends of A.A. have asked if it
would be wise to update the language, idioms, and historical
references to present a more contemporary image for the Fellowship.
However, because the book has helped so many alcoholics find
recovery, there exists strong sentiment within the Fellowship against
any change to it. In fact, the 2002 General Service Conference
discussed this issue and “it was unanimously recommended that the
text in the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, written by Bill W.,
remain as is, recognizing the Fellowship’s feeling that Bill’s writing be
retained as originally published.”
We hope that the collective spiritual experience of the A.A. pioneers
captured in these pages continues to help alcoholics and friends of
A.A. understand the principles of our program.

2021

1. A revision be made to page 117 in the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions, replacing the phrase “opposite sex” with the word “partner” as
follows, and that a footnote be added to provide context to the change as
it relates to inclusivity:
The text on page 117 which currently reads:
"Nearly every sound human being, experiences at
some time in life, a compelling desire to find a mate
of the opposite sex with whom the fullest possible
union can be made – spiritual, mental, emotional,
and physical. This mighty urge is the root of great
human accomplishments, a creative energy that
deeply influences our lives. God fashioned us that
way "
Be revised to read:
"Nearly every sound human being, experiences at
some time in life, a compelling desire to find a
partner with whom the fullest possible union can be
made – spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical.
This mighty urge is the root of great human
accomplishments, a creative energy that deeply
influences our lives. God fashioned us that way "
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2021

2. The sentence which includes the phrase “lustful enough to rape” in
paragraph one on page 66 in the chapter “Step Six” of the book, Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions, be revised to refer to the Seven Deadly Sins
without specific mention of examples that are severe in nature as follows,
and that a footnote be added to provide context as to the basis for the
change:
The text on page 66 which currently reads:
"No one wants to be angry enough to murder,
lustful enough to rape, gluttonous enough to ruin
his health."
Be revised to read:
"No one wants to commit the deadly sins of anger,
lust or gluttony.”
The Long Form of each Tradition be included at
the end of each essay for that Tradition in the
book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, and
that the complete set of Traditions at the back
of the book be retained as is.
3. The sentence which includes the phrase “lustful enough to rape” in
paragraph one on page 66 in the chapter “Step Six” of the book, Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions, be revised to refer to the Seven Deadly Sins
without specific mention of examples that are severe in nature as follows,
and that a footnote be added to provide context as to the basis for the
change:
The text on page 66 which currently reads:
"No one wants to be angry enough to murder,
lustful enough to rape, gluttonous enough to
ruin his health."
Be revised to read:
"No one wants to commit the deadly sins of
anger, lust or gluttony.”
The Long Form of each Tradition be included at
the end of each essay for that Tradition in the
book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, and
that the complete set of Traditions at the back
of the book be retained as is.
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Part 2: Conference Committee on Literature - Committee Considerations
Year

2002

Committee Consideration
Taking into consideration previous Conference Advisory Actions
addressing the historical context of Bill Wilson’s writings, the committee
requested that the trustees’ Literature Committee consider adding a
statement to the Foreword of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions
explaining the historical context of Bill’s writings and report back to the
2003 Conference Literature Committee.

2004

After lengthy discussion, the committee requested that the Publications
Department rewrite the draft introduction to be added to the front matter
of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, as recommended by the 2003
General Service Conference, taking into consideration suggestions from
the committee, and present it to the 2005 Conference Literature
Committee following review by the trustees’ Literature Committee.

2015

The committee reviewed a suggestion to produce a book combining
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions with the Twelve Concepts for World
Service and took no action. The committee noted that the Twelve
Concepts for World Service are suitably placed with the “A.A. Service
Manual” and in a stand-alone volume.
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Part 3: Committee Recommendations Failed to Pass

Year

Action

2018

That the trustees’ Literature Committee develop a new book, combining
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions with Twelve Concepts for World
Service, and bring back a progress report or draft manuscript to the 2019
Conference Committee on Literature.
Note: This item failed to receive the three quarters vote necessary to
become an Advisory Action on the Conference Floor.

2019

Text be added to the foreword of the book Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions as follows (Bold text reflects addition):
“A.A.’s Twelve Steps are a group of principles, spiritual in their
nature, which, if practiced as a way of life, can expel the
obsession to drink and enable the sufferer to become happily
and usefully whole.
“A.A.’s Twelve Traditions apply to the life of the Fellowship
itself. They outline the means by which A.A. maintains its
unity and relates itself to the world about it, the way it lives
and grows.
“A.A.’s Twelve Concepts for World Service are an
interpretation of A.A.’s world service structure. The
Concepts provide guidelines for carrying the message to
thousands of suffering alcoholics yet to come. They aim
to record the ‘why’ of our service structure. They may be
found in The A.A. Service Manual combined with Twelve
Concepts for World Service.”

Note: This item failed to receive the three quarters vote necessary to
become an Advisory Action on the Conference Floor.
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Part 4: Trustees’ Literature Committee

Year

Report

July 2002

The committee discussed the request from the 2002 Conference
Literature Committee that the committee consider adding a statement to
the Foreword of Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions explaining the
historical context of Bill W.’s writings and agreed to take no action.
The committee secretary will forward a report on this request from
Tom Jasper, Acting Publications Director, to the 2003 Conference
u
Literature Committee for their information.

November
2002

The committee discussed a suggestion to add the Twelve Concepts
(short form) to the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and
took no action.

August 2003

In response to a 2003 General Service Conference Advisory Action,
the committee reviewed a preliminary draft of the introduction
to the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions developed by the
Publications Department. The committee made some suggestions
and requested that a revised draft be presented to the
committee at the November 2003 meeting.

November
2003

The committee reviewed the draft Introduction to be added to the
front matter of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and agreed
to forward to the 2004 Conference Committee on Literature for
consideration.

July 2004

The committee discussed the 2004 Conference Literature
Committee Additional Consideration “that the Publications
Department rewrite the draft introduction to be added to the front
matter of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, as recommended by
the 2003 General Service Conference, taking into consideration
suggestions from the committee, and present it to the 2005 Conference
Literature Committee following review by the trustees’ Literature
Committee.” The committee requested that the Publications
Department rewrite the draft introduction taking into consideration
the suggestions from the Conference Committee on Literature.

October 2004

the committee reviewed the draft introduction to be added to the front
matter of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions presented by
Chris Cavanaugh, Publications Director. The committee requested
Chris to revise the final paragraph maintaining the spirit of the
sentiments expressed. The revised introduction will be considered by
the committee at the January 2005 meeting.
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January 2005

The committee reviewed the revised text presented by the
Publications Department and agreed to forward the revised text of
the draft Introduction of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions in
response to a request by the 2004 Conference Literature Committee
to the 2005 Conference Literature Committee for consideration.

July 2005

The addition of the Introduction to the front matter in the Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions has been completed in the hardcover,
soft cover and pocket versions. The large print version will be
completed by October 2005 and the gift edition will be completed in
the next printing—by November 2005
[Archives Note: The Introduction was added to the 67th Printing,
2005 hardcover edition]

February
2008

The committee discussed and took no action on an area request
“that the Twelve Concepts (short form) be added to the book Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions, and any other books or pamphlets
deemed appropriate by the Conference Literature Committee.

July 2012

The committee continued to discuss a request to add the Twelve
Concepts for World Service (with essays) to the current edition of the
book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and took no action.
G.S.O.’s Publications Department, along with staff, will continue to
look for alternative ways to make information about A.A.’s Third
Legacy available to the Fellowship.
[Archives Note: This request was first discussed at the October 2011
TLC meeting]

August 2014

The committee agreed to forward to the 2015 Conference Committee
on Literature a request to produce a book combining Twelve Steps
and Twelve Traditions with the Twelve Concepts for World Service.

January 2017

The committee considered a request for the revision to the Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions and agreed to take no action; noting
that the current introduction in the Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions adequately addresses the issue of dated language,
idioms, and historical references.

January 2019

The committee reviewed and agreed to forward to the 2019
Conference Committee on Literature the request to revise the
Foreword to the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.

February
2020

1. The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed and agreed to
forward to the 2020 Conference Committee on Literature the request
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to revise a paragraph in Step Twelve of the book Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions.
2. The trustees’ Literature Committee reviewed and agreed to
forward to the 2020 Conference Committee on Literature the request
to revise paragraph six in Step Six of the book Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions.

October 2020

1. The committee considered adding the Long Form of each Tradition
at the beginning of each essay for that Tradition in the book Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions and agreed to forward the item to the
2021 Conference Committee on Literature.
2. The committee considered adding the Long Form of each Tradition
at the beginning of each essay for that Tradition in the book Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions and agreed to table the item until the
January 2021 meeting.

January 2021

The committee considered adding the Long Form of each Tradition at
the beginning of each essay for that Tradition in the book, Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions and agreed to forward the item to the
2021 Conference Committee on Literature.

Part 5: Editorial Changes – Foreword
The changes in the Foreword are limited to updates to statistical data only. Refer
to the table below that illustrates examples of the updated content.

Year/Printing

Content in the Foreword

April 2002/63rd
Printing

* In 2002 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.

2003/38th

*In 2002, A.A. is established in approximately 150 countries.
In 2003 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.

Printing
(Softcover)

*In 2003, A.A. is established in 150 countries.
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July 2004/66th
Printing
2006/43rd
Printing
(Softcover)
February
2006/68th
Printing
2007/45th
Printing
(Softcover)
2008/71st

May
Printing

June
2013/Seventyeight Printing
December
2020/85th
Printing
January 2021/
29th Printing
(Large Print)
2021/86th

March
Printing

* In 2004 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.
*In 2004, A.A. is established in approximately 150 countries.
In 2006 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.
*In 2006, A.A. is established in more than 180 countries.
In 2006 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.
*In 2006, A.A. is established in more than 180 countries.
In 2007 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.
*In 2007, A.A. is established in more than 180 countries.
*In 2008 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.
*In 2008, A.A. is established in more than 180 countries.
* In 2013, it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.
* In 2013, A.A. is established in approximately 170 countries.
* In 2020 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.
*In 2020, A.A. is established in approximately 180 countries.
* In 2020 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.
*In 2020, A.A. is established in approximately 180 countries.
* In 2020 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.

2021/30th

*In 2020, A.A. is established in approximately 180 countries.
* In 2021 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.

2021/45th

*In 2021, A.A. is established in approximately 180 countries.
* In 2021 it is estimated that over two million have recovered
through A.A.

July
Printing (Large
Print)
July
Printing (Gift
Edition)

*In 2021, A.A. is established in approximately 180 countries.
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Additional Information
The book contains notes marked with asterisks on the following pages, however dates
these were first added have not been determined:
Step 12 – Page 118
*In adapted form, the Steps are also used by Al-Anon Family Groups. Not a part of A.A.,
this worldwide fellowship consists of spouses and other relatives or friends of alcoholics
(in A.A. or still drinking). Its headquarters address is 1600 Corporate Landing Pkwy.,
Virginia Beach, VA 23454-5617.

Tradition Three – Page 140
* In 1954, the name of the Alcoholic Foundation, Inc. was changed to the General
Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc. and the Foundation office is now the
General Service Office.

Tradition Four – Page 148
* In 1954, the name of the Alcoholic Foundation, Inc. was changed to the General
Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc. and the Foundation office is now the
General Service Office.

Tradition Seven – Page 162
* In 1954, the name of the Alcoholic Foundation, Inc. was changed to the General
Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc. and the Foundation office is now the
General Service Office.

Tradition Eight – Page 168
* In 1954, the name of the Alcoholic Foundation, Inc. was changed to the General
Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc. and the Foundation office is now the
General Service Office.

Tradition Eight – Page169
* The work of present-day staff members has no counterpart among the job categories
of commercial organizations. These A.A.’s bring a wide range of business and
professional experience to their service at The General Service Office.
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Tradition Nine – Page 173
* In 1954, the name of the Alcoholic Foundation, Inc. was changed to the General
Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc. and the Foundation office is now the
General Service Office.
Tradition Eleven – Page 182
* In 1954, the name of the Alcoholic Foundation, Inc. was changed to the General
Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc. and the Foundation office is now the
General Service Office.

Back to Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM S: Consider an update of the book Experience, Strength and Hope
Background Notes:

Excerpt from the 2021-22 TCL Subcommittee on development of a draft Fifth Edition of
the book, Alcoholics Anonymous 2022 Progress Report:
The TCL recommend to the Trustees’ Literature Committee for discussion and
possible forwarding to the Conference Literature Committee that all stories
dropped from the Fourth Edition be added to the Experience, Strength and Hope
next printing.
_______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Excerpt from the 2022 TCL 5th Edition_Subcomm_progress report
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SECTION 3 - PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE JANUARY 2022 TLC

We recommend to the Trustees’ Literature Committee for discussion and possible forwarding to the
Conference Literature Committee that
1. Review the Trustees’ Literature Committee report entitled “The Big Book and the General
Service Conference” (page 20). Recommend to the Trustees’ Literature Committee that this
report be included as background material with all future work on the Fifth Edition of the Big
Book.
2. Review the Historical Background Note (page 27) and Recommend to the Trustees’ Literature
Committee that this Note be included as background material with all future work on the Fifth
Edition of the Big Book.
3. Review Board talk on AA Principles by David E. (page 28) and Recommend to the Trustees
Literature Committee that this talk be included as background material with all future work on
the Fifth Edition of the Big Book.
4. Make a recommendation to the trustees’ Literature Committee to recommend to the
Conference Literature Committee that all stories dropped from the Fourth Edition be added to
the Experience, Strength and Hope next printing.
5. Review and accept the proposed timeline and related action plans

SECTION 4 - PROPOSED CONFERENCE SCHEDULE OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REVIEW

Below is a general estimate of timelines for topics related to the development of the fifth edition of
alcoholics anonymous. This timeline is a best estimate only and may vary due to the number of story
submissions we receive and ability to process these in a timely fashion. This calendar is to be reviewed and
updated by the Trustee's Literature Committee each year based on the progress of the committee.
72 ND GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE - POSSIBLE RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Review the Trustees’ Literature Committee report entitled “The Big Book and the General Service
Conference.” Recommend to the Trustees’ Literature Committee that this report be included as
background material with all future work on the Fifth Edition of the Big Book.
2. Review the subcommittee the Historical Background Note and Recommend to the Trustees’
Literature Committee that this Note be included as background material with all future work on the
Fifth Edition of the Big Book.
3. Review Board talk on AA Principles by David E. and Recommend to the Trustees
1. Literature Committee that this talk be included as background material with all future work on
the Fifth Edition of the Big Book.
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions
*Sunday, April 24, 2022, 3 p.m. – 4 p.m.
*EDW Items – Joint Meeting w/Trustees’ Literature Committee
Room: TBD
Sunday, April 24, 2022, 4 p.m. – 6 p.m.
Room: TBD
Monday, April 25, 2022, 9 a.m. – Noon
Room: TBD
Chairperson: Caroline N.
Secretary: Jeff W.

Conference Committee Members
Panel 71
Bob K.
Mary M.**
Stacy M.
Caroline N.*
Brian T.

Panel 72
Mike B.
Monty C.
Andrea H.
Barbara R.

*chairperson
**alternate chairperson
♦ Introductions – Caroline N., Conference committee chairperson.
♦ Review Conference Committee Composition, Scope and Procedure – Caroline N.,
Conference committee chairperson.
1. EDW Summary Results.
2. 2021 Conference Literature Committee Composition, Scope and
Procedure.
3. A.A. World Services, Inc. Policy on Publication: Keeping A.A. Literature
Current.
♦ Review history of Conference committee – Jeff W., secretary
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A.

Review G.S.O. general manager’s report regarding General Service Conference
site selection.

B.

Review dates for the 2026 General Service Conference.

C.

Discuss the procedure: “Process for Approving Observers to the Conference.”

D.

Review progress report on the development of a process using virtual meeting
technologies for polling the G.S.C. between meetings.

E.

Discuss report on the Equitable Distribution of Workload process.

F.

Consider request to restore a paragraph in the story “Freedom from Bondage” in
the book Alcoholics Anonymous.

G.

Consider request to revise the pamphlet “Questions and Answers on
Sponsorship” to reflect shared experience on service sponsorship.
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2022 Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions

ITEM A:

Review G.S.O. General Manager’s report regarding General Service
Conference site selection.

Background notes:
2021 Additional Committee Consideration
Policy/Admissions:

of

the

Conference

Committee

on

The committee reviewed the G.S.O. general manager’s report regarding General
Service Conference site selection. The committee agreed with the overall goal of a
reduction or containment of total Conference costs, the suitability of sleeping rooms
and meeting rooms, and an improvement in the convenience and cost of
transportation to and from airports. The committee requested that future reports
include more details on specific sites considered.
From the January 29, 2022 Report of the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference
The committee received a verbal report from the general manager regarding the
2024 GSC site selection report. The committee expressed appreciation for the
efforts to date. The committee requested that the general manager continue
development of the site selection report and forward it as background for the 2022
Conference Committee on Policy and Admissions.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Current Conference Charter excerpt:
9. The General Service Conference Meetings: The Conference will meet yearly in
the City of New York, unless otherwise agreed upon. Special meetings may be
called should there be a grave emergency. The Conference may also render
advisory opinions at any time by a mail or telephone poll in aid of the General
Service Board or its related services.

Background:
1.

General Manager’s report on General Service Conference site selection

2.

Advisory Actions regarding General Service Conference site selection
1 of 1
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Memorandum
Date:
To:
Copy:
From:
Re:

February 15, 2022
2022 Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions
Trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference
Bob W., General Manager
Site selection for the General Service Conference

2024 General Service Conference Site Selection Report
Last year, the Policy Admissions Conference Committee suggested that future General
Service Conference Site Selection Reports include more details on specific sites
considered. They also noted their agreement with an overall reduction or containment of
total Conference costs, suitability of sleeping rooms and meeting rooms and an
improvement in the convenience and cost of transportation to and from airports.
Final site selection and dates for the 74th and 75th General Service Conferences have not
yet been chosen due to the uncertainty of the hotel market and lasting effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, as the pandemic has continued, the risk of booking
events/signing hotel contracts has remained high. Our experience with Regional Forums
illustrates this as they are only just now returning to in-person since 2020. The first
Regional Forum this year, scheduled for May in Prince Edward Island Canada, may have
to be adjusted to virtual as there are still several restrictions in place. Although,
cancellation clauses may be honored, it is possible hotels could go out of business and
we may lose deposits or be offered a future date that may not align with rotation or future
contracts.
The office is now preparing to transition all events back to schedules and cadences they
were on pre-pandemic. This includes the General Service Conference. This transition is
supported by the General Service Boards decision at its October 2021 meeting, that all
regional forums in 2022 be held in person. Also, the surge in COVID-19 cases due to the
Omicron variant is, as of this writing (February 2022), diminishing quickly. These factors
along with a general sentiment from many in the medical community, that the pandemic
is nearing an end have reduced contractual risk, so we are now beginning to move
forward with planning.
In 2018, the office engaged a consultant, Talley Management who sent RFPs to 11 hotels
in New York City, Westchester County, Long Island, Connecticut, and New Jersey. The
results of these efforts yielded our current site, the Brooklyn Marriott, for this and next
year’s Conferences. Although the data gathered during this process is a few years old, it
still provides a good cross section of hotels that could meet our specifications and
convenience to airports.
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We have done preliminary research for the 2024 site selection beginning with the hotels
we have utilized over the past several years. Both have been affected by the pandemic.
The Hilton Westchester in Rye, NY which closed and is out of business and the Crowne
Plaza that closed temporarily with expectations of reopening sometime this year. We
researched and gathered details from the Crowne Plaza-NYC, Brooklyn Marriot-NYC, the
Princeton Marriott-NJ, and The HYATT Regency-CT.
General Cost Comparisons

General Costs
Sleeping Rooms
Meals
AV

Brooklyn
Marriott
413,795
400,000
140,000

Crowne
Plaza
413,795
400,000
140,000

Princeton
Marriott
333,390
400,000
140,000

Hyatt Regency
399,176
400,000
140,000

General hotel costs are broken down into sleeping rooms, meals and AV. Comparisons
of these hotels shows little variation in food and beverage and AV costs. There is some
cost savings on sleeping rooms with the NJ and CT locations. Based on projected
increases from the 2019 Conference held at the Crowne Plaza and this year’s at the
Brooklyn Marriot, there would be minimal or no cost savings between them.
Suitability of sleeping and meeting rooms
All four hotels chosen meet our standards and needs to host the Conference in a manner
that supports past practice, meeting formats and schedules. Each location has been
assessed for safety, quality, and service.
Distance and convenience from airports
Brooklyn Marriott
LaGuardia
10 Miles
Uber/Taxi
$100 (Each way)
30-45 Minutes

Crowne Plaza
LaGuardia
11 Miles
Uber/Taxi
$100 (Each way)
45-60 Minutes

Princeton Marriott
Newark Liberty
36 Miles
Uber/Taxi
$100 (Each way)
45-60 Minutes

Hyatt Regency
LaGuardia
30 Miles
Uber/Taxi
$100 (Each way)
40-60 Minutes

This data shows costs for transportation to and from airports are virtually the same for
each location. Assessment of JFK airport was also done in comparison to LaGuardia but
is further, more costly, and longer in duration.
To conclude, we will solicit official requests for proposals (RFP’s) from the four hotels
noted in this report in the next few months as well as continue to try and identify other
suitable sites.
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Conference Advisory Actions Regarding General Service Conference Site
Selection

2017 It was recommended that:
General Service Office management submit a report on the process,
implementation and status on the site selection of the General Service Conference
for review by the 2018 Policy/Admissions Committee.
2008 It was recommended that:
The responsibility for General Service Conference site selection be delegated to
General Service Office management, subject to approval of the General Service
Board; and that a report be forwarded to the 2009 General Service Conference.
1991 It was recommended that:
The 1992 General Service Conference annual meeting be held in the city of New
York. (Floor Action)
1970 It was recommended that:
The General Service Office have the right to choose the hotel for the 1971 General
Service Conference without conferring further with the delegates to the
Conference. (Delegates Only Meeting)
1969 It was recommended that:
Inasmuch as G.S.O. is now giving consideration to relocation of the office in New
York, consideration might also be given to the relocation of the site of this annual
meeting, with a view to returning to single-room accommodations, so that the
advantages of private meditation, study, thought and rest might be restored. It was
further suggested that the rising costs of the annual meeting might be controlled,
or at least reduced, by a study of possible alternative hotel accommodations.
(Delegates Only Meeting)
1956 It was recommended that:
The proposal that meetings of the General Service Conference be “rotated” from
New York City in even years to a different geographical section in odd years be
tabled for consideration at some future date.

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions

ITEM B:

Review dates for the 2026 General Service Conference.

Background notes:
2021 Additional Committee Consideration
Policy/Admissions:

of

the

Conference

Committee

on

The committee reviewed the dates for the 2025 General Service Conference. In
order to provide additional flexibility to the General Service Office management in
contracting the most cost effective and appropriate venues for the General Service
Conference, the committee selected the following dates for the 75th General
Service Conference in order of preference: May 4 – May 10, 2025; April 27 – May
3, 2025; May 11 – May 17, 2025. The committee noted that these proposed
Conference dates are the best choices for not conflicting with any significant
holidays. The committee asks that all Conference members be notified of the final
dates for the 75th General Service Conference as soon as they are finalized by
G.S.O. management.

Background:
1.
2.

List of past GSC dates
2026 calendar with holidays & observances
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List of Conference Dates from 1993 to 2022
April 18 – 24, 1993
April 17 – 23, 1994
April 30 – May 6, 1995
April 21 – 27, 1996
April 13 – 19, 1997
April 19 – 25, 1998
April 18 – 24, 1999
April 30 – May 6, 2000
April 22 – 28, 2001
April 21 – 27, 2002
April 27 – May 3, 2003
April 18 – 24, 2004
April 17 – 23, 2005
April 23 – 29, 2006
April 22 – 28, 2007
April 27 – May 3, 2008
April 26 – May 2, 2009
April 18 – 24, 2010
May 1 – 7, 2011
April 22 – 28, 2012
April 21 – 27, 2013
April 27 – May 3, 2014
April 19 – 25, 2015
April 17 – 23, 2016
April 23 – 29, 2017
April 22 – 28, 2018
May 19 – 25, 2019
May 16 – 19, 2020
April 18 – 24, 2021
April 24 – 30, 2022
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Calendar for Year 2026 (United States)
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Holidays and Observances:
Jan 1

New Year's Day

Jun 19 Juneteenth

Jan 19 Martin Luther King Jr. Day

Jun 21 Father's Day

Feb 14 Valentine's Day

Jun 26 Ashura

Feb 16 Presidents' Day

Jul 3

'Independence Day' day off

Feb 18 First Day of Ramadan

Jul 4

Independence Day

Mar 15 Lailat al-Qadr

Aug 26 The Prophet's Birthday

Mar 17 St. Patrick's Day

Sep 7

Mar 20 Eid al-Fitr

Sep 12 Rosh Hashana

Apr 1

Passover Eve

Sep 21 Yom Kippur

Apr 2

Passover (first day)

Oct 2

Apr 3

Good Friday (Many regions)

Oct 12 Columbus Day

Apr 5

Easter Sunday

Oct 31 Halloween

Apr 6

Easter Monday

Nov 3 Election Day

Apr 9

Last Day of Passover

Nov 11 Veterans Day

Labor Day

Last Day of Sukkot

Apr 15 Tax Day

Nov 26 Thanksgiving Day

May 5 Cinco de Mayo

Nov 27 Black Friday

May 10 Mother's Day

Dec 5

May 18 Victoria Day (Canada)

Dec 12 Last Day of Chanukah

May 25 Memorial Day

Dec 24 Christmas Eve

May 27 Eid al-Adha

Dec 25 Christmas Day (Many regions)

Jun 14 Flag Day

Dec 25 Christmas Day

Jun 17 Muharram

Dec 31 New Year's Eve
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2022 Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions

ITEM C:

Discuss the procedure: “Process for Approving Observers to the
Conference”.

Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Committee on Policy and Admissions

Background notes:
2019 Additional Committee Consideration
Policy/Admissions:

of

the

Conference

Committee

on

The committee requested that the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference develop a process for approving qualified representatives from other
A.A. service structures to observe the U.S. and Canada General Service
Conference that allows for these observers to be presented for General Service
Conference consideration prior to the General Service Conference week for review
by the 2020 General Service Conference.
From the February 1, 2020 minutes of the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2020 Conference Policy and Admissions
Committee for consideration two separate proposed processes for how a
Conference committee could review, discuss and act on proposed agenda items
not forwarded to a Conference committee and the process for approving observers
to the U.S./Canada General Service Conference.
2020 Conference Advisory Action:
It was recommended that:
The “Process for Approving Visitors to the Conference” be approved.
From the August 31, 2021 minutes of the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference:
The committee reviewed and discussed the Conference Policy and Admission
Committee’s 2021 suggestion to revise the “Process for Approving Observers to the
Conference” and took no action.
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The committee noted that the revision aims to enable the Conference Policy and
Admissions Committee to approve routine requests for admission from general Service
structures outside the U.S. and Canada without requiring a Conference Advisory Action.
The committee agreed that this item is under the purview of the General Service
Conference.

Background:
1.
2.

Submission Form – PAI #57 Change the procedure: “Process for Approving
Visitors to the Conference”
“Process for Approving Visitors to the Conference”
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PAI Submission form – Change Process on GSC Observers –
PAI 57 TCGSC (Topic: Conference Policy and Admissions)
(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.
REQUEST TO OBSERVE GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
Consider this request to allow the Policy and Admissions Committee and allow subsequent approval of the Trustees
General Service Conference Committee to approve visitors from other General Service Structures without full
Conference approval if the request has already been vetted by the Policy and Admissions Committee and the
Trustees General Service Conference Committee.
This would rescind parts of the following Advisory Actions:
1977: Current general service board and staff members from foreign countries be granted admission as observers,
upon request, to the annual General Service Conference of U.S. and Canada, not to exceed one representative
per country, at their own expense; and that the request be made through the General Service Office in New York.
2006: Current General Service Board members and G.S.O. staff members from other countries be granted
admission as observers upon their request to the annual General Service Conference of the U.S. and Canada; that
admission is not to exceed two countries and two representatives per country, one being a board member and/or
one G.S.O. staff member at each General Service Conference; that the request for admission be made through the
General Service Office in New York; and that decisions regarding responsibility for guest observer expenses be at
the discretion of the General Service Board.
2008: Representatives from other national A.A. service entities be granted admission as observers upon their
request to the annual General Service Conference of the United States and Canada; that admission is not to exceed
three countries and two representatives per country; that the request for admission be made through the General
Service Office in New York; and that decisions regarding responsibility for guest observer expenses be at the
discretion of the General Service Board.
(I was unable to find an advisory action that initiated having the GSC approve visitors before 1977)
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
If approved this recommendation would save time for GSC staff by eliminating the manhours necessary to
address this issue with conference members. In addition, it will save conference members the time of responding
to surveys when they have no (or little) knowledge of the visitors asking for approval to attend the GSC. Currently
this is just a ‘rubber stamp’ action.
In addition, this would support the Right of Decision by our trusted servants on the Policy and Admissions
Committee.
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who
is submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the
value of a broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group
conscience discussion on the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.
Delegate, Panel 71 Area 39 Western Missouri
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(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal.
List background material(s) included with the proposal:
This idea is based on the Panel 71 Committee Consideration from the Policy and Admissions Committee which
states:
“The committee requested that the trustees’ General
Service Conference Committee consider revising the
“Process for Approving Observers to the Conference”
to enable the Policy and Admissions Committee to
approve routine requests for admission from General
Service structures outside the U.S. and Canada without
requiring a Conference Advisory Action.”
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Process for Approving Observers to the Conference

The following is a process for approving qualified representatives from other A.A. service
structures to observe the U.S. and Canada General Service Conference that allows for
these observers to be presented for General Service Conference consideration and
approval prior to the General Service Conference week requested.
1. The timing impact must be considered for each observer request. The goal is to
ensure that all the steps of the process can be completed well before the opening
session of the Conference for which the observers are requesting to be admitted.
2. Observers’ requests received by October 1 will be considered for the upcoming
General Service Conference. Observer requests received after October 1 will be
considered for the following year’s General Service Conference.
3. Requests to observe the General Service Conference are received by the
Conference secretary and reviewed by the trustees’ Committee on General
Service Conference (TCGSC) which then makes a recommendation to the General
Service Board (G.S.B).
4. Following the General Service Board’s approval of a request from guest
observer(s) to attend the General Service Conference the request for admissions
to the Annual meeting of the General Service Conference is sent to the Conference
Policy/Admissions Committee for review and discussion.
Note: It is important to wait and inform the guest after the full approval process is
complete.
5. In accordance with its Scope and Procedure, the Conference Policy/Admissions
Committee has been responsible for reviewing all requests for access to the
Annual Meeting of the General Service Conference and making recommendations
to the entire Conference. The current Scope of the Conference Policy/Admissions
Committee states:
Admissions function: Is responsible for reviewing all requests for admissions to
the Annual Meeting of the General Service Conference.
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Therefore, the item is then added to the agenda of the Conference
Policy/Admissions Committee. The Conference Policy/Admissions schedules a
committee meeting before the Opening Session of the Conference for approving
or disapproving (by vote) the admittance of the guest observers to the Conference.
The committee then makes a recommendation to the Conference body.
Example of a request received by October 1: If the TCGSC approves the request
at their October meeting and if then the G.S.B. also approves the application at the
October meeting, the request is forwarded to the Conference Policy/Admissions
Committee for their action. Within the first two weeks of the following January, the
Conference Policy and Admissions Committee, with the assistance of the
committee secretary, will hold a conference call to address the request. If the
committee approves the request, then the committee secretary will immediately
forward a memorandum to the Conference Coordinator asking that the polling of
the entire Conference be initiated for their approval or rejection.
Note: It is important to remember that the timeline required to complete the
“Process for Polling the GSC between Annual Meetings” could take anywhere from
3-4 weeks, not taking into account if a vote to reconsider happens to pass and a
new poll needs to be initiated. The timing impact must be considered for each
observer request.
6. The recommendation will be presented to the Conference members for review,
discussion and potential approval using the “Process for Polling Conference
Between Meetings.”
7. After the recommendation vote is completed the guest observers, along with the
corresponding entity, are notified of the results.

Back to Cover
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ITEM D:

Review progress report on the development of a process using virtual
meeting technologies for polling the G.S.C. between meetings.

Background notes:
2021 Advisory Action of the General Service Conference
It was recommended that:
The trustees’ General Service Conference Committee develop a process for
polling the General Service Conference between annual meetings that makes use
of virtual meeting technologies, in order to enable real-time discussion and debate,
broad participation, and greater efficiency than the current process.
From the July 29, 2022 minutes of the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference:
The committee discussed the 71st G.S.C. advisory action for the trustees’ General
Service Conference Committee to develop a process for polling the G.S.C.
between annual meetings that makes use of virtual meeting technologies in order
to enable real-time discussion and debate, broad participation and greater
efficiency than the current process.
The committee noted that the “Process for Polling conference Between Meetings”
and any revisions to date have been Conference-approved. However, the current
request to consider changes to the procedures are requested to be implemented
during the current Conference cycle. The committee discussed the importance of
the polling to support the complexities of the group conscience decision-making
process as much as possible.
The committee agreed to move forward to explore developing and implementing a
procedure that makes use of virtual meeting technologies to improve the polling
approach in a way that is compatible with the group conscience process. The
committee agreed that background from a G.S.B. ad hoc committee on bylaws
would help inform this discussion. The committee requested that the staff secretary
develop a draft plan to include background on the bylaws for committee review at
the October 2021 meeting.
From the January 29, 2022 minutes of the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference:
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The committee considered the process for polling the GSC between meetings that
make use of virtual meeting technologies. The committee noted that efforts for this
undertaking are paused as a result of prioritization of workload, plus this year’s
single topic for polling could best be handled with the standard process.
From the 2021-22 Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload EDW Progress
Report:
(Excerpt) Implementing the EDW process immediately without first fully reviewing
and planning for the impact of the advanced timeline on the many facets of work
required to support the Conference process at the G.S.O. and GV offices posed
significant challenges. Being complex itself, the EDW process demanded a great
amount of attention and has strained every aspect of the Conference assignment
which supports the annual meeting. With Year One’s process approaching the
Conference, every attempt will be made for well-informed visioning to support
implementation going forward.
(Excerpt) The current approach for receiving and processing potential agenda
items was overwhelmed by the sheer number of potential agenda items submitted
this year. The number of multiple potential agenda items for similar topics further
complicated the process adding an additional step in order to assign the items
appropriately.
(Excerpt) Additional factors that affected the distribution of workload in Year One
include staff availability and experience. With pandemic-related office closures,
staff shortages, a remote work environment, and existing workload staff
secretaries to the Conference Committees had challenges taking on additional
agenda items.

Background:
1.

Process for Polling the General Service Conference Between Annual Meetings
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Process for Polling the General Service Conference between Annual Meetings*
Introduction
This process was developed to provide clear and consistent guidance for polling the members of
the General Service Conference between Annual Conference Meetings.
It describes the circumstances under which such a poll might be taken, and lays out the
procedures for conducting the poll. The process strives as much as possible to conform to the
principles and procedures laid out in “How the Conference Operates.”1
The process was developed to accord with both the General Service Conference Charter, A
Resolution, and the Bylaws of the General Service Board.2 The development of this process takes
into account the experience from two previous polls of Conference members, one undertaken by
the General Service Board and one by the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference.
Circumstances for Polling
Here are the situations where this process may be used:
Aid of the General Service Board or its Related Services
The Conference may render advisory opinions at any time by a mail or telephone poll in aid of the
General Service Board or its related services. (Article 9 of the Current General Service
Conference Charter)
Great Emergency
In a great emergency, the General Service Board or one of its related services would first consult
the Conference before taking any action liable to greatly affect A.A. as a whole. (Current General
Service Conference Charter, Article 10)
Action Involving a Matter of Principle or Basic Policy
Whenever in the judgment of one-third of the member trustees present at a meeting a decision to
take any action involves a matter of principle or basic policy and in the judgment of at least onethird of the member trustees a delay in arriving at a decision will not adversely affect the
Fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous, the matter shall be submitted to a mail vote of Conference
delegates. (G.S.B. Bylaws, “Meetings, Notice and Vote”)
G.S.B. Bylaws Amendment
The Board is expected, although not legally required, to submit any amendment or amendments
of the Certificate of Incorporation and of these bylaws to Conference delegates, either by mail or
at the annual meeting of the Conference of Alcoholics Anonymous. (G.S.B. Bylaws,
“Amendment”)
*
1
2

Approved by the 2018 General Service Conference
See “How the Conference Operates.”
See “Excerpts Regarding Polling from the General Service Conference Charter, from ‘A Resolution,’
and from the General Service Board Bylaws.”
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Polling Process
Initiation of a Poll
The Conference Charter and the General Service Board bylaws state that a poll may be
taken in support of the General Service Board or its related services. The poll should be
approved by the General Service Board, although it may be conducted by a committee
or service corporation.
Quorum
The Current Conference Charter states that for Conference business, "A quorum shall
consist of two-thirds of all the Conference members registered." (The A.A. Service
Manual, Appendix C, Article 4). For the purpose of determining a quorum for polling
between conferences, abstentions will be counted. Abstentions will not be counted in the
vote totals. The responsibility to vote is incumbent on each Conference member.
Clarity of Motion
It is the responsibility of the board or committee undertaking the poll to ensure that the
motion is stated clearly, and that any background included with the poll will be appropriate
and complete. So that voters can be clear on what they are voting for, the expected result
of the passage of the motion ought to be outlined, as well as the expected result of the
failure of the motion.
Poll Delivery
Notice of the poll determination will be emailed to all Conference delegates. To help
guarantee the availability of each Conference member to participate, anyone whose email
bounces back will be contacted by telephone.
Voting Process
Conference members may vote by email or by phone. All responses will be made to the
email address and phone provided in the original poll. Conference members will be sent
a voting form by email.
To vote by email, Conference members mark an "X" next to their choice, and return it to
the email address indicated. The poll document will include a space to indicate yes or
no. To vote by phone, Conference members may call the number provided and leave a
message with their name, service position and vote.
Timing
In keeping with the G.S.B. Bylaws, Conference members will be given two weeks4 from
the time the poll is emailed to respond with their vote. Dates for all votes and motions will
be included with the poll, using a form similar to the “Timeline for Polling Conference
Between Meetings.” All times listed are Eastern Time.
The original poll will be emailed by 2 p.m., and discussion will open that day and remain
open for one week. Voting will commence on day seven at 2 p.m. after discussion closes.
Voting will close at 2 p.m. two weeks after the poll was emailed. By 5 p.m. on the day the
poll results are due, Conference members will be notified of the results by email. A
request for any minority opinion will be included with the poll results.
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Minority Opinion
Minority opinion is due by 2 p.m. two days after the poll results have been emailed. The
minority voice may be submitted to the same email or phone number to which poll results
were submitted.
By 5 p.m. on the day that the minority opinion is due, a document with the compiled
minority opinion will be distributed to Conference members.
Motion to reconsider
A motion to reconsider can only be made from someone on the prevailing side. To move
to reconsider, a member may email or call the number provided and leave a message
with their name, service position and the motion.
The motion to reconsider is due by 2 p.m. two days after the minority opinion is distributed.
If a motion to reconsider is received by the deadline, a notification will be sent to
Conference members, and a request for a "second" will be sought. The notification will
be sent by 5 p.m. on the deadline date. A “second” of the motion to reconsider is due by
2 p.m. two days after the motion is distributed.
If no second is received by the deadline, the vote stands. If a “second” is received, a
voting form with the motion to reconsider will be emailed to Conference members. The
voting form will be sent at the latest by 5 p.m. of the deadline for the “second” of the
motion to reconsider.
The vote on reconsideration is due by 2 p.m. two days after the motion to reconsider is
emailed.
By 5 p.m. on the day the vote on reconsideration is due, Conference members are notified
of the results of the vote.
If the vote to reconsider passes, a new poll is generated. If the vote to reconsider fails,
the vote stands.

4

See “Excerpts Regarding Polling from the General Service Conference Charter, from ‘A
Resolution,’ and from the General Service Board Bylaws.”
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Timeline for Polling Conference Between Meetings
Action
Poll emailed and discussion opens
Discussion closes
Voting opens
Voting closes
Email notification of poll results sent to Conference members
Minority opinion due
Minority opinion distributed to Conference members
Motion to reconsider due
If received, motion to reconsider is distributed to Conference
Members, and second is sought
Second of motion to reconsider due
If second is received, motion to reconsider is distributed to
Conference members
Voting closes on motion to reconsider
Email notification of reconsideration results sent to Conference
members
If reconsideration passes, a new poll is initiated with the same
timeline cycle

Day
Day 1
Day 7
Day 7
Day 14
Day 14
Day 16
Day 16
Day 18
Day 18

Time*
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
5 p.m.
2 p.m.
5 p.m.
2 p.m.
5 p.m.

Day 20 2 p.m.
Day 20 5 p.m.
Day 22 2 p.m.
Day 22 5 p.m.
Day 1

2 p.m.

* All times are Eastern Time
SAMPLE CONFERENCE POLL VOTE SHEET
It is recommended that:
[MOTION TEXT]
If the motion passes, the expected result is:
[EXECTED RESULT]
If the motion fails, the expected result is
[EXPECTED RESULT]
Put an "X" before your choice and return this form by email to [EMAIL ADDRESS]:
_____Yes
_____No
_____Abstain
OR
Call in your vote to [PHONE NUMBER], stating your name, service positon and vote.
The [BOARD OR COMMITTEE] sincerely thanks you for your participation in this process.
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Excerpts Regarding Polling from the General Service Conference Charter,
from “A Resolution,” and from the General Service Board Bylaws*
General Service Conference Charter, Article 9.
The General Service Conference Meetings: The Conference will meet yearly in the City of New
York, unless otherwise agreed upon. Special meetings may be called should there be a grave
emergency. The Conference may also render advisory opinions at any time by a mail or telephone
poll in aid of the General Service Board or its related services.
General Service Conference Charter, Article 10
Except in a great emergency, neither the General Service Board nor any of its related services
ought ever take any action liable to greatly affect A.A. as a whole, without first consulting the
Conference. It is nevertheless understood that the board shall at all times reserve the right to
decide which of its actions or decisions may require the approval of the Conference.
A Resolution ((from Appendix C in the Service Manual)
AND IT IS UNDERSTOOD: That neither the Twelve Traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous nor the
warranties of Article XII of the Conference Charter shall ever be changed or amended by the
General Service Conference except by first asking the consent of the registered A.A. groups of
the world. [This would include all A.A. groups known to the general service offices around the
world.]12 These groups shall be suitably notified of any proposal for change and shall be allowed
no less than six months for consideration thereof. And before any such Conference action can be
taken, there must first be received in writing within the time allotted the consent of at least threequarters of all those registered groups who respond to such proposal.
G.S.B. Bylaws, “Trustees”
No person shall become a member trustee of the General Service Board until all Conference
delegates have been polled by mail or at an annual meeting of the Conference of Alcoholics
Anonymous, as the Board of Trustees may determine.
G.S.B. Bylaws, “Meetings, Notice and Vote”
Whenever in the judgment of one-third of the member trustees present at a meeting a decision to
take any action involves a matter of principle or basic policy and in the judgment of at least onethird of the member trustees a delay in arriving at a decision will not adversely affect the Fellowship
of Alcoholics Anonymous, the matter shall be submitted to a mail vote of Conference delegates,
and if a majority of the Conference delegates votes against the taking of such action, then the
Board of Trustees will be expected to refrain from deciding to take such action.
Whenever a mail vote is taken of Conference delegates, at least two weeks’ notice shall be given,
and the vote shall be determined in keeping with an analysis of such vote by the chair and
secretary, or in their absence, by a vice-chair and assistant secretary, at the end of such two-week
period. An announcement of the result of such vote shall thereupon be mailed by the secretary or
assistant secretary to Conference delegates and to member trustees.
G.S.B. Bylaws, “Amendment”
In keeping with the spirit and principles of the Fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous, the Board is
expected, although not legally required, to submit any amendment or amendments of the
Certificate of Incorporation and of these bylaws to Conference delegates, either by mail or at the
annual meeting of the Conference of Alcoholics Anonymous as the Board of Trustees may
determine, and if a majority of such delegates disapproves of such amendment or amendments,
the member trustees are expected to refrain from proceeding therewith, except when such
amendment or amendments are otherwise required by law.
* These documents can be found in the Appendices to The A.A. Service Manual/Twelve Concepts for
World Service.
Revision per 69th GSC completed 8/15/19
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2022 Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions

ITEM E:

Discuss report on the Equitable Distribution of Workload process.

Background notes:
2021 Advisory Action of the General Service Conference
It was recommended that:
The Equitable Distribution of Workload Process, as detailed in the Report from the
2020 Trustees’ General Service Conference Committee, be implemented for the
72nd General Service Conference (GSC) on a three-year trial basis, with a
progress report to be brought to the Conference Committee on Policy and
Admissions after each year of the trial.
From the July 29, 2021 minutes of the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference.
The committee discussed the 71st G.S.C. advisory action regarding implementing
the EDW process. The committee reviewed the general process outlined for this
effort and noted the importance of ongoing evaluation of the process using the
first-year implementation.
The chair appointed a subcommittee on the General Service Conference
Committee Workload to include Beau B., chair, Cathi C., Jimmy D., and Carolyn
W. The committee noted that the staff secretary will provide the subcommittee
chair with regular updates as the implementation of the process unfolds and that
the subcommittee will meet as needed to address any issues.
The committee requested the staff secretary work with the chair to create and
distribute a communication on behalf of the committee which supports Fellowshipwide notification of the new submission deadline of September 15 for 2022 G.S.C.
proposed agenda items. (There were a total of 178 proposed agenda items
submitted)
From the 2021-22 Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload EDW Progress
Report
(Excerpt) Implementing the EDW process immediately without first fully reviewing
and planning for the impact of the advanced timeline on the many facets of work
required to support the Conference process at the G.S.O. and GV offices posed
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significant challenges. Being complex itself, the EDW process demanded a great
amount of attention and has strained every aspect of the Conference assignment
which supports the annual meeting. With Year One’s process approaching the
Conference, every attempt will be made for well-informed visioning to support
implementation going forward.
(Excerpt) The current approach for receiving and processing potential agenda
items was overwhelmed by the sheer number of potential agenda items submitted
this year. The number of multiple potential agenda items for similar topics further
complicated the process adding an additional step in order to assign the items
appropriately.
(Excerpt) Additional factors that affected the distribution of workload in Year One
include staff availability and experience. With pandemic-related office closures,
staff shortages, a remote work environment, and existing workload staff
secretaries to the Conference Committees had challenges taking on additional
agenda items

Background:
1.

2021-22 EDW Progress Report

2.

2021-22 EDW Plan Summary with Details

3.

2021-22 Guidelines Followed by the Subcommittee

4.

The EDW Plan

5.

Compilation of January Conference Call guidelines pre- and post-EDW

6.

Excerpts from TCGSC meetings on proposed agenda item processes

7.

Memo on gathering sharing from the Fellowship related to the “Report on
Translation and Interpretation of the General Service Conference Material”

Back to Main Agenda
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Trustees’ General Service Conference Committee
2021-22 Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload EDW Progress
Report
Year One Of A Three-Year Pilot
January 29, 2022
Based on the 2021 advisory action, “The Equitable Distribution of Workload Process, as
detailed in the Report from the 2020 Trustees’ General Service Conference Committee,
be implemented for the 72nd General Service Conference (GSC) on a three-year trial
basis, with a progress report to be brought to the Conference Committee on Policy and
Admissions after each year of the trial” ,a sub-committee for the Equitable Distribution of
Workload (EDW) was formed to deliver this new approach for the 72nd GSC as the first
year of a three-year pilot to test this process. The following is a report on the process,
results and findings identified in Year One.
Overall, the plan delivered the intended results, with twelve new items being distributed
across six Conference Committees that would not have received new agenda items
therefore allowing for fifty more Delegates to participate more equitably in the Conference
Committee process than would have otherwise. Primarily these were new agenda items
that were slated for the Literature Committee and redistributed as outlined in the 2021-22
Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload EDW Progress Report. This
distribution allows for an increased amount of Committee time spent on each item.
Another positive outcome of the process was the Proposed Agenda Item
(PAI)implementation of the agenda item form itself as it related to the processing of
agenda items in the office and within the Trustee committees. We look forward to hearing
more from the Fellowship about how effective these forms were in the submission
process.
The Conference process is not a single process but rather a year around series of
cascading processes starting and ending at the group level. Implementing the EDW
process immediately without first fully reviewing and planning for the impact of the
advanced timeline on the many facets of work required to support the Conference process
at the G.S.O. and GV offices posed significant challenges. Being complex itself, the EDW
process demanded a great amount of attention and has strained every aspect of the
Conference assignment which supports the annual meeting. With Year One’s process
approaching the Conference, every attempt will be made for well-informed visioning to
support implementation going forward. Hopefully this summary report is a key piece in
that puzzle to more fully explore and discuss the process for Year Two of the trial period.
The EDW approach uncovered some new process questions that may not have been fully
explored and discussed by the Conference that we will attempt to summarize below for
further consideration. These items fell into a few key themes:
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Impact of Advanced Timeline
The timeline for the submission of agenda items was advanced under the EDW process
in order to provide the Delegate Chairs a full understanding of the agenda items coming
to their committee prior to attending the January General Service Board (GSB) meeting.
Additionally, if the Delegate Chairs are aware of any additional agenda items coming to
their committee prior to the January GSB, that may allow them the opportunity to sit in on
the January Trustee Committee meetings during Board Weekend that are the source of
any additional agenda items coming to their committee. This is important because, at the
trustee committee level, all Conference agenda items and their background remain within
the ‘native’ committee.
In order to deliver this understanding of the full list of agenda items to the Delegate Chairs
prior to the January GSB meeting, the potential agenda items would need to have gone
through the following steps prior to January:
1. Submitted from the fellowship to the Office/Conference Desk
2. Assigned to a Trustee Committee or Corporate Board for review
3. Reviewed and Discussed between the Trustee Chair and the Conference
Committee
4. Reviewed by Trustee Committee and forwarded to Conference (must happen at
a GSB Meeting)
5. Reviewed by the EDW Subcommittee for potential redistribution
Since the fourth step in this process is required to take place in a GSB meeting prior to
the January GSB meeting, this step was designated to take place in October, a full three
months earlier than when Conference items are normally selected. Advancing the fourth
step in this process by three months demands that the first three process steps be
advanced by three months as well.
The following is a description of opportunities and challenges identified by the Fellowship
and Conference Members (Delegates, Staff and Trustees) related to advanced timing of
the first three steps related to the new EDW process.
Process Step 1 - Advancing the deadline for submissions (from December 15th to
September 15th)
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The initial thinking related to the advanced timeline was that the impact would be felt in
the initial year but after that, the related calendars for the Area, Conference and Trustees
could accommodate the new submission timeline. The following is a brief listing of
opportunities and challenges related to the advanced timeline:
Challenges
• The deadline for receipt of potential agenda items is scheduled before most areas
can meet in their Fall assembly.
o This could reduce the opportunity to discuss topics more broadly at the Area
level before submitting them to the office (at least in the initial year of the
pilot)


Is it possible that conversations that occurred this last fall could
provide agenda items submitted next September?



Does this create too long of a timeline before a proposal is heard by
the GSC?

•

Reduced amount of time for areas to digest the Final Conference Report; discuss
and consider new or related Conference items for the following Conference.

•

Areas discussing potential new agenda items in the same time frame where some
Delegates are still reporting out on the results of the last Conference.

•

Multiple potential agenda items for similar topics were submitted for GSO and
Grapevine office to process nearly doubling the typical number of items agenda
items.

Opportunities
•

Additional time for gathering and translating background prior to Conference since
the agenda items will be known three months in advance.

Process Step 2 - Assigned to a Trustee Committee for review
The current approach for receiving and processing potential agenda items was
overwhelmed by the sheer number of potential agenda items submitted this year. The
number of multiple potential agenda items for similar topics further complicated the
process adding an additional step in order to assign the items appropriately. On a positive
note, the new forms for agenda item submissions added clarity to the processing of
submissions by clearly stating what problem the proposed agenda item is intending to
address.
Process Step 3 - Reviewed and Discussed between the Trustee Chair and the
Conference Committee
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Prior to the EDW process, the Chair of the Trustees Committee would meet with the
upcoming Conference Committee in January to review and discuss the newly submitted
potential Conference Agenda items coming before the Trustee Committee at the end of
January. The discussion in this meeting was an important component for the Trustees’
committees in determining which items will move forward to the following Conference.
With the advanced timing related to EDW these meetings were scheduled in October
instead of January and included the Conference Committee membership from the
previous Conference, rather than the Conference Committee members attending the
upcoming Conference that will discuss these items.
This impact may be worthy of further conversation as to whether or not there are any
unintended consequences of a different Conference Committee composition involved in
the initial discussion regarding the potential item versus the membership of the
Committee that will handle the item as Conference business.
Tracking documents and responsibility for these items
For purposes of illustration, consider a theoretical example of a request to develop a new
Literature pamphlet. The pamphlet will take at least two years to complete.
Suppose Committee D is a committee from which items are distributed, and Committee
R the committee(s) that receives it/them.
DAI = Distributed Agenda Item
The EDW subcommittee distributes the request to the Conference Corrections Committee
(Committee R), which recommends development of the pamphlet. The GSC concurs and
approves an advisory action to develop the pamphlet. Is this a Corrections or Literature
advisory action? Where does it appear in the Final Conference Report? Where is it
memorialized for archival purposes i.e., the ‘History of Advisory Actions’? We look
forward to hearing more on this from the Archives department. For archival purposes the
sub-committee discussed the importance that it be listed with its ‘native’ committee.
Which Conference Committee – Literature or Corrections – oversees development of the
pamphlet in the following year(s)? The EDW Subcommittee envisioned leaving it with
Corrections for continuity.
A consideration for the GSB is which trustees’ committee reviews drafts or quarterly
progress reports for the pamphlet, Literature or Corrections? (EDW recommends that this
item return to the Trustees Committee of origin in this case Literature Committee for work
between Conferences.) The Staff members for Committee D (Literature) and Committee
R (Corrections) should stay engaged on the specific items throughout the year in order to
drive a smoother transition at Conference.
Additional factors that affected the distribution of workload in Year One include staff
availability and experience. With pandemic-related office closures, staff shortages, a
remote work environment, and existing workload staff secretaries to the Conference
Committees had challenges taking on additional agenda items. There are questions that
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merit further consideration such as: Are recently onboarded staff secretaries familiar with
Conference Committee processes and procedures? Do staff secretaries need/have time
for training/orientation on background material for items distributed from another
committee? How will they receive this orientation and who provides it -Joint meeting of
Literature Staff secretary and secretaries of all committees receiving literature items?
One-on-one meetings?
Then there is the question of Archives - how/where should the body of work related to
development of the pamphlet – progress reports, background, drafts, related materials be
filed/housed/archived. We will look forward to hearing from our Archives Department with
their suggestions after Year One.
Coordination of Communications/Meetings of Trustees’ and Conference Committees at,
and between, Annual Meetings of the General Service Conference
The EDW plan as approved in 2021 offers direction for the handling of agenda items from
their arrival at GSO, through the EDW Subcommittee process, Trustees’ Committee on
the General Service Conference (TCGSC) approval of the Conference Week workload,
and distribution of the final Conference Schedule and background. Five sets of meetings
are affected:
1. Ongoing communications between the Trustee and Delegate Chairs before and
after each quarterly GSB meetings
2. The October meeting between Trustee Chair and the Conference Committee
3. January call between Trustee Chair and Conference Committee
4. January GSB Board meetings (avoid conflict between meeting times of main CCs
and their receiving committees)
5. Joint meetings held the week of Conference
In considering how agenda items are handled once they are distributed by the EDW team
to Conference Committees, the EDW Subcommittee identified the following issues
(matters of policy and process) that require additional guidance/ consideration /actions:
1. Ongoing communications between the Trustee and Conference Chairs before and
after each quarterly GSB meetings
There are regular meetings between the Chair of the Trustee Committee and the
Delegate Chair of the corresponding Conference Committee. These meetings occur prior
to each quarterly GSB meeting in order to go over the upcoming agenda and provide a
verbal update on the status of ongoing items. There is typically a meeting held after each
GSB meeting as well to review any notable outcomes and next steps.
Using the example from above where a Literature item will enter its second year we made
the recommendation that the Trustee Literature Committee should conduct the work
between Conferences but the Delegate Chair for Corrections should hear updates on the
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progress of the item since the Corrections Conference Committee will be receiving the
item again at the next Conference. Who then provides these quarterly updates to the
Delegate Chair for Corrections regarding the Literature item?
OPTION 1 – The Trustee Committee D Chair reaches out to each of the Conference
Committee R Chairs that have agenda items from Committee D and provides each
Delegate Chair an update on their specific items. In the scenario mentioned above the
Literature Chair would reach out to the Delegate Chair of Conference Corrections in
addition to the Delegate Chair of Conference Literature to provide regular updates.
OPTION 2 – The Trustee Chairs connected to the Conference Committee R Chairs
capture the pertinent information for the specific items related to their corresponding
Conference Committee R and provide an update based on the report out from the Trustee
Committee D at each Board weekend. In the scenario mentioned above the Trustee
Corrections Chair would capture all the pertinent information from the Trustees Literature
Chair at the quarterly GSB meeting and bring that information to the Delegate Chair of
Conference Corrections as a part of their regular standing meeting.
The OPTION 2 may be more feasible as this year we sent Literature items to six different
Conference Committees which would create a total of seven additional meetings for the
Trustee Chair for Literature per quarter.
2. The October meeting between Trustee Chair and the Conference Committee
This meeting is in place to provide feedback from the Conference Committee as to which
proposed agenda items, they would like to see moved forward to Conference through the
Trustee Committees. In the past this meeting took place in January prior to the January
GSB meeting and it included the Delegates assigned to this committee from previous
panel and the newly elected panel. With the advanced timeline related to EDW this
meeting now takes place in October prior to the new panel coming onboard. There was
some concern expressed about conducting this meeting in October with half of the
Conference Committee rotating off and the new panel not yet arrived. However, it was
also noted that the rotating Delegates are still in fact Delegates and Conference members
and their input here was needed. The newly onboarded members will not have input on
the proposed items for their initial Conference, but they will have input for the next two
Conferences.
3. January call between Trustee Chair and Conference Committee
The Equitable Distribution of Workload (EDW) process impacted the annual “January
Conference Call” between Trustee Committee Chairs and Delegate Conference
Committee members. In 2021, October Conference Calls described above allowed Area
Delegates the opportunity to share perspective on proposed agenda items for the 2022
General Service Conference.
In 2022 January Conference Calls will take place with Panel 71 and 72 delegates and
trustee committee chairs with an adjusted purpose to possibly include: introductions and
sharing on year-round communications between the GSB and area delegate conference
members and committees. Calls may also include committee housekeeping discussions
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on topics such as: ordering of agenda items, approaches to discussion of topics, voting
practices, chair and alternate chair elections, and breaks.
The business needs for this meeting should be rather light now that the input for proposed
Conference items is being conducted in October. That being said, the general
housekeeping items and introductions can take place in this meeting. At the Delegate
Chair Orientation meeting, the Chair of TGSC can report out the new agenda items that
were distributed through the EDW process and the receiving Conference Committees for
each.
At the point when the conversation changes to housekeeping the trustee committee
chairs will log out.
4. January GSB Board Trustee Committee meeting scheduling to avoid conflict for
meeting times
At the January GSB meeting the Delegate Chairs attend their corresponding Committee
meeting and with EDW they will be advised to also attend any Trustee Committee
meetings that are forwarding new items to their committee. In the example above the
Conference Chair of Corrections would likely want to attend the Literature Committee as
well since they are receiving a Literature item as well.
The January Trustees’ Committee meeting schedule may require adjustment, so that
Delegate Chairs of committees receiving DAIs may attend both Committee D and
Committee R Trustees’ Committee meetings. This is because during the GSB weekend
there are two trustee committee meetings scheduled per time slot.
5. Joint meeting held the week of Conference
Trustees’ Committees and their corresponding Conference Committees participate in a
Joint Meeting prior to their committee meetings during the Conference week. The purpose
of the meeting is to review the CSP of the committee and the work completed between
the last Conference and the current one, with the main intention of assisting the
Conference committee in clarifying and focusing on the work ahead.
To allow full participation by all Conference members, including those whose workload
includes DAIs, the EDW subcommittee considered the following options:
a) The Joint Meeting of Trustees’ Committee D and Conference Committee D
includes members of Trustees’ and Conference Committee(s) R. All Committees
with EDWAIs attend one large meeting.
b) A separate Joint Meeting is held for members (possibly only the Trustee Chair) of
Trustee Committee D and members of Conference Committee(s) R. All members
whose work includes the EDWAI attend.
Either of these options would require adjustment to the current schedule and format of
Joint Meetings. Given that there are a finite number of scheduling options available,
additional review may limit the number of potential Conference Committees that can
receive DAIs from a given Trustee Committee. In the interim it may be most feasible to
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move forward with the second option (b) and hold a separate Joint meeting between the
Trustee Committee D and members of Conference Committee(s) R. For example, this
year the Trustee Committee for Literature is sending items to six different Conference
Committees in addition to the Conference Committee for Literature. Having all six
additional committees sit in on the Joint meeting may take away from the discussion of
ongoing Literature items.
It was also noted in the EDW subcommittee that understanding of the applicable CSP is
a critical element for supporting the Conference Committees. The EDW Subcommittee
recognizes that Conference Committee CSPs and Joint Meetings of Trustees’ and
Conference Committees are beyond its scope and requests that the TCGSC consider a
recommendation to include a review of the CSPs related to the corresponding DAIs in a
joint meeting between the Trustee Committee D and the Conference Committees R. In
the example provided above the Conference Corrections Committee will review the CSP
for Literature in a separate joint meeting with the Chair and possibly the whole Trustee
Committee for Literature. For Year One reviews for proposed changes to the CSP will
remain the purview of the aligned Conference Committee (ie: literature committee for
literature CSP).
For future consideration, Composition, Scope and Procedures (CSP) of
Conference Committees:
•

Does the CSP of Committee D need to be amended for Committee D to transfer
oversight of a DAI (work within its existing scope) to Committee R?

•

Does the CSP of Committee R need to be amended to allow it to address a DAI
(work outside its existing scope) from Committee D?

•

Committees review and amend CSPs related to their work. Assuming Committee
R reviews Committee D’s CSP, may Committee R make or propose amendments
to Committee D’s CSP?

•

How will Committee D’s CSP be distributed to Committee R.
o Provide all CSPs to all committees? (Post on Dashboard, include in
Conference Notebook, distribute via trustees?)

Simplification of the scoring system and aggregation of these inputs
Direction provided by the EDW plan includes a Scoring Tool Form that Trustees’
Committees use to estimate the time an agenda item with require for Conference
Committee discussion. Trustees’ Committees complete the form and send it to the EDW
subcommittee.
GSO Staff Conference Coordinator compiles a spreadsheet of new and ongoing agenda
items. The EDW subcommittee reviews spreadsheet and graphs, looking for committees
with higher-than average workload. The subcommittee distributes new agenda items to
committees with lower-than-average workload.
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Discussion time for agenda items was estimated by Trustees’ committees at their 4th
Quarterly meetings. Background information was not yet available and so was not
factored into time estimates. (Items with more background may require more discussion
time.) Trustees’ committees did not have historical information on past Conference
committee discussion times, agenda items per committee, or time per agenda item.
Without such information, and in the first year of the EDW process, discussion time
estimates may not be reliable.
Estimating the time required to discuss items thoughtfully and carefully is difficult at best
and can be driven by a number of considerations not always known when the estimates
need to be conducted. It is clear that not all items demand the same amount of time, so
a simple count of items is not sufficient in determining workload either. The task of
considering the varying complexities of each agenda item was taken seriously by the
EDW committee but the time estimate provided by the Trustee Committees was only a
small portion of that consideration. Moving forward we may want to consider the amount
of effort that goes into those time estimates and balance these with the impact they may
actually have in the distribution of items. We recommend that the EDW subcommittee
continue to study this further in Year Two for a better understanding of what goes into
these estimates and how they are being applied.
One final element for logging and tracking the new items would be to find a more
streamlined administrative process for capturing each of the items and their time
estimates if any. The current process is based on Word documents converted to PDF
files for each Trustee Committee and then extracted/hand entered from the PDFs of each
committee into a final data document for EDW to review. This process is labor intensive
and creates multiple opportunities for mistakes. The EDW Subcommittee suggests that
we manage this information for each committee using a structured data table (i.e.
prepared Excel file) for each committee so that a final list can be more readily
consolidated and analyzed.
General Summary
In summary the EDW process completed the intended goal in just the first year but not
without some additional workload and complexities for us to consider and improve upon
as a Conference body. In addition to the specific items above the EDW Subcommittee
suggests we also consider the following:
•

As this is only the Year One of a three-year pilot that impacts so many facets of
the year around Conference process designed to carry out the group conscience
of our fellowship we can ask if in the future this process must be updated or if the
connected processes at the Area, GSO, Grapevine and GSB levels must adapt to
allow for this new year around Conference process.

•

If this approach were to find a successful path forward would there still be a
continued need for the Secondary Conference Committees (Archives and
International Conventions/Regional Forums) or could these topics be addressed
in other Committees through EDW?
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•

To best assess the impact of the EDW and resulting processes, we encourage
making plenty of room for discussion on this topic at the Conference following Year
Three. Perhaps a Conference sharing session or Workshop to discuss this pilot,
the resulting process and the overall impact of these. Further, we recommend a
survey related to these processes to be completed by (1) the Fellowship submitting
the agenda items, (2) All Conference Members (Delegates, Trustees, Staff,
Directors) Year Two to collect more focused sharing for the 74th General Service
Conference to include in their debate about whether to continue this approach for
a more equitable distribution of workload for Conference committees.

Back to Cover
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POLICY/ADMISSIONS
Item E
Doc. 2

EDW Subcommittee Detailed Final Results
Committee
Policy and Admissions

EDW Recommended
Policy and Admissions

PAI #s
PAI 57

Cooperation with the
Professional Community

Cooperation with the
Professional Community

PAI 78

Corrections

PAI 91

Report and Charter

PAI 22

Corrections
Literature
Literature

Policy and Admissions

PAI 23

Treatment/Accessibilities
/Remote

PAI 21

Literature
Literature

Trustees

PAI 24

Literature

Literature
Literature
Literature
Literature

Literature

Report and Charter

PAI 52 AND
PAI 55

Treatment/Accessibilities
/Remote
Trustees

PAI 59

Finance

PAI 76

Policy and Admissions

PAI 71

Finance

Literature

Corrections

Literature

Corrections

PAI 89

PAI 80

PAI 137 and
PAI 177
PAI 63

Time Estimation

Time Applied

Count

0.45

1

0.45

1

0.45

1

0.45

1

0.45

1

More than average (1
to 1.5 hours)

1.5

1

More than average (1
to 1.5 hours)

1.5

1

0.5

1

0.5

1

0.45

1

0.5

1

0.5

1

1.5

1

1.5

1

0.45

1

Agenda Item Submissions
Discuss approval process for observers to the Conference
from other General Service structures.
Consider creating a new pamphlet designed to help C.P.C.
committees to reach as many doctors as possible.

Average (.5 hour to
.45 mins)
Average (.5 hour to
.45 mins)

Reconsider use of the term “person in custody” in A.A.
literature.
Consider request to include a G.S.R. preamble in the
pamphlet “G.S.R.: Your Group’s Link to A.A. as a Whole.”

Average (.5 hour to
.45 mins)
Average (.5 hour to
.45 mins)

Consider request to revise the pamphlet “Questions and
Answers on Sponsorship” to reflect shared experience on
service sponsorship.
Consider request to revise the pamphlet “The A.A. Group” to
reflect the importance of the group as a “spiritual entity” as
stated in the Long Form of Tradition Five

Average (.5 hour to
.45 mins)

Consider revising text highlighting service roles at the
group level in the pamphlet “The A.A. Group.”

Consider requests that the chapter titled “The Doctor's
Low (less than .5
hour)
Opinion” be returned to page one, as it was in the First
Edition.
Consider request to revise text in the chapter “Getting
Low (less than .5
hour)
plenty of rest” in the booklet Living Sober.
Consider request to revise the pamphlet “Do you think you Average (.5 hour to
are different?” to include stories reflecting greater diversity. .45 mins)
Consider request to add a historical disclaimer to the front of
the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.
Consider request to restore a paragraph in the story
“Freedom from Bondage” in the book Alcoholics
Anonymous.
Consider request that all proposed changes to the book
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions be handled in
footnotes.
Consider requests to limit changes to the book Alcoholics
Anonymous.
Discuss request to make A.A. literature changes slowly and
with A.A.’s primary purpose in mind.

Low (less than .5
hour)
Low (less than .5
hour)
More than average (1
to 1.5 hours)
More than average (1
to 1.5 hours)
Average (.5 hour to
.45 mins)
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POLICY/ADMISSIONS
Item E
Doc. 3

General Guidelines Followed by the Subcommittee
for Equitably Distributing New 72nd GSC Agenda Items
•

To review these items with respect to the time estimates provided by the Trustees
Committees in relation to the total number of items

•

Ongoing Conference Committee items from previous panels to remain with the
committees where they currently reside

•

New agenda items were assigned to their committees with the assumption that
they would remain with that committee until completed
o For example - if a Literature item were to be discussed by Conference
Finance and the discussion carries into the following conference that item will
go to Conference Finance in the following year as well
o Tracking items for Archives will be an important discussion to be addressed
more fully in the final EDW sub-committee report

•

Goal to distribute new items as evenly as possible across Conference Committees
balanced with the office’s current staffing and experience

•

Not to move items from Committees that are already average or light in workload

•

To distribute items with common themes across multiple committees to capture as
broad a group conscience as possible

•

To keep similar items related to the same piece of literature together into the same
committee

•

To avoid bringing items to the secondary committees as their time is limited and
the Delegates are already serving on other committees

•

While the logistical information for time to discuss and quantity were quite helpful
the EDW Committee also relied on a less quantifiable understanding of the topics,
their complexity, and their likelihood of extending over multiple panels
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POLICY/ADMISSIONS
Item E
Doc. 4

Report from 2020 trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference on
Equitable Distribution of Workload: Proposed Process and Scoring Tool
January 30, 2020
Subcommittee:
Scope item:

Josh E., chair; Deborah K., Peter L., and Patrick C. secretary
The committee reviewed the 2020 Conference Committee on Policy
and Admissions request that the trustees’ General Service
Conference Committee clarify the specifics of the proposed
Equitable Distribution of Workload process provided to them and
bring back a more fully developed process for review by the 2021
General Service Conference.

Introduction
A subcommittee was appointed in July 2020 and met several times and communicated
via email to review and discuss enhancing the process to address the 2020 Conference
Committee on Policy/Admissions Additional Committee Consideration.
2020 Conference Policy/Admissions Committee Consideration:
The committee considered a proposed process for the equitable distribution of
Conference committees’ workload and noted that the trustees’ General Service
Conference Committee made significant progress on this complex challenge and
further that the proposed process selected by the committee is the appropriate
option. The committee agreed that the proposed process would help ensure an
equitable distribution of the Conference committees’ workload and noted that the
Proposed Agenda Item Submission Form would bring much needed structure and
clarity to the process.
The committee requests that the trustees’ General Service Conference Committee
clarify the specifics of the proposed plan and bring back a more fully developed
process for review by the 2021 General Service Conference. The committee
agreed that more specificity is needed on the following:


Precisely how this proposed process will impact what will happen regarding
agenda items considered at the Fall and Winter trustees’ committees’
meetings.



Clarity on how the proposed process will impact or change the delegate
chairs’ participation in the Winter Board Weekend and on the Conference
Committees’ January conference call to obtain feedback on proposed
agenda items. The committee noted that significant progress has been
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made in involving delegates in the agenda item selection process and would
not want to take any steps backward.


Creating additional primary committees as needed: develop a sample
composition, scope, and procedures document for an “additional primary
committee.”



Provide examples, using sample agenda items, showing how the entire
process would work.

The current subcommittee believes the goal is to ensure that the Conference committees
receive an equitable distribution of agenda items that require a depth and substance of
discussion. The discussion and development of a solution has taken place over several
years.
The remainder of this report focuses on the final agreed upon Proposed Process for
Equitable Distribution of Workload and Scoring Tool and the enhancements included to
address the 2020 Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions Additional Committee
Consideration.
Final Agreed Upon Option - Overview of the Proposed Process for Equitable
Distribution of Workload and Scoring Tool
The subcommittee felt that the following foundational ideas are important:
•

Keep the current committee structure intact.

•

Move additional items onto a committee for equity.

•

Add additional primary committees as needed. For example, having a second PI
or Literature committee.

The following documents are provided for your review and discussion of a Proposed
Process for Equitable Distribution of Workload and Scoring Tool:
1. A standardized G.S.C. Proposed Agenda Item Submission Form
2. Process timeline including a change in the submission deadline to Sept 15
a. A workflow of the Conference assignment disposition of proposed agenda
items
b. A workflow of the Proposed Process for Equitable Distribution of Workload
and Scoring Tool
3. Scope and Procedures for a new TCGSC’s Subcommittee on G.S.C. Committee
Workload
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4. Scoring Tool and Methodology: To Standardize the Evaluation of a Proposed
Agenda Item.
2020 Documentation Enhancements - Overview of the Proposed Process for
Equitable Distribution of Workload and Scoring Tool
New Impact Assurance Statements: To address the first two Additional Committee
Consideration bullets
A. Impact Statement: Precisely how this proposed process will impact what will
happen regarding agenda items considered at the Fall and Winter trustees’
committees’ meetings.
Today, as proposed agenda items are submitted, each are routed and then
considered by the appropriate body, according to the proposed agenda item
process.
The Proposed Process for Equitable Distribution of Workload and Scoring Tool
includes a new annual deadline of September 15 for proposed agenda item
submissions for an upcoming General Service Conference. The Fellowship will
need to adjust local processes to ensure that proposed agenda items ideas are
initiated in plenty of time for a group conscience to formulate. Any subsequent
vote at a district and/or area level to submit an item will also need to be
calculated into the new timeframe. Communication of the new deadline will be
important because many proposed agenda items are submitted by individuals
or groups directly to the Conference Assignment.
All proposed agenda items that come in after the September 15 deadline will
be held and considered for the subsequent year’s General Service Conference.
In the first year of the new deadline proposed agenda items for the upcoming
General Service Conference will only be considered at the Summer and Fall
Corporate Board meetings and trustees’ Committee meetings. At the end of
the Fall Board Weekend, we will complete the list of Final Agenda Items that
have been forwarded to the upcoming General Service Conference.
After the first year of implementation, the new schedule may see more items
ready for review in the Summer Board Weekend from those that arrived after
Sept 15th.
In the month leading up to the Winter Board weekend a new trustees’ General
Service Conference Committee’s Subcommittee on G.S.C. Committee
Workload will score and then create a final agenda item document detailing the
equitable distribution of Conference committees’ workload. The full trustees’
General Service Conference Committee will review and approve the equitable
distribution plan and documentation.
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B. Impact Statement: Clarity on how the proposed process will impact or change
the delegate chairs’ participation in the Winter Board Weekend and on the
Conference Committees’ January conference call to obtain feedback on
proposed agenda items. The committee noted that significant progress has
been made in involving delegates in the agenda item selection process and
would not want to take any steps backward.
C.
The Proposed Process for Equitable Distribution of Workload will not impact
delegate’s participation in the proposed agenda item selection process. The
following communication points have been implemented and will continue:
1. Both before and after the Summer and Fall Board Weekends the
quarterly Trustees chairs communication with corresponding
Conference committee chairs regarding potential and proposed agenda
items and the committee’s work will continue.
2. Before and after the Winter Board Weekend there will be no proposed
agenda items to discuss because the final agenda items list will be
complete. However, there will be plenty of other trustees’ Committee
work to discuss.
3. At the Winter Board Weekend, the full trustees’ General Service
Conference Committee will review and approve the equitable
distribution of workload documented plan. After the weekend, this
information will be communicated to the full Conference membership
along with the final agenda item list as adjusted for equity.
4. The Conference Committee chairs will still be encouraged to
communicate with their committee both before and after the Board
weekend conference calls with their corresponding trustees’ committee
chairs.
5. At the January Conference Calls between the trustees’ Committee
chairs and the corresponding Conference Committees the trustee chairs
will verbally review the following:
a. Agenda items already forwarded to the Conference committee
b. Proposed agenda items that the trustees’ Committee took no
action
At the timing of the January Conference Calls there will be no more proposed
agenda items that will appear on the Boards or trustees’ agendas as we lead
up to the Winter Board Weekend.
D. Impact Statement: Creating additional primary committees as needed: develop a
sample composition, scope, and procedures document for an “additional primary
committee.”
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The subcommittee determined that adding or making an Additional Conference
Committee is the least likely scenario. This subcommittee believes it is always
ideal to redistribute a Final Agenda Item to the existing Conference Committee
structure, but this subcommittee wants to leave the possibility on the table that an
Additional Conference Committee can be added if warranted for any given year to
come.
5. Provide Example of Equitable Workload Distribution Process: Using 68th G.S.C.
showing how the newly formed trustees’ General Service Conference
subcommittee could have distributed some items from literature to other
committees.
Final comments:
A change was incorporated in the Process Timeline & Workflow to ensure that the New
TCGSC Subcommittee on G.S.C. Committee Workload work is completed in the month
of November. At the end of November, the composition of the Conference Committees
must be known so all Delegates can be assigned as needed. We must not impact the
Committee Selection process.
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Scope and Procedures for TCGSC Subcommittee on G.S.C. Committee Workload

The purpose of the trustees’ Committee on General Service Conference (TCGSC)
Subcommittee on General Service Conference (G.S.C.) Committee Workload is to ensure
that there is a reasonable attempt to distribute the workload for conference committees
equitably across the standing committees. Prior to the formation of this subcommittee,
little consideration has been given to the complexity and time-demand of individual
agenda items. Experience shows that the number of items assigned to a committee, is
itself, an insufficient indication of the workload demand on a committee during conference
week.
Each agenda item is first handled by Staff assigned to the Conference desk, who assigns
the item to the appropriate corporate board or trustees committee or G.S.O. department
for review, in consultation with the Chair of TCGSC, and GM. This committee or board
uses a scoring tool to evaluate the item and assign an estimate of the complexity and
thus, time demand that each item would place on a G.S.C. committee.
What follows are procedures for the TCGSC Subcommittee to equitably distribute the
workload for committees.
The TCGSC Subcommittee,
●

Receives conference agenda items from designated Boards and
Committees after the Boards and Committees have applied the scoring tool
to each agenda item;

●

Reviews the number of agenda items assigned to each committee,

●

Tallies and analyzes the number of items for each committee by its time
estimate,

●

Reassigns agenda items from committees with excessive workloads to
those with additional work capacity
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Standardized G.S.C. Proposed Agenda Item Submission Form
General Service Conference (G.S.C.)
Proposed Agenda Item Submission Form
Annual deadline for submissions for a General Service Conference is September 15*.
What types of proposals, suggestions or ideas rise to the level of needing a General Service Conference “action” or
“decision”?
Proposals that are important to the future of Alcoholics Anonymous, policy decisions or request for changes to
Conference-approved literature and items that might require the collective conscience of the Fellowship. The
trustees, corporate directors and staff bring together years of experience in A.A. service in making decisions about
the appropriate process or disposition of proposed Conference agenda items. Warranty six reminds us “that though
the Conference may act for the service of Alcoholics Anonymous, it shall never perform any acts of government…”
The A.A. Service Manual/Twelve Concepts for World Service page 72.
The A.A. Service Manual/Twelve Concepts for World Service states on page S57 that:
The final agenda for any Conference consists of items suggested by individual A.A. members,
groups, delegates, trustees, area assemblies, area committee members, and directors and staff
members of A.A.W.S. and the Grapevine. The Conference considers matters of policy for A.A. as a
whole, and there are tried-and-true procedures for placing an item on the agenda in the most effective
way — or, when the suggestion does not concern overall policy, for routing it to the most appropriate
part of the service structure.
If a G.S.R. has an idea for an agenda item, chances are that he or she will want to discuss it first with
the group, then at a district or area meeting, which can then forward it to the staff member at G.S.O.
currently serving as Conference coordinator. An A.A. who is not part of the general service structure
can give the idea to the group’s G.S.R. or write directly to the Conference coordinator.
The following is from a process overview document “FAQs on Group Conscience Consideration for Proposed
Conference Agenda Items.”
Q. What happens when a proposed Conference agenda item arrives at the Conference Coordinator’s desk?
A.

The Conference Coordinator acknowledges receipt of the proposed agenda item and lets the sender know
which of the following options is most appropriate and, if necessary, an explanation of why and how the
proposed agenda item is being directed. Some of the possible routes are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forwarding to a Trustees’ Committee via a G.S.O. Staff Member or Department Head;
Forwarding to G.S.O.’s Publications Director or Group Services Staff person;
Forwarding to A.A. World Services, Inc.;
Forwarding to Chair of the General Service Board;
Forwarding to the A.A. Grapevine Corporate Board/AA Grapevine Publisher.

Q. What happens when it is unclear what committee should address a proposed item or where an item should
be routed?
A.

When it is unclear where a proposed item belongs, it is most frequently forwarded to the trustees’
Committee on the Conference for direction.

If a proposed agenda item does not rise to the level of a Conference action the topic could be programmed during
Conference in a different way like a presentation/discussion or workshop.
This overview is general and includes many but not necessarily all of the possible routes a proposed agenda item
follows in the trustee, G.S.O. and Grapevine review process. There is no “one size fits all” procedure and, on a caseby-case basis over time, there may occasionally be inconsistencies.
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(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.

(2) What problem does this proposed item address?

(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who
is submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion
on the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.

(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal.
List background material(s) included with the proposal:
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(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?

(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.

(7) Final comments:
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Scoring Tool and Methodology for
Equitable Distribution of Conference Workload
Purpose: To Standardize the evaluation of a proposed agenda item.
There are two ideas represented in this proposed Scoring tool and methodology:
1. The first idea is to document what the reviewing bodies evaluation process
is for a proposed agenda item.
2. The second idea is to document that the evaluation takes place against a
clearly defined standard which is outlined in the tool.

The Scoring Methodology: For the reviewing body
Once a proposed agenda item is received, portions (1), (2), (3), (5) and (6) of the
Scoring Tool are completed by the Conference Assignment. The Scoring Tool is
then forwarded, along with submitter’s proposal, to the appropriate reviewing body
(trustees’ committee, corporate board or G.S.O. department) for their review and
discussion.
The reviewing body makes an initial determination about each individual proposed
agenda item. If the reviewing body agrees to forward the item to the General
Service Conference, the body decides and documents the following on the Scoring
Tool:
(4.a) Detail the problem that this proposed item is addressing.
(4.b) Any intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved.
(4.c) Any unintended/unexpected outcomes if this proposed agenda item
is approved. (7.) The expected discussion time estimation. (8.) A
possible routing.
This tool is designed to facilitate the process of routing proposals.

The Overall Scoring Analysis:
After the cut-off date for submission of items all the completed Scoring Tool forms
will be sent, along with the proposed agenda items, to a newly appointed
subcommittee of the trustees’ General Service Conference Committee for the
equitable distribution of workload analysis, discussion, and decision.

A Scoring Tool Example:
Scoring: Below you will find an example of a completed Scoring Tool Form. For
illustration purposes a proposed agenda item is presented and evaluated.
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Scoring Tool for Reviewing Body
(Equitable Distribution of Conference Workload)
(1) Proposed Agenda Item:
Trustee committees of the General Service Board shall only be chaired by Class B Trustees

(2) Reviewing Body: trustees’ Committee, corporate board or G.S.O. department
Trustees Nominating Committee

(3) The proposed item is:
Policy focused
Clearly written
Specific
Has been previously proposed

Yes
X
X
X

No

If No, provide a reason

X

No previous submission

(4) The proposed item is submitted with rationale/background with the following elements:
(a.) The problem that this proposed item is addressing
AA’s should be in charge of the future of AA.
(b.) The intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved
A visible statement that the future of AA is in the hands of the Fellowship.
(c.) The unintended/unexpected outcomes if this proposed agenda item is approved
A diminished role for Class A Trustees, difficulty recruiting Class A Trustees, difficulty retaining Class A Trustees. Raises the
question of why does AA need Class A Trustees?

(5) The proposed item is submitted by:
An A.A. Area Delegate.
(6) The proposed item reflects a group-conscience:

Yes
X

No

Unclear

(7) Discussion Time
Estimate
☐
☐
☒
☐

Low (less than .5 hour)
Average (.5 hour to .45 mins)
More than average (1 to 1.5 hours)
Substantial (≥ 2 hours)
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(8) Possible Routing:
☐ Conference Committee on Report & Charter
☐ Conference Committee on Finance
☒ Conference Committee on Trustees
☐ Conference Committee on
Treatment/Accessibilities
☐ Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions
☐ Conference Committee on Corrections
☐ Conference Committee on Int’l Conv/Reg
Forums

☐
☐
☐
☐

Conference Committee on Agenda
Conference Committee on Literature
Conference Committee on CPC
Conference Committee on Public Information

☐
☐

Conference Committee on Grapevine and La Viña
Conference Committee on Archives

Revised 6/15/21
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Process Timeline & Workflows

1
1 of 3
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POLICY/ADMISSIONS
Item E
Doc. 5

Compilation of “January” Conference Call Guidelines Pre- and Post-EDW

2021 Guidelines and Action Steps
for the “January” Videoconference Calls
Here are suggested guidelines and action steps for trustees’ Committee Chairs and
Conference Committee secretaries regarding inviting members of the Conference
Committees to and facilitating the Board-requested January Videoconference Call to
obtain feedback on proposed Agenda items.
A template for documenting the Sharing Notes from the meeting is attached.
Conference Committee Chair and Member Welcome Letters: The December annual
“welcome letter” templates were updated to include a section informing each Conference
Committee member about the January Conference Call. Committee secretaries agreed
to copy the trustees’ Committee chair or chair of a board on the welcome letter distributed
to the Conference committee chair.
Insert wording for invitation to the Call: This year the calls should take place no later
than Thursday, January 21, 2021. The trustee committee and board chairs and
secretaries will want to decide on the length of the call based on the number of proposed
agenda items that will need to be reviewed.
Committee secretaries should copy and paste the following information about the purpose
for the conference call in the invitation to the participants.
To give area delegates a further voice in the Agenda item selection process,
the General Service Board has agreed on the following action. Before the
January board weekend, the trustees’ committee chair and staff secretary
will arrange a conference call with the Conference committee to review
items submitted as proposed Agenda items and to talk about items still
being considered by the trustees’ committee or corporate board (i.e., AA
Grapevine).
This way, Conference committee members will receive a verbal report on
the disposition of the proposed Agenda items submitted to their
corresponding trustees’ committee or corporate boards and could share
regarding those items.
This will allow all Conference committee members to offer feedback on
proposed Agenda items related to their committee. On the call, we will go
through a list of proposed Agenda Items. Some of these have already been
forwarded to the Conference committee, some the trustees’ committee or
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corporate board agreed not to forward to the Conference committee, and
some are still under consideration.
The trustees’ committee is interested in the thoughts of the Conference
committee members as to whether these proposed Agenda Items not
forwarded or still under consideration should be forwarded to the
Conference committee.
In keeping with the Concept III, the final responsibility for selection of
Conference Agenda Items appropriately lies with the trustees of the General
Service Board. The Conference Committee’s feedback will be brought to
the winter trustees’ committee meeting as background for their discussion
on each item.
Conference Committees without a Corresponding Trustee Committee: The
Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions and Conference Committee on Report and
Charter will setup the call with the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference Chair. For 2021 that is Cathy B, South East Regional Trustee.
Background for the Call: The Conference Coordinator will provide each Conference
Committee secretary a reporting of the Preliminary or Proposed Agenda items pertinent
to the Conference committee for them to review.
Videoconference Call Talking Points: The trustees’ Committee Chair can explain to
the participants that the purpose of this call is to share whether a proposed Agenda item
should move forward to the Conference Committee or not. Members are not gathered to
vote on or debate the merits of each proposed agenda item. Conference committee
secretaries are available and willing to provide points of information, as needed, during
the calls.
The trustees’ Committee chair will verbally review the following as the agenda for the
meeting:
A. Agenda items already forwarded to the Conference committee
B. Proposed Agenda items that the trustees’ Committee took no action
C. Proposed Agenda items on the January trustees’ Committee agenda
Document Notes and Share Feedback with Trustees’ Committee: Each secretary will
document the sharing on each proposed agenda item on a notes template provided and
bring it/email it to the members of the January trustees’ committee or corporate board
meeting to inform their discussion. Sharing should be documented but not attributed to
any person.
Under the trustees’ committee or corporate board Agenda section “Chair Remarks” for
January, request the chair inform the full committee or board that the sharing from the
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recent January Conference call is being distributed to support the discussion of each
proposed Agenda item.
Committee Secretary Action – As of 1/22/2021 send a copy of the sharing notes from
the meeting to the following:
1. Conference coordinator
2. Trustee Committee or Corporate board members
3. Conference Committee Chair and committee members
Note: A copy does not need to be provided to all the visiting observers of the trustees’ or
Corporate board meeting.

Guidelines and Action Steps
for the 2022 “January” Videoconference Calls
Here are suggested guidelines and action steps for trustees’ Committee Chairs and
Conference Committee secretaries regarding inviting members of the corresponding
Conference committee members for the 2022 General Service Conference to facilitate
the Board-requested January Videoconference Call to obtain feedback on Proposed
Agenda Items (PAI’s).
2022 Conference Committee Members: Secretaries will schedule videoconference calls
with members of the corresponding 2022 conference committee members with the chair
of the corresponding trustee committee.
These calls can take place after January 3 and, where able, after the Delegate Committee
Chair Orientation on January 21 for helpful preparation. The trustee committee chairs
and board chairs and secretaries will want to decide on the length of the call based on
estimates of possible items to be covered.
Purpose of the Call – Wording to insert for invitation to the Call:
Committee secretaries can copy and paste the following information about the purpose
for the conference call in the invitation to the participants.
The Equitable Distribution of Workload (EDW) process has impacted the annual “January
Conference Call” between trustee committee chairs and delegate conference committee
members. The call’s purpose was met this year in October Conference Calls when area
delegates had the opportunity to share perspective on proposed agenda items for the
2022 General Service Conference.
In 2022 January Conference Calls will take place with Panel 71 and 72 delegates and
trustee committee chair with an adjusted purpose to possibly include: introductions and
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sharing on year-round communications between the Board and area delegate conference
members and committees.
The call may also include committee housekeeping discussions on topics such as:
ordering of agenda items, approaches to discussion of topics, voting practices, chair and
alternate chair elections, and breaks. At the point when the conversation changes to
housekeeping the trustee committee chairs will log out.
It may be helpful to note that in October 2022 Panel 71 and 72 delegates will have the
opportunity to weigh in on proposed agenda items for the 2023 General Service
Conference.
Conference Committees without a Corresponding Trustee Committee: The Conference
Committee on Policy/Admissions and Conference Committee on Report and Charter will
setup the call with the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference Chair. For
2021-22 that is Kathi F., Pacific Regional Trustee.
Videoconference Call Talking Points: The trustees’ Committee Chair can explain to the
participants that the purpose of this call is not to review decisions made about proposed
agenda items nor the merits of agenda items on the preliminary Conference agenda.
Document Notes: Each delegate committee chair and secretary might consider taking
notes to reference at later committee meetings for housekeeping details.
Committee Secretary Action – No follow up action with the Conference assignment is
needed.
Revised 12/2021

Guidelines and Action Steps
for the 2021 “October” Videoconference Calls
Here are suggested guidelines and action steps for trustees’ Committee Chairs and
Conference Committee secretaries regarding inviting members of the corresponding
Conference committee members from the 2021 General Service Conference to and
facilitating a call similar to the Board-requested January Videoconference Call to obtain
feedback on Proposed Agenda Items (PAI’s).
A template for documenting the Sharing Notes from the meeting is attached.
2021 Conference Committee Members: Secretaries will schedule videoconference
calls with members of the corresponding 2021 conference committee members.
Insert wording for invitation to the Call: These calls should not take place sooner than
October 18 to afford time for PAI’s to be received and reviewed. Of course, the call should
take place no later than October 26 for demands of the upcoming Board weekend days
later. The trustee committee and board chairs and secretaries will want to decide on the
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length of the call based on the number of proposed agenda items that will need to be
reviewed.
Committee secretaries should copy and paste the following information about the purpose
for the conference call in the invitation to the participants.
To give area delegates a further voice in the agenda item selection process,
the Trustees Committee on the General Service Conference has suggested
that before the October board weekend, the trustees’ committee chair and
staff secretary will arrange a conference call with the 2021 conference
committee to review items submitted as proposed Agenda items (PAI’s) and
to talk about items still being considered by the trustees’ committee or
corporate board (i.e., AA Grapevine).
On the call, Conference committee members will receive a verbal report on
the PAI’s which have been submitted to their corresponding trustees’
committee or corporate boards and could share regarding those items.
Conference committee members will have the opportunity to offer feedback
on PAI’s related to their committee. On the call, a list of PAI’s will be
reviewed.
The trustees’ committee is interested in the thoughts of the Conference
committee members as to whether these PAI’s should be forwarded to the
2022 General Service Conference.
In keeping with the Concept III, the final responsibility for selection of
Conference Agenda Items appropriately lies with the trustees of the General
Service Board. The Conference Committee’s feedback will be brought to
the October trustees’ committee meeting as background for their discussion
on each item.
Conference Committees without a Corresponding Trustee Committee: The
Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions and Conference Committee on Report and
Charter will setup the call with the trustees’ Committee on the General Service
Conference Chair. For 2021-22 that is Kathi F., Pacific Regional Trustee.
Videoconference Call Talking Points: The trustees’ Committee Chair can explain to
the participants that the purpose of this call is to share whether a PAI should move forward
to the Conference or not. Members are not gathered to vote on or debate the merits of
each proposed agenda item. Conference committee secretaries are available and willing
to provide points of information, as needed, during the calls.
The trustees’ Committee chair will verbally review the following as the agenda for the
meeting:
•

Proposed Agenda Items on the October trustees’ Committee agenda
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Document Notes and Share Feedback with Trustees’ Committee: Each secretary,
with direction from their trustee/Board chair will document sharing on each PAI using the
notes template provided. Sharing during the call should be documented but not attributed
to any person.
The secretary will email the set of notes it to the members of the October trustees’
committee or corporate board meeting to inform their discussion.
Under the trustees’ committee or corporate board Agenda section “Chair Remarks” for
October, request the chair inform the full committee or board that the sharing from the
recent October Conference call is available to support the discussion of each proposed
Agenda item.
Committee Secretary Action – By 10/28/21 send a copy of the sharing notes from the
meeting to the following:
4. Conference coordinator
5. Trustee Committee or Corporate board members
6. 2021 and 2022 Conference Committee Chairs
Note: A copy does not need to be provided to all the visiting observers of the trustees’ or
corporate board meeting in October.
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Excerpts from Trustees’ General Service Conference Committee meetings on
proposed agenda item processes

From the minutes of the July 29, 2021 trustees’ General Service Conference committee:
The committee reviewed the Conference Policy and Admission committee’s 2021
suggestion to explore a process for a Conference committee to review, discuss, and act
on a proposed agenda item. The committee noted the concern that the Equitable
Distribution of Workload process may result in the lost opportunity during the January
Conference Call for Conference committee members to review, discuss and act on
proposed agenda items.
The committee noted that the current Equitable Distribution of Workload process is in a
trial period and that, by board policy, the January Conference Call will take place. The
committee noted that the Conference committee chair and trustee committee chair have
ongoing communications between Board meetings which can support this suggestion.
Additionally, the committee discussed the possibility of background on proposed agenda
items being provided to members of each corresponding Conference committee for the
January Conference Call. The committee noted that availability of the background
provides for informed perspectives related to the possible disposition of proposed agenda
items.
The committee also noted that the Equitable Distribution of Workload efforts shift the
timing of review of proposed agenda items. The committee agreed that background on
proposed agenda items be made available for an October conference call. The committee
requested that the staff secretary work with the committee chair to send a memo to trustee
committee chairs and staff secretaries with the request to schedule October calls with
corresponding Conference committees and for background on proposed agenda items to
be available to those on the call.
The committee agreed to forward this consideration to the subcommittee on Equitable
Distribution of Workload for their review. The committee requested an update from the
subcommittee on the approach as part of their report at the October committee meeting.
From the minutes of the January 29, 2022 trustees’ General Service Conference
committee:
The committee discussed challenges related to the timing of proposed agenda items and
the January Conference Call and noted that ongoing consideration is needed to sort out
this topic in light of the EDW process. The committee noted that the timed estimations or
recordings of agenda items in committee did not present value for the EDW approach as
they developed the plan. The committee also discussed the possible arrangements for
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Joint Committee meetings during Conference in light of the complexities presented by the
EDW and having agenda items from more than one trustee committee.
The committee looks forward to receiving sharing from meetings of the 72nd General
Service Conference and agreed to continue discussions at the July 2022 meeting.
Consider adjusting the timing of the January Conference Call: The committee discussed
adjusting the timing of the January Conference Call.
The EDW process changed the submission deadline and review timing for proposed
agenda items. So the annual January Conference Call was held in October 2021 to
provide Area Delegate members of Conference an opportunity to weigh in on whether to
forward proposed agenda items to Conference. This adjustment was made with the
awareness that 2021 Conference committee members would weigh in on some newly
proposed agenda items that were in response to outcomes of the 2021 Conference.
The January Conference Call was also conducted in 2022 with Conference committee
members of the 72nd General Service Conference even though the decisions about the
proposed agenda items were already made.
The committee noted the importance of participation in the first year of the three-year
EDW trail period and acknowledged the need for the timing of the January Conference
Call to be reviewed as part of the overall review of the EDW process.
The committee looks forward to receiving sharing from meetings of the 72nd General
Service Conference and agreed to continue discussions at the July 2022 meeting.
Consider including background material on all proposed agenda items for the January
Conference Call: The committee discussed the consideration to include background
material on all proposed agenda items for the January conference call.
The committee recognized its scope does not provide the authority to make the decision
on this topic for all trustees’ committees and the AA Grapevine Board. The committee
agreed that ongoing discussions of this idea are needed especially in light of the changes
and challenges presented by workload, as well as the trial period of the EDW.
The committee looks forward to receiving sharing from meetings of the 72nd General
Service Conference. The committee requested that the staff secretary prepare
information about the work required to meet this request for possible implementation in
October 2022. The committee agreed to continue discussions at the July 2022 meeting.
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MEMORANDUM
Jeff W., Secretary, Secretary, Conference Committee on Policy and
Admissions

To:

From: Steve S., Secretary, trustees’ General Service Conference Committee (TGSCC)
Cc:

Kathi F., Chair, TGSCC

Re:

TGSCC activity from January 2022 meeting related to gathering sharing on
translation

Date:

January 31, 2022

******************************************************************************
Below is an excerpt from the January 2022 TGSCC meeting for the 2022 Conference
Committee on Policy and Admissions as it relates to gathering sharing on translation and
interpretation of the General Service Conference Material:
Consider gathering sharing from the Fellowship related to the “Report on
Translation and Interpretation of the General Service Conference Material”:
The committee reviewed the request to consider gathering sharing from the
Fellowship related to the “Report on Translation and Interpretation of the
General Service Conference Material.” The committee noted the importance
and the ongoing efforts to get Conference background posted in all three
languages as soon as possible and as close to simultaneously as possible.
The committee noted that the effort to gather sharing on this undertaking is
paused as a result of prioritization of workload and anticipation of impact on
translation efforts from the EDW process. The undertaking is slated for
consideration again for some time between January and July.
The committee looks forward to receiving sharing from meetings of the 72nd
General Service Conference and agreed to continue discussions at the July
2022 meeting.
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM F: PAI #71 - Consider request to restore paragraph on the story “Freedom from
Bondage” in the Fifth Edition of the Big Book and future printings of
the Fourth Edition.
Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Policy and Admissions Committee

Background Notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference a request to
restore paragraph on the story “Freedom from Bondage” in the Fifth Edition of the Big
Book and future printings of the Fourth Edition.
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and the Scoring
Tool to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review by its
Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload.
________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Submission Form – PAI #71_Restore_Paragraph_BB Story
2. “Freedom from Bondage” – from the 3rd Edition of the Big Book
3. History: Deletion of paragraph in the story “Freedom from Bondage” from the
Fourth Edition, Alcoholics Anonymous – from the G.S.O. Archives

Back to Main Agenda
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PAI#71 Submission Form

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.
We move that the following paragraph be restored in the story Freedom from Bondage in the 5th edition of the Big Book and if possible
future printings of the 4th edition:
" I looked around me at people who seemed happy and tried to analyze their happiness, and it
seemed to me that without exception these people had something or somebody they loved very
much. I didn't have the courage to love; I was not even sure I had the capacity. Fear of rejection and
its ensuing pain were not to be risked, and I turned away from myself once more for the answer, this
time to the drinks I had always refused before, and in alcohol I found a false courage.
I wasn't afraid of anything or anybody after I learned about drinking, for it seemed right from the
beginning that with liquor I could always retire to my little private world where nobody could get at me
to hurt me.”

(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
This is a very impactful paragraph and it being removed causes the story to lose context and meaning. It was one of the
most powerful paragraphs that I most identified with when I initially read the Big Book. AA changed her maybe it could
change me to if i stuck around it hasn't, but I am still sticking around.
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is submitting
the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on the proposed
agenda item prior to submitting.
This motion was submitted to the area agenda committee. The area agenda committee assigned the motion to the area
literature panel. The literature panel was in favor of the motion by substantial unanimity which brought the motion before entire
Area August Assembly body as a seconded motion. Area then discussed and was in favor of the motion by substantial
unanimity. The original motion was that the area delegate submit this motion on behalf of Area for consideration at the 72nd
GSC. Submitted by Area.
(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List background
material(s) included with the proposal:
The paragraph was in the Freedom from Bondage story on pages 546 and 547. In the 3rd Edition of AA's Big Book it read:
". ............. or so it seemed. I looked around me at people who seemed happy and tried to analyze their
happiness, and it seemed to me that without exception these people had something or somebody they loved very much. I
didn't have the courage to love; I was not even sure I had the capacity. Fear of rejection and its ensuing pain were not to
be risked, and I turned away from myself once more for the answer, this time to the drinks I had always refused before,
and in alcohol I found a false courage. I wasn't afraid of anything or anybody after I learned about drinking, for it seemed
right from the beginning that with liquor I could always retire to my little private world where nobody could get at me to hurt
me. I wasn't afraid of anything ...................................... "
The 4th edition of the story on page 546 now reads:
" ....... or so it seemed. I wasn't afraid of anything or anybody.
(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?
If the item is approved the original author and area intend/expect the paragraph be restored in the 5th edition of the Big Book
and possible future printings of the 4th edition.
Additionally, if the proposal does not make the GSC agenda, Area expects any available background information for the
reasons why the paragraph was removed.
(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.
Kevin F.
(7) Final comments:
Thank you for your consideration.
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FREEDOM FROM BONDAGE
Young when she joined, this A.A. believes her
serious drinking was the result of even deeper defects. She
here tells how she was set free.
THE MENTAL TWISTS that led up to my drinking began many years before I ever
took a drink for I am one of those whose history proves conclusively that my drinking
was “a symptom of a deeper trouble.”
Through me efforts to get down to “causes and conditions,” I stand convinced that
my emotional illness has been present from my earliest recollection. I never did react
normally to any emotional situation.
The medical profession would probably tell me I was conditioned for alcoholism by
the things that happened to me in my childhood. And I am sure they would be right
as far as they go, but A.A. has taught me I am the result of the way I reacted to what
happened to me as a child. What is much more important to me, A.A. has taught me
that through this simple program I may experience a change in this reaction pattern
that will indeed allow me to “match calamity with serenity.”
I am an only child, and when I was seven years old my parents separated very
abruptly. With no explanation at all, I was taken from my home in Florida to my
grandparents’ home in the middle west. My mother went to a nearby city to go to work,
and my father, being an alcoholic, simply went. My grandparents were strangers to
me and I remember being lonely, and terrified and hurt.
In time I concluded that the reason I was hurt was because I loved my parents, and
I concluded too that if I never allowed myself to love anybody or anything I could
never be hurt again. It became second nature for me to remove myself from anything
or anybody I found myself growing fond of.
I grew up believing that one had to be totally self-sufficient, for one never dared to
depend on another human being. I thought that life was a pretty simple thing; you
simply made a plan for your life, based upon what you wanted, and then you needed
only the courage to go after it. I thought I knew exactly what I wanted out of life and I
thought I knew exactly how to get it.
In my late teens I became aware of emotions I’d not counted on; restlessness,
anxiety, fear and insecurity. The only kind of security I knew anything about at that
time was material security and I decided that all these intruders would vanish
immediately if I only had a lot of money. The solution seemed very simple. With cold
calculation I set about to marry a fortune, and I did. The only thing this changed,
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however, was my surroundings, and it was soon apparent that I could have the same
uncomfortable emotions with an unlimited checking account that I could on a working
girl’s salary. It was impossible for me to say at this point, “Maybe there is something
wrong with my philosophy,” and I certainly couldn’t say, “Maybe there is something
wrong with me.” It was not difficult to convince myself that my unhappiness was the
fault of the man I had married, and I divorced him at the end of a year.
I was married and divorced again before I was twenty-three years old, this time to a
prominent band leader—a man that many women wanted. I thought this would give
me ego-strength, make me feel wanted and secure, and alleviate my fears, but again
nothing changed inside me.
The only importance in all of this lies in the fact that at twenty-three I was just as
sick as I was at thirty-three, when I came into A.A., but at that time I apparently had
no place to go because I had no drinking problem. Had I been able to explain to a
psychiatrist the feelings of futility, loneliness and lack of purpose, that had come with
my deep sense of personal failure at this second divorce, I seriously doubt that the
good doctor could have convinced me that my basic problem was a spiritual hunger,
but A.A. has shown me this was the truth. And if I had been able to turn to the church
at that time I’m sure they could not have convinced me my sickness was within myself,
nor could they have shown me the need for self-analysis that A.A. has shown me is
vital if I am to survive. So I had no place to go. Or so it seemed to me.
I looked around me at people who seemed happy and tried to analyze their
happiness, and it seemed to me that without exception these people had something
or somebody they loved very much. I didn’t have the courage to love; I was not even
sure I had the capacity. Fear of rejection and its ensuing pain were not to be risked,
and I turned away from myself once more for the answer, this time to the drinks I had
always refused before, and in alcohol I found a false courage.
I wasn’t afraid of anything or anybody after I learned about drinking, for it seemed
right from the beginning that with liquor I could always retire to my little private world
where nobody could get at me to hurt me. It seems only fitting that when I did finally
fall in love it was with an alcoholic, and for the next ten years I progressed as rapidly
as is humanly possible into what I believed to be hopeless alcoholism.
During this time, our country was engaged in a second World War and my husband
was one of the first to go overseas. My reaction to this was identical in many respects
to my reaction to my parents leaving me when I was seven. Apparently I’d grown
physically at the customary rate of speed, and I had acquired an average amount of
intellectual training in the intervening years, but there had been no emotional maturity
at all. I realize now that this phase of my development had been arrested by my
obsession with self, and my egocentricity had reached such proportions that
adjustment to anything outside my personal control was impossible for me. I was
immersed in self-pity and resentment, and the only people who would support this
attitude or who I felt understood me at all were the people I met in bars and the ones
who drank as I did. It became more and more necessary to escape from myself, for
my remorse and shame and humiliation when I was sober were almost unbearable.
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The only way existence was possible was through rationalizing every sober moment
and drinking myself into complete oblivion as often as I could.
My husband eventually returned, but it was not long until we realized we could not
continue our marriage. By this time I was such a past master at kidding myself that I
had convinced myself I had sat out a war and waited for this man to come home and,
as my resentment and self-pity grew, so did my alcoholic problem.
The last three years of my drinking, I drank on my job. The amount of will power
exercised to control my drinking during working hours, diverted into a constructive
channel, would have made me President, and the thing that made the will power
possible was the knowledge that as soon as my day was finished I could drink myself
into oblivion. Inside, though, I was scared to death, for I new that the time was coming
(and it couldn’t be too remote) when I would be unable to hold that job. Maybe I
wouldn’t be able to hold any job, or maybe (and this was my greatest fear) I wouldn’t
care whether I had a job or not. I knew it didn’t make any difference where I started,
the inevitable end would be skid row. The only reality I was able to face had been
forced upon me by its very repetition—I had to drink; and I didn’t know there was
anything in the world that could be done about it.
About this time, I met a man who had three motherless children and it seemed that
might be a solution to my problem. I had never had a child and this had been a
satisfactory excuse many times for my drinking. It seemed logical to me that if I
married this man and took the responsibility for these children that they would keep
me sober. So I married again. This caused the rather cryptic comment from one of
my A.A. friends, when I told my story after coming into the program, “that I had always
been a cinch for the program, for I had always been interested in mankind, but that I
was just taking them one man at a time.”
The children kept me sober for darn near three weeks, and then I went on (please
God) my last drunk. I’ve heard it said many times in A.A., “There is just one good
drunk in every alcoholic’s life, and that’s the one that brings us into A.A.,” and I believe
it. I was drunk for sixty days around the clock and it was my intention, literally, to drink
myself to death. I went to jail for the second time during this period for being drunk in
an automobile. I was the only person I’d ever known personally who had ever been
in jail, and I guess it is most significant that the second time was less humiliating than
the first had been.
Finally, in desperation, my family appealed to a doctor for advice and he suggested
A.A. The people who came knew immediately I was in no condition to absorb anything
of the program, and I was put in a sanitarium to be defogged so that I could make a
sober decision about this for myself. It was here that I realized for the first time that
as a practicing alcoholic I had no rights. Society can do anything it chooses to do with
me when I am drunk and I can’t lift a finger to stop it, for I forfeit my rights through the
simple expedient of becoming a menace to myself and to the people around me. With
deep shame came the knowledge too that I had lived with no sense of social obligation
nor had I known the meaning of moral responsibility to my fellow man.
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I attended my first A.A. meeting on July 25th, 1947, and it is with deep gratitude that
I’m able to say I’ve not had a drink since that time, and that I take no sedation or
narcotics, for this program is to me one of complete sobriety and I no longer need to
escape reality. One of the truly great things A.A. has taught me is that reality too has
two sides; I had only known the grim side before the program, but now I had a chance
to learn about the pleasant side as well.
The A.A. members who sponsored me told me in the beginning that I would not only
find a way to live without having a drink, but that I would find a way to live
without wanting to drink, if I would do these simple things. They said if you want to
know how this program works, take the first word of your question—the H is for
honesty, the O is for open-mindedness and the W is for willingness; these our Book
calls the essentials of recovery. They suggested that I study the A.A. book and try to
take the Twelve Steps according to the explanation in the Book, for it was their opinion
that the application of these principles in our daily lives will get us sober and keep us
sober. I believe this, and I believe too that it is equally impossible to practice these
principles to the best of our ability, a day at a time, and still drink, for I don’t think the
two things are compatible.
I had no problem admitting I was powerless over alcohol, and I certainly agreed that
my life had become unmanageable. I had only to reflect on the contrast between the
plans I made so many years ago for my life with what really happened to know I
couldn’t manage my life drunk or sober. A.A. taught me that willingness to believe was
enough for a beginning. It’s been true in my case, nor could I quarrel with “restore us
to sanity,” for my actions drunk or sober, before A.A., were not those of a sane person.
My desire to be honest with myself made it necessary for me to realize that my
thinking was irrational. It had to be or I could not have justified my erratic behavior as
I did. I’ve been benefited from a dictionary definition I found that reads: “rationalization
is giving a socially acceptable reason for socially unacceptable behavior, and socially
unacceptable behavior is a form of insanity.”
A.A. has given me serenity of purpose, the opportunity to be of service to God and
to the people about me, and I am serene in the infallibility of these principles that
provide the fulfillment of my purpose.
A.A. has taught me that I will have peace of mind in exact proportion to the peace
of mind I bring into the lives of the other people, and it has taught me the true meaning
of the admonition “happy are ye who know these things and do them.” For the only
problems I have now are those I create when I break out in a rash of self-will.
I’ve had many spiritual experiences since I’ve been in the program, many that I
didn’t recognize right away, for I’m slow to learn and they take many guises. But one
was so outstanding that I like to pass it on whenever I can in the hope that it will help
someone else as it has me. As I said earlier, self-pity and resentment were my
constant companions and my inventory began to look like a thirty-three year diary, for
I seemed to have a resentment against everybody I had ever known. All but one
“responded to the treatment” suggested in the Steps immediately, but this one posed
a problem.
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It was against my mother and it was twenty-five years old. I had fed it, fanned it and
nurtured it as one might a delicate child, and it had become as much a part of me as
my breathing. It had provided me with excuses for my lack of education, my marital
failures, personal failures, inadequacy, and of course, my alcoholism and, though I
really thought I had been willing to part with it, now I knew I was reluctant to let it go.
One morning, however, I realized I had to get rid of it, for my reprieve was running
out, and if I didn’t get rid of it I was going to get drunk—and I didn’t want to get drunk
any more. In my prayers that morning I asked God to point out to me some way to be
free of this resentment. During the day a friend of mine brought me some magazines
to take to a hospital group I was interested in, and I looked through them and a
“banner” across the front of one featured an article by a prominent clergyman in which
I caught the word “resentment.”
He said, in effect: “If you have a resentment you want to be free of, if you will pray
for the person or the thing that you resent, you will be free. If you will ask in prayer
for everything you want for yourself to be given to them, you will be free. Ask for their
health, their prosperity, their happiness, and you will be free. Even when you don’t
really want it for them, and your prayers are only words and you don’t mean it, go
ahead and do it anyway. Do it every day for two weeks and you will find you have
come to mean it and to want it for them, and you will realize that where you used to
feel bitterness and resentment and hatred, you now feel compassionate
understanding and love.”
It worked for me then, and it has worked for me many times since, and it will work
for me every time I am willing to work it. Sometimes I have to ask first for the
willingness, but it too always comes. And because it works for me, it will work for all
of us. As another great man says, “The only real freedom a human being can ever
know is doing what you ought to do because you want to do it.”
This great experience that released me from the bondage of hatred and replaced it
with love is really just another affirmation of the truth I know: I get everything I need
in Alcoholics Anonymous—everything I need I get—and when I get what I need I
invariably find that it was just what I wanted all the time.
-

(Alcoholics Anonymous, 3rd Ed., p. 544-552)
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POLICY/ADMISSIONS
Item F
Doc. 3

History: Deletion of paragraph in the story “Freedom from Bondage” from
the Fourth Edition, Alcoholics Anonymous

What paragraph was deleted?
Third Edition, Alcoholics Anonymous, pages 546-547 (Hard cover)
“I looked around me at people who seemed happy and tried to analyze their happiness,
and it seemed to me that without exception these people had something or somebody
they loved very much. I didn’t have the courage to love; I was not even sure I had the
capacity. Fear of rejection and its ensuing pain were not to be risked, and I turned away
from myself once more for the answer, this time to the drinks I had always refused before,
and in alcohol I found a false courage.”
Why was the paragraph deleted?
Reason for the deletion is documented in a 2002 committee consideration.
2002 Conference Committee on Literature, committee consideration:
The committee noted the following information that was reported at the April 21,
2002 joint meeting with the trustees’ Literature Committee:
•

A report from the G.S.O. editor on the editing deletion of the ninth paragraph
of the story “Freedom from Bondage” which was included in the Third
Edition of the Big Book and which was deleted from the Fourth Edition to
create a page count in the Fourth Edition similar to the page count of the
Third Edition.

2003 proposal to restore the paragraph
At its February 2003 meeting, the trustees’ Literature Committee considered a proposal
to restore the deleted content in the Fourth Edition.
February 2003, Trustees’ Literature Committee report:
The committee recommended to the General Service Board that the area request
to edit the following Fourth Edition stories to restore their Third Edition Big Book
punctuation and story sentence content: “The Housewife Who Drank At Home,”
“Me An Alcoholic?,” “Another Chance,” “Freedom From Bondage” and “Dr. Bob’s
Nightmare” be forwarded to the 2003 Conference Literature for their consideration
with a notation that the trustees’ Literature Committee is not in favor of this request.
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Note: The General Service Board, at its February 2003 meeting, approved the
recommendation to forward the proposal to the 2003 Conference Committee on Literature
(CCL).
Contained in the background for the 2003 CCL, was a memo dated January 7, 2003, from
the GSO Publishing Director to the trustees’ Literature Committee. The memo reads in
part:
“All the other edited stories had a short overhang onto otherwise empty page. The
editors needed to save space so they could fit the new stories, and the Twelve
Concepts for World Service. Cutting back these stories slightly, enabled the editors
to reach the goal of having the same page count as the third edition. After an
extensive review of the cuts, I can honestly say that I think the editors did a great
job of preserving the meaning, and message of each story. Were we to restore all
the cuts, we would have to add another form to the book, and this would result in
four blank pages at the back of the book. (We cannot add single pages to a book,
but must add at least a partial signature with a minimum of eight pages.)…
The dictates of pagination and the necessity for the Publications Department to be
given the editorial responsibility was discussed at meetings of the Fourth Edition
Big Book subcommittee and both the Trustees and Conference Literature
Committees.
As a precedent, A.A.W.S. edited some stories that carried forward from the second
to third editions….
Since there are very logical, and in most case necessary, reasons for the changes
in these stories, and since they were made by professionals, in a careful and
respectful effort to enhance A.A.’s message of recovery in the new edition, I
recommend the text of the Fourth Edition remain as is.”
The 2003 Conference Committee on Literation “took no action” on the proposal.
2003 Conference Committee on Literature, committee consideration:
After lengthy discussion, the committee considered the request to edit the following
Fourth Edition Big Book stories to restore their Third Edition Big Book content: “The
Housewife Who Drank At Home,” “Me An Alcoholic?,” “Another Chance,” and
“Freedom From Bondage”, agreed to accept the Fourth Edition Big Book editorial
changes and agreed to take no action.

GSO Archives/February 2022
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM G: PAI #23 - Consider request to revise the pamphlet “Questions and Answers
on Sponsorship” to reflect shared experience on service
sponsorship.
Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Policy and Admissions Committee
Background Notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The trustees’ Literature Committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service
Conference a request to revise the pamphlet “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship”
to reflect shared experience on service sponsorship.
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and the Scoring
Tool to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review by its
Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload.
As stated in the PAI, this item was originally submitted for consideration to the 69th
General Service Conference. The trustees’ Literature Committee serving at that time
chose not to forward the item stating that there was no express need from the Fellowship.
The item was submitted again and was forwarded to the 72nd Conference by this year’s
trustees’ Literature Committee.
Since the item was originally submitted, a section on service sponsorship was added to
the A.A. Service Manual combined with Twelve Concepts for World Service, 2021-2023.
That section is included in the background.
______________________________________________________________
Background:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Submission Form - PAI #23_Chg in QA on Sponsorship
“Questions and Answers on Sponsorship” pamphlet (P-15)
“Sponsorship: A Vital Stepping-Stone to Service & Sobriety“ (SMF-110)
Excerpt regarding service sponsorship from the A.A. Service Manual combined
with Twelve Concepts for World Service, 2021-2023.
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Item G
Doc. 1
PAl#23 Submission Form

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.
To help carry the message of the importance of A.A. service, and to reinforce the idea that service is for every
A.A. member; it is recommended that the Service Sponsorship section in the pamphlet Questions & Answers on
Sponsorship (P-15) be expanded, and that the pamphlet be retitled to include Service Sponsorship.
Note: This proposed agenda item (PAI) was submitted prior to the creation of this new standard PAI submission
form yet is still under consideration. In support of the new Equitable Distribution of Workload process, the GSO
Conference Coordinator has included sharing from the originally submitted PAI to complete this form and
accompanying Scoring Tool.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
Provide the AA members doing this vital service work, Service Sponsorship, assistance to better serve the
Fellowship.
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on the
proposed agenda item 1 prior to submitting.
This recommendation follows a recommendation approved by our Area last year and submitted for consideration
to the 69th General Service Conference.
The trustee Literature committee chose not to forward that recommendation to the Conference Literature
committee stating that there was no express need from the Fellowship.
Our Area considers service sponsorship to be of great importance and recommends to those trusted servants
doing work beyond their Home Group and the GSRs within our groups that they ask someone to be their service
sponsor.
Jay's recommendation will provide the AA members doing this vital service work assistance to better serve the
Fellowship. In speaking with my Fellow Delegates, many other Areas share the importance of having a service
sponsor as a guide.
(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:
Included for reference with the recommendation are the only pieces of literature on service sponsorship available
today, an excerpt from the pamphlet Questions & Answers on Sponsorship (P-15) and a service piece, SMF-110,
Sponsorship-A Vital Stepping-Stone to Service & Sobriety.
Background:
In 2017, Area 44 Northern NJ considered a recommendation to send a request to the Conference Coordinator to
include the following item on the 2018 General Service Conference agenda: that the Conference consider
developing and writing a pamphlet on Service Sponsorship. The recommendation was introduced at an Area
Committee Meeting, went to the Groups for discussion, came back to the Area Committee Meeting with Group
feedback, was sent to the next Area Assembly, and was ultimately passed at the Area Assembly by substantial
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unanimity.
The recommendation was sent through the Area Delegate to the Conference Coordinator and forwarded to the
appropriate Trustees Committee. The Trustees however elected not to include the item on the Conference agenda.
Quoting from Area's 2017 recommendation:
We think that a pamphlet on service sponsorship has several benefits and can serve many ends. Such
a pamphlet can serve:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To
To
To
To
To
To
To

reinforce the notion that service work often begins with a suggestion from a service sponsor.
have more members engage in service work.
point out the benefits of service to the individual, the group and the fellowship.
define service work as a responsibility of the recovering AA member.
discuss ways in which a person in service can attract others to service.
explore ways in which a service sponsor can assist those new to service.
present personal experiences of those serving as service sponsors.

We believe that A.A. service is vital to recovery and that service sponsorship is vital to performing service
effectively. Research found a scarcity of information on Service Sponsorship - a service piece Sponsorship - A Vital
Stepping-Stone to Service and Sobriety (SMF-110) and two pages in the pamphlet - Questions and Answers on
Sponsorship (P-15).
Believing that the topic of service sponsorship deserves more attention, the conscience of Area 44 was clear. Ask
any A.A. member about sponsorship and invariably they will answer about recovery sponsorship - in fact many
A.A. members are completely unfamiliar with the term Service Sponsor.
Several members continued the discussion on this item and thought that instead of developing new literature,
expanding the current sponsorship pamphlet might be even more effective.
Questions & Answers on Sponsorship is already established and one of our most widely distributed pamphlets.
The message of the importance of service sponsorship would actually reach more A.A. members through this
existing pamphlet...with the following considerations.
While expanding the section on service sponsorship is an important aspect to carrying this message of service,
retitling the pamphlet to include "Service Sponsorship" is vital. The title could perhaps be something like:
"Questions & Answers on Sponsorship and Service Sponsorship" or "Questions & Answers on Sponsorship:
Recovery and Service" (but let's leave that up to the author and editor). By giving Service Sponsorship equal billing
with Recovery Sponsorship, we will be making a powerful statement to the Fellowship that our Third Legacy is just as
important as our First Legacy - that A.A. service is every member's responsibility, not just the work of a few - and that
each leg of our 3-legged stool - Recovery, Unity, Service is equal to the other.

(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?

See above.
(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.
Jeff B, Delegate
(7) Final comments:

N/A.
Updated 5/14/21
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POLICY/ADMISSIONS
Item G
Excerpt from the
Doc. 4
A.A. Service Manual combined with Twelve Concepts for World Service, 2021-2023.

THE SERVICE SPONSOR
The same impulse that drives some new people to try to “do A.A.” alone drives some new GSRs to try
to “do general service” alone. There’s no reason to. In fact, there’s every reason not to.
As rewarding and enjoyable as general service can be, you might find yourself feeling overwhelmed
at times. A service sponsor can make the difference between struggling in your service position and
feeling a sense of purpose and accomplishment (and having some fun along the way!).
A service sponsor is there to answer your questions about your responsibilities, the structure of
general service, the Twelve Traditions and Twelve Concepts and how to apply them, and making
reports to your group. They can share experiences on managing time and expectations. Simply put,
the service sponsor is there to help.
A service sponsor can be defined as one alcoholic who has made some progress in recovery and/or
performance in service and who is willing to share this experience with another alcoholic who is just
starting the journey.
Service sponsors often introduce newer members to the various aspects of service: setting up a
meeting, working on committees, participating in conferences, etc. In this matter it is important for
the service sponsor to help individuals understand the distinction between serving the needs of the
Fellowship and meeting the personal needs of another group member.
The basis of all sponsorship is to lead by example. Service sponsors can impart to their sponsees
the pleasure of involvement in the work of Alcoholics Anonymous. This is best done by stressing the
spiritual nature of service work and by pointing out the usefulness of simple footwork and faith.

Co-founder Dr. Bob said, “I spend a great deal of time passing on what I
learned to others who want and need it badly. I do it for four reasons:
1. Sense of duty. 2. It is a pleasure. 3. Because in doing so I am paying my
debt to the man who took time to pass it on to me. 4. Because every time
I do it I take out a little more insurance for myself against a possible slip.”
When considering potential service sponsors, experience of the Fellowship suggests looking for an
A.A. member who is:
• Knowledgeable in A.A. history and the service structure
• Well acquainted with the various service positions and the principles and concepts that guide
general service
• Familiar with the Twelve Traditions
• Familiar with The A.A. Service Manual and Twelve Concepts
To find someone with this kind of experience and knowledge, you might consider some of the people
you meet or hear at area assemblies and service workshops.
For additional information, there is a section on the service sponsor in the A.A. pamphlet “Questions &
Answers on Sponsorship.”
9 - 10 THE A.A. SERVICE MANUAL
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Public Information
Monday, April 25, 2022, 9 a.m. – Noon
Room: TBD
Chairperson: Lauren A.
Secretary: Patrick C.
Conference Committee Members
Panel 71

Panel 72

Lauren A.
Jim F.
Katherine H.
Nick P.
Jan W.

Fred A.
Mary M.
Richard M.
Ben N.

♦

Discussion and acceptance of trustees’ Committee report.

A.

Review the 2022 Public Information Comprehensive Media Plan.

B.

Public Service Announcements (PSAs):
1.

Review the distribution and tracking information for two video PSAs:
i.
ii.

2.

“Sobriety in A.A.: My Drinking Built a Wall”
“Sobriety in A.A.: When Drinking is no longer a Party.”

Review the 2021 report on the “Relevance and Usefulness of Video PSAs.”

C.

Review a progress report and the G.S.O. Podcast Plan.

D.

Review report on “YouTube Performance.”

NOTE: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their agenda items and strive to make their
recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To be more
financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation involves a
substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the budget be part
of that recommendation.
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E.

Review report on “Google Ads Performance.”

F.

Review report on “Meeting Guide Performance.”

G.

Review the "2021 Fourth Quarter Report on A.A.W.S. Board Oversight of G.S.O.’s
A.A. website."

H.

Review report on “AAGV/La Viña Website, Marketing and Podcast."

I.

Discuss feasibility research on paid placement of PSA videos on streaming
platforms.

J.

Discuss Public Information pamphlets/materials:
1.

Consider suggestion to revise the flyer “A.A. At a Glance.”

2.

Review suggested revisions to the pamphlet “Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings.”

3.

Review suggested revisions to the pamphlet “Understanding Anonymity.”

4.

Consider request to retire and replace the “A.A. Fact File.”

K.

Review request to create a new form of communication to address anonymity on
social media.

L.

Review report on development and distribution ideas for the “A.A. Triennial
Membership Survey.”

M.

Review content and format of P.I. Kit and Workbook.
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM A:

Review the 2022 P.I. Comprehensive Media Plan

Background notes:
From 2021 Committee Considerations of the Conference Committee on Public Information:
The committee reviewed and accepted the report on the status of the 2021 draft
Public Information Comprehensive Media Plan (CMP). The committee expressed
support for the vision and architecture. The committee noted the new architecture is
in keeping with today’s communications standards and requested that the full plan be
brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public Information and that the
full plan be available to all Conference members to distribute to their areas.
The committee also suggested that the content of the CMP be expanded to include
a deeper understanding of targeted audiences within A.A. relating to all genders and
reaching potential members.
From the July 31, 2021, report of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee discussed the status of the PI CMP. The trustees’ PI Committee will
review and update the content and architecture of the CMP. The committee will utilize
a working group style approach, involving all committee members focusing on
content, review of messaging/communications, digital assets, services, roles, and
responsibilities involving the three corporations. Development of the Comprehensive
Media Plan is an ongoing project.
From the September 21, 2021, trustees’ Public Information (full) Committee CMP working
group.
Status of work since July 2021 meeting:
Morgan B., Appointed Committee Member has worked to build the framework and
structure for the revised CMP full plan. We are seeking to bring transparency to our
three-corporation media plan, content, channels, short term work and long-term
strategies.
Within this update framework there are ten sections of work streams that need to be
assigned to working group teams of two to three members with an assigned leader.
Each team will take the current section, review it, and prepare for a meeting with
G.S.O. and AA Grapevine staff to discuss the current work being completed for each
of the CMP work streams.
1
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Current Skeleton CMP provision:
Morgan and Beau B. will provide the skeleton CMP document to all trustees’ PI
Committee members as background for the October 2021 meeting of the trustees’ PI
Committee meeting.
At the meeting, each working group lead will provide a progress update to the full
committee. This could mean that you have simply reviewed the CMP section and
have setup the office personnel meeting.
Final Working Group Meeting:
Planned for December 2021.
Working Group Team’s Section Work:
Each section is about one to three pages long. The mission is to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review the current text
Meet with the team at the office
Capture the current state of the work project short term strategy
Document the long-term strategy
Document the planned for timeline

Note: a goal is not to disrupt the office work.
Assignment of CMP Sections:
There following are the sections assigned to CMP Assignment Groups – Leads and
Players.
1. Website
Lead: Cindy F.
Team: Molly A.
Project Coordinator: Morgan B.
PI Coordinator: Patrick C.
Internal Office Employee: Samantha N., Tracey G., Chris C., Julie G.
2. Public Relations
Lead: John W.
Team: Trish L.
Project Coordinator: Morgan B.
PI Coordinator: Patrick C.
Internal Office Employee: Samantha N., Julie G., James H., Amy B., Racy J.,
Craig W., Chris C.
2
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3. Social Media
Lead: Coree H.
Team: Vera F.
Project Coordinator: Morgan B.
PI Coordinator: Patrick C.
Internal Office Employee: Samantha N., Julie G., Alexandra R., Amy B., Chris
C.
4. AAWS LinkedIn
Lead: Nancy M.
Team: Beau B.
Project Coordinator: Morgan B.
PI Coordinator: Patrick C.
Internal Office Employee: Julie G., Amy B., Diana L., Chris C.
5. GV Instagram
Lead: Vera F.
Team: Cindy F.
Project Coordinator: Morgan B.
PI Coordinator: Patrick C.
Internal Office Employee: Niurka M.-V., Chris C.
6. Meeting Guide App
Lead: Kirk H.
Team: Coree H., Nancy M.
Project Coordinator: Morgan B.
PI Coordinator: Patrick C.
Internal Office Employee: Samantha N., Tracey G.
Note: Initial vision document needs to be provided to Kirk and Coree.
7. Content Creation
Lead: Vera F.
Team: Kirk H., Patrick C., John W.
Project Coordinator: Morgan B.
PI Coordinator: Patrick C.
Internal Office Employee: Racy J., Craig W., Ames S., Jon W., Karina C., Sofia
R., Ed N., Julisa S., Alexandra R., Samantha N., Tracey G., David R., Irene D.
8. TV PSAs
Radio PSAs
Lead: Trish L.
Team: Patrick C., Nancy M.
Project Coordinator: Morgan B.
Internal Office Employee: Racy J., Julisa S., Samantha N.
3
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9. Podcasts
Lead: Molly A.
Team: Kirk H., Cindy F.
Project Coordinator: Morgan B.
PI Coordinator: Patrick C.
Internal Office Employee: Tracey G., Samantha N., Alexandra R., Julisa S.
10. Literature
Lead: John W.
Team: Cindy F., Nancy M.
Project Coordinator: Morgan B.
PI Coordinator: Patrick C.
Internal Office Employee: Racy J., Craig W., Ames S., Jon W., Karina C., Sofia
R., Ed N., David R., Irene D.
PI Assignment staff meeting with Morgan B. (ACM):
Morgan B. will be developing a guidance document for the working group teams. She
is seeking raw information from the office personnel to be able to add to the CMP.
We will detail that the work time frame should be include 2021-2022 and what is
planned for 2023 and beyond.
We will need to provide any information around the style guide that we have to
Morgan B. These can be obtained from PI, Publishing and Communication Services
Department.
From the October 30, 2021, meeting of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee discussed the status of the CMP. Four out of ten CMP working group
meetings with G.S.O. and AA Grapevine staff have been completed. The staff
secretary will coordinate minutes to be written to support the working group leaders
and their team in completing their section updates. The committee will meet in early
December 2021 to review a draft version of the plan. The committee asked that the
Appointed Committee Member, Morgan B., develop a full CMP plan for review at the
January 2022 meeting.
From the December 10, 2021, trustees’ Public Information (full) Committee CMP working
group.
The committee discussed the status of the CMP. Each CMP section leader provided
an update. The committee agreed each section leader would send their update to
the Appointed Committee Member, Morgan B., to develop a full CMP plan for review
at the January 2022 meeting. The TPIC Comprehensive Media Plan 2022 is
schedule to be provided to the staff secretary by January 7, 2022.
4
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From the January 29, 2022, meeting of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee acknowledged the collaborative efforts of the General Service Board
and the General Service Office (GSO) and AA Grapevine (AAGV) staff to produce
the 2022 CMP. The CMP is an inventory of ongoing work and plans, a guideline for
the GSO and Grapevine offices in their work, budgeting processes, and HR planning.
Overall, this document can be considered a plan for supporting A.A. members in
carrying the message to all who suffer from alcoholism. It is being presented to the
Fellowship through the Conference process to better communicate all the ongoing
work of the offices and to capture feedback from the Fellowship on these efforts. The
committee recognized that the 2021 committee consideration “that the content of the
CMP be expanded to include a deeper understanding of targeted audiences within
A.A. relating to all genders and reaching potential members,” needs more
development.
The committee requested that the staff secretary revise the following CMP sections
in preparation of the Conference background: LinkedIn, Meeting Guide App, La Viña
website, AA Grapevine podcast and “Key Messages.”
The committee noted that two recommendations, imbedded within the CMP regarding
Google Ads and the AAWS YouTube channel, will be clearly presented in background
forwarded to the Conference committee. Here they are:
1. Google Ads
Recommendation:
The office needs the ability to continuously optimize the Google Ads campaigns
based on standard best practices. If we don’t have the freedom to manage our
campaigns, the campaigns will not improve, and we’re wasting the fellowship’s
grant money and wasting opportunities to reach suffering alcoholics.
Appropriate staff members need to be able to make the following updates to the
campaigns without waiting a year for conference approval to ensure improved
campaign performance:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Evaluate and experiment with ad targeting
A/B test ad copy and design
Add/remove keywords and negative keywords
Change keyword match type
Test multiple landing page options
Approve/deny basic campaign suggestions provided by Google Ads

2. AAWS YouTube Channel
Recommendation:

5
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Continue adding most if not all video content to the YouTube channel.
Move on to phase 2 of keyword research/updates to further optimize SEO.
● Working on standards for accessibility in the videos, mostly in closed
captioning/.srt files.
●

●

The committee agreed to forward the 2022 CMP, with suggested revisions, to the
2022 Conference Committee on Public Information.

Background:
1. TPIC Comprehensive Media Plan 2022

6
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P.I
Item A
Doc.1

Trustees’ Public Information Committee
Alcoholics Anonymous Comprehensive Media Plan
January 29, 2022
The following is intended to serve as an inventory of ongoing work and plans, a
guideline for the A. A. Offices in their work, budgeting processes, and HR planning to
effectively carry the message to the alcoholic who still suffers. Overall, this document
can be considered a plan for supporting A.A. members in carrying the message to all
who suffer from alcoholism. The development of this document occurs through close
collaboration between the General Service Board and General Service Office and is
being presented to the fellowship through the conference process to better
communicate all the ongoing work and to capture feedback from the fellowship on
these efforts. The structure of this document and the content will evolve over time but
the use of it will remain critical in our efforts of effectively communicating our message
of hope and recovery from alcoholism to the world.
As we continue to make our message available in both traditional and new
formats/channels, it is always important to remain true to who we are and what we do.
Defining that clearly and staying consistent with that definition and our identity is
always important in clearly communicating our message of hope and recovery from
alcoholism, regardless of the format or channel we are communicating through.
AAGV and LaVina have a modern and consistent identity which serves well as a model
for AAWS in how to improve the identity of their assets. The new AAWS website
launched in December 2021 has addressed many of these concerns and many others
related to website performance, connecting people locally, accessibility, improved
search, and providing service materials. Still more work remains ahead regarding
digital kits, visual identity, and analytics to show us how people are and are not using
our resources. The AAGV websites (currently four) are moving towards two websites
with the goal of integrating the store with each of the main websites, streamlining the
login process, and user experience overall.
Our efforts in trying to reach the millions of alcoholics who inhabit this world have led
us to periodically provide press releases, usually regarding new literature or events like
the International Conventions. We look forward to the introduction of the new Director
of Communications to improve our thinking in this area, as well as the development of
a communications calendar that will provide a more proactive and efficient approach to
our internal and external communications.

1
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Regular communications about our lifesaving content are vitally important in today’s
colossus of communication. We can seek to make our public service announcements
more available to the suffering alcoholic by making them available where people are
actually watching and listening to other information today. We can also make our
information and content more shareable to support the army of recovering alcoholics
out there already carrying the message of hope and recovery. A focused effort
internally for developing this content to be more readily available across multiple
formats for our fellowship to share will continue to be a growing need, while always
staying well within our spiritual guiding principles.
As we go on learning how to me more effective with this information in a multitude of
places through tools like our websites, Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn, the Meeting
Guide App, and Podcasts, we will need to allow our great employees the flexibility to
pilot different approaches that fall within our guiding principles and measure their
effectiveness in carrying the message. For each new experiment we will want to ask
ourselves how we can determine if this was more effective in carrying the message.
We will need to continue to ask ourselves if we are making the most of the strengths
that each of our corporations bring, as our Executive Editor recently shared, AAWS
publishes the collective voice of AA and Grapevine publishes the collected voices of
AA members. Are we allowing each to shine as brightly as it could in carrying the
message?
As we move forward in 2022 there will be a focused priority in several areas:
● Website Search Engine Optimization plans for AAWS and Grapevine
● Public Information Calendar and planning key communications
● Developing more shareable versions of our great content and understanding the
effectiveness of these
● Exploring and clarifying the role of the Meeting Guide App so we can solidify our
strategies and timelines
The details of planning and execution across a multitude of projects can be found
below. Some of these sections are more complete than others because each of these
are in different stages of development. We will be encouraged to hear more feedback
on the progress and direction of each item, as well as the overall plan through the
Conference process. Understanding any clear priorities from the fellowship through the
conference process will be quite useful as well. This feedback is critical in the
balancing of intentions, direction, and resources applied in carrying the message to the
alcoholic who still suffers and in moving forward in our communications through the
collective conscience of our fellowship.
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4. Public Relations
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Section 1: Introduction
Introduction
The Comprehensive Media Plan and its subsequent tactical implementation is a
primary focus of the Trustees’ Public Information Committee. It is submitted to the
Conference Committee on Public Information annually for review. This document
serves as a strategic communications plan and review for all of Alcoholics Anonymous
and its incorporated brands. The following pages represent current business standards
in outlining such plans and serve as a benchmark to build on year over year. These
documents are prepared to chart a course for communication strategy and to measure
effectiveness and accomplishments and/or reevaluate their effectiveness as things
change. The guiding principles for this plan are firmly rooted in the Twelfth Step of AA
and the Twelve Traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Each year, the Trustees’ Public Information Committee will update this document
regarding suggested items for action in the upcoming calendar year and topics for
consideration in the following year. The trustees’ P.I. Committee shares information
about the plan and seeks input from AAWS, AAGV, and other Trustees’ Committees
as needed.
Communication is at the heart of A.A.’s mission to extend the hand of recovery from
alcoholism to anyone who seeks help. It begins with one alcoholic sharing their
experience, strength, and hope with another alcoholic. From there, it takes on more
forms: group meetings, district committees, Area assemblies—an entire Conference
structure that is served by three Boards and two corporations. This “upside-down
triangle” is the pathway for A.A.’s internal communication structure. This document
should speak to both internal messaging and external communications. Storytelling is
an integral part of A.A.'s history; how the message of sobriety and hope is carried to
the members, potential members, and the people they affect is the basis of this plan.
Key Tenets Developed for Technology/Communications Strategy
● Our goal is to get the still suffering alcoholic to local resources that can
provide immediate help
● Our content needs to be accessible to all we serve
● We need to be present where our audiences are searching for our
messages
● Our message needs to resonate with each of our core audiences in voice
and tone
● We must identify and address any unnecessary internal obstacles to be
more responsive and agile
● Provide consistent/stable anchor points for members and partners to
seamlessly connect to, utilize and engage with our content
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● Identify opportunities to better coordinate and share content from and
across PI, CPC, AAGV, Boards, and office
We further discussed that our success in future communications and sharing of content
would require that we find solutions that can balance our Conference mandated
Governance with the current culture's:
● Affinity for social media
● Desire for smaller, more frequent communications
● Preference for mobile app-like experiences
Key Terms and Definitions
1. Messaging Focus – Those seeking help with a drinking problem and those that
serve on the frontlines with alcoholics.
2. Recovery Landscape- Non-A.A. entities that provide similar or overlapping help
to problem drinkers or provide help that A.A. does not provide.
3. Media Objective – To help the sick and suffering alcoholic and provide accurate
information to the public about A.A.
4. Public Relations Strategy – Analyze, review, and develop our current
strategies/platforms to serve A.A.’s “Public Relations Policy.” Set goals, review
tactics and timeframes to achieve improved and more accessible communications
with those seeking information or help from A.A.
5. Creative “Branding” - This section represents the “voice” of our messaging. For
example, a Digital or PDF pamphlet may have a different look or feel to teenage
alcoholics vs. professionals. Still, it would contain some consistencies to make it look
like it came from the same organization.
6. Website/Media/Digital – How do digital assets complement each other? Do our
digital resources serve local committees and the A.A. Fellowship? Is information
easily accessible for media and professionals?
7. Implementation – How we do things in A.A. is as important as what we do in a
business and spiritual sense.
8. Budgets - Are we strategic and mindful of utilizing 7th Tradition contributions,
keeping within the Board’s fiduciary responsibility when embarking on projects?
9. Impacts, Evaluation, and Follow-up - Impact determines whether we have the
resources, budgets, and personnel to complete the goals and tasks. Evaluation is
necessary to show our goals have merit and that we’re adequately working towards
executing them. Follow-up refers to accountability and reporting.
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Section 2: Creative & Identity
This section covers not only the look and feel of the Alcoholic Anonymous brands,
including AAWS, Grapevine/La Viña (the publications), and as much of its
communication assets as it currently stands in 2022.
A brand is easily identifiable marks, messaging, and imagery that communicate the
identity of the brand to its target audience. It should be very closely tied to the
communication strategy and voice of the brand. Brand voice is what you say, and
brand tone is how you say it. Your tone may vary between audiences, so typically, we
document when to use certain tones in certain situations. These should be
documented in a style guideline or brand guidelines.
We will illustrate what the brand currently is and give examples of what it can be
incorporating all businesses and a unified voice. A brand voice is a uniformity in the
selection of words, the attitude, and values of the brand while addressing the target
audience or others. It is how a brand conveys its brand personality to the external
audience.
Key Message: There Is a Solution
Value Proposition: What Is the Problem A.A. Addresses?
● Need for recovery from alcoholism.
● Dependence on alcohol and wreckage of life
● Spiritual bankruptcy
Who is affected by this problem?
Alcoholics, those in their lives, society at large.
How are they affected?
Physically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually. Bad relationships, career issues,
fatal illness, demoralization. Every aspect of their lives.
Why is it important to solve this problem?
Well-being, safety, sanity. So, individuals can live their best lives. Family and
friends can be free of worry about the alcoholic. Recovery for the alcoholic and
everyone they know.
Who else currently addresses this problem?
Therapists, religion, other 12-step programs, government, profit/nonprofit
centers, support groups/peers.
How are their solutions delivered?
Mandatory action, court-ordered, church, short-term programs, hospitals, forprofit, counseling, group therapy.
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AAWS Analysis
The launch of the new AAWS website has addressed many of the branding concerns
raised in the past with its improved appearance and consistent use of the same
visual elements. GSO has also assembled a style guide containing current versions
of our logos, colors, fonts, and other branding elements for use within the office to
further aid branding consistency across all our materials. New materials and our
presence on external websites such as social media must stay consistent with the
branding on our website.
Where our creative and branding is still problematic is our older materials such as
pamphlets and books that were not created or revised recently. All our literature would
benefit from an automatic review schedule in which their content and appearance
would be evaluated to ensure it is still accurate and appears appealing to current
audiences. Any outdated materials could then be brought to the conference's attention.
Literature and Pamphlets are a representation of our fellowship; if they are perceived
to be outdated, irrelevant, and even ridiculous, then we are perceived to be those
things as well. Pamphlets might easily be someone’s first impression of our fellowship
and we must stop undermining our credibility by offering outdated materials. Keeping
our materials updated and appealing is a simple way to improve public perception of
AA. The fear of not being organized or a professional class of therapy should not get in
the way of us looking credible.
Ongoing Concerns:
● Lack of consistency in appearance between old and new materials
● Materials do not work together visually, which sends an unclear message
to the user.
● Poor image/design quality: images across the assets are often quite
poor—clip art, old-fashioned looking, stock photos, and many that don’t
add any visual value that aligns with the corresponding message AAWS is
trying to put forth.
● The AA name and identity marks are used by many other entities, which is
confusing to key audiences, and most importantly—to the still-suffering
alcoholic.
● Confusing links to brands, our organizational structure should not
determine our visible identity to the public
GV Analysis
GV and La Vina have a better, more modern, and clear identity. Their assets mirror
each other more closely and have a more visible voice. They do not come up in
search under ancillary keywords but do come up with direct keywords. Their
consistency
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across all platforms is better than AAWS with a clearer understanding of their
purpose: to gather and tell the personal stories of AA members who are recovering
from Alcoholism.
They seemed to have cleaned up muddled fonts, voices, etc. They may still need
editorial and identity guidelines and better consistency with how AAGV and
Grapevine/La Viña are noted across assets. Currently, it is listed in 5 different ways: (1)
AA Grapevine, (2) AA Grapevine, (3) AA Grapevine Inc., (4) The AA Grapevine, Inc. (5)
A.A. Grapevine, Inc. Inconsistency with how AAGV’s website is noted on assets. It is
listed in 3 different ways: (1) AAGrapevine.org, (2) aagrapevine.org, (3)
www.aagrapevine.org.
GV/ La Viña could be one of our most powerful tools in helping alcoholics find
recovery. We are storytellers, the first thing that resonates with us is one alcoholic
talking to another. Beyond everything else, identification leads to the process of
recovery

Section 3: Website

The intent of this section is to focus on the primary websites for AAWS and AAGV.
This includes the sites’ main landing pages, associated subpages, and store websites
that sell AAWS or AAGV products. These sites support AA.org and AAGrapevine.org.
AA.org
The 2004 General Service Conference recommended that:
a) The AAWS Board should continue to manage the Website through its
Technology/Communication/Services Committee.
b) Any correspondence, requests for changes, or requests for reports on the Website
would continue to be responded to by the AAWS Board.
c) The AAWS Board would be responsible for preparing a quarterly report to the
trustees’ Public Information Committee for their review. The report would include the
following information:
• Changes to the Website
• Updates on Website activity
• A summary of requests or correspondence from the Fellowship regarding the
Website and a summary of actions taken by the AAWS Board in response to
those requests or correspondence.
d) The AAWS Board would prepare an annual report for the trustees’ P.I.
Committee summarizing all Website quarterly report information. The report, along
with any additional comments from the trustees’ Committee, would be forwarded to
the Conference P.I. Committee for their consideration.
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AAWS launched the new aa.org website in late 2021. The goal for the new website was to
make the site more accessible, responsive, usable, and modern. The new website will
present Alcoholics Anonymous as a credible, relevant resource to new visitors and deliver
value to existing members. It will provide essential content and functionality where needed.
It consists largely of the content of the previous website but provides a consistent experience
across desktop and mobile devices.
Upon final completion of the site, AAWS will assume full responsibility for content and
administration. Hosting and maintenance contracts will continue with our current vendor.
Identified goals include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Overall improvement of the user experience
Mobile compatibility/responsive design
Easy to use content management system or web application Framework
Multilingual capabilities (English, Spanish, French)
Improved search capability
Improved ability for visitors to find A.A. meeting information
Compatibility with assistive technology standards (ADA compliant)
Search engine optimization strategy and backend implementation
Updated visual style

Future Projects
The following projects are under consideration.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bookstore integration with the site
Shared bookstore with AAGrapevine.org
Mobile application
Possible integration of an existing meeting guide
Possible email subscription and integration for AA.org
YouTube brand channel
Microsites for specific topics or audiences
Universal templates library

Key Ongoing Website Requirements
Easy task completion for key audiences
The information architecture should define the best path and best content to meet the
needs of each user group. As part of discovery, we want to research and test the message
and use of media content for primary segments. The audience consists of:
●
●

Potential Alcoholics Anonymous members and people new to A.A.
Current A.A. members
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●
●
●

Concerned individuals/family and friends
Professionals
Media

Advanced search capabilities
Search needs to deliver fast, accurate, easily understood results. Advanced search
options may be necessary for some content areas. In addition, the search will need to
function independently in each language. All features of our website are typically available
in English, Spanish, and French for audiences in the U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico. We
handle our own translations, but this aspect of the site does impact the overall design and
number of pages.
Improved ability to contact local A.A. and find meetings
One core purpose of AA.org is to help users connect with AA and find meetings in their
local area. The new AA.org does not currently provide AA meeting information, just links
to the local sources of this information. This is one of the most used and frequently
complained about features on aa.org. See the Find AA page for how we currently present
the information: https://www.aa.org/find-aa
Aa.org should provide a better, more efficient experience to our users. Some ideas that
we have had are:
● providing a quick search feature that includes geolocation like a “near me”
button
● displaying targeted search results that only include results for the specific
criteria searched on - for example, postal code, city, state.
● search results that take language into account (for example, searches in
Spanish should prioritize Spanish-language organizations in results)
● a map view (some of our membership is concerned about anonymity issues
related to Google Maps. Proposals should address this possible issue if Google
maps are selected Any per hit costs associated with map or location search
need to be minimal and accounted for in the proposal).
Ability for A.A. members to access service materials
A.A. provides a variety of services through a local committee system. These committees
are provided with resources by AAWS, Inc., most of which are available on our current
website (see current organization): https://www.aa.org/service-committees
This area needs to support key tasks of service members that are identified as part of
discovery for this project. At a minimum, better organization and improved navigation are
needed.
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Updated visual style
The visual style of the site needs to be continuously refined and updated while maintaining
the current logo and blue people graphic.
Optimized performance
Aa.org is a heavily trafficked site and needs to deliver industry-standard response times
both on desktop and mobile devices. Back-end performance, front end performance,
mobile versus desktop, payload sizes, and the number of assets, as well as time to first
byte should be continuously maintained and improved to meet rising technological
standards. For example, expected response times must be measured in milliseconds and
not seconds.
Flexible and easy to understand website framework
The backend content management needs to be easily understandable for those with less
technical knowledge but comprehensive enough to properly maintain and update all
aspects of the website. AAWS staff should be able to create and edit content. Content
editing should support a basic workflow process that allows reviewing and approving
content before publication.
Security compliance
This site is required to be PCI compliant.
Cookies and Privacy
The team has developed a roadmap to GDPR compliance and will work with their new
vendor to put as much of it into place by launch as technically feasible. One possibility
being discussed is implementing a Drupal Cookies opt-in/out module.
Metadata must reflect page content.
● Basic descriptions and cleaned-up titles to match the visible titles on items
applied to 579 assets in English, Spanish, and French. Focused on
completing on-page information to boost SEO and help the users.
○ As often as possible, we are going to use the same descriptions on
aa.org and the online store. Simplifies writing/translation and helps
SEO to relate items across platforms.
● Various new filters (Literature type, Service-Related, and Format) were
applied to all assets for easier searching and sorting. Initial “Service
Related” filters are based on kit contents lists. We will have the ability to
expand the content of filters and add additional filters in the future, but not
likely before launch.
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● All Newsletters in English titles and dates/years are updated to be uniform.
Waiting to apply in Spanish and French due to translation setup bug.
Identified to vendor.
○ Prepared descriptions for most newsletters based on article titles in
each issue. No entry field available yet identified to vendor. Not
critical for launch.
○ Planned work to apply filters to all newsletters similar to what we
currently have for About A.A.
https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/about-aa-newsletter-forprofessionals Not critical for launch.
Translations
Any new content must be translated and added to the French and Spanish
versions of the website. The AA Content team will provide the Translations team
with any outstanding copy to be translated. The Translations team will complete
the review and approval of the copy on the new page. The Translation team will
translate any outstanding copy, and the Content team will place it on the site and
the Translations team will review and approve.
Next Steps for AA.org
Going forward, it is important to focus on website function, content, domain authority,
expertise, authoritativeness, and trustworthiness, video aggregation, search engine
optimization campaign. The Google Grant and subsequent Google Ads campaign
have allowed us to “buy our way into the search results,” just like using a PSA to put
us in broadcast time slots we would not otherwise be visible. This is not a substitute
for appearing in the organic (non-paid) search results, but it has given us more search
visibility than we’ve had in recent memory.
Online visibility is critical to AA’s ability to carry our message. To increase our visibility,
we are in the process of developing an ongoing Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
plan for the AA.org website. Some basic SEO optimization is already in progress, and
we’ll have more information available in the subsequent CMP.
Future Web Development
Digital kits (non-PDF versions) – Multiple conversations are in progress about this
subject. Current suggestions include:
● More prominent placement of linked kit list PDFs
● Integration with Glide apps (significant learning curve and upkeep
concerns, allocation of resources)
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● Fully digital kit resources available to download or read on aa.org (must go
through Conference review/approval)
● Discussion of potential AA Service App – covers more than kit availability.
Also raises questions of development and maintenance.
● PI would like to be able to update their kits more often than once a year to
keep current and relevant info.
● Information aggregate tools are often used by local committees and
offices.
Analytics
We moved to Google Analytics for aa.org and Meeting Guide in 2021 in conjunction with
the relaunch of aa.org. This brought our website, online bookstore, app, and Google
Ads together under one analytics software for easier comparison and holistic planning.
Once the transition has been made to Google Analytics, update all standard reporting.
Hope to move at least some of the standard reporting to include predictive analytics and
make the data a larger part of the decision-making process.
AA Grapevine Websites
The AA Grapevine currently maintains four separate websites. The plan is to have one
Grapevine site that includes the current magazine, archives, store, and other features,
and one mirror La Viña site for Spanish-speaking members. We hope to transition to
this arrangement by the end of 2022. Our current four websites include:
1. Aagrapevine.org is the primary website for all things Grapevine. This site
includes the landing page for AA Grapevine with links to the magazine, the
archives of AA Grapevine stories, Get Involved page for material related to
carrying the message of Grapevine for GVRs, a link to the aagrapevine store,
and a subscription link. This main page includes links to the La Viña, Carry the
Message Project, Podcasts, ePub, and AA.org.
2. Aalavina.org mirrors the AAGrapevine.org site but all content is in Spanish.
3. Store.aagrapevine.org is a landing page to a separate site that provides links for
subscriptions, products, and personal accounts. The intent of the site is to
provide a one-stop-shop for users to purchase AA Grapevine material.
4. Lvtienda.aagrapevine.org is the mirror image of the store.aagrapevine.org, again,
translated into Spanish.
In 2021, AAGV developed and deployed the landing page aagrapevine.org/podcast for
the GV’s New Podcast, The AA Grapevine Half-Hour Variety Hour. This page provides
users with access to the podcast via the website. The Podcast is also available on
multiple podcast services.
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Also, requested and posted on “What’s New” aa.org and the Meeting Guide app the
URL alias aagrapevine.org/podcast.
Technically, updates were deployed to the GV and LV Drupal websites to hide the
month and year from the start and end of article and audio titles. In coordination with the
web vendor, developed and implemented new “Magazine section fields” dropdowns on
the GV and LV Drupal websites. Now articles and audios display what section they
belong to.
There is ongoing work on creating and setting the weekly Web Exclusives, monthly GV
Product News, quarterly Your Group newsletters, and supervising the setting of the GV
& LV daily quotes on the websites and blast emails to draw the Fellowship to the
Grapevine and La Viña websites.
Ongoing work on building UTM codes and adding them to the AAGV newsletters and
blast communications to better track data in google analytics. Ongoing work with the
website marketing team on improving the metadata for both aagrapevine.org and
aalavina.org websites.
Continued collaboration with the website marketing team in sharing the programmed
AAGV newsletters and communications for the Instagram accounts.
In coordination with the website vendor, work continues in improving the
aagrapevine.org and aaglavina.org website maintenance and support. More information
about GV’s search engine visibility is needed but they would benefit from ensuring each
page has a meta description and title that reflect the content of the page.
Online Listings Management Plan
Summary of Online Business listings:
We currently have business listings on Google, Bing, and Yelp. They were automatically
generated by the individual platforms. We took ownership of all three in 2019 to correct
inaccuracies. Currently, the information is correct.
There is a public comment feature to these listings that cannot be turned off or
removed. We have not done anything related to these comments since we took
ownership of the listings. However, by ignoring these comments, we are leaving
inaccurate/inappropriate comments in place and missing an opportunity to provide
help and contact information. It is a missed opportunity for public relations.
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Recommended actions:
● Review listing information monthly. Correct any inaccuracies or update
with new information. (We have been updating office holidays/closed
days)
● Fully update business information
○ Examples of additional information we could add:
■ Summary of services provided, year established, business
history
■ Many opportunities to link back to information on aa.org
○ Add office photos as appropriate (Not approved by management)
● Interaction with comments: Currently working with PI Coordinator to detail
types of comments, response vs no response, and a set of guidelines for
distribution to Staff.
■ Depending on the comment, use short, accurate response
text from a Staff member on Public Information, contact
information for the person at the office who can address their
concern or a link to aa.org that answers their question.
■ For reviews that are aimed at A.A. in general or local entities
and not G.S.O. specifically, remove them since the listing is
for G.S.O.
● Discuss case-by-case, some are looking for general info which we can
provide.
● Actions to be discussed in the future:
○ Use of “special announcements” and other features offered by the
platforms.
Google Ads
Campaign level keywords as of Feb 19, 2021:
Find a Meeting Campaign:
AA app
Find AA meeting
online aa meetings
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AA meeting finder
AA meeting schedule
AA meetings
alcoholics anonymous online
aaa meetings
AA meeting directory
12 step meetings near me
AA meeting list
aa online
Meeting Guide app
Meeting Guide
alcoholics anonymous meeting
AA meeting near

Get Help Campaign:
Recovery from alcoholism
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Give up drinking
Stop drinking
Give up alcohol
Problem with alcohol
Drinking problem
How do I quit drinking
Quit drinking
How to quit drinking
Help with drinking problem
Alcohol abuse
Am I an alcoholic
Alcoholics Anonymous
Drinking out of control

Account Negative Keywords as of Feb 19, 2021
ACOA Meetings
Adult Children of Alcoholics
Cocaine Anonymous Meeting
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Emotions Anonymous Meeting
NA Meeting
Narcotics Anonymous Meeting
OA Meeting
Overeaters Anonymous

All links in the ads lead back to aa.org.
The highest click-through rates continue to relate to finding a meeting.
Any lower-ranked or underused keywords will be swapped out to test new ones.
Also, as required by the grant guidelines, we cannot use single-word keywords.
Our ads are reaching a wide range of ages and genders. Men between 25-34 are
currently the top group interacting with our ads.
Recommendations:
The office needs the ability to continuously optimize the Google Ads campaigns
based on standard best practices. If we don’t have the freedom to manage our
campaigns, the campaigns will not improve, and we’re wasting the fellowship’s
grant money and wasting opportunities to reach suffering alcoholics.
Appropriate staff members need to be able to make the following updates to the
campaigns without waiting a year for conference approval to ensure improved
campaign performance:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Evaluate and experiment with ad targeting
A/B test ad copy and design
Add/remove keywords and negative keywords
Change keyword match type
Test multiple landing page options
Approve/deny basic campaign suggestions provided by Google Ads
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Section 4: Public Relations
“We are trying our best to reach more of those 25 million alcoholics who today inhabit
the world. We must reach them directly and indirectly. To accomplish this, it will be
necessary that understanding of A.A. and public goodwill towards A.A. go on growing
everywhere. We need to be on even better terms with medicine, religion, employers,
governments, courts, prisons, mental hospitals, and all those conducting enterprises in
the alcohol field. We need the increasing goodwill of editors, writers, television, and
radio channels. These publicity outlets—local, national, and international—should be
opened wider and wider, always forgoing, however, high-pressure promotion tactics. It
is to, and through, all these resources that we must try to carry A.A.’s message to those
who suffer alcoholism and its consequences.”
Bill W. Concept XI page C38 Twelve Concepts for World Service 1962
Public Information structure includes a strategic path of messaging and content
dissemination utilizing key stakeholders as the vehicle of the brand voice. Looking
forward, here are items we can establish as an aspect of this path.
● Develop a content and public information calendar annually.
● Position representatives that can talk about AA to the public, professionals,
and press.
● Develop key talking points and styles that are common and understood by
all representatives.
● Media train individuals tasked with this role.
● Develop a list of friendlies and relationships with the press.
● Develop a press list.
● Develop a tracking matrix.
Talking points and Key Language:
No matter what your age, no matter what your gender or background, if you are drinking
too much, A.A. offers a solution.
Our competence to speak about alcoholism is limited in subject matter to Alcoholics
Anonymous and its recovery program.
Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of people who share their experience, strength,
and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to
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recover from alcoholism. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop
drinking.
Key Language: Key Phrases
1. AA
2. Alcoholics Anonymous
3. Hand of AA
4. The Grapevine and La Vina A.A.’s meeting in print
5. Anyone anywhere reaches out for help.
6. Help
7. The Big Book
8. A program of Recovery
9. Recovery starts with one alcoholic talking to another.
10. Program for living.
11. Sober
12. Sobriety
13. Recovery
14. Recovered
15. Program of action
16. AA is a fellowship of people.
Press Releases
The General Service Office currently contracts with Cision/PR Newswire for
professional electronic distribution of press releases. This is a recent (2021)
development; for the past ten years, no professional services had been used, other
than for International Conventions. The use of professional distribution is in alignment
with the GSB Strategic Plan, and the current contract allows for the distribution of 8
releases annually.
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Releases are generated and coordinated through the Public Information
assignment. Press release content creation is the three-way responsibility of Public
Information, Publishing, and Communications. All releases are made available in
English, French, and Spanish. Also, the PI desk also provides electronic press kits
on request as background to releases.
The timing of releases has been based on newsworthy events such as new publications
or International Conventions. An expansive Public Information calendar, which would
incorporate external events (i.e., Alcohol Awareness month, public holidays, Sober
January) as an opportunity for an increased broad understanding and highlighting of
our message, is under development by the Communications Department.
Identification of individuals to speak about the topic(s) covered by the content is
determined by the Public Information Coordinator, based on the specific need, and
always bearing in mind the principles outlined in AA’s 12 Traditions.
AA Grapevine Inc. and La Vina have their own processes for press releases. The
vision for the PI Calendar is to include GV and LV events to work effectively together.
Cision/PR Newswire provides analytic data for releases it distributes. Releases are
also placed on the aa.org website, which has its own analytics.
As part of a longer-term strategy and human resources consideration, a media
relations position staff person/assignment would give the ability to tactically target
specific members of the media with story ideas and feature coverage, in
conjunction with broad press releases.
Events
International Convention, General Service Conference, Regional Forums
There are many opportunities for Public Information to raise awareness about
Alcoholics Anonymous in the lead-up to the quinquennial convention. Conference
actions, such as electing a new board chair, as well. These news opportunities
around Conference actions and noteworthy Board elections, follow a regular
schedule, and so can easily be incorporated into a PI calendar.
External Messaging around events can provide significant opportunities for PI to work
with local media outlets in the host cities before, during, and after the International
Convention. Also, it has been the practice of GSO to hire a local media professional
in the host city to leverage the most publicity possible before, during, and after the
International Convention.
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Direct Communications
Direct communications include announcements sent to members, staff, board members,
Delegates, Districts, Areas, and local Intergroup/Central offices.
Types of announcements include messages from the General Manager on any number
of topics, including but certainly not limited to 7th Tradition updates and news about
GSO of interest to the Fellowship. The current General Manager has stated a personal
goal of one “announcement” per month. These announcements need to be
incorporated into the master PI calendar. Announcements are sent out using the e-mail
marketing platform Campaign Monitor, using the available data in the GSO NetSuite
software.
Box 459 is an inward-facing publication sent out four times a year on a seasonal
(Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall) rotation, both electronically and as hard copy to a
small subscription base, as well as to all groups in the Fellowship Connections
database.
Quarterly Reports are sent out from the General Service Board to all Conference
members, and AAWS sends out “Highlights from AAWS” on a Quarterly basis as
well. Again, the importance of incorporating these communications into a PI calendar
is noted.

Section 5: Content Creation
TV PSAs
Public Service Announcements (PSAs) have long been recognized and used as a PI
tool for many non-profit organizations, including Alcoholics Anonymous. The first
mention in the History & Actions of the Trustee’s Committee on Public Information is
1966, with the continual production of 15-second, 30-second, and 60-second
television PSAs throughout the following decades. Changes in the industry and can be
detected through the actions from the first mentions of cable TV requirements in the
early 1980s, to the increased need for professionals in getting the PSA’s distributed
because of the sheer volume of TV outlets, to changes in submission formats, right up
to current requests to research the placement on streaming services.
Television stations air public service announcements in unsold commercial airtime.
Whenever a station has a commercial break, if the ads during that break are not
entirely sold out, stations will turn to PSAs to fill that gap. AA makes an investment in
the production of the content, distribution, and tracking, and the stations provide the
airtime. Therefore, PSAs fill a content need for the stations. The commercial value of
the airtime that has been provided to AA (as well as to other nonprofits) over the years
is in the many millions of dollars.
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The professional production quality of our PSAs is key to the success of the campaigns
over the years. The better the quality of a PSA, the more stations will play them. While
it used to be the case that stations were mandated to provide airtime, that is no longer
true. With the vast numbers of PSAs that come to the stations, high production values
are essential for successful placement.
Local Public Information Committees also make use of PSAs within their committees
and at information sessions. The PSAs are available on the aa.org website for viewing.
Local committees are also very helpful in terms of getting broadcast quality (PSAs on
the website do not meet broadcast standards) PSAs to television stations and outlets
that may not have been covered by GSOs initial distribution or to provide an extra push
to elevate the playing of our PSA by building local cooperative relationships.
Each year through the General Service Conference process the trustees Public
Information Committee and Conference Committee on Public Information, in
partnership with the Public Information Coordinator at GSO, work with the Fellowship to
review the usefulness and relevance of the PSAs developed for Alcoholics Anonymous
through this process:
● Decisions are made to maintain for use or retire PSAs.
● Decisions are made to develop new PSAs.
● Discussions are held determining items such as Policy on Actors
Portraying A.A. Members or Potential A.A. Members in Videos Produced
by the General Service Board or its Affiliates.
GSO Staff on the P.I. Assignment leads any project to produce new PSAs, whether
they are for broadcast television or radio placement. The production process includes
our Publishing Department and third-party service providers to create a PSA.
All-new creative content is provided for review through the committee process to
Conference for approval. Once finalized, we currently engage a service provider to
ensure that the broadest possible tracking and distribution occurs throughout the U.S.
and Canada service structure. Analytics are provided to the committees for reviews.
We also seek ways to repurpose or update creatives to ensure that if straightforward
revisions are made it may maintain the relevance and usefulness of a PSA for a longer
period. This could mean something as simple as updating a voice-over tagline
recording.
Short-Term Strategy
● As opposed to paying an outside service provider to edit and repurpose
content or the time on the PSA, we could use internal editors to make
multiple stories, 15 seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute.
● Utilize local committees more on PSA distribution.
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Simple suggestions include links to our PSAs at the bottom of signature
lines in emails, or in email communications to promote local committees to
become additional distributors on their websites and local professional
agencies. This can also be achieved through the PI Assignment ongoing
activity updates.
● Determine the use of paid placement of PSA videos on streaming
platforms including, but not limited to, Netflix, Hulu, and YouTube.
●

Long-Term Strategy
The continued effective use of resources such as our PI Appointed Committee
members, who are professionals in the field, is essential in terms of keeping an active
eye on the ever-changing media landscape, ensuring we do not miss new opportunities.
Radio PSAs
As with the television PSAs, AA has long found radio PSAs to be very effective tools.
Currently, this is especially true in small, under-served, and remote locations, where
local radio stations play a large part in service to those communities. In parts of the US
and Canada where infrastructure does not support more complex technologies, radio is
a true lifeline. Therefore, the importance of providing radio/audio content for those
stations about AA, such as our PSAs, becomes clear. All radio PSAs were recently
reviewed and tag lines at the end were updated to reflect the latest contact information
for AA. The broadcast-quality PSAs are available on the website for direct download
and through the PI desk.
While radio might at first glance appear to be an older, less effective technology in
terms of comparative reach, it is in practice one of our most valuable tools for local
committees.
Analytics
The General Service office contracts with Connect360 for its video PSA distribution.
Different methods are used to track airtime in the United States and Canada due to
different regulatory needs. Still, essentially, the approach in both countries is similar –
using independent third parties to determine the following factors:
● Learning about airings
● Determining how many people saw the PSA from an airing
● Determining the value of the airtime.
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Below are quantities for two distributions in 2021/2022

First Distribution
Second
Distribution

U.S.
English

U.S.
Spanish

Canadian

1,900

280

236

800

150

236

Podcasts
GSO Podcast Pilot Episode: “This is A.A. …virtually”
History
The General Service Office’s podcast work was initiated by a proposed agenda item
that led to the following Conference Advisory Action of the 71st General Service
Conference:
It was recommended that:
Podcasts providing sharing within the Fellowship and information about A.A. to the
public be produced and distributed by G.S.O. in cooperation with the Grapevine Office.
The committee requested that a progress report on the development and
implementation of podcasts be forwarded to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public
Information.
The committee noted that podcasts would serve as a new format to produce “service
material” to communicate on topics with similar sharing that can be found in Box 4-5-9,
About AA, aa.org, and sharing from AA Grapevine and La Viña.
Trustees’ Public Information Committee discussed the advisory action at the July 2021
meeting and requested the following action:
The committee reviewed the progress report on the development of an A.A. podcast.
The committee discussed GSO’s current efforts and looked forward to a progress report
at the October 2021 meeting.
Trustees’ Public Information Committee discussed the advisory action at the October
2021 Board Meeting and requested the following action:
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The committee discussed the podcast pilot episode and affirmed G.S.O. could
effectively produce a professional-sounding podcast and the episode outlined the
beginnings of a framework for future theme-based episodes.
The committee requested that the staff secretary coordinate with team members across
G.S.O. and AA Grapevine to create a full podcast plan that details information on
production, timeline, delivery channels, guidelines, cost, and proposals of 6 to 12
episodes. The plan is to include the departments involved in producing a finished
product and an outline of the analytics that could be collected to gauge the podcast’s
success as a service tool. A full plan will be brought forward for review at the January
2022 meeting.
a. One action is to provide a two-sentence podcast update in the TCS
agenda in December 2021 – Julie G.
b. Another action is to provide the following background to the Trustees’ PI
Committee:
i. A GSO Podcast plan
ii. Pilot Episode Evaluation feedback and analysis
iii. Any additional background needed and determined by the internal GSO
Podcast Steering Committee
At the January Board 2022 meeting, the trustees’ PI Committee will determine the final
report and Podcast Plan information that will be forwarded to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Public Information.
Creative Process and Production
This process was fully supported by a podcast working group made up of GSO
leadership and staff.
The Public Information Coordinator worked with Publishing and the Communication
Services Department on the production of the pilot podcast episode titled, “Online
Groups - Past, Present, Future."
A 30-minute timed episode format outline was produced that included the following
segments:
1. Introduction
2. Announcement of the theme of the episode and a lead-in description of the
episode segments
3. Segment: AA Grapevine…News!
a. This uses one audio content news story pre-recorded by AA
Grapevine relevant to the episode theme.
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4. Disclaimer to the Interview segment:
a. On “Getting sober and staying sober during a Pandemic. This
included the host interviewing two members, a sponsor and
sponsee whose relationship began virtually and continues.
5. Segment: AA Grapevine…Stories!
a. This uses two audio content stories pre-recorded by AA Grapevine
relevant to the episode theme.
6. Segment: A.A. History Fun Fact: “Did you know…?”
a. We selected a Box 4-5-9 article with a great historical overview of
online meetings and had the host record it.
7. Segment: Events
a. We recorded a sharing about the recent related Advisory Actions
from the 71st GSC regarding online groups as a recap of what is
happening today.
8. Segment: Remote Communities
a. "Members in remote communities have leaned into technical
means to connect and carry the A.A. message as demonstrated
in the following experience, taken from an article in the Summer
2021 edition of Box 4-5-9"
b. Host recorded
9. Segment: Closing remark conclusion statement
a. based on the history and shared experience presented in the pilot
episode.
b. Host recorded.
10. Final disclaimers recorded
The project team determined candidates for participation in the pilot podcast episode
and confirmed their willingness and ability to complete the project.
We had a host with podcast experience who is also a current delegate on the
Conference Committee on PI. We utilized internal voiceover talent from a staff
member in the Staff Services department. One project team member reached out to
the two interviewees and obtained their agreement to share their experience.
There was a discussion on future hosts, and it was determined we would like to have a
minimum of three different voices to take on the host role in future episodes.
The Publishing department coordinated and oversaw the recording session that
produced the content for the pilot episode. The session occurred in the evening in
roughly a three-hour session.
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The recorded files were provided to the Communication Services Department who
provided a first-round edit, project team review, and input that led to a final pilot
episode record that was presented to the trustees’ PI Committee at their October 2021
meeting.
Distribution
It was determined that we would need to provide a full podcast plan to the
Conference Committee on PI at the 2022 General Service Conference before this
pilot podcast episode can be distributed, if distributed.
Results
The pilot podcast episode was provided to the Corporate Boards and the GSO and AA
Grapevine employees so they could listen for and provide feedback via a survey.
See attached survey questions and results report.
Comparisons
As we provide a GSO podcast plan for future episodes and through Trustees’
Committee and Conference Committee on PI discussions, comparisons can be made
between the current AA Grapevine podcast and the GSO pilot episode podcast to
determine best practices related to format and production as this project moves
forward.
Goals
To be determined.
AAGV: “The AA Grapevine Half-Hour Variety Hour”
History
The Board and Publisher agree that AA Grapevine Inc.’s growth depends largely on the
expansion of our digital publishing presence. To that end, we formed the “AA
Grapevine Digital Transformation Working Group” consisting of Chris C., Josh E.,
Cindy F., and Coree H. This group took inventory of podcast ideas the Board and Staff
discussed over the past two years. When the 2021 Conference gave the green light to
podcasts, the working group explored several options.
We found an existing entertaining AA-related podcast called “The Boiled Owl,” and the
team agreed that we should contact the creators, Don M., and Sam M., to see if they’d
be interested in working with Grapevine to create a new podcast. Don and Sam agreed
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to join the effort as paid hosts. Over several weeks we discussed the creative direction
of the podcast. We concluded that a Grapevine podcast would best serve the
fellowship by reflecting the magazine, with members sharing their experience,
strength, and hope in this new medium. Our goal is to enrich members’ sobriety, attract
members to Grapevine products, and perhaps attract alcoholics to AA.
Creative Process
Knowing that the AAWS podcast would likely include news and information, we decided
that the Grapevine podcast would reflect the magazine as much as possible by being
focused on members’ recovery from alcoholism. We developed these parameters:
● G-rated language
● Strong adherence to AA Traditions
● Focus on recovery from alcoholism
● A fun mood, reminiscent of having coffee at a diner after a meeting
● Regular features such as “Ask the Old-timer,” “What’s in a Name” “Stump
the Thumper” (big book trivia)
● Humor from the magazine
● Audience participation is encouraged with a dedicated phone number and
email address.
● We discussed several program-length and frequency options and settled
on a half-hour program once a week.
We produced three sample episodes to share with the Grapevine Board at the July
meeting. A motion was made and accepted to develop a pilot season of 12 episodes.
Production
Don and Sam set to work on creating the podcast. The working group sent in
suggestions for guests. The office worked with Don and Sam to schedule guest
recording sessions and set up podcast distribution channels.
The production of the podcast is quite simple. Don and Sam interview the guests over
Zoom and record the audio. They ask the guests to find a quiet place and use the best
microphone available. Don also serves as the editor, and he takes the hour-long
interview and cuts it down to about 20 minutes. Don and Sam’s introductory banter,
the humor spot, a special feature, and the episode’s informational outro make up the
remaining minutes.
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Distribution
We launched the podcast on October 4, 2021. Our host site is Captivate, which
automatically pushes the podcast to certain platforms such as Spotify and Google,
but we had to take an extra step to register with platforms such as Apple and Stitcher.
The podcast is available on all the most popular platforms and Grapevine’s podcast
player on our website.
Results

● After 18 episodes, as of 2/3/22, we have 46,500 downloads.
● We notice a peak of listeners on Mondays, the day new episodes publish,
which tells us we’re developing a following.
● Approximately 25% of listeners use the Grapevine website, while 48% use
Apple Podcasts—other platforms making up the difference.
● The audience listens overwhelmingly on mobile devices, with mobile apps
at 67% and mobile browsers at 18%. Desktop listens account for 8%.
● Operating device numbers confirm the overwhelming use of mobile
devices with iOS and Android is used by 83% of our listeners.
● The podcast is the second-highest landing page on aagrapevine.org
(Sobriety calculator still number one). The Grapevine Newsletter,
Instagram, the Daily Quote, and referrals from aa.org helped that along.
● The audience is 88% in the United States, with Canada making up 7%.
Great Britain brings about 1% of the audience, and we reach members as
far and wide as Panama, Kenya, and Estonia.

Comparisons
This is an excerpt from an article on Podcast.co: “The metric that matters most to
podcasters is the number of downloads new episodes get within the first 30 days, so
that’s the metric we’re using — If your episodes get more than 124 downloads in 30
days, you’re in the top 50% of podcasts. If your episodes get more than 1,000
downloads, you’re in the top 20%. If your episodes get more than 2,900 downloads,
you’re in the top 10%.” Grapevine averages about 2000 downloads per episode, so
by this standard we are firmly in the top 20%.
Goals
At their December meeting, the AA Grapevine Board voted to continue the podcast in
2022, with a budget of $13,500.
● Provide an immediate, intimate connection with AA members.
● Be available anytime and anywhere.
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● Use the podcast to enhance the Grapevine brand in the minds of
members.
● Attract members to Grapevine magazine, digital subscriptions, and
products.
● Attract alcoholics to AA.
● We plan to expand the programming to include the podcast as a forum for
debate, feature discussions about Grapevine books, and have traveling
reports and interviews from AA events around the US and Canada.
● The podcast is a building block to the larger goal of the digital Grapevine
on a smartphone app, with all things Grapevine with subscribers always.
Literature
Literature is a key component of the CMP because literature is the main form of media
we produce and affects virtually every other section of the CMP. We need the
publishing schedule for AAWS and Grapevine to be incorporated into a Public
Information Calendar so all our platforms can promote the literature effectively.
Currently, a new internal email goes out when a new piece of literature is published
but we could more effectively promote it and carry our message if we utilized our PR
tools and social media platforms to further spread the word. Not only can our external
platforms support Literature, but Literature can also support the external platforms.
Conference-approved literature is a key source of content for social media and gives
us news to promote with press releases. We hope to add to this section significantly
over the next year.

Section 6: Social Media
AAWS YouTube Channel
AA implemented a YouTube channel in 2005. Currently, there are over 5,000
subscribers to our channel with 49 videos uploaded. One of the goals of our YouTube
channel is to drive visitors to AA.ORG and at this point, over 7,000 visitors have come
to AA.ORG from our YouTube channel. Our videos include informational videos for
physicians and employers as well as PSAs. Through YouTube analytics, we can gain
some idea of the demographics of visitors to our channel, including geographic
location, age, and gender.
Due to concern over the fact that YouTube plays other videos and advertisements
before and after the actual uploaded video, we have posted disclaimers to support
our tradition of no affiliation. Suggested Videos are a personalized collection of videos
that an individual viewer may be interested in watching next, based on prior activity.
AAWS
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cannot control suggested videos, but we do add a disclaimer at the end of each video
as well as attempt to optimize our YouTube analytics so that suggested videos are
appropriate and relevant, but much like a television PSA, we have no real control
over what ad, commercial or suggested video appears after our video.
The most important thing that we can do as we establish and expand our YouTube
channel is to establish one consistent brand and to focus on building high-quality
content. While optimizing our existing videos is important, even more important is to
create a publication calendar, and consider ways that we can utilize our existing AA
content and transfer it to video form. A YouTube channel that is not fresh and
frequently updated languishes as viewers lose interest. We lose the potential benefits
of the Google/YouTube relationship if we don’t consistently improve our channel.
We can utilize our existing analytics to guide us as we schedule our videos. It’s
evident that healthcare and other professionals are already utilizing our channel. What
other ways can we carry the message to professionals and make our channel easy
and attractive to them? How are we letting them know that our channel exists?
We also must consider our Conference approval process for publication. Who
approves the videos that appear on our channel? Will we need approval for every
single video that is uploaded, or is there a way to gain approval through a blanket
motion (e.g., That we create a video “Daily Reflection” to be posted daily to a playlist?)
Creating a PSA is a lengthy and expensive process. How can we think outside of the
box (e.g., animated “explainer” videos (what AA does and does not do for example)
or literature excerpts translated to video) to give us fresh, appealing content? it will
be beneficial to thoroughly consider and plan our content strategy in tandem with
video optimization and analytics analysis.
Each video posted should include the following:
A “Subscribe to Channel” end card.
A video promotion playlist or recently uploaded end card
A compelling, SEO-friendly title
Titles should be at least 5 words long and include a keyword in the title,
keywords should be situated towards the front of the title.
● An appropriate thumbnail image that matches the video and engages the
viewer.

●
●
●
●

The length of the videos should ideally be around the 4.4-minute mark. When creating
new PSAs, YouTube should be considered when setting up our 30, 60, 90-minute
segments.
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Descriptions should always be utilized. Include keywords in the first 25 words. Keep the
description less than 250 words, include keywords 3 to 4 times but do not “stuff” with
keywords or the description will be what is known as “spammy”.
Tags should be utilized. The first tag should be the main targeted keyword. Then
include a few variations and any descriptive tags or keywords.
Videos should be grouped into appropriate playlists when possible.
Subtitles/CC should be monitored for accuracy.
Branding is consistent with YouTube.
Articles should be regularly updated, and a publication calendar should be
created. The point of the LinkedIn page is to look professional and to
connect with professionals (judicial, medical, etc.) and consistency in
posting helps us to present as professional, reliable, and current.
● Channel art should be consistent in branding.

●
●
●
●

Recommendations:
● Continue adding most if not all video content to the YouTube channel.
● Move on to phase 2 of keyword research/updates to further optimize SEO.
● Working on standards for accessibility in the videos, mostly in closed
captioning/.srt files.
GV YouTube Channel
More information is needed for next year’s CMP.
AAWS Vimeo
Vimeo is used to host videos meant for internal use only. Vimeo’s use within our
website and community continues to be discussed.
AAWS LinkedIn
LinkedIn serves as the professional social networking platform which hosts more than
600 million professional profiles along with 55 million companies listed on the site.
AAWS’s presence on LinkedIn allows us to communicate and share our mission with
the professional community. One way to make connections is to include relevant and
informative content.
Articles should be regularly updated, and a publication calendar should be created. The
point of the LinkedIn page is to look professional and to connect with professionals
(judicial, behavioral health staff, correction professionals, public health agencies
medical, etc.) and consistency in posting helps us to present as professional, reliable,
and current. The requirements for creating a post include the following:
● 3,000 characters or less for the post text
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● Articles do not have a real character limit; however, it is reported that posts over
120.000 characters will be cut off thru the LinkedIn blogging network.
● Link to content on aa.org
● Any images or graphics to attach. LinkedIn will auto choose images based on the
page we link back to.
● Post short text in 3 languages which will also link back to A.A.org.
When the LinkedIn channel was approved by the 2018 Conference Committee on
Cooperation with the Professional Community, they set out the following narrow scope
and use of the profile:
● To offer another digital resource, in addition to www.aa.org, where
professionals can find accurate information about A.A.
● To broaden the reach of the About A.A. newsletter for professionals
● To offer a platform where our professional friends may recommend us
● To raise awareness of exhibits staffed by local C.P.C. committees at
national and local professional conferences.
● To expand the network of our professional friends and perhaps deepen the
pool of Class A Trustee candidates
● By our presence on LinkedIn, to reinforce the continuing relevance and
efficacy of A.A. to professionals.
Additional Committee Considerations:
The committee strongly suggested that those creating the LinkedIn company page
consider adding a disclaimer or explanation clarifying that A.A. is not affiliated with
any of the organizations who appear in promoted content on the LinkedIn company
page.
2019 Committee considerations:
The committee requested that the trustees’ Committee on Cooperation with the
Professional Community/Treatment and Accessibilities revisit the plan for
implementing a LinkedIn page taking into consideration the following suggestions:
● Add a disclaimer explaining that the “promoted” content on the LinkedIn
page is not affiliated with Alcoholics Anonymous.
● Include information from current A.A. literature about what A.A. does and
does not do that can be useful to professionals who work with alcoholics.
● Add a concise description of Alcoholics Anonymous that is based on the
Conference-approved literature intended for professionals that was
reviewed at the October 2018 trustee’s meeting.
● Add a link to aa.org, and a link to the information for professionals’ page.
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Add a link to the About A.A. newsletter.
Include a schedule of C.P.C. exhibits at national level events that are
coordinated through the General Service Office.
● Annually provide a report tracking the A.A. LinkedIn page, including visits
to aa.org from the LinkedIn page for review by the Conference Committee
on C.P.C.
●
●

The 2021 Advisory Action:
The committee recommended that the goals expressed in the 2018 Advisory Action
establishing a dynamic A.A.W.S LinkedIn page be implemented by G.S.O to provide
current and relevant content about A.A. to professionals in accordance with A.A.
principles and Traditions; and that a progress report on the usefulness and effectiveness
of implementing these updates on the A.A.W.S LinkedIn page be brought back to the
2022 Conference Committee on Cooperation with the Professional Community.
Short Term Strategies
It is important to note LinkedIn’s search results algorithm depends on the frequency and
relevancy of content. Currently, we do not show up for “AA” search, but only if you
search “Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc.”. A.A.W.S Communications Dept
and the Cooperation with the Professional Community have identified and prioritized the
following content be developed for posting:
High Priority
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

“About A.A.” releases
Link to Box 4-5-9/Sharing from Behind the Walls
The holiday issue of Box 459 with the 12 steps to stay sober during the holidays
Press releases -7 per year with Public Information
Yearly anonymity letter with links to additional anonymity resource
New videos appropriate to the professional audience
Vacancy announcements (Boards/Nominating)
Employment opportunities (Office/Human Resources)
A.A. Events hosted by G.S.O or where Board/Office members will be present.
Specifically, any event professionals can attend as guests. This can include
professional conferences where A.A. may have a C.P.C. display.
● Seek Grapevine and La Vina resources that are relevant for the professionals.
● Assess the use of hashtags for the LinkedIn postings
Low Priority
● CPC/PI related video highlights
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● CPC/PI literature/resources highlights to include FAQs and short straightforward
content
● Call out older issues of “About A.A.” with articles that are still relevant
● Open Letter to Health Care Professionals
● Highlight the YouTube channel as a resource
● Who/What are Class A’s (for the LinkedIn page, Class A’s should be referred to
as non-alcoholic trustees which will allow the professional community to
understand the difference between the A’s and the B’s)
● Encourage Class A’s to link themselves to the page as a resource. Consider
relinking their introduction articles from newsletters and possibly adding
headshots.
● Highlight LIM as a resource.
Long-Term Strategies
The following is a listing of possible strategies which may be considered to expand the
use and visibility of A.A. on LinkedIn. Each suggested topic will be carefully and fully
assessed as to the alliance to our thirty-six principles and the merit and feasibility of the
action.
● Playback in LinkedIn
Video content playing on social media is huge for engagement. We can
link back to the individual video page on A.A.org but the video will not play
on the Linked in platform unless we upload it directly. Our current practice
is we do not upload our assets to other platforms but bring people back to
A.A.org.
● Video reminders to the calendar after press releases. We will soon post a press
release regarding the new PSA's and put individual posts on the calendar 1-2
months later to highlight each individual video and serve as a reminder of the
previous content.
● Seek ways to increase the followers/subscribers to provide information to a wider
audience. This can be tied to the strategy of providing posts geared to a category
of professionals with FAQs or misconceptions and encouraging them to reach
out to the CPC desk.
● Consider LinkedIn webinars or go live with a Class A (non-alcoholic) trustee onscreen with CPC off-screen for a Q and or did you know type format
● Use the LinkedIn analytics to help shape the work we engage in.
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Instagram (AA Grapevine)
As of 01/03/22 GV Instagram has 5,560 followers on GV, and 621 on LV, and those
numbers increase daily. Posts generally receive 100-200 likes. Comments are disabled.
A hashtag strategy is in place to increase visibility.
GV generally posts twice per day. Posts include the daily reflection, inspirational quotes,
notices of new magazines and books, upcoming events, cartoons/jokes, photos from AA
events, etc.
In keeping with our mission, posts are primarily directed at alcoholics, “inside and
outside these rooms”. We also want to communicate with the professionals who have
been instrumental in helping us to reach alcoholics.
Currently, there is no AAWS Instagram account but whether that should remain the
case should be evaluated. There are several accounts impersonating AAWS, which
could be confusing to members or potential members trying to find us on Instagram.
The Grapevine Instagram account has been quite successful in terms of number of
subscribers and engagement, indicating that there is an audience. Provided the content
was different but of equal value, an AAWS account and the GV account could work in
tandem, each increasing the reach of the other through linking and tagging while
providing useful content to our audience and being visible on a platform where there are
suffering alcoholics who would benefit from our message.

Section 7: Meeting Guide App
Purpose
To improve communications with members and to support members and friends in
carrying the message of hope. In addition, improve communications with the professional
community regarding the meeting guide app and the benefits it can offer as they work
with their clients. The Technology Communications and Services subcommittee
presented two recommendations. The licensing of the current “Meeting Guide” app and
the creation of a basic AA app that would include a Meeting Guide, Big Book, Daily
Reflections, and Alert/Messaging capabilities. Currently, a vendor has been hired that
oversees monitoring and support that meets with staff every 2 weeks. Currently, there is
no one on staff dedicated to the Meeting Guide App (MGA). Staff and the vendor are
solely focused on maintenance and ongoing software releases when new operating
systems for mobile platforms are released (i.e., Android 12, iOS 15.1.1).
Recently Completed Tasks
● Added ability for local entities to include natively online meeting data and visually
differentiate from in-person or hybrid meetings.
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● Onboarding of a new vendor for maintenance and development so we can be
more regular and agile in our updates.
● Help Docs – a more responsive online knowledge base for customer service.
● Front – Collaborative email management system that streamlines the feedback
and customer service streams for the app.
To see the most recent list of features in v3.9 of the meeting app please view the News
Section of the App.
Current Working State
● Discussing possible integration of OIAA meeting data – in initial days.
Investigating data reconciliation, Possible interface format changes, and entity
overlap issues.
● Inclusion of alternate group level contribution methods (Square & PayPal) –
Future discussion will look at wider entity contribution concerns (Areas, Districts,
IGCOs, GSO)
Long Term Strategy
To determine the long-term strategy most effectively and therefore planned timeline it
would be helpful for the following questions to be discussed and answered:
● What is the primary purpose of The Meeting Guide App? The initial
purpose was to improve communications with the members of AA.
● Should the app have features/services that will encourage ongoing use by
users, rather than one-time use when a member needs to find a meeting?
Most members know what meetings they go to on a regular basis and
therefore rarely use the meeting guide app on a regular basis. Would
features be added to the app like daily reflections encourage ongoing
use? Features could include Meeting Timer, Common literature: How It
Works, Twelve Traditions, The Promises, AA Preamble, etc.
● Should the name of the app change to be more inclusive of the objective
of the app? Such as AA or Alcoholics Anonymous
● Since daily reflections is the #1 visited page on aa.org, should there be a
‘banner’ on this page to point people to installing the MGA so that they
know they can access this information on the app?
● Since we have limited resources to maintain the app, should a funding
strategy be developed so that the application is more self-supporting
financially to cover the costs of ongoing development such as collecting
7th tradition via the app specifically for ongoing support or the ability to
purchase online literature?
● Identify the activities designed to inform the professional community about
the benefits the Meeting Guide app can offer in working with their clients.
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Analytics
If getting the fellowship to use the app regularly is our goal, then one of the key metrics
to monitor would be user retention. The percentage of users that use the app each day
could also be valuable. The current user retention indicates that most users only use the
application for 1-2 days.
Planned Timeline
TBD upon more feedback from the conference on the current MGA purpose.

Section 8: Next Steps for the CMP
The CMP is a living document meant to be improved and updated each year. The goal
of the 2022 CMP was to create the most accurate picture of the current status of all the
Public Information projects currently in progress at AAWS and GV while causing the
least amount of disruption to office staff.
In addition to updating the current status information for next year, we’d like to add more
data and establish Key Performance Indicators to measure the success of each project.
This could look like setting goals for the number of new Instagram followers for the
Grapevine Instagram accounts or aiming to lower the bounce rate for the AAWS
website.
The following is a preliminary list of items we’d like to add to each section for next year’s
CMP:
Website Section:
● Search Engine Optimization Plans for AAWS and Grapevine sites
● A more expansive look at planned updates and improvements to the new AAWS
website’s front and backend
● Feasibility analysis of improving performance of new AAWS website to meet
Google Core Web Vitals for improved performance and visibility
● Analytics
● Content Update/Review Schedules
● Analysis of relationship between AAWS and GV websites, identifying any ways
they could further support each other
Public Relations:
● A Public Information Calendar containing all important dates such as scheduled
Press Releases, Events, Literature Publications, New PSAs, Project
Completions, etc.
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Content Creation:
● More data regarding distribution analytics and efficacy of TV and Radio PSAs
Social Media:
● More analytics so we can establish goals
● Updated Best Practices and Strategies for each platform to reflect the everchanging landscape of social media
● Posting schedules or calendars
● Analysis of the relationship between GV and AAWS social media accounts and
identification of any ways they could support each other or any redundancies we
could eliminate
Meeting Guide:
● Clarification on the goal of the Meeting Guide App so we can solidify our
strategies and timelines

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM B:

Public Service Announcements (PSAs):
1. Review the distribution and tracking information for two video PSAs:
i. “Sobriety in A.A.: My Drinking Built a Wall”
ii. “Sobriety in A.A.: When Drinking is no longer a Party.”

Background notes:
To view these two current video PSAs, go to the Media Library | Alcoholics Anonymous
(aa.org) page on G.S.O.’s A.A. website. Filter by “Public Service Announcements (PSAs)”
where you can select the PSAs to view.
------Conference advisory action of the 71st General Service Conference:
In addition to the work of local committees, one to two PSAs be centrally distributed to
broadcast media, tracked and evaluated at a cost not to exceed $60,000, and that the
information gathered from the process be brought back to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Public Information.
From the July 31, 2022, meeting of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee discussed a progress report on post-production efforts of the two 2021
Conference-approved PSAs. The committee looks forward to when the completed PSAs
are made available to the Fellowship.
In keeping with the PI advisory action, the committee looks forward to a progress report
on the broadcast distribution and tracking of the two PSAs at the October 2021 meeting.
From the October 30, 2022, meeting of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee discussed the post-production efforts of the two 2021 Conferenceapproved PSAs. The committee secretary reported that the target distribution date and
press release is November 2021. The committee looks forward to a progress report on
the broadcast distribution and tracking of the two PSAs at the January 2022 meeting.
From the staff report to the January 29, 2022, meeting of the trustees’ Public Information
Committee:
1. PSA Distribution to Canadian TV Stations:

1
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The requirements to prepare the video PSA files to be ready for distribution is very
different for the U.S. stations versus the Canadian stations. For a PSA to be aired by
Canadian TV each PSA must be encoded with a telecaster number. The organization our
vendor, Connect360, uses that provides PSA clearance guidelines is named, Think TV.
Think TV clearance “works with advertisers and agencies to ensure broadcast advertising
is not false or misleading, or likely to cause harm or offend viewers.” This organization
reviewed our PSAs and requested additional edits as follows:
•

A.A. name/logo needs to appear on final screen for 3 seconds. Currently, the
name only appears for 1-2 seconds.; also needs Indemnity Letter.

•

Video super "Représentation de l'actrice" does not make sense in this context as
there are multiple actors, not just one woman. This line will need to be translated
differently prior to approval (perhaps to "Représentations d'acteurs").

•

Recommend muffling the English audio during the Zoom-type call to avoid
alienating French viewers.

We had to go back to our production company and ask for the revisions. GM signed off
on our Indemnity letter. This is the reasoning behind the PSA distribution taking a little
longer than expected, but we have crossed the finish line with lessons learned about what
it takes.
2. PSA outreach by local committees:
A communication will also be sent to encourage the work of local P.I. committees,
members, and groups to build relationships with the stations within their vicinity to improve
the PSA airings.
3. Update from CPC Coordinator about a Potential PSA Project:
A year ago, in January 2021 there was a meeting with health care distributor – The C.P.C.
and P.I. coordinators met briefly with Mesmerize Point of “Care Network” to learn more
about the platform and learn more about their in-kind media program that would feature
existing videos, PSAs, and other materials from A.A.W.S. on their digital network.
Mesmerize Point of Care Network contacted the office to discuss using the PSA’s
developed by A.A.W.S., as part of their content that they would push out to their clients
who might subscribe to these distribution channels. Such clients would offer this
programing to viewers within community-based clinics, healthcare professionals, and with
national associations and organizations such as Mayo Clinic, WHO & CDC.
Mesmerize’s network of digital TV screens in doctors’ offices, pharmacies, and
community-based organizations dynamically displays timely and relevant health
messaging to viewers.
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Through PSAs, Alcoholics Anonymous can share information with the public that might
reach someone who is seeking help with a drinking problem. Through a HealthCare media
platform, information about A.A. might inspire an individual to initiate a dialogue with their
health care professional. These types of distributor platforms might provide a no-cost way
to reach patients, clients, and caregivers.
In October 2021, the trustees’ CPC/T-A Committee reviewed the information from the
Mesmerize Point information packet. The committee requested that information be shared
with the P.I. Staff coordinator and work in collaboration with P.I. The committee looks
forward to progress report that includes a demo of how A.A. PSAs are used at their
January 2022 meeting.
From the January 29, 2022, meeting of the trustees’ Cooperation with the Professional
Community/Treatment and Accessibilities Committee:
The committee discussed a demonstration video on how to distribute PSAs on digital
TV screens in offices, pharmacies, and community-based organizations with relevant
messaging to viewers. The committee requested that the staff secretary continue
efforts to develop a draft plan on PSA utilization in cooperation with the Public
Information desk. The committee looks forward to reviewing the draft plan at the July
2022 meeting.
From the January 29, 2022, meeting of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee reviewed current reports for “Sobriety in A.A.: My Drinking Built a Wall”
and “Sobriety in A.A.: When Drinking is no longer a Party.” There have been
approximately 8,000 English TV airings and 3,400 Spanish TV airings.
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public
Information the PSA tracking and distribution reports.

Background:
1. Email correspondence from tracking and distribution vendor Connect 360
2. The most recent reports on the Connect 360 extranet site:
http://reportcenter.c360m.com/
Username: AA2021
Password: connect

3
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Note: Date received January 13, 2022
An email correspondence from Connect360 our tracking and distribution vendor as of January
13, 2022:
The first phase of distribution and now tracking reports include data on the Alcoholics
Anonymous U.S. English and Spanish TV PSA distributions through the end of December
2021. Airings continue to grow as more stations add the PSAs to their rotations. Since our
last update, December 9, 2021, the English “Party” and “Wall” PSAs aired an additional 1,845
times. Total results are now 1,993 airings with 6,344,888 impressions and $377,382 in
donated media value. Coverage has started taking place on over 30 new stations, including
Bally Sports Network regional stations FSN-BSN North, FSN-BSN Ohio, and FSN-BSN San
Diego, as well as on new local stations in the markets of Los Angeles, Seattle, St. Louis,
Kansas City, Columbus, Greenville, Madison and many more. The spots also continue to
receive support on regional network FSN SportsTime Ohio-BSN Great Lakes, with ongoing
coverage taking place on stations in the markets of Atlanta, San Francisco, Nashville,
Paducah, Duluth, Anchorage, and others. The :30 “Wall” PSA and the :60 “Party” PSA are
now receiving the most coverage, with 626 and 401 airings respectively. Additionally, 77%
of airings are occurring during the more prominent non-overnight timeframes.
The Spanish "La fiesta" and "El muro" PSAs have aired an additional 703 times since our
last update, December 9, 2021, bringing total results to 799 airings, 7,438,307 impressions
and $463,560 in donated media value. The PSAs have started airing on national networks
Hogar de HGTV and Mexicanal, as well as on a new local station in the Denver market.
Additionally, support also continues to occur on stations in Los Angeles, Phoenix, Nashville,
Ft. Myers, Reno, and Yuma/El Centro. Over 80% of airings are taking place during nonovernight hours, with the :30 and :60 “La fiesta” PSAs now receiving the most coverage with
a combined 456 airings.
The U.S. English and Spanish TV PSAs have now aired a total of 2,792 times with
13,783,195 impressions and $840,942 in donated media value.
As of January 19, 2022, the Canadian distribution has been completed by Connect360. We
hope to see airings begin to come in over the next few weeks and will be in touch with initial
results once that happens.
Best, Shaliza

Shaliza T.

Campaign Specialist
Connect360 Multimedia
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM B:

Public Service Announcements (PSAs):
2. Review the 2021 report on the “Relevance and Usefulness of Video
PSAs.”

______________________________________________________________________
Background notes:
2008 Advisory Actions:
The Conference Committee on Public Information annually review current television
public service announcements for relevance and usefulness, retiring a PSA only when
it is no longer relevant and/or useful to the Fellowship.
The Conference Committee on Public Information annually assess the need for a new
television public service announcement.

Background:
1. 2021 Report on the relevance and usefulness of video PSAs
2. History on the relevance and usefulness of video PSAs
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2021 trustees’ Committee on Public Information
Report on the Relevance and Usefulness of
Audio/Video Public Service Announcements
Beau B., chair of the trustees’ Committee on Public Information, had requested that the
full committee review the current video PSAs prior to the July meeting. At the July 2021
meeting, the committee reviewed and discussed the current video PSAs for relevance
and usefulness.
The committee reviewed the current video PSAs (www.aa.org) and found them to be
relevant and useful and agreed to forward their findings to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Public Information.
1. “Sobriety in A.A.: We made changes to stop drinking”
2. “Sobriety in A.A.: Opening doors to a life without drinking”
3. “Sobriety in A.A.: Since getting sober, I have hope”
Update on contact A.A. tag lines on relevant TV and Radio/Audio PSAs
Radio/Audio PSAs
The project to update all English (20), French (2) and Spanish (4) Radio/Audio PSA
contact A.A. tag lines, to remove any outdated references, is complete. The newly
edited files are uploaded to www.aa.org for downloading.
TV PSAs
The staff secretary reviewed the three HD Broadcast-quality Public Service
Announcement Downloads deemed relevant and useful, according to the trustees’
Public Information Committee at the July 2021 meeting, that are being sent to the
2022 Conference Committee on Public Information.
The purpose was to confirm the scope of the project that the Publishing department
will need to complete to update contact A.A. tag lines. The first two PSAs, listed below,
had contact A.A. tag lines that did not need to be updated for any outdated reference
to the phone book, for example. Each of these two PSAs include a tag line and video
graphic that prompt a viewer to visit our A.A. website for more information.
A. “Sobriety in A.A.: We made changes to stop drinking”
Tag line: Contact A.A. it works for me, and for me and for me (spoken in
different voices).
1
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B. “Sobriety in A.A.: Opening doors to a life without drinking”
Tag line: If you have a problem with Alcohol, contact A.A., it works.
As determined by the August 2020 trustees’ Public Information Committee and
confirmed again by the staff secretary on January 11, 2022, the following HD
Broadcast-quality Public Service Announcement downloads deemed relevant and
useful do require an edit to the contact A.A. tag line because they currently state as
follows: “look for us in the phone book or on the web at aa.org.”
•
•
•

“Sobriety in A.A.: Since getting sober, I have hope”,
“La sobriedad en A.A.: Desde que logré mi sobriedad, tengo esperanza”
“L’abstinence chez les AA : « Depuis que je ne bois plus, j’ai de l’espoir. »

The Publishing department has this project in the queue to change these PSA titles
with an audio voiceover update. The new tagline voiceovers are already recorded and
simply need to be edited on these PSAs. There are eighteen files to update for the
U.S. and Canadian station versions. Project target deadline is March 25, 2022. The
2022 Budget project name category is the “Video/Audio Asset Revision” and the total
budget for this category is $6,000. Per Publishing, we are well within the allocated
2022 budget to complete this project.
From the August 1, 2020, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee noted that the audio PSAs and the video PSA “La sobriedad en A.A.:
Desde que logré mi sobriedad, tengo esperanza” tagline (English, French and
Spanish) should be updated with minor edits and that this be budgeted for 2021. This
is seen as a top priority.
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2017 – Current
History of Annual Review of A.A. Television P.S.A.s
From Trustees’ and Conference P.I. Committee Reports
Updated February 2022
2017
(TRUSTEES) The committee determined that all three current video P.S.A.s remain
relevant. In assessing the need for a new video P.S.A., the committee did not see the
need for one at this time.
(CONFERENCE) It was recommended that a new video public service announcement be
developed for a cost not to exceed $40,000.
2018
(TRUSTEES) The committee reviewed, and agreed to forward to the 2018 Conference
Public Information Committee, the rough cut of the proposed video P.S.A. and a
recommendation that the new P.S.A. be centrally distributed, tracked and evaluated at a
cost not to exceed $42,000, in addition to the distribution work of local Public Information
Committees
(CONFERENCE) That the video PSA “Changes” be approved with the following revision:
That the line “That’s where A.A. came to my rescue” be replaced with “A.A. offered a
solution.”
In addition to the work of local committees, the video PSA, “Changes” be centrally
distributed, tracked and evaluated at a cost not to exceed $42,000 and that the
information gathered from the process be forwarded to the 2019 Conference Public
Information Committee for their review.
Additional Committee Consideration:
The committee reviewed and accepted the 2017 report from the trustees’ Public
Information Committee regarding the usefulness and relevance of video public service
announcements.
2019
(TRUSTEES) The Committee discussed a request “that the General Service Board of
Alcoholics Anonymous and the General Service Conference of Alcoholics Anonymous
approve the development of a new public service announcement in video format that
1 of 4
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utilizes full-face actors (not members of A.A.).” The committee agreed to forward to the
2019 Conference Committee on Public Information a request to approve the development
of a new Public Service Announcement (PSA) in video format that utilizes full-face actors
(not members of A.A.).
(TRUSTEES) The committee reviewed the current video PSAs relevance and usefulness
and found them to be relevant and useful.
(CONFERENCE) The video PSA “My World” be discontinued.
(CONFERENCE) The “Policy on Actors Portraying A.A. Members or Potential A.A.
Members in Videos Produced by the General Service Board or its Affiliates” be reaffirmed.
(CONFERENCE) Two PSAs be developed at a cost not to exceed $50,000 for each PSA,
and that if full-face characters are shown, to include an “actor portrayal” disclaimer on
screen.
(TRUSTEES) The committee discussed the 2019 Advisory Action that two PSAs be
developed at a cost not to exceed $50,000 for each PSA, and that if full-face characters
are shown, to include an “actor portrayal” disclaimer on screen. The committee asked
that the development of a plan with focus on PSA messaging be included for discussion
in the Public Information (P.I.) Comprehensive Media Plan.
(TRUSTEES) The committee discussed a request from an area to create and facilitate a
targeted PSA to educate seniors about alcoholism and Alcoholics Anonymous. The
committee asked that further discussion about this item and PSA messaging be
forwarded to the Comprehensive Media Plan subcommittee.
2020
(TRUSTEES) The committee reviewed the current video PSAs and found them to be
relevant and useful.
(CONFERENCE) The committee reviewed and accepted the 2019 report on the
“Relevance and Usefulness of Video Public Service Announcements.” The committee
noted the recent efforts by G.S.O. to explore editing a Conference-approved PSA to
remain useful for local committees reflecting “social distancing” by A.A. groups and
members.
(TRUSTEES) The committee noted that the audio PSAs and the video PSA “La sobriedad
en A.A.: Desde que logré mi sobriedad, tengo esperanza” tagline (English, French and
Spanish) should be updated with minor edits and that this be budgeted for 2021. This is
seen as a top priority. The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference
Committee on Public Information the 2020 report on the Relevance and Usefulness of
Video PSAs.
2 of 4
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(TRUSTEES) In keeping with a 2019 Advisory Action the committee reviewed draft
storyboards and scripts for the development of two new PSAs. The committee supported
the general concept and vision and looks forward to progress reports on final storyboards
before production this fall.
(TRUSTEES) The committee discussed a request to create and facilitate a targeted PSA
to educate seniors about alcoholism and Alcoholics Anonymous and took no action. The
committee noted the Comprehensive Media Plan subcommittee report that while it would
be important to include seniors in a PSA messaging, they would not want to limit the
messaging to one demographic.
2021
(TRUSTEES) The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Public Information a progress report of the development of two PSAs. The committee will
continue to meet to review the current rough cuts and to provide feedback. The committee
asked that the Conference P.I. chair be included in their next meeting. The committee
noted that if draft PSAs are completed prior to the 71st General Service Conference that
they be forwarded to the 2021 Conference Public Information Committee for review.
(TRUSTEES) The committee suggested that if a new PSA were approved that the PSA
be centrally distributed, tracked and evaluated at a cost not to exceed $40,000, in addition
to the work of local Public Information committees. The committee also noted that a
targeted online paid PSA placement might be explored.
(CONFERENCE) In keeping with the “Policy on Actors Portraying A.A. Members or
Potential A.A. Members in Videos Produced by the General Service Board or Its Affiliates,”
the video PSA utilizing full face actors “Party” (working title) be approved with the following
revisions: That the voiceover “scratch tracks” be replaced, and other minor editorial edits
to be conducted in post-production.
(CONFERENCE) In keeping with the “Policy on Actors Portraying A.A. Members or
Potential A.A. Members in Videos Produced by the General Service Board or Its Affiliates,”
the video PSA utilizing full face actors “Wall” (working title) be approved with the following
revisions: That the voiceover “scratch tracks” be replaced, and other minor editorial edits
to be conducted in post-production.
(CONFERENCE) In addition to the work of local committees, one to two PSAs be centrally
distributed to broadcast media, tracked and evaluated at a cost not to exceed $60,000,
and that the information gathered from the process be brought back to the 2022
Conference Committee on Public Information.
(TRUSTEES) The committee reviewed the current video PSAs and found them to be
relevant and useful and agreed to forward their findings to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Public Information. The committee noted that while the content and
messaging of the existing three PSAs *listed below remain relevant, the contact tag lines
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may need editorial updates to reflect consistent contact A.A. tag lines found in the recently
produced PSAs to include Meeting Guide. The committee secretary shared that the tag
lines in all radio PSAs have been updated in all three languages. The committee looks
forward to the revised PSAs being made available on aa.org.
•
•
•

Sobriety in A.A.: We made changes to stop drinking (PSA)
Sobriety in A.A.: Opening doors to a life without drinking (PSA)
La sobriedad en A.A.: Desde que logré mi sobriedad, tengo esperanza (ASP)

*Titles reflect SEO retitling
(TRUSTEES) The committee discussed the post-production efforts of the two 2021
Conference-approved PSAs. The committee secretary reported that the target distribution
date and press release is November 2021. The committee looks forward to a progress
report on the broadcast distribution and tracking of the two PSAs at the January 2022
meeting.
(TRUSTEES) The staff secretary shared progress is underway with Publishing to update
the existing relevant PSAs to reflect consistent contact A.A. tag lines found in the recently
produced PSAs to include reference to the Meeting Guide.
•
•
•

Sobriety in A.A.: We made changes to stop drinking (PSA)
Sobriety in A.A.: Opening doors to a life without drinking (PSA)
La sobriedad en A.A.: Desde que logré mi sobriedad, tengo esperanza (ASP)

(TRUSTEES) The committee reviewed current reports for “Sobriety in A.A.: My Drinking
Built a Wall” and “Sobriety in A.A.: When Drinking is no longer a Party.” There have been
approximately 8,000 English TV airings and 3,400 Spanish TV airings.
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public
Information the PSA tracking and distribution reports.
(TRUSTEES) The committee received an update from the staff secretary on 18 HD
Broadcast-quality PSA download files, related to the following:
•
•
•

“Sobriety in A.A.: Since getting sober, I have hope”;
“La sobriedad en A.A.: Desde que logré mi sobriedad, tengo esperanza”;
“L’abstinence chez les AA : « Depuis que je ne bois plus, j’ai de l’espoir. »

The committee acknowledged that the PSA files require an edit to the contact A.A. tag
line which currently state as follows: “look for us in the phone book or on the web at
aa.org.” The Publishing department plans to complete the project by March 2022. The
committee looks forward to a progress report at the July 2022 meeting.
4 of 4
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information

Review a progress report and the G.S.O. Podcast Plan.

ITEM C:

Background notes:
Staff member background notes for the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information
Committee meeting:
The background for your review is the requested 2022 Progress Report and G.S.O.
Podcast Plan outlining the development and implementation of a G.S.O. podcast.
The Progress Report sections include the following:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Overview
History of the podcast
Participant Responses to the Podcast Pilot Episode Survey
Distribution of Pilot Episode
Creative Process and Production Information

The G.S.O. Podcast Plan sections requested by the trustees’ Public Information
Committee include the following:
E.2.
E.3.
E.4.
E.5.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

Future episodes
Developing themes and topics
The production workflow
A monthly timeline
Guidelines for Podcast Episodes
Staff resources involved in producing a finished product
Vendors/Consultants involved in producing a finished product
Delivery Channels
2022 Budget/Cost Breakdown
Analytics
G.S.O. Podcast proposals for consideration

From the January 29, 2022, report of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee discussed the 2022 progress report and GSO Podcast Plan, including
the collaborative work that went into the production of a GSO podcast pilot episode.
A working group, that included AA Grapevine staff, guided the creation of this episode.
The corporate boards and office staff listened to the pilot and provided feedback via a
podcast survey.
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The committee asked the staff to produce another edit to the pilot episode, using the
survey feedback, to include in the Conference background. The committee also asked
that documentation be produced that details the specific suggestions incorporated into
the new iteration of the pilot.
The committee also discussed three proposals in the GSO Podcast Plan of a path
forward for the GSO Podcast. The committee is asking the Conference committee to
discuss the proposals as part of the forwarded Podcast Plan. The committee looks
forward to the Conference committee's feedback.
The committee agreed to forward the following to the 2022 Conference Committee on
Public Information:
1. The Progress Report and GSO Podcast Plan.
2. The corporate boards and office staff feedback survey results.
3. The new iteration of the pilot episode which incorporates specific committee
suggestions, as well as any additional pertinent information for the discussion.

Background:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2022 Progress Report and G.S.O. Podcast Plan
Pilot Episode Feedback Survey Results
Q7 Responses
Q8 Responses
Summary of Podcast pilot re-edit
Transcription of pilot podcast episode
Link to the second edit of the pilot episode**

The Pilot Podcast Episode Disclaimer:
Do not share this G.S.O. Podcast pilot as it is only a test concept.
A pilot episode of any production is a test. G.S.O. has produced this
pilot podcast episode to provide a concept of the G.S.O. Podcast for
internal listening and discussion only. An audio link is being
included as a part of the 72nd G.S.C. Background for Fellowshipwide discussion. This G.S.O. Podcast pilot episode is NOT to be
distributed to the general public as it is only a test concept.
**Here is the link to listen to the G.S.O. Podcast pilot episode test concept:
Link: https://vimeo.com/677469165
Password: GSC2022
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2022 Progress Report and G.S.O. Podcast Plan
A. Overview
As requested by the 71st General Service Conference, in the third quarter 2021, the
staff at the General Service Office (G.S.O.) produced a podcast named, “This is A.A.
…virtually” with the pilot episode titled, “Online Groups - Past, Present, Future.”
At the October 2021 meeting the trustees’ Public Information Committee affirmed
G.S.O. can effectively produce a professional sounding podcast and that the pilot
episode outlined the beginnings of a framework for future theme-based episodes.
B. History of the podcast
The General Service Office’s podcast project was initiated by a 2020 proposed
agenda item that led to a 71st General Service Conference Advisory Action.
1. A 2021 Advisory Action of the 71st General Service Conference:
It was recommended that:
Podcasts providing sharing within the Fellowship and information about A.A. to
the public be produced and distributed by G.S.O. in cooperation with the
Grapevine Office. The committee requested that a progress report on the
development and implementation of podcasts be forwarded to the 2022
Conference Committee on Public Information.
The committee noted that podcasts would serve as a new format to produce
“service material” to communicate on topics with similar sharing that can be
found in Box 4-5-9, About AA, aa.org, and sharing from AA Grapevine and La
Viña.
2. The trustees’ Public Information Committee discussed the Advisory Action at the
July 2021 meeting and requested the following action:
The committee reviewed the progress report on the development of an A.A.
podcast. The committee discussed G.S.O.’s current efforts and looks forward
to a progress report at the October 2021 meeting.
3. The trustees’ Public Information Committee discussed a podcast progress report
at the October 2021 and requested the following action:
The committee reviewed and then discussed a podcast pilot episode and
affirmed G.S.O. can effectively produce a professional sounding podcast and
determined that the episode outlined the beginnings of a framework for future
theme-based episodes.
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The committee requested that the staff secretary coordinate with team
members across G.S.O. and AA Grapevine to create a full (G.S.O.) Podcast
Plan that details information on the production, timeline, delivery channels,
guidelines, cost, and proposals of 6 to 12 episodes. The podcast plan should
include the departments involved in producing a finished product and an outline
of the analytics that could be collected to gauge the podcast success as a
service tool. A full plan will be brought forward for review at the trustees’ Public
Information Committee January 2022 meeting.
C. Participant Responses to the Podcast Pilot Episode Survey
The pilot episode was provided to the Corporate Boards and the G.S.O. and AA
Grapevine employees for listening and to provide feedback via a digital survey.
For questions one thru six, evaluation responses were received from a total of
nineteen participants.
The survey rating scale for these six questions was:

Adding together the resulting “good” and “excellent” percentage rating feedback
regarding the podcast’s name, content, audio quality, tone, and story-telling style it
ranged from a rating of 57.9% to 73.68%. This translated to roughly 11 out of 19
review participants found it to be a positive podcast experience based on the
responses to these questions.
One survey question, “How likely is it that you would recommend this podcast to a
friend or colleague?”, responses provided more moderate ratings using the following
rating scale:
Responses

Answer Choices
Extremely Unlikely

21.05%

4

Unlikely

21.05%

4

Neutral

10.53%

2

Likely

26.32%

5

Extremely Likely

21.05%

4

TOTAL

19
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The final questions seven and eight were open-ended, allowing for survey participants
to provide feedback comments.
•

11 out of 19 participants answered question seven, “Please list any suggestions
for repeatable segments you may have.

This report includes a section below titled, “Creative Process and Production”
which outlines the repeatable segments selected and recorded for the pilot
episode. The eleven responses detailed additional ideas for future podcast
episodes that can be created to allow for a strong cross-section of varied
repeatable segments. Some examples of these ideas are segments such as,
recovery unity and service, the promises; 12 weeks with 12 realized promises and
interviews with local trusted servants about their service work, trustees-at-large
and chairs of our various boards.
•

10 out of 19 participants answered question eight, “Please include any
additional feedback and/or suggestions.”

There was some excellent feedback provided ranging from input on developing
content guidelines to support including the best messaging regarding “What A.A.
Is” and “What A.A is not” and integrating the recorded segments more effectively.
Note: See attached background of the survey reports titled “Pilot Episode
Feedback Survey Results”, “Q7 responses” and “Q8 responses”.
D. Distribution of Pilot Episode
The G.S.O. podcast production team believes it can re-edit the pilot episode recording
into a form that can be ready for distribution.
Instead of having a 30-minute episode that includes an interview and several
repeatable segments, that were meant to support one overall topic, “Online Groups Past, Present, Future” the team believes that using the feedback comments, we think
we can edit the content into several pilot episode parts.
With the survey feedback provided, there are enough ideas that will provide the
direction for the edits. We see that the interview portion can be possibly split into a
two-part segment along with using the other recorded repeatable segments to support
creating an overall cohesive topic on online groups. Some additional introductions
and segues can be recorded to provide reasoning as to how the different AA
Grapevine News and Articles and Box 4-5-9 segments can be linked in a more
effective way. An idea is to use our Executive Editor and current host to support the
work on this edit.

E. Creative Process and Production Information
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1. The pilot episode
This production process was fully supported by a podcast working group made up
of G.S.O. leadership and staff.
The Public Information Coordinator worked closely with Publishing and the
Communication Services Department on the production of the pilot podcast
episode titled, “Online Groups - Past, Present, Future."
To support the recording session, a 30-minute episode format outline was
produced that detailed the following segments:
a. Introduction recorded by Voice Over (VO) talent.
b. Voice over (VO) Announcement of the theme of episode and a lead-in
description of the episode segments
c. VO Segment: AA Grapevine…News!
i.
Included one audio content news story pre-recorded by AA
Grapevine relevant to episode theme.
d. VO Disclaimer to the Interview segment:
i.
Interview topic “Getting sober and staying sober during a
Pandemic.” Questions were developed by the podcast team and
reviewed and edited by the host. A host interviewed a sponsor and
sponsee whose relationship began virtually and continues.
e. VO Segment: AA Grapevine…Stories!
i.
Included two audio content stories pre-recorded by AA Grapevine
relevant to episode theme.
f. VO Segment: A.A. History Fun Fact: “Did you know…?”
i.
Included a Box 4-5-9 article with a historical overview of online
meetings. It was recorded by the host for this episode.
g. VO Segment: Events
i.
Included a sharing about the recent related Advisory Actions from
the 71st GSC regarding online groups as a recap of what is
happening today. It was recorded by the host for this episode.
h. VO Segment: Remote Communities
i.
Included an article from the Summer 2021 edition of Box 4-5-9
about members in remote communities using technical means to
connect and carry the A.A. message. It was recorded by the host
for this episode.
i. VO Segment: Closing remarks with a conclusion statement
i.
It was based on the history and shared experience presented in the
pilot episode. It was recorded by the host for this episode.
j. VO Final disclaimers recorded by VO talent.
The project team located the candidates for participation in the pilot podcast
episode and confirmed their willingness and ability to complete the project.
We selected a host with podcast experience who is also a current delegate on the
Conference Committee on Public Information. We utilized internal voiceover talent
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from a staff member in the Staff Services department. One podcast team member
reached out to the two local member interviewees and obtained their agreement
to share experience.
We have discussed hosts, and it was determined we would like to have a minimum
of three different voices to take on the host role in future episodes.
The Publishing department coordinated and oversaw the recording session
producing the content for the pilot episode. The recording occurred in one evening
in roughly a three-hour session.
The recorded files were provided to the Communication Services Department who
has one employee complete a first round edit. The podcast team reviewed and
provided input which led to the final pilot episode recording that was presented to
the trustees’ PI Committee at their October 2021 meeting.
2. Future episodes
The pilot was completed within a three-week timeframe. The podcast team sees
the process slowing down to ensure we have a total of four weeks to produce and
deliver an episode.
The production experience of the pilot provided the team with lessons learned. In
addition, the current bandwidth on the Communication Services Department team
is short-staffed with a new Communications Services Director waiting to come
onboard.
The future production concept we envision is that the podcast team include the P.I.
Coordinator, the Communication Services department, and the Publishing
department.
3. Developing themes and topics
Meet the Advisory Action goal of the G.S.O. podcast serving as a new format to
produce “service material” to communicate on topics with similar sharing that can
be found in Box 4-5-9, About AA, aa.org, and sharing from AA Grapevine and La
Viña.
First, the potential themes of the podcast episodes can tie to a content calendar of
G.S.O. events such as Regional Forums, General Service Board weekends, the
General Service Conference, and events occurring on the International
Assignment.
In addition, for non-event months, sources of themes/topics can come from the
annual AA Grapevine and La Viña magazine topics related to Corrections,
Treatment, Young People, Remote Communities and Accessibility or the current
schedule of upcoming magazine topics will include.
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Finally, episode topics and interview segments can be developed tapping into the
many trusted servant’s positions within the General Service Structure and the
services that are provided by the General Service Office.
4. The production workflow
P.I. Coordinator, Communication Services Department and Publishing can
develop the episode themes/topics. The Publishing department would take on the
role of researching materials and producing a draft episode outline and content.
The research would include gathering the potential service material, Box 4-5-9,
interview questions and About A.A. and other pre-recorded or other materials to
record for each episode that tie to the theme/topic. The P.I. Coordinator and
Communication Services Department will review the draft outlines, suggest
additions or edits, and as need arises, involve the larger G.S.O. Podcast Working
Group for input.
All oversight reporting will continue through the Technology Communication
Services committee for A.A.W.S. board and through the trustees’ Public
Information Committee for the General Service Board and Conference Committee
on Public Information.
5. Monthly timeline
a.
b.
c.
d.

Week 1 - Produce, review and approve episode outline and scripts
Week 2 - Pre-planning meetings with host, interviewees, and staff participants
Week 3 - Complete recording session and then review and edit the episode
Week 4 - Post final episode to delivery channels

F. Guidelines for Podcast Episodes
These guidelines consider the feedback provided in the pilot episode survey responses
and production lessons learned.
1. Include a diverse set of voices.
• This was, and can be, accomplished by alternating the host, consideration of
interview participants, choice of audio segments.
• There was discussion on future hosts, and it was determined we would like to
have a minimum of three different voices to take on the host role in future
episodes.
2. Consider sustainability/repeatability.
• Use a podcast format that is easily repeatable and not overly complex – the
pilot demonstrated multiple segments around a question/theme.
• Utilization of recurrent content creation such as Box 459, About A.A., AA
Grapevine and La Viña audio recordings etc.
3. Consider the ease with which the podcast can be either translated as-is or if the
theme of the podcast can have an equivalent version in French and Spanish. (e.g.
Grapevine and La Viña)
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•

The working group discussed ways which the pilot could be “translated”, such
as having the interview portion be recorded by French and Spanish speaking
members.

4. Collaborate and share resources between service entities (esp. Publishing,
Grapevine & Communications Services)
• The pilot made use of GV recorded audio and Box 4-5-9 articles.
• As the podcast moves into a post-pilot phase, G.S.O. plans to leverage the
experience of AA Grapevine podcast production and with respect to decisions
such as distribution platform, etc.
5. Consider what unique information A.A.W.S. and G.S.O. can provide
• The pilot had segments highlighting specific service areas that aren’t discussed
in any other A.A. related podcast, such as the General Service Conference and
remote communities.
• Future episodes will make the most of access to trustees, board members and
staff.
6. Recording session guidelines
• Half-hour program, or less, once a month.
• Choose one very specific topic per episode.
• G-rated language.
• Strong adherence to AA Traditions, principles and what A.A. is.
• Focus on recovery from alcoholism.
• Never include discussion of non-conference approved literature.
• Assure member’s anonymity is protected.
• Share and discuss questions with interviewees ahead of time.
• Make sure sound levels are consistent throughout the episode.
• Include some (brief) interaction among podcast staff/presenters between
segments and music for better segues.
• End with a call to action/where to find information/how to get in touch.
G. Staff resources involved in producing a finished product
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

G.S.O. Staff PI Coordinator
Communication Services Department
Publishing Department
Translation Department (future episodes)
AA Grapevine
Podcast Working Group

H. Vendors/Consultants involved in producing a finished product
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Audio production service provider
Music production service provider or subscription
Transcription service provider – helps with editing
Editing service provider
Or use internal audio production/editing services
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I. Delivery Channels
Drawing on the AA Grapevine podcast experience, we are considering contracting
with the same host site, Captivate, which from their experience shared it automatically
pushes the podcast to certain platforms such as Spotify and Google. Also, taking an
extra step to register with platforms such as Apple and Stitcher. These steps will allow
the podcast to be available on all the most popular platforms. We will need to
determine how to develop a podcast player on the aa.org website like the one working
on the AA Grapevine website.
J. 2022 Budget/Cost Breakdown
The current approved trustees’ Public Information Committee 2022 Budget for the
G.S.O. podcast project is $15,000.00.
The pilot episode was recorded at the studios of the audio production service provider,
www.johnmarshalmedia.com. The actual cost for the podcast record came in at
$962.50. This covered 3.5 hours of studio recording, equipment, and shipping fees.
Using this as our guide, if six to twelve episodes are produced, and we used this audio
production service provider, the annual proposed cost for recording is between
$5,775.00 (6) up to $11,550.00 (12). This of course bars unforeseen expenses.
K. Analytics
This is an excerpt from an article on Podcast.co: “The metric that matters most to
podcasters is the number of downloads new episodes get within the first 30 days, so
that’s the metric we’re using — If your episodes get more than 124 downloads in 30
days, you’re in the top 50% of podcasts. If your episodes get more than 1,000
downloads, you’re in the top 20%. If your episodes get more than 2,900 downloads,
you’re in the top 10%.” Grapevine averages about 2000 downloads per episode, so
by this standard we are firmly in the top 20%. Once up and running the G.S.O. Podcast
team can leverage the AA Grapevine’s experience regarding analyzing this same type
of metric. We can seek to understand the following:
•
•
•

Total visitors vs unique visitors
% completion (how much did they listen to)
Acquisition source (where did they come from)

L. G.S.O. Podcast proposals for consideration
1. Consider moving in a new direction and create a G.S.O. Podcast plan using
the AA Grapevine podcast experience:
a. Establish a very streamlined/simple/repeatable format that requires minimal
oversight from G.S.O.
b. Find a person/persons such as the “Boiled Owl” service providers, A.A.
members, to be the point persons – maybe start by asking them for a
reference or even to help us get going.
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c. Production, ideas etc., would still be with the G.S.O. podcast team as
needed – but leverage the tools/avenues that Grapevine is using.
d. Request that the Boards entrust select members of staff to manage
podcast’s creation and adherence to AA Principals, to allow the seamless
production of a regular series of episodes.
2. Consider moving forward with the existing G.S.O. podcast team process
outlined in this G.S.O. Podcast plan and produce 6 to 12 podcast episodes
in 2022.
a. The G.S.O. podcast production team believes it can re-edit the pilot episode
recording into a form that can be ready for distribution.
b. With current resource limitations in the Communication Services
Department and the upcoming onboarding of a new Director of
Communication Services, Publishing will support the production as detailed
in this report under “Creative Process and Production Information” section.
c. Produce six to twelve episodes
d. Utilize John Marshall Media for freelance editing once recording is
complete.
e. Incorporate the guidelines detailed in this G.S.O. Podcast plan.
f. Request that the Boards entrust select members of staff to manage
podcast’s creation and adherence to AA Principals, to allow the seamless
production of a regular series of episodes.
3. Considering the success of the AA Grapevine podcast, request if we can
incorporate G.S.O./Service Material oriented within the context of their
format.
a. Do not create a separate G.S.O. Podcast currently.

Back to Cover
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P.I.
Item C
Doc.2

Q1 Please rate podcast content from 1-4 stars:
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

S

0%

10%

Fair

FAIR
S

21.05%
4

AVERAGE

21.05%
4

20%

30%

40%

50%

Average

GOOD

60%

Good

EXCELLENT

42.11%
8

15.79%
3

70%

80%

90%

100%

Excellent

TOTAL

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

19
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P.I.
Item C
Doc. 3

Q7 Please list any suggestions for repeatable segments you may have.
Answered: 11

Skipped: 8

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Recovery Unity Service

11/18/2021 12:20 PM

2

The Promises. 12 weeks with 12 realized promises.

11/16/2021 8:42 PM

3

GSC - Getting ready, Conference week (gratitude booth shares) and what happens now after up
to the July meeting (Highlight July committee meeting with disclairmer). interview employees,
and conference members; gratitude booth. -Sponsorship segment (se comments below);
definfing sponsorship; how it differents from other 12 step Fellowships (without opining on
them), in-person relationships who had to adapt to pandemic; those who only have done
virtual; letter writing; LIM; French speaking; Spanish Speaking (diffrent cultures); how AA
sponsor ship is not coaching our counciling. Online group discussion -30:29 summary by
Lauren – would be a strong introduction; to set the stage; Online group discussion –
interviewing the online intergroup would set the tone and could transition in to online groups
since the pandemic. It believe that the online intergroup not being included seems odd

11/10/2021 5:10 PM

4

Steps All different kinds of service-from coffee to GSR to CPC to corrections. Traditions

11/10/2021 3:35 PM

5

Interviews with different trusted servants about their work, from Intergroup office manager to
Trustee at Large, to Chair of various boards, etc.

11/10/2021 7:15 AM

6

The audio quality was intermittent. Sometimes you could hear the host, sometimes not.

11/9/2021 4:45 PM

7

History nuggets, unique stories, AA world wide stories; the conference information may be
interesting to service folks, but I think it will bore those who are not.

11/8/2021 2:02 PM

8

We could have a segment called "Meeting the member where they are at" and in this segment
we can take topics and show how to use AA principles in current situations for members where
they are at. Recovery, Unity, Service whatever the direction.

11/7/2021 12:47 AM

9

Hitting Bottom, No Matter What, Bridge Back to Life

11/5/2021 4:26 PM

10

Always love to hear from folks with 6 mos to 2 years of sobriety who are as excited about the
programs as kids on Christmas morning. So refreshing

11/5/2021 2:44 PM

11

Do not use acronyms

11/4/2021 1:23 PM
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P.I.
Item C
Doc. 4

Q8 Please include any additional feedback and/or suggestions.
Answered: 10

Skipped: 9

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The G.S.O. podcast has the potential, as the 2021 P.I. Advisory Action states, to provide
"sharing within the Fellowship and information about A.A. to the public..." and "serve as a new
format to produce 'service material' to communicate on topics (..from Box 4-5-9, etc.) and
sharing from AAGV." It can be a dynamic and effective way to share our legacies. It is clear
that much time, effort, and A.A. love have gone into the production of this pilot episode of the
G.S.O. podcast. The comments and suggestions below are offered with that same A.A. love.
This episode attempted to cover at least four topics in 30 minutes. While each topic dealt with
the concept of "online" in some way, the segments didn't fit together, and the podcast felt
disjointed to me. Suggestion: Choose one very specific topic- "History of
online/email/mail/phone meetings", for example-per episode. In the interview: 1. A member's
first name, last initial, city of residence, place of employment, and name and time of a virtual
meeting they started and attend are disclosed. This member's anonymity was compromised if
not broken. Their safety may be at risk. Suggestion: Develop a Traditions-based podcast
interview guide or checklist. Review it with interviewees and check for understanding. 2. An
interviewee discussed and recommended non- A.A. literature (Drop the Rock was mentioned
by name). In a podcast approved and distributed by Alcoholics Anonymous/G.S.O, this raises
questions of affiliation and endorsement. Suggestion: Develop a Traditions-based Podcast
Interview guide or checklist. Review it with interviewees and check for understanding. 3.
Frequently, several interview questions were posed at once. The interviewees seemed
unprepared for questions, instead drifting into unrelated or non-A.A. topics. Suggestion: Use a
fairly detailed script. Share and discuss questions with interviewees ahead of time. Practice,
practice, practice. Other suggestions: Keep the overall introduction (Info about G.S.O.) brief
and to-the-point. Pay attention to enunciation, speed of speech, and intonation. Make sure
sound levels are consistent throughout the episode. Include some (brief) interaction among
podcast staff/presenters between segments for better segues. Always end with a call to
action/where to find information/how to get in touch. Keep at it. Great things will come to pass!

11/18/2021 12:20 PM

2

I miss the two wacky guys. They were entertaining. The current version is more the
"educational variety." Each would have had their own audience.

11/16/2021 8:42 PM

3

Love Jacob’s voice and Lauren voice too. Both have rich poise and depth which is engaging,
with the questions and conversations they ask. On thing that would help is to include Music at
all tropic transitions and all segments. An instrumental that is more contemporary (even Jazz
notes?) GSC snippet was nice; and what might make it impactful is to interview a couple of
Conference Members (AA Delegates, GSB, Non-trustee Director, GSO /AAGV Staff) Talk
about what surprised you the most? Most meaning full; most concerning. Also could create a
segment with a compilation of highlights from the Gratitude Booth-put as many in as possible.
Sponsorship Segment – Patricia and Kat: Amazing Grace Group (Do we need to put name of
home group?) Around 7:49 was clear and direct might move up in the beginning. 9:27 aprx.
Was good point about less distractions. 9:58 Feels more fortunate to get sober during
Pandemic; around the world. Accessibilities; Sponsor tried to not compare getting sober inperson vs virtually. Opps, “Sponsorship Tree” too trendy and again might be better to have a
segment before this. 24:30-ish: Asking opinions about should online meetings stay might be
started with too soon. ; 15:32 – mentions that they have more than one home group; this is not
common to all of AA. Also 15:10am SF AA group listed in NYC, introduces the emerging
concept of online groups;. Also they seem to only attend women’s groups which may convey
all of AA segregates attendance accordingly. Overall having a sponsorship segment is a good
idea because it is at the heart of one-alcoholic helping another. What would make this a
stronger series is to introduce segments that introduce the basic concept of AA sponsorship
based on conference approved literature, which can be referenced. Also might have, two long
timers (sponsee-sponsor) talk about their experience and how they adapted? The AA
Sponsorship experience is different than other Twelve Step Fellowships. AAGV Magazine
Audio Stories – AAGV prison issue - audio stories were a nice touch; and clarifying some were
not all incarcerated so clarifying would be helpful. 30:29 summary by Lauren – would be a
strong introduction; to set the stage; Online group discussion – interviewing the online

11/10/2021 5:10 PM
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intergroup would set the tone and could transition in to online groups since the pandemic. It
believe that the online intergroup not being included seems odd North/South – Event nice
snippet Music needed after this segment and Jacaobs’ Glossary segment at the end.
4

I would not make this podcast public for several reasons 1. The sound is not good. I had to
adjust the volume depending on who was speaking. Lauren's voice was very quiet 2. I would
make sure that we are not talking about books that are not A.A. like "drop the rock". Not that
they are not good, but it gives a very confusing message. Is it A.A./is it not. Since this is an
A.A. podcast it seems to imply affiliation especially to someone who is new 3. Sponsorship
trees perpetuate a notion that depending on the "tree" you are in the better your sobriety. I am
completely against having this in our podcast. I know this is common in some parts but not all
and it seems to say that A.A. promotes this

11/10/2021 3:35 PM

5

I think the first Podcast should have focused on explaining What is AA, What it is Not, more
so like an introduction to A.A., that we are self-supporting and other basic information about
the Fellowship. Perhaps a brief history - formed in 1935, and co-founders Bill and Dr. Bob. I
would be more inclined to recommend this podcast to a friend if these topics were covered in
the first podcast. If I didn't know anything about A.A., I would hope to be introduced to it in the
first Podcast. Beginning the podcast with the GSC seems out of place and very confusing. I
also think saying "transforming our General Service Conference" is not accurate. What did it
transform to? The Conference process was not transformed and the statement alludes to some
sort of permanent transformation. It is also muddled with too many topics. The virtual
experiences were a result of present circumstances but these do not define the core of AA. I
would feature this in a later podcast. A podcast on virtual experiences and "firsts" could
feature the North -South Connection. Love the production quality of the podcast and narrator's
tone. Thanks for allowing me the opportunity to share my opinion.

11/10/2021 2:25 PM

6

Rather than reading scripts about such topics as the Zoom conference, interview members
who participated and who benefitted.

11/10/2021 7:15 AM

7

Really, it was quite vanilla. I don't think it would make me say " I want that to or this I must
have".

11/9/2021 4:45 PM

8

Interviews were good. I think interviewing unique stories will be good.

11/8/2021 2:02 PM

9

Ask our listeners what they would like to hear. We need to be careful of the content and how
we are perceived. This is going to be listened to by many and if we say it is ok to do
something they will take that. There is content in here that are not AA sources and some even
consider a certain meeting that was mentioned as a 24/7 controversial meeting. Also the
language we use. We need to share closely with the team about the importance of content in
relation to what AA is not what a podcast is. We publish our principles and I think we could be
more principle oriented. We also need someone on the podcast with answers to some of these
questions. We could of given so much when the remote community topic came up and we did
not give any information.

11/7/2021 12:47 AM

10

Have the interviewer speak up

11/4/2021 1:23 PM
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Item C
Doc.5

NEW SEGMENT SEQUENCE ORDER
Re-edit of G.S.O. Podcast pilot episode test concept
for the 72nd General Service Conference
2-14-22
PILOT Outline for Podcast Title "This is A.A….Virtually"
Episode title: "Online Groups - Past, Present, Future"
A. Summary of edits to the audio file:
At the January 29, 2022, meeting, the trustees’ Public Information Committee requested
the staff secretary to work with Publishing to produce a reedit to the G.S.O. Podcast "This
is A.A….Virtually", pilot episode titled, "Online Groups - Past, Present, Future.” The
request was to use the survey feedback responses as the guide to the revision and to
include an audio file link in the Conference Committee on Public Information background
for listening only. The committee also asked that documentation be included that details
the specific suggestions incorporated into the new iteration of the pilot.
The team updated the opening statement to the pilot podcast to remove “A.A. World
Services” and state appropriately that this is a “podcast produced by the General Service
Office on behalf of the fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous in the US and Canada.” We
also shortened the introduction to keep it brief and to-the-point.
To focus in on the topic selected and to bring more cohesion as to how the episode
segments were planned to fit together, we rearranged the ordering of all the audio
segments, beginning with the interview portion.
The interview portion of the podcast pilot was significantly edited for timing, and to remove
several suggested edits such as, asking interviewees to stick with the titles of Conferenceapproved literature and not to mention A.A. Group names as this, plus the city/state and
names of interviewees could compromise anonymity. We also removed a question and
answer about “sponsorship trees as while it is experience shared by some, may not be a
message we want to carry in the podcast.”
To reduce the amount of time for the entire pilot episode we deleted one AAGV audio
story segment titled, “Our personal stories: Virtual Newcomer.” We also deleted an
interesting remote community’s story recorded from Box 4-5-9, as it was felt this pulled
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away from the cohesiveness of the episode bringing in too many different topic
viewpoints.
We made new music selections and ensured that music was included at all segments
segues and transitions.
B. Reorder of Segments:
Segment One: Introduce podcast
Segment Two: Announce Theme of episode & describe segments
Segment Three: Disclaimer for Interview
Segment Four: Interview Segment: Getting sober, and staying sober, during a
Pandemic/Intro
5. Segment Five: Segment Segue "AA Grapevine... Stories!"
6. Segment Six: AA Grapevine disclaimer
7. Segment Seven: Segue to GV Audio
8. Segment Eight: 22 Hours a Day
9. Segment Nine: Segment Segue A.A. History Fun Fact: "Did you know...?
10. Segment Ten: “For decades, A.A. Members have been debating…”
11. Segment Eleven: Segment Segue "AA Grapevine... News!"
12. Segment Twelve: Segue “Our annual in-person General Service Conference…”
13. Segment Thirteen: INTRO (1) Audio clip related to virtual conference experience
14. Segment Fourteen: Audio Segue “So what conclusion can we draw…
15. Segment Fifteen: Closing remarks
16. Segment Sixteen: This is made possible by line. ”Box 4-5-9 and this podcast are
made possible by the voluntary contributions of A.A. members.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Back to Cover
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P.I.
Item C
Doc.6

Transcription of pilot podcast episode
Speaker 1 (00:04):
Welcome to This is AA Virtually, a podcast produced by the General Service Office on behalf of the
fellowship of Alcoholic Anonymous in the US and Canada. We'll explore a variety of topics about Alcoholics
Anonymous, including what AA is, what it does and what AA does not do. We welcome you!
Speaker 1 (00:22):
More information is available in our literature and on the website, www.aa.org.
Lauren A (00:33):
Hi, I'm [Lauren 00:00:34] A, and I'm excited to be your host for this new Alcoholics Anonymous podcast.
In the next half hour we'll hear how AA and the fellowship survived and even thrived during COVID,
including segments on our general service conference, welcoming newcomers amid a pandemic, our little
history of online meetings and a conclusion years in the making.
Speaker 1 (00:55):
The views and opinions expressed during this podcast are those of the individuals. No one person speaks
for all of AA.
Lauren A (01:02):
In this segment, we'll find out what it's like getting sober and staying sober during a pandemic. We'll meet
Patricia A, who celebrate her first day and her first year of sobriety completely within Zoom rooms. Patricia
will be joined by her sponsor, [Kat 00:01:16], and we'll get to hear their experience of navigating sobriety
and sponsorship during a pandemic.
Lauren A (01:21):
Hi and welcome. Patricia and Kat, could you introduce yourself?
Kat A (01:24):
Hi, I'm Kat A from New York City.
Patricia A (01:28):
And I'm Patricia A from New York City.
Lauren A (01:31):
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Welcome! Okay, let's get started with our interview. Um, Patricia, share with us about coming into AA as
a newcomer during the pandemic. How did you even find us?
Patricia A (01:43):
Uh, the power of the internet. (laughs) I just logged onto the, the AA site and looked for, uh, meetings
that were happening at that moment and just, um, logged on.
Lauren A (01:55):
That's great. Using the website. And you just celebrated your first year of sobriety a few months ago,
right?
Patricia A (02:02):
I did. Yeah. It's ... I just celebrated 15 months.
Lauren A (02:05):
Fantastic.
Kat A (02:05):
Whoo-hoo!
Lauren A (02:06):
Did you have a party?
Patricia A (02:06):
(laughs) Thanks.
Lauren A (02:08):
Wasn't there a ce- a party or a celebration?
Patricia A (02:12):
Uh, yeah. You know, just a lotta love, uh, virtual. (laughs)
Lauren A (02:16):
Yeah.
Patricia A (02:16):
Yeah.
Lauren A (02:17):
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Pandemic love. And, um, Kat, I just want to ask what your approach to sponsor was during this pandemic.
Uh, how did you become sponsor and sponsee and how did the relationship evolve?
Kat A (02:30):
Well, Patricia and I met because of my home group when it was in person before the pandemic and I
continued on when it became virtual. I am somebody who attends that meeting, uh, regularly Monday to
Friday and Patricia and I really got to know each other through our sharing and I ended up asking her to
speak at that meeting to qualify after her 90 days. During that meeting, people assumed she was my
sponsee (laughs) and actually what ended up happening was she then asked me if I was willing to work
with her and go through the steps.
Lauren A (03:13):
Fantastic.
Patricia A (03:15):
Yeah, we were in fellowship and, and Chris said, "Isn't Kat your sponsor?" I was like, "I would love ... I ...
No, I wish she was." (laughs) And, uh, and she said, "I would love to be your spon- ... You know, I, I, I wish
I was your spon- ..." Like it was just like, "Okay." You know, I was so nervous. It's like asking someone to
marry them, you know? And, uh, and so we exchanged numbers and just talked but yeah, she had what I
wanted to I was very intimidated to, to ask her.
Lauren A (03:43):
Great. So, um, I believe that both of you ... This is a question for both of you. You've only met once in
person. Is that right?
Kat A (03:50):
Yes. (laughs)
Lauren A (03:51):
WasPatricia A (03:51):
(laughs)
Lauren A (03:51):
What was it like to meet in person for the first time?
Patricia A (03:55):
Kat was having an art show (laughs) and, um, I said, "I'm gonna go." (laughs) And, um, I guess this is a l- ...
Like, what? In the summer, wasn't it? Or May or June?
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Kat A (04:07):
Yes. It was, I believe, sometime in June.
Patricia A (04:11):
Yeah, so I already had a year of sobriety and we had already working together for about a year, face-toface in person. We just hugged and, um, i- ... You know, we had gotten t- to know each other and, and
saw each other's faces in the meeting so, uh, you know, we knew each other. Um, it- it seemed like such
a small part of it just to meet in person. Like it wasn't a big deal. I, I knew her. And we, and we hung out
for hours there and it was awesome.
Kat A (04:44):
It felt very easy when we met.
Patricia A (04:48):
Yeah.
Lauren A (04:49):
So, um, you guys, how have you approached the steps using online meeting technology? Did you, um,
build trust between sponsor and sponsee online?
Patricia A (04:59):
Yeah. She, um, is a great listener. You know, she gives me a lot of space to, to talk and, um, I, I completely
trust her, you know, with, um, you know, her sharing her experience, strength and hope, um, and just,
just listening, you know? And giving me a lotta space to, to, to tell her, um, how I'm feeling and, and what's
going on in my life.
Lauren A (05:24):
Kat, how did you approach the steps with her?
Kat A (05:26):
I approached the steps with Patricia in the same way that I did them with my previous sponsors. You
know, experience, strength and hope, focusing on what's happened with me as opposed to what I think
about something. I think that there really wasn't much of a difference other than not physically being in
the same space. I think that the virtual aspect in terms of like video component, uh, I think makes a huge
difference. You know, I th- I think that it would have been a different relationship it was, if it was strictly
audio. But because I am accustomed to video chats and FaceTiming and, um, being on video and being in
the world of, you know, um, company- videoconferencing, it didn't feel less intimate.
Kat A (06:24):
Um, in fact, in some ways it feels more intimate because I have nowhere else to look.
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Lauren A (06:32):
Yeah.
Kat A (06:33):
And so I have t- ... And, and there's this person who's looking at my facial expressions. The same basic sthings that I was taught and the ways in which I was t- you know, uh, encouraged to, um, do my step work.
And ch- and actually, speaking of, you know, it being more vulnerable, there's also just less distractions.
Um, because we're, you know, in this box facing each other. (laughs)
Patricia A (07:04):
Well, and there was no other choice, you know? Pandemic had us, uh, you know, isolated in our homes
and, um, you know, I, I say it's like the p- it was like a p- AA for me and these online meetings was like the
platinum lining of the pandemic. I, I, I don't know what I would have done. You know, and, and in meetings,
y- you know, I hear a lotta people, "I don't know how people get sober in pan- you know in the pandemic.
I feel so sorry for people that have gotten so- ..." But I, I feel so fortunate to have had the opportunity.
Um, you know, I don't know what I, else I would've done during the pandemic if I didn't have AA, I didn't
have the fellowship, I didn't have the Zoom meetings, you know, on a daily basis.
Patricia A (07:43):
I would go to, you know, so many meetings, especially in the beginning. You know, I would go to five, six,
10 meetings a day, you know, and it, and that was accessible and, and they were there. I- I've been to
meetings in New Zealand and Paris and in, in Scotland and in, uh, everywhere. Everywhere. I go to a, you
know, meeting across the country on a daily basis. It's, it's amazing. Amazing.
Kat A (08:08):
I do think I would like to add to that. I would like to say that it was really important for me in the very
beginning with both newcomers during the pandemic as well as with Patricia that I not emphasize, "Oh, if
we were in person, this is what we would be doing." You know, I think for me it was really important to
not compare the experience of getting sober via, um, virtually versus in-person meetings, mainly because
of my own experience of having gotten sober, uh, fairly young. I got sober before my 21st birthday.
Kat A (08:58):
And in the beginning, there used to be a lot of conversation that I would hear about like, "Oh, you know
..." About having missed out on a- years of other drinking (laughs) and comparing that. And I think using
that same model of experience of being like this experience that they're having right now is their, their
experience and it's value and it is just as strong and it's just as important and it's just as much quality.
Lauren A (09:31):
Thank you for that. You, you mentioned, uh, several meetings just being on Zoom. How, how do these
groups keep going during the pandemic? I mean, uh, how w- did some of them fall by the wayside? Uh,
are there some-
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Patricia A (09:47):
No.
Lauren A (09:47):
... that have really, really thrived? And what aboutPatricia A (09:49):
No.
Lauren A (09:50):
... some of the out of town attendees or out of, way out of town tendee- attendees that may be, uh, uh,
participating in these meetings?
Patricia A (09:59):
It's just, you know, logging onto your computer. Um, you know, these, these two groups that I'm a part
of, um, seem to have gotten, gotten stronger, more members. Um, you know, we welcome everyone,
everyone, you know? There's regulars now in both meetings that are from out of the country. You know,
Michael of London comes into our, uh, 7:30 AM and Maureen is, is in England also. You know, these ...
And then in San Francisco, you know, uh, [Merete 00:10:30] comes from, um, from Denmark and Juliana
in Spain and they have service commitment.
Patricia A (10:36):
And, um, it's just gotten stronger. There's a 100 women in a, in a room for the daily women's, um, on a
daily basis. They're actually meeting for the first time on Saturday and I'm getting on a plane tomorrow to
go, um, and meet these women. Like I wanna ... I just wanna cry just because, um, they're so, they're so
important to me and, um, I love them. I love the people that I've met through these rooms and I h- I
haven't even met them in person. But, you know, it's, it's, i- ... There's actually more of an intimacy.
Patricia A (11:10):
You know, and these women, they, they call ... You know, they'll text me, "Do you have a moment to
chat?" You know, people are asking me for advice or, or just, you know, to lend that, my, you know, my
ear to them, just to, to, to talk and it's an honor.
Lauren A (11:26):
Yeah, you mentioned, um, that Amazing Grace is online, but I hear that you're meeting in person also.
How does that work, Kat?
Kat A (11:36):
Well, I know that different groups, different AA groups have been d- approaching this dual meeting
differently. The way the group conscience agreed is that the virtual meeting would happen and the folks
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... and it was really important for folks who had joined the ... our virtual community have a space wherein
which the group still exists. And at the same time, we have an in person meeting that is happening, um,
at our physical space, um, with a different set of people and it is a different meeting.
Kat A (12:14):
Uh, however, our literature meetings are in sync. So for instance, on Thursdays we read from the Twelve
and Twelve and the way we have it structured is that both the in person and the virtual are reading the
same text. However, we are not h- h- all in the same meeting, which I mention, because I know other
groups are doing hybrid meetings, which is that there are folks online who are listening to or seeing a
physical meeting happening.
Patricia A (12:46):
Yeah, we were, we were worried, uh, you know, when it was lockdown and people would say, "I hope,
uh, you know, this Zoom doesn't go away. Oh, what's gonna happen? How are we gonna do this?" And
people would talk and, you know, we would just say, "Yeah, we'll, we'll figure it out." You know, and not
a future trip and just ... You know, then we had a business meeting and discussed it and came to a group
conscience and we figured it out.
Lauren A (13:09):
Well, I ... My next question you kind of answered, uh, there, Kat, already. Um, just wondering what kind
of services that, uh, provided by GSO, supported you carrying the message to the still suffering alcoholic
in online meetings. Like is there any literature you bought or used specifically? And it sounds like the
meeting guide app was, uh, helpful to you, Patricia? Um, have any of GSO services or, um, others been
helpful to you?
Kat A (13:36):
I also recommend the app for finding meetings which I'm really ... I have to say I'm really impressed at
how updated it is and it's a- it's really exciting.
Lauren A (13:47):
I'm wondering if there's something more that we could be doing.
Kat A (13:51):
I feel like that quest- ... I feel like GSO's interest in being able to do more would really be answered by
folks who have less access than myself. Like ... So for instance, I'm, I have a, I have ... I'm not visually
impaired and not, and not hearing impaired. I don't have physical limitations and so I feel like all of my
needs are met and it's difficult for me to project what somebody else, who may have different needs ...
Um, so for instance, I would be curious as to how, uh, members who don't have access to a, a computer
and who are just dialing in, what are the different, um, opportunities for them to engage in a meeting as
oppo- than just calling in.
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Kat A (14:46):
I, I guess I've already said it. Like I feel like that question would go, be better answered by somebody who
had, um, different abilities.
Lauren A (14:57):
You're kind of talking about remove communitiesKat A (14:59):
Yeah.
Lauren A (15:00):
... right now. There are people that don't have computers or phones or access to the internet all over the
USKat A (15:06):
Exactly.
Lauren A (15:06):
... and Canada, so yeah. That's an interesting point. Okay, so tell me success you both had. Let's start with
Kat.
Kat A (15:17):
For me, my main success is that I have, uh, managed to celebrate, uh, one and almost two sober
anniversaries virtually. I have an anniversary coming up at the end of this month. I think a success for me
was just maintaining my home group, being able to do service. Having a relationship with a sponsee during
this time of such change and transition and, and, um, isolation has been such a gift. You know, life is just
life, whether it's in person or it's in real life. Like I don't drink, I go to meetings and I help another alcoholic.
Lauren A (16:01):
How 'bout you, Patricia? Family, work, friends?
Patricia A (16:06):
I think, uh, staying sober for 15 months is, uh, pr- uh, been miraculous. Yeah, yeah, I'm really proud of
that.
Lauren A (16:16):
Wonderful. So you guys, how do you think the future of AA looks?
Kat A (16:21):
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I think that the virtual world is allowing AA to practice its principles in a way that is very new and very
challenging and also is an opportunity for us as a community to grow and practice and strengthen those
principles. I think that c- having a virtual community is also giving us the opportunity to reach our hand
out to folks who would otherwise not have the ability to, uh, to do it.
Kat A (16:56):
I think also, one of the things it will allow us to do is to reach out to young people who may not necessarily
identify as alcoholics but perhaps might consider themselves to have a drinking problem and might pop
into a meeting, you know, not show their video but be able to listen in. And I just think it's looking at those
folks who might not necessarily be able to physically walk into a room of AA. I think it's gonna allow us to
extend our, our, our reach, which I think is really, really great.
Lauren A (17:37):
Thank you very much, both of you, for being here and being so candid and open and honest with us. We
really appreciate it. That's Kat and Patricia.
Patricia A (17:45):
AA Grapevine stories.
Patricia A (17:52):
The AA Grapevine magazine communicates the experience, strength and hope of its contributors and
reflects a broad geographic spectrum of the current AA experience.
Lauren A (18:00):
The pandemic inspired sharing from the fellowship. Now we will hear a couple of stories from the
Grapevine magazine starting with an excerpt from July 2021. The annual prison issue.
Speaker 5 (18:11):
Our personal stories. 22 hours a day. During COVID lockdown, literature is his hope.
Jude M. (18:22):
I'm coming up on a year of complete sobriety. I'm also currently incarcerated due to a parole violation for
drinking. Since March, the three AA meetings that volunteers brought into our facility were canceled due
to the COVID-19 virus. That was bad, but it got worse. We then went into complete lockdown at the start
of April. Thank you for my Grapevines. They're the closest thing I have to AA meetings right now. They
help me maintain my emotional sobriety despite how frustrating it is being locked in my cell 22 hours a
day.
Jude M. (19:02):
When I'm frustrated, I read the acceptance passage in the big book, the serenity prayer, and then I read
the stories in my Grapevine. That's my AA meeting. Together, they keep me calm in here. Grapevine helps
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remind me that taking a drink won't make anything better and that if I do pick up; and believe me, there's
booze and other things available in here; then tomorrow I either have to get sober again from scratch or
get drunk again. Neither option is appealing. I reach for my Grapevine rather than the hooch so I can put
together another day sober and be okay with being in here.
Jude M. (19:42):
Just because I'm doing time doesn't mean that I'm wasting time. I can't wait to celebrate an entire year
sober. Jude M. Springfield, Vermont.
Speaker 1 (19:53):
AA history fun fact. Did you know?
Lauren A (20:02):
For decades, AA members have been debating how online meetings fit into the service group structure,
from the February/March 1995 issue of Box 459. For some years now, AA's using their real names or
monikers such as Serenity and Easy Does it, have been accessing their computers at all hours of the day
and night to attend meetings on local bulletin boards and over national and international electronic
networks. The sharing is often as old and healing as AA itself, but the way it's transmitted from one
alcoholic to another is high tech, still young and expanding faster than you can say Alcoholics Anonymous.
It works.
Lauren A (20:40):
Like all things new in AA, the explosion of online meetings raises questions about everything from
anonymity, to self support, to registering as a regular group with the general services office, and
supporting AA services worldwide. These gray areas, perhaps, can be resolved only with time through
sharing and discussion within the fellowship and the spirit of its constant yardsticks, the 12 Steps and the
12 traditions.
Speaker 1 (21:08):
AA Grapevine news.
Lauren A (21:10):
Our annual in person general service conference is the closest thing we have to a group conscience of AA
in US and Canada. In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic required us to rethink how we were going to get the
business of AA accomplished. Everything such down.
Speaker 5 (21:24):
With help from tech consultants and virtual meeting operators, the 70th General Service Conference, GSC,
made AA history and convened virtually May 16th through 19th, 2020. The annual conference was
postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, opening the door to a historic first, digitally drawing together
135 conference members to do the business of AA in the US and Canada in all three languages. New
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schedules were drawn up and digital practice sessions were held. Tech training was offered to those who
needed it.
Speaker 5 (22:01):
One of the initial concerns focused on how to condense a sprawling agenda into a four day virtual
conference. Each conference committee met via Zoom prior to the conference to pair their agendas down.
Any item that didn't fit on the abbreviated agenda was automatically forwarded to the 71st GSC in 2021.
Speaker 5 (22:23):
Another challenge was determining how to enable the interpersonal connectivity so vital to the spiritual
nature of the conference itself. With this in mind, a number of events were build into the schedule,
including a half hour digital hospitality session each day and a virtual AA meeting each morning. The tech
director provided music during breaks and many of the attendees danced with each other before each
session.
Speaker 5 (22:50):
On a deeper level, Tom A, rotating West Central Regional Trustee in his keynote address said that, "Our
unique situation with this virtual conference provides us with many opportunities for spiritual growth.
Lauren A (23:03):
So what conclusion can we draw from our history and shared experience? Alberto [Snee 00:23:08] sums
it up in an article in the Spring 2021 issue of Box 459.
Alberto Snee (23:12):
We had to ask ourselves how do we move forward in a virtual environment while still manifesting the
values and conscience of the group? But we're using the virtual environment to support each other and
virtuality is becoming the new normal. After all, AA started with a phone call so you could say our
fellowship really was born in a virtual environment.
Speaker 1 (23:34):
Box 459 and this podcast are made possible by the voluntary contributions of AA members. If you want
to know more about AA Grapevine or subscribe, visit aagrapevine.org. Thank you for listening to the pilot
episode of This is AA Virtually, a podcast produced by the General Service Office on behalf of the
fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous in the US and Canada.

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM D:

Review report on “YouTube Performance.”

Background:
1. Report on A.A.W.S. YouTube Channel 2021 Q4

Back to Main Agenda
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Item D
Doc. 1

YouTube: Fourth Quarter Report 2021
October - December
PROGRESS:

•

After adding 3 videos, there are now 109 A.A.W.S. videos posted publicly to YouTube
(some in English only, others in English, Spanish and French).

•

There have been no new requests to post A.A.W.S. videos on the YouTube channel

•

Before the relaunch of aa.org, all linkbacks were updated. Moving forward, we will
discuss more targeted linkbacks in video descriptions to relevant pages on aa.org.

ANALYTICS:

•
•

•

As of December 31, 2021, we had over 6,500 subscribers.
Channel stats this quarter:
o Total views: 31,515
o Total watch time: 1,100.4 hours
o Change in subscribers: +301
Top 10 videos on the channel:

Video Name

Time (hours)
Watched

Average View
Duration

Views

Alcoholics Anonymous

98

0:39

8,928

Alcohólicos Anónimos

212.1

1:48

7,043

Esperanza: Alcohólicos Anónimos

342.1

3:24

6,014

Hope: Alcoholics Anonymous

128.1

3:47

2,031

Sobriety in A.A.: Opening doors to a life without
drinking (Public Service Announcement)
Your A.A. General Service Office, the Grapevine
and the General Service Structure
A.A. Big Book in ASL: The Doctor’s Opinion

6.4

0:40

564

32.3

3:29

555

36.2

4:55

442

Sobriety in A.A.: We made changes to stop drinki 4.5
ng (Public Service Announcement)
Joven y sobrio en A.A. : de la bebida a la recupe 7.4
recuperación
19.1
Les Alcooliques anonymes: un espoir

0:53

302

1 :31

292

4 :04

282

0 :51

255

La sobriedad en A.A.: Desde que logré mi sobrie
dad, tengo esperanza

3.6
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NEXT STEPS:

•

Continue to add content as it is made available.
o Audio to video PSAs ESF – 1 set per week after visuals are completed


Need 1-2 sentence descriptions.

•

When more resources are in place, continue discussion on standardizing video
thumbnails for YouTube (and aa.org) for a cleaner, more professional look.

•

In various meetings it has been suggested that we consider the “go live” feature
for future use. Potential applications for consideration:
o Training for Contributions portal or Fellowship Connection,
o Streaming workshops from Regional Forums or the International
Convention (anonymity protection would need discussion)
o Meet your Class A’s, or Class A’s hosting short Q&As for their area
of expertise as it related to A.A. – Suggested by CMP working group
on LinkedIn.
Page 2 of 3
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HISTORICAL ACTIONS:
We were getting a lot of questions in various committees about these two items, so they are
included here for reference.

In the March 2021 Website Committee meeting, the committee voted unanimously in
favor of including bumpers in the beginning and at the tail on YouTube, aa.org, and other
platforms as needed. This will not be retroactive to videos already completed, but all future
videos will be prepared with the bumpers at the beginning and the end. That way we will
have a single, completed version of each video that can be used for all platforms with little
to no alteration.
In the June 2020 Website Committee meeting, the committee voted unanimously in favor
of suspending work on preparing “A.A. in Correctional Facilities and “Carrying the
Message Behind these Walls” for YouTube. Continuing to work on these would pull
resources from higher priority projects with no guarantee they can be posted in the future.

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM E:

Review report on “Google Ads Performance.”

Background Notes:
2021 Conference Committee on Public Information Additional Committee
Consideration:
The committee reviewed and accepted the 2020 trustees’ Public Information
Committee report on the Google Ads performance and requested that a progress
report be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public Information.
The committee encouraged G.S.O. to develop an annual project calendar relating to
Google Ads.
The committee also supported suggestions provided to them from a report from the
G.S.O. senior digital communications analyst and Public Information A.C.M.
Suggestions include:
o Creation of more and diverse content. (This is a dynamic environment; a
plan of monthly changes is the best use of the tool.)
o Create 2 new ad sets with different conversion goals and similar
language.
o Consider setting half the new ads to clicks and half to conversions for
comparison.
o Create one new campaign with multiple ad sets for the professional
community.
o Improve use of the keyword planner and add appropriate keywords in a
regular cadence.
*Conversion – Position based. Takes wider behavior into account for how metric was
achieved.
**Clicks – counts the last click for the metric.
From the July 30, 2021, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee discussed the 2021 Conference Committee on Public Information
committee consideration regarding Google Ads. The Communication Services
department will work in tandem with trustees’ Public Information Committee appointed
committee members (A.C.M.s) to implement and broaden the current efforts to reflect
the suggestions detailed in the committee consideration. The committee expressed
appreciation for the ongoing work and looks forward to reports to be provided to the
October 2021 meeting.
1
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From the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The staff secretary provided an update that work is underway between the C.P.C. and
P.I. staff assignments crafting draft language to create one new campaign with
multiple ad sets for the professional community. The committee looks forward to a
progress report at the January 2022 meeting.
Staff member background notes for the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information
Committee meeting:
This is a comprehensive update on the progress of Google Ads. The background
includes the standard quarterly Public Information Media Platform report on Google
Ads from the Communication Services Department.
This past quarter the staff secretary coordinated with staff to complete the work of a
2021 Conference Committee on P.I Committee Consideration where that committee
supported suggestions provided to them in a report from the G.S.O. senior digital
communications analyst and the 2021 Public Information A.C.M.
New Google Ads campaign with multiple ad sets for the professional community.
If the committee agrees with the language, the G.S.O. senior digital communications
analyst along with support from the P.I. Coordinator, C.P.C Coordinator and, as
needed, the current P.I. A.C.M.s can start to do some research on the Google Ads
platform for search terms to use on each ad and determine the cadence for
implementing and tracking the new professional community Google Ads.
See background Item E.2 for the ad language.
Staff Note: From the G.S.O. senior digital communications analyst: As for the
suggestion from the 2021 Committee Consideration about creating two new ad
sets with different conversion goals and similar language. The analyst is working
towards next steps with the A.C.M.s. They are planning to meet again once the
website is launched and stable.
From the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public
Information a report, "Google Ads Performance: October to December 2021."
The committee reviewed and approved a new Google Ads campaign developed with
multiple ad sets for the professional community. Eight ads were created for the
following professional categories: corrections, education, faith, HR, legal, medical,
military and treatment. The committee requested the staff secretary partner with the
Communication Services department and CPC coordinator to develop a schedule for
implementing and tracking these ads. The committee requested that the staff
2
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secretary include the schedule’s progress report for ongoing discussions on Google
Ads at their July 2022 meeting.

Background:
1. Progress report on Google Ads 2021 Q4
2. New Google Ads campaign with multiple ad sets for the professional community

Back to Main Agenda
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P.I.
Item E
Doc. 1

Google Ads: Fourth Quarter Report 2022
October - December
PROGRESS:

•

No search terms added since last report.

•

In response to the 2021 Additional Committee Consideration: CPC and PI Staff
members finished drafting language for a new set of ads for professionals using
categories where we already have developed literature: Medical, Faith,
Treatment/Recovery, HR, Military, Corrections, Legal, Education. The draft language
is being presented to the trustees’ Public Information Committee in their January 2022
meeting.

ANALYTICS:
In the 92 days of the fourth quarter, we have seen the following performance statistics for the
overall account. The total Grant spend for this period was $4,647.73 which is more than double
our last report ($2,180.84).

The cost and average CPC (cost per click) are based on the keyword bidding system. The
recommended bid setting for Google Grants automatically sets keywords to a $2 maximum bid
limit. If we desire to use higher bidding terms in the future, we have the option to set the bid
manually
In the account are 2 ad groups. Find a Meeting continues to see far greater attention and
engagement than Get Help. This has been the trend for our entire time on Google Ads.

Page 1 of 5
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All links in the ads lead back to aa.org, as required by Google Ads. Before the relaunch of
aa.org, all linkbacks were updated.
For “FindMtg”, users click through to either AA Near You www.aa.org/aanearyou or Information
about Meeting Guide www.aa.org/meetingguide.
For “GetHelp” users click through to Is A.A. for You www.aa.org/new-to-aa
The below grid shows how each ad is performing individually.

The highest click through rates continue to relate to finding a meeting overall. However, the two GetHelp
Ads with “stop drinking” in their text have decent impression and click through rates.

Page 2 of 5
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Keywords:

Page 3 of 5
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*The items with yellow flags have been tagged by Google Ads as having a low quality score
because the landing page experience is below their expectation. Their recommendation is “you
might want to consider some changes to improve your website's landing page.” We are handling
Page 4 of 5
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that with our new website design. The item “aa brochure” was recommended to be paused by
Google Ads due to low quality score, so we’re testing out the impact. We suspect it is because
we call them pamphlets and flyers in our page text, not brochures.
Any additional keywords on our account received no traffic this quarter, so were not included in
the report.
NEXT STEPS:
•

After new Professionals ad language is complete, reviewed and approved by trustees’ P.I.
Committee, we plan to release 1 per month to keep fresh material on our account and
consistently refresh the Google algorithm’s attention to our content.

•

Senior Digital Analyst has met ACMs to discuss planning of the additional committee
consideration: “Create 2 new ad sets with different conversion goals and similar
language.” We will meet again to discuss implementation.

•

As a point of information, ACMs have recommended the following text be added to the
Google Ads section of the Comprehensive Media Plan:
“The office needs the ability to continuously optimize the Google Ads campaigns based
on standard best practices. If we don’t have the freedom to manage our campaigns, the
campaigns will not improve, and we’re wasting the fellowship’s grant money and wasting
opportunities to reach suffering alcoholics.
Appropriate staff members need to be able to make the following updates to the
campaigns without waiting a year for conference approval to ensure improved campaign
performance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate and experiment with ad targeting
A/B test ad copy and design
Add/remove keywords and negative keywords
Change keyword match type
Test multiple landing page options
Approve/deny basic campaign suggestions provided by Google Ads”

Discussion of this recommendation will continue in the Comprehensive Media Plan.

Back to Cover
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Item E
Doc. 2

New Google Ads campaign with multiple ad sets for the professional community
Profession

H1 - Main message
Up to 30 characters

Count

H2 - Incentive to click
Up to 30 characters

Count

Description 1 - what will be seen on the
linked webpage
Up to 80 characters

Count

Source

Medical

Visible alcohol abuse
symptoms

30

Maybe A.A. can help.

20

Medical professionals can cooperate with
A.A. to help patients find a solution.

79

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p23_aaasaresourceforhcp1.pdf

Faith

Faith Leaders help drinkers.

28

Maybe A.A. can help you.

24

Faith leaders are often the first people sick
alcoholics turn to for guidance.

78

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p25_FaithLeadersAskAboutAA.pdf

Treatment/Recovery

Treatment and the A.A.
program

30

Maybe A.A. can help.

20

A.A. meetings in Treatment settings.
Professionals find A.A. useful to clients.

79

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p27_AAinTF.pdf

HR

Problem drinkers at work?

25

Maybe A.A. can help.

20

A.A. has information to help employees live
productive lives without alcohol.

78

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p54_isthereanaaintheworkplace.pdf

Military

Drinking in the Military

24

Maybe A.A. can help.

20

The illness of alcoholism can strike any rank
of military personnel.

68

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p50_AAandtheArmedServices.pdf

Corrections

Alcohol related crimes

22

Maybe A.A. can help.

20

Many inmates are sentenced for crimes in
which alcohol abuse is a key factor.

77

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p20_AMessagetoCorrProf.pdf

Legal

Alcohol related legal matters

29

Contact A.A. near you.

22

Legal matters resulting from alcohol abuse?
A.A. might be helpful.

67

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p29_howAAmemCoopProf.pdf

Education

Alcohol impact on academics

27

Contact A.A. near you.

22

Alcohol abuse can take a toll on educators
and students. A.A. has a solution.

78

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p3_isaaforyou.pdf
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM F:

Review report on “Meeting Guide Performance.”

Background:
1. Report on A.A.W.S. Meetings Guide app 2021 Q4

Back to Main Agenda
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P.I.
Item F
Doc. 1

Meeting Guide: Fourth Quarter Report 2021
October - December

PROGRESS:
Summary: The App team launched the 4th major application upgrade since App development was handed over
to Foster Made. The App team has received positive feedback regarding this latest release, which included
features requested by our users and entities. The number of connected entities continues to grow while the
number of disconnected entities has continued to decrease.
App v.3.9.0:
•
•
•

New features: Attendance option, Distance
New Notes fields implemented
For details please see the communication sent out to all MG providers.

Collaboration with Code for Recovery (CFR):
•

Monthly meeting with the team that supports the TSML plug-in, to exchange updates and ideas

HelpDocs Knowledgebase:
•

With the launch of the new website all current links are being directed to HelpDocs for support

Marketing/SEO:
•
•

Code update to gather specific feature use via google analytics
The Winter edition of the quarterly newsletter was sent to all participating entities

“Everything AA” App:
•
•

•

The developer of the “Everything AA” would like GSO to take ownership of their App
The team reviewed the App and it offers:
o Links to pdfs and audio
o Links to useful meeting-oriented literature such as: Preamble, “How It Works”
o Meetings link to the Online Intergroup
The team noted the following:
o This App does not really provide anything beyond what the new website provides
o The idea of links to literature, prayers etc., has been discussed before and the conclusion has
always been that this is not a primary purpose of this App
o The access to Online Intergroup appears to just be a framing of the site itself – which is an
idea worth considering as it would provide a much quick and easier integration into the app –
though it would separate it from other online meetings.
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Meeting Guide App Update
Winter 2022
News for Meeting Guide Participants
This Meeting Guide update is part of a series of communications that are intended to help you stay informed
about any changes or enhancements to the Meeting Guide app.
Major Release - 3.9
Version 3.9 of Meeting Guide was released mid November of 2021. This release includes the following:
• Inclusion of Attendance filter type
o The Attend option allows a user to choose to display only in-person or online meetings. The
default display in Meeting Guide is to display all options.
o Entities do not need to update anything for these options to appear. If you list a meeting with a
street address and don’t apply the TC [location temporarily closed] type to the meeting it will
appear as in-person. Any online meetings you are already submitting will show up as online.
Hybrid meetings will show up under both attend options.
o Please let people in your area know they can now filter by attendance type - in these dynamic
times many members have been asking for the ability to filter by these options.

o

For more information see this support article: Finding online or in-person meetings
Page 2 of 10
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•

Filter by Distance
o This enhancement provides the ability to change the distance radius of the location search. Users
can narrow or broaden the radius of meetings returned in a search.
o For more information see our support article: Finding meetings in other locations

•

Inclusion of online notes on Meeting Details
o This enhancement provides a specific area to display things like online platform meeting IDs
and passwords.
o This update was often requested by participating entities who have been using this field
already in the Twelve Step meeting plugin and were frustrated they had to also update this
information in general meeting notes.
o If you have been putting online meeting details like IDs or passwords in notes - or not including
it please consider adding this as many members contact us looking for online meeting access
details that aren’t always included in the Join With Zoom button.

Page 3 of 10
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•

Code updates and bug fixes

New participating entities
We’d like to welcome some recently added participants to the Meeting Guide.
• El Paso, TX
• Intergrupo Hispano - Houston, TX
• Area 1, District 5, Tuscaloosa, AL
• Jackson County Central Office, Medford, Oregon
• Western Michigan District 13
Support requests
The app support team has been receiving an increase in requests for meetings that meet accessibility and
language needs. For example, if you have ASL or non-english language meetings or meetings that provide
wheelchair access in your area please be sure to add those types to your meeting listings so those who need
them can filter meetings by that type.
Up Next
Next major releases will include improvements to meeting filtering.

Page 4 of 10
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ANALYTICS:

App Team End of Month Report snapshots
As of January 17, 2022
Increase by 10 from last quarter

Connected Entities:
Front (AppSupport Inbox)

November – post launch of 3.9 – relatively quiet – not many issues or question
Conversation statistics:

Type of interaction by category:

Page 5 of 10
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Google Play Store
End of month November - after 3.9 Release
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Apple – AppStore Connect
End of month November - after 3.9 Release

Latest Reviews – End of month - December

Page 7 of 10
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HelpDocs
Spike noted when the the website launched – the new MG App page now sends people to HelpDocs:
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NEXT STEPS:
App v.3.9.20:
•

The team is testing a release that includes:
o Improved organization of the Contact screen to call out Contact features v. Help & Feedback
o Access to our HelpDocs online support site in “Help & Feedback”
o Upgrade to Expo 43
o Fix for Current Location bug (current location should update automatically)
o Fix for Types not displaying when their title includes a “-“ such as “Wheelchair-Accessible”
o Analytics updates

Roadmap
•
•

•

•
•
•

The team is currently working with our vendor to develop a release roadmap that will allow us to better
improve the experience when searching for “online” v. “in-person” meetings
Some “online” v. “in-person” feature ideas that we are working on/toward:
o Integration of Map view for “in-person”
o Sort by Time Zone for “online”
o Exposed filters customized to the view (online v. in-person)
o Easier toggle between “online” and “in-person”
Exposed filters with meaningful categories
o Research what categories people naturally group our current long list of meeting types by,
utilizing sorting task “study” created with Optimal Sort.
Research de-coupling keyword search and location in the top bar
Explore and test allowing different filters to make a distinct call to the database to retrieve a new
meeting dataset
Settings and Preferences: the team is exploring options and design ideas to allow default settings
and preferences

Communications and IGCO Outreach:
•

Development of a pamphlet and/or other educational materials

HelpDocs Knowledgebase:
•

•

Examine our current information set and flow through the site; for example, we may need to provide
information for an audience that is coming from the aa.org website and does not yet have the App
installed.
The team is planning to extend the functionality to include internal team documentation.

PLATFORM INFO:
•

Expo was upgraded to v. 42 as part of the last release

RISKS/CHALLENGES:
•

The App Support team has been operating at a reduced capacity due to personnel changes and the
departmental focus on the website launch.
Page 10 of 10
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM G:

Review the "2021 Fourth Quarter Report on A.A.W.S. Board Oversight of
G.S.O.’s A.A. website."

Background Notes:
Staff member background notes for the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information
Committee meeting:
Per the staff secretary of T.C.S. there was no Q4 Website Committee meeting due to
the Q4 launch of the new website. The following reports cover Q4 Design,
Development and launch for the new website, as well as post-launch highlights and
tasks (both completed and outstanding).
From the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public
Information a report, the "2021 Fourth Quarter Report on A.A.W.S. Board Oversight
of G.S.O.’s A.A. website."

Background:
1. Website Q4 report 2021
2. Website Executive Steering Post Launch Update

Back to Main Agenda
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P.I.
Item G
Doc. 1

Website Report: Fourth Quarter Report 2021
October - December

NEW AA.ORG DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS:
Summary: Development of final dynamic pages was completed within the limitations or abilities of the
software delivered by Perficient in the final sprints of the year. The AA Content team completed Drupal
implementation (inserting approved copy, formatting, layout) of the delivered static pages and dynamic
pages. Due to the limitation of the initial SoundCloud Implementation the team was not able to migrate
all the existing Unikron files to a SoundCloud solution on the new website, that work will continue in the
new year. After a series of team meetings and review, with the internal team, senior management and
the AAWS Board, the decision was made to launch with existing limitations in December. The new
website was launched on Dec. 20, 2021.
Static Page Content:
•
•

Minor fixes such as page links were made to static pages.
The AA Content team created all required pages that did not require copy changes (i.e. Policy
pages)

Dynamic Page Content:
•

•
•

•

•

•

“Book” pages
o All PDF files were added for all book types.
o A new requirement has been added to the task list to implement some type of
weighting or ordering system for the content within the Read/Listen/Watch sections
o As a work around, the team added a numeric prefix to the pdf title names to force the
pdf content to appear in order.
“Daily Reflections”
o Working mostly as expected with bugs and improvements noted/requested
Newsletters:
o The AA Content team worked within Drupal to finish the setup, formatting, image, and
translations
o One bug remains that prevents renaming the French and Spanish newsletter titles
Forms:
o Completed for launch and working as expected
o One outstanding bug prevents some form field translation
AA Timeline
o Working as expected in web view
o Mobile view needs improvement and that has been added to the task list.
“AA Near You”
o Communication Services and Technology Services worked together to provide data
Page 1 of 3
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•
•

•

o Initial implementation of “AA Near You” released – reviewed by teams and bugs noted
o AA team working with vendor to improve initial implementation of recurring NetSuite
data export component
Video:
o Most of the existing Vimeo Video files were setup as content types in Drupal
Audio:
o All Unikron based audio files have been copied to SoundCloud
o SoundCloud based solution for audio will be delivered in the next Sprint
o For launch: audio files continue to be streamed from Unikron
Literature:
o Met with Publishing to establish a process for updating literature that has been
updated since the literature was migrated from the old site.
o Bugs or incomplete feature setup noted
o Literature issues noted post-launch were added as a task.
o Ongoing literature updates are being handled via the CSD Deptrequest process.

Search:
•
•

Basic setup of global site search, including definition of initial filters and common searches
was successful; the team will work with Perficient to further improve this feature
A bug related to the translation of basic site terms was identified

Cookies and Privacy:
•
•

A Drupal Cookies opt in/out module was implemented
The existing policy was updated to be technically accurate with respect to the implementation
on the new site.

Translations:
•
•
•
•

French and Spanish translations are on-going as the team identifies copy that is not
translated or could be improved.
The team identified system generated copy such default field values in forms, which will need
translation
The team identified some areas where translations are not enabled, and these issues have
been entered as bugs.
The Translations team made a large push prior to launch to review and correct copy on the
new pages.

Vendor transition:
•
•
•

The team determined to continue working with Perficient post-launch and in a maintenance
and development mode into next year
CSD is working with Technology Services to phase out our use of the old hosting platforms
CSD and Technology Services have been working with our consultant and previous aa.org
website support, Daniel Brown, to transition accounts and projects.

ANALYTICS:
Site traffic and usage statistics will be provided after 3 months of data has been collected.
Page 2 of 3
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High level statistics regarding initial post launch traffic, outstanding development and content tasks,
and CSD department tasks is available in background documentation (Item G.2).
NEXT STEPS:
Team focus is on the following high priority items:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sprint planning and follow up with Perficient
Outstanding items (priority = high) – see attached background documentation (Item G.2).
Hiring temporary content support
Internal training of CSD department and documentation
Vendor and account transition from old aa.org and aa.org support (Rackspace, Unikron etc.)
CSD department requests

PLATFORM INFO:
Acquia Platform and Git hub:
•

Remote Administration setup

Drupal CMS:
•

The AA Content team continues to learn the more complex features of the Drupal CMS, and
is receiving adhoc training from Perficient

NOTE: transition from existing accounts and resources at Rackspace and Unikron is in process
EXTERNAL REQUESTS:
Project Requests:
•

CSD continues to process requests made to the department for regular content updates i.e.
updated forms, pamphlets etc.
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Item G
Doc.2

AA.org

Post-Launch Update
Website Exec Steer: January 11, 2022
Updated for TCS: January 14, 2022

Feedback
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Communications, Member Services, and Tech Services have received 167 post-launch inquiries as of Friday January
7, all but 13 of which have been reviewed, responded to, or forwarded.
How the inquires breakdown
•
•
•
•
•

1 Meeting Guide
27 Daily Reflections
47 General Website Function/Suggestion
13 Junk
7 Meeting Information Requests

•
•
•
•

1 Other Dept/Grapevine
7 Regional or Service Committee
25 Technical Error/Information Correction
15 Webmaster Request/Query

Main Areas of Concern
•
•

Daily Reflections date synch/formatting suggestions (we're working on fixes and possibly a version 2)
Audio book files missing (a temporary solution is in place)

•
•

AANY updates/missing entities
Find forms

•

PDF updates/corrections

Traffic
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Week of Dec 20
•
•
•

441,005 total visitors (377,855 unique)
Total page views 754,041 (Avg 1.33 per session)
350,070 went directly to Daily Reflections (the dedicated page 337,360 E 10,883 S 1,827 F)

Week of Dec 27
•
•
•

425,122 total visitors (376,768 unique)
Total page views 726,036 (Avg 1.29 per session)
311,244 went directly to Daily Reflections (the dedicated page 289,250 E 19,569 S 2,425 F)

Week of Jan 3
•
•

456,316 total visitors (399,196 unique)
Total page views 775,421 (Avg 1.29 per session)

•

331,189 went directly to Daily Reflections (the dedicated page 304,594 E 23,561 S 3,034 F)

Open Tasks
•
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152 currently open tasks have been prioritized and given approximate level-of-effort estimates. Update 1/14/22 TG:
Outstanding Task/bug list for Perficient was consolidated with the internal task list, some new items were
added and some completed, there are currently185 tasks total

•

36 of them require Perficient - their sprint plan for addressing these is coming tomorrow (Wednesday).

•

They represent ~1,000 hours of work.

•

This would take the current CSD team (Tracey, Julie, Sam) working at 50% 19 weeks to complete.**
Scope

Priority

Big (more than 1 day)

Medium (2-8 hours)

Small (< 2 hours)

TBD

Critical

2

-

3

-

High

11

9

7

7

Medium

11

13

14

10

Low

13

12

14

25

TBD

1

-

-

-

760 hours

180 hours

76 hours

unknown

Estimated
Hours to
Complete *

* For hour estimates: Big = 20, Med =
5, Small = 2
** 52.5 hrs./week (3 people working 3.5
hrs./day) X 19.5 weeks = 1,023 hours

What's Next
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Happening now
•
•
•
•
•

CSD and Perficient are working to resolve known critical and high priority tasks.
Perficient is creating a sprint plan for addressing the 36 issues that currently involve them. (draft coming tomorrow)
All teams continue to review, assess and address feedback, though it's slowed down considerably since launch.
Planning for release 1.1: what is fast-follow work (e.g., things deferred from the initial launch) and what is new work
(e.g., changes to Daily Reflections)?
Need to define parameters around scope and cut-off date for the medium and low priority tasks. (e.g., for PDF
updates, how many will we do and how far back will we go?)

What's Next
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Questions and Follow-ups
•

•

1.
2.
3.
4.

Temporary resources can help with the backlog of medium and low priority tasks. Scope and budget needed. Update
1/14/22 TG: HR suggested we hire freelance help v. a temp position. The team will work on writing a marketing style
description for this
What interim governance needs to be in place to manage this work going forward? Update 1/14/22 TG: at exec steer we
landed on the following:
Continue Website Exec Steer, meeting every other week or adhoc as needed
Continue Thursday website working group which includes PI, Group Services, CSD and Perficient
Call on the Website Committee in an ad hoc fashion, discontinue quarterly meetings
CSD team is empowered to make basic content updates; any debatable items/tasks can be reviewed in one of the
regular meetings, or with the GM in the weekly department meeting, or if needed, by calling an adhoc meeting
Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM H: Review report on “AAGV/La Viña Website, Marketing and Podcast."

Background attached:
1. AAGV/La Viña Website, Marketing and Podcast
2. 01.27.22 Web Board Analytics Report

Back to Main Agenda
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MEMORANDUM
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

P.I.
Item H
Doc.1

Patrick C., Public Information
Janet B., Director of Operations
January 27, 2022
AAGV Website, marketing and podcast report

• Work in progress: Upgrading to Drupal 9 the aagrapevine.org and aalavina.org
websites. Working with North Studio team for UAT on the Dev. site through the
front and back end of the site and adding tickets if something is not working as
intended. Note: Typically developers allocate 10 business days for UAT (User
Acceptance Testing).
• Announcement about the AAGV podcast is available on your favorite podcast
systems was blasted on Nov. 24. (More on podcast at end of report.)
• Ongoing maintenance work of the mailing distribution lists of the Constant Contact
marketing mailing system.
o Mailing lists subscriber performance (30 days): GV: 32↑ and LV: 19↑
• Ongoing work on creating and setting of the weekly Web Exclusives, monthly GV
Product News, quarterly Your Group newsletters, and supervising the setting of
the GV & LV daily quote on the websites, and blast emails.
• Ongoing work on building UTM codes and adding them to the AAGV newsletters
and blast communications. 14 new codes built (last 30 days).
• Ongoing work with Stikky Media on improving the metadata for both
aagrapevine.org and aalavina.org websites. 14 new URLs added (last 30 days).
• Continue collaborating with the Stikky Media team in sharing the programmed
AAGV newsletters and communications for the IG accounts.
• In coordination with North Studio, work continues in improving the aagrapevine.org
and aaglavina.org website maintenance and support.
• Continue supporting G.S.O. Digital Analyst Dept. (Upon request)
• Participate in bi-weekly Stikky Media SEO meetings.
Please find below the La Viña and Grapevine November Marketing Reports along with
notes on performance for all sites/stores for last month and 2021 as a whole.
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Grapevine
AAGV Site
Web Traffic Performance
• 84k Users (+2.4%), 102k Sessions (+1%), 173k Pageviews (+2.9%)
Month over Month Comparisons
All traffic remained fairly consistent month over month, and the site is outperforming
metrics year over year - Users +18%, Sessions +19%. Aside from the landing page, the
highest traffic page continues to be the Sobriety Calculator, with over 2x as many
sessions as the next most popular page, which is for the Podcast.
SEO Performance
• 29k Clicks (+4.6%), 5.1% Click Through Rate (-12%), 17.23 Average Position (7.1%)
Year over Year Comparisons
Queries for ‘Sobriety Calculator’ (and variations) brought in the highest amount of traffic
overall, and account for 5 of the top 10 queries leading to clicks. The majority of others
in the top 10 are broad branded searches, and then one for the magazine
specifically. Searches for the podcast again make up 2 of the top 20 terms, as do
searches for the daily thought/quote.
AAGV Store Month over Month Comparisons
Web Traffic Performance
• 13.6k Users (-11%), 20k Sessions (-11%), 238k Pageviews (-6%)
This is the first month since August that we didn’t beat year over year metrics as there
were 20,903 sessions Dec 2020 compared to 19,760 sessions Dec 2021 (-1,143
sessions total). Traffic is incredibly engaged on the site with Pageviews:Sessions as
follows for the top 3 traffic sources: Referral 12:1 (largely AAGV main site), Organic
Search 12:1, Direct 8:1.
E-Commerce Performance
• $113k Revenue (-7.3%), 10% Ecommerce Conversion Rate (+3.8%)
While revenue was down slightly, December was the 4th highest revenue month overall
just $200 below the 3rd highest, January. Organic Search continues to account for a
large amount of revenue, at 23% this month.
SEO Performance
• 2.9k Clicks (+4.2%), 2.7% Click Through Rate (+5.2%), 11.22 Average Position
(-0.1%)
Branded searches for subscription/magazine continue to make up the majority of queries
leading to clicks. Mobile traffic makes up 60% of traffic from search, so ensuring the
checkout process is optimized for mobile users is important.
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La Viña
AALV Site Month over Month Comparisons
Web Traffic Performance
• 3.1k Users (-4.4%), 3.8k Sessions (-2.8%), 5.8k Pageviews (+4.8%)
Web traffic overall remained relatively steady in December, as it has the previous few
months since a big spike in traffic in the summer. 53% of sessions came from direct
traffic, and 38% from Google.
SEO Performance
• 1.5k Clicks (-22%), 6.8% Click Through Rate (-9.4%), 14.71 Average Position
(+16%),
SEO Metrics did dip in December, we’ll look at this data next year to see if this is a
seasonal trend to expect. Mobile traffic accounted for 80% of visitors from organic
searches.
AALV Store Month over Month Comparisons
Web Traffic Performance
• 912 Users (-18%), 1.3k Sessions (-17%), 13k Pageviews (-13%)
This drop in website traffic, though steeper than that in 2020, does seem to match a
trend of lower traffic toward the end of the year. Traffic metrics are up 20-37% year over
year. Google was the top source of sessions for the store, beating even referral traffic
from the main La Viña site.
E-Commerce Performance
• $13k Revenue (+27%), 11% Ecommerce Conversion Rate (-1.2%)
December was the second highest revenue month in 2021 for La Viña, even with the
drop in traffic overall. 78% of revenue was attributed to referral traffic, and 13% to
organic.
SEO Performance
• 276 Clicks (+1.5%), 1.0% Click Through Rate (+23%), 6.78 Average Position
(+39%),
Despite the drop in traffic overall, traffic from search remained steady and click through
rate actually increased. Similarly to the site itself, mobile traffic made up a vast majority
of clicks from search at 85%.
Reflecting on 2021
2021 was a good year for Grapevine and La Viña. We tracked over 1 million visitors
between the Grapevine site and store, and saw a 13% increase in revenue ($1.22M).
The podcast, though launched late in the year, was the 5th most popular page on the
site overall for 2021. La Viña's revenue increased even more substantially - growing by
145% to over $100,000. Web traffic to the La Viña site increased 280% overall for over
43,000 users throughout the year.
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Podcast Report

As of January 18, 2022
Episodes = 16
Episode downloads = 38,015
Averaging 2,376 downloads per episode. According to the website podcast.co, if an
episode gets more than 1,000 downloads, it’s in the top 20%. If it gets more than 2,900
downloads, it’s in the top 10%. Grapevine is doing better than the top 20%.
Podcast downloads have grown 12% in the last 28 days, compared to previous 28 days.
Where they listen:
Apple 46%
Grapevine site 27%
Spotify 9%
Amazon, Overcast, Stitcher, Podbean, others make up remaining.
How they listen:
Mobile app 65%
Mobile browser 18%
Desktop browser 7%
Operating systems:
iOS 67%
Android 17%
Other 5%
Windows 5%
macOS 4%
Also chromeOS, AmazonOS, Linux.
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P.I.
Item H
Doc.2

Web Report
January 27, 2022
Niurka M.

Audience Overview

DESCRIPTION

AAGRAPEVINE.ORG

GRAPEVINE STORE

AALAVINA.ORG

LA VINA STORE

Acquisition: THROUGH AAGV, INC CAMPAIGNS
CAMP

MONTHS

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

AAGRAPEVINE

CAMPAIGN

AALAVINA

CAMPAIGN

Sessions

114,476

101,195

102,220

18,840

22,114

19,760

3,683

3,945

3,836

1,203

1,526

1,266

16,112

GV-Podcast

493

Cita Diaria

New Users

90,477

79,150

81,596

12,155

13,803

12,293

2,796

3,177

3,042

715

1,016

817

10,126

GV News

249

Returning visitor

10,292

8,833

9,000

3,732

4,583

4,152

274

303

263

219

245

210

Monthly
Newsletter

Page views

186,700

169,035

173,951

204,590

253,434

238,123

6,485

5,536

5,800

11,021

14,937

13,039

GVDQ

Average pg views per session

1.63

1.67

1.7

10.86

11.46

12.05

1.76

1.4

1.51

9.16

9.79

10.3

GV & Your Group

Projects

GV Top visits pages

AS OF 01/13/2022*
Audio Stories Collected
Daily Quote
Weekly Stories
Monthly News
Quarterly GV and Your Group
La Cita Semanal Con La Viña
Noticias desde de La Viña

380
45,136
17,857
54,735
82,601
1,869
1,505

1. Homepage
2. /sobriety-calculator
3. /podcast
4. /login
5. /magazine
6. /gvr-resources

7. /archive
8. /site-search
9. /carry-the-message
10. /sobriety-card
11. /get-involved
12. /announcing-new-podcast

Meeting Guide App

LV Top visits pages
1. /inicio
2. /la-revista
3. /usuario/inicio-sesion
4. /recursos
5. /lleve-el-mensaje
6. /archivo

7. /servicio
8. /sigue-lavina IG
9. /historia-grapevine
10. /comparte
11. /calculadora
12. /estamos-aqui-para-ayudar

Source: Constant Contact | Simple Voice Center

Sessions - This is the number of visits to the website within the date range.

UTM CODES: Traffic directed to the aagrapevine.org and aalavin.org websites through the AAGV mailing campaigns

New users - This is the number of new visitors during the reporting date range.
Page views - The number of pages that have been viewed during the time range.
Avg. pg. views per visit - This is the average number of pages a visitor sees per visit.

aagrapevine.org

aalavina.org

Back to Cover

AAGV

AALV

316

13

158

11
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM I:

Discuss feasibility research on paid placement of PSA videos on streaming platforms.

Background Notes:
2021 Public Information Advisory Action:
That a feasibility study on paid placement of PSA videos on streaming platforms
including, but not limited to, Netflix, Hulu, and YouTube be conducted and that a
report on the research be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public
Information.
From the July 31, 2021, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee discussed the PI advisory action that a feasibility study on paid
placement of PSA videos on streaming platforms including, but not limited to, Netflix,
Hulu, and YouTube be conducted. The committee looks forward to research
conducted by G.S.O. regarding these platforms at the October 2021 meeting.
From the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee discussed the research conducted by G.S.O. regarding these
platforms. The committee asked that the staff secretary research information on the
price, the reach and the active versus passive viewing of the PSA and that a report
be brought to the January 2022 meeting.
Staff member background notes for the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information
Committee meeting:
The Communication Services Department Project Coordinator initiated research on
this topic. This will hopefully provide solid information that will spark discussion that
will lead to decisions on next steps, additional research needed, if any, and eventually
the content of the report on the research to bring back to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Public Information.
As requested at the October 2021 trustees’ Public Information Committee meeting
the staff secretary is providing the additional research information requested on
active versus passive viewing of a PSA.
What is passive placement of ads?
Passive ads attract your services in seemingly small, subtle, more native ways that
Page 1 of 4
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doesn’t inconvenience or overwhelm people. It involves efforts that reach people
whether they know it or not, such as placing ads in locations where they are looking
anyway.
Example:
A display ad in the margin of a website, or in between website content, is a passive
form of advertising.
Since visitors have the option of looking at the ad or other content nearby, passive
advertising doesn’t feel forced or annoying, but rather optional and expected from
customers. It makes content and opportunity available to online users through smart
positioning–but then waits for consumers to view the content on their own.
What is active placement of ads?
Active ads generally involve invading people’s space or time in larger, more
aggressive (direct) ways. These efforts are more obvious and intrusive, so people
know right away they are seeing ads.
Examples
Pop-up ads are the most obvious example.
The person wasn’t looking for the pop-up or expecting it, but it was put in front of
them regardless. Once they see it, there’s no question they’re being targeted, and
they must take action to remove it from their view. Either click through to see the ad
or close the window.
The research performed to date includes an attached two-page document detailing the
“Digital & Social Media Opportunities” cost of paid placement services.
In addition, attached as a background document is a solid “Concept of a Distribution
Plan” based on Connect 360s digital streaming services. This includes the details on the
platforms, service, duration, targeting, estimated results and budgets.
The research:
Communication Services reviewed an RFI proposal (see excerpt below), did a bit
more research, and confirmed with a vendor - paid placement is in fact a form of paid
advertising. Anything beyond broadcast is considered Pay for Play (P4P) and it's an
internet/online advertising model.
The research did not find anything in the Public Information Committee’s History &
Action documents or our department files stating we cannot do paid advertising. In
fact, we already partake in unsolicited paid email marketing/advertising for
Page 2 of 4
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communication distribution via Campaign Monitor.
Therefore, Communication Services Project Coordinator was recommending moving
forward with broadcast (which we are performing with Connect360) and paid online
distribution (which we have no plans to do at this time) for "Wall" and "Party."
The following is an excerpted vendor services statement on paid placement
advertising from their RFI:
Connect 360 Digital & Social Media/Streaming Services
I understand you are interested in looking down the road to put your PSAs on
some streaming services. I’m attaching an overview of the services we offer. As
you look at the chart I’ve provided, here is clarification of the column headings:
1. Platform – This is the platform where we can place your PSAs
2. Service - Explains more about the platform
3. Duration – Most placements are for one or two months
4. Targeting – As I mentioned earlier, with digital media you can target key
audience demographics (age groups) or other lifestyle options
5. Estimated results - this is what we estimate the coverage to be;
deliverables are either in terms of “video streams” (meaning, one person
saw your video) or impressions
6. Budgets – the amount it would cost
Connect360 shared that while this gives you a great overview of options and pricepoints, please know we can customize programs and budgets and often spread
over more months. Keep in mind that these are all fully PAID placements, it’s not
donated space. In all cases at the end of a campaign we provided you with a
detailed report including the different metrics available (whether it’s video views,
impressions, clicks to your website, etc.)
From the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee discussed the feasibility study on paid placement of PSA videos on
streaming platforms. The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Public Information the research conducted by GSO regarding paid
placement of PSA videos on streaming platforms, including added detail on the
variety of streaming and video platforms that are available.
The trustees’ discussion led to some questions that might start the conversation:
Page 3 of 4
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1. Does this feel like a direction that the Conference would like to try?
2. What sort of target audience demographics might be reached with this type of
PSA message?
3. What sort of messaging?
Note: It might be best not to include specific named platforms to allow for flexibility.

Background:
1. Connect360 Digital & social media opportunities
2. Concept of a Distribution Plan - Pd placement

Back to Main Agenda
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P.I.
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DIGITAL & SOCIAL MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES
Alcoholics Anonymous – April 16, 2021
Platform

Service

Duration

Targeting

Estimated Results

Budgets

VIDEO SEGMENTS
CNN, Fox News,
USA Today
websites
WebMD

Hulu

CBS Interactive

YouTube

In-App Mobile
Video

News Site Video Pre-roll – :30 PSA
as video pre-roll on the three news
sites – CNN, Fox News, Today Show
Can include a combination of video
pre-roll, display ads and
programmatic ad placements on the
nation’s leading health website
Placement of :15 or :30 clickable
video (excl. OOT) on Hulu’s multidevice platform. 100% completed
views, full-screen mode
Option for a combination video preroll and/or banners on the CBS
Audience Network, which includes;
CBS.com, CBS News.com, CBSN,
CBS All Access and CBS local O&O
sites in the top 23 DMAs
Brand safe :15 or :30 video coverage
on YouTube includes optimized
content, 100% video completion and
call-to-action overlay button linking
to campaign website

1 month

National, general public only

Est. 220,000 video streams

$10,500

1 month

Custom targeting built at the time of inquiry. Spanish
campaigns are also available.

Est. deliverables provided at
time campaign is built

$20,750

2-3
weeks

Gender, age ranges, millennials, teens, moms and any
other audience category. Additional budget for regional
targeting, behavioral, genre and any other type of specific
audience targeting.
Gender, age, income levels, ethnicity, lifestyles, parents &
moms with child age breakdown, fathers, boomers and
millennials. Additional budget for geo targeting.

Est. 350,000 video streams

$26,950

Est. deliverables and specific
CBS websites available for
placement determined at the
time of inquiry

$20,750

Demo targeting includes household income, gender,
education, ethnicity, occupation, children in household,
men, women, millennials, moms, seniors, teens. Geo
targeting can be included as well.

Est. 140,000 video views

$11,500

Est. 280,000 video views

$21,500

Est. 425,000 video views

$30,000

Placement of :15 or :30 video on
premium mobile apps with target
audience interaction

1 month

Demo targeting includes education levels, income levels,
ethnicity, age ranges, marital status, donor profiles,
category interest (news, finance, health, etc.) millennials,
teens, boomers, moms, parents, etc. Upon request we
can layer in additional demo targets that include: Pet
owners, charitable people, seniors, moms, dads, sports,
food, health, gaming, travelling enthusiasts.

Est. 235,000 mobile video
streams
Est. 475,000 mobile video
streams
Est. 715,000 mobile video
streams

$13,500

Interest, location, gender & age

Est. 5 M impressions

$10,000

1 month

1-2
months

2 months
3 months

Facebook

Up to :60 video and display ad
placed on Facebook

1 month

$24,500
$37,500

Page 1
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Platform

Service

Duration

Targeting

Estimated Results

Budgets

AUDIO SEGMENTS

Pandora

Placement of a :15 or :30 audio with
campaign awareness banner on
Pandora’s mobile and website
platforms

1 month

Demo targeting by age range, ethnicity, income levels,
content category, education level, marital status,
lifestyles, parents & moms with child age breakdown,
fathers, boomers and millennials. Additional budget for
geo-targeting.

Est. 460,000 streams

$14,000

iHeart Radio

Placement of :15 or :30 live-in
stream audio segment with
campaign awareness banner
Placement of :15 or :30 audio
segment on Spotify with campaign
awareness banner
Placement of a :15 or :30 audio with
campaign awareness banner on
Pandora en Español’s mobile and
website platforms

1 month

Demo targeting by age range, ethnicity, income levels,
content category, education level, marital status,
lifestyles, parents, boomers, millennials and etc.
National, general public targeting. Demographic and
geographic available at additional budget.

Est. 400,000 audio streams
and 500,000 banner
impressions
Est. 550,000 audio streams

$20,500

Demo targeting by age range, income levels, content
category, education level, marital status, lifestyles,
parents & moms with child age breakdown, fathers,
boomers and millennials. Additional budget for geotargeting.

Est. 441,000 audio streams

$15,250

Spotify
Pandora en
Español

1 month
1 month

$39,000

NOTE: Budgets provided are based on current digital platform partner pricing and are subject to change. Content is required to go through editorial review by all platforms.
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Paid Online Placement: PSAs
The following is a draft plan, including budget costs, for paid online placement of the PSAs
“Wall” and “Party.”
Digital Opportunities
Platform
Hulu

Duration
2 – 4 months total

Estimated Cost
$54,000 - $108,000

2 – 4 months total
1-month increments

Estimated Results
Est. deliverables provided at time
campaign is built
Est. 140,000 – 425,000 video views
Est. 235,000 – 715,000 mobile views

YouTube
In-App Mobile
Video
News Sites

1 – month increments

Est. 220,000 video streams

$10,500 minimum

$23,000 - $60,000
$13,500 - $37,500

Distribution Plan 1: Distribution November 2021 – March 2022
Total Estimated Cost - $86,000 ($107,500 with 25% contingency)
Estimated Results – 710,000 video streams/views
Platform
Hulu
YouTube
News Websites

Month
November – December
January - February
March

Duration
3 wks./per month (6 wks. total)
1-2 months
1 month

Budget
$54,000
$21,000
$11,000

Distribution Plan 2: Distribution December 2021 – March 2022
Total Estimated Cost - $50,000 ($62,500 with 25% contingency)
Estimated Results – 710,000 video streams/views
Platform
Hulu
YouTube
News Websites

Month
December
January
February

Duration
3 weeks
1 month
1 month

Budget
$27,000
$12,000
$11,000

Distribution Plan 3: Distribution December 2021 – March 2022
Total Estimated Cost - $48,000 ($60,000 with 25% contingency)
Estimated Results – 595,000 video streams/views
Platform
YouTube
In-App Mobile
News Websites

Month
December
January - February
March

Duration
1 month
2 months total
1 month

Budget
$12,000
$25,000
$11,000
Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM J.1

Discuss a Public Information pamphlet
1.

Consider suggestion to revise the flyer “A.A. At a Glance.”

Background Notes:
Staff member background notes for the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information
Committee meeting:
The staff secretary has researched the trustees’ Public Information Committee
files and discovered the P.I. Pamphlet Review Grid of the Conference-approved
pamphlets under the purview of this committee. This is a grid that prior trustees’
Public Information Committees have discussed.
For the January 29, 2022, meeting the Review Grid is being provided for
discussion.
From the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee discussed and agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Public Information a suggestion to revise the Conference-approved
flyer, “A.A. At a Glance.” The committee is asking the Conference Committee to
consider if editorial updates and a more modern look would improve the ability to
carry the message captured in this flyer.

Background:
1. 2022 Review Grid of a P.I. pamphlet
2. A.A. At a Glance (F-1) (Conference-approved P.I. literature)

Back to Main Agenda
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2022 P.I. Pamphlet Review Grid

A.A. at a Glance https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/f-1_AAataGlance.pdf
History –

Suggestions/observations –

Suggestions –

Earliest reference to its creation 1954. No other
mention until 1977. Unable to determine due to its
early creation if it was “approved” other than service
material however changes to the flyer have occurred
through Advisory Action. Most recently 2019.

AA.org description: “Flyer condensing
facts on the Fellowship.”

Suggest that it be revised with editorial
edits and a revamped “look.”

- No charge item
- Is it too long?
- local committee order it in bulk but is
it helpful?
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM J.2:

Discuss a Public Information pamphlet

2.

Review suggested revisions to the pamphlet “Speaking at Non-A.A.
Meetings.”

Background Notes:
From the October 30, 2020, report of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee reviewed a request that the P.I. pamphlet “Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings”
be revised. The committee noted the need for a comprehensive review of all P.I. pamphlets.
The chair appointed a working group consisting of Cathy Beckham, Christine Carpenter and
Ino Fernandez to begin a review of all P.I. pamphlets and materials. The chair requested that
working group members provide feedback to the staff secretary, and that the staff secretary
compile the feedback and provide a progress report to the January 2021 meeting.
----Note: The working group reviewed the suggested updates to “Speaking at Non-A.A.
Meetings” and saw the need for a revision to the pamphlet. The committee also noted that
there may be a need for a section on media training and press interviews in keeping with
A.A.’s public relation’s policy within the pamphlet. The working group also discussed
whether the pamphlet might regularly reflect the most current shared experience and
resources if it were under the “Service Material” umbrella, to be helpful to committees.
From the January 30, 2021, report of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee reviewed a request to consider a revised version of the pamphlet “Speaking at
Non-A.A. Meetings.” The committee agreed to forward to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Public Information the request that the pamphlet “Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings” be revised.
2021 Public Information Advisory Action:
That the trustees’ Public Information Committee revise the pamphlet “Speaking at Non-A.A.
Meetings” to better reflect carrying the A.A. message to diverse public audiences in non-A.A.
settings and include a section on media training/press interviews, and that a draft or progress
report on the revision be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public
Information.
Committee Considerations of the 2021 Conference Public Information Committee
The committee discussed service materials and resources for Public Information committees
and suggested that a PowerPoint be developed for the purpose of providing shared
experience on “how to” present about A.A. at non-A.A. events.
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From the October 30, 2021, report of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee discussed the P.I. advisory action, "That the trustees’ Public Information
Committee revise the pamphlet 'Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings.'” The committee requested
that the staff secretary, in cooperation with the staff members on the C.P.C. and
Accessibilities assignments, review the current version and provide suggestions for potential
edits that may be helpful in P.I. and C.P.C. efforts. The committee also noted the suggestion
that focus is given to A.A. messaging to diverse public audiences in non-A.A. settings and to
include a section on media training/press interviews. The committee looks forward to
reviewing these suggestions at the January 2022 meeting.
The committee also discussed the 2021 P.I. committee consideration that a PowerPoint
presentation be developed for P.I. and C.P.C. committees for the purpose of providing
shared experience on “how to” present about A.A. at non-A.A. events. The committee looks
forward to a progress report on this effort from the staff secretary at the January 2022
meeting.
Staff Note: The Staff members believe that the update to a template PowerPoint
presentation for the purpose of providing shared experience on “how to” present about A.A.
at non-A.A. events will need to be developed once a decision is made on the revision the
pamphlet, “Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings.”
Staff member background notes for the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information
Committee meeting:
The focus of this background is for the trustees’ Public Information Committee to consider
several suggested revisions to the pamphlet, “Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings.”
In 2021 the Trustees’ P.I. Committee and the Conference Committee on P.I. considered and
determined that this pamphlet needed more internal G.S.O. review and work to develop
suggestions for a full revision.
The path that led to the suggestions for consideration is outlined in the following Public
Information committee actions:
The requested proposed suggestions for change:
The staff secretary is requesting that the trustees’ Public Information Committee consider the
following suggested revisions that were developed by the Staff members on P.I., C.P.C., and
Accessibilities assignments. We believe that pamphlet should not sound like we are setting
precedent, but more like we are sharing experience and outlining ways to approach these
presentations.
Suggestion 1:
Revise the current version of the pamphlet by starting with the fully revised Draft pamphlet,
“Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings” submitted by the local area (see background Item 10.A.1).
Upon review, we agreed they met their stated goal to retain as much information from the current
pamphlet as possible, add vital information and useful material, re-organize, and condense.
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Suggestion 2:
Two suggested new titles are, “Speaking to Outside Groups about A.A.” or “Speaking at NonA.A. Events.”
Suggestion 3:
Underneath opening section of the pamphlet, add section on Singleness of Purpose
Suggestion 4:
Underneath the “Amateur Standing” add a section or statement on what is the difference
between Attraction/Promotion for the presenters or speakers
Suggestion 5:
To address the request to that focus is given to A.A. messaging to diverse public audiences in
non-A.A. settings, we feel that the following additions can be made to three sections of the
pamphlet. Several of these questions address the ask to include sections on media
training/press interviews
Page 3 section: Types of Non-A.A. Meetings add the highlighted language.
Organizations of any type may ask for our presence. Organizations and institutions that may
request us are schools, medical, lawyers, mental health, military, factory, union, social work,
and many others. Depending on our local area or region you may also receive requests from
organizations such as, but not limited to cultural associations and police departments to a
local American Sign language school or indigenous population school. In keeping with our
traditions, we attempt to cooperate with these organizations in order to serve the still sick
and suffering alcoholic.
Page 4 section: Know your audience and reason for your invitation add the highlighted language.
Before committing to speaking at a non-A.A. meeting, reflect on and ask the requestor some
questions:
-- Who is the inviting group and what is their occupation?
-- What is the inviting groups primary interest in A.A.?
-- Why was A.A. invited to talk?
-- What are the cultural norms that need to be observed?
-- What language or accessibility solutions need to be considered to present?
-- How can an A.A. talk be beneficial to them?
-- How can you carry the A.A. message appropriately for this talk?
-- Ask if press/media are going to be in attendance and/or contact the presenter?
-- If attending, meet with the press representative prior to and at the event to discuss our
Tradition of Anonymity.
Add a new section on Page 5 titled, “Considerations in working with press and media when
giving such talks”:
On the day of event, meet with the press representatives again, as you may have spoken
with a producer and a reporter and camera person are attending the meeting. Review the
following with the onsite media representatives:
• Those who are reluctant to seek our help often overcome their fear if they are
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confident that their anonymity will be respected.
•

If an A.A. member is identified in the media, we ask that you please use first names
only (e.g., Sofia M. or Ben T.) and that you not use images in which members’ faces
may be recognized. This helps to provide members with the security that anonymity
can bring.

•

Anonymity acts as a healthy guardrail for A.A. members, reminding us that we are a
program of principles, not personalities

•

Our Fellowship does not comment on matters of public controversy, but we are
happy to provide information about A.A. to anyone who seeks it.

Suggestion 6:
Under the section “How to Share about A.A.” the section “Be familiar with our history, literature
and program of action”,
Current language: “Our program of action is contained in the first 164 pages of Alcoholics
Anonymous, commonly referenced as “The Big Book.”
Suggestion to change to: Known as the "Big Book," the basic text of Alcoholics Anonymous
has helped millions of people recover from alcoholism since the first edition appeared in
1939. Chapters describing the A.A. recovery program — the original Twelve Steps — and
the personal histories of A.A.'s co-founders remain unchanged since the original, while new
stories have been added to the personal histories with each edition.
Suggestion 7:
Add to new section on Page 5: Practical “how to film anonymously.” Use language about filming
in shadow from Tradition 11 in illustrated pamphlet. If a virtual platform interview and recording,
turn off cameras of the A.A. members.
Suggestion 8:
Change the FAQ, “What is the success rate of A.A.?
Current language: Although A.A. does not keep any official records, it is estimated that A.A.
has more than 2 million members. The program has been unchanged since 1935, with our
literature now available in multiple languages.
Suggestion to change to something such as: Success Rate might best be detailed in
statements about the following:
•

Membership
Alcoholics Anonymous is an informal society of more than 2,000,000 recovered
alcoholics in the United States, Canada, and other countries. These members have
recovered from a seemingly hopeless state of mind and body. (Forward to the first
edition)

•

Countries
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We are aware of A.A. activity in approximately 180 countries, including 64
autonomous general service offices in other lands. Because A.A. has never
attempted to keep formal membership lists, it is extremely difficult for A.A.’s General
Service Office (G.S.O.) to obtain completely accurate figures on total membership at
any given time.
•

Translations
Add approximate number of how many languages are book, Alcoholics
Anonymous is translated.

Change the FAQ, “What makes you an Alcoholic?
Current language: Absolutely any type of person may have this illness, as the unlimited
variety of A.A. members indicates. If drinking has an unfavorable effect on any part of a
person’s life, and that person still cannot stop drinking, then he or she -- in the opinion of
most A.A.’s may be an alcoholic.
Suggestion to change to something such as: “If when you honestly want to, you find you
cannot quit entirely, or if when drinking, you have little control over the amount you take,
you are probably alcoholic.” (Page 44 in We Agnostics) Only you can decide whether
you want to give A.A. a try — whether you think it can help you. (From Is A.A. for You?)
From the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee discussed and agreed to forward substantial revisions to the pamphlet,
“Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings” to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public Information.
It was suggested by the committee that the list of available publications in the pamphlet also
be reviewed.
Note: The staff secretary reported to the committee that a suggestion to update to a template
PowerPoint presentation for the purpose of providing shared experience on “how to” present
about A.A. at non-A.A. events will need to be considered after a decision is made on the revision
to the pamphlet, “Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings.” The trustees’ P.I. committee looks forward to
a progress report on this effort at the July 2022 meeting.

Background:
1. The local area revised version of “Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings.”
a. for P.I. Committee eyes only – draft work.
2. Link to current pamphlet: https://www.aa.org/speaking-non-aa-meetings

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM J.3:

Discuss a Public Information pamphlet

3.

Review suggested revisions to the pamphlet “Understanding
Anonymity.”

Background notes:
From 2021 Additional Committee Consideration of the Conference Committee on Public
Information:
The committee requested that G.S.O. Publishing conduct editorial updates to the
pamphlet “Understanding Anonymity” to reflect current technology terminologies and
service resources.
From the July 31, 2021, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:

The committee discussed the PI 2021 committee consideration that GSO Publishing
conduct editorial updates to the pamphlet “Understanding Anonymity” to reflect current
technology terminologies and service resources at its next printing. The staff
secretary will send a memorandum to GSO Publishing requesting these updates.
The committee also noted that more substantive updates may need to be considered
to reflect a more current depiction of how members – as members -- utilize social
media in service committee efforts, at the group level, and in Fellowship.
From the October 30, 2021, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee discussed the P.I. 2021 committee consideration that G.S.O. Publishing
conduct editorial updates to the pamphlet “Understanding Anonymity” to reflect current
technology terminologies and service resources at its next printing. The staff secretary
communicated with Publishing and received a timeline to provide both the editorial
changes and more substantive updates that need to be considered to reflect a more
current depiction of how members – as members – utilize social media in service
committee efforts, at the group level, and in Fellowship. The staff secretary will provide a
progress report at the January 2022 meeting.
The committee secretary reported the communication of the editorial updates to the
pamphlet to reflect the current technology terminologies. The Publishing department
responded with a timeline for these changes and requested we also work to provide the
more substantive updates so that all updates can be performed at the planned reprint
dates outlined in communications that are provided as background material.

1
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Staff member background notes for the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information
Committee meeting:
The staff secretary is suggesting the following substantive updates to the pamphlet,
“Understanding Anonymity.” These potential changes, if agreed upon, will need
Conference-approval.
Change Suggestion 1 - Pg. 10
CURRENTLY READS
Anonymity in the digital age
Q. I maintain an Internet website and a personal page on a social media site. I also belong
to an online meeting. At what level should I protect my anonymity on the Internet?
A. Publicly accessible aspects of the Internet such as websites featuring text, graphics,
audio, and video can be considered the same as publishing or broadcasting. Unless
password-protected, a website requires the same safeguards that we use at the level of
press, radio, and film. Simply put, this means that A.A.s do not identify themselves as A.A.
members using their full names and/or full-face photos.
CHANGE TO:
Anonymity in the digital age
Q. I maintain a website and social media pages. At what level should I protect my
anonymity on the Internet?
A: Publicly accessible aspects of the Internet such as websites featuring text, graphics,
audio, and video can be considered the same as publishing or broadcasting. Unless
password-protected, a website requires the same safeguards that we use at the level of
press, radio, and film/video. Simply put, this means that A.A.s do not identify themselves
as A.A. members using their full names and/or full-face photos.
It is suggested that when A.A.s gather as A.A.s or as an A.A. group on social media pages,
such as Facebook, and other similar platforms- that these pages are set to “private” rather
than “public.”
Suggestion 2 To add the following text:
Q. Are virtual A.A. Meetings considered “Public?”
A. “These online gatherings are not streamed to the general public however information
about the meeting is provided to A.A members, potential members, and the general public
similarly to in-person meetings.
Many members feel comfortable using their full names and making their faces visible to
fellow members and those new to A.A., including at “Open” meetings. However, some
members/attendees have felt more comfortable having their camera off and just listening
or using just first name and last initial.
2
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For safety purposes, some groups have provided helpful reminders in their group format
that picture taking, or screen shots are not in keeping with anonymity principles.
From the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:
The committee discussed and agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on
Public Information suggested revisions to the pamphlet “Understanding Anonymity”. The
staff secretary reminded the committee that GSO Publishing has received a memorandum
detailing editorial updates to the pamphlet that reflect current technology terminologies
and service resources to be included at its next printing.

Background:
1. Link to pamphlet: https://www.aa.org/understanding-anonymity

Back to Main Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM J.4:

Discuss a Public Information pamphlet
4.

Consider request to retire and replace the “A.A. Fact File.”

Background notes:
From 2021 Additional Committee Consideration of the Conference Committee on Public
Information:
The committee discussed the content and format of the P.I. Kit and Workbook. The
committee noted the memo regarding recent A.A.W.S. Board discussions on the
possible development of an A.A. service app and new digital PDF version of the
workbook. The committee encourages G.S.O. to move away from a “print-first”
approach to publishing so that service material and resources on aa.org might be
updated more quickly and efficiently with the most up to date resources for local
committees.
To that end, in partnership with the Communication Services Department, Digital Media
Content Creator, the Public Information Coordinator developed a digital A.A. Press Media
Kit for your review and consideration.
The Public Information Coordinator is proposing an updated electronic A.A. Press Media
Kit. We currently use the A.A. Fact File as our “Press Kit”:
Link: https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/m-24_aafactfile.pdf.
The Introduction to the A.A. Fact File:
Some Information About A.A. This booklet has been prepared to help provide basic
informational material on the A.A. Fellowship, and in response to requests for data in a
ready reference format. Millions of men and women have heard or read about the unique
Fellowship called Alcoholics Anonymous since its founding in 1935. Of these, more than
2,000,000 now call themselves members. People who once drank to excess, they finally
acknowledged that they could not handle alcohol, and now live a new way of life without
it.
Recommendation: Consider retiring the A.A. Fact File. This is A.A. General
Service Conference-approved literature.
Press Kit Examples:
We reviewed several organization’s digital press kit examples as we developed a new
A.A. Press Media Kit:
1
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https://oa.org/app/uploads/2019/12/OA-press-kit.pdf
https://fc9bea62-fbc7-43f6-92a136bc62eed623.filesusr.com/ugd/222180_8364680c01d840418020a539f940bfd2.
pdf

We considered the following content:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is Alcoholics Anonymous?
Who we are?
Primary purpose
Membership
Insert current Estimates of Groups and Members data maybe with a graph or
chart.
6. Who Are our members?
7. What we offer
8. The 24-hour plan
9. Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions
10. The Structure
11. Include visually appealing content

From the January 29, 2022, trustees’ Public Information Committee report:

The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public
Information the request to retire “The A.A. Fact File” (M-24) and replace it with a
service material version of a new digital PI Press Media Kit.

Background:
1. A.A. Press Media Kit 09-30-21

Back to Main Agenda
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What is Alcoholics Anonymous?
Alcoholics Anonymous is an informal society of more than 2,000,000 recovered
alcoholics in the United States, Canada, and other countries. These people
meet in local groups, which range in size from a handful in some localities to
many hundreds in larger communities whether in-person or virtually.

Who we are
We are people who have discovered, and admitted, that we cannot control
alcohol. We have but one primary purpose: to stay sober ourselves and to help
others who may turn to us for help in achieving sobriety. We are not reformers,
and we’re not allied with any group, cause, or religious denomination. We have
no wish to “dry up” the world. We don’t recruit new members, but we do welcome
them. We don’t impose our experience with problem drinking on others, but we do share it when
we’re asked to do so. We don’t think we are the only people who have the answer to problem
drinking. We know that the A.A. program works for us, and we have seen it work for many who
wanted to quit drinking. Through A.A., we’ve learned a number of things about alcoholism and
about ourselves.

Who are our members?
A.A. celebrates its members of varying abilities, sexual identities, races,
ethnicities, gender identities, religions, languages, neighborhoods,
socioeconomic backgrounds and ages. As a Fellowship we strive to support
the wellbeing of all members as we evolve toward greater diversity, equity, and
inclusivity. Any person who is seeking help with a drinking problem can call
themselves a member. A person is a member if they say they are a member. It’s that simple.

What we offer
•

A.A. services supported through the
voluntary contributions of its members

•

In-person and online meetings at no cost for
regular connection with fellow members

•

Access to A.A.’s program of recovery in a
variety of formats and languages

•

•

A new way of living: Freedom from the pain
and loneliness of active alcoholism

A non-professional mutual aid environment
of alcoholics sharing how they recovered
with other alcoholics

•

No costs, dues, or membership fees
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The 24-hour plan
We take no pledges, we don’t say that we will “never” drink again. Instead, we try to follow what
we in A.A. call the “24-hour plan.” We concentrate on keeping sober just the current twenty-four
hours through A.A.’s program of recovery.

A.A.’s Program of Recovery
Twelve Steps
The “Twelve Steps” are the core of the A.A.
program of personal recovery from alcoholism.

Twelve Traditions
The “Twelve Traditions” of A.A. are suggested
principles to ensure the survival and growth of
the thousands of groups that make up
the Fellowship.
For more information about A.A.’s program of recovery visit aa.org.

Membership
We are aware of A.A. activity in
approximately 180 countries,
including 64 autonomous
general service offices
in other lands.
Because A.A. has never attempted to
keep formal membership lists, it is
extremely difficult for A.A.’s General
Service Office (G.S.O.) to obtain
completely accurate figures on
total membership at any given time.

These membership figures are based on
reports to G.S.O. as of January 1, 2020,
plus an average allowance
for groups that have not reported.
There is no practical way of counting
members who are not affiliated
with a local group.

Some local groups choose not to be
listed with G.S.O., others do not
provide membership data.
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The Structure
The General Service Office (U.S./Canada) is a repository for A.A.’s shared experience. It fulfills
our primary purpose by: (1) providing service, information and experience to groups worldwide;
(2) publishing literature; (3) supporting the activities of the General Service Board of A.A. G.S.O.’s
history dates back to 1938, when the about-to-be-published book, Alcoholics Anonymous,
provided a name for the small society known only as the Alcoholic Foundation.

The Foundation’s rapidly
expanding office soon served
as the focal point for questions
about A.A. from around the world,
and in time became
the General Service Office
as we know it today.

The former
Alcoholic Foundation is now
called the General Service Board
of Alcoholics Anonymous.
The General Service Office (G.S.O.)
is not an authoritative
or governing body.
Each A.A. group is
autonomous.

Safety and A.A.
Please note: Anonymity in A.A. is not a cloak for unsafe and illegal behavior. Addressing such
behavior and/or contacting the proper authorities when appropriate, does not go against any A.A.
Traditions and is meant to ensure the safety of all in attendance.
A.A. does not provide medical advice or detox services; has no opinion on outside issues,
including medication. Medical advice should come from a qualified physician.
Service entities, such as areas, districts and Intergroup/central offices, are available to help
provide A.A. services and shared experience. All groups and entities in A.A. are autonomous.
There is no government within A.A. and no central authority to control or direct its members,
but we do share our experience, strength and hope.
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Anonymity (Memo to the Media)
January 2021
Anonymity Letter to Media from the General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
From time to time, we reach out to our friends in the media to thank them for helping us observe
our long-standing tradition of anonymity for members of Alcoholics Anonymous.
First, we’d like to express our thanks. From the beginning of A.A. over 85 years ago, we’ve
recognized that word-of-mouth is not enough to carry the A.A. program’s message of hope and
recovery to the many people still suffering from alcoholism. We’ve needed help – and the media
has been a vital part of this effort. Today we estimate that there are more than 2 million
successfully recovering members of Alcoholics Anonymous in more than 180 countries, and
much of this growth can be attributed to the willingness of journalists and media professionals
around the world to take an interest in our Fellowship.
Second, we invite your ongoing cooperation in maintaining the anonymity of A.A. members. The
principle of anonymity is at the core of our Fellowship. Those who are reluctant to seek our help
often overcome their fear if they are confident that their anonymity will be respected. In addition,
and perhaps less understood, our tradition of anonymity acts as a healthy guardrail for A.A.
members, reminding us that we are a program of principles, not personalities, and that
no individual A.A. member acts as a spokesperson of our Fellowship.
If an A.A. member is identified in the media, we ask that you please use first names only (e.g.,
Sofia M. or Ben T.) and that you not use images in which members’ faces may be recognized. This
helps to provide members with the security that anonymity can bring. Again, we thank you for
your continued cooperation -- in helping to carry our message to those in need of it and for
helping keep the focus on the principles of Alcoholics Anonymous rather than any personalities.
If you would like to know more about A.A. you are welcome to visit the “Press/Media” section of
aa.org. We hope you will take a moment to watch a brief video on why anonymity remains a vital
principle in Alcoholics Anonymous. Our Fellowship does not comment on matters of public
controversy, but we are happy to provide information about A.A. to anyone who seeks it.
Sincerely,
Public Information Committee of Alcoholics Anonymous
For interview requests contact the Public Information Coordinator at pressinfo@aa.org.
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Digital Resources
Press Releases
About A.A.: Newsletter to Professionals
Meeting Guide App (Google Play)
Meeting Guide App (App Store)
A.A. World Services LinkedIn
A.A.W.S. YouTube
AA Grapevine YouTube
AA Grapevine Instagram
La Viña Instagram
A.A. Literature
Web Banners
PSAs
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM K:

Review request to create a new form of communication to address
anonymity on social media.

Background Notes:
From the February 1, 2020, report of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee discussed a request to create a new form of communication specifically
addressing the use of social media and anonymity. The committee agreed to forward
to the 2020 Conference Committee on Public Information a request to create a new
form of communication specifically addressing the use of anonymity on social media.
Committee Considerations of the 2020 Conference Public Information Committee:
The committee reviewed a request “to create a new form of communication” to
address anonymity on social media. The committee suggested that the trustees’
Public Information Committee continue to discuss this request and that preliminary
information be gathered before moving forward.
Information to gather:
o Shared experience from the Fellowship on how A.A. members adhere to
anonymity Traditions on various social media platforms.
o Suggested safety and etiquette while using social media.
o Anonymity on video meeting platforms.
While the committee recognizes that A.A. literature on anonymity is available
(“Understanding Anonymity,” A.A. Guidelines on Internet, etc.) the committee noted
that the content is dated and does not accurately reflect current technology or the
Fellowship’s experience. Specific, updated material is needed and the consideration
that a video service piece to communicate this sharing might be explored. The
committee requested that the trustees’ Public Information Committee continue these
discussions and that a progress report or draft proposal be brought back to the 2021
Conference Committee on Public Information.
From the October 31, 2020, report of the trustees’ Committee on Public Information:
The committee discussed the request “to create a new form of communication to
address anonymity on social media.” The committee reviewed a progress report from
the staff secretary on the development of an online survey of the Fellowship to explore
their perspectives on anonymity-based Traditions and social media. The committee
agreed to continue discussions and requested that the staff secretary provide a
1
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progress report on the survey to the January 2021 meeting.
From the January 31, 2021, report of the trustees’ Committee on Public Information:
The committee discussed the request to create a new form of communication on
anonymity and social media. The committee also noted the 2020 Public Information
committee consideration that the trustees’ Public Information Committee continue to
discuss this request and that preliminary information be gathered before moving
forward. The trustees’ committee reviewed potential survey questions that could be
shared with the Fellowship and requested that notes be provided to the staff secretary
regarding the draft survey questions.
From the July 31, 2021, report of the trustees’ Committee on Public Information:
The committee continued to discuss and review the proposed agenda item requesting
“to create a new form of communication to address anonymity on social media.” The
committee tabled the discussion and will either meet soon after the board weekend to
continue discussion or will discuss at the October 2021 meeting.
From the October 30, 2021, report of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee continued to discuss and review the proposed agenda item requesting
“to create a new form of communication to address anonymity on social media.” The
staff secretary located the request for shared experience survey titled, “Anonymity on
Social Media Survey – A Request for Feedback from A.A. Members.” The staff
secretary will seek guidance from the committee regarding the survey questions and
distribution and will provide a progress report at the January 2022 meeting.
On November 15, 2021, the staff secretary sought guidance from the trustees’ PI chair
and vice-chair regarding the shared experience survey titled, “Anonymity on Social Media
Survey – A Request for Feedback from A.A. Members” and asked if several committee
members need to gather to review and confirm the survey is ready to send provide edits.
The trustees’ chair responded as follows:
Thank you for uncovering this work and helping this important item move forward. The
background in the historical review is very helpful in evaluating the survey. The survey
may need some work though, it is not quite ready for fielding as it stands. More than
just a little wording may need to be adjusted to really get what we want from it.
The concern is that given the CMP work, asking the committee to review this form
seems like a tall order to complete prior to January 2022 trustees’ P.I. Committee
meeting.
Option for trustees’ P.I. Committee to consider at the January 2022 meeting:
2
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1. We share with the Conference Committee on Public Information we had to put this
on hold until the CMP was complete. Work can continue in July 2022 with a new
trustees’ Committee on Public Information. The current trustees’ committee work
should be completed at the January Board meeting.
2. We analyze how much it would cost to have the survey methodologist review this
survey to make sure it would capture the information from the Fellowship that is
being sought.
Staff Note: Right now, we don’t have any monies set aside in the 2022 P.I. budget. If
we needed to add this new SOW to focus on a review of the Anonymity and Social Media
Survey work, we will need to add to the budget during the mid-year review budget
process.
From the January 29, 2022, report of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference Committee on Public
Information the request “to create a new form of communication to address anonymity
on social media” and a draft survey developed to gather shared experience from the
Fellowship (for consideration).

Background:
1. Shared experience survey titled, “Anonymity on Social Media Survey – A Request for
Feedback from A.A. Members.”

Back to Main Agenda
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Anonymity on Social Media Survey

P.I.
Item K
Doc.1

A Request for Feedback from A.A. Members:
Greetings from the P.I. Desk:
The Public Information desk is seeking deeper sharing on the topic Anonymity,
specifically on social media platforms.
The topic of anonymity on social media is wide ranging and layered. Anonymity is the
spiritual principle of all our Traditions. On one hand, both “private” and public media
platforms have added a wider reach to communicate with members and potential
members. Today in A.A. we are able to provide information about our program of
recovery to the general public through email, A.A. websites and when appropriate A.A. entity social media pages. Social networking offers contemporary vehicles to carry
the A.A. message to the public.
Protecting anonymity is a major concern to A.A. members. Making sure A.A. is available
on the platforms in which problem drinkers search for help is also a major concern to A.A.
members.
Anonymity acts as a reminder for A.A. members, that we are a program of principles, not
personalities, and that no individual A.A. member may presume to act as a spokesperson
or leader of our Fellowship.
Your responses to the attached survey will provide vital perspective on the topic of
anonymity on public and private media platforms.
Prior to taking the survey it may be helpful to review A.A. Traditions as outlined in
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and the Conference-approved pamphlet
Understanding Anonymity.
While the below questions may not capture every facet of social media topics
this survey is meant to gather a greater scope and depth of shared experience
than what currently exists in A.A. materials. In the questions below, when
appropriate, please click all answers that apply. For the purpose of this survey
the word “public” is being used for any platforms that are viewed by nonA.A.s - with the exception of “Open” online meetings.
1. Do you use one or more of the following social media accounts account?
_____Twitter _____Instagram ____Facebook_____ Snap Chat ____ Reddit ___
Tik Tok ____Other
2. Do you consider social media sites such as Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, Twitter to be
public or private in nature?
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_____Public _____Private ___ Both, depending on the privacy settings
3. Do you post that you are a member of Alcoholics Anonymous or post statements that
suggest you are an A.A. member on your personal public profile such as, “Thank you, to
A.A. for my sobriety.”
_____Yes
_____No
4. Is your personal social media page visible to non-A.A.s?
_____ Yes
_____No
5. Do you think it is in keeping with A.A. Traditions to state that you are celebrating an A.A.
anniversary without actually referring to A.A. itself on one’s profile? (e.g. “Mary : Has 4
years today!” “Rafael hasn’t had a drink One Day at a Time for 5 years”)
_____Yes
_____No _____ Not sure
6. Do you see sober anniversary posts on public platforms (that do not mention A.A.) in
conflict with the principles of humility and sacrifice that underlie our anonymity traditions?
_______In conflict ______ Not in conflict
______Depends
7. Do you find sober anniversary posts (that do not mention A.A.) an effective way to let
someone know they can approach someone privately for more information in how they
got sober.
_______It is effective ______Not affective
_____Seems like bragging
8. Is posting a sober medallion/chip on a public social media page an anonymity break?
(Note: Most chips do not say “Alcoholics Anonymous/A.A.” A.A. World Services does
not make medallions/chips.)
____Yes
____No
____Kind of
9. Is posting “XXI” or “21” for a sober anniversary in keeping with Traditions Eleven and
Twelve?
____Yes ____No ___ Not sure

10. Do you feel it is important to not identify oneself or others as members of A.A. if full face
and last name is visible when posting on “public” social media settings, on Facebook,
Twitter or Instagram, YouTube, public website, etc.?
_____Yes
____ No
____ Not Sure
_____ I can post about myself but not other A.A. members
11. Do you believe that “private” A.A. groups on Facebook are at the public level?
___ Yes
____ No
____ Maybe
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12. Do you believe “Liking” or subscribing to a Public informational A.A. page implies that
one is a member of A.A.?
___YES ____ NO _____Depends on the media platform
13. Do you believe that A.A. membership or perceived A.A. membership on public social
media posts can possibly affiliate the A.A. message with outside affiliations,
controversial subjects and opinions that might divert or push away A.A. members or
potential A.A. members?
___ Yes
____ No ____ Only if you state you are an A.A. member
____ I only post cat videos and everyone loves cats
14. A.A. members are “citizens of the world” with diverse opinions and ways they live their
life outside of A.A. settings. Has social media changed how A.A. members interact with
each other in their everyday lives?
_____Creates more unity & connection ____Creates more disunity amongst
members ______Creates disunity, yet once A.A.s gather back in A.A. settings the
Traditions unite us to focus on A.A.’s primary purpose ____Other
15. Whose responsibility do you think it is to monitor anonymity breaks on public social
media platforms?
___ Self- monitor ___GSR ___Delegate ____ G.S.O. ____ Fellow Friends ____My
page/My business
16. Are you a member of a “private” A.A. group on Facebook?
_____ I’m a member of an A.A. group on Facebook.
_____ I’m not a member of an A.A. group on Facebook.
_____ I belong to a non -A.A. specific, Facebook group for people in various forms
of recovery.
17. Do you consider online A.A. meetings and events…?
____Public level ____ As private as an “in-person” group or event provided the
meeting is not shared or streamed on “public” platforms ____Other
18. Do you believe A.A. members should not use full names in their naming convention in
online meetings?
____ Just first name, last initial
____ I use full name. This is not the public level.
____ It’s up to the person how they name themselves.
____ I don’t want anyone to know my first name so I go by “Wonder Woman” or
“Captain Dynamite”
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19. Do you believe online A.A. meetings should have passcodes?
____ For anonymity purposes ____ For safety purposes ____ Why make it harder
to get to the meeting?
20. Do you believe groups should request that live faces be shown when someone is
sharing at an online A.A. meeting?
_____Safety Purposes (trolling) _____ It’s nice, but not necessary and should be
voluntary ____Other
21. Do you think A.A. entities should have public interactive social media platform pages?
____Facebook ________Instagram______ Twitter ___ A.A. entities should not
create public pages _____Other
23. Do you follow “sober meme” social media pages?
___Yes ____ No _____ I don’t follow a page but I love a good sober meme
24. If a new service piece were developed on the subject of anonymity and social media,
which format would be most helpful?
____Hard Copy pamphlet/Flyer

______ Video _______ Podcast episodes

Whoot Whoot! You’re done! Thank you for your service to A.A. service structure for the
U.S./Canada!
You were probably expecting 12 questions, but we felt like changing it up and going for 24!
More is more! (some things never change.)
Please feel free to add any additional comments or local sharing related to this subject.

G.S.O. is also looking for sharing on the following topics in A.A. settings. Contact:
Publicinfo@aa.org
•
•
•

QR Codes, Apps,
Social media platforms (Private groups, Informational Pages)
Anonymity on social media
4 of 5
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What A.A./Recovery social media platforms to you follow? (Example: Reddit)
PSA placement on online platforms (Ex. Hulu, YouTube, e-radio)
A.A. Google business listings
Local P.I. and C.P.C. virtual presentations
Billboards, Bus ads, Service pieces, and PowerPoint presentations
A.A. online meeting guidelines
Locally created videos sharing the experience, strength, and hope of “young people”
finding recovery in A.A. (anonymity protected.)
Submissions to the Young People Video Project
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM L:

Discuss 2022 Analysis Report on the A.A. Membership Survey

Background notes:
2017 General Service Conference P.I. Recommendations:
That the draft 2017 A.A. Survey Questionnaire be changed as follows:
Question 2 be changed from “Sex: __ Male ___ Female” to “Gender Identity: ___
Male ___ Female ___ [language to include all gender nonconforming] __ No
Response.” Note: The Conference did not accept this recommendation.
That the 2017 A.A. Membership Survey be conducted by area on a random basis as
was done in the 2014 A.A. Membership Survey and requested that the trustees’
Committee on Public Information review the current A.A. Membership Survey
methodology, possible methods for surveying the membership electronically and any
reasonable hybrid of the two methods, and that a progress report be brought back to
the 2018 Conference Committee on Public Information Note: The Conference did
not accept this recommendation.
From the February 1, 2020, report of the trustees’ Committee on Public Information:
The committee reviewed a professional survey methodology report on the A.A.
Triennial Membership Survey. The committee agreed to forward to the 2020
Conference Committee on Public Information the survey report.
The committee also asked that additional information be included in the background
reflecting discussions and suggestions that came from committee discussions with the
survey professional. Noting that the survey methodology review is still in its infancy
the committee asked that this discussion be continued at the August 2020 meeting.
Committee Consideration from the 2020 Conference Committee on Public Information:
The committee reviewed and accepted the trustees’ Public Information Committee
report on the A.A. Membership Survey. The committee noted it was encouraged by
some of the findings by the survey professional and asked that the trustees’ Public
Information Committee continue to explore this topic. The committee also suggested
the exploration of a possible digital questionnaire feedback form be part of their
discussions.
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From the January 30, 2021, report of the trustees’ Committee on Public Information:
The committee reviewed and accepted the report from the Survey Methodology
working group on the Triennial A.A. Membership Survey. The committee agreed to
forward the report to the 2021 Conference Committee on Public Information including
the suggestion that the 2021 A.A. Membership Survey be conducted, including
updated pre-survey communications, survey instructions and the option for a digital
delivery method.
The committee also noted the importance of updating the questionnaire to expand
the gender markers to allow for better reflection of the diversity of our membership
and potential members.
Committee Considerations of the 2021 Conference Public Information Committee
The committee discussed the trustees’ Public Information Committee “Survey
Methodology Working Group on the Triennial A.A. Membership Survey” report. The
committee reviewed and accepted the report and felt satisfied that the current
methodology sampling of the survey is sound.
The committee also discussed the suggestion that 2021 A.A. Membership Survey
be conducted and took no action. The committee expressed concerns on the timing
of the survey being distributed to the Fellowship considering the status of many
groups, attendance, and possible interrupted local communications relating to the
distribution of the questionnaire.
The committee also expressed concerns about the A.A. Membership Survey in
pamphlet form being used as an “outward” facing Public Information pamphlet to
inform the public, professionals, and potential members about A.A. and believes
that the function of the data collected might be better used to inform Twelfth Step
efforts for groups and service committees rather than a Public Information tool.
The committee suggested that the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
o
o
o

Conduct a more in-depth review of the content, language, and function in the
questionnaire.
Discuss the function and target audience of the pamphlet.
Produce a training video for delegates and G.S.R.s on data collection, purpose,
and methods to enhance consistency and engagement.

From the July 31, 2021, meeting of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee discussed the 2021 committee consideration regarding the A.A.
Membership Survey methodology report.
The committee recommended that the staff secretary moves forward and engage
the professional survey methodologist, to conduct a focused review and analysis
of the A.A. Membership Survey Questionnaire at a cost not to exceed $8,000 (the
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current amount in the reforecast 2021 trustees’ PI budget category for this item).
Note: GSB approved this recommendation at the August 2, 2021, meeting.
From the October 30, 2021, meeting of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
The committee discussed the final proposal engaging the professional survey
methodologist, Dr. C., to conduct a focused review and analysis of the A.A.
Membership Survey Questionnaire at a cost not to exceed $8,000. The committee will
participate in “A.A. Leadership” meetings with the methodologist in the fourth quarter.
The staff secretary shared that the work has begun and a final report with findings and
recommendations is planned to be provided at the January 2022 meeting.
The staff secretary coordinated the lists of member and professional candidates for
Dr. Cooper to participate in cognitive interviews regarding the membership survey.
•

Member candidates including new and existing members from a good crosssection of regions and areas. Those involved in A.A. service as well as the average
A.A. member.

•

Professional candidates were gathered from the most recent trustees’ Nominating
Committee of Class A candidates. The group includes professionals from
addiction counseling and treatment, military chaplains, employee assistance
program counselors, trial court judges, and high school administrators.

From the January 29, 2022, meeting of the trustees’ Public Information Committee:
On January 10, 2022, Dr. C. provided the “2022 Analysis Report on the A.A.
Membership Survey.”
The committee discussed the 2022 final report requested from a survey methodology
consultant regarding an assessment of the questionnaire used for the triennial
Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.) Membership Survey and the approach the organization
currently uses to report the results of that survey. The committee agreed to forward to
the 2022 Conference Committee on Public Information the 2022 final report and the
2021 final report from the Survey Methodology working group on the Triennial A.A.
Membership Survey for full consideration of next steps.

Background:
1. 2021 Membership Survey Progress Report from working group
2. 2022 Analysis Report on the A.A. Membership Survey

Back to Main Agenda
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Workgroup on Membership Survey: 2020-2021
Trustees Committee on Public Information
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
With gratitude for the opportunity to study the survey methodology and its procedures, as well as
previous thoughtful and thorough reviews, we conclude:
1) The survey sampling methodology is sound and consistent with best practice in the survey
sciences.
2) The largest loss of data in the return rate (~50% of estimated members; ~50% groups invited),
while not a threat to survey validity, appears to be largely a function of two sources that can be
mitigated by adapting procedures:
a. Erroneous database listings
b. Disengaged delegates, GSRs, or groups.
3) Improved data collection could be anticipated with the implementation of:
a. Higher engagement with areas prior to data collection
b. Training content (including a brief Class A video) about the purpose and procedure of
the survey for delegates and GSRs
c. Robust tracking of procedural survey step outcomes
d. Comparison of observed versus collected group demographics.
4) Relevance to local general service committees could be achieved through programming
repeatable regional analyses.
5)

Discussion about the functions and target audiences of the survey, including intended and
unintended uses of survey findings, may be prudent.

6) Future work to explore parallel methods and enhance content relevance is warranted, including
convenience sampling using the AA website and APP and content review with target audience
input.

Respectfully
submitted, Deborah K.
Peter L. (non alcoholic)
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Workgroup on Membership Survey: 2020
At the request of Trish L., chair of Trustees Committee on PI, in 2020 we met several times by
telephone, zoom, and over email to distill reports and recommendations related to the AA membership
survey. Note is made to acknowledge that over the past three years, the TCPI and its subcommittees
have studied the survey methodology in light of review of current and recent procedures employed,
have had input from a reputable, independent outside consultant, and have reviewed previous
assessments of the survey.
Materials reviewed: (Note: Dr. Cooper is a Survey Methodologist professional)
• 2020 Report: Dr. A. Cooper, Duke University, Social Science Research Institute
• 2013 Report: J. Gary (NERT) TCPI Membership Survey Subcommittee
• PDF: Survey Pamphlets 1968-2014
• Pertinent procedural documents, including: Letters to the delegates and GSRs, notes for GSO
PI staff preparing and having survey oversight, 2014 data tracking sheets and tabulations.
The TCPI and Conference Committee on PI (CCPI) are encouraged to appreciate A) Dr. Cooper’s
assessment of the sampling strategy and recommendations from January 2020, and B) The 2013
TCPI Membership Survey Subcommittee Final Report, chair J. Gary (NERT). The wealth of statistical
and behavioral science expertise reflected in both of these reports is formidable, the work is
outstanding, and the conclusions are thorough. Many observations can be found in both reports,
though they are communicated differently. In this report, we will highlight those aspects that are
elemental to the question posed and the recommendations suggested.
We find it noteworthy that the survey methodology has been thoroughly reviewed and vetted several
times, and yet questions remain about the approach. Interestingly, questions most often do not focus
on the overall survey methodology but rather the sampling methodology. So let’s first address this.
Sampling methodology:
Questions related to the validity of sampling are expressed most often as some version of, ‘how can
less than 2% of a population reflect the population as a whole?’ In this report, we hope to clearly
indicate that random sampling methodology is not only valid and appropriate, but a highly effective,
efficient, and best practice method of data collection to measure a target population. The methodology
uses a sample of the body one wishes to characterize to reflect the whole, and the fact that those
sampled are drawn randomly, without bias, ensures that the characterization will be accurate.
Specifically, the survey methodology uses true probability sampling, which involves selecting a sample
that is drawn randomly from the parent distribution, meaning that each group/member has an equal
probability to be selected for inclusion. Importantly, the review found that our survey “employs a
sample size that is more than adequate to generate estimates that are quite precise”. Note that
sampling 100% of the target population in national surveys is rarely feasible, but importantly, is a poor
use of limited resources in large populations as the incremental data obtained above that of the
randomly selected sample does not add new information or reduce sampling error.
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In addition to random sampling, we also correctly use stratification and clustering techniques.
Stratification means that the procedure insures that groups are selected from each stratum, which for
us is defined as the 93 areas. Stratifying by areas ensures that areas with fewer groups are not left out
and that areas with many groups do not disproportionately dominate. So, rather than applying the target
percentage (1.3% of groups) to all active, registered groups in the US and Canada, the target is applied
within each area, so that 1.3% of the groups in each area are selected. The selected groups then
serve as clusters, where all members present at an ordinary meeting are invited to participate. While the
use of clusters can give members who attend more than one group some advantage in being randomly
chosen to participate in the survey, this drawback did not elicit any major revision recommendation in
sampling from our reviewer (the interested reader is referred to Dr. Cooper’s discussion of the use of
group’s as clusters).
In summary, the random sampling with stratification and clustering are sound, best practice methods
used in large social science surveys.
Return Rate versus Potential Bias:
J. Gary’s report indicates that in 2011, the target sample size was ~16,250 member respondents to
achieve a sound, random sample. 746 groups were randomly survey (1.3% of groups) to achieve this,
and about 10,000 members submitted surveys, 8,000 of which were usable (note this is about 50% of
target). In 2014, this same strategy resulted in 817 groups being invited, and remarkably, 411 groups
(50.3%) provided responses, for a total of 6450 completed surveys.
Importantly, the return rate of 50% does not compromise the validity of the findings. Dr. Cooper checked
the estimates and error rates based on using a sample size of 16,000 and then again with 8,000, and
the confidence bands and error rate differences were negligible (personal communication, October
2020). However, the lack of return from ~50% of the target sample suggests that several sources of data
loss, some of which can introduce bias, are occurring with our survey:
1) The loss could be at the group level due to closed/inactive groups. For instance, if a sampled
group is inactive and there is insufficient time to pull a replacement group, there is a loss of
data. Review of procedural sheets do indicate this to be one factor impacting our data return,
but it is impossible to estimate how much of the missing 50% these account for because of
incomplete communication and/or tracking. This scenario may not systematically introduce bias,
but does reduce the sample size and should be mitigated if possible.
2) The loss could be at the group level because of insufficient engagement by the delegate or the
GSRs. Logs from 2014 suggest that 12 areas had zero surveys returned. The size of these areas
were variable, suggesting that small size did not explain the absences. There is a lack of
engagement from those charged with data collection which has a significant impact on the
return rate. Note in 2014, 406 groups turned in no data. This scenario may not systematically
introduce bias, but does reduce the sample size and should be mitigated if possible.
3) There could be a subset, or subsets of people, in a group that do not complete the survey. For
instance, if only 75% of the members present take the survey, then bias is introduced if the 25%
non-responders are different than those that responded. Unlike the other scenarios, this
scenario has a high likelihood of bias. If the non-survey takers are different than the rest of the
3| Page
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members in any way, self-selection bias is introduced which can have a large impact on findings.
For instance, if young mothers do not stay after the meeting to take the survey, or those that
can’t read well quickly leave, or those with a criminal history are afraid of surveillance and
don’t respond, then you survey only the remaining and systematically introduce bias. Please
note that social science research is well aware of such biases in research participation,
particularly in certain parts of the country and in certain populations.
4) Loss of data due to non-response on key items. In both the 2011 and 2014, about 20% of the
data were considered non-usable because key items were skipped. This is a large loss of data
that again should be mitigated if possible.
Procedural recommendations to address these sources of data loss and potential bias are included
below. Please note the importance of mitigating sources of data loss and bias wherever possible.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
We recommend a series of stepped improvements and projects be implemented to allow for a reasoned
approach to the Membership Survey and its data collection. These recommendations assume
resumption of in-person meetings by fall 2021. Should this not occur, we would recommend that the
Trustees PI committee be given the latitude to postpone data collection.
1) Year 1, 2021, conduct the survey using our current, sound methodology, with the proposed
improvements and procedural changes noted below. The target sample size will equal 1.3% of
registered groups in each area (see procedures below). Note is made, and affirmed, that methods
review confirms that the current stratified random sampling technique and sample size is sufficient
to yields a representative sample of membership within our registered groups.
Proposed Improvements:
a) Utilization of a training video for delegates and GSRs on data collection purpose and methods (see
procedural recommendations) to enhance consistency and engagement. This is designed to
mitigate major data loss (up to 50%) from lack of consistent communication and engagement.
b) As recommended by Dr. Cooper, a simple method to explore the possibility of self-selection bias is
achieved with simple tallies of observable data elements (group size, age groups, gender, and
racial breakdown of a group). Because self-selection bias is one of the greatest dangers to the
integrity of the findings, we do recommend this exploration. These data elements can be quickly
tallied and compared to actual survey results to determine if there are groups of people that are
not responding to the survey. Specifically, if there is a considerable difference between number of
surveys returned, or the actual to observed composition of the group, then potential bias is
involved (eg, if there are 10 members under age 30 in a group and 20 in elder age groups, but the
surveys returned are total 15, 10 of which are the younger members, there is an age bias).
Observable variables: age, race, gender, by broad group classification. It is important to note that
attention these factors is to ensure that the data collection method maintains integrity; random
selection will not yield a representative sample if there is systematic bias introduced.
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c) Enhanced, relevant reporting. In addition to total calculation of the membership elements in the
US and Candada, provide the same data by region to possibly reflect regional data more
accurately. Once a dashboard of calculation is established, it is fairly easy to restrict the sample to
regional subgroups as needed and results could be posted for download.
d) Content: In 2017, the GSC CCPI made the following recommendation regarding the question
related to gender:
Question 2 be changed from:
“Sex: Male Female_____”
to:
“Gender Idendity: Male

Female____ [Language inclusive of all gender nonconforming]____ No Response___”

Two CCPI recommendations to the GSC (one regarding survey implementation and the other an
update to questionnaire language) did not pass. Based on GSC floor discussions, the TCPI
continued their review of survey methodology. While a thorough review of content is
recommended for the future below, we humbly suggest that consideration of inclusive gender
categories in keeping with contemporary, professional language be utilized.
e) Procedural recommendations, below, to ensure greater data capture and reporting.
a. Creation and use of training video for delegates and GSRs to include the purpose of the
survey, its relevance to PI work, and instruction on gathering the survey data.
Considerations can be made for Class A trustee(s) assistance for creation.
b. In the past, to reach the target of 1.3% of groups, the percentage of groups pulled from each
area varied from 1.0 to 1.5% and it appears that over time there was attempt to recalculate
the groups pulled to maintain each percentage in light of changing number of groups in each
area. This procedure should be simplified to 1.3% of groups being pulled from each area. If the
result of this calculation is <1, that area’s target should be assigned 2 (thus, no area has less
than 2 groups pulled). (Recommendation confirmed with Dr. Cooper, Oct 2020).
c. Previous practice eliminated surveys if either #5 or #6 was not answered:
#5: I first came into A.A. in
(month)/
(year)
#6: I had my last drink in
(month)/
_(year)
The justification for omitting these was to ensure that those who responded where in AA. The
data loss related to this (~20%) is considerable, and the value of omitting surveys due to #5 is
questionable. We recommend that only surveys with #6 omitted should be discarded, and that
the instructions should emphasize that ONLY AA members should complete the survey.
d. We recommend implementation and documentation of these steps (with timeline draft):
July 1: distribution of randomly selected group names to delegates with request for feedback
on inactive groups by July 14. Significant efforts to engage delegates in this first phase so that
replacement groups can be provided for inactive groups if warranted.
July 21: distribution to delegates of replacement groups.
Aug 15: distribution to delegates of final replacement groups, if needed.
Sept 1: Instructions to Delegates and GSRs about upcoming project, including distribution of
training video and discussion as needed.
Oct 1-31: data collection.
Nov 1-30: tabulations.
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2) Year 2, in 2022: As results arrive, it would be prudent to consider the functions and target
audiences, including intended and unintended uses of survey results. Note that there are
multiple potential consumers for survey findings, and it would be prudent to discuss these
audiences and how we might better communicate the best information to them. It may be
prudent to ask the Conference Committee on PI to undertake such discussion on the function
and audiences of the survey, to advise future study or action. It would also be prudent to
consult with our Class A professional trustees about this. Related to this discussion:
a. The pamphlet states that “Alcoholics Anonymous conducts this survey to keep
members informed on current trends in membership characteristics. The survey also provides
information about A.A. to the professional community and to the general public as part of A.A.’s
purpose to carry our message to those who still suffer from alcoholism”.
b. Note that one function is an inventory for us, to give us insights into sects of the alcoholic
population that may not be finding or staying in AA.
c. This is very different than the function or purpose of informing our professional community
about AA. Indeed, most service organizations do inventory and communicate to the public who
they serve and the size of their organization in a general way (eg, Boy Scouts, youth
organization in the US, with ~2.3 million youth participants). It may be important to understand
what data elements are important for professionals referring to AA to have. One might
question whether or not the trends found in the survey actually negatively impact referral
trends (eg, “I will not send my young patient, my Hispanic client, etc, to AA because his/her/
their group is not well represented”). The survey results (via pamphlets or tabletop display
formats) may not be THE message that is best suited for professionals.
d. With thorough discussion, careful selection of appropriate reporting data for press (via
inclusion in press letters or packets), professionals (“snippet data” on website, in pamphlets),
and internal communications to inform 12 step efforts could be made.
e. Consistent with professional messaging, when we do present outward facing data, we may
want to have standard language underscoring inclusion, eg, “A.A. welcomes alcoholics of
varying abilities, sexual identities, races, ethnicities, gender identities, religions, languages,
neighborhoods, socioeconomic backgrounds and ages.”
2) Year 2, in 2022:
a) Design a pilot study of collecting two convenience samples: 1) AA website, 2) AA Meeting
Guide App, using the same questions as 2021. Examine differences in data patterns across
the three collection methodologies. Add basic questions such as member city/state and
whether or not their home group is listed with GSO to assist in understanding the
membership responding in these formats (*note: we may learn a bit about registered
groups versus meetings with this methodology). Ideally, collection of this pilot data would
follow collection of the traditional membership survey data within 1-2 years so that no
portion becomes dated.
b) Initiate expert review of survey content; utilize target group focus group feedback on what
content is most important to reflect to design response content of maximal value.
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3) Future surveys, years 2024 and beyond. Periodic consultation for sample size review using up to
date estimates of fellowship membership should be requested, to adjust the 1.3% target if
needed. Note that this is not a tri-annual review of methodology, but rather a periodic (at least
by decade) review of the sample size target based on evolving membership estimates. Such
sample size calculations do not involve extensive work, but should be updated.

And finally, outside the scope of the membership survey:
A number of related matters arise when discussing the survey, such as the matter of inactive groups, or
the many AA members who attend unregistered AA meetings. These members are a part of the
fellowship and these meetings are served by the products and services of GSO. At some point, it may be
valuable to better understand the scope of both inactive groups and unregistered groups. We
recommend these be brought to the attention of the AAWS board for consideration, when appropriate.
a) Consider collecting simple data on the number of registered groups versus unregistered
meetings. This might easily be executed through DCMs, who are familiar with groups
and meetings in their ‘jurisdiction’.
b) Request to GSO to explore NetSuite and MyPortal to provide more accurate group listings,
as possible.

Back to Agenda
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Executive Summary
This report responds to a request by the General Services Board (GSO) of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc. for an
assessment of the questionnaire used for the triennial Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.) Membership Survey and of
the approach the organization uses to report the results of that survey. The report is based on its author’s expert
review of the questionnaire itself, on a series of interviews with members concerning their reactions to the
survey questionnaire, and on interviews with professionals concerning their familiarity with, use of, and
reactions to the six-page pamphlet A.A. uses to report the survey’s findings.
The report identifies many strengths in the existing questionnaire, notably its concise nature and narrow focus. It
also recommends modest but substantively important changes to update and improve the questionnaire. It
suggests changes to the layout and sequencing of the items in the Survey and recommends making the language
more colloquial and accessible to a wider range of reading levels. It proposes very minor modifications in
wording for a number of the question items, and somewhat broader changes to the items used to collect data
about gender, race, ethnicity, and employment. Based on suggestions from the members interviewed it also
identifies, a few items that may be worth adding to the questionnaire. It acknowledges that any such updates do
introduce challenges with comparisons over time and discusses a strategy for reducing these effects.
This report also provides what should be considered a preliminary exploration of professionals’ use of the
pamphlet A.A. creates from the Survey data, and finds that while professionals who work with still-suffering
alcoholics do find some of the information the pamphlet contains useful, they do not regularly use the pamphlet
itself and are not convinced of its overall value. Based on their feedback, the report provides recommendations
for ways in which the pamphlet might be improved. As with those recommended for the Survey, the changes
recommended for the pamphlet are fairly minor, including some updates, additional information about ways in
which prospective A.A. members can find meetings that are a good “fit” for them, and ways to frame the
information the pamphlet contains to make it clearer why it is relevant to the still-suffering alcoholic. It also
notes that adding a few short quotes from members about how A.A. has helped them achieve sobriety might
prove a useful addition to the quantitative information the pamphlet already includes.
The report concludes with a very brief summary of what it has covered. It notes that the recommendations it
contains involve tradeoffs that the GSO will need to consider as the organization decides which changes to
adopt and which to reject, as well as how to implement them.
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1. Overview
The General Services Board (GSO) of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc. has sought expert assistance in evaluating
the questionnaire used for the triennial Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.) Membership Survey and the pamphlet the
organization uses to present the Survey’s results. The Board seeks advice on updating the questionnaire and to
use targeted feedback from both members and professionals to
1. confirm that the questions asked are the most appropriate;
2. identify appropriate question content updates; and
3. evaluate the approach used to provide the results of this survey.
Its objectives include making targeted, selective updates to the questionnaire it uses to ensure that it is up-to-date
and accurately reflects the attributes and diversity of the organization’s membership. It also seeks to better
understand how professionals use the information from the Survey that is provided to them via a related
pamphlet. The pamphlet seeks to allow professionals to communicate with those of their clients who are stillsuffering alcoholics about A.A. members’ characteristics and experiences, and, through this information, what
A.A. is and does.
This report addresses these topics. It begins with a brief description of the existing questionnaire and the
considerations motivating a possible update. It next describes the process used to evaluate the questionnaire and
develop its recommended changes. Then, it details its recommendations, which it sequences in five sections –
the Survey’s general design and features, its introductory section, the question items for which no or very minor
changes are recommended, those items for which broader changes are recommended, and possible additions to
the questionnaire. This portion of the report concludes by discussing the ways in which modifying a survey can
lead to changes in the data that result, and offers a strategy for understanding how much of an observed set of
changes in data collected after such changes are implemented result from real change, and how much from
changes in the ways respondents answer the modified questions differently from the original questions.
Following its examination of the Survey questionnaire, the report then turns to the pamphlet used to report the
Survey’s findings. It describes a series of interviews used to assess the utility of the pamphlet. These interviews
with seven professionals who work with still-suffering alcoholics and seek to help them in reaching sobriety
were centered on the professionals’ awareness of, use of, and reactions to the pamphlet. The report describes the
results of the interviews, and offers recommendations for modifications to the pamphlet based on the
professionals’ feedback. The report then concludes with a brief summary of its contents. It notes that the GSO
will need to consider the recommendations it contains and the tradeoffs involved in implementing those
recommendations as it decides which to adopt and which to reject.

2. Current Survey Questionnaire
During much of its history, A.A. has fielded a questionnaire to a sample of its membership roughly every 3
years; however, as the Survey was last administered in 2014, there has been a recent gap in data collection.
The Survey collects demographic and related information (e.g. length of sobriety, source of referral to A.A.).
The questionnaire is appealingly succinct with a focus on key characteristics of the A.A. membership and
aspects of members’ experience in finding A.A., attending meetings, and achieving sobriety.
Since the questionnaire was crafted, important changes have occurred relevant to the ways some of its
questions and their answer options are presented, and to the content of the questionnaire itself. Best practices
in survey research have also identified important aspects of design useful in encouraging participation, a
particularly pressing need in an era when survey data collection has become seemingly ubiquitous, making
many prospective respondents understandably and justifiably reluctant to respond to the survey invitations
they receive. Thus, it is an appropriate time to consider updating the questionnaire. Below, I lay out
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recommendations for doing so. First I provide a description of the process I used to craft recommendations
for improvements to the Survey. Following that description, I present my recommendations.

3. Process – Review of Survey and Interviews with Members
After receiving the original version of The Survey, I reviewed the questionnaire and provided a preliminary
report to the GSO, including a draft of proposed revisions and an explanation of the basis for the recommended
changes. After receiving the go-ahead to proceed with these modifications in place, I conducted interviews via
Zoom with 12 A.A. members whose contact information was provided to me through the GSO. All interviews
took place between December 3rd, 2021 and January 8th, 2022. Each interview lasted between 20 and 45
minutes. Every interview involved – after a short introduction and overview of the purpose of the conversation –
examining the questionnaire via Zoom’s Shared Screen tool and discussing the interviewee’s reactions to the
survey instrument and its question items. I asked each interviewee to examine the Survey as if it had been
handed out to them in a meeting and they had been asked to complete it, and to share their thoughts about it as
they read through it. I also used verbal probing techniques to follow up on their thoughts and comments with
additional questions about what they thought of and how they understood the questions. Examples of probe
questions I used include:
 After reading the introductory section, do you think you would feel comfortable filling this out?
 What does the word (or phrase) X mean to you? Do you think this would have the same meaning to a
newcomer to A.A.?
 Is it difficult to select an answer from this list of options?
 Was it easy or difficult for you to remember this?
 Are there options missing from this list of answers, that you think should be included?
In addition to these questions, I asked interviewees their overall reaction to the questionnaire – did the items it
included seem relevant to them and would they be willing to fill it out, if it were handed out to them in a
meeting? I also asked if there were topics not addressed that they thought were important and believed it would
be useful to add to the questionnaire.
Below, I provide a summary of my key findings. Overall, both my review of the questionnaire and the results of
my interviews with members suggest that A.A. has developed a useful and meaningful questionnaire. The “think
aloud” responses members provided me and follow-up probes I used to query them suggest that the majority of
survey questions were easy to understand, consistent in their interpretation across respondents, and successful in
capturing the concepts desired. Respondents generally found the language clear and the answer choices
appropriate, and were able to answer questions quickly and naturally – a hallmark of an effective survey.

4. Recommendations
A. General design and features
There are key features of the existing survey that should be retained. There are also useful changes that will
probably improve its accuracy and value to A.A. Keeping the existing one-page format is strongly
recommended, as doing so both keeps administration straightforward and encourages participation by reassuring
prospective respondents that it will not take too much time to complete. Below there appears both a copy of the
existing survey as it was last administered in 2014 (Appendix A), a copy of the draft survey used for the
interviews I conducted (Appendix B), and a prototype of possible further revisions to the Survey (Appendix C).
As the prototype that appears in Appendix C demonstrates, it is possible to incorporate all of the changes I
propose while continuing to present the Survey as a single-sided one-paged document.
In addition to brevity and the selection of a modest number of high-priority questions, an important
consideration in a survey’s appeal and the quality of the data it yields is its language. I recommend reviewing
the language used in the Survey and, where possible, making it shorter, simpler, and more colloquial in order to
make it more accessible to less-advanced readers. This recommendation is consistent with current
understanding about the wide variety of reading abilities across different potential respondents, including those
who may not speak English as a first language.
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Modest changes to the existing questionnaire can make the items it contains easier to follow and understand –
for example, most of the questions on the existing questionnaire ask the respondent about “you,” but a few
refer to “I,” such as items 5 and 6 that read, “I first came to A.A. in ___ month / ___ year,” and “I had my last
drink in ___ month / ___ year.” Editing these to use “you” rather than “I” and to make them questions (“When
did you…”) makes respondents’ experience more consistent and thus simpler, without changing the meaning
of the questions. Similarly, question item 11, which reads, “Please indicate no more than two of the following
entities that you feel were most influential in your decision to come to your first A.A. meeting,” can usefully be
simplified and shortened to read, “Please select no more than two of the following that you feel had the most
influence on your decision to come to your first A.A. meeting.” However, in general most of the question items
are already easy to read, and minimizing changes to their wording keeps meaning as consistent as possible with
prior versions of the Survey. While considering ways in which the language can be made more accessible is
important and worthwhile, doing so does not require rewriting the Survey from scratch (or anything close).

Another consideration that affects a survey’s appeal to respondents – which is to say, people’s willingness to fill
it out – is its layout and the sequencing of its components. Current knowledge of best practices in questionnaire
design advocates beginning with question items that are interesting to prospective respondents, though not
controversial or sensitive. Demographics, previously used as the first items in the questionnaire, are not
generally a topic that interests respondents. For that reason, the modified questionnaire I present in Appendix B
begins with questions about how the respondent learned about and how and when they started attending and
participating in A.A. These items seem likely to be relevant to many respondents’ interest in A.A., and also to be
about topics they will understand as important to A.A. as an organization. Prospective respondents may
therefore be more willing to answer a questionnaire that begins with these items.
Moving beyond the general features and layout of the Survey, there are specific, detailed changes worth
considering for many of the individual items it contains. I therefore turn next to examine its contents,
incorporating (as appropriate) both general recommendations based on current best practices in survey
methodology and particular insights provided by the dozen members’ interviews discussing the Survey. I begin
with an overview of the lead-in materials to the Survey before moving to the questions themselves.

B. Survey Introduction
The introduction provided at the top of the questionnaire is brief and informative. However, the language used
to describe the reasons for the Survey may be inaccessible to less-confident readers, and is formatted in a way
that makes it difficult to scan quickly. I recommend changing the layout and language about what A.A. uses the
Survey for in a manner similar to what follows:
Modify the text that reads:
THE REASONS FOR THIS SURVEY are to inform A.A. members of the characteristics of their Fellowship; to identify
trends in membership characteristics; to provide information about A.A. to the professional community; and to
inform the general public. Information provided by this questionnaire will not be used by A.A. for any follow-up
studies of its members.

to read:
A.A. USES THIS SURVEY TO
 tell A.A. members about their Fellowship;
 observe patterns in the A.A. membership;
 provide information about A.A. to the professional community;
 inform the public about what A.A. does.

with the final sentence in the original placed in a separate text box and reworded to read:
The information you provide will not be used for any follow-up studies.

as the current wording might be interpreted to mean that individuals or organizations other than A.A.
could use the information provided for follow-up studies of A.A. members.
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These modifications make the language more colloquial, and – by putting much of it in bullet form – easier to
scan quickly. The precise layout and language proposed in the modified questionnaire are certainly not essential,
and a graphic artist may well craft a more appealing design, but the representation provided does show ways in
which the information can be grouped to keep the Survey on one page.
In looking at the revised lead-in section of the Survey they saw (see Appendix B) that incorporated the changes
described above, most members reported that they found it clear and straightforward. Several described ways in
which having information about who A.A. members are can help the organization realize its goals. Some did
note that the lead-in provided them with information they had not known, even though they were familiar with
the Survey. One said they did not know the Survey was used to provide information to anyone outside of A.A.
However, some interviewees did express uncertainty about the ways in which the purpose of the Survey is
described. One asked if the Survey is meant to tell members about the demographics in general, or about the
makeup of their group. A second commented that it is not clear how the information collected through the
Survey helps provide information about what A.A. does, which is to, “help anyone achieve sobriety.” Another
noted that, “Some people object [to the Survey] because we specifically say that we don't keep statistics.”
The term “Fellowship” is used in this lead-in, but is a term that many people may not use in their everyday
discourse. When asked explicitly about the term “Fellowship” in this context, most interviewees felt that this
term is a meaningful one about which members have a common understanding and that will – in the words of
one – “be familiar to most people attending meetings, even newcomers.” However, one interviewee stated that
the term “Fellowship would be meaningful to [most] attenders, but maybe not a first-timer,” and suggested
instead a bullet reading, “Tell A.A. members about A.A.”
To quickly summarize key recommendations regarding the existing introduction to the Survey, it is appealing in
that it is succinct and appears to be generally clear, and interviewees consistently reported that they could
readily fill out the requested information and largely understood what the Survey is about and why it is done.
Thus, major changes are not needed. However, the existing language used to describe “The Reasons for This
Survey” is – in this modern era of brief lists and concise texts – somewhat verbose, and would be more
accessible to a larger range of people if presented in short list form. As with any survey project, it is important
and worthwhile for A.A. to reflect on why it conducts the Survey and for what the data will be used, and to
articulate that in clear, inviting language. The language I provide may not the most appropriate. It is worth
carefully considering how best to articulate the purpose of the Survey in a way that makes clear to members how
their completing it assists A.A. in realizing its mission.
Just as survey respondents will progress from the survey introduction to the question items, I now proceed to
consider these question items. I group and discuss them in three broad categories – those for which no or only
very minimal changes are needed, those for which I recommend changes, and those suggested by members as
possible additions to the questionnaire.

C. Survey Items – No or Minor Changes Recommended
Using the numbering employed in the existing questionnaire that was last administered in 2014 (see Appendix
A), most items – question 1, questions 5 through 11, and questions 13.a. through 16, require no or only very
minor changes. Question 1 is straightforward and not sensitive, as it asks age – no interviewees had any
objection to providing this information. Similarly, without exception, interviewees reported they can readily and
accurately provide answers to questions 5, 6, and 7, even though for many of them this required drawing up
information that is decades old. Clearly the topics addressed – first meeting attended, duration of sobriety, and
time to obtain a sponsor – are very salient and central to these members’ experiences, even long after they
happened. Several commented that these experiences are, indeed, very important for members of A.A. However,
a few noted that they would likely report the date of their “first meeting” not as the first one they attended, but
as the first one that led to their making a successful commitment to ongoing A.A. membership and sobriety. A
few commented that it was somewhat more difficult to remember how long it took them to get their first sponsor
(question 7), but all believed that they could largely answer this question readily and reasonably accurately. One
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suggested adding “weeks” as well as “months” to the possible answer options for this question, as she
remembered needing only a few weeks to find a sponsor and felt that her experience was not unusual.
Similarly, interviewees reported no difficulties in understanding question 8 (“Do you have a sponsor now?”) or
9 (“Do you have a home group?”) and while they agreed that both of these questions involve concepts –
sponsors and home groups, respectively – that are specific to A.A., they believed that everyone, or almost
everyone, attending a meeting would be familiar with them. One commented that if anyone was confused by
these terms while filling out the questionnaire they could ask for guidance from other meeting attenders.
Question 10 – How often do you normally attend A.A. meetings – was similarly clear, although one interviewee
stated that new members, particularly, often attend multiple meetings per day and suggested adding that as an
answer option to the list of possibilities provided.
Question 11 was similarly largely easy for respondents to answer, though a few pointed out challenges of one
sort or another in knowing what factors were most influential in the decision to come to their first
A.A. meeting. One reported a sequence of events that elapsed over years before deciding to attend, and another
commented that he attended his first meeting not because he was motivated to do so to seek sobriety for himself,
but rather because a friend was required to attend as the result of a judicial decision and that friend did not want
to go by himself. Most interviewees were pleased with the wide range of answer options provided and felt they
were reasonably exhaustive, but one did ask whether the option “judicial system” would include a lawyer, or
whether that option should be changed to read “legal system” or whether “lawyer” should be listed as a separate
possibility. Another found the answer option “A.A. member” confusing, as it initially sounded to that
respondent as if they were referring themselves, and suggested instead phrasing this option as “Referred by a
member.” Several suggested adding “podcast” to the list of media provided (“newpaper, magazine, radio, or tv”)
and/or adding “social media” either along with or as an answer option separate from “internet.”
Questions 13a. and b. and 14a. and b., were similarly comfortable and familiar to respondents. One did suggest
changing the language of 13.b. from “Did it [the treatment or counseling you received before coming to A.A.]
play an important part in directing you to A.A.?” to instead read, “Did it influence you to come to A.A.?”
(emphasis added to highlight proposed changes) as she reported that it was the lack of results she attained from
other efforts to achieve sobriety, before coming to A.A., that led her to find and join A.A. She did not feel that
the failures of these other efforts meant that they had “played an important part” in her experience, but did think
that they had “influenced” her decision.
Finally, respondents readily scanned and could easily answer questions 15 and 16. Although I had wondered
whether the phrase “your doctor” in question 16 would be meaningful to respondents given the institutional and
bureaucratic nature of much contemporary healthcare – not to mention its inaccessibility to some – every person
I interviewed was immediately able to answer this question with no difficulty. One did comment that they have
multiple doctors and that not every doctor they see knew of their A.A. membership, but in general, respondents
perceived this question as clear and did not see it as problematic (and generating a list of all the possible health
care providers an individual might see and asking about each individually would not appear to add much utility
to the information collected through the Survey, and would add significantly to its length).
In short, most of the question items on the Survey are readily understood by the members I interviewed, and
were straightforward to answer. Interviewees also saw the relevance of these items and seemed to feel
comfortable providing this information. Only minor changes to question wording and/or small edits or additions
to the answer options provided are recommended for these items.

D. Survey Items – Changes Recommended
While most items on the Survey need no, or only minor, modifications, a few invite more extensive and/or
substantive revisions. Questions 2, 3, and 4, about gender, race, and ethnicity, in particular, address topics about
which the thinking and our understanding have changed over the years. I described the reasons these changes are
needed in the document in which I provided the a draft of proposed revisions, and incorporated the proposed
changes into the draft I used in interviews with A.A. members, so they saw revised rather than the original
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wording for these items. Interviewees also suggested useful changes to item 12, employment status. Below, I
present each revised item, restate the reasons for the changes I recommend, and then describe member reactions
to these changes.
Gender identity – question 2 in the original questionnaire – has been modified to read:
Which of these best describes you:
__ Male
__ Female
__ Prefer to describe

This change moves from asking respondents their sex (the existing questionnaire’s approach), a biological
characteristic, to focusing on their gender, a social characteristic that may be more relevant to members’ lived
experiences within (and outside) A.A. It also recognizes that while many people continue to understand gender
as a binary pair of alternatives – male or female – that some have an awareness of and may identify as having a
different gender, such as binary or transgender. Providing the “prefer to describe” option in addition to the
traditional male/female dichotomy achieves the following:
 It avoids presenting identities distinct from the traditional male/female options as outside or “other;”
 For respondents who prefer not to contemplate alternatives that differ from male and female, this
format does not draw their attention to a long list of such alternatives;
 Relative to a long list of possible gender identities, it saves space;
 It avoids the problem of providing a list that may, however exhaustive, offend a respondent by failing
to include an identity that they hold.
This recommendation is consistent with practices recommended by the UCLA School of Law Williams
Institute, which has researched them extensively.1
Member reaction to this change was uniformly positive. Many interviewees commented that the inclusion of
non-binary and transgender issues is a significant issue in A.A. at present; one told me that the language of the
A.A. Preamble has recently changed from describing a “… Fellowship of men and women” to a “…Fellowship
of people,” as one step toward this goal. Four interviewees did ask about the possibility of including a list of
options in addition to “Male” and “Female” – beyond just providing an open-ended “Prefer to describe” option,
but most recognized immediately (and without my input) the challenges involved in generating such a list and
ensuring its inclusivity in the contemporary context. One pointed out that historically “Male” has been the
privileged gender and suggested changing the order of the answer options, perhaps even listing, “Prefer to
describe” first, and certainly this would be possible. Many respondents will be accustomed to the current
sequencing and unfazed by it, and respondents who take a more traditional understanding of gender might be
offended by placing an option other than “Male” or “Female” first, but the answer options are few enough that a
changed sequence should not make it difficult for respondents to identify the category with which they identify.
Moving to the next item where changes are recommended, item 3, originally labeled Domestic Status, the
revised draft of the Survey presented it to interviewees as Marital Status and added several answer options so
that it read:
Marital status:
__ Single, never married
__ Married or Life partner
__ Divorced
__ Separated
__ Widowed
__ Other (please specify)
1

See The GenIUSS Group. (2014). Best practices for asking questions to identify transgender and other gender minority
respondents on population-based surveys. J.L. Herman (Ed.). Williams Institute. http://williamsinstitute.law.ucla.edu/wpcontent/uploads/geniuss-report-sep-2014.pdf.
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These changes focus the language on “marital” rather than “domestic” status, consistent with the language of
many large-scale, carefully constructed questionnaires such as the General Social Survey2 and the American
Community Survey.3 The answer options it includes are similar to, though not verbatim repetitions of, the
language in the two questionnaires cited (which themselves differ slightly, one from the other). The rephrased
item provides respondents two answer options that were previously unavailable, Separated and Widowed,
options that it may be important to some respondents to be able to select.
Most interviewees liked this question item and expressed no concerns about its phrasing or the list of answer
options. However, one pointed out that it combines legal (Married) and relationship (Life partner) into a single
category and suggested that rather than asking about “Marital status” it be rephrased to mention “Relationship
status.” Given the presence of “Life partner” this – or a return to the original “Domestic Status” phrasing used in
the 2014 version of the questionnaire – seems a reasonable modification, potentially more inclusive and unlikely
to confuse or offend respondents. I prefer the phrasing “Relationship Status,” as that seems to focus on
commitment to another person, over “Domestic Status,” which seems closer to living arrangement and of less
interest, but either achieves the goal of moving away from a focus on legal marital status, and “Domestic” has
the advantage of not changing the extant wording.
In reviewing this item with interviewees, I realized that the “other” language used here (with a fill-in-the-blank)
option is inconsistent with the “prefer to describe” language introduced for the gender item. Consistency has
value, and I recommend adopting the “prefer to describe” language throughout, for demographic items that
include an open-ended option.
Turning to Race and Ethnicity, originally question 4, I broke these into two distinct questions items – they were
previously grouped as one – that read as follows:
Race: (Check all that apply)
__ White
__ Black or African American
__ Native American or Alaska Native
__ Asian or Pacific Islander
Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin?
__ Yes __ No

Examining each of these in turn, several changes in how we understand and measure racial and ethnic identity
these have occurred since A.A. first began administering the Survey. First, race and ethnicity are now generally
understood as distinct concepts, though they are complex and clearly inter-related. Thus, they are commonly
asked as separate question items (however, see below for further thoughts on this point, based on interviewee
feedback). Second, we have come to recognize that many, many people have more than one racial or ethnic
group that is part of their background, and that limiting answers to one can confuse and frustrate respondents.
For these reasons, these items are now generally asked separately, with respondents being invited to provide
multiple answers to the question about their racial background. This increased flexibility in responses can
complicate analysis, a frustrating effect of the more detailed and accurate approach to collecting responses to
these questions, and does complicate comparing answers over time, but may also improve respondents’
willingness both to provide responses to these items, and to fill out and hand in the Survey itself.
Interviewees reacted somewhat neutrally to the revised items. A number accepted them and recognized them as
a common approach to asking these questions, but approximately half asked why they are broken into two
sections, given the “select all that apply” nature of the Race question, pointing out that they could easily be
combined, with “Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin” included as a category one might check as part of one’s
2

See e.g. http://gss.norc.org/Documents/quex/GSS2020panel_Ballot1_English_WEB.pdf .

3

See e.g. https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/methodology/questionnaires/2020/quest20.pdf .
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racial and ethnic identity. Others suggested adding categories and/or additional language to extant categories to
capture a broader range of labels. One pointed out that listing “Black or African American” together with
“White” as a separate category, and recommended adding “or European American.” A Canadian interviewee
pointed out that the existing language excludes several categories – First Nations or Indigenous – commonly
used by Canadians. Having considered this feedback, I now recommend the following phrasing for this item:
Racial and ethnic background: (Check all that apply)
__ Asian
__ Black, or African American
__ Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin
__ Native American, Alaska Native, First Nations, or Indigenous
__ Pacific Islander or Hawaiian Native
__ White, Caucasian, or European American
__ Prefer to describe

Finally, although I made no changes to item 12, Employment Status, in my revised draft, its existing form, as
follows:
What is the nature of your employment status now? (Check one only)
__ Manager/Administrator __ Clerical worker
__ Educator
__ Transportation and material
__ Health professional moving occupations
__ Service worker
__ Retired
__ Professional/Tech.
__ Unemployed
__ Homemaker
__ Disabled (not working)
__ Sales worker
__ Student
__ Craft worker
__ Skilled trade
__ Laborer
__ Other (including

proved challenging to many interviewees. Some could not identify where they fit; one pointed out that there is no
“Legal professional” option, though “Health professional” – a separate and in some ways conceptually similar
broad category – is included. This interviewee also asked whether a billing clerk in healthcare should choose
“Health professional” or “Clerical worker.” Other interviewees asked where an Information Technology
professional would fit, pointed out that Manager/Administrator are different positions, and asked what the
“Professional/Tech.” labeling would include.
Indeed, as one interviewee pointed out, this question item incorporates two distinct, though related, concepts into
one question – not to good effect. It asks about employment status, which typically addresses whether and how
much one is working, and if one is not working, why not. It also lists a number of fields in which respondents might
work, but does not provide an exhaustive (or entirely clear) listing of answer options.
I therefore recommend modifying this question by breaking it into two separate question items, as follows:
What is your employment status now? (Check one only)
__ Employed full time
__ Student
__ Employed part time
__ Retired
__ Unemployed and looking for work
__ Homemaker
__ Unemployed, not currently looking for work
If you are employed, what is your job?

This separates the two concepts into two distinct questions and avoids the (real) challenge of providing an
exhaustive list of possible careers, though it does have the downside of requiring coding the open-ended responses
to the second of these two questions once the data have been collected.
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E. Survey Items – Additions to Consider
As noted above (see “Section 3. Process – Review of Survey and Interviews with Members” of this report), in
addition to asking interviewees about their reactions to the questionnaire overall and to the specific question items,
I asked them whether there were additional pieces of information they would like the Survey to gather, or question
items they thought should be added to the Survey. Many had a number of suggestions, based on their own
experiences and/or on the kinds of information they think it would be helpful for A.A. to have about the needs and
expectations of its members. Without wanting to downplay the value of keeping the Survey short, below I list key
items that were suggested by more than one interviewee as possible additions, and where interviewees presented
clear and compelling (at least to me!) explanations for why the additions merit consideration.
The single most frequently recommended additional item – suggested by approximately a third of interviewees – is
a question about virtual meetings. Many noted that virtual meetings have become common during the pandemic.
Some commented negatively about their value relative to in-person meetings, but others pointed out that they are
essential to some members’ participation (particularly, but not necessarily exclusively, during the pandemic). A
number reported that such meetings are being phased out or may be phased out and advocated learning more about
how members in general feel about and use them.
Several members also suggested adding questions about what members seek and/or need in order to choose
meetings to attend. The exact phrasing of members’ suggestions varied, ranging from language spoken, to needs for
accessibility (e.g. by people using wheelchairs) to the presence of support through such services as sign-language
interpreters. One noted that she has a sponsee who identifies as non-binary and who strongly prefers meetings that
use the gender-inclusive they/them pronoun convention.
One or two members also suggested additional items that seem relevant. One recommended asking whether
members have sponsees, or when they got their first sponsee, as an addition to original question 7, “How long did it
take you to get your first sponsor.” Another suggested asking about other addictions members navigate, and/or
whether they participate in other 12-step programs such as Narcotics anonymous, noting that alcoholics often do
navigate multiple addictions and that this information might help A.A. better understand the needs and experiences
of its members. One commented that finding out how openly members discuss their sobriety and recovery with
people outside A.A. would be helpful to know.
Based on these suggestions, I have drafted two additional question items addressing the most frequently suggested
additions, as follows:
Have you attended an A.A. meeting virtually (online or by phone)?
__ Yes __ No
(If yes) Do you prefer virtual meetings or in-person meetings?
__ In-person __ Virtual __ Both equally
What attributes do you prefer or need in meetings you attend?
__ accessibility (such as no stairs, or served by public transportation)
__ held in a particular language (please list language)
__ other members similar to me (please describe how)
__ additional characteristics (please describe)

An alternative would be to combine these two items, incorporating information about virtual meeting preference in
the question about meeting attributes, which might provide space for one additional item (perhaps about sponsees
or other addictions) while retaining the one-page length of the Survey.
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F. Updating Survey Items – Understanding the Impact on Data Collected
As has already been discussed, modifying survey items, as well as survey design and layout, can affect how
respondents answer questions, even when the underlying facts have not changed. Two simple examples from
changes recommended above include race, where, clearly, inviting respondents to select more than one
response (if appropriate) will enable many more individuals to identify as multi-racial. Conversely, some
respondents who have always identified as multi-racial may have left the question blank when it instructed
them to provide just one answer. Similarly, adding “Widowed” and “Separated” to the list of Relationship
Status options will allow individuals to select those items where, in their absence, they might instead have
selected “Married” or “Single” (for those who are Widowed but do not see their status available), or “Single” or
“Divorced” (for those who are Separated but cannot choose that option). And again, individuals who are
widowed or are separated but do not see that category listed may simply have left the question blank.
Thus, changing question wording changes the data that result, even when underlying facts remain unchanged.
Because of this, when change does arise following an update to a questionnaire, it is impossible to know
whether the change reflects real changes in the world, or simply changes in respondent behavior that result
from the modified questionnaire.
In the case of the triennial Survey, this may not be a major problem. Though the Survey has been conducted
and reported for many years, I am unaware of efforts to track changes in the patterns detected over time. If the
GSO does not undertake such efforts, then knowing how much of a set of changes resulted from changes to the
questionnaire, and how much from real changes in the membership, is probably not important. However, if the
GSO does want to be able to assess this issue – how much change resulted from each source – then a
straightforward way to do this is to employ a co-administration of both questionnaires, where some groups
receive the original questionnaire and others, the updated one. Of course, enough of each must be administered
to generate meaningful estimates, they must be administered at the same time, and they must be randomly
distributed using sampling designs similar to those used previously (and consistently applied across each of
these two questionnaires’ distributions) for this to be effective. If there is real interest in distinguishing between
different sources of change in the data collected, then I would recommend adopting this strategy, but the
investment of effort and resources it requires may not be necessary for the purposes of the Survey.

5. Reporting Survey Findings
A.A. uses the survey data it collects to inform a pamphlet that it provides to professionals who work with stillsuffering alcoholics. The pamphlet is intended to allow those professionals to communicate effectively about
what A.A. is and does. The GSO seeks to better understand how professionals perceive and use the pamphlet; to
assist in this process, I interviewed seven such professionals about their knowledge, perceptions, and use of that
document. Below, I provide an overview of these interviews and make recommendations based on the
information the professionals provided.

6. Process – Interviews with Professionals about the Pamphlet
Using a procedure similar to that I employed with members regarding the Survey, I conducted interviews via
Zoom with 7 professionals who work with still-suffering alcoholics. These professionals come from a range of
disciplines, including social work, counseling, clergy, the judiciary, the corrections industry, and the treatment
industry; their contact information was provided to me through the GSO. All interviews took place between
December 20th, and 29th, 2021. Each lasted between 20 and 35 minutes. Every interview involved – after a short
introduction and overview of the purpose of the conversation – examining the pamphlet (in pdf form) via
Zoom’s Shared Screen tool. I asked each interviewee to look over the pamphlet and share their thoughts with
me, and probed for further information, including asking questions shaped by these topics:
 How do you use the pamphlet?
 How do you talk about A.A?
 Are there things you wish you knew that are not included in the pamphlet but should be?
 Are there materials included that should not be?
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What do you think about the presentation of this info? For professionals? For those you share it with (if
applicable)?
 What is your overall reaction to the pamphlet?
Below, I provide a summary of my key findings.

7. Professionals’ Reactions
Overall, professionals reported finding the pamphlet useful for background information and liking its graphic
format, but many stated they do not use it frequently and are not deeply familiar with it. One commented that it
contains great data, but that they were unclear what the pamphlet’s intent is – what it is trying to communicate
and to whom. Many said that the the pamphlet’s contents seem to be of more interest to A.A. members than
professionals or still-suffering alcoholics. Most of the those I spoke with report that while they may share some
of the information it contains with clients, they do not provide the pamphlet to clients, or do so only rarely. Also
(in contrast the members interviewed about the Survey), professionals reported a lack of familiarity with, and
uncertainty about the meaning of, key terms used in the pamphlet and central to A.A.’s organization and
activities, such as “home group” and “sponsor.”
Overall, comments about the pamphlet’s general usefulness were at most lukewarm. One interviewee commented
that the pamphlet is, “not a lot of use for a professional working with someone considering whether they have a
drinking problem.” This interviewee reported finding other approaches, such as connecting a client directly with a
member of A.A., more useful. Several made reference to Intergroup as their main resource. Another described the
pamphlet as “moderately useful,” but noted that they can only use it for direct outreach in a personal situation
where they can hand it to the person they are advising. Yet another remarked that the pamphlet is “too old and
doesn't help me to know what to do with a Spanish speaker in my town. I [already] know what to do with the white
men in my town.” Several commented that the pamphlet makes it appear that A.A. is an organization comprised of
old, white men and while some of the professionals I interviewed believe that to be the case, others believe A.A. is
more diverse than the pamphlet suggests. There was agreement that, whether accurate or not, the fact that the
pamphlet shows A.A. as having limited racial, ethnic, and gender diversity, as well as few younger members, is a
problem.
Despite their misgivings, interviewees did note that some of the information contained in the pamphlet can be
helpful. One stated that the pamphlet illustrates how alcoholism is something that affects people “beyond the
stereotypes.” Several appreciated the information provided about the factors that shaped members’ decision to
attend their first A.A. meeting. One noted that this part of the pamphlet makes it clear that “external motivators” are
important and that “only 30% get there of own initiative.” Another commented that it is important to understand
that many A.A. members do rely, in addition to A.A., on treatment and counseling and that use of those resources
continues after they become members, stating that it is helpful to know that it is “not either/or, not A.A. instead of
treatment or counseling,” and that the pamphlet shows that more members actually use these resources after they
join A.A. than before. One commented that prospective members often wonder what going to A.A. involved and
that the information about how many meetings members attend on average is helpful for addressing this question.
More generally, several interviewees suggested providing one or two sentences describing why the information
provided in each graphic might be valuable for someone considering attending an A.A. meeting.
Professionals also commented that there is information not available in the pamphlet that it could be useful to add.
One noted that some alcoholics may attend a number of “first” meetings before achieving sobriety, and that some
information about stops-and-starts could be helpful. Another said that many of the people she refers to A.A.
complain that it is too religious, and that she does not feel this is accurate, though she notes that where she lives
there are many “god- and even Christian-focused groups.” She would like more information on the religious
makeup of groups, and believes that having this information would show greater diversity on this dimension than
many of those she works with believe exists. Another interviewee commented that in the pandemic, many meetings
have gone online, and said that it would be helpful to know more about the different kinds of meetings members
attend. Other professionals commented that information to help individuals conneact with a group that is a good fit
for them, such as what language is spoken, whether there are interpreters, and knowledge about a group’s general
makeup and atmosphere, whether that means it is young, LGBTQ+, atheist, or Spanish-speaking is important.
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8. Recommendations
As it stands now, the pamphlet appears dated – its cover refers explicitly to 2014, and the information about how to
connect with A.A. provided on p. 5 refers to a phonebook. Per the professionals I spoke with it is not broadly useful
to them, though it does have some value. I recommend considering the following as ways to improve the
pamphlet’s utility:
 Update the pamphlet. Consider removing the year the data reported were collected from the front page, and
perhaps selecting a title more descriptive of the pamphlet contents. One interviewee suggested something
as simple as “Important Information about Members of A.A.”
 Include short definitions or explanations of common A.A.-specific terms, such as “home group,”
“sponsor,” and “fellowship,” as this makes the pamphlet more accessible to non-members.
 Add short descriptions about the information the pamphlet provides. For example, for the data in the
current pamphlet “Length of sobriety” might be preceded by a short sentence that says, “About one in four
A.A. members have only recently achieved sobriety. Others have been sober for years or even decades.”
“Introduction to A.A.” might read, “Many different things influence members’ decision to come to A.A.
Though about one in three is self-motivated, others come to their first meeting because an A.A. member,
treatment facility, or someone in their family suggests it.”
 Add more detailed, and more contemporary information about how to connect with A.A. All the
professionals I spoke with emphasized the importance of helping people connect with a meeting that is
right for them, and most described useful resources for doing so, including Intergroup and the meetingfinder app. Provide information about these tools and remove or minimize reference to more dated
communication methods, such as the phone book and U.S. mail.
 Consider refraining from including in the pamphlet detailed data that suggest that A.A. is not inclusive or
diverse. Rather than reporting statistics about such variables as race, ethnicity, gender, and age, if the data
show that key groups are underrepresented in A.A. overall, consider reporting that A.A. includes (e.g.),
“Black, White, Asian, First Nations, Hispanic, and … members, who range in age from under 21 to over
70. There are people like you in A.A. To find a meeting that serves your needs, consult the meeting-finder
app, or reach out to the A.A. Intergroup near you.”
 While the quantified data provided in the pamphlet are informative, we know that people like and respond
to textual information and stories. Consider adding a few quotes from members – ideally members from
diverse backgrounds – that illustrate what A.A. offers and how it helps its members.

9. Concluding Reflections
In closing, I will note that the existing A.A. questionnaire has much to recommend it. It is short and focuses
directly on key attributes and experiences of the A.A. membership relevant to the organizational leadership; its
brevity and focus are laudable. At the same time, as with any instrument and particularly any instrument used
over decades, it does offer room for carefully considered modifications which may make it more contemporary
and the data it provides more meaningful. I have provided recommendations regarding changes that can improve
the Survey, along with the basis for those recommendations. I have also explored the ways in which the data are
reported and put to use, and identified possible strategies for improving those processes and increasing the data’s
usability and impact.
Recognizing the value that understanding and being able to describe its membership accurately provides to A.A.
and those interested in the organization’s work, I hope that this report proves useful. As it considers the
recommendations the report contains, the GSO will need to weigh their value and the tradeoffs implementing
each of them entails, and decide which to adopt and which to reject, as well as how to adapt and apply them. If I
can provide useful insights into the advantages and disadvantages of different options under consideration, or
into the recommendations themselves, I would be pleased to have the opportunity to meet with you to do so.
`

Appendix A
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2014 A.A. SURVEY

from the General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
(THIS IS AN ANONYMOUS SURVEY • PLEASE DO NOT SIGN)
Meeting Name:
Town/City:

Province/State:

THE REASONS FOR THIS SURVEY are to inform A.A.
members of the characteristics of their Fellowship; to identify
trends in membership characteristics; to provide information
about A.A. to the professional community; and to inform the
general public. Information provided by this questionnaire will
not be used by A.A. for any follow-up studies of its members.

IMPORTANT: If you have filled out this survey
at another meeting this year, do not fill it out again.

Date:

11. Please
	
indicate no more than two of the following entities that
you feel were most influential in your decision to come to your first
A.A. meeting.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.








On my own
j. 
Treatment facility
k. 
Family		
l. 
Counselor or Mental m. 
A.A. member

i.

health professional

Non-A.A. friend or neighbor
Al-Anon or Alateen member
A.A. literature
Correctional facility
Newspaper, magazine,
radio or TV

 Judicial system
n.  Internet
g.  Medical professional o.  Member of clergy
p.  Other (please specify)
h.  Employer or
f.

1. My age is
2. Sex:

years

 Male

 Female

fellow worker		

3. Domestic Status:
a.
b.

 Married or Life partner
 Single

c.

 Divorced

d. Other (please specify)

4. Race: (Check one only)
a.

 White, not of Hispanic Origin d.  Native American

b.

 Black, not

e.

 Asian or Pacific

c.

 Hispanic

f.

 Other (please specify)

of Hispanic Origin

5. I first came to A.A. in
6. I had my last drink in

Islander

/
Month

Year

/
Month

Year

8. Do you have a sponsor now?
9. Do you have a home group?

 Manager/Administrator
b.  Educator
							
c.  Health professional
		
d.  Service worker
		
e.  Professional/Tech.
f.  Homemaker
g.  Sales worker
h.  Craft worker
i.  Laborer
a.

 Clerical worker
k.  Transportation and material
j.

moving occupations

 Retired
m.  Unemployed
l.


o. 
p. 
q. 
n.

Disabled (not working)
Student
Skilled trade
Other (including self-employed)

13a. B
 efore coming to A.A., did you receive any
treatment or counseling (such as medical, psychological
or spiritual, etc.) related to your drinking?
 Yes
(if yes, answer question 13b)
13b.	Did it play an important part in
directing you to A.A.?

7. How long did it take you
to get your first sponsor?

12. 	What is the nature of your employment status now? (Check one only)

No. of Months

 Yes

 Yes

 No

 No

10. How often do you normally attended A.A. meetings?
(fill out one line only)

 Yes

 No

14a.	After coming to A.A., did you receive any
treatment or counseling (such as medical, psychological
or spiritual, etc.) related to your drinking?
 Yes
(if yes, answer question 14b)

 No

14b.	Did that treatment or counseling play
an important part in your recovery
from alcoholism?

a.

times a week

b.

times a month

15. Did
	 a counselor, medical or mental health
professional ever refer you to A.A.?

c.

times a year

16. Does your doctor know you are in A.A.?

30M - 5/14

 No

 Yes

 No

 Yes

 No

 Yes

 No
F-72
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DRAFT A.A. SURVEY
from the General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
(THIS SURVEY IS ANONYMOUS • PLEASE DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME)
Meeting Name:
Town/City:





Province/State:

A.A. USES THIS SURVEY TO
tell A.A. members about their Fellowship;
observe patterns in the A.A. membership;
provide information about A.A. to the professional community;
inform the public about what A.A. does.

Date:

The information you provide will not be used
for any follow-up studies.

IMPORTANT: If you have filled out this survey at another meeting this year, do not fill it out again.
1. Please select no more than two of the following that you feel had
the most influence on your decision to come to your first A.A.
meeting.
__ A.A. member
__ Non-A.A. friend or neighbor
__ On my own
__ Al-Anon or Alateen member
__ Treatment facility
__ A.A. literature
__ Family
__ Correctional facility
__ Counselor or Mental __ Newspaper, magazine,
health professional
radio or TV
__ Judicial system
__ Internet
__ Medical professional __ Member of clergy
__ Employer or
__ Other (please specify)
fellow worker
2. When did you first come to A.A.? Month/Year

/

3. When did you have your last drink Month/Year

/

4. How long did it take you to get your first sponsor? ______ Months
5. Do you have a sponsor now?

__ Yes __ No

6. Do you have a home group?

__ Yes __ No

7. How often do you normally attended A.A. meetings?
(fill out one line only)
a.
times a week
b.
times a month
c.
times a year
8a. Before coming to A.A., did you receive any treatment or
counseling (such as medical, psychological r spiritual, etc.) related to
your drinking? (if yes, answer question 8b)
__ Yes __ No
8b. Did that play an important part in directing you to A.A.?
__ Yes __ No
9a. After coming to A.A., did you receive any treatment or counseling
(such as medical, psychological or spiritual, etc.) related to your
drinking? (if yes, answer question 9b)

__ Yes __ No
9b. Did that treatment or counseling play an important part
in your recovery from alcoholism?
__ Yes __ No

10. Did a counselor, medical or mental health professional
ever refer you to A.A.?
__ Yes __ No
11. Does your doctor know you are in A.A.?

__ Yes __ No

12. What is your age?

years

13. Which of these best describes you:
__ Male
__ Female
__ Prefer to describe
14. Marital status:
__ Single, never married
__ Married or Life partner
__ Divorced
__ Separated
__ Widowed
__ Other (please specify)
15. Race: (Check all that apply)
__ White
__ Black or African American
__ Native American or Alaska Native
__ Asian or Pacific Islander
16. Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin?

__ Yes __ No
17. What is the nature of your employment status now? (Check
one only)

__ Manager/Administrator
__ Educator
__ Health professional
__ Service worker
__ Professional/Tech.
__ Homemaker
__ Sales worker
__ Craft worker
__ Laborer

__ Clerical worker
__ Transportation and material
moving occupations

__ Retired
__ Unemployed
__ Disabled (not working)
__ Student
__ Skilled trade
__ Other (including self-employed)
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DRAFT A.A. SURVEY
from the General Service Office of Alcoholics Anonymous
(THIS SURVEY IS ANONYMOUS • PLEASE DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME)
Meeting Name:
Town/City:





Province/State:

A.A. USES THIS SURVEY TO
tell A.A. members about their Fellowship;
observe patterns in the A.A. membership;
provide information about A.A. to the professional community;
inform the public about what A.A. does.

1. Please select no more than two of the following that you feel had
the most influence on your decision to come to your first A.A. meeting.
__ A.A. member
__ Non-A.A. friend or neighbor
__ On my own
__ Al-Anon or Alateen member
__ Treatment facility
__ A.A. literature
__ Family
__ Correctional facility
__ Counselor or Mental __ Newspaper, magazine,
health professional
radio or TV
__ Judicial system
__ Internet, or social media
__ Medical professional __ Member of clergy
__ Employer or
__ Other (please specify)
fellow worker
2. When did you first come to A.A.? Month/Year

/

3. When did you have your last drink Month/Year

/

4. How long did it take you to get your first sponsor? ______ Months
5. Do you have a sponsor now?

__ Yes __ No

6. Do you have a home group?

__ Yes __ No

7. How often do you normally attended A.A. meetings?
(fill out one line only)
a.
times a day
b.
times a week
c.
times a month
a.
times a year
8a. Before coming to A.A., did you receive any treatment or counseling
(such as medical, psychological or spiritual, etc.) related to your
drinking? (if yes, answer question 8b)
__ Yes __ No
8b. Did that play an important part in directing you to A.A.?
__ Yes __ No
9a. After coming to A.A., did you receive any treatment or counseling
(such as medical, psychological or spiritual, etc.) related to your
drinking? (if yes, answer question 9b)
__ Yes __ No
9b. Did that treatment or counseling play an important part
in your recovery from alcoholism?
__ Yes __ No
10. Did a counselor, medical or mental health professional ever refer
you to A.A.?
__ Yes __ No
11. Does your doctor know you are in A.A.?

__

Yes __ No

Date:
The information you provide will not be used
for any follow-up studies.

IMPORTANT: If you have filled out this survey at
another meeting this year, do not fill it out again.

12. Have you attended an A.A. meeting virtually (online or by
phone)? (if yes, answer question 12b)
__ Yes __ No
12b. Do you prefer virtual meetings or in-person meetings?
__ In-person __ Virtual __ Both equally
13. What attributes do you prefer or need in meetings you
attend?
__ accessibility (such as no stairs, or served by public
transportation)
__ held in a particular language (please list language)

__ other members similar to me (please describe how)
__ additional characteristics (please describe)
14. What is your age?

years

15. Which of these best describes you:
__ Male
__ Female
__ Prefer to describe
16. Relationship status:
__ Single, never married
__ Married or Life partner
__ Divorced
__ Separated
__ Widowed
__ Prefer to describe
17. Racial and ethnic background: (Check all that apply)
Asian
Black, or African American
Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin
Native American, Alaska Native, First Nations, or Indigenous
Pacific Islander or Hawaiian Native
White, Caucasian, or European American
Prefer to describe

__
__
__
__
__
__
__

18. What is your employment status now? (Check one only)
__ Employed full time
__ Student
__ Employed part time
__ Retired
__ Unemployed and looking for work
__ Homemaker
__ Unemployed, not currently looking for work
19. If you are employed, what is your job?
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2022 Conference Committee on Public Information
ITEM M:

Review content and format of P.I. Kit and Workbook.

Background notes:
Kits and Workbooks for C.P.C., Corrections, Public Information, Treatment and Accessibilities
are reviewed by the appropriate Conference Committees during each General Service
Conference.
Workbooks and Kits are service pieces. Any suggested changes to their content from the
Conference committee are put forth as Committee Considerations rather than
recommendations.
Between Conferences, ideas for changes to a Workbook or to the contents of a Kit may be
received. These may be reviewed by the appropriate trustees’ Committee and implemented, or
the trustees’ committee may choose to forward an idea to the Conference Committee for review.
Typically, service kits are updated annually each fall. Due to pandemic-induced supply chain
and paper shortage challenges, implementation of the updates has been delayed.
From the January 30, 2021, report of the trustees’ Committee on Public Information:
The committee noted receipt of a memo from the A.A.W.S. Board in response to the 2020
P.I. committee consideration that shared concerns on the relevancy of a print copy
workbook and kit for P.I. committees. The board also noted the P.I. Committee’s
suggestions to explore the development of an A.A. service committee app and the possible
creation of a new digital PDF version of the P.I. Workbook. The committee asked that the
staff secretary include the memo as background to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Public Information.
From 2021 Committee Consideration of the Conference Committee on Public Information:
The committee discussed the content and format of the P.I. Kit and Workbook. The
committee noted the memo regarding recent A.A.W.S. Board discussions on the possible
development of an A.A. service app and new digital PDF version of the workbook. The
committee encourages G.S.O. to move away from a “print-first” approach to publishing so
that service material and resources on aa.org might be updated more quickly and efficiently
with the most up to date resources for local committees.
From the December 6, 2021, memorandum on the 2021 Annual Update of Public Information
Kit:
As part of the annual service kit update process, please find attached:
1. Current P.I. Kit Content List (F-65/FF-65/SF-65) in all three languages.
CONFIDENTIAL: This is background for the General Service Conference, and as such may be a confidential A.A. document.
Distribution is limited to A.A. members. Placement of this material in a location accessible to the public, including aspects
of the Internet, such as websites available to the public, may breach the confidentiality of the material and the anonymity of
members, since it may contain members’ full names and addresses.
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2. Kit Update Request Form for any changes to the kit.
The request was to provide a Kit Update Request Form to Group Services. We suggested
the following updates:
Add item(s):
• A.A. Guidelines: MG-13 Sharing the A.A. Message with the Alcoholic who is
Deaf
• Pamphlet: P-83 - Access to A.A.: Members Share on Overcoming Barriers
Remove item(s)
• M-271I Radio and Audio Public Service Announcement Scripts (Rev.12/21) We
combined the English, French and Spanish scripts into one document (M-721D)
Replace item with updated/revised version:
• List of Kit Contents
(Rev. 12/21)
(F-65)
• Estimates of Groups and Members (Rev. 12/20)
(SMF-53)
• Anonymity Online and Digital Media (Rev. 02/19)
(SMF-197)
• A.A. Fact Sheet
(Rev. 09/21) (SMF-94)
• Anonymity Letter to the Media
(Rev. 1/22)
(F-21)
• Suggestions for Working with your Local Radio and TV Stations (Rev.
09/17) (M-271A)
• Radio and Audio Public Service Announcement Scripts
(Rev.12/21) (M-271D)
Other notes: For this item, make the title black font color and the link live and blue.
Anonymity in the Digital Age Poster
https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/en_anonymityplacard.pdf
Background:
1. Public Information Workbook and Kit Content Lists available to view at the links below:
Workbook:
• ENG
• FR
• SP
Kit Content Lists: revisions will be handled post Conference
• ENG
• FR
• SP
2. Public Information Kits (provided to Conference Committee on Public Information members
only)
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Report and Charter
*Sunday, April 24, 2022, 3 p.m. – 4 p.m.
*EDW Items – Joint Meeting w/Trustees’ Literature Committee
Room: TBD
Sunday, April 24, 2022, 4 p.m. – 6 p.m.
Room: TBD
Monday, April 25, 2022, 9 a.m. – Noon
Room: TBD
Chairperson: Geene D.
Secretary: Craig W.

Conference Committee Members
Panel 71
Geene D. *
Russ R. **
Mark B.
Sherri P.
Russel R.

Panel 72
Tami L.
Jack M.
Denise M.

*chairperson
**alternate chairperson
♦

Introductions – Geene D., Conference committee chairperson.

♦

Review Conference Committee Composition, Scope and Procedure – Geene D.,
Conference committee chairperson.
1. EDW Summary Results.
2. 2021 Conference Literature Committee Composition, Scope and Procedure.
3. A.A. World Services, Inc. Policy on Publication: Keeping A.A. Literature
Current.
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♦

Review History of Conference Committee – Craig W., secretary.

♦

Report of A.A.W.S. Publishing department – Ames S., executive editor.

A.

Discuss General Service Conference Final Report.

B.

Review The A.A. Service Manual, 2021-2023 Edition.

C.

Review progress report from A.A.W.S. Publishing on a new section to be added at
the end of the Twelve Concepts for World Service titled “Amendments.”

D.

Consider request to include a G.S.R. preamble in the pamphlet “G.S.R.: Your
Group’s Link to A.A. as a Whole.”

E.

Consider requests that the chapter titled “The Doctor's Opinion” be returned to page
one, as it was in the First Edition.
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2022 Conference Committee on Report and Charter

ITEM A: Discuss General Service Conference Final Report
Background:
1. 2021 General Service Conference Final Report (see note)

Note: The electronic anonymity-protected version was
emailed to the committee and is also available on the
Conference dashboard.

Back to Main Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Report and Charter

ITEM B: Review The A.A. Service Manual, 2021-2023 Edition.

Background:
1. The A.A. Service Manual combined with Twelve Concepts For World Service

Back to Main Agenda
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2022 Conference Committee on Report and Charter
ITEM C: Review progress report from A.A.W.S. Publishing on a new section to be
added at the end of the Twelve Concepts for World Service titled
“Amendments.”
Background:
1. Progress report from A.A.W.S. Publishing
2. Four versions of sample text for Concept IX (Confidential - Committee
members only)

Back to Main Agenda
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Doc. 1

PROGRESS REPORT
To: 2022 Conference Report and Charter Committee
From: Ames S., Executive Editor, GSO
Date: January 21, 2022
Advisory Action #44 from the 2021 General Service Conference:
A new section be added at the end of the Twelve Concepts for World Service titled
“Amendments,” and that it contain an updated version of the Concept XI essay that
incorporates the information in the current footnotes and endnotes, along with
comprehensive descriptions of the current General Service Board committees, and that
a draft or progress report be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on
Report and Charter.
Commentary:
As the Publishing department has reviewed this Advisory Action, some concerns have been
raised regarding the proposed new section titled "Amendments" and the impact of such a
change on the basic editorial structure of how the Twelve Concepts as a whole are presented in
the volume The A.A. Service Manual combined with Twelve Concepts for World Service, by Bill
W.
The basic structure of the presentation of the Concepts was initially developed to provide
updated material, where appropriate and as needed, through the use of footnotes and the
occasional asterisk. This structure allows the publication to maintain the integrity and
phraseology of the original writing of the Concepts by Bill W., while providing factual and/or
statistical updates reflective of current process and procedures, leaving intact the "flavor" and
original tone of the original -- capturing Bill's "voice" and perspective on the fundamental
characteristics and history of the Concepts.
As noted in the Foreword to the Twelve Concepts:
Following the recommendations of an ad hoc committee of the A.A. General Service
Board, the 1985 General Service Conference recommended that future publication of
the Concepts in “The A.A. Service Manual” and the booklet “Twelve Concepts for World
Service” be in the original 1962 version, with required factual changes provided as
numbered footnotes at the end of each chapter. The only exceptions are certain
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footnotes written by Bill W. in the years following the first appearance of the Concepts:
these are marked by asterisks that appear on the same pages as the text they refer to.
While the footnotes may require some back and forth by individual readers to be apprised of
any updates, it keeps intact the original flow of thoughts and explanation provided by the
author.
Of course, one Conference is not confined to the actions of another and, as noted in the 2021
Advisory Action above, one of the concerns articulated by the Conference committee in
Concept XI is that the number and function of the trustees' committees described have
changed since the writing of the original document, and, while the growth in number of the
committees is noted traditionally in a footnote, the committee descriptions are not updated.
The Advisory Action targets this issue, requesting "comprehensive descriptions of the current
General Service Board committees." Yet it is the feeling of the Publishing department's editors,
in consultation with the G.S.O. Archivist, that the proposed solution to add an entirely new
section ("Amendments") to the volume as a whole that would contain such updated
descriptions and incorporate the other existing footnotes into the text, as needed for context,
would fundamentally alter the basic editorial framework of the writing. In addition, for the sake
of continuity, wouldn't this approach have to also be considered for each of the remaining 11
Concepts, thereby adding considerably to the size and, ultimately, cost, of the Service Manual?
In consideration of these matters, the editors have put forward three sample versions for how
the intent of the Advisory Action could be expressed, while still maintaining the current
integrity of the existing editorial approach, along with a fourth sample of the proposed
"Amendments" section as noted in the Advisory Action. These samples are presented as
information for the committee only and are not intended to be distributed beyond the members
of the committee.
A brief description of the actions represented in each version is included below.
VERSION 1: This approach keeps all the existing footnotes in place, but refers readers to the
section in the A.A. Service Manual where the current General Service Board committees are
described, with the following text added to footnote #1: "For updated descriptions of all
current General Service Board committees, see pages 57-60 of The A.A. Service Manual. These
updated descriptions were requested by Advisory Action of the 71st General Service
Conference." This is the simplest and most direct approach.
VERSION 2: This approach incorporates the updated descriptions of the current GSB
Committees into the existing footnote #1, adding: "As requested by Advisory Action of the 71st
A.A. General Service Conference, descriptions of the current standing committees are: [text
added from the A.A. Service Manual]..." This approach, while lengthier, keeps all the new
information in one place, under one footnote. (It could also be shortened by not including the
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information on the five oversight committees of the GSB and just presenting the info on the
committees with corresponding Conference committees.)
VERSION 3: In this version, the first two footnotes have been revised and the actual text of the
Concept has been altered to incorporate the updated committee descriptions from the A.A.
Service Manual. Essentially, this entirely removes the original text covering the committee
descriptions, adding the note: "Due to an Advisory Action of the 71st A.A. General Service
Conference, this listing and the committee descriptions that follow have been updated,
replacing the original descriptions. The original descriptions of General Service Board
committees are available, upon request, from G.S.O.'s Archives."
VERSION 4: This approach represents the new "Amendments" section requested by the
Advisory Action and incorporates new text from the A.A. Service Manual to update the GSB
committee descriptions and folds the information originally contained in the ten footnotes and
one asterisked comment into the original Concept XI text, creating a new "updated" version.
For contextual continuity, however, this version also deletes some of the original text that is
deemed out of step with the incorporation of the existing footnotes into the actual text.
(Paradoxically, the removal or incorporation of the footnotes leading to the deletion of some
sections of the original text may require footnoting itself to maintain the integrity of the
original.)
With these potential versions in mind, the Publishing department is seeking guidance from the
Report and Charter Committee regarding which approach to formalize when the changes are
introduced following the 2023 General Service Conference. Once determined, this format will
be implemented for the 2024-2026 edition of the Service Manual.

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM D: PAI #22 - Consider a request to include a G.S.R. preamble in the pamphlet
“G.S.R.: Your Group’s Link to A.A. as a Whole”.
Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Report and Charter Committee

Background Notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference a request to
include a GSR preamble in the pamphlet “G.S.R.: Your Group’s Link to A.A. as a Whole.”
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and the Scoring
Tool to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review by its
Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload.
______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Submission Form- PAI #22_GSR Pmphlt Chng_GSR_Preamble

Back to Main Agenda
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PAI #22 Submission Form

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.
Consider adding the G.S.R. Preamble to the pamphlet G.S.R.: Your Groups Link to A.A. As A Whole (P-19).
Note: This proposed agenda item (PAI) was submitted prior to the creation of this new standard PAI submission
form yet is still under consideration. In support of the new Equitable Distribution of Workload process, the GSO
Conference Coordinator has included sharing from the originally submitted PAI to complete this form and
accompanying Scoring Tool.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
As outlined in our proposal, my home group believes adding the G.S.R. Preamble to the G.S.R. pamphlet would
be beneficial for the following reasons:
1. The G.S.R. Preamble is a clear-cut directive to G.S.R.’s regarding their responsibility.
2. Adding the G.S.R. Preamble to the pamphlet, would provide consistency and thus unity across A.A. as a
whole.
3. If added, it would affirm Conference approval when read at District and Area Functions.

(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.
This proposed item came from the How It Works Group in Belleville, Illinois, and received unanimous approval
from District 14. Later, it was passed by substantial unanimity at the December 8, 2019, Area 21 Assembly.

(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:
Proposed Agenda Item
The How It Works Group of District 14, Southern Illinois Area 21, proposes that the 70th Annual General Service
Conference consider the G.S.R. Preamble be placed in the pamphlet G.S.R.: Your Group’s Link to A.A. As A
Whole (P-19).
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The exact wording is: “We are the General Service Representatives. We are the link in the chain of
communication for our groups with the General Service Conference and the world of A.A.
We realize the ultimate authority is a loving God as He may express Himself in our group conscience. As trusted
servants, our job is to bring information to our groups in order that they can reach an informed group conscience.
In passing along this group conscience, we are helping to maintain the unity and strength so vital to our
fellowship.
Let us, therefore, have the patience and tolerance to listen while others share, the courage to speak up
when we have something to share, and the wisdom to do what is right for our group and A.A. as a whole."

(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?
Adding the G.S.R. Preamble to the pamphlet

(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.
Bobby D., The How It Works Group of District 14, Southern Illinois Area 21

(7) Final comments:
N/A

Updated 5/14/21

Back to Cover
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM E: PAI #52 and #55 Consider requests that the chapter titled “The Doctor's Opinion” in
the book Alcoholics Anonymous be returned to page one, as it was
in the First Edition.

Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Report and Charter Committee

Background Notes:
Excerpts from the TCL October 2021 meeting:
The committee considered the request that upon the creation of a Fifth Edition of the
book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the chapter titled: “The Doctor's Opinion” be returned to
page one, as it was in the First Edition, published in 1939. The committee agreed to
forward to the 2022 General Service Conference a request that upon the creation of a
Fifth Edition of the book Alcoholics Anonymous the chapter titled: “The Doctor's Opinion”
be returned to page one, as it was in the First Edition, published in 1939.
The committee considered the request to restore the original page numbering of the book,
Alcoholics Anonymous, by making "The Doctor’s Opinion" page one, not "Bill’s Story".
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference a request to
restore the original page numbering of the book Alcoholics Anonymous by making "The
Doctor’s Opinion" page one, not "Bill’s Story."
The committee forwarded these proposed agenda items, their background, and their
Scoring Tools to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review
by its Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload.
______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. PAI #52-Retrn_Doctor's Opinion_Pg1_BB
2. PAI #55-Restore_Pg_Nmb_Dr Opinion

Back to Main Agenda
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PAI #52 Submission Form

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.
I move that upon the creation of a Fifth Edition of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the chapter titled:
“The Doctor's Opinion” be returned to page one, as it was in the First Edition, published in 1939.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
“The Doctor’s Opinion” was moved from page one to the Roman Numerals when the Second edition was
published. Data suggests that the average reader does not read the Preface and Forwards. Instead, they start on page
one. If the suffering alcoholic, without a sponsor or guidance, starts on page one they will miss the only medical
explanation of the disease presented in the Text, Alcoholics Anonymous. How can we take the chance of losing
even one alcoholic to the disease because at some time in the past “The Doctor’s Opinion” was moved away from
page one? How many have already left AA without answers to vital medical (Physical, Mental, Spiritual) questions
contained within this life-sustaining chapter?
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.
Former District 10 DCM Dave T. brought forth a motion to his Salem Noontime homegroup on 1/23/2021 asking
to return The Doctor’s Opinion to page one which was approved with substantial unanimity. The motion was then
brought forth to the District 10 Committee Meeting. GSR’s were asked to bring the motion back to their home
groups for discussion and a vote. On 4/15/2021, all participating groups voted with substantial unanimity in favor
of the motion. It was then decided to bring the motion to the Area 43 Assembly for endorsement with a final vote
taken on 8/21/2021. Of those in attendance 60% voted in favor of the motion; 67% was needed for Assembly
substantial unanimity approval.

(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:
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Click these live supporting document links:
“Returning The Doctor’s Opinion” web page.
• https://seacoastaa.org/return-tdo
A slides document presented to the NH Area Assembly on 8/21/2021.
• https://www.seacoastaa.org/docs/Archives/TDO-PPT.pdf
Original Motion by David T., to the Salem Noontime Group on 1/23/2021.
• https://www.seacoastaa.org/docs/Archives/TDO-Proposal.pdf
(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?
Back in 1939, when this chapter first appeared, the Foundation was mailing the Big Book out and newcomers were
reading it without any guidance. The AA Fellowship saw exponential growth. This content packaging worked.
The suffering alcoholic, without a sponsor or guidance, will begin reading The Doctor’s Opinion on page one and
absorb the only medical evidence presented in the book, Alcoholics Anonymous. Furthermore, readers will be
validated with a sense of surety, freedom and well-being in learning that alcoholism is a disease and not a moral
failing.
(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.
Contact: David T.
Email:

On the Web: https://seacoastaa.org/return-tdo

(7) Final comments:
•

Research indicates that people begin reading a book on page one.

•

By returning The Doctor’s Opinion to page one we eliminate the possibility of losing (even one) alcoholic
because they did not understand the medical nature of our disease.

•

Review graphic below and notice The Doctor’s Opinion appears on “PAGE 1.”
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(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.

Trustees' Literature Committee
PAI#55 Submission Form

Proposal - Restore the original page numbering of the book Alcoholics Anonymous by making the Doctors
Opinion page one, not Bills Story.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
AA has succeeded in getting millions of copies of the Big Book in print. This is a remarkable feat in the history of publishing.
However, many oldtimers like myself, have noted that newcomers are likely to skip the Doctors Opinion when they first come
in contact with the book. I believe this is due to the fact that the Doctors Opinion has been accorded roman numeral page
numbering.
The Doctors Opinion is a document of "paramount" importance. Among its several points, the idea that the alcoholic must
first and foremost become 100% de-toxed before much progress can be attained is pointed out several times. This, as all
recovered alcoholics know, is because until the physical craving is eliminated, any spiritual effort will be without result.
I and others observe that when studying the Doctors Opinion with a sponsee, they tend to be nearly entirely closed minded to
the Doctor's admonition "These allergic types can never safely use alcohol in any form at all." This is likely due to their being
quite insane when it comes to alcohol. A good sponsor, however, can generally win the sponsee over to the Doctors opinion
on this by using comparisons to fatal peanut, allergies, shellfish allergies, etc., showing that people with such allergies
NEVER get those substances on them or in them.
But what about the new comer who has no sponsor, who, being only in possession of the book, skips the Doctors Opinion
entirely? He has no idea that his Listerine, his hand sanitizer, his hair gel, his cologne, his aftershave, etc singly or
collectively ignite the phenomenon of craving in hsi bathroom every morning? Persecuted throughout the day by this
physical craving, he fails to get even a week, let alone longer, in dry time and concludes "I can't do this", not understanding
that he can , if only he could first get de-toxed. 100%

(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is submitting the
item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on the proposed
agenda item prior to submitting.

I am submitting this request as an individual, continuously sober since 14 July 1995, who has sponsored hundreds
of alcoholics, and with the approval of my sponsor, who has been continuously sober since 28 July 1982 and who
has sponsored thousands of alcoholics.
(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List background
material(s) included with the proposal:
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(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?

I am not asking for anything new, but rather a restoration to the original page numbering. Surely there will be lots
of resistance this idea. People become comfortable having memorized their favorite page numbers. But which is
more important? Comfort, or a correction of a mistake made long ago which cannot fail to help more newcomers
have a better chance at sobriety?
(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.

Eric B
(7) Final comments:

District has voted in favor of this proposal
The Group has voted in favor
A group, dist., has voted in favor PPG
W has voted in favor
Group has voted in favor
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Treatment and Accessibilities
Monday, April 25, 2022, 9 a.m. – Noon
Room: TBD
Chairperson: Jimmy A.
Secretary: Brenda B.
Conference Committee Members
Panel 71
Jimmy A.
Trudy D.
Thomas W.
Karla Y.

Panel 72
Grace F.
Darin H.
Tracy M.
Cheryl (Sherry) S.



Discussion and acceptance of trustees’ committee report.

A.

Review progress report on pamphlet “A.A. for the Older Alcoholic.”

B.

Review progress report on military audio interviews.

C.

Discuss draft version of A.A. Guidelines for remote communities.

D.

Review contents and format of Treatment Kit and Workbook.

E.

Review contents and format of Accessibilities Kit and Workbook.

F.

Consider request to revise the pamphlet “The A.A. Group” to reflect the
importance of the group as a “spiritual entity” as stated in the Long Form of
Tradition Five.

G.

Consider request to revise text in the chapter “Getting plenty of rest” in the booklet
Living Sober.

NOTE: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their agenda items and strive to make their
recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To be more
financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation involves a
substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the budget be part
of that recommendation.
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2022 Conference Committee on Treatment/Accessibilities

ITEM A:

Review progress report on pamphlet “A.A. for the Older Alcoholic”

Background notes:
From the 2021 Committee Consideration of the Conference Committee on
Treatment/Accessibilities:
The committee reviewed the progress report on the pamphlet “A.A. for the Older
Alcoholic” and requested that a draft pamphlet or progress report be brought to the
2022 Conference Committee on Treatment and Accessibilities.
From the August 1, 2021, trustees’ C.P.C./Treatment and Accessibilities Committee:
The committee chair assigned committee members to review the compiled stories
and identify the top three and four submissions for the pamphlet “A.A. for the Older
Alcohol.” The committee asked the secretary to distribute the matrix and
background. The committee agreed to discuss their selections at their October
2021 meeting.
From the October 31, 2021, trustees’ C.P.C./Treatment and Accessibilities Committee:
The committee discussed the update to the pamphlet “A.A. for the Older Alcoholic.”
The committee discussed the subcommittee review of the 42 submitted stories and
agreed to a first-round selection of seven of the stories to be considered for the
updated version of the pamphlet.
The committee agreed to continue the review of stories for the pamphlet update.
The committee requested that the staff secretary make a compilation of stories to
include: the seven stories selected from the most recent submissions, the stories
submitted for the update in 2019, stories from the September 2014/ August 2021
issue of the AA Grapevine magazine, and the stories that are in the existing version
of the pamphlet “A.A. for the Older Alcoholic.”
The committee requested that the staff secretary forward the compilation to
committee members for their continuing review and discussions at the January
2022 meeting.
From the January 30, 2022 trustees’ C.P.C./Treatment and Accessibilities Committee:
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The committee reviewed and discussed the progress report from the
subcommittee on the pamphlet “A.A. for the Older Alcoholic -- Never Too Late.”
The committee performed the first-round review of 84 stories and selected 23
stories to be part of a second-round review. The goal of the second round is to
select the top 12 stories. The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Treatment and Accessibilities the 12 stories to review and identify
any gaps in the targeted categories of the older alcoholic experience. The
committee looks forward to the Conference committee’s feedback.

Background:
1. Compiled stories for the second-round review (not attached – provided under
separate cover-Committee eyes only.)
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2022 Conference Committee on Treatment/Accessibilities
ITEM B:

Review progress report on Military audio Interviews

Background notes:
From 2021 Committee
Treatment/Accessibilities:

Consideration

of

the

Conference

Committee

on

The committee reviewed the progress report on audio interviews with A.A.
members who are in the Armed Forces and made the following suggestions:
 Move forward with the production of audio files ensuring appropriate sound
quality for distribution on digital platforms.
 Gather more audio military interviews from as broad a cross-section of A.A.
members in active military duty as possible, including members of the
Canadian Armed Forces and native Spanish- and French-speaking members.
 Develop a questionnaire to be used for future audio military interviews that
include topics such as Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), injuries, and
barriers that sober alcoholics on active military duty face in getting sober.
 Seek the help of the Fellowship in reaching out to possible candidates for the
audio military interviews.
 Utilize higher quality equipment professional services to record and oversee
the production of the audio military interviews to improve sound and visual
design quality.
 Utilize graphics such as the “Blue People” banner, alternate backgrounds and
soundtracks to enhance the audio and visual design of the audio files
presentations.
Excepts from the August 1, 2021, trustees’ C.P.C./Treatment and Accessibilities Committee:
The chair appointed a subcommittee, Tom H. chair, Molly Anderson, and Cindy F.
on creating audio interviews of A.A. members who are in the Armed Forces. The
committee agreed to the following scope for the subcommittee:
•
•
•

Identify a consultant to serve on the committee with a target date.
Develop a questionnaire for audio-military interviews.
Request to a broad cross-section of A.A. members.
In order to support this effort, the committee agreed to identify consultants from
Canada and the U.S. with relevant military experience, who can continue the work
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on the project. The committee consulted with the chair of Nominating Committee,
regarding procedure (#13 Procedures for selecting consultants for General Service
Board Committees) to be done prior meetings in September 2021.
From the October 31, 2021, trustees’ C.P.C./Treatment and Accessibilities Committee:
The committee met in executive session to review an update on the consultant
search to support efforts related to audio interviews with military professionals.
From the December 8, 2021, trustees’ C.P.C./Treatment and Accessibilities Committee:
The committee discussed the candidates that were interviewed for the consultant
position. The interview team selected two consultants, one from Canada and one
from U.S. The selections were submitted to the Nominating committee for their
review and will be forward to General Service Board for their approval at their
December 16, 2021 meeting.
From the January 30, 2022, trustees’ C.P.C./Treatment and Accessibilities Committee:
The committee affirmed that the two consultants Tom P. (U.S. consultant) and
Gerry C. (Canada consultant) brought on to participate in the Military audio
interviews project are members of the CPC-Treatment/Accessibilities committee
with a voice and no vote. The committee also noted that the consultants’ term is
for one year from January 2022-January 2023 with the option to renew for
one additional year.
The subcommittee chair, Tom H. welcomed and acknowledged Tom P. and
Gerry C. Both consultants and the subcommittee chair shared about their plans
for the project.
The committee discussed the three audio interviews currently on A.A.org. In two
of the audio clips, the interviewees identified their service rank. A request has been
made by the third interviewees to add their rank to the audio clip. Publishing
provided an estimated cost of $600 to edit the clip. The staff secretary will work
with the committee chair to facilitate this request. The committee looks forward to
a progress report at the July 2022 meeting.
Secretary Note: The trustee chair noted that during the January committee meeting, the
delay in the development of the audio interviews was acknowledged. Additionally, the
committee stated that its consultants would be developing the framework and game plan
on for future activities in concert with subcommittee efforts. The committee agreed that a
verbal progress report on any developments might be shared with the Conference
Committee on Treatment-Accessibilities under discussion of the trustee committee report
during the joint meeting at Conference.
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Trustees’ Cooperation with the Professional Community/Treatment and
Accessibilities Committee
Military Audio Interviews

Progress Report to the 2022 Conference Committee on Treatment and
Accessibilities
January 30, 2022
Background
•

The 2021 Conference Committee on Treatment and Accessibilities committee reviewed
the progress report on audio interviews with A.A. members who are in the Armed
Forces and made the following suggestions:
➢ Move forward with the production of audio files ensuring appropriate sound quality
for distribution on digital platforms.
➢ Gather more audio military interviews from as broad a cross-section of A.A.
members in active military duty as possible, including members of the Canadian
Armed Forces and native Spanish- and French-speaking members.
➢ Develop a questionnaire to be used for future audio military interviews that include
topics such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), injuries, and barriers that
sober alcoholics on active military duty face in getting sober.
➢ Seek the help of the Fellowship in reaching out to possible candidates for the audio
military interviews.
➢ Utilize higher quality equipment professional services to record and oversee the
production of the audio military interviews to improve sound and visual design
quality.
➢ Utilize graphics such as the “Blue People” banner, alternate backgrounds, and
soundtracks to enhance the audio and visual design of the audio files presentations.

Progress report
At the August 2021 meeting, the trustees’ committee chair announced that the Appointed
Committee Member decided to step down from this service position. In the interest of
providing continuity (and expediency), it was determined to fill the vacancy with a
consultant (i.e., the search process for another ACM would take several months or more).
The committee also recognized that this was an opportunity to fill the vacancy with a
member from the U.S. and a member from Canada with relevant military experience to
provide a diverse perspective to the subcommittee’s work.
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Subsequently, after a robust search and interview process, two consultants were
selected, one from U.S. and one from Canada. With the addition of the two consultants,
the scope of the subcommittee’s work includes:
• Develop a questionnaire for audio-military interviews.
• Request to a broad cross-section of A.A. members.
• Create a standard roadmap between U.S. and Canada having a unified plan.
• Seek interviews and to seek contacts from various military branches.
• Develop a project plan that will include reporting to the entire trustee committee.
The subcommittee on Military Audio Interviews will continue their work and provide
a progress report to the trustees’ committee at the July 2022 meeting.
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2022 Conference Committee on Treatment/Accessibilities

ITEM C:

Discuss draft version of A.A. Guidelines on “A.A. for the Remote Community”

Background notes:
From the 2021 Committee Consideration of the 2021 Conference Committee on Treatment and
Accessibilities:
The committee was provided an update on the Remote Communities guidelines and
look forward to a draft version.
From the August 1, 2021, trustees’ C.P.C/ Treatment and Accessibilities Committee:
The committee reviewed a progress report from the executive editor on A.A. Guidelines
on Remote Communities and looks forward to a draft or progress report at the October
2021 meeting.
From the December 8, 2021, trustees’ C.P.C./Treatment and Accessibilities:
The committee discussed the Remote Committee Guidelines and requested that the
staff secretary continue to work with publishing to develop a draft for Remote
Committee Guidelines. The committee looks forward to a progress report at their
January 2022.
From the January 30, 2022, trustees’ C.P.C/Treatment and Accessibilities:
The committee reviewed and discussed “A.A. Guidelines for the Remote Community.”
The committee suggested several edits and requested that the edits be captured in a
memorandum to Publishing. The committee agreed to forward the memorandum and
the draft “A.A. Guidelines for the Remote Community” to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Treatment/Accessibilities for review because it is new service material.

Background:
1. Memorandum dated February 6, 2022, to Publishing
2. Draft A.A. “Remote Community Guidelines”
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MEMORANDUM
To:

David R., Publishing and Ames S., Executive Editor

From: Brenda B., secretary trustee on treatment/Accessibilities
cc:

Nancy McCarthy, C.P.C. – Treatment/Accessibilities

Re:

Suggested edits to draft “A.A. for Remote Community”

Date: February 6, 2022

Below is an excerpt from the January 30, 2022, meeting of the trustees’ C.P.C.Treatment/Accessibilities:
The committee suggested several edits and requested that the edits be captured
in a memorandum to Publishing. The committee agreed to forward the memo and
the draft “A.A. Guidelines for the Remote Community” to the 2022 Conference
Committee on Treatment/Accessibilities for review because it is new service
material.
Suggested edits:
•
•

Find appropriate language addressing Indigenous people from US and Canada
Remove two quotes under section Spanish Speaking women in A.A. – Remote
Community

Staff notes: Highlighted sections are to be edited.
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A.A. Guidelines Remote Communities Committees
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From G.S.O., Box 459, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163
A.A. Guidelines are compiled from the shared experience of A.A. members in various
service areas. They also reflect guidance given through the Twelve Traditions and the
General Service Conference (U.S. and Canada). In keeping with our Tradition of
autonomy, except in matters affecting other groups or A.A. most decisions are made by
the group conscience of the members involved. The purpose of these Guidelines is to
assist in reaching an informed group conscience.
What Do Remote Communities Committees Do?
Remote Communities Committees assist A.A. members who live in underserved
or remote communities — communities that are difficult to reach because of geography,
language, or culture. It could be a community that is remotely situated, or right around
the corner. Members may be faced with travel or geographic challenges or may face
barriers such as language, cultural considerations and/or anything else that could
separate a person who needs A.A. from our lifesaving program of recovery.
The History of Remote Community Committees in the US and Canada
In keeping with A.A.’s Responsibility Declaration, the need for A.A.’s service
structure to pay special attention to alcoholics living in remote communities was first
articulated in the 1970s with reports from A.A. members dedicated to carrying the
message to some of the most far-flung places across the U.S. and Canada.
In Toronto in July 1996, the first Remote Communities Conference was held with
all 15 Delegates. Several areas reported on the history of remote communities’ work. It
was determined that a remote community was any community to which it was difficult to
carry the message because of language, culture, or geography. It was also determined
from that meeting that we needed to continue to meet, and the most effective time
would be prior to the yearly General Service Conferences.
In the spring of 1997, the Remote Communities Committee met prior to the
opening of the 47th General Service Conference. In attendance were the original 15
delegates, a few invited delegates from the US areas that experienced some of the
same concerns, several trustees and GSO staff members. The “remote communities”
definition was reviewed and recommitted to the definition of “remote communities” as
“any community where it is difficult to carry the message because of language, culture
and geography.” The committee was expanded to include all Conference members who
wished to participate, and the decision was made to publish a yearly newsletter, which
has become the Remote Communities Communicator.
Today, this effort has morphed into what is known as the Pre-Conference Remote
Communities Meeting that is held just prior to the annual General Service Conference
and has two co-chairs who create the agenda and a G.S.O. staff member who supports
them. The vision is that this meeting will serve to keep a focus on efforts to reach Remote
Communities and solutions to overcome the barriers of culture, language, and geography
during the only time each year all the areas meet.
In the 2021 Pre-Conference Remote Communities Meeting, 19 delegates from across the
U.S. and Canada met on a virtual platform for the first time, demonstrating that “the use
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of virtual technology is allowing us an unprecedented opportunity to share with our fellow
members in a new and truly exciting way,” as one member said
Shared Experiences from A.A. Members on Working with Remote Communities.
“Recently some discussion has taken place as to the definition of a remote
community. Do you need all three - culture, language, and geography - to be remote?
We like the idea expressed in the overview to the 19th World Services Meeting: “In order
for the message of AA to exist, without borders, languages, race or religion, it must not
be perceived as a threat to an individual’s cultural identity and should focus on the
alcoholic’s powerlessness over alcohol.” To that, some areas add the very real challenge
of geographical remoteness. Indigenous people who grew up in a remote village puts it
this way: It’s that I am an alcoholic.” Doesn’t it boil down to figuring out how to extend the
hand of A.A. across those barriers and then finding ways to support those reaching out
for help.
Three challenges
“Challenges in carrying the message to underserved populations can relate to culture and
language. A member shared his experience regarding these challenges with Indigenous
populations.
“First, sometimes newcomers think they must choose between A.A.’s program of recovery
and their native cultural and spiritual practices.
“Second, because communities are small and everyone knows one another, maintaining
privacy is, at times a problem. When confidentiality is broken, people are less likely to
support the group and attend A.A. meetings on the reservation.
“Finally, A.A.’s newness on some reservations results in a shortage of experience
sponsorship for newcomers. Alcoholics Anonymous. Meetings tend to become open
discussion meetings because of a lack of knowledge of A.A.’s Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions. Reservation groups and meetings need support from A.A.’s outside the
reservation.”
--A.A. Grapevine, September 2006
The role of Accessibilities Committees
“In areas where these populations are not being reached, Accessibilities Committees may
support such A.A. members in a number of ways:
• Organize regular telephone/teleconferencing/video conferencing meetings
members in remote communities for both recovery and service meetings.

with

• Identify community resources and leaders within specific ethnic and cultural
communities, such as local media outlets; places of worship; medical providers, social
clubs, and schools. Coordinate with C.P.C/P.I. committees to provide such culturally
significant targets with P.S.A.s, A.A. literature and presentations, to help establish
ongoing communication.
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• Make sure there is an A.A. presence in underrepresented areas — consider starting
meetings in communities where none exist.
• Work directly with existing members in underrepresented communities to take regular
A.A. meetings onto Native American reservations, into inner-city communities, special
language enclaves, remote areas, or help set up online meetings and mobile
collaborations.

• Keep local members informed regarding Regional or Local Forums or other A.A. service
events that may be occurring in their areas.
• Provide regular reports — in accessible formats — of service workshops, district
meetings, and other service information that will help keep these communities connected
to the whole of A.A.

--Shared Experience from A.A. Members on Working with Remote Communities
(Extracted from 2019 Remote Communities Communicator)
Spanish-Speaking Women in A.A. Remote Community
“Sponsorship is an issue. There is a lack of women who can sponsor. An Accessibilities
committee can play a role connecting English-speaking and Spanish-speaking women.”
“The role of allies is key. “It’s important not to do it our way and respect that we are guests,
yet also a part of. With that attitude, I have felt very welcome when visiting Spanishspeaking meetings.”
“Service sponsorship is helpful too. Spanish-speaking women are newer to service, but
we must be careful not to direct an English -speaking way of doing things.”
“Authenticity, integrity, clarity of motive, love, compassion, and empathy are
the hallmarks of an effective ally who grasps the cultural framework, but who understands
their sister is first and foremost just another drunk and tries to make her feel at home.”
“At the heart of all this is unity and creating a safe place for anyone that needs us. This is
just one aspect of that.”
1. What is your group or district’s specific definition of a remote community?
2. Has a Remote Communities Committee been established in your
Group/District/Area?
3. Are Remote Communities the responsibility of an already established
Group/District/Area committee?
4. What can your Group/District/Area do to increase Twelfth Step work in remote
locations?
5. What challenges or opportunities has your Remote Communities Committee
encountered regarding language, culture, or geography?
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6. Is there any additional experience, information that can be shared regarding RC
work?
7. How can GSO help to facilitate Twelfth Step work in Remote Communities?
Cultural Barriers working with the Indigenous American communities
“It helped to learn specific traditional ways of spirituality and then to demonstrate
that A.A. is only going to support and strengthen those traditions. One way to introduce
A.A.’s 12 step program to the culture is to incorporate the teachings of the culture. By
applying cultural tools, language, and sacred traditions along with the 12 steps of
Alcoholics Anonymous, the message can be brought to our Indigenous American
communities.”
Area 26-Kentucky-Reaching Out to Dark District
“Workshops and quarterly event in Area 26 centered on our Three Legacies of
Recovery, Unity, and Service planted the seeds to extend the hand of A.A. in the rural
Appalachian Region of Kentucky. Members representing nine other districts travelled as
far as five hours to participate. The long drive gave members a new appreciation and
perspective on the willingness required to participate in General Service. It was a
firsthand look at what we expect from any DCM or GSR from this region to be of service.
“Distance is a barrier and one that we can overcome together if we share
experience and become willing to try different ideas. I have been thinking about how to
serve remote communities. Can technology play a role in keeping AA groups connected?
Can we all commit to such travel and go meet people where they are? What can we do
to make service more inviting and maximize our time together?”
When connecting in person isn’t possible
Area 03/Arizona—Seizing the opportunity to connect
“Covid-19 has blocked our ability to access the Sovereign Nations and in turn has
prevented their residents from leaving their reservations. How unfortunate for all of us.
However, we belong to a fellowship that is most creative and persistent. With the
closure to and from the reservations, we have seized the opportunity to update our
records. We have used email blast, snail-mail, zoom rooms as our primary source of
communication--to carry the message. It works!”
Remote Communities Coordinator/Arizona – Area 03, extracted from Remote
Communities Communicator, 2021
The Loners-Internationalists Meeting (LIM)
Remote Communities Committees should try to ensure that A.A. members in
remote areas are aware of The Loners-Internationalists Meeting (LIM), which prints
correspondence from A.A. members in isolated areas. The LIM is a confidential
bimonthly bulletin sent to Loners, Homers, Internationalists, Port Contacts, and Loner
Sponsors. The bulletin contains excerpts from LIM members’ letters that are sent to the
General Service Office (G.S.O.) of Alcoholics Anonymous. The bulletin includes full
names and addresses. LIM is distributed only to the members described below who
appreciate the need for confidentiality of personal sharing with one another through
correspondence.
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To participate, an A.A. member needs to: 1) read and write English; 2) provide a
stable email and/or mailing address; and 3) be willing to share experience, strength and
hope via correspondence. Many LIM members communicate via email, while some
utilize postal mail. A G.S.O. staff member coordinates the Loners, Homers, and
Internationalist’s correspondence service, which is open to A.A. members who fit one of
the categories listed below:
Loner: An A.A. member who is unable to attend meetings regularly because there is no
A.A. meeting in the vicinity where he or she lives.
Homer: An A.A. member who is unable to attend A.A. meetings because of physical
incapacity.
Internationalist: An A.A. member working on a seagoing vessel for long periods.
Port Contact: An A.A. member serving as a contact for Internationalists when in port.
Website: https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/contact-loners-internationalists-meeting-limdesk
-Service Material from the General Service Office
The North/South Connection Forum: Bringing Remote Communities Together
Host virtual forum “to bring members of remote communities together for the
sharing of their experience, strength and hope,” and it was embraced by four countries—
Argentina, Canada, Chile, which shares the Patagonia region with Argentina, and the
United States. Thus, the first North/South Connections Forum, held via virtual
technology on May 15, was born. It was truly the group effort of a “transcontinental
village,” as Trish calls it, hosted by the General Service Board of Argentina with the
Zoom platform technology and translation services (English. Spanish and French)
provided by the U.S./Canada General Service Board.
In six hours of seminars, people shared how they found the miracle of recovery in
A.A., whether by videoconferencing, the phone line, WhatsApp texting groups, the oldfashioned mail, even making 12-hour boat trips to remote Canadian communities once a
year, as does Della G. of Alert Bay, British Columbia.
Lawrie C., of Yukon, Canada, described living in an area with the land mass of
California with only 14 communities. They had no phone service until 2004. “One town
had continuity in terms of regular meetings,” she related, “but others came and went.” But
when Canada’s national health service brought videoconferencing into the towns’ health
centers in 2008, Lawrie and her fellow A.A.s used what she thinks of as a “combination
of tech and collective wisdom. We thought, why not use the service to broadcast a
simultaneous A.A. meeting out into the community? The point was to have this reliable
regular place where people had access to A.A. at a given time each day.” People have
been attending these virtual meetings (or calling into them on landlines) for 13 years,
Lawrie pointed out.
--Box 4-5-9, Summer, 2021
Online Intergroup of Alcoholics Anonymous (OIAA)
The Online Intergroup of Alcoholics Anonymous (OIAA) provides over 4,000
meetings and is essentially a world-wide online intergroup/central office, with the crucial
distinction that it does not sell literature, has no brick-and-mortar presence and its staff is
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all-volunteer. It’s recent the rapid expansion of OIAA is in large part due to the A.A. world
turning to virtual communication and meetings during the COVID-19 crisis. Their 12th
Step Committee (the “Steppers Committee”) responds directly via email to those suffering
alcoholics needing help in 16 languages. A feature allows A.A.’s and those seeking A.A.
to find the “next available” meeting, listing the platform upon which it takes place (Zoom,
Skype, phone, email, chat room, etc.). There are numerous options meetings, which
indicate the broad base of members served by OIAA—meetings for Blind/Visually
impaired. Deaf/Hard of hearing, LGBTQ meeting, to name only a few of the myriad
choices available.
Website: www.aa-intergroup.org
Resources for Remote Communities Committee Work
The following suggestions are meant as possible tools for Area 15, but for other
committees to consider implementing, as well. We would love to hear about any
information you feel could be added here, or anything you may feel is lacking.
1. Prepare a Contact List of remote people and location. This can be accomplished by
asking those in your committees and in your district committee or by any means possible,
who and where these people may be.
2. Prepare a Quick Reference Guide for A.A. services in your community, e.g., meeting
lists of surrounding groups or all A.A. meetings in your district. This would also have the
location (and possibly name and/or contact information) of those in remote communities.
This list would also include the day, time, and place of your district meetings, including a
district contact list with people’s names and contact information.
3. Suggest where the nearest Literature Depot(s) may be found.
4. The Remote Communities Chairperson reports monthly to the district by
contacting each remote member (or community) once a month to see how things are
going. This is very encouraging for those living in a remote situation and provides for
more unity within the whole district.
5. Consider using Public Service Announcements (PSAs) in local media, including
newspapers, radio, and television. For more information on PSA’s contact: Area 15 South Florida, the Bahamas, U.S. Virgin Islands, British Virgin Islands, Antigua, St
Maarten & Cayman Islands Public Information Committee Chair: picpc@area15aa.org8.
6. Prepare a list of virtual meetings for your area. Check with Central
Offices/Intergroups for this.
7. Supply a list of Remote Community Committee tools, which may include temporary
Sponsors, phone and/or email buddies and A.A. speaker tapes.
8. Organize Roaming A.A. Meetings. This is where a group of members travel to a
remote community for a meeting. Experience suggests that this could be done every one
to three months. Travelers can chip in to cover costs.
--the Area 15 Remote Communities Workbook
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Information on A.A.
(F-2)
If You Are a Professional. (P-46)
AA as a Resource for the Health Care Professional (P-23)
A.A. for the Native North American (P-21)
A.A. for the Black and African American Alcoholic (P-51)
A.A. and the Armed Services (P-50)
A.A. for the Older Alcoholic (P-22)
Do You Think You're Different (P-13)
Many Paths to Spirituality(P-84)
Experience, Strength and Hope: A.A. for Alcoholics with Mental Health Issues (P-84)
Experience, Strength and Hope: LGBTQ Alcoholics in A.A. Experience, Strength and
Hope: Women in A.A. (P-5)
Experience, Strength and Hope: The “God” Word Agnostics and Atheist Members of
A.A. (P-86)
Understanding Anonymity (P-47)
Young People and A.A. (P-4)
PUBLICATIONS:
Box 4-5-9 Remote Communities articles
Fall 2018, Remote Communities in A.A.: Notes from the Field
Spring 2016, Alkali Lake
Holiday 2013, 250,000 Square Miles of Opportunity
Spring 2011, Reaching Remote Communities in Manitoba
Oct/Nov 2004, A.A.’s in Canada Carry Message of Hope To the Inuit and Their
Communities
Feb/March 2000, Trudging the 'Road of Happy Destiny' In the Alaska Bush Feb/Mar
1999, The A.A. Message Is Breaking the Ice In Remote Villages
CATALOG/ORDER FORMS:
Literature Catalog (includes A.A.W.S. and AA Grapevine material) (F-10)
AA GRAPEVINE RESOURCES (English and Spanish):
Other resources on the AA Grapevine website at https://www.aagrapevine.org/
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ITEM D:

Review contents and format of Treatment Kit and Workbook

Background notes:
Kits and Workbooks for C.P.C., Corrections, Public Information, Treatment and Accessibilities
are reviewed by the appropriate Conference Committees during each General Service
Conference.
Workbooks and Kits are service pieces. Any suggested changes to their content from the
Conference committee are put forth as Committee Considerations rather than
recommendations.
Between Conferences, ideas for changes to a Workbook or to the contents of a Kit may be
received. These may be reviewed by the appropriate trustees’ Committee and implemented,
or the trustees’ committee may choose to forward an idea to the Conference Committee for
review.

Excerpts from the January 29, 2022, report of the trustees' Committee on Corrections
Because of the current supply chain challenges, including paper shortages, it is
anticipated that the revised kit contents and workbook will be available in digital format
prior to the print versions..

Typically, service kits are updated annually each fall. Due to competing projects the updates
have been delayed in 2021

Background:
1. Treatment Committee Workbook (revisions pending) is available to view on:
•

ENG - Treatment Committees | Alcoholics Anonymous (aa.org)

•

FR -

•

SP - Comités de Tratamiento | Alcoholics Anonymous (aa.org)

Comités du traitement | Alcoholics Anonymous (aa.org)
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ITEM E:

Review contents and format of Accessibilities Kit and Workbook

Background notes:
Kits and Workbooks for C.P.C., Corrections, Public Information, Treatment and
Accessibilities are reviewed by the appropriate Conference Committees during
each General Service Conference.
Workbooks and Kits are service pieces. Any suggested changes to their content
from the Conference committee are put forth as Committee Considerations rather
than recommendations.
Between Conferences, ideas for changes to a Workbook or to the contents of a Kit
may be received. These may be reviewed by the appropriate trustees’ Committee
and implemented, or the trustees’ committee may choose to forward an idea to the
Conference Committee for review.
Typically, service kits are updated annually each fall. Due to competing projects
the updates have been delayed in 2021.
Excerpts from the January 29, 2022, report of the trustees' Committee on
Corrections
Because of the current supply chain challenges, including paper shortages, it is
anticipated that the revised kit contents and workbook will be available in digital
format prior to the print versions..

Background:

1.

Accessibilities Committee Kit (revisions pending) available to view on:

•

EN - Accessibilities Committees | Alcoholics Anonymous (aa.org)

•

FR - Comités de l’Accessibilité | Alcoholics Anonymous (aa.org)

•

SP Comités de Accesibilidades | Alcoholics Anonymous (aa.org)
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2022 Conference Committee on Treatment and
Accessibilities

ITEM F: PAI #21 - Consider request to revise the pamphlet, “The A.A. Group” to reflect
the importance of the group as a “spiritual entity” as stated in the Long
Form of Tradition Five.
Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Treatment/Accessibilities /Remote Communities Committee

Background Notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021, TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference a request to
revise the pamphlet, “The A.A. Group” to reflect the importance of the group as a “spiritual
entity” as stated in the Long Form of Tradition Five.
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and the Scoring Tool to
the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review by its Subcommittee
on Equitable Distribution of Workload.
______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Submission Form- PAI #21 Revise_The A.A. Grp_Spiritual_Entity
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PAI #21 Submission Form

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.
Consider rewriting portions of 'The A.A. Group" pamphlet to better express the importance of the Group as a
"spiritual entity" as stated in the Long Form of Tradition Five.
Note: This proposed agenda item (PAI) was submitted prior to the creation of this new standard PAI submission
form yet is still under consideration. In support of the new Equitable Distribution of Workload process, the GSO
Conference Coordinator has included sharing from the originally submitted PAI to complete this form and
accompanying Scoring Tool.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
The Group as a spiritual entity is not mentioned until page 31 and only in reference to safety. Perhaps the
inclusion of the Long Form of Tradition Five in this section will provide a clearer picture that an A.A. Group is, as
suggested by our Traditions, a spiritual entity.
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.
We are members of Alcoholics Anonymous who belong to various Home Groups across the United States. We
have been meeting on a weekly conference call for over ten years to share our experience, strength and hope in
the study of applying our A.A. Traditions and Concepts in our daily lives and service work. We serve and have
served our A.A. Fellowship in various service positions from the Group to the corporate board levels of our A.A.
service structure. Through our in-depth discussions about our principles, the following has come to our attention
as a result of the rapid and widespread changes brought on by the global pandemic.
We unanimously agree and humbly request the inclusion of the following item on the 71st General Service
Conference agenda in order to allow for full Fellowship discussion and an informed Conference to offer spiritual
guidance and direction to the Trustees and staff to lead us through these worldly times.
(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:

CONFIDENTIAL: 72nd General Service Conference Background
On pg. 12 of the pamphlet, The AA Group... where it all begins, the section titled "What Is an AA Group?" expresses the
Group in terms of Tradition Three and Warranty Six. The Group as a spiritual entity is not mentioned until page 31 and only
in reference to safety. The long form of Tradition Five states, "Each Alcoholics Anonymous group ought to be a spiritual
entity having but one primary purpose - that of carrying its message to the alcoholic who still suffers" (Alcoholics
Anonymous pg. 562).
Perhaps the inclusion of the Long Form of Tradition Five in this section will provide a clearer picture that an A.A. Group is, as
suggested by our Traditions, a spiritual entity. Due to the pandemic, many Groups have moved from traditional face to face
gatherings to alternative platforms for meetings and twelfth step work. The Traditions can be used as a guide for these
unchartered waters. Spiritual entities, or Groups, do not need mechanization, physical locations, or a government. Their
primary purpose can be carried autonomously however a loving God expresses Himself in their group conscience. It is
important that our Fellowship clings to our Traditions during these challenges and the trials that are yet to come. In the
contemplation of rewording some of this pamphlet, there may be additional changes needed across our literature to reflect
some of the changes that have been taking place in our Fellowship. This would better inform our members and the public
about the importance and the
nature of our Groups. It should also include taking into consideration the Groups that have meetings accessed through
teleconferencing and various virtual platforms.
Our experience indicates that this item would be best discussed in the Conference Committee on Literature so we will attempt
to include that chair in our correspondence.
(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?

This would better inform our members and the public about the importance and the nature of our Groups.

(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.

Alex M.

(7) Final comments:

N/A

Updated 5114121
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2022 Conference Committee on Treatment
and Accessibilities

ITEM G: PAI #59 - Consider request to remove language in Living Sober.

Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Treatment/Accessibilities/Remote Communities Committee

Background Notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021, TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference a request to remove
language in Living Sober.
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and the Scoring Tool to the
trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review by its Subcommittee on
Equitable Distribution of Workload.

______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Submission Form- PAI #59_Remove language Living Sober.
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(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.

The Group (#) of Alcoholics Anonymous proposes that the language in Living Sober, Essay #12 (Getting
Plenty of Rest) "Nobody has ever died of lack of sleep" be removed. Not only is that a misleading
statement, it is not true.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
That statement in Living Sober is false. It suggests to alcoholics that sleep is not important, and that there are no consequences to
being deprived of sleep. That is misleading, since medical institutions everywhere tell us otherwise. In fact, lack of sleep can kill us.
At a minimum, lack of sleep reduces our immunity, it increases our stress responsivity, impacts our ability to think properly,
increases the risk of hypertension, dyslipidemia, cardiovascular disease,
weight-related issues, metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes mellitus, and colorectal cancer. Lack of sleep affects our memory, our
mood, and our ability to make rational decisions. We become more prone to accidents around the house and when behind the
wheel of a vehicle. Plus, for alcoholics we must be extra careful. As AA reminds us, we should avoid getting too hungry, angry,
lonely, or tired, because we tend to misconstrue signals and think being tired means being thirsty. Sleep is a healthy part of wellbeing, and we should not discount its importance.

(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.

The Group (#)
(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:
Below are a number of articles and other resources:
https://www.drugabuse.gov/about-nida/noras-blog/2020/03/connections-between-sleep-substance-use-disorders
National Institute of Health (https://search.nih.gov/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&affiliate=nih&query=sleep+deprivation?)
National Center for Biotechnology Information (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2850945/)
National Center for Biotechnology Information (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4331208/)
National Center for Biotechnology Information (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/?term=sleep+deprivation)
National Center for Biotechnology Information (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2656292/)

(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?

Delete "Nobody has ever died of lack of sleep" from Essay #12 in Living Sober.
(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.

Francine W.
(7) Final comments:
We hope you will forward this item to the Trustees Literature Committee for consideration and ultimately hope they forward it to the
2022 General Service Conference.
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AGENDA
Conference Committee on Trustees
Monday, April 25, 2022, 9 a.m. – Noon
Room: TBD
Chairperson: Jennifer B.
Secretary: Diana L.
Conference Committee Members
Panel 71
Jennifer B.
Todd D.
Mary Ann G.
Wayne H.
Rainer L.

Panel 72
Bill F.
Jim H.
Kathy R.
Ken T.

♦

Discussion and acceptance of trustees’ committee report.

A.

Review resumes of candidates for:
1.
2.

Eastern Canada Regional Trustee
Pacific Regional Trustee

B.

Review slate of trustees and officers of the General Service Board of Alcoholics
Anonymous, Inc.

C.

Review slate of directors of A.A. World Services, Inc.

D.

Review slate of directors of AA Grapevine, Inc.

E.

Discuss the revised “Procedures for a Partial or Complete Reorganization of the
General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine Boards.”

NOTE: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their agenda items and strive to make their
recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To be more
financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation involves a
substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the budget be part
of that recommendation.
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F.

Consider revising text highlighting service roles at the group level in the
pamphlet “The A.A. Group.”

G.

Consider request to revise the pamphlet “Do You Think You're Different?” to
include stories reflecting greater diversity.
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2022 Conference Committee on Trustees
ITEM A: Review resumes of candidates for Eastern Canada Regional Trustee, and
Pacific Regional Trustee

1. Eastern Canada Regional Trustee
2. Pacific Regional Trustee
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2022 Conference Committee on Trustees
ITEM A1: Review resumes of candidates for Eastern Canada Regional Trustee
1. Voting Sheet - Eastern Canada Regional Trustee
2. Voting Members – Eastern Canada Regional Trustee
3. Resumes of Candidates – Eastern Canada Regional Trustee (mailed to
Conference Committee on Trustees members only
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Voting Sheet
EASTERN CANADA REGIONAL TRUSTEE
April 2022
Votes
Trustees’ Nominating Committee
Conference Committee on Trustees
Delegates from Region
TOTAL:

5
5
_10
20

2/3 Needed
1/3 of Total
1/5 of Total

14
7
4

Trustee Candidates (Four Successive Annual Terms)
Area No.
81

Area Name
New Brunswick/Prince Edward Island

Name of Candidate
Jean Claude C.

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

Nova Scotia/New Foundland/Labrador
Eastern Ontario
Northeast Ontario
Northwest Ontario
Western Ontario
Southwest Québec
Southeast Québec
Northeast Québec
Northwest Québec

Tim M.
Joyce S.
No Candidate Submitted
Gerry G.
Dale S.
Luc R.
No Candidate Submitted
No Candidate Submitted
Luc T.
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Voting Members
EASTERN CANADA REGIONAL TRUSTEE
April 2022

TRUSTEES
Item A.1
Doc. 2

Area Delegates (10 votes)
All 10 Delegates from the Eastern Canada Region will vote in this election.
Area No.
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

Area Name
New Brunswick/Prince Edward Island
Nova Scotia/Newfoundland/Labrador
Eastern Ontario
Northeast Ontario
Northwest Ontario
Western Ontario
Southwest Québec
Southeast Québec
Northeast Québec
Northwest Québec

Name of Delegate
Fred A.
Trudy D.
Kimberley M.
Bill F.
Mary M.
Jeff S.
Claude G.
Mario L.
Anne S.
Normand P.

Trustees’ Nominating Committee (5 votes)
Five members of this committee will be randomly drawn as voters in this election.
Christine Carpenter+
Josh E.
Francis G.

Trish L.
Jan L.
Paz P.

Irma V.

+nonalcoholic

Conference Committee on Trustees (5 votes) *
Five members of this committee will vote in this election.
Jennifer B.
Todd D.
Mary Ann G.

Wayne H.
Bill F.
Jim H.

Kathy R.
Ken T.

*Committee member, Bill F., will vote as a delegate from the Eastern Canada Region rather than as members of the
Conference Committee on Trustees.
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2022 Conference Committee on Trustees
ITEM A2: Review resumes of candidates for Pacific Regional Trustee
1. Voting Sheet - Pacific Regional Trustee
2. Voting Members – Pacific Regional Trustee
3. Resumes of Candidates – Pacific Regional Trustee (mailed to Conference
Committee on Trustees members only
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Voting Sheet
PACIFIC REGIONAL TRUSTEE
April 2022
Votes
Trustees’ Nominating Committee
Conference Committee on Trustees
Delegates from Region
TOTAL:
2/3 Needed
1/3 of Total
1/5 of Total

7
8
_15_
30
20
10
6

Trustee Candidates (Four Successive Annual Terms)

Area No.
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
17
18
42
58
69
72
92
93

Area Name

Name of Candidate

Alaska
Arizona
California (Southern)
California (Northern Coastal)
California (Northern Interior)
California (San Diego/Imperial)
California (Mid-Southern)
Hawaii
Idaho
Nevada
Oregon
Utah
Western Washington
Washington State East
California (Central)

Laura H.
Dee P.
Thomas B.
Teddy B.
Mike K.
Roxane R.
Francine W.
Robert H.
Garren T.
Phil W.
Reilly K.
Walter C.
Steven C.
Scott R.
Debbie J.
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Voting Members
PACIFIC REGIONAL TRUSTEE
April 2022
Area Delegates (15 votes)
All 15 Delegates from the Pacific Region will vote in this election.
Area No.
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
17
18
42
58
69
72
92
93

Area Name
Alaska
Arizona
California (Southern)
California (Northern Coastal)
California (Northern Interior)
California (San Diego/Imperial)
California (Mid-Southern)
Hawaii
Idaho
Nevada
Oregon
Utah
Western Washington
Washington State East
California (Central)

Name of Delegate
Tandy W.
Kathy R.
Lauren A.
Jennifer B.
Jenn D.
Monty C.
Mitchell B.
Kunane D.
Candice C.
Julie C.
Amber N.
Sheryl T.
Geene D.
Ben N.
Karla Y.

Trustees’ Nominating Committee (7 votes)
Seven members of this committee will be randomly drawn as voters in this election.
Christine Carpenter +
Josh E.
Francis G.

Trish L.
Jan L.
Paz P.

Irma V.

+

nonalcoholic

Conference Committee on Trustees (8 votes) *
Eight members of this committee will vote in this election.
Jennifer B.
Todd D.
Bill F.

Mary Ann G.
Wayne H.
Jim H.
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Rainer L.
Kathy R.
Ken T.

*Committee members, Jennifer B., and Kathy R., will vote as delegates from the Pacific Region rather than as
members of the Conference Committee on Trustees, thus leaving seven (7) voters. A random process resulted in the
selection of Pam K., Delegate Area 39 Western Missouri, Southwest Region to be the needed eighth (8th) voter.
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2022 Conference Committee on Trustees
ITEM B: Review slates of trustees and officers of the General Service Board of
Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc.

Background:
1. Slates of trustees and officers of the General Service Board of Alcoholics
Anonymous, Inc.
2. Resume of General Service Trustee, Carolyn W. (mailed to Conference
Committee on Trustees only)
3. Resume of Class A General Service Trustee, Kerry Meyer. (mailed to
Conference Committee on Trustees members only)
4. Resume of Class A General Service Trustee, Andie Moss. (mailed to
Conference Committee on Trustees members only)
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Slates of Trustees and Officers of the
General Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc.
Background Notes:
Excerpt from the minutes of January 29, 2022 meeting on the trustees’ Nominating
Committee:
The trustees’ Nominating Committee reviewed and recommended to the General Service
Board the following slate of trustees for election at the annual meeting of the members of the
General Service Board in April 2022, following presentation at the 2022 General Service
Conference for disapproval, if any:
Class A Trustees+

Class B Trustees (See “Note” below)

Molly Anderson
Linda Chezem, J.D.
Sr. Judith Ann Karam, C.S.A.
Hon. Kerry Meyer
Al Mooney, M.D., FAAFP, FASAM
Andie Moss
Kevin Prior, MBA, CFA, CPA

Cathi C.
Jimmy D.
Josh E.
Tom H.
Francis G.
Deborah K.
Trish L.
Mike L.
Paz P.
Marita R.
Irma V.
Carolyn W.
Eastern Canada Regional Trustee-elect
Pacific Regional Trustee-elect

+nonalcoholic

Note: Eastern Canada, and Pacific Regional
trustees to be elected at April 2022
Conference.
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Excerpt from the minutes of January 29, 2022 meeting on the trustees’ Nominating
Committee:
The committee reviewed and recommended to the General Service Board the following slate
of officers of the General Service Board for election at the Second Quarterly Meeting of the
General Service Board in April 2022, following presentation at the 2022 General Service
Conference for disapproval, if any:
Chairperson:
First Vice-Chairperson:
Second Vice-Chairperson:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Assistant Treasurer:
Assistant Secretary:

Linda Chezem, J.D.+
Jimmy D.
Francis G.
Kevin Prior+, MBA, CFA, CPA
Cathi C.
Paul Konigstein+*
Jeff W.*

*G.S.O. employees
+nonalcoholic
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2022 Conference Committee on Trustees
ITEM C: Review slate of Directors of A.A. World Services, Inc

Background documents attached:
1. Slate of Directors of A.A. World Services, Inc.
2. Resume of A.A. World Service Director Clinton M. (mailed to Conference Committee
on Trustees only)
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Slate of Directors of A.A. World Service, Inc.
Background Notes:
Excerpt from minutes of January 29, 2022 meeting on the trustees’ Nominating
Committee:
The committee reviewed and recommended to the General Service Board the following
slate of Directors of A.A. World Services, Inc., for election in April 2022, following
presentation at the 2021 General Service Conference for disapproval, if any:
Cathi C.
Vera F.
Deborah K.
Clinton M.
Irma V.

Carolyn W.
John W.
Jeff W.*
Bob W.*

*G.S.O. employees
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2022 Conference Committee on Trustees
ITEM D: Review slate of Directors of AA Grapevine, Inc.

Background:
1. Slate of Directors of AA Grapevine, Inc.
2. Resume of AA Grapevine Director David S. (mailed to Conference Committee on
Trustees members only)
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Slate of Directors of AA Grapevine, Inc.
Background Notes:
Excerpt from the minutes of January 29, 2022 meeting on the trustees’ Nominating
Committee:
The trustees’ Nominating Committee reviewed and recommended to the General Service
Board the following slate of Directors of AA Grapevine, Inc., for election in April 2022,
following presentation at the 2022 General Service Conference for disapproval, if any:
Molly Anderson +
Chris C.*
Josh E.
Cindy F.
Tom H.

Coree H.
Mike L.
Paz P.
David S.

*AA Grapevine employee
+nonalcoholic
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2022 Conference Committee on Trustees
ITEM E: Discuss the revised “Procedures for a Partial or Complete Reorganization
of the General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine Boards.”
Background notes:
The 2018 Conference Committee on Trustees reviewed a proposal to reorganize the
A.A.W.S. and General Service Boards and took no action. The committee noted that
although a reorganization was not considered necessary at this time, the committee
requested that the trustees’ Nominating Committee develop procedures for a partial or
complete reorganization of the General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. Board or AA
Grapevine Board and that a report be brought back to the 2019 Conference Committee
on Trustees, including all possible options.
At their August 2018 meeting, trustees’ Nominating Committee formed a subcommittee
to draft procedures for a partial or complete reorganization of the General Service Board,
A.A.W.S. Board and AA Grapevine Board.
At their February 2019 meeting, the trustees’ Nominating Committee agreed to forward
the draft procedures to the 2019 Conference Committee on Trustees. Additionally, the
trustees’ Nominating Committee requested that the General Manager prepare a
memorandum summarizing pertinent information forwarded by legal counsel to
accompany the draft procedures.
The 2019 Conference Committee on Trustees reviewed the draft procedures for a partial
or complete reorganization of the General Service Board, the A.A. World Services Board
and AA Grapevine Board. The 2019 Conference Committee on Trustees agreed that the
procedure needed additional specificity, offered suggestions, and requested that the
trustees’ Nominating Committee bring back a revised plan to the 2020 Conference
Committee on Trustees.
At their August 2019 meeting the trustees’ Nominating Committee appointed a
subcommittee to address the suggested revisions and concerns from the 2019
Conference Committee on Trustees and to bring back a revised draft.
At their February 2020 meeting, the trustees’ Nominating Committee reviewed the report
from their 2019 subcommittee and took several actions.
•

The trustees’ committee recommended to the General Service Board that the
following text “Until the election, the trustees would still be bound by their Code of
Conduct and required to fulfill their fiduciary duties to Alcoholics Anonymous.” be
added to End Note 2 of the “Procedures for a Partial or Complete Reorganization
of the General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine Boards.”
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•

The trustees’ committee agreed to forward an agenda item to the Conference
Report and Charter Committee to amend the sentence in the Current Conference
Charter that currently reads:
It will be further understood, regardless of the legal prerogatives of the General
Service Board, as a matter of tradition, that a three-quarters vote of all
Conference members may bring about a reorganization of the General Service
Board and the directors and staff members of its corporate services, if or when
such reorganization is deemed essential.
Be amended to read:
It will be further understood, regardless of the legal prerogatives of the General
Service Board, as a matter of tradition, that a three-quarters vote of all
Conference members participating in the vote may bring about a
reorganization of the General Service Board and the directors and staff
members of its corporate services, if or when such reorganization is deemed
essential.

•

The trustees’ committee agreed to forward to the 2020 Conference Committee
on Trustees an agenda item to consider the revised “Procedures for a Partial or
Complete Reorganization of the General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or
AA Grapevine Boards.”

The 2020 Conference Committee on Trustees agreed to forward the following to the 71st
General Service Conference:
1. Consider the revised “Procedures for a Partial or Complete Reorganization of the
General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine Boards.”
•

The Conference Committee on Trustees agreed to include a memo for the 71st
General Service Conference proposing consideration of alternate trustees.

At their October 2020 meeting, the trustees’ committee considered a memo from the
Conference Committee on Trustees regarding the Procedures for a Partial or Complete
Reorganization of the General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine Boards,
requesting that the trustees’ Nominating Committee:
1) Consider the election of Alternate Trustees for elected trustees
2) Consider whether Alternate Trustees could fill vacancies under Trustee Vacancy in
the Bylaws of the General Service Board.
After a wide-ranging discussion, the trustees’ Nominating Committee agreed that a viable
solution is already offered in the draft plan and that current practice and procedures would
not allow for the creation of an Alternate trustees’ and/or change to the GSB By-laws. The
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chair will work with the staff secretary to develop an appropriate response to the
Conference Committee on Trustees and forward it to the trustees’ committee for review.
At their January 2021, the trustees’ Nominating Committee reviewed their response
to the 2021 Conference Committee on Trustees regarding consideration of Alternate
Trustees as part of the procedures for a partial or complete reorganization of the
General Service Board/Corporate Boards. The trustees’ Nominating committee
agreed to forward the memo to the 2021 Conference Committee on Trustees.
The 2021 Conference Committee on Trustees reviewed and discussed the revised
“Procedures for a Partial or Complete Reorganization of the General Service Board, the
A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine Boards,” and requested that the trustees’ Nominating
Committee consider further review, with specific attention placed upon on the time frame
and procedure for the selection of Regional Trustees. The committee appreciated the
details and comprehensive work in the revised plan and made editorial suggestions to
mirror the updated Conference Charter. The committee requested that a revised plan be
brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Trustees.
At their July 2021 meeting, the trustees’ Nominating committee considered a request from
the 2021 Conference Committee on Trustees on the revised “Procedures for a Partial or
Complete Reorganization of the General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine
Boards.” The trustees’ Nominating Committee discussed the request that specific
attention be placed upon the time frame and procedure for the selection of regional
trustees and took no action. The trustees’ Nominating Committee noted the pace that our
A.A. service structure makes changes and agreed that ample communication and
planning would be available for areas to develop a selection procedure for regional
trustees.
The committee also agreed to make editorial changes to the revised “Procedures for a
Partial or Complete Reorganization of the General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA
Grapevine Boards” to mirror the updated Conference Charter. The committee agreed to
forward the revised plan to the 2022 Conference Committee on Trustees.
In September 2021 the trustees’ Nominating Committee chairperson forwarded notes
from the 2021 Conference Committee on Trustees to be discussed at their October 2021
meeting. The notes from the 2021 Conference Committee on Trustees provided feedback
on the trustees’ committee taking no action on their committee considerations.
At the October 2021 meeting, the trustees’ Nominating Committee reviewed and
discussed notes from the 2021 Conference Committee on Trustees that expressed some
disappointment about the trustee committee taking no action on their committee
considerations from the 71st General Service Conference. The trustees’ Nominating
Committee considered the request for action stated in the notes for “Procedures for partial
or total reorganization of the G.S.B., A.A.W.S. and AAGV Boards” and took no action.
The trustees’ Nominating Committee noted the current language in the General Service
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Board bylaws on filling unexpected trustee vacancies. The trustees' Nominating
Committee felt that a discussion of the request for action by a trustee of a region, and
area delegates within the region, would be an approach that is consistent with the G.S.B.
bylaws.

Background:
1. 2022 Revised plan “Procedures for a Partial or Complete Reorganization of the
General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine Boards.”
2. 2019 Conference Committee on Trustees memo regarding reorganization procedures
3. 2019 Subcommittee report to address the suggestions from 2019 Conference
Committee on Trustees
4. 2019 memo from G.S.O. General Manager and summary of legal review
5. G.S.B. Conflict of Interest Policy & Disclosure Form
6. Excerpts from “Right from The Start: Responsibilities of Directors of Not-For-Profit
Corporations”
(Complete document from the New York State Attorney General, available in
English online at https://www.charitiesnys.com/pdfs/Right-From-the-Start.pdf)
7. 2020 Conference Committee on Trustees memo regarding Alternate Trustees
8. 2020 Memo response from trustees’ Nominating Committee on Alternative Trustees
9. Excerpts of "Notes from Conference Trustees Committee - 9/1/21" provided by the chair,
trustees' Nominating Committee
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REVISED SUGGESTED PROCEDURE
TO REORGANIZE THE GENERAL SERVICE BOARD
AND THE BOARDS OF A.A.W.S., INC. AND AA GRAPEVINE, INC.*
Whereas:
A. Article 4 of The Conference Charter provides, in part:
“It will be further understood, regardless of the legal prerogatives of the General
Service Board, as a matter of tradition, that a three-quarters vote of all Conference
members participating in the vote may bring about a reorganization of the
General Service Board and the directors and staff members of its corporate
services, if or when such reorganization is deemed essential.
“Under such a proceeding, the Conference may request resignations, may
nominate new trustees, and may make all other necessary arrangements
regardless of the legal prerogatives of the General Service Board. The Conference
recognizes the principles contained within the Twelve Concepts, particularly the
Right of Participation, and the Rights of Petition and Appeal reflected in Concepts
IV and V. In keeping with these principles, the Conference may agree to hear
Concept V Appeals brought by members of the Conference structure below the
Conference level on the inverted triangle.”
B. The essay in Concept III provides, in part:
“There will always be plenty of ultimate authority to correct inefficiency,
ineffectiveness, or abuse. If the Conference does not function well, the groups can
send in better Delegates. If the Trustees get badly out of line, the Conference can
censure them, or even reorganize them. If the Headquarters’ services go sour, the
Trustees can elect better directors and hire better help. These remedies are ample
and direct. But for so long as our world services function reasonably well – and
there should always be charity for occasional mistakes – then ‘trust’ must be our
watchword, otherwise we shall wind up leaderless.”
C. The essay in Concept X provides, in part:
“Therefore it becomes clear that ultimate authority is something which cannot be
used indiscriminately. Indeed, ultimate authority should practically never be used
in full, except in an emergency. That emergency usually arises when delegated
authority has gone wrong, when it must be reorganized because it is ineffective, or
because it constantly exceeds its defined scope and purpose. For example, if the
groups are dissatisfied with the Conference, they can elect better Delegates or
withhold funds. If the Delegates must, they can censure or reorganize the
Trustees. The Trustees can do the same with the service corporations. If a
*
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corporation does not approve of the operations of its executives or staff, any or all
of them can be fired.”
And later provides:
“Consider next the position of the Trustees. In previous articles we have made
it clear that although the Conference has the ultimate authority, the Trustees
at most times must insist on their legal right to actively administer our service
affairs. Their legal right has been further strengthened and its use encouraged
by the traditional ‘Right of Decision.’ In these articles we also recognize that
the Trustees have a legal right of ‘veto’ over the Conference when, in rare
cases, they feel this should be used. By these means we have guaranteed the
Trustees an administrative authority equal to their actual responsibility. This
has of course been done without denying in any way the ultimate authority of
the Conference, or of the Delegates, should it be really necessary to give the
Trustees directives or censures, or to reorganize the Board. It should also be
noticed that the position of the Trustees is still further strengthened by their
‘voting participation’ in the Conference and by the recognition that they are
A.A.’s primary world service administrators.”
And later further provides:
“To sum up: Let us always be sure that there is an abundance of final or
ultimate authority to correct or to reorganize; but let us be equally sure that all
of our trusted servants have a clearly defined and adequate authority to do
their daily work and to discharge their clear responsibilities.”
D. The essay in Concept IV provides, in part:
“Hence we ought to be wary of any future tendency to deny either our Trustees
or our service people their Conference votes, except in special situations that
involve past performances, job qualifications or money compensation, or in
case of a sweeping reorganization of the General Service Board itself,
occasioned by misfunction of the Board. However, this should never be
construed as a bar to Trustee vote on structural changes.”
While determining the qualification for voting on a motion regarding reorganization
would always be a matter for the Conference body, all Conference members would
be voting members in any election of new trustees and directors.
(See End Note 1)
E. The law of the State of New York has no definition of the term “restructuring” in
relation to a board and outlines no process for how to undertake a reorganization.
F. Beyond the above statement in Article 4 of the Conference Charter, A.A. literature
does not describe or provide a process for the reorganization of the boards.
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G. There are no defined steps or historical precedent in A.A. to guide any actions after
asking for resignations.
H. New York State law requires in all instances that an incorporated not-for-profit
organization have a board of directors in place.
I. While there are myriad approaches to electing a replacement board, assuming it
would be in the best interests of A.A. to have a board consisting of at least some
individuals with a full understanding of A.A. principles, the following process may
be the most effective to elect an interim board (the “Interim Board”):
1. Preliminary Matters
(a) If a three-quarter vote of all of the Conference members participating in
the vote is passed, to bring about the reorganization of the General Service
Board, the A.A.W.S., Inc. Board and The AA Grapevine, Inc. Board, the
current Trustees (the “Existing Trustees”) of The General Service Board of
Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc. (the “General Service Board”) will remain as
Trustees and members of the General Service Board until the Interim Board
is elected at the Annual General Meeting of the General Service Board
immediately following the Conference. The current directors of the
A.A.W.S., Inc. Board and the AA Grapevine, Inc. Board shall remain as
directors until the Annual General Meetings of the members of A.A.W.S.,
Inc. and AA Grapevine, Inc., respectively, when the interim board of each
corporation is elected. The Interim Board and the interim boards of
A.A.W.S., Inc. and AA Grapevine, Inc. will be constituted by the process
outlined as follows.
(b) Upon the passing of the vote of Conference members referred to in subparagraph (a) above, the staff member on the Nomination assignment will
contact all potential Class A trustee candidates whose resumes are on file
with the General Service Board in the file known as “Prospective Class A
trustees” to determine if such potential candidates are willing to stand for
selection as Class A trustees. Those potential candidates who are willing
to stand for selection shall be placed on a list to be considered for election
at the Annual General Meeting of the General Service Board immediately
following the Conference.
(c) If no potential Class A candidates are prepared to stand for election as
Class A trustees, or the number of potential Class A candidates is less than
seven, each Region shall caucus to select two Class A trustee nominees,
whose resumes shall be forwarded to the Existing Trustees prior to the end
of the Conference. Such resumes shall be presented to the New Class B
Trustees (as hereinafter defined) at the Annual General Meeting of the
General Service Board immediately following the Conference.
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2. Selection of Class B Trustees
(a) The Conference shall determine who should preside as designated
Chair for election of Class B trustees set out in subparagraphs (b)
through (aa) below;
(a) (b) The Conference shall hold elections for eight regional trustees in the
following order:
(a) Eastern Canada Region;
(b) East Central Region;
(c) North East Region;
(d) Pacific Region;
(e) Western Canada Region;
(f) West Central Region;
(g) South East Region;
(h) South West Region.
(b) (c) The delegate of each Area in each Region shall provide submit to the
designated Chair with the name and resume of its nominee for Regional
Trustee in writing. Elections shall be conducted by the designated Chair
following a Third Legacy Election Procedure in accordance with the established
voting procedures for the election of Regional trustees.
(c) (d) Prior to the election of each Class B trustee, the trustees’ Nominating
Committee shall caucus with the Conference Committee on Trustees to
determine the eligibility of each candidate. (See End Note 8)
(d) (e) Each Region in the U.S. shall caucus to determine a nominee for Trusteeat-Large, U.S. The process for determining such nominee shall be agreed by
the Area delegates in such Region. The name and resume of such Regional
nominee shall be provided to the designated Chair.
(e) (f) Each Region in Canada shall caucus to determine two Trustee nominee
candidates for Trustee-at-Large, Canada. The process for determining such
nominees shall be agreed by the Area delegates in such Region. The names
and resumes of such Regional nominees shall be provided to the designated
Chair.
(f) (g) An election shall be held first for Trustee-at-Large, U.S. and then Trustee-atLarge, Canada. Elections shall be conducted by the Chair following a Third
Legacy Procedure in accordance with the established voting procedures for the
election of Trustee-at-Large, U.S. and Trustee-at-Large, Canada, respectively.
(g) (h) One General Service Trustee to serve on the Alcoholics Anonymous World
Services, Inc. (“A.A.W.S., Inc.”) Board shall be elected from nominees from
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Regions in the U.S. One General Service Trustee to serve on the A.A.W.S., Inc.
Board shall be elected from nominees from Regions in Canada.
(h) (i) Each Region in the U.S. shall caucus to determine a nominee for General
Service Trustee to serve on the A.A.W.S., Inc. Board. The process for
determining such nominee shall be agreed by the Area delegates in such
Region. The name and resume of such Regional nominee shall be provided to
the designated Chair.
(i) (j) An election shall be held for a General Service Trustee for the A.A.W.S., Inc.
Board from the U.S. using the same election procedures as for the election of a
Trustee-at-Large, U.S.
(j) (k) Each Region in Canada shall caucus to determine two nominee candidates
for General Service Trustee to serve on the A.A.W.S., Inc. Board. The process
for determining such nominees shall be agreed by the Area delegates in such
Region. The names and resumes of such Regional nominees shall be provided
to the designated Chair.
(k) (l) An election shall be held for a General Service Trustee for the A.A.W.S., Inc.
Board from Canada using the same election procedures as for the election of a
Trustee-at-Large, Canada.
(l) (m) One General Service Trustee to serve on the AA Grapevine, Inc. Board shall
be elected from nominees from Regions in the U.S. One General Service
Trustee to serve on the AA Grapevine, Inc. Board shall be elected from
nominees from Regions in Canada.
(m) (n) Each Region in the U.S. shall caucus to determine a nominee for one
General Service Trustee to serve on the Alcoholics Anonymous Grapevine, Inc.
(“AA Grapevine, Inc.”) Board. The process for determining such nominee shall
be agreed by the Area delegates in such Region. The name and resume of
such Regional nominee shall be provided to the designated Chair.
(n) (o) An election shall be held for a General Service Trustee for the AA Grapevine,
Inc. Board from the U.S. using the same election procedures as for the election
of a Trustee-at-Large, U.S.
(o) (p) Each Region in Canada shall caucus to determine two nominee candidates
for one General Service Trustee to serve on the AA Grapevine, Inc. Board. The
process for determining such nominees shall be agreed by the Area delegates
in such Region. The names and resumes of such Regional nominees shall be
provided to the designated Chair.
(p) (q) An election shall be held for a General Service Trustee for the AA Grapevine,
Inc. Board from Canada using the same election procedures as for the election
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of a Trustee-at-Large, Canada.
(q) (r) Two Nontrustee Directors to serve on the A.A.W.S., Inc. Board shall be
elected from nominees from Regions in the U.S. One Nontrustee Director to
serve on the A.A.W.S., Inc. Board shall be elected from nominees from Regions
in Canada.
(r) (s) Each Region in the U.S. shall caucus to determine a nominee for Nontrustee
Director to serve on the A.A.W.S., Inc. Board. The process for determining such
nominee shall be agreed by the Area delegates in such Region. The name and
resume of such Regional nominee shall be provided to the designated Chair.
(s) (t) An election shall be held for one Nontrustee Director to serve on the A.A.W.S.,
Inc. Board from the U.S. using the same election procedures as for the election
of a Trustee-at-Large, U.S. A second election shall be held from the remaining
candidates to elect a second Nontrustee Director to serve on the A.A.W.S., Inc.
Board.
(t) (u) Each Region in Canada shall caucus to determine two nominee candidates
for Nontrustee Director to serve on the A.A.W.S., Inc. Board. The process for
determining such nominees shall be agreed by the Area delegates in such
Region. The names and resumes of such Regional nominees shall be provided
to the designated Chair.
(u) (v) An election shall be held for election of a Nontrustee Director for the
A.A.W.S., Inc. Board from Canada using the same election procedures as for
the election of a Trustee-at-Large, Canada.
(v) (w) Two Nontrustee Directors to serve on the AA Grapevine, Inc. Board shall be
elected from nominees from Regions in the U.S. One Nontrustee Director to
serve on the AA Grapevine, Inc. Board shall be elected from nominees from
Regions in Canada.
(w) (x) Each Region in the U.S. shall caucus to determine a nominee for Nontrustee
Director to serve on the AA Grapevine, Inc. Board. The process for determining
such nominee shall be agreed by the Area delegates in such Region. The name
and resume of such Regional nominee shall be provided to the designated
Chair.
(x) (y) An election shall be held for one Nontrustee Director to serve on the AA
Grapevine, Inc. Board from the U.S. using the same election procedures as for
the election of a Trustee-at-Large, U.S. A second election shall be held from the
remaining candidates to elect a second Nontrustee Director to serve on the AA
Grapevine, Inc. Board.
(y) (z) Each Region in Canada shall caucus to determine two nominee candidates
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for Nontrustee Director to serve on the AA Grapevine, Inc. Board. The process
for determining such nominees shall be agreed by the Area delegates in such
Region. The names and resumes of such Regional nominees shall be provided
to the designated Chair.
(z) (aa) An election shall be held for election of a Nontrustee Director to serve on
the AA Grapevine, Inc. Board from Canada using the same election procedures
as for the election of a Trustee-at-Large, Canada.
The Trustees elected by the Conference pursuant to the above process are
hereinafter called the “New Class B Trustees.” (See End Note 2)

3. Election of Members of the Interim General Service Board, A.A.W.S., Inc.
Board and A. Grapevine, Inc. Board.
(a) On the morning immediately following the close of the Conference, the
Existing Trustees shall convene the Annual General Meeting of the General
Service Board. The Existing Trustees will elect the New Class B Trustees
as trustees of the General Service Board. The Existing Trustees shall then
resign as trustees of the General Service Board, which shall cause the
Existing Trustees to cease to be members of the General Service Board,
A.A.W.S., Inc. and AA Grapevine, Inc.
(b) The New Class B Trustees, acting as members of the General Service
Board shall elect seven Class A Trustees from the list of potential
candidates. The Annual General Meeting of the General Service Board shall
be temporarily adjourned. (See End Note 8)
(c) The New Class B Trustees, acting as members of A.A.W.S., Inc., shall
convene the Annual General Meeting of the Members of A.A.W.S., Inc. and
elect the following persons as directors of A.A.W.S., Inc.:
(i) the General Service Trustees selected by the Conference pursuant to
paragraphs I2(i) and I2(k) I2(h) thru I2(l) above;
(ii) the Nontrustee Directors selected by the Conference pursuant to
paragraphs I2(s) and I2(u) I2 (r) thru I2 (v) above;
(iii) two Class B Regional Trustees selected by lot;
(iv) two other persons as determined by the New Class B Trustees.
(See End Note 3)
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When the balance of the business required to be conducted at the Annual
General Meeting is concluded, the Annual General Meeting of the Members
of A.A.W.S., Inc. shall be adjourned.
(d) A meeting of the directors of A.A.W.S., Inc. will be convened. The directors
of A.A.W.S., Inc. shall elect a Chair, Vice-Chair, President, Vice-President,
Secretary, Treasurer and Assistant-Treasurer in accordance with the
Bylaws of A.A.W.S., Inc. (See End Note 3)
(e) The New Class B Trustees, acting as members of AA Grapevine, Inc., shall
convene the Annual General Meeting of the Members of AA Grapevine, Inc.
and elect the following persons as directors of AA Grapevine, Inc.:
(i) the General Service Trustees selected by the Conference pursuant to
paragraphs I2(n) and I2(p) I2(m) thru I2(q) above;
(ii) the Nontrustee Directors selected by the Conference pursuant to
paragraphs I2(v) and I2(x) I2(w) thru I2(aa) above;
(iii) two Class B Regional Trustees selected by lot;
(iv) one Class A Trustee selected by lot;
(v) one other person as determined by the New Class B Trustees. (See
End Note 4)
When the balance of the business required to be conducted at the Annual
General Meeting is concluded, the Annual General Meeting of the Members
of AA Grapevine, Inc. will be adjourned.
(f) A meeting of the directors of AA Grapevine, Inc. shall be convened. The
directors of AA Grapevine, Inc. shall elect a Chair, Vice-Chair, President,
Vice-President, Treasurer, Assistant-Treasurer, and Secretary in
accordance with the Bylaws of AA Grapevine, Inc. (See End Note 4)
(g) The Annual General Meeting of the Members of the General Service Board
shall be reconvened and the New Class B Trustees shall elect a Chair, First
Vice-Chair, Second Vice-Chair, Secretary and Treasurer in accordance with
the Bylaws of the General Service Board.
4.

Rotation and Election of Regular Board
(a) The Conference will determine the timing of any subsequent meeting of the
delegates to the General Service Conference to elect the trustees of the
General Service Board to replace the Interim Board or to confirm the
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rotation of the trustees of the Interim Board, but the course set out in subparagraphs (b) through (f) below is one option for consideration;
(b) At the Conference next following the reorganization of the Board, the Pacific
Regional Trustee and Eastern Canada Regional Trustee shall rotate and an
election shall be held for Pacific Regional Trustee and Eastern Canada
Regional Trustee (the “First Rotating Trustees”). Each of the First Rotating
Trustees shall be eligible for election to a full four-year term.
(c) At the second Conference following a reorganization, the following trustees
will rotate:
(i) North East Regional Trustee;
(ii) South West Regional Trustee;
(iii) Trustee-at-Large, Canada;
(iv) one A.A.W.S., Inc. General Service Trustee (see End Note 5);
(v) one AA Grapevine, Inc. General Service Trustee (see End Note 5);
(vi) two Class A Trustees (see End Note 5);
In addition:
(vii) two Nontrustee Directors for A.A.W.S. Inc.;
(viii) two Nontrustee Directors for AA Grapevine, Inc..
(Collectively referred to as the “Second Rotating Trustees and
Directors”) and an election shall be held for each of the foregoing
positions. Each of the Second Rotating Trustees and Directors shall be
eligible for re-election for a full four-year term. (See End Note 6 and End
Note 7)
(d) At the third Conference following reorganization of the Board, the Western
Canada Regional Trustee and West Central Regional Trustee (the “Third
Rotating Trustees”) shall rotate and an election shall be held for Western
Canada Regional Trustee and West Central Regional Trustee. The Third
Rotating Regional Trustees shall not be eligible to stand for re-election for
any term.
(e) At the fourth Conference after a reorganization of the Board, the following
trustees shall rotate:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

South East Regional Trustee;
East Central Regional Trustee;
one General Service Trustee on A.A.W.S., Inc.;
one General Service Trustee on AA Grapevine, Inc;
Trustee-at-Large, U.S.; and
three Class A Trustees,
(collectively referred to as the “Fourth Rotating Trustees”)
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In addition:
(vii) one Nontrustee Director from A.A.W.S., Inc. and one Nontrustee
Director from AA Grapevine, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as the “Fourth
Rotating Directors”).
An election shall be held for each of the foregoing positions (see End Note
5). None of the Fourth Rotating Trustees shall be eligible for re-election.
The Fourth Rotating Directors shall be eligible for election as General
Service Trustees. (See End Note 7)
(f) At the Sixth Conference following a reorganization of the Board, the final
two Class A Trustees elected at the Annual General Meeting of the General
Service Board immediately following the reorganization will rotate and an
election shall be held for two Class A Trustees. (See End Note 7)

END NOTES
1. Note that contrary to the portion of the essay in Concept IV referred to, Article 4 of
the current Conference Charter as partly set out in Section A contemplates “that a
three-quarters vote of all Conference members participating in the vote may
bring about a reorganization of the General Service Board and the directors and
staff members of its corporate services, if or when such reorganization is deemed
essential” (emphasis added).
2. The process outlined in Paragraphs I2 above speaks to election of Trustees and
Directors. This is not the actual election. The election of Trustees actually occurs
at the Annual General Meetings of each corporation as contemplated in Paragraph
I3. Until the election, the trustees would still be bound by their Code of Conduct
and required to fulfill their fiduciary duties to Alcoholics Anonymous. " be added to
End Note 2 of the "Procedures for a Partial or Complete Reorganization of the
General Service Board, the AAW.S. or AA Grapevine Boards.
3. The General Manager of the General Service Office normally serves as a director
of A.A.W.S., Inc. and, by custom, as its President. The staff person serving as
Staff Coordinator normally serves as a director of A.A.W.S., Inc. and, by custom,
as its Secretary. Care should be taken with any employee of the General Service
Board, A.A.W.S., Inc. and AA Grapevine, Inc. in changing duties and
responsibilities as such changes may have legal and financial consequences.
Legal advice should be sought.
4. The Chief Executive Publisher of AA Grapevine, Inc. normally serves as a director
of AA Grapevine, Inc. and, by custom, as its President. Care should be taken with
any employee of the General Service Board, A.A.W.S., Inc. and AA Grapevine,
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Inc. in changing duties and responsibilities, as such changes may have legal and
financial consequences. Legal advice should be sought.
5. It is suggested that at the Annual General Meetings of the General Service Board,
A.A.W.S., Inc. and AA Grapevine, Inc. immediately following a reorganization, lots
be drawn among Class A Trustees, General Service Trustees and Nontrustee
Directors to determine order of rotation.
6. The Trustee Vacancy provisions of the Bylaws of the General Service Board
contemplate a Regional Trustee being eligible to serve a full four-year term four
successive annual terms after serving one or two years in filling a vacancy. They
do not speak to a Trustee-at-Large, General Service Trustees or Nontrustee
Directors. However, the same spiritual principles apply. The Bylaws of the
General Service Board, A.A.W.S., Inc. and AA Grapevine, Inc. may need to be
amended to expressly allow this process. Legal advice should be sought.
7. Selection and Election of General Service Trustees, Class A Trustees and
Nontrustee Directors should occur following current practices.
Prior to election as a trustee of the General Service Board, any prospective trustee
must execute an appropriate instrument addressed to the General Service Board
stating that such person agrees to comply with and be bound by all of the terms
and provisions of the Bylaws of the General Service Board.
8. The foregoing procedures are adaptable for a partial reorganization or a
reorganization of either or both corporate boards.

Back to cover page
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Final Report
Trustees’ Nominating Committee
Subcommittee on Procedures for a Partial or Complete Reorganization
of the General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine Boards
Members:

Newton P., chair; Christine C., Cate W., and Rick W., secretary.

Scope:

To address the suggested revisions and concerns from the 2019
Conference Committee on Trustees regarding the procedures for a
partial or complete reorganization of the General Service Board, the
A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine boards and bring back a revised draft to
either the November 2019 or January 2020 meeting.

Background:

May 2019 Memo from Conference Committee on Trustees
May 2019 Committee Consideration from the Conference Committee on
Trustees
Suggested Procedure to Reorganize the General Service Board and the
boards of A.A.W.S., Inc. and AA Grapevine, Inc.

At their July 2019 meeting, the Trustees’ Conference Committee discussed an additional
committee consideration and memorandum from the 2019 Conference Committee on
Trustees requesting that the trustees’ Nominating Committee revise the procedures for a
partial or complete reorganization of the General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA
Grapevine boards. The chair appointed a subcommittee comprised of Newton P. (chair),
Christine C. and Cate W. to address the suggested revisions and concerns and bring
back a revised draft.
The Subcommittee on Procedures for a Partial or Complete Reorganization of the
General Service Board, the A.A.W.S. or AA Grapevine Boards met three times. The
subcommittee reviewed the four suggestions offered by the 2019 Conference Committee
on Trustees that were transmitted to the trustees’ Nominating Committee in a memo.
The subcommittee considered each of these suggestions separately, and here are their
conclusions and recommendations.
Suggestion 1
The first suggestion was regarding a “pool of regional trustees available to be considered
to serve on an interim board.” The subcommittee made no recommendations for changes
to the proposed procedure and provided to the 2019 Conference Committee on Trustees.
The current plan doesn’t call for a standing pool of regional trustee candidates.
The suggestion of creating a standing pool is substantially different from the currently
proposed process. The requirements for creating a standing pool of willing candidates,
and checking with them periodically to see if they continued to be willing to stand, seems
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impractical. Rather, in the event of a motion to reorganize the boards, each area could
opt to choose a regional trustee candidate using a method of their choosing. One method
might be to nominate the most recent regional trustee candidate.
Suggestion 2
The second suggestion was regarding a “pool of potential Class A trustees available to
be considered to serve on an interim board.” The subcommittee made no
recommendations for changes to the proposed procedure.
The current proposed process includes a pool of potential Class A trustees, some of
whom would have already been interviewed by the General Service Board.
Suggestion 3
The subcommittee considered the third suggestion to “address concerns regarding the
GSB continuing to act until ratification of the interim board wherein appropriate provisions
would be set in place to protect the interest of the Fellowship.”
The subcommittee recommended to the trustees’ Nominating Committee that an
additional text be added to End Note 2. The sentence would say, “Until the election, the
trustees would still be bound by their Code of Conduct and required to fulfill their fiduciary
duties to Alcoholics Anonymous, and therefore would be liable if they did anything to harm
the fellowship.”
Suggestion 4
The subcommittee considered the fourth suggestion regarding reconciliation of the
Conference Charter to Concept Four, wherein Article Four would be revised to read
“three-fourths of all Conference members participating in the vote.”
The subcommittee recommended to the trustees’ Nominating Committee that an agenda
item be forwarded to the Conference Report and Charter Committee to amend the
sentence in Article 4 of the Current Conference Charter which currently reads:
It will be further understood, regardless of the legal prerogatives of the General
Service Board, as a matter of tradition, that a three-quarters vote of all Conference
members may bring about a reorganization of the General Service Board and the
directors and staff members of its corporate services, if or when such
reorganization is deemed essential.
Be amended to read:
It will be further understood, regardless of the legal prerogatives of the General
Service Board, as a matter of tradition, that a three-quarters vote of all Conference
members participating in the vote may bring about a reorganization of the
General Service Board and the directors and staff members of its corporate
services, if or when such reorganization is deemed essential.
###
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May 21, 2019
TO:

Trustees’ Nominating Committee

cc:

Greg T., General Manager

FROM:

2019 Conference Committee on Trustees

RE:

Suggested Procedures for a Partial/Complete Reorganization of the General
Service Board

The 2019 Conference Committee on Trustees reviewed with appreciation the Suggested
Procedures for a Partial/Complete Reorganization of the General Service Board and
submit the following suggestions for your consideration:
Subsequent actions (and related legalities) that would be required by the General Service
Board, the two corporate boards and/or the Conference, including, but not limited to:
1. Pool of regional trustees available to be considered to serve on an interim
board.
2. Pool of potential Class A trustees available to be considered to serve on an
interim board.
3. Address concerns regarding the GSB continuing to act until ratification of the
interim board wherein appropriate provisions would be set in place to protect
the interest of the Fellowship.
4. Reconciliation of the Conference Charter to Concept Four wherein Article Four
would be revised to read “three-fourths of all Conference members participating
in the vote.”
In consideration of the above-noted suggestions, the committee requests that a revised
plan be submitted to the 2020 Conference Committee on Trustees for review and
discussion.
/sdw
Back to cover page
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February 11, 2019
To:

2019 Conference Committee on Trustees

From:

Greg T., General Manager

Re:

Suggested Procedure to Reorganize the General Service Board and the
boards of A.A. World Services, Inc. and AA Grapevine, Inc.

This is not a privileged communication.
Our general counsel reviewed the trustees’ suggested procedure to reorganize the
General Service Board and the boards of A.A. World Services, Inc. and AA Grapevine,
Inc.
Please note that if there are to be any substantive amendments to the proposed
procedure (or even minor tweaks) made when it is accepted by whatever committee or
body, it is suggested that it be given a further legal vetting, of course.
Responses to additional specific questions posed to our general counsel in this regard
are noted below:
Do we need to have 21 trustees at the close of the AGM after Conference? We ask this
mostly in considering the fairness of electing Class A trustees onto this Interim Board?
Response: Do not have to have exactly 21 trustees at close of AGM; there can be fewer
– not a specific number. E.g., if there are a few vacancies, 2 or 3, no problem. If it is a
case of more vacancies than that, it would need to be examined. On the issue of fourteen
(14) “new” Class Bs electing seven (7) “new” Class As, as provided in the proposed
procedures document, that is OK. The problem might arise if there are only 3 or 4 Class
As elected (for whatever reason) … so the new board must be prepared to move to fill
vacancies in either role such as may exist or arise after the AGM.
Would the Bylaws need to be amended to allow other types (other than Regional) to stand
for election after their rotation as First Rotating Trustees and Second Rotating Trustees
and Directors as contemplated in the procedure (I think this would be an amendment to
be addressed in future should the need arise)?
Response: As noted in the parenthetical statement above and Note 6 of the proposed
procedure: Any such amendment would need to be handled in the usual manner,
probably better to anticipate the need in the near future, amend as necessary. If the
proposed procedure is to be adopted, it should be noted that bylaws may need to be
amended in this or that way and the board should move to do so (with “A.A. speed”).
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What is counsel’s view of the language in Article 4 of the Charter (considering the essay
in Concept IV)?
Response: Counsel did review the current bylaws and Conference Charter and
Concept IV essay. The documentation supports the following reading: That, in good faith,
it would be proper for the trustees not to participate in the vote to reorganize the board,
i.e., to recuse themselves. There still must be a vote of three-fourths of the Conference
membership, i.e., three-fourths of all registered Conference members minus the recused
members, to reorganize. Once the participating voting members of the Conference have
voted by three-fourths to reorganize, then the Conference body as a whole (all members
participating) under regular order may nominate new trustees, then the current board
officially elects the new Class B trustees as its successor membership, followed by
election of Class A trustees, etc., following the further steps as outlined in the proposed
procedure.
###
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The General Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc.
Conflict of Interest Policy
Article I
Purpose
The purpose of the conflict of interest policy is to protect the interests of the General
Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous, Inc. (GSB) when it is contemplating entering
into a transaction or arrangement that might benefit the private interest of an officer or
trustee of GSB or might result in a possible excess benefit transaction. This policy is
intended to supplement but not replace any applicable state and federal laws governing
conflict of interest applicable to nonprofit and charitable organizations.
Article Il
Definitions
1. Interested Person — Any trustee, principal officer, or member of a committee with
governing board delegated powers, who has a direct or indirect financial interest, as
defined below, is an interested person.
2. Financial Interest — A person has a financial interest if the person has, directly or
indirectly, through business, investment, or family:
a. An ownership or investment interest in any entity with which GSB has a transaction
or arrangement;
b. A compensation arrangement with GSB or with any entity or individual with which
GSB has a transaction or arrangement; or
c. A potential ownership or investment interest in, or compensation arrangement with,
any entity or individual with which GSB is negotiating a transaction or arrangement.
Compensation includes direct and indirect remuneration as well as gifts or favors that are
not insubstantial.
A financial interest is not necessarily a conflict of interest. Under Article Ill, Section 2, a
person who has a financial interest may have a conflict of interest only if the Board of
Trustees or a committee thereof decides that a conflict of interest exists.
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Article Ill
Procedures
1. Duty to Disclose
In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an interested person must
disclose the existence of the financial interest and be given the opportunity to disclose all
material facts to the Board of Trustees or committee thereof who will consider the
proposed transaction or arrangement.
2. Determining Whether a Conflict of Interest Exists
After disclosure of the financial interest and all material facts, and after any discussion
with the interested person, he/she shall leave the Board or committee meeting while the
determination of a conflict of interest is discussed and voted upon. The remaining Board
or committee members shall decide if a conflict of interest exists.
3. Procedures for Addressing the Conflict of Interest
a. An interested person may make a presentation at a Board or committee meeting,
but after the presentation, he/she shall leave the meeting during the discussion of,
and the vote on, the transaction or arrangement involving the possible conflict of
interest.
b. The Chair of the Board or committee shall, if appropriate, appoint a disinterested
person or committee to investigate alternatives to the proposed transaction or
arrangement.
c. After exercising due diligence, the Board or committee shall determine whether
GSB can obtain with reasonable efforts a more advantageous transaction or
arrangement from a person or entity that would not give rise to a conflict of interest.
d. If a more advantageous transaction or arrangement is not reasonably possible
under circumstances not producing a conflict of interest, the Board or committee
shall determine by a majority vote of the disinterested members whether the
transaction or arrangement is in GSB's best interest, for its own benefit, and
whether it is fair and reasonable. In conformity with the above determination it shall
make its decision as to whether to enter into the transaction or arrangement.
4. Violations of the Conflicts of Interest Policy
a. If the Board or committee has reasonable cause to believe a member has failed to
disclose actual or possible conflicts of interest, it shall inform the member of the
basis for such belief and afford the member an opportunity to explain the alleged
failure to disclose.
b. If, after hearing the member's response and after making further investigation as
warranted by the circumstances, the Board or committee determines the member
2 of 4
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has failed to disclose an actual or possible conflict of interest, it shall take
appropriate disciplinary and corrective action.
Article IV
Records of Proceedings
The minutes of the Board of Trustees and all committees with board delegated powers
shall contain:

a. The names of the persons who disclosed or otherwise were found to have a
financial interest in connection with an actual or possible conflict of interest, the
nature of the financial interest, any action taken to determine whether a conflict of
interest was present, and the Board or committee's decision as to whether a
conflict of interest in fact existed.
b. The names of the persons who were present for discussions and votes relating to
the transaction or arrangement, the content of the discussion, including any
alternatives to the proposed transaction or arrangement, and a record of any votes
taken in connection with the proceedings.
Article V
Compensation

a. A voting member of the Board of Trustees who receives compensation, directly or
indirectly, from GSB for services is precluded from voting on matters pertaining to
that member's compensation.
b. A voting member of any committee whose jurisdiction includes compensation
matters and who receives compensation, directly or indirectly, from GSB for
services is precluded from voting on matters pertaining to that member's
compensation.
c. No voting member of the Board of Trustees or any committee whose jurisdiction
includes compensation matters and who receives compensation, directly or
indirectly, from GSB, either individually or collectively, is prohibited from providing
information to any committee regarding compensation.
Article VI
Annual Statements
Each trustee, principal officer and member of a committee with governing board
delegated powers shall annually sign a statement which affirms such person:

a. Has received a copy of the conflicts of interest policy,
b. Has read and understands the policy,
c. Has agreed to comply with the policy, and
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d. Understands GSB is charitable and in order to maintain its federal tax exemption
must engage primarily in activities which accomplish one or more of its tax-exempt
purposes.
Article VII
Periodic Reviews
To ensure GSB operates in a manner consistent with charitable purposes and does not
engage in activities that could jeopardize its tax-exempt status, periodic reviews shall be
conducted. The periodic reviews shall, at a minimum, include the following subjects:

a. Whether compensation arrangements and benefits are reasonable, based on
competent survey information, and the result of arm's length bargaining.
b. Whether partnerships, joint ventures, and arrangements with management
organizations conform to GSB's written policies, are properly recorded, reflect
reasonable investment or payments for goods and services, further charitable
purposes and do not result in inurement, impermissible private benefit or in an
excess benefit transaction.
Article Vlll
Use of Outside Experts
When conducting the periodic reviews as provided for in Article VII, GSB may, but need
not, use outside advisors. If outside experts are used, their use shall not relieve the
governing board of its responsibility for ensuring periodic reviews are conducted.
(Revised Jan 2019)
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Right from the Start: Responsibilities of Directors of Not-For-Profit Corporations*
(From the office of the New York State Attorney General, pp. 4-6)
● Duty of Care
The duty of care requires a director to be familiar with the organization's finances and
activities and to participate regularly in its governance. In carrying out this duty, directors
must act in "good faith" using the "degree of diligence, care and skill" which prudent
people would use in similar positions and under similar circumstances. In exercising the
duty of care, a responsible board of directors should, among other things, do the following:
√ The directors as a group, and the officers of the corporation, should exercise their
responsibility to undertake reasonable efforts to assure that the organization is
operating in compliance with the law. For directors, this means assuring that there
is an effective compliance program reporting ultimately to the directors, that there
is a policy for protection of whistleblowers which has been communicated to
employees, that there are effective internal controls, that there is an effective
external audit by an independent auditor, and that allegations of violations of law
are investigated and addressed. (Although New York law only requires
organizations with over 20 employees and over $1 million in revenue to have a
whistleblower policy, smaller organizations might find it helpful to adopt such a
policy as well.)
√ Attend board and committee meetings and actively participate in discussions and
decision-making, such as setting of policies. Carefully read the material prepared
for board and committee meetings prior to the meetings and note any questions
they raise. Allow time to meet without senior management present.
√ Read the minutes of prior meetings and all reports provided, including financial
statements and reports by employees. Do not hesitate to suggest corrections,
clarification and additions to the minutes or other formal documents.
√ Make sure to get copies of the minutes of any missed committee or board meeting,
read them timely and suggest any changes that may be appropriate.
√ Make sure there is a clear process for approval of major obligations such as
fundraising, professional fees (including auditors), compensation arrangements
and construction contracts.
√ Make sure that board minutes reflect any dissenting votes in action taken by the
board or that any dissenting vote is expressed in writing by letter to the board.
Such records are necessary in order for a board member to disclaim responsibility
for any particular decision. Absent board members must do this promptly in writing.
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√ Read literature produced as part of the organization's programs.
* Full document available in English online at https://www.charitiesnys.com/pdfs/Right-From-the-Start.pdf
√ Make sure that monthly financial reports prepared for management are available
to the board or finance and audit committees, and that they are clear and
communicate the information needed for proper stewardship. Make sure there is
an ongoing actual to budget comparison with discrepancies explained.
√ Participate in risk assessment and strategic planning discussions for the future of
the organization.
√ Ensure that the organization has addressed the sufficiency of its written internal
financial controls and written policies that safeguard, promote and protect its
assets and that they are updated regularly, and has considered an employees’,
officers’ and directors’ fidelity bond to protect the organization from embezzlement.
√ Assure that the organization has a background check policy for prospective
employees.
√ Determine whether or not the organization indemnifies its officers and directors
from liability and has directors' and officers' liability insurance. If it does, find out
what is covered and what is not. If it does not, find out why.
√ Encourage diversity among board members. Diversity will help insure a board
committed to serve the organization's mission with a range of appropriate skills
and interests.
√ Be involved in the selection and periodic review of the performance of the
organization's Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and other key
employees responsible for the day-to-day activities of the organization. The board
is responsible for ascertaining whether these individuals have the appropriate
education, skills and experience to assume a key position; communicating duties,
expectations and goals; and then evaluating their performance at least annually,
first in an executive session and then with the officer directly.
● Duty of Loyalty
Directors are charged with the duty to act in the interest of the corporation. This duty of
loyalty requires that any conflict of interest, real or possible, be disclosed in advance of
joining a board and when they arise. So that all members are aware of - and avoid transactions in which the nonprofit's interests are not primary, New York law requires
nonprofits to have a written "conflicts of interest" policy. Among the provisions that should
be included in such policies are provisions that:
√ Define the circumstances that constitute a conflict of interest;
√ Set forth procedures for disclosing a conflict of interest to the audit committee or
the board;
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√ Prohibit anyone with a conflict of interest from being present during or participating
in the deliberation, voting on the issue that resulted in the conflict, or influencing
the deliberation or vote on the issue that resulted in the conflict;
√ Require the nonprofit to document the existence and resolution of each conflict;
√ Require directors to sign annually a statement that identifies entities in which they
serve as an officer, director, trustee, member, or employee and with which the
corporation has a relationship; as well as any transaction of the nonprofit in which
the director might have a conflicting interest.
● Duty of Obedience
A board has a duty of obedience to ensure that the organization complies with applicable
laws and regulations, its mission and its internal governance documents and policies,
including:
√ Dedicating the organization's resources to its mission.
√ Ensuring that the organization carries out its purposes and does not engage in
unauthorized activities.
√ Complying with all appropriate laws, including registering and filing annual financial
reports with the Attorney General's Charities Bureau in New York State, complying
with similar laws in other states in which it conducts activities and\or solicits
contributions, filing required financial reports with the State Worker's
Compensation Board, the State Department of Taxation and Finance and the
Internal Revenue Service; and paying all taxes such as Social Security, income
tax withholding (federal, state and local) and any unrelated business income tax.
Board members may be personally liable for failing to pay employees' wages and
benefits, and for failing to withhold, escrow and pay over to state and federal
authorities withholding taxes on employees' wages.
√ Providing copies of its applications for tax-exempt status (IRS Form 1023), federal
reports (IRS forms 990, 990 PF, 990 EZ) and its financial reports filed with the
Attorney General's Charities Bureau to members of the public who request them.
Many organizations post their annual reports and other information on the Internet.
###
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MEMORANDUM
May 15, 2020
TO:

Trustees’ Nominating Committee

FROM:

2020 Conference Committee on Trustees

RE:

Suggested Procedures for a Partial/Complete Reorganization of the General
Service Board

The 2020 Conference Committee on Trustees reviewed with appreciation the Suggested
Procedures for a Partial/Complete Reorganization of the General Service Board and
submit the following suggestions for your consideration:
As the selection of Trustees elected at the conference pose a problem with the
prompt reorganization of the Board:
1. Consider the election of Alternate Trustees for elected trustees (Trustees at
Large and Regional Trustees).
2. Consider whether Alternate Trustees could fill vacancies under TRUSTEE
VACANCY in the BYLAWS of The General Service Board of Alcoholics
Anonymous, Inc.
In consideration of the above-noted suggestions, the committee requests that a revised
plan be submitted to the 2021 Conference Committee on Trustees for review and
discussion.
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January 30, 2021
TO:

2021 Conference Committee on Trustees

cc:

Greg T., General Manager; Stephanie L., Interim General Manager

FROM:

Trustees’ Nominating Committee

RE:

Consideration to use alternate trustees as part of the procedures for a partial
or complete reorganization of corporate boards

The trustees’ Nominating Committee carefully considered the use of alternate trustees as
part of the procedures for a partial or complete reorganization of the General Service
Board and took no action.
After a wide-ranging discussion, the committee felt that the current practice and
procedures would not allow for the creation of an Alternate Trustee because of the
consequent responsibilities and related legalities required by the General Service Board
and the two corporate boards.
The committee agreed that a viable solution is already offered in the draft plan that is
consistent with the GSB By-laws, and affirms the following:
•

In the event of a motion to reorganize the boards, each area could opt to choose a
regional trustee candidate using a method of their choosing. One method might be
to nominate the most recent regional trustee candidate.

•

The current draft plan proposes process that includes a pool of potential Class A
trustees, some of whom would have already been interviewed by the General Service
Board.

•

Until the election of a new board, the trustees would still be bound by their Code of
Conduct and required to fulfill their fiduciary duties to Alcoholics Anonymous, and
therefore would be liable if they did anything to harm the fellowship.

The committee respectfully requests consideration and discussion of the submitted draft
revised plan that was forwarded to the Conference Committee on Trustees at the 71st
General Service.
/dyl
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Excerpts of "Notes from Conference Trustees Committee - 9/1/21" provided by the
chair, trustees' Nominating Committee

General feedback:
Regionals are doing a great job of communicating. Some are meeting more frequently with
delegates and doing better with reporting beyond the committees they serve on. All seem
readily able to access and provide more information as needed (one person noted that didn’t
seem to be the case prior to the last Conference). One member expressed hope that this
increased level of communication will last beyond the current rotation.
There was much appreciation that all three items were considered, but unanimous
disappointment upon seeing “no action.” Without any structural change, there is concern that
motions to censure or reorganize will keep chipping away at unity.
The full Conference committee is happy to make themselves available to meet with members
of Nominating if that would be helpful. Thank you for all you do!
Specific feedback and ideas:
2. Procedures for partial or total reorganization of the General Service Board, the A.A.W.S.
or AA Grapevine Boards
•

The specific issue on this from those who had concerns was about timing. How do
you acquire a group conscience/hold a third legacy election for a nominee in a
matter of days? One person noted that while unlikely, there is the possibility of a
floor action resulting in reorganization. There was not a full consensus in the
committee that further procedure should be written that would necessarily apply to
all.

•

There was a clear understanding that if any further specifics are to be added
regarding this issue, suggestions would need to come from the Conference
committee. (Mixed feelings about that.)

•

REQUEST FOR ACTION: Have the current regional trustees bring the topic up
with their area delegates. How would they want to handle such a quick election
of a regional trustee nominee? Do they think there should be a further clarification
in the reorg procedures that guides the areas? Or should each region and area be
looking at how they would approach this autonomously? This feedback could
help inform members of both committees prior to the next Conference.
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature

ITEM F: PAI #24 - Consider revising text highlighting service roles at the group level
in the pamphlet, “The A.A. Group”.
Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Trustees Committee

Background Notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference a request to
consider revising text highlighting service roles at the group level in the pamphlet, “The
A.A. Group.”
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and the Scoring
Tool to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review by its
Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload.
______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Submission Form- PAI #24_AA Grp Service Roles P-16
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PAI #24 Submission Form

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.
Consider changing the language found in the pamphlet entitled, 'The A.A. Group" (P -16) pamphlet, page 29,
question 9.
Note: This proposed agenda item (PAI) was submitted prior to the creation of this new standard PAI submission form yet is
still under consideration. In support of the new Equitable Distribution of Workload process, the GSO Conference Coordinator
has included sharing from the originally submitted PAI to complete this form and the accompanying Scoring Tool.
(2) What problem does this proposed item address?
The recommendation is to change the wording from in the Pamphlet, "The A.A. Group":
"Mindful that holding office is a great responsibility not to be viewed as the outcome of a popularity contest, are
we choosing our officers with care?"
to:
"Mindful that trusted service is a great responsibility not to be viewed as the outcome of a popularity contest, are
we choosing our trusted servants with care?"
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.
The Area, A.A. group,.

(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:

See number (2) above detailing the requested change. That is all the background provided.

(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?

Change to the wording of "The A.A. Group Pamphlet."
(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.
Michelle G.,

(7) Final comments:
NIA
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2022 Conference Committee on Literature
ITEM G: PAI #89 - Consider request to revise the pamphlet “Do you think you are
different?” to include stories reflecting greater diversity.
Note: As a result of the EDW plan, this item is on the agenda of the Conference
Trustees Committee

Background Notes:
Excerpt from October 30, 2021 TLC Meeting Report:
The committee agreed to forward to the 2022 General Service Conference a request to
revise the pamphlet “Do you think you are different?”
The committee forwarded the proposed agenda item, its background, and the Scoring
Tool to the trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference for review by its
Subcommittee on Equitable Distribution of Workload.
______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Submission Form-PAI #89_Revise_Do You Thk Yr Different_p13.
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PAI#89 Submission Form

(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion.
Motion:
I would like to propose to AA World Service Inc. to revise the pamphlet “Do You Think You’re Different?” (p-13) add new stories.
This pamphlet was published in 2018, seeks to be inclusive of the population in the Canada/US structure. The stories reflect different
backgrounds such as nationality, culture, religion, age and gender. However, this pamphlet does not cover all aspects of the different
populations in our Canada/US structure. Our countries have a unique multicultural population with immigrants from Asia, the Middle
East among many others. In addition, Canada has many different indigenous peoples as well.
I would like AA World Service Inc. to consider moving forward by adding new stories to be more inclusive of our diverse populations to
demonstrate respect for all who come to AA meetings and carry the message for people who are missing.
I believe adding additional new stories to this pamphlet will help our Canada/US multicultural population. To show our AA support and
make a sense of belonging to them.

(2) What problem does this proposed item address?

Lack of stories in this pamphlet representing our multicultural populations.
Revising language to be more current and respectful.
(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.).
Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting.

An individual
(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal. List
background material(s) included with the proposal:

The background material is the pamphlet itself, clearly the stories do not represent the different
multi-cultural populations in the Canada/US service structure.
My home group has an adverse membership (Jewish, Japanese, UK, Iranian, and Chile) with group
members complaining that the current stories do not include them, causing them to feel excluded.
(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved?

That the pamphlet will be more inclusive and that multicultural members will identify and feel more part of
our AA program. Please see email
(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission.

Archives Chair for BC Yukon, Area, Panel
Chie W.
(7) Final comments:

Please see attached letter.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

BC/Yukon Delegate
Conference
Motion/Agenda Item
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:57:19 PM
Chie motion P-13 #1.pdf
Letter to Steve.docx

Hello Steve S.
Congratulations on your new service position as Conference Coordinator. I hope this reaches you
healthy and in good spirits. Please find attached a motion from our Area Archives Chair regarding
the pamphlet P-13 (So You Think You Are Different). With the new submission deadline for agenda
items being Sept.15 and our voting assembly being held in October, it was decided to submit this
motion from a individual so that it may be considered for the 2022 GSC agenda.
Please find attached the submittable form along with a letter from Chie.
I have given my blessing to Chie with this motion and have decided to submit it on Chie’s behalf.
Any questions please do not hesitate to call or email Chie or myself.
Thank you for your time and consideration and most of all your service to A.A.
In Love & Service
Bob K.
Panel Delegate
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AGENDA
Joint Meeting of Conference Committee on Archives
and
Trustees’ Archives Committee
Wednesday, April 27, 2022, 5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
Room: TBD
Trustees’ Committee Members

Conference Committee Members1

Molly Anderson+
Cathi C.
Coree H.
Nancy McCarthy**+
Al J. Mooney*+
Irma V.
John W.

Panel 71
Glenn N.**
Russell R.
Connie R.
Russ R.*
Panel 72
Chris D.
Shellia D.
Cara G.
Denise M.

* Chairperson
** Alternate and/or vice chairperson
Nonalcoholic
+
1
Members of this committee serve on this as a secondary committee assignment.

♦ Introductions – Al Mooney, trustees’ committee chairperson.
♦ Review Conference committee Composition, Scope and Procedure – Russ R.,
Conference committee chairperson.
♦ Review history of Conference committee – Michelle Mirza+, secretary.
♦ Report of trustees’ committee – Al Mooney, trustees’ committee chairperson.
♦ Discussion of trustees’ committee report.
Note: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their Agenda items and strive to make
their recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To
be more financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation
involves a substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the
budget be part of that recommendation.
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A. Review content and format of Archives Workbook.
B. Election of chairperson. *
*Election of chairperson
1.

All Panel 72 members are eligible except for the 2023 delegate chairperson and
2023 Conference committee chairpersons.

2.

All committee members vote by written ballot (no verbal nominations).

3.

Election by plurality. Second place becomes alternate chairperson.

4.

New chairperson serves one year beginning at the close of the Conference.
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2022 Conference Committee on Archives
ITEM A:

Review contents and format of Archives Workbook.

______________________________________________________________________
Background notes:
Workbooks for Archives, C.P.C., Corrections, Public Information, Treatment and
Accessibilities are reviewed by the appropriate Conference committees during each
General Service Conference.
Between Conferences, ideas for changes to a workbook may be received. These may
be reviewed by the appropriate trustees’ committee and implemented.
Alternatively, the trustees’ committee may choose to forward an idea to the Conference
committee for review. Members of the Conference committee then have an opportunity
to review proposed changes to a workbook during the next General Service Conference.
Note: Workbooks are service material, and suggested changes to content do not require
recommendations; rather, they are put forward as committee considerations. The
Archives Workbook (M-44i) is available on G.S.O.’s website (www.aa.org).
______________________________________________________________________
Background:
1. Archives Workbook. Available on G.S.O.’s website at
https://www.aa.org/archives-workbook
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AGENDA
Joint Meeting of Conference Committee on International Conventions/
Regional Forums
and
Trustees’ Committee on International Conventions/Regional Forums
Wednesday, April 27, 2022, 5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
Room: TBD
Chairperson: Anne S.
Co-secretaries: James H. and Sandra W.
Trustees’ Committee Members

Conference Committee Members1

Francis G.*
Christine Carpenter+
Ino F.
Tom H.**
Deborah K.
Jan L.
Paz P.
Kevin Prior+
Irma V.

Panel 71
Tim B.
Caroline N.
Anne S.*
Karla Y.**
Panel 72
Shannon C.
Darin H.
Mary M.
Richard M.

* Chairperson
** Alternate and/or vice chairperson
+ Nonalcoholic
1 Members of this committee serve on this as a secondary committee assignment.

♦

Introductions – Francis G., trustees' committee chairperson.

♦

Review Conference committee Composition, Scope and Procedure – Anne S.,
Conference committee chairperson.

♦

Review History of Conference committee – James H. and Sandra W., co-secretaries.

Note: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their Agenda items and strive to make
their recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To
be more financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation
involves a substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the
budget be part of that recommendation.
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♦

Report of trustees’ committee – Francis G., trustees' committee chairperson.

♦

Discussion of trustees' committee report.

A.

Discuss update report on methods of closing the Big Meetings at the
International Convention.

B.

Discuss ways to encourage interest in Regional Forums and attract firsttime attendees.

C.

Election of chairperson. *

* Election of chairperson
1.

All Panel 72 members are eligible except for the 2023 delegate chairperson and
2023 Conference committee chairpersons.

2.

All committee members vote by written ballot (no verbal nominations).

3.

Election by plurality. Second place becomes alternate chairperson.

4.

New chairperson serves one year beginning at the close of the Conference.

Note: 1989 Conference Advisory Action
Each Conference Committee carefully consider their Agenda items and strive to make
their recommendations for Advisory Actions to the Conference at the policy level. To
be more financially responsible, when a Conference Committee recommendation
involves a substantial expenditure of money, an estimate of cost and its impact on the
budget be part of that recommendation.
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ICRF
Item A
2022 Conference Committee on International Conventions/Regional Forums

ITEM A: Discuss update report on methods of closing the Big Meetings
at the International Convention.

Background Notes:
2021 Conference Committee on ICRF consideration:
The committee had a thoughtful and wide-ranging discussion regarding methods of
closing the Big Meetings at the International Convention, particularly the use of the Lord’s
Prayer and the understanding that although the prayer is part of the history of A.A. and is
widely used and supported in some areas, it could make some members feel excluded
and support the perception of A.A. as a religious organization. The committee also
discussed possible options to the Lord’s Prayer including, the Third Step Prayer, the
Seventh Step Prayer and A.A.’s Declaration of Unity.
The committee agreed that it would be beneficial to gather additional shared experience
from the Fellowship to make an informed decision. The committee requested that the
trustees’ International Conventions/Regional Forums Committee explore the preference
of the Fellowship regarding methods of closing the Big Meetings at the International
Convention by use of a survey through multiple communication platforms (e.g., Box 4-59, AA Grapevine/La Viña, etc.); and that a progress report be brought back to the 2022
Conference Committee on International Conventions/Regional Forums.

Background:
1. February 2022 update report
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METHODS OF CLOSING THE BIG MEETINGS AT THE
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION

February 2022 Update Report
At their July 29, 2021, meeting, the trustees’ committee discussed the Conference
committee consideration regarding use of the Lord’s Prayer and agreed that a survey
distributed to the Fellowship may be the best method to gather wider sharing from the
Fellowship regarding the use of the Lord’s Prayer at International Conventions; however,
the committee agreed it best to table implementation until 2022/2023.
At their October 2021 the committee reviewed and discussed the draft survey designed
to gather information from the Fellowship and utilize the responses to help inform the
planning process. The committee provided suggested revisions and requested that the
Staff secretary implement the changes and provide a redraft to the committee prior to
finalizing the survey.

At their January 2022 meeting, the committee reviewed and discussed the draft survey
designed to gather information from the Fellowship to help inform the planning process
for the 2025 International Convention. The committee requested revisions that the staff
secretary will implement and provide a redraft for the committee’s review and approval at
the special meeting in February 2022.

It should be noted that it is anticipated that a question regarding the use of the Lord’s
Prayer will be added to the survey dispatched at year end and not the initial survey.
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Item B

2022 Conference Committee on International Conventions/Regional Forums

ITEM B: Discuss ways to encourage interest in Regional Forums and attract first-time
attendees.
______________________________________________________________________

Background:
1.

Summary Suggestions 2016 to 2021

2.

2021 Virtual Northeast Regional Forum Questionnaire Summary

3.

2021 Virtual West Central Regional Forum Questionnaire Summary

4.

2021 Virtual Southwest Regional Forum Questionnaire Summary

5.

2021 Virtual East Central Regional Forum Questionnaire Summary
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Summary of Suggestions on Ways to Encourage Interest in Forums from
Conference Committees on International Conventions/Regional Forums
(2016-2021)
The committee discussed ways to encourage interest in Regional Forums and attract first
time attendees, and suggested:
2021
 Consider using the meeting guide app to further convey Regional Forum
information.
 Continue using videoconferencing technology to broadcast portions of future inperson forum programs allowing members who may not have resources or time to
travel to participate.
 Ensure future host regions are well informed about dates, locations, programs, and
ways the local membership can participate.
 Extend outreach materials to invite the Spanish-speaking and LGBTQ
communities to attend Regional Forums.
 Conduct at least one presentation or workshop in Spanish and/or French at each
Regional Forum.

2020
 Providing options for remote attendance.
 Providing digital access to Regional Forum materials and presentations (including
use of the Meeting Guide App or mobile app).
 Developing service material for host committees providing shared experience on
hosting a Regional Forum and stimulating participation.
 Developing a “video invitation” from the G.S.B. chair.
Suggestions for implementation at the local area included:
 Early and consistent communication about Regional Forums, including “What is a
Regional Forum; no registration fee; what happens at a forum.
 Involve members at all levels of service; do “sponsorship road trips.”
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Use the Regional Forum video after it is released.
2019
 Compile notes from the first-timer sharing at a Forum for later distribution to
encourage members to attend a future Forum.
 Consider developing a Regional Forum app.
 Consider developing a micro-site in addition to postal mailing the Regional Forum
flyers.
 Increase awareness at the local level, including “intentional” outreach to different
populations (i.e., young people, Spanish-speaking communities).
 Encourage local welcome committees to create “Save the Date” flyers.
 Consider inviting A.A.W.S./AA Grapevine directors to “non-service” A.A. events to
increase awareness of Regional Forums.
 Place information about Regional Forums in the AA Grapevine and La Viña.
2018
 When possible, provide bilingual written and PowerPoint presentations, especially
important when the Regional Forum is held in an area with a large population of
non-English speaking members.
 Consider providing “meet and mingle” opportunities for Forum attendees to meet
with trustees and G.S.O. staff in informal settings (i.e., lunch).
 Provide members the opportunity to register earlier than the current two months
lead time.
Suggestions for Forum workshops include:
 Lengthen workshop times;
 Trustees and G.S.O. staff could lead more workshops to foster more interaction
with Forum attendees;
 Adding workshops that would specifically address the topic of our Primary
Purpose;
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 Providing additional Spanish workshops.

INTL. CONVENTIONS/
REGIONAL FORUMS
Item B
Doc. 1

2017
 Communicating information to groups that are a car ride or day trip away from the
Forum site;
 Looking for attractive sites for Forums;
 Forwarding any and all announcements from G.S.O., including when preregistration opens;
 Forwarding announcements to states that are in other regions when Forum sites
are nearby;
 Utilizing FNV for email blasts to communicate with trusted servants about
upcoming Forums.
Additionally, one area through its Assembly Development Committee organizes
ride sharing and room sharing for Forums; and one delegate shared that they bring
a laptop to A.A. gatherings and use it for pre-registration.
2016
 Providing more information about what happens at a Regional Forum such as
meeting trusted servants and special workers, workshops, opportunities for
questions and answers, and fellowship;
 Including event details of Regional Forums on local Area websites with links back
to G.S.O.’s website, aa.org;
 Encouraging members to attract other members through “bring a buddy” and “get
on the bus” approaches;
 Informing members from outside of your region about upcoming Forums.

Back to Agenda
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2021 NORTH EASTERN REGIONAL FORUM – (June 4-6 2021)
Questionnaire Summary
227 participants members of the 2021 NORTH EASTERN REGIONAL FORUM
completed their evaluation questionnaires. A summary of their responses follows.
1. How did you hear about this Forum?
Area
121 (58.7%)
District 32 (15.5%)
Local Intergroup/Central Office 7 (3.4%)
Home Group 5 (2.4%)
www.aa.org 54 (26.2%)
Friend 22 (10.7%)
Other
Responses from other:
Grapevine (4)
Delegate (2)
NERAASA (2)
My sponsor
District 7 Meeting
Probation
Received an Email
I attended last year and liked it so much that I made sure that I put it on my calendar for
this year
It has been on my calendar for more than a year.
GSB/459/GSO/2020 Forum
NY/PENN Intergroup
On the board
NERDS
A.A.W.S
GSO
Email from GSO
GSO Staff Member
GSO Employee
I’m a past delegate from the area, I’ve known about the forum for some time.
Eastern Canadian Trustee
Web
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Aaseny.org and Members Events and Anniversary List

2. Please list any suggestions for future virtual Workshop or Presentation topics:
The following suggestions/comments were provided by the members for future virtual
Workshop and Presentation topics:
•
How Less Fortunate Members can Participate. I know members whose
phone plans don’t allow them to dial into some conference calls. Zoom
meetings are a problem because of data plans
•
Information for Newcomers
•
Online groups; Virtual AA
•
Diversity in AA; How we doing?
•
How to Navigate the Site (for those not Computer Savvy)
•
Presentations based more on some of the advisory actions of the General
Service Conference Week
•
What does Bridging the Gap look like as Covid restrictions are lifted?
•
Getting people excited about service in A.A.
•
Changes/Updates Proposed or Made to the A.A. Structure and/or Procedures
•
How the Conference Works (in plain language)
•
A topic like “Who's Not in the Rooms” could be adapted to this topic- “Who's
in the AA Doorway? Coming, Leaving, Hesitating and how we show love and
tolerance as our code”
•
Spirituality and Money
•
Is “Alcoholic” the defining characteristic of a member of the fellowship?
•
Carrying the Message through A.A. Literature: how the Office Processes
Literature Orders; and how the ERP works
•
Specific Operations from each of the GSO staff desks.
•
Q&A with the GSO
•
Applying the Concepts to local service and even to our own lives (practicing
the Concepts in all our affairs)
•
Remote Communities
•
Hi-Lights from the Most Recent Conference
•
How to be More Welcoming - Radical Hospitality
•
Why is Diversity and Inclusion Important in AA?
•
Change - the one Inevitability
•
Traditions and Change - How do we keep from becoming obsolete?
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Safety in AA - How to Develop Safe Practices through Informed Group
Conscience
Will we ever be Fully Self-Supporting through our own Contributions?
Inclusivity- Tradition 3
Safety in AA (Using our Traditions)
Leadership in AA - Servant Leadership
Tradition 10: Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence
the A.A. name ought never be drawn into public controversy.
Carrying the AA Message in our AA Groups!
Effectively Reaching the Newcomers- How am I an Attraction of A.A.?
Getting Involved in Service- How to Share the FUN!
Carry THIS message - A Message of Depth and Weight
A Day in the Life of G.S.O. Staff Member
Anything on the Concepts / Service Manual
How the GSC Actions Effect the Operations of staff / The New York Office
isn't this Mystical Place Disconnected from everything else
Upside down Triangle - How G.S.O. doesn't tell Groups what to do
Changes in the 5th Edition of the Big Book and How it will Help Future
Alcoholics
The Family Afterward: Your Experience, Strength, and Hope with Family in
Sobriety
How a PSA is Created at G.S.O., and by Local Public Information
Committees
What does a Board Weekend look like?
Meet your Appointed Committee Members
Virtual Meetings (Group, District, Area, Conference) Post-Pandemic
How is the Distribution of Workload Implementation going?
What did we learn about Accessibility with Virtual Platforms during the
Pandemic, and How can we Continue to Encourage Access by Homebound
Members?
What is an outside issue according to our Tradition Ten
In what ways is Alcoholics Anonymous a Microcosm of the Larger Society
within which we exist
Let's talk about outside controversial issues described in Tradition Ten. What
is and What isn't an outside issue
An introductory session for those are relatively new to General Service.
An Explanation on how an Idea Becomes an Advisory Action
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How the Corporate Boards Operate
Resolving personal grievances within the actual structure of AA.
Addiction or Alcoholism?
The Importance of Making Amends in Service
The Importance of Taking Personal Inventory in Service
The Importance of Personal Recovery and Step Work in Service
The Most Important Leadership Activity: Preparing Our Successors
The General Service Conference Process
Fostering Modern-Day Dr. Silkworth’s and Jack Alexanders: How to Gain the
Trust of the World Outside of A.A.
Self-Support/What Services are Provided Vs. What is Asked for by the
Fellowship as a Future Subject
The annual budget of G.S.O.
Are Area committees relevant in places with strong Intergroups?
Safety in Meetings
Technology in A.A., presented by people with hands on experience. How is
Google AdWords working, LinkedIn and YouTube responses, Meeting Guide,
etc
Unity
3 Corporate Boards, their Relationship, and How they Work Together
Communication through the Structure - What Works, What Needs to be
Improved or Changed?
The New Agenda Item Submission Process
An Explanation of groups'/individuals' roles in bringing change in AA via
agenda items. A step-by-step PowerPoint with appointed committee
members. What they do/ how to apply.
How to get more involved in the Area, District, Local Intergroup
Safe Return to pre-Pandemic Gatherings
Always Inclusive... Never Exclusive.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comments:
•

Great combination of programming. For me, it’s important to get an agenda out
early so that we can plan our weekend accordingly. It can be hard to attend all
the programming.
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I totally enjoyed the presentations, and the opportunity to see and virtually meet
our trustees and A.A.W.S. and Grapevine Board members. I have no
suggestions to improve what you showed us this last weekend.
It was wonderful! I especially enjoy hearing from our Class A Trustees and
Board Chairs.
I think a lot of effort should be spent trying to get people to not be afraid of
(what may be to them) unknown technologies as they come out.
Can anything be done to help members who are financial unable to use a lot
of technology? I know members who can’t even call into Conference call
meetings, let alone use Zoom.
Stick to the written agenda
Get trustees that know what they are talking about. Francis was an
EMBARRASSMENT to AA.
Dinner break should be later, maybe at 7PM
I do not like the webinar format AT ALL. I want to see the faces of other
participants, or at the very least a list of participant names. The webinar
format is very isolating.
A little description so I can better pick which to attend when multiples are
running simultaneously.
Webinar format was difficult and felt a bit disconnected from fellow
participants. On the other hand, I did want to know the Spanish to English
interpretation, but the AI style service didn’t make sense at times. So, that
was lacking. Otherwise, it was well done; I appreciated attending.
To be able to view participants. It’s much more interactive that way. Webinar
is actually boring, slower, and people tend to pay much less attention.
I understand why chat is disabled. However, it would have been nice to see
which of my friends that I've met throughout my service (NERF, NERAASA, or
elsewhere) were in attendance, so I could text them LATER for a virtual hug.
Virtual events such as these leave that very heart-warming experience to the
wayside. Yes, we could go into a breakout room but that would have been
dependent upon (1) knowing that they were in attendance and (2) which room
they were in.
It was VERY difficult to attend every minute of the forum. Even though I
arrived at noon on Saturday, my eyes were burning by the end of the day
from the prolonged exposure to the computer screen. Eye drops only helped
for about 15 minutes. I understand that it's difficult to plan a schedule around
the side effects of prolonged EMF exposure, but it should be addressed.
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We were informed that the forum was being recorded for Archives which is
understandable. However, to alleviate the EMF exposure, the recordings
could have been made available, even if it was for just a week. This would
have allowed participants to freely step for a panel to rest their eyes because
they would know they could follow up later and listen to the recording. And
yes, I'm aware that the Office will be sending out a report with the highlights
from the panels, but that's just it. They are highlights that have been filtered
and presented. Not the comments made as a whole by the attendees. How
important are the actual comments? Ask any delegate, past or present, that
have changed their vote based a comment made by another. These
experiences has made me think twice about attending of attending of the
upcoming regional forums.
Topics will reflect the time of the Forum - different concerns vary.
All in all, I thought this went SO WELL! I am sober 50 years, was a delegate
Panel 45 (1995-1996) and have attended MANY area, regional and
international (1980-2015) conferences/conventions/forums.
I can’t think of any suggestions for future workshops at this time. I thought this
forum was educational and very interesting.
Make it easier to find and log on to
I find the workshops to be informative, and provided me with some answers to
certain problems common to my district.
Fewer biographies of delegates and trustees.
Have means of sending in questions to delegates and trustees in advance of
forum.
Breakout rooms for specific service committee folks to meet and greet their
Staff assigned counterparts from the G.S.O.
Send out the Agenda one week before to gain interest, and greater
attendance.
I especially appreciated getting a better understanding of what people in
various positions do.
I'm still a little fuzzy on how trustees work within A.A.W.S.
I would have liked to see the faces of the audience on Zoom similar to
NERAASA's Assembly
More Breakout Virtual rooms
Letting people know they can call GSO and ask question about stuff
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Being informed about the general service office, all the different positions and
how they serve the fellowship was really fantastic. It was certainly the
highlight for me.

At future Forums would you like to see:

Presentations
Workshops
Sharing
Sessions

More
70 (38.3%)
83 (45.1%)
59 (33.1%)

Less
9 (4.9%)
13 (7.1%)
36
(20.2%)

Just Right
104 (56.8%)
88 (47.8%)
83 (46.6%)

No Answer

4. What was effective and what improvements might be made to A. Presentations
B. Workshops C. Sharing Sessions:
Comments:
Presentations
• Perhaps have more specific examples of tasks, goals, assignments - especially
Trustees (I found their role(s) the most confusing)
• Loved seeing G.S.O. spaces and assignments
• Maybe follow someone's path through service in more specific terms, e.g. the
GM.
• Like to know about dealing with drop in meeting attendance.
• Did not find answers RE: bending A.A. to every fringe group effective. In the
quest for so called inclusiveness it looks like the bulk of membership forced to
accept things that are scientifically unsound/false. If every philosophy / life style
must be accommodated then we need to remove God from the serenity pray and
all the literature. How about NAMBLA member, pedophiles, etc. should they too
be accommodated. You get my point. Will I be unwelcome at a meeting if I
decline to call a woman a man? Will speech now be controlled in AA mtgs. I find
the excuse of quest for diversity a distraction to recovery. What does sexual
preference have to do with alcohol addiction? Frankly, nothing. Stop dragging AA
into clear public controversies. If you think my opinion, here is a minority. You
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need to think again. Most people are afraid to be labeled bigot or worse to speak
up.
The presentations were great but one-side (in favor of A.A. changing). We should
hear presentations from the minority who want to "leave A.A. as it is". Although
some of the audience spoke about being "old school A.A." in response.
Have people with knowledge.
Too many men
The workshops were excellent, but the webinar format is terrible.
I'm a straight white person would like to see more Inclusivity in A.A., such as
BIPOC, LGBTQIA2S+ and young adults give presentations.
A more diverse group
I thought the virtual platform was handled very well.
The delegates who presented did an outstanding job. Honestly, they could have
been longer, and taken away some of the time from the sharing sessions, in my
humble opinion. I also loved the perspectives of the past trustees.
While my preference is the interactive format, I understand the reason(s) for a
webinar. Thanks for opening the chat. A workable compromise.
Presenters should have Q&As directly after their presentation. There is so much
info that it’s hard to save all of the questions and comments
Speaker on Sunday was fantastic!
Grapevine was great!
Give the presenters a better time slot.
The presentations from delegates and staff were timely and just the right length. I
would like to know a bit more about the presenters' service experience before
they present on their topic.
Years ago, it appeared more presentations were directly from staff, rather than
delegates.
As this is hearing from or connecting to our GSO, more reports directly from staff
would be appreciated. At least from this alcoholic.
Service position presenter was perfect!
Experience of presenters was enlightening!
Information carried by presenters was powerful!
Presentations that included slideshows would be better served by providing the
slide show to participants ahead of time, instead of dropping a link in the chat or,
worse yet, waiting for the question "Can I get a copy of that slide show?". The
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latter especially wastes time and the presenter doesn't always know if they are
permitted to share the slideshow or not, or how to do so.
The participation of custodians is fine
Professionals could be invited
Spotlighting all the presenters, closed captioning and people speaking slowly
was wonderful.
In the future it would be helpful to look at your presenters with an eye towards
inclusion. The majority of the presenters were older, white, native English
speaking, middle to upper middle-class men (who appeared to be cisgender and
heterosexual). This does not feel representative of what AA is today - but
perpetuates the "Old Boy" network. Rather than accepting who happens to
volunteer - maybe seek out underrepresented groups. People feel more
accepted when they see themselves represented, particularly in leadership roles.
It might be helpful "only as a suggestion" to let presenters know that having their
notes on the screen instead of on paper would be helpful to attendees. I learned
after a lot of practice this way was much better, it would have been helpful to get
a loving nudge.
Framing that contributions of 2020 covered 94.9% of services is feel good stuff,
and tells part of the story. Current framing could be construed by some as
misleading. In 2020 we were about 2/3 self-supporting. Do we have the great
responsibility to our membership to inform them that we are not fully selfsupporting? There's a loving way to convey this, from any of our well-spoken
trusted servants at the top, and/or, at the bottom of the triangle.
On controversial issues, it would be helpful to have presentations from members
who support different sides of an issue.
I loved the virtual platform
Very informative, and I am learning so much. �
Ditch the webinar, and have all on screen
Make them a little longer. Like only a couple minutes or so. Some of them had to
speak quickly to get everything in, which really hurts the translation services. But
I enjoyed hearing six different presentations from six different delegates. That
was cool.
It was helpful that there was a time limit to presentations, which kept them
interesting. The speakers were able to hold the focus of the topics and keep
things moving.
Make presentation material available with the notes at the end of the conference.
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Alcoholics love to hear themselves talk........
The finance presentation was well presented by our new GSB Treasurer. The
presentation could be helped by not having so much detailed information that
gets lost during the presentation.
It would be more effective to shorten the presentation to major highlights. For
example, financial status of each Corporation, Contributions, Literature Sales.
Changes in processes impacting making self-support contributions. Our current
service provider overview and the projects they are supporting, costs.
Consider removing the regional contribution comparison. It has the appearance
of competition.
I liked the fact that it was on zoom. I would not have been able to make it if it
were out of town.
The presenters seem to be rushing to fit all their material into the allotted time.
Either give them more time, or ask for shorter presentations.
More videos in presentations, the PowerPoints were good.
Improvements? If they're being recorded for archives, is it really necessary to
have them read when our technology now affords the ability to write the words,
statements said. Their sources could be read just prior to the sharing sessions.
Another option may be to offer another workshop similar to that of Tom's.
Unfortunately, I was unable to attend this event due to unforeseen
circumstances. However, the "gatekeeper" at the last event would not let me
"enter" because I had no service position at the time even though the event was
open to any AA member.
The webinar format just doesn't work for AA. We need to figure that out.
The G.S.O. staff were okay, but the two Corporate Board presentations were
most informative.
The presentation by the brand-new General Manager of G.S.O. was fine. I
appreciated his talking about the downsizing of the office staff, and the
coordination of staff working from home.
The best presentation was the budget by the new G.S.O. Treasurer. Later on
Saturday afternoon he talked about his very disfunction family and his experience
with alcoholics among them. He is not an A.A., but he has a good grasp of the
program.
Saturday morning's highlight was an A.A. talk. I am glad that I got up early to
hear his inspiring talk about his path to sobriety.
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The delegate in the all too brief first morning session gave a rock-em sock-em
talk about membership and belonging. That is when I started taking notes.
Likewise, the workshop on the Third Tradition was terrific. Time allotted for each
speaker was generous.
I enjoyed listening to the presenters I heard. These presentations and
discussions have prompted me to explore and identify the barriers to General
Service participation for minorities in my region, and encourage and support their
sponsorship into this service.
The format for this forum was rather cold and impersonal. I didn't like the Chat
being turned off, and also would have preferred to see the other attendees. It
seemed too much like a one-way flow of information from G.S.O., which isn't the
point of the forums, is it?
Talking to other people in other areas, and see how the stuff runs
I thought the treasurer presentation was very informative.
Hearing A. Trustees stories was very good. I liked hearing from two of
them…perhaps a third could be added.
These are presentations that I enjoyed: “A.A. around the world”, Class B Trusteeat-large Canada, which was amazing. “How AA is doing around the world”, and
the video presentation on General Service Office, The Grapevine and the
General Service Structure was interesting, and put together very well. I liked the
It's "A" Class Act sharing by Class A Trustees They both had interesting talks
living with alcoholics. Finally, the sharing from past trustees, GS information, and
also about the archives.
As a past archivist and always history buff I, of course, would like to see anything
from the Archives!
It was nice that on Friday night the new G.S.O. manager and Treasurer
volunteered to go to a breakout room. It gave us a chance to ask questions and
get more Information. I thank them for that.
I am provided information that I can bring to my G.S.R.'s not present and areas
we can improve upon.

Workshops
• Technology was disappointing. Half the time I could not tell if my video or audio
was on or off.
• Get people that are knowledgeable.
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Change in workshops for next year.
Improvement: more diversity.
Meeting a Trustee and having a opportunity to see, hear, & learn from them
some of what really goes on in NY
Workshops were very good.
Very informative. Could not attend the whole program due to engagements... Yet
enjoyed it immensely.
Workshops were quite effective. The leaders were well prepared, lots of views
expressed.
Experienced and prepared presenters made them effective.
The use of the technology to show stuff was very well done.
Less instruction, more engagement
This was actually the best forum in a long while.
It felt like I heard more from the office. Maybe I'm listening more.
Workshops were most effective when the facilitator gave at least 15 minutes of
presentation at the beginning. When facilitators opened up the floor for
comments too quickly, the discussion was not sufficiently focused.
It was wonderful to have options to pursue interests people had. I wonder if it
might be good to have a third option which would be an online A.A. meeting
during that time slot, in case people are not interested in the workshops.
Count down timer was very useful, but the inconsistency of facilitators letting
people go WAY over their 2 minutes was frustrating.
Highly effective: participants got involved and the timer (an oldie but goodie, plus
helps prepare "future delegates").
Improvements? I heard about workshops getting off track from a brand new
GSR, but I did not attend any that went off track.
Webinar format was not effective, folks don’t want to stare at one individual
It was hard to choose between two great topics at the same time. I wish they
were all presentations.
I had a hard time getting in them…and did not find that the topic matched what
was presented.....especially in Reaching Out to New Comers.....
Some guy was talking about what they did three years ago........
Request the presenters to develop two to three specific questions, with the
participants regarding the direction of the sharing, discussion and conversation to
be had about the particular topics. Have more than one presenter.
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Having to "leave" Zoom and then "Rejoin" prior to and after making a comment or
asking a question from "the floor" was awkward. I am glad that I was able to
make a comment when I wanted to.
More people presenting, Chair did a great job!
Again, I know and understand why the various are written. However, it started to
become distracting as they read from a script. On the other hand one was like a
breath of fresh air.
Improvements? If they're being recorded for archives, is it really necessary to
have them read when our technology now affords the ability to write the words,
statements said. Their sources could be read just prior to the sharing sessions.
Another option may be to offer another workshop similar to that of Tom's.
I was disappointed by the Trustees' presentations. I leaned little from what they
had to say. In another program last fall, a Class A trustee was terrific in talking
about the challenging to the Trustees in working with the prison system on behalf
of the AA groups around the country.
The workshops on Saturday morning from 9 to 9: 15 gave the speakers little time
to get their points across. 7.5 minutes to talk about Virtual Technology and
Diversity in A.A. Both of these are subjects warrant a much fuller discussion as
the Sharing Session #2 demonstrated.
And Saturday afternoons sessions--again weighty subjects of Accessibility and
Who's Missing from our rooms--needed to be consecutive, not held at the same
time. The man who began the "Who's Missing" discussion started out poorly with
a bunch of negatives like" I am not an expert on diversity" or words to that I
effect. I immediately existed that room and went to the Accessibility presentation
which was outstanding.
The two minute timer was a good thing
Workshops are great, but often have strong personalities who talk too much.
Come up with a way to control these personalities. You guys did great
encouraging new folks to share at NERF.
I was a little disappointed in the Saturday early afternoon workshop about
innovative ways to grow with virtual. I had hoped for more ideas.
I enjoyed The Third Tradition-Heart of A.A., (Saturday morning), Who's Missing
from Our rooms (Saturday afternoon) which was insightful, and Singleness of
purpose in corrections service.
Need to make it more attend able. Keep the virtual format. Make the archive
accessible.
I find Zoom workshops very difficult
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Sharing Sessions
• All was excellent
• I thought Francis was great - low key, personable, friendly
• I was still a little intimidated to raise my hand, anyway! (But don't have any
suggestion on how to make that easier!)
• It was a great idea to have first time attendees time, but unfortunate that others
raised hands and spoke anyway
• Time limit was a good idea
• Interesting stories about challenges across the region and work
• I found the Regional Trustee did an excellent job
• Get people that are knowledgeable
• Stay on task
• I enjoyed the partnership participation and cooperation, and the round table
discussion of transparency.
• Service Sponsorship should definitely be repeated, as it is so important and not
always shared early enough as we journey through recovery and service.
Because of the amount of us that came, staying with 2 minutes is the only
realistic way to get more of us involved
• The projected hot topics be given more time
• Sharing sessions seemed to be some of the same people rehashing some of the
same of their favorite topics - this year the language of the preamble back and
forth - diversity and inclusion of the non-binary folks. I agree 100% about
inclusion but all weekend? I got tired of every sharing session. Also, lots of time
wasted with folks saying "Thanks Francis what a wonderful weekend" and keep
to the 2 minutes - mute the mic after 2 minutes
• A knowledgeable and experienced moderator helps a great deal. The Regional
Trustee is a gem!!
• If we could somehow stretch those sharing sessions, that would be ideal.
Unfortunately, I don't know where to cut - it's all so good
• Hold people to the two minute time
• Perhaps explaining ahead of time what to expect when one wants to share -- the
fact that you'll receive a request to use your camera and unmute
• Actually time people, as was done in the past
• Chairing was great!
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Sharing time was perfect for me
Q&A was amazing and just right
It may be helpful to develop some sharing guidelines for participants. Especially
for newcomers to the forum: they might be unsure what an appropriate share
sounds like, or may "overshare", take too much time, or simply using their time to
complain. Nor are newcomers the only ones who do this. A clearer distinction
between sharing sessions and Q&A might also be helpful. Q&As might include
some commentary, but each person should have a question to ask. Pure
comment should be left to sharing sessions
Translate the magazines into different languages
Would have been nice to know how many people are queued up and where you
fall in the queue
Count down timer was very useful, but the inconsistency of facilitators letting
people go WAY over their two minutes was frustrating
Members enjoy the sharing sessions so much.
Might we wish to add that sharing is two minutes "like the delegates have at the
conference"? This will inform the newcomer and first time attendees (most don't
know). Might we even want to say "because we have so many future delegates
here, we adhere to the two minute limit"
The balance between virtual mic and chat questions
Longer
I don’t remember if it was at the end of a workshop or sharing session, but
Saturday afternoon when I signed on about 2:30 PST, the group of 10-12 people
were sharing with each other when they first attended a Forum and who (name
dropping) was there. Tedious comes to mind. I didn’t stay long
Sometimes giving an alcoholic a microphone is just asking for trouble. Maybe
remind or focus the sharing sessions more. Have one that is truly for anything,
but make the others more focused. It was mostly this way, but often people just
wanted to start sharing about anything
Well run sharing sessions followed the guidelines for a sharing session, which
felt respectful and safe
There needs to be longer sessions
Maybe a little more sharing sessions
They are always one of the more interesting elements of regional forums, as they
allow people to talk about their service and their unique solutions to many of the
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issues facing our service structure and our Fellowship, both locally and as a
whole
Limit the time at the mic to one or two minutes. Use a timer
Informing the members who are waiting in line to speak that, if so desired, they
can yield their time to the member who spoke before them. I've often heard
comments that it would have been nice if they could have expanded on them.
However, I'm not sure how many are aware that they can yield their time
I really enjoyed hearing from our two new Class A trustees, especially their past
experiences related to alcoholism. While I don't like censorship, I would suggest
may be getting an overview of their comments prior their panel & sharing session
to determine if they fit within the parameters of our traditions
The good doctor's excitement over the latest research pertaining to alcoholism
bordered on promotion, outside issue, etc. To this point, how many times have
we seen the Grapevine's grey pages considered at conference, and as such they
have periodically come and gone - and WHY. It kind of reminded me, too, of an
article that appeared in Time magazine (or maybe Newsweek) about 20 years
where they had an article that discussed a possible drug that could "cure" our
alcoholism My partner at the time asked me if I would I take it should it become
available; I told her no, that it’s a threefold disease and I couldn't imagine a pill
that could cure me of my spiritual malady. The same would hold true of any
scientific research that might promote a cure - what about this malady?
We need to have more of these - one of the most important aspects of the Forum
and one of the primary reasons for the Forum is to hear from the Fellowship and
answer their questions and concerns
Many of these were wonderful. I loved hearing the voices of AAs around the NE
and beyond. Their questions stimulated good discussions. It was good when the
two minute clock was applied flexibly
I believe the way difficult questions were handled was great
I noticed that a number of people shared in multiple sharing sessions. Were there
that few people raising their hands to share? One time my hand was raised and
there wasn’t time for me to share yet one or two people who had shared in other
sessions were called upon. Perhaps looking for unfamiliar names (from those of
us who were attending their first forum) should be called upon to share before the
regular attendees who share in previous sharing sessions
It must be hard to choose given how many attended
I like the Sharing Sessions, but I became frustrated several times with leaving the
main room to go to the workshop virtual rooms. It’s probably my lack of computer
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skills. I talked to one of the computer techs who gave me encouraging words to
continue forward
The sharing sessions ran quite smoothly
Need to make it more attend able. Keep the virtual format. Make the archive
accessible

5. Please indicate whether this was your first Forum:
Yes

82 (37.4%)

No

137 (62.6%)

6. Please select your current service position:
G.S.R.

42 (20%)

D.C.M.

19 (9%)

Area Officer

19 (9%)

Area Committee Chairperson

18 (8.6%)

A.A. Group Member

38 (18.1%)

Delegate

9 (4.3%)

Past Delegate

28 (13.3%)

Trustee

7 (3.3%)

Non-Trustee Director

0 (.0%)

Past Trustee

6 (2.9%)

Friend of A.A.

0 (.0%)

Other

24 (11.4%)

.
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7.

Past Trustee

6 (2.9%)

Friend of A.A.

0 (.0%)

Other

24 (11.4%)

Did you pre-register online?
Yes

8.

205 (93.2%)

No

15 (6.8%)

Please list any suggestion to improve the online registration process.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Please provide the link on www.aa.org’s home page where we search for the
Regional Forums
I registered in April and never got the link to the forum until I contacted you
It failed at every level
It was easy and went well...
I tried to register on Saturday 6/5 and thought I was successful. The site said I
would get an email that would take me to the forum. I never received the email
and I did check my junk emails as well. Since the directions said not to register
more than once I did nothing else.
Pre-registration was seamless. Well done. Can't wait for the report
The website did not make it easy to find the registration itself
Thank you for the opportunity to share: it would be very helpful to receive an
email two weeks out (as a reminder) followed by an email one week out (to say
that the Program and login codes are under development) finally an email three
days away (saying the Program is complete and the login codes are being
double-checked to ensure accuracy - watch your email in the next day or so).
Several people, especially first timers, were "panicky" thinking that they may
have inadvertently missed the Program and login credentials someplace along
the way.
Direct link to the registration portal with having to go through AA.org
If we could get the general schedule a day or two earlier, it would really help our
personal planning
Although easy to register, info to link not as easy
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•
9.
•
•

I HAD TO GOOGLE NERF FOR REGISTRATION SITE!
It was a little confused to me went I surveyed the Forum section. There is past
information I got mixed up with
It was so nice and easy this year!
It was very easy. I especially liked receiving the email reminder about each day
of the forum. Very helpful, login instructions were easy to follow
Regional Trustee needs to call on participating/assigned trustees, directors, staff
so members can meet them
I sent an email to register. I'm not sure what you mean about PRE-registering
The initial letter I received confirming my registration was a form letter that did
not have any information that would help me attend, and stated I was registered
for day two. It was disconcerting to not have a registration number or even my
name on it
When I sent an email to the GSO, and called to follow up with a message, it was
resolved quickly
The path to finding the link to registration on our A.A. Website is not easy for
anyone to locate
2 registration confirmations in case of email problems, registration process went
more smoothly than the east/west forums. Registered at indicated sign up listed
on the email invitation
Agendas need to be provided to registrants at least a week prior to the event.
Please make the program available sooner than the night before the conference
begins. I needed to arrange my weekend around this Forum
Finding the right link to register was a little wonky. I didn't realize that it was run
by a company in charge of registration
A flyer would help spread knowledge of the Forums. On our website for events I
was able to provide a link to the regional forums page, but especially now that
things are starting to open back up flyers can be put on bulletin boards, and it is a
great add on Area website calendars to have a flyer with additional information
None. I used the link from a flyer and found it to be simple and quick
The pre-registration was quick and easy.
Need to make it more attend able. Keep the virtual format. Make the archive
accessible
Please list any suggestion to improve the virtual Forum experience.
It may be helpful to make the forums hybrid once we are totally back to in-person forums
Good the way it is
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It was very well done. Because of the online format, I was able to attend from California.
This online format facilitates experience beyond one's beyond. It is good.
I like it as it was.
Ask all new (never attended before) attendees to introduce themselves
Try to keep as much as possible on Zoom - perhaps use a "hybrid" approach, if
necessary, next year
I would not have attended otherwise - even if it was possible - as I really did not
understand what it was all about
I'm definitely glad I went!
Try to not have it conflict with things like Founder's Day or the Stepping Stones picnic (I
missed much of Saturday as a result)
I would have liked to put something in the "ask-it basket" but it was not clear how I would
do that (I'd thought I'd be using the chat feature)
I liked it as was!
It would be really, really helpful to have the details of the weekend made available sooner.
You are asking people to hold three full days and not giving specifics about what is going
to happen until less than 24 hours before it starts. More people would participate if they
knew what was happening and could fit the weekend around their busy lives.
Faces should be shown on Zoom if participants agree to it.
Why wasn’t translation available for the La Vina presentation?
Top notch all the way!
Get people that are knowledgeable. Embarrassing when trustees and other GSA
employees can’t answer simple questions. TERRIBLE ABSOLUTELY TERRIBLE!
A little less on the Past committee members. They were popping in and out. It was
distracting.
Make it live
A.A. needs to work harder at not representing the corporate world, but more like the world
in which we live in.
The only suggestion would be to have more breaks. It was vey difficult to spend all that
time in front of a screen. I am glad it will be available to see after the forum.
It was very easy to navigate.
Twice a year
I just wanted to say how beautifully everything worked together. My experience was
flawless and I can tell how much work went into helping all of this happen. Kudos for a job
very well done. Thank you.
Tech Team did a great job. Thanks for this opportunity - I think future forums should be
offered both in person and also virtually for those unable to travel due to finances or time
constraints
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Having the ability to see other participants definitely helps makes you feel a "part of" the
forum. Online can make some feel isolated as it is.
Meetings started too early for me.
Great experience!
While my preference is the interactive format, I understand the reason(s) for a webinar.
Thanks for opening the chat. A workable compromise.
Use one interactive format. Going from Zoom to webinar can be confusing.
Have attendees pre-register for workshops/sharing rooms, etc..
It was impossible for me to find out how to actually get into the event from AA.org site.
I ended up googling NERF2021 and getting in through there somehow., but to be able to
access directly I couldn't figure it out. I got onto forums section but... ???
It would be great to get the log-on and schedule sooner.
You did a fantastic job! The tech went smoothly (at least the parts that I could see.....),
and I learned a great deal. Francis deserves kudos for being "on" the entire weekend. I
could tell that an enormous amount of prep went into this, and it paid off.
Possibly consolidated zoom numbers, if even possible.
Truly enjoyed and learned...
PLEASE ADD MY EMAIL ADDRESS TO YOUR LIST FOR SERVICE ACTIVITIES!!!
Not at this time. Thank you. Great Forum!!
I very nearly was unable to participate due to the delay in sending out the schedule. I
ended up needing to contact an Area Alternate Delegate for help. The schedule should be
set and sent out no later than a week before the start. In the very least, the general times
should be published well before that, so that scheduled can be rearranged. In person
events naturally require blocking off the whole weekend. But a virtual event invites
intrusions of our personal lives into the weekend. Participants need to know if they need
to request off work or secure child care. In my case, I have limited internet access. By
sending out the schedule on Thursday afternoon, I almost did not get it in time to join in
on Friday. I made a special trip to an internet access point on Thursday evening, but I did
that only because the Alternate Delegate informed me that it would be sent then. I had
sent emails to GSO on this matter, but received no response.

I liked the move to see the person sharing on the Webinar format, brilliant! I hope this
continues
I enjoy the Webinar format. I do not see online meeting format making for successful
Forums at this time.
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The Webinar format helps presenters who are not comfortable in front of large crowds to
share from the heart.

•
•
•

Virtual disco dance spotlight was awesome
see above
I look forward to the next Forum being in person.

•

Allow participants to save the chat. Sometimes there is valuable information provided that
cannot be saved.

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall, I really enjoyed the Forum. I'm not entirely sure it is my first. I think I may have
attended a west coast forum last fall, but I'm not sure. I was able to attend more of this
one, but found my attention waned after continuous viewing on Friday night & Saturday.
Ditch the webinar format
The meetings and presentations that were planned were helpful, cogent and to the point.
Time was respected and there was good information and listening as well.
In a few of the breakout rooms, some attendees took the room hostage by talking too long
for a platform or cause they thought would be interesting to others, but were not. I usually
left them.
Please continue offering a virtual component for these events! It was so accessible and
easy to attend and I really loved being able to participate! Even if it’s only to virtually
stream the event and not fully participate it would still be better than having to travel
because I always have to work but I love aa service!
none
Have very limited Zoom webinar usage.
Much better in a Zoom meeting format.
Not being able to chat to my AA friends at the Forum is a great loss for me.
Have presentations going on at the same time as the sharing sessions and workshops.
Inviting and welcoming, brilliantly organized.
None
More time for attendee questions & answers.
A wonderful experience for me! Thank you for offering this online. Was GREAT to see
GSO staff and trustees.
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Suggestions have been previously mentioned. I really enjoyed the topics presented by all.
(LOL - except when I had two very close friends offering their workshops at the same
timed. Rather choosing between them though, I elected to choose my the topic.
you did a great job!
It was very enjoyable and well-done.
Two pieces of constructive criticism:
(1)
One thing that might have been helpful is to have an online live Google Doc containing
the draft program, with the updates happening in real-time. This could have displayed the
portions of the program in a skeleton format (general times) and as more was solidified,
the document could have been updated. The registration confirmation email could have
contained a link to this document with an explanation saying "check this link for updates to
the tentative agenda." This is the best of both worlds. On the one hand, you don't have a
"document" floating out there that ends up not being accurate (because Google Docs are
updated in real time), but also it satisfies the people that were anxious to get their hands
on at least a rough outline of the program.
(2)
Some of the Forum attendees wanted to talk about Conference agenda items and that
might have been an excellent opportunity to encourage them to communicate with their
area delegates.
No more webinar format - AAs like to see and engage with other AAs in the virtual space.
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•

•

Connect with Areas through their Delegates not once but several times to announce a
forthcoming Regional Forum. I heard about the NE Regional Forum lasts weekend only
by chance, through being on a listserv for an area in Connecticut. Otherwise, I would not
have known that there were such regional forums. I loved hearing people from the
Northeast; they are smart, articulate, and keep to the time allotted. The overall
chairperson did a splendid job keeping things moving, asking for another person's
knowledge to answer a question or two.
Overall the Grapevine, Inc. presentations were sort of bland. The Saturday evening
presentation by Chris C., Acting Director of GV, stood out because he enumerated the
innovations and initiatives over the last year during the Pandemic. I was impressed by the
remarkable achievements that the staff made during this difficult time of retrenchment.

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

I would like to have heard from AA Grapevine Editor, because no one in the discussions
or presentations talked about the current editorial practices. Who is the intended audience
of GV? Is the goal to make it as readable as possible and always end a story on a
positive note? The special issues, Behind Bars, has lots of value, but in other issues, the
original author's voice is unrecognizable. Instead the editors have really taken the heart
out of the original story. The articles are just too alike in their tone and voice and hence
not memorable. A presentation and workshop on ways to make GV more interesting
would be good. I would rather read a story that has a mixed ending, not ones that have a
"happy" ending. That's not real life.
Overall, the Regional Forum was amazing. Thank you for the sign language
interpretations and the remarkable translators for Spanish and French attendees. I was
glad that some AA's in Central and South America attended.
5. Design a Regional Forum about Diversity in our membership, Accessibility, Corrections,
Tradition Three, Grapevine Editorial policies, technology for hybrid meetings. The
presenters on thee important topics this year are not Trustees, GSO officers, Board of
Directors, etc., and their messages were terrific.
Excellent experience. The USCAN's were great but this was exceptional.
get the would out so people can get online sooner
Have a break between each meeting, even if only 5 minutes. Some meetings were right
up against each other with no break.
I learned a lot (again) and look forward to future forums.
It would be helpful for the virtual lobby to show as much detail as was visible on the PDF
program.
Consider hybrid model for future when we can meet in person so those not able to attend
in person can still attend.
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Unfortunately I was able to attend I was hospitalized and still in Hospital at Present.
Thank you, for all your Service
It was great! After spending many years in service at the District and Area level I made
the decision to live 3/4 time in Mexico. For me these Zoom Forums have been a positive
bonus of the pandemic. I have so missed attending the forums. Thank you for making it
possible.
Very impressed with the online Forum experience. One of the best Forums I've attended.
Need to make it more attenable. Keep the virtual format. Make the archive accessible.
This was my first NERF. I was honored to be asked to be of service during the event. As
this was a virtual event, I would say that, in my opinion, it was very well planned,
presented and delivered!
I thank everyone involved for making my first NERF an informative experience!
Thank you all for your service to the fellowship!

•
•

Need to go back in person, time to start to rebuild.
Please have the schedule up way more ahead of time- at least a week. For those of us
with medical conditions and disabilities, planning ahead can allow us to find times to rest,
or to take care of ourselves.

Back to Agenda
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2021 WEST CENTRAL REGIONAL FORUM – (September 10-12 2021)
Questionnaire Summary
124 participants members of the 2021 WEST CENTRAL REGIONAL FORUM completed
their evaluation questionnaires. A summary of their responses follows.
1. How did you hear about this Forum?
Area
59 (34.7%)
District
21 (12.3%)
Local Intergroup/Central Office
3 (1.7%)
Home Group
11 (6.47%)
www.aa.org
40 (23.5%)
Friend
21 (12.3%)
Other
15 (8.8%)
Responses to other:
I have been attending and supporting forums for about 30 years
I’m a delegate
Being a trustee
An A.A. member at another group in another state. I'm not in the West Central Region
Online Meetings
GSO
GSO Staff (2)
The D.C.M. for our district mentioned it in announcements during a meeting.
Grapevine (2)
From my sponsor
On the web
West Central Regional Trustee
I’m a delegate for the West Central Region

2. Please list any suggestions for future virtual Workshop or Presentation topics:
The following suggestions/comments were provided by the members for future virtual
Workshop and Presentation topics:
• Adjustments/amendments to Conference Charter
• “Making Structure in A.A.” It’s important to let all members know how they fit into
the decision, and what a privilege it is to have a voice in the future of A.A.
• Bringing newcomers into service
• Continue to use the topics from the conference because they include all of us.
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The Difference Between and Alcoholic and an Addict – Identification
I would love to have a workshop on how the services provided by G.S.O. helped
local members to carry the message to the suffering alcoholic?
G.S.O. Services: How do they help you with your Twelfth Step Work?
Demography of A.A. membership across North America, and how can A.A. be
more effective in carrying the message to those who are underserved
I would love a workshop on Traditions and Concepts. I missed the [Traditions
and Concepts] Jenga game and would love to be more informed on both.
Time frame on getting a sponsor once you join A.A.
How to do step works with, and without, a Sponsor
Hold a session where veterans participate, with their respective interpretation to
the Spanish language
How to be of service virtually
How to link or cooperate between virtual and face to face groups/meetings
How to make service meetings more efficient
Where to find answers in our Literature
Eight out of every ten Forums focuses on Grapevine or Budget. Switch it Up
Archives, C.P.C., P.I., etc.
How the fourth edition Spanish Big Book translation is being developed
Is it necessary to have the G.S.O. Staff rotary?
How to reach a Conclusion when both sides have strong opinions
Remote communities
Traditions. The lack of knowledge and understanding was clear
Self-support with our literature, how we don’t encourage buying on outside
locations like Recovery online bookstores
When does an "outside issue" become an "inside issue" in Alcoholics
Anonymous? - Experience from a Pandemic
Primary purpose - I have been struggling to stay intact with the primary purpose
in respect to the trump ideocracies and the short sighted anti-vaxxers. As you
can see, I am for one way off the beam on this issue. It will be very hard to go
back to meetings that have been friends on Facebook touting Trumpism and antipandemic suggestion.
Informational session about our website, open for feedback or ideas
Tips to help G.S.R.'s get their homegroups more involved in the big picture. My
group seems to operate in a "bubble" and think that District and Area are just a
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bunch of politics, and I can't seem to relay to them the importance their voices
have
InterGroups/Central Offices: What is their role?
Tradition 8: How do we stay non-Professional? What is non-Professional?
Sponsorship
More on Grapevine, I really liked that
Ways to make General Service accessible
Sponsorship
W.S.M. and REDELA
Zoom meetings
Special events
Accessibility
The three languages of our structure, challenges and achievements
Leadership a vital necessity
Anonymity as the spiritual basis of the Traditions
Unity as a fundamental principle for A.A.'s survival

Comments:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

I loved the “Markings the Journey” video
A little more personal sharing on specific topics and not quite so much time on
question-and-answer sessions. But overall, FANTASTIC!!!
Are service meetings and service commitments really about having a vacation
that somebody else pays for?? My ol' homegroup had $450 in its prudent reserve
to send to our G.S.R. to the Area Assembly. How much P.I./C.P.C. info could
that buy for still suffering alcoholics? How many Grapevine/La Vina subscriptions
could that provide for our group library to share with new members? Struggling
members!!
The North American Alternate Delegates have been meeting virtually for a year
or more. Each region has been doing presentations
Less topics concerned with recovery.
This forum seemed better structured
Fewer workshops and presentations and more “What’s on your Mind?” sessions
Presentations, etc. from office and boards were more informative
The West Central has a history of "basic" service workshops that were used to
share various efforts used locally for corrections, treatment, P.I./C.P.C.,
Grapevine and Literature, and Officer’s sharing sessions. I have picked up
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3.

formats used in the different areas and been able to energize and activate
service efforts locally.
It was great to hear Class A stories on Saturday evening!
What happened to the inclusion/equity workshops?
I wonder if face to face service meetings are a bit of a luxury at present, and
maybe going forward. The equipment to create a hybrid meeting is very
expensive, particularly for groups and districts. Online, completely virtual,
meetings are quite inexpensive. Frankly, this type of expenditure is reminiscent
of my ol' homegroup voting to spend $1500 for an air purifier
During this time with the pandemic, how do you help another alcoholic one-onone if you are unsure that the new person could be infected with the virus. Every
Friday night, my meeting reads the responsibility prayer. I think to myself, “am I
helping another Alcoholic by only going to Zoom meetings?” If I do go back, it
may be in 2022, because this pandemic is not going away any time soon

At future Forums would you like to see:

Presentations
Workshops
Sharing
Sessions

More
33 (29.4%)
44 (41.1%)
31 (31.6%)

Less
7 (6.2%)
3 (2.8%)
6 (6.1%)

Just Right
72 (64.2%)
60 (56%)
61 (62.2%)

No Answer

4. What was effective and what improvements might be made to A. Presentations
B. Workshops C. Sharing Sessions:
Comments:
Presentations
• The financial presentation was particularly effective in reviewing the fiscal issues
and results of 2020. I cannot think of any improvements that could be made to
the presentations
• The presentations were great, I just prefer participating, sharing, and hearing
from members
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All presenters were extremely effective
I'm happy as they are
They were just right
I would like a PDF of Grapevine finances and A.A.W.S. finances similar to the
GSB Treasurer’s PowerPoint
Allow a little more time for the presenter
Great presentations
I loved the Treasurer's report
I thought the presenters were well prepared and had valuable information. I
especially enjoyed the presentation from the US trustee-at-large about the
international community
Ain't broke - don't fix
Finance: We need to have a better method of presenting the Financial picture to
the Fellowship. Current facts, what is going well vs. what are the gaps, current
needs, and current gratitude for Contributions. Real, True, and Current
The “Picnic Table” format is outdated. The format makes it so that there is little
time for the Treasurer to answer questions
G.S.O. and Grapevine/La Vina presentations are always important, and getting to
know both Class A and Class B Trustees is always a highlight of the Forums
Send an email with all the presentations to the attendees. I saved what I could,
but I feel that I missed some links sent in the chats
Can we download presentations for future reference
I can't think of any way to make the presentations better. I loved hearing from our
staff members, delegates, and past delegates
I love hearing from Staff and Board. I'd love to hear from more of them. I
especially liked hearing from the Past Trustees
Presentations were my favorite part of the forum! Speakers were soooo well
informed and eloquent
I truly enjoyed all efforts to be as inclusive as possible for the information
presented. Thank you for a very professional presentation and program
I would like presentations from current service members
There were a few really powerful presentations by Delegates, and the Trustee-atLarge US
I appreciate that Regional Forums provide the Region’s delegates to provide
information on a topic, and we can see and hear if they’re on the beam with A.A.
topics. These are our potential future Regional Trustees. We need to have a
sense of “who” they are
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I always enjoy hearing all of the stats, or numbers about A.A. Examples being
number of calls, letters, visitors or any other statistical information about our
World Wide Fellowship. This information helps me understand what I belong to..
I loved the fact that a copy of the presentation was required. It assured that I was
ready to present!
I was just at the forum on Saturday. I thought the presentations were great and
answering the question were excellent
Not sure if you have done any presentations on a walk through the office and
how it all works, and/or the process of rotation with each committee such as
C.P.C. or Treatment Facilities
I really enjoyed the presentations and learned a lot. The GSB Chair really
touched me. Her sincerely and genuine love and concern showed through in
everything she said and did
More discussion time at the end to help understand
Presentations that we can receive copies of is always helpful- any PowerPoints
It might be nice to have the Alternate Delegates present too
Provide opportunities for group representatives and district structure
I thought they were appropriate

Workshops
• The workshops were very informative, and I cannot think of any improvements
that could be made
• Hear the pulse of Servants throughout the Fellowship and discuss concerns
• I appreciated the timer so one speaker didn't dominate the discussion
• They were just right
• If done virtually, the breakouts could be 25 to 30 minutes with a single topic of
conversation, with virtual breakout groups assigned virtually.
• Ain't broke - don't fix
• Add in the ongoing workshop on outreach to "Who is not in the rooms." Can the
format of it be improved from current experience?
• A.A.’s Future in a Digital World: I was disappointed that the focus of the
workshop was entirely limited to groups’ responses to the pandemic via virtual
and hybrid meetings. This happened because the workshop moderator allowed
the workshop topics to be defined by the first two suggestions from members,
and there no time for anything else. I would have liked the workshop to truly
explore A.A.’s Future on a Digital World. There is tremendous and unfolding
promise for expanding how A.A. carries the message via digital resources by all
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of its organizational entities: group, district, area, regional, Conference, General
Service Board, A.A.W.S., and Grapevine, Inc. How can we A.A.’s build on what
we learned about using virtual tools and technology to expand our outreach and
service into the future?
How to Reach Anyone, Anywhere was a very good workshop with many
excellent comments on how we as individual A.A.’s can carry the message. That
being said, I would like to see this kind of topic specifically address how A.A. can
more effectively practice inclusivity and expand accessibility to reach the diversity
of suffering alcoholics in today’s world.
It always helps to improve quality of life
The workshop topics were relevant and interesting.
Prepared presentations about service experience and goals, and the A.A. as a
whole mission are terrific!!
I didn't really want to choose between the several workshops. More time for
workshops would be better, I think.
I enjoyed the workshops I attended and I’m looking forward to the email synopsis
of the forum, so I can catchup on the workshop I didn’t get to attend. Thank you
I enjoyed the workshops.
Workshops seemed to run more smoothly at in person forums
Better prepared presenters. I realize they are volunteers and it's difficult to do.
One of the workshops I attended we spent half the session deciding what we
wanted to talk about
We were read to too often. Encourage talking versus reading to attendees
More structure rather than sharing
More time, and audible timers
All were really good. No improvements that I can think of
Maybe have some questions presented that a first-time forum attendee wouldn’t
think to ask by attendees that are familiar with the process.
To be honest, I was doing some other things at the same time, so I think I
watched some workshops, but I’m not sure
Clarify directions. People (attendees and sometimes moderators of the
workshop) don't always understand the format. Maybe look for a new format,
other than the pick of few questions at beginning, choose a few, and extrapolate
from there. I don’t know…
I always prefer workshops with question/answer sessions to better understand
things
There was a lot of variation in the quality, and even the length, of presentations.
It may be beneficial to require some form of "dress rehearsal" from workshop
presenters, and guidelines for what expectations presenters should aim to meet
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Don't make us choose which workshops to go to. Instead, if people are not
interested, they can go to a hospitality room to fellowship and take a break.
With a maximum of three people at the presentations
Presentations on the principles, turnover, and the 6 guarantees
I see no need for changes.

Sharing Sessions
• I only attended a sharing session. I thought it was great
• Many of the questions were appropriate, and I was impressed with the amount of
transparency the staff had. However, many of these questions could be
answered by simple communication with the area delegates
• The technical staff managed the queue of folks wishing to comment. The tech
staff were very effective. I cannot think of any improvements that could be made
to the sharing sessions
• I'm happy as they are
• We need a few more sharing sessions
• The operation of Technology Director and the METS team worked very well
together, and gave people time to share equally. The two minute timer was a
great addition
• Loved everything about the sharing sessions. A lot of things to think about and
change attitudes. Great learning experience
• Ain't broke - don't fix
• They are really question and answer periods. Is there a place to really have a
more interactive sharing session?
• Add a session or two toward the close of the forum or one at the close of each
day, in which members of the G.S.O., G.S.B., A.A.W.S., Grapevine Inc., give
their takeaways from members’ participation in the sharing sessions. What did all
of you learn/hear from all of us?
• Is it really ok for the moderator of a sharing session to thank a member for their
comment when that member has made a blatantly discriminatory, demeaning,
and hurtful comment about a particular group of members? This did happen at
the forum
• Possible virtual guest book or option to connect to individuals. Some people that
shared were phenomenal and I would have like to ask for their contact
information
• It gives more strength & hope which works as a booster to live sober
• It was amazing that you were able to manage the sharing sessions so smoothly.
Really nice job
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Make sure that the Ask-it-Basket questions get answered
The tech team was phenomenal
I noticed that the same dozen or so participants were at the microphone
throughout the forum
I appreciated that announcement not to go back to the microphone until everyone
who wanted to share got a turn. However, "got a turn" seemed to start over at
every session! I was particularly surprised when participants who took the time
and made the effort to go to the virtual "Ask-it-basket" were ignored in favor of
questions from the same individuals who had already been at the microphone
repeatedly throughout the weekend
Expand the virtual "Ask-it-Basket". I am one who is hesitant to speak. Obviously,
I am not the only one! We were "virtually" ignored! I bet some of us had worthy
questions. In addition, the speakers could research and prepare their responses
Could we have the option to attend a prepared workshop or presentation during
the sharing sessions
Sharing sessions went well, and most all who wants to share were able to do so.
Great job of offering time for us to share and ask questions. Thank you
More time, shorter presentations
Really appreciate the staff answering ask it baskets and accommodating the
raised hands
The staff seem genuinely caring and interested in what the fellowship was asking
Seemed to be a good balance of times. Ask-it-basket questions were not all
answered
Shut people off. Lol, we can’t feel bad, we just mute ‘em
All were good. No changes. I’m pleased the sharing sessions aren't too long.
Reminder of the time allotted. I was in one when the whole screen showed that
time had run out. That seemed to really catch the attention of the speaker
Sharing sessions went by pretty quickly, it seemed like we did not get through too
many questions. I did like the Ask it Basket, I am curious as to how that worked
If the chairs could have some ready information or comments to add during the
"dead times" when no one had questions or wanted to speak
Set time limits on questions and responses...good
More of them
Give more time for questions and answer
Create a longer schedule for reflections
I see no need for change
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5. Please indicate whether this was your first Forum:
Yes

37 (31%)

No

82 (68.9%)

6. Please select your current service position:
G.S.R.

12 (10.7%)

D.C.M.

16 (14.2%)

Area Officer

8 (7.1%)

Area Committee Chairperson

13 (11.6%)

A.A. Group Member

28 (25%)

Delegate

4 (3.5%)

Past Delegate

13 (11.6%)

Trustee

2 (1.78%)

Non-Trustee Director

1 (0.8%)

Past Trustee

5 (4.4%)

Friend of A.A.

1 (0.8%)

Other

9 (8%)

Responses to Other:
Area 62 District 7 Secretary
Newly Elected CPC/PI Chairman Area 14 District 7 (A & B)
PI/CPC District Chairperson
Area 15 District 10 Chair (Miami-Dade County)
Alternate D.C.M.
Alternate D.C.M. and A.A. Member
G.S.O. Staff
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District Intergroup Representative
Area Archivist
Area 52 A.A. archivist
G.S.O. Staff
Alternate Delegate (2)
None at this time, but have held many Service Positions
District C.P.C. chair
District Grapevine Chair
Help Line. Telephone Service.
Trustee
Board of Trustees Literature Committee Member
Past Delegate
7.

Did you pre-register online?
Yes

8.

119 (91.5%)

No

11 (8.4%)

Please list any suggestion to improve the online registration process.

9.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Please list any suggestion to improve the virtual Forum experience.
Transition between rooms could have been smoother. A schedule that is
accessible virtually as the meeting is in progress
Great to have the Zoom option
Easier log on
Online platform is great. We can have longer days on Friday and Sunday at a
slower pace. A lot of materials and people, so slower is better. Longer breaks so
we have a chance to catch up with people and information.
Did a great job for the virtual meeting
Recording for future viewing
I thought it went really well. Went smooth and the tech team did great!! All of the
people that put all the hard work into this forum did amazing!! Thank you for your
continued service. It doesn’t go unnoticed
The technical support and organization was very well done. Scheduling was very
good with short breaks
I loved the virtual meeting format! It was much better than the webinar format
Like to hear Area Delegates to introduce themselves briefly, maybe in between
each main presentation by G.S.O./G.V.O. Many members never heard or know
about their Delegates. Just a way to give them more visibility
Shorter programming so there is for more time for general sharing
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Really enjoyed sharing sessions after workshops
The METS team and interpreters did a fantastic job/service in every capacity
Thank you!
I think they’re effective, they can just feel really long on zoom, so I often got
distracted. That’s probably a “me” thing, though, not so much a “you” thing
Is it possible to have translations for all Forum activities?
This is the first time I saw 3 interpreters from English to Spanish; it was
AMAZING! The interpretation was very professional. The interpretation is a clear
sign on how much is invested for our organization to be accessible for nonEnglish speaking members. Thank you!
Better motivation to districts and groups about the date and mechanisms for
registration. Frequent reminders of the event

Back to Agenda
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2021 SOUTHWEST REGIONAL FORUM – (October 8-10 2021)
Questionnaire Summary
189 participants members of the 2021 SOUTHWEST REGIONAL FORUM completed
their evaluation questionnaires. A summary of their responses follows.
1. How did you hear about this Forum?
Area
81 (50.9%)
District
26 (16.4%)
Local Intergroup/Central Office
4 (2.5%)
Home Group
6 (3.8%)
67 (42.1%)
www.aa.org
Friend
7 (4.4%)
Responses to other:
I'm familiar with the NERF. As such I'm familiar with the other Regional Forums and
their rotations
All of the above
Grapevine (5)
Grapevine ad
Grapevine article
Grapevine employee
Invited by GSO (3)
I'm an employee of GSO (2)
The meeting app (2)
Box 459
Online search
I’m a delegate…
Email & Central office events calendar
Regional Trustee and Forum Desk
Facebook Private Group, GSR
Trustee
Other forum
On board
Previous Virtual Forum
I searched and found this forum
G.S.B.
Fall assembly for Area 35 from our alternate delegate
1
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2. Please list any suggestions for future virtual Workshop or Presentation topics:
The following suggestions/comments were provided by the members for future virtual
Workshop and Presentation topics:
• Solutions based “Who is not in the Room?” topics
• Virtual Meetings
• Growing A.A. membership - what tools are we not using?
• Hybrid meetings
• Narrow the scope on the “Who is not in the Room?” workshop. Be more definitive
• Effective communication and transparency up the triangle
• Topics could include discussions of anonymity online, more about safety in the
rooms, maybe a topic on using the traditions in the home group and another for
how the concepts work in our lives.
• Managing the language of the original text
• Traditions: history and applications
• History on creation of Trustee and Regions
• Insurance for In-Person Meetings
• How Online Groups Participate in General Service
• Advisory Actions - The Process from Start to Finish
• Anonymity in a Digital World (Zoom)
• More Concept workshops
• A Finance 101 Breakout Session for those new to G.S.O. Finances
• D.C.M. and how they can do more for their district
• How the spiritual principles of the Twelve Concepts can apply to our personal
lives, our home groups and to local districts and intergroups.
• The use of traditions, concepts, warranties -- using them to guide our service,
using them to better inventory ourselves and our group/district/area's service
• Robert Greenleaf -- Servant Leadership
• Historically themed topics... e.g. history of sponsorship, 12 Concepts
• AA.org walkthrough of Resources for Groups, Districts, and Areas
• Transparency in A.A.
Keeping the fellowship informed outside trusted servants in an easier, more
digestible info kind of way
• Sharing from service positions from the people that do the work, explains what
they do
• Concepts and Warranties
2
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Communication down and up the service structure
A workshop on the chain of positions and what they do; what is required and how
it affects our local homegroup.
Understanding (PI) (Archives) conference committee vs (PI) (Archives) trustee
committee
How a change request goes from group to G.S.C.

Comments:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The experience was a lot to endure due to the length and short breaks
Each forum is a new experience. I trust our trusted servants
Split into more workshops so that more people can share
More interactive sessions
Share videos and pre-reads of presentations so that less time is spent talking to
people and more time is spent discussing actionable work that can be
implemented in the areas, districts, and groups.
More virtual forums would be amazing! Less “What’s on your mind?” and more
workshops
Please give a clearer itinerary to enable members to talk to the group and gain
interest
We need to integrate some interactive experiences into these events, especially
if the IC/RF committee pursues having hybrid options for future Forums.
We also need a more user-friendly and accessible way to handle online 'Ask it
Basket' questions - emailing the spreadsheet is a process from the dark ages.
There are ways we could fairly simply (stress the simple and cost-effective part)
create an internal blog that would run during the Forum to collect questions and
answers. Not via some massive and expensive development project (no RSM
or Oracle please)- just the technology that most organizations avail themselves
of to capture this type of data during a meeting or session. The results of the
blog would be available by Sunday close for Forum attendees to pick up via an
ftp/download site hosted by us
I’ve never attended one before
This was probably the best forum I’ve attended. My biggest suggestion would
be to incorporate Virtual Forums into the mix in future years regardless of
pandemic. Do the regionals in person, but add a virtual option: maybe only one
or two days rather than 3, or provide at a minimum, a CSPAN type hybrid option
so that folks can at least watch the content and submit ask it basket questions
3
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I would like to see more participation by the delegates in workshops and/or
presentations, maybe schedule a couple extra sessions
I felt this year was Great! Good balance between G.S.O. and Service info. It was
a nice change
"I have a dream" that that someday, the Recovering Alcoholic who is still
languished in the corners of American society would be guaranteed the
unalienable rights of life, liberty, and happiness. All levels of social and political
establishment will be some day proportionally represented by the Recovering
Fellow Alcoholic
A different format for the workshops. The two-question format wasn't great
Make it easier to register for forum. I missed all of it, this forum and the last one.
KEEP IT SIMPLE PLEASE THE REGISTRATION
I enjoyed the emphasis being on the traditions, concepts, and communication!
I appreciate the opportunity to attend the Forum as a member of A.A. Thank
you!
The workshops and presentations were awesome
I thoroughly enjoyed the entire weekend!
Try to not schedule them during a holiday weekend.
Excellent job!
Please eliminate the "Thank Yous". We do not need more ego building
My first Forum, I was impressed with it all
I understand that face to face is preferred. However, I really appreciated the
virtual format
I enjoyed watching "Markings on the Journey”, especially when I found out that I
couldn't watch it on aa.org or buy it for myself
I could not log in
The session was very good
I have been at three forums already this year. I love how I get to meet Trustees,
Board members, and the General Manager. The top Kahunas! They are just like
the rest of us in A.A. It is awesome how the forums are run, and I am truly
grateful for the information and experience. The wealth of knowledge given to us
members at these forums is limitless and I get to go back to my home group,
sponsor and G.S.R. and share with them what was so freely given to me. You
all work so hard to give back to us. I am so excited!
The Presentations are excellent.
First of all, it was a good presentation, and this is the first time I’ve seen another
region. I’m just if is different. Anyway, thanks for all your work
4
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Please keep one virtual meeting. I'm from another area and really shouldn't give
input since we do things a bit differently. Unfortunately, we had our election
assembly, and I couldn't attend as much as I wanted to. I enjoyed the Forum,
thank you
More communicating about timing. Maybe send emails before starting
I attended the forum from the 8th of October to 10th of October. I wanted to
participate more. The meet ups there was mute by the host
Hopefully the future will allow hybrid. Videos this time were good, but with so
many Q&A plus “What's on your mind?”, there left a lot of time to get restless
and remove oneself from the sessions
Based on the way this question is stated, am I to assume that all future Regional
Forums will be virtual? If so, I think the Fellowship will suffer from the limited
communication that is so greatly needed between the groups, corporate boards,
G.S.O. Staff and the G.S.B.
Much of the “What's on your Mind?” was dominated with attendees from other
Regions, found it interesting and wondered if you felt like you got a sense of the
group conscience in our Region, or if you even care
Consider the experience of the long timers...the Forum felt more like a Y.P.A.A.
convention and I personally found it trite and disrespectful. Long time members
have been long time financial contributors, literature purchasers, etc. Our
principle of Unity, includes the new members and those of us who have stuck
around. I am sure it wasn't your intent, but it felt like it was underneath the
surface of every presentation and comment
I would like to participate more. In a few meetings, they muted us. I want to hear
what others think and feel
I liked all the choices this time
Since I am from the Pacific Region, I enjoyed how participants were carrying the
message in their C.P.C., PI, Accessibilities work. I would like to hear more of the
innovative ways members are reaching the still suffering alcoholics in and out of
the rooms
I suggest adding a fifth Forum every year that is 100% Virtual if the other 4 are
in person
Less of the title "Who is missing from our Rooms?" and more of "Carrying the
A.A. message into the community"
The workshop topics you chose were excellent, especially "Who's Not in the
Room" and two options on the Concepts
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The online or blended forum would be awesome to continue with. Would love to
see more facilitated workshop discussions with like a 20 min topic and 40 min
discussion. Would love to see

At future Forums would you like to see:

Presentations
Workshops
Sharing
Sessions

More
41 (27.7%)
61 (41.2%)
41 (27.7%)

Less
13 (8.8%)
6 (4.1%)
12 (8.1%)

Just Right
94 (63.5%)
81 (54.7%)
95 (65.2%)

No Answer

4. What was effective and what improvements might be made to A. Presentations
B. Workshops C. Sharing Sessions:
Comments:
Presentations
• If I call someone on the committee. and leave a message I would like someone
to return the call, for example the Regional Forums Coordinator
• I was not able to log in - made numerous attempts. Complained by email
• The concept presentations are very good
• The presentations by the Delegates are often a waste of time. The presentations
by the Trustees and staff were great
• I liked the interactions with ' audience ' input
• I thought it was perfect just the way it was this weekend.
• I would have enjoyed having more Delegate presentations during the forum. We
heard from 5 and an Alternate Delegate. Involve them all in the presentations
and the workshops
• Maybe make them shorter and not as detailed? I don't know what other people
want/need/expect. This was my first forum. I especially liked hearing from
previous trustees--how they see things and what they learned from their service.
• I felt the picnic table is formatted so that we see the same information every year
and that is very helpful. Maybe others can use a similar format that is formulaic
and repetitious so that it is easier understood after hearing it multiple times.
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Enjoyed all the presentations but perhaps cut out a couple so that sharing
sessions can be extended. The “What's on your mind?” sessions were a highlight
for me
Presentations were fine - they were short and addressed current topics within the
Fellowship. The one thing we could do better is make these presentations
available to Forum attendees as we require written submission of them prior to
the Forum so we have them in soft-copy
Overall, I think everything was very well done, from all the presenters to the
organization of everything. The tech-support was also well done. I was very
pleased and proud to be a member of A.A. Thank you for representing us, God
bless
The presentations were well done
Very well done
Loved the sharing of the past trustees. Enjoyed the new G.S.B. Chair
Great Presentations
Encourage more visual aids
Presentations are just that
It was great. Suggestion: give global info/statistics on the individual
committees..i.e. I'm on C.F.C. in my district. Always good to pass info to the
members
Would like more presentations and workshops with less time for in hospitality
sessions.
Presenters stayed within the time they were given. Presentations were engaging
Thanks for the opportunity to interact with the G.S.O. Board and Staff!
Presenters need to prepare
Great presenters
It was effective to see footage from the archives office and founders
Everyone did a great job with the tools that were available. Thank you everyone
for all your efforts
Always thoughtful and well-presented
At least one should be made in a language other than English
The Treasurer's report / presentation was excellent. He was very clear, concise,
and through and covered the key items needed in a timely manner. Would have
liked to have had more Q&A time there. I would observe that so far, my
experience in A.A. is that our Treasurer positions at many service levels seem to
be much larger in that the position often functions as the "Front" person for
business operations info / discussions. Personally, I'd like to understand the
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"why's" and "how's" behind the numbers much better. Maybe just a couple
deeper dives in a Forum like these as even at nearly 2 full days, time is limited
A more diverse group ...like people of color
As an alcoholic, more is always better
Enjoyed whole informative event
They were just right
This was my first time at a Forum so I enjoyed everything so much
I was impressed that questions from participants were handled so well including
getting them on screen as they spoke
Love visual additions (like PowerPoint) to complement presentations
Short presentations are effective. Loved meeting our Class A's
The presentations were well planned and informative
They were good
Broad set of topics were very good.
Excellent topics. If we’re still using Zoom, use of visual aids, or some outline to
help guide
Could not log in, could not log in
Allow for more time on Q&A after each presentation
I don't see any problem with the effectiveness on presentations
I like all of them
Technology was seamless. The speakers were excellent
It was GREAT!
I had time conflicts during the weekend, and I had to go in and out of the forum
so I missed most of the presentations.
I especially enjoyed the presentations by the Class A trustees and the Finance
Presentation
I believe everything went well; maybe a little more breaks. Though I know you
want to put in a lot of material
I like that we could meet up on Zoom
Maybe a little longer so that more detail can be provided
The Fellowship Connections Presentation would have been more appropriate as
a workshop for people who have a direct need or interest in the program
I enjoyed hearing from the G.S.O. workers. Their enthusiasm was wonderful
I really liked that this year was spent in less formal, more across-the-board
sharing. I had determined to not go to any more forums, as they were so tightly
controlled by G.S.O. that one couldn't really be a part of things. The tone set for
this one seemed better, more inclusive, and less G.S.O.-speak, if you will. It isn't
so much which presentation, or workshop - I'd like us to handle the difficult topics
8
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here, bring them up and allow for the quiet conflicts going on to be discussed
more readily
Perhaps a two-minute reminder on time?
Downloadable and printable material for virtual attendees for all presentations
would be helpful
It really came together when I received my monthly Intergroup email. The names
and items discussed came together
Do folks in the main office participate in assn management? It might be a good
cooperative development tool, especially for even planning like this
Love to see pictures of past compared to present
It was a very professional workshop
The participation by the fellowship!
In the form that I attended; I don't believe there were any presentations
The presentations need to be more speaker type of presentations
Redundancies. I watched the videos on the website that started at 6:00. So as
the evening progressed, they were also shown throughout the presentation. So
ground was then covered. Again
The Treasurer report was well done. Questions were answered honestly, and
this helps build trust with the groups
I like the open discussion
I like having visual aids and that was done well. I like the personal stories of the
trustees. I liked hearing how long the employees had worked at G.S.O. and that
they were not alcoholics. I liked hearing how many people worked at G.S.O.
These things all make G.S.O. more tangible and human. Without this information
to help me visualize, I tend to feel disconnected and G.S.O. remains abstract and
difficult to comprehend. I can't wait for the new Service Manual, hopefully it too
will improve my comprehension

Workshops
• Workshops were great
• Perhaps proposing a list of possible questions would reduce the time it takes for
the participants to come up with a couple of questions to address. At one
workshop I attended, we spent half the workshop trying to decide which
questions to address
• Need more of them so all people have chance to learn and share
• Would like to see recorded workshops. I missed while attending another
• Already perfect
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The workshops this year only consisted of group discussion. The workshop
leaders only kept discussion going and didn't provide much in the way of
information or guidance. It would be helpful to have more involvement from the
actual G.S.O. staff as well as delegates (using their committee assignments) to
direct discussion
More structure in the topic/questions addressed
Workshops have reverted to the same old boring presenter sharing their
experience, strength and hope and then opening it up to others. Most of the
time, the discussions are centered on what is wrong, and no real solutions are
discussed. It would be great to engage more participants in discussing what
could be done vs. what's not
Due to a conflict with an area Assembly, I was not able to attend any workshops
Workshops were great. Presenters were well-prepared and the discussions were
solid
Workshops aren't very effective because your target audience isn't who you
really need to reach. But I'm not sure I have an answer to that conundrum so I
will say the workshops were as effective as they can be in their current form
Something that is more interactive would be very beneficial
Overall, I think everything was very well done from all the presenters to the
organization of everything. The tech-support was also well done. I was very
pleased and proud to be a member of A.A. Thank you for representing us, God
bless
The workshops need to be more focused
Loved the music choices. It helped make the event more fun
More time
The new members and their willingness to answer Q&A. Also, them getting back
to us with the answers at a later date
Very good workshops
I thought workshops were all excellent. Again, visual aids might help
I know they were explained how to do the workshops, but it seems they might
need more guidance to get the best results
Great workshop presenters
It was effective to have people who understood the topic and asked for questions
Something to think about is having people dialog about a step or have a skit
about recovery, unity, service or foundational aspects of the fellowship
Topics should be in the form of a question
Enjoyed whole informative event
They were just right
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The technology arrangements were awesome, so everything went smoothly
I like the smaller room for the workshops. It allows for more discussion
The workshops were well planned, informative, and related to current concerns
Answer questions rather than just listen
Clear, organized, themes / questions addressed in them very timely
Could not log in
I don't see any problem with the effectiveness of workshops
I liked all of them, but I would ask for a sponsorship or beginner’s workshop. How
to treat a beginner, what to give them, what not to do, etc. There are clear
messages in our Big Book and 12x12, but not everyone reads the literature.
Same with sponsorship. My sponsor had me read the sponsorship pamphlet
before we started working together. It definitely taught me about boundaries
Well-organized presentations
I did not fully participate in the workshops - I could only listen in on my phone. I
thought the workshops were very good. I especially liked how much time was
given to participants to share their thoughts
So much depends on who is facilitating the workshops, and the ones I attended
were well run by delegates and other trusted servants
Include more historical presentations from the archivist
Workshops on inceptions of when/how other (ALL) regions came into being.
Short histories and about other countries how A.A. came into being there
I feel being my first time I like hearing from people that were from France to Asia
They were great
Again, downloadable and printable material for each workshop
I thought the workshop I attended was good. I’d like to see more juried
presentations that would help to develop the agenda topics
Had a hard time choosing which workshop to go to. Wanted to see both but they
were happening simultaneously. Any ideas?
Talk more about what is happening after the G.S.C.
A lot of outside issues as topics. Would like to see more work toward attracting
members into general service
As I am searching my memory to recall the workshops. I vaguely see a man in a
tan suit, and a women with dark hair. I think they were Delegates. I love seeing
all the positions represented with faces, titles, sobriety stories and their
experiences with the principles. The principles are still so difficult for me to
comprehend. So, I don't remember the topics of the workshops but I hardly
moved all weekend because I was so interested in the Forum. So, I must have
liked it
11
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Sharing Sessions
• Chairpersons’ comments favoriting their friends… no
• They were great!
• A bit confusing at times
• When someone identifies themselves, I would like them to include where they
are from. Area ____? Southeast Texas, for example
• In the virtual environment, a new twist develops. Participants from other regions
can easily attend, and actually limited participation from those within our region.
It seemed like more than a few questions consistently came from those outside
of our region. I don't know how you monitor this, but it was noticeable
• Seems like we keep hearing from the same people over and over. I wish we
could come up with ways to hear from other people
• LOVED THE SHARING TOMES! I was happy it was available for long periods of
time
Discussing the Traditions in response to questions during sharing. Very
informative
• Perhaps extend the time of one or two of the “What's on Your Mind” Sessions
• The sharing sessions this year went remarkably well, and I believe everyone
stayed engaged and informed. One of the best aspects of this year's Southwest
Regional Forum is that we had resources in the room that answered questions
real time. It is never a good thing in any A.A. meeting of this type to keep saying
'I'm not sure but I will get the answer'. We don't make something up of course
but we should always have the best possible resources available for these
events
• Overall, I think everything was very well done. From all the presenters, to the
organization of everything, to the tech support, it was well done. I was very
pleased and proud to be a member of A.A. Thank you for representing us, God
bless
• I feel the sharing sessions will be better if guidance would be provided to issues
that will help with carrying the message
• Keeping the speakers in their allotted time. Not running over. Sticking to the
schedule
• Well done
• More complete and transparent answers by Trustees and office staff. Seems like
nobody there ever makes a mistake or admits to problems that need to be
resolved. Seems like a circle the wagons event, with the same incomplete and
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non- specific answers, even though transparency and complete communication
were issues highlighted during 71st conference
I thought sharing was handled very well
The staff and board presentations were great. Relaxed, open sharing - not
nearly as stuffy as most of the forums have been in the past. The financial
presentation was light yet very informative. I really enjoyed the friendliness and
banter between everyone from the office, I hope you can continue this culture at
in person events!
Sharing sessions were great and I liked how much emphasis were put on them
during the weekend. I liked the format of having tech and a chair person run it
smoothly
Love them
Wonderful
Maybe need one more for Areas to share with other Areas what they do in their
Areas?
Having sharing times is important. I found having them at breaks or meal times
didn’t work for me
Shorten the opening announcement
None. I thought the sharing was good/informative
Enjoyed whole informative event
They were just right
Sharing sessions seem to attract ego statements rather than profitable A.A.
experience
Would enjoy more sharing time
I loved that there were so many sharing sessions, but did hear some of the same
questions asked (of course people can't always make all the sessions to hear
what was asked before). Maybe more Ask-it-Basket questions so repeat
questions could be weeded out and avoided
Sharing is great. Really enjoy our practice of open communication. Those in
service are so gracious, humble & giving. We are blessed to have such people in
leadership rolls
Sharing sessions had easy access to speak, and were addressed professionally
More on responsibility of the D.C.M.
Was not able to attend Sunday sharing sessions
Despite being on zoom, the members who facilitated did an awesome job and it
felt easy to participate. Appreciated the personal sharing, getting to know the
trustees, etc.
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Sharing by first time attendees is a waste of time. Time could be better spent for
people who have questions either in person or via the Ask it Basket
Could not log in
Perhaps I am confused on what the "Sharing Sessions" means? I do not see
these words on the agenda. Perhaps this refers to "What's on your mind?"
sessions? If yes, no improvements other than more of these sessions
I don't see any problem with the effectiveness on sharing sessions
After this last forum, I was thankful when the GM, Bob, ask that we come to the
podium more solution-based rather than a negative message
I felt this was valuable and allowed many people who may not otherwise have
the opportunity to share
I thought the open sharing sessions were effective. They gave people the
opportunity to bring up many topics and questions for all participants to think
about
There was plenty of opportunity for asking questions live or asking them through
the ask-it-basket. That was idea
Ability for folks to share and mostly definitive answers to questions, but future
ideas events were kept close to the chest
Muy bien
Members were asked to share once, then wait until others have shared to come
to the mic again. Some members missed the direction, and I suggest those
chairing the sessions proactively ask those members to hold off. That way more
members are able to speak at the mic
I liked the sharing sessions, and the Ask-it-Basket idea. It would be great to
continue to see these used to continue to educate throughout the year using
social media
Loved hearing the questions and the questions being answered respectfully and
unhurried!
It seems that there are always dominant members in sharing sessions and a lot
of the people either A) don't get the opportunity to share or B) time runs out
before they have the opportunity to share or C) some people are just intimidated
by the others in the meeting
I really liked the sharing sessions to get other perspectives
No suggestions other than one or two staff/board that were always called on for
answers
The following isn't really relevant to the question. There was a man who spoke a
foreign language. It seemed that he was trying to find the rules so they could be
enforced and he could say "see here these are the rules, see this literature" then
14
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he wouldn't really have to be responsible (make up his own mind) or discuss it
and come to a group conscience. Maybe that isn't what he was saying. I
remember thinking along those lines. I felt imprisoned. I didn't know what the
rules were. I realized they were found in the A.A. literature. I realized they
weren't actually rules, but were the principles of A.A. I knew they could be
studied in the A.A. literature and if I kept participating with my home group it
would start making more sense. I didn't have the motivation to read let alone
really study the literature. So here I am 18 years later making slow progress.
Thank you so very much

5. Please indicate whether this was your first Forum:
Yes

53 (29.9%)

No

124 (70.1%)

6. Please select your current service position:
G.S.R.

25 (15.7%)

D.C.M.

21 (13.2%)

Area Officer

10 (6.3%)

Area Committee Chairperson

8 (5%)

A.A. Group Member

41 (25.8%)

Non-Trustee Director

1 (0.6%)

Delegate

8 (5%)

Past Delegate

20 (12.6%)

Trustee

6 (3.8%)

Past Trustee

2 (1.3%)

Friend of A.A.

5 (3.1%)
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12 (7.5%)

Responses to Other:
District 9 Area 4 Treasure
Past DCM, past Intergroup chair, current Archivist for District 10/21 Area 86
Volunteer Technical
Alternate DCM (4)
Alternate Delegate (3)
District Crier
Intergroup chair
District Secretary and Area Tech Member
Member since 1980
Area Finance Committee, Central Service Board
Employee
Area 10, District 11, Grapevine chair
Group secretary; group treasurer
Group Newcomers Meeting Coordinator & past District & Area Committee’s
Chairperson
Special worker at a local A.A. service center
Secretary of an A.A. International Online Group
Central Office Group Liaison
A.A. member who loves Regional Forums
I work with our local women’s corrections
Grapevine employee
District Corrections Chair
Still alcoholic former G.S.R. & D.C.M. along with district committees
Zoom
Although GSR
Area 38 Dist. 20 P I CHAIR
Panel 72 Delegate Elect
7.

Did you pre-register online?
Yes

8.

•

170 (96.6%)

No

6 (3.4%)

Please list any suggestion to improve the online registration process.
Registration was easy-peasy!
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It was easy to register. Would like to see agenda posted on screen during
breaks?
Awesome process. Very smooth in comparison to last year when I never
received login info and had to call around to get ID's and passwords
If possible, it would be great to have a program shortly after registering or at least
the day before the forum starts. It would be helpful to plan for those of us who
can't be at the whole forum
Needs to open earlier
I think that it went well
Very easy
I’m spoiled. Somebody else registered me as I was a presenter
Very easy to register
The confirmation email to delayed. I am used to instant confirmation emails - it
assures me that my registration was recorded. I ended up reregistering because
I did not reach the meeting info
Please let us know the final schedule way more in advance so we can adjust our
person and professional lives to ensure we can attend the Friday sessions and
whole weekend
I could not register, and my wife helped me and she couldn’t get it to work so i
missed the whole thing. So sad, so make registration easier
It was easy and great
None. It was simple
Worked smoothly and quickly
It was easy to register online
It took several times to fully register and receive conformation
I had a senior moment registering but Attallah helped me out and thank you for
that
Very easy for a non techie like me -- thank you!
Overall, it is very good and I have attended the session first time
It was harder than the last regional forum to join the forum workshops,
presentations, ask it baskets etc... I had to login and off throughout the day
I registered on Saturday because I could not attend on Friday
Shorter reference numbers especially for seniors with memory problems
Excelente
Was automatically pre-registered as a presenter
I suggest posting the schedule or the general hours ahead of time on the website
so members can make arrangements with work, etc.
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The videos were interesting, but after the first two showings I felt kind of videoed
out. Interaction is way more important to me when taking time out
It was simple
Online registration was very simple. Thank you to whoever set it up
None, easy to register. The move right now is that they save money and time.
Please note that the attendance was 1/2 of what we usually see in the Southwest
Regions and there were only 150 or so online at any given time. We have found
this to be true locally at our Areas, so we need to be careful we don't make
assumptions and fool ourselves that this is the best for A.A.

Please list any suggestion to improve the virtual Forum experience.
I love the virtual forums. They allow me to attend events that I would not be able
to attend otherwise
I love that it was online. That's why I could attend. I got a little lost sometimes
between sessions, unclear about where I was to go and how to get there
This was my first forum and I loved it! The Zoom technology worked well, and
the interaction was great. It was helpful to see the "big picture" and put a face to
a name (and personality) of our Trustees
I think we have taken it as far as we can in emulating the in-person Forum as
best as we can. It isn't the same, but that has nothing to do with what we haven't
done...A.A. is just a physical place and depends on eye contact, gestures, pats
on the back, conversations in the hallway
I have been a part of other online activities, and I think this was the best
The only thing I would have liked would have been to be let into Zoom rooms
earlier for networking and fellowship
I was only able to attend Friday and Saturday morning due to other
commitments. Frankly, from what I observed this will be my last forum. I know I
missed a lot of the presentations, but from where I sat if would have more
productive watching Sesame Street, except for Friday night’s speaker. I think the
tech staff did a great job with the Zoom broadcast, signing and registration, but it
the content of the Zoom meeting I didn’t like
Just keep some form of the in our bag of tricks
Less time for hospitality sessions and more workshops/presentations. Hopefully
we'll be back to in-person events soon!
Announcement did not reach me throughout of my home group. The info came
by unexpected finding via aa.org
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Sorry that I have no suggestions for improvement. I was extremely impressed
with how well it went. It was very professional and without any drama. It was a
breath of fresh air. The METS team are to be congratulated on a beautiful result
Keep up the good work
The online event seemed to be pretty flawless to me. Incredible job from the tech
team
I believe that having the Forums available via Zoom is a good thing and should
be continued as a "hybrid" type meeting. I would not have been able to attend
otherwise (this time). I realize this presents a variety of challenges, and there
would have to be adjustments made to the way the format would work. Zoom will
never be as good as in person. And, we do not want to take away from an inperson Forum in doing a Hybrid. I believe it is possible to figure out how to do
both in a reasonable and effective way
Well planned May include online availability in future events. All inclusive, never
exclusive
Great forum
The forum was very informative. The presentations were clear and concise.
There was ample time to ask questions and contact information and other ways
to get in touch with people for further questions was given. The workshops were
well done. The format of a small presentation of the topic with questions thought
of for discussion went really well. Everyone was able to be involved if they
wanted to! I always like to hear from the class A trustees. Their dedication to A.A.
is amazing
I cannot think of any flaws with the forum that I would be pointing out for
improvement. They did a fantastic job
Great experience. Great job!
That G.S.O. New York would consider having an online Forum once a year in the
future for interested service members from outside US/Canada to learn more
how A.A. as a whole works
Always have a virtual forum or at least hybrid one or more of the others
Online was excellent. No changes
I understand that chat needs to be limited during the big meetings. I would
suggest that chat be opened up when those meeting are over as you did for the
very last meeting of the Forum. That would allow people to chat about which
workshop or breakout room they are going to and exchange contact information
Could just be my weak techie skills.... may need more assist with use of break
out rooms, spending time in chat rooms, etc -- was not sure how to access AND
socially not sure how to engage. (Grateful for virtual but looking forward to in
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person perhaps with a hybrid option.) I would not have been able to attend if this
were only in person this year so I lean towards a hybrid approach
The only other item for review in the main sessions/Q&A sessions -- the timer.
Although it was showing, if the individual sharing has gallery view, you cannot
see the timer very well. Perhaps giving us all a recurring reminder after every
couple of shares/questions to look at the provided "countdown clock"
I don't see any problem with the effectiveness on online forum
Even after we return to in-person, thought should be given about holding one
online forum a year to make forums more accessible. I'm not as interested in
hybrid - I think that might lessen in-person attendance. A separate online forum
for US/Canada would be great
I wasn't able to attend 24/7 but thoroughly enjoyed when I did. Especially the
Class Act, as always. Love those Class “A”s :)
I suggest that different video titles be shown along with “Markings on the
Journey”
I have been to a live and now a virtual forum, and I thought the overall program
went very well. Everything was planned out very well and the timeline was
followed. Also loved the convenience of a click button on the forum website to
join a specific session during breakouts. Great job and look forward to
participating in the forums either virtual or in person when possible. Thank you all
for a great job
I'd like to have had a discussion about the new 'dummy book' and be able to be
heard about why that is such a bad, fatally flawed decision for A.A. to make. I'd
like to not be dismissed with a trite " offer a solution not a suggestion as a
problem." I found that offensive and arrogant. I dislike arrogance in any of our
trusted servants, whether staff or others, and it causes me to think that I'd not
attend another one for fear of being ridiculed
An interesting thing has happened with forums being virtual. There were quite a
few members from areas outside the Southwest region, which was great and an
interesting development. The only thing I wondered about was the mic during the
sharing sessions. There were quite a few members from outside the region
sharing at the mic, and I'm not sure if this adds to or takes away from the regional
spirit of the event. Mostly I just want to say THANK YOU for the tremendous work
on the back end to recreate the forum experience in a virtual format. It was
wonderful
Would like the agenda posted on screen during breaks?
The on-line only could be shortened. There was too much "open time" that left
the participant the ability too easily to leave. Sitting that long over the 3 days is
very difficult from the home
20
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Return to in-person Forums. I've attended approximately 20 Forums in the
Southwest and other Regions, I regret to tell you how much I disliked the
experience. I felt like an outsider and that there was a controlled narrative of
"This is how we are going to do things" and no real dialog between the groups
and the Boards/G.S.O. staff. In all fairness, much of this may be due to the
Pandemic and we will see what the will of the group is going forward
The tech help and accessibility was great and prompt

Back to Agenda
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2021 VIRTUAL EAST CENTRAL REGIONAL FORUM – (November 19-21 2022)
Questionnaire Summary
133 participants members of the 2021 EAST CENTRAL REGIONAL FORUM completed
their evaluation questionnaires. A summary of their responses follows.
1. How did you hear about this Forum?
Area
54 (46.6%)
District
15 (12.9%)
Local Intergroup/Central Office
4 (3.4%)
Home Group
5 (3.4%)
www.aa.org
50 (43.1%)
Friend
9 (7.8%)
Responses to other:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asked to be on panel (2)
GSO (3)
Grapevine (2)
Grapevine employee
Friend works in the General Service Office
Box 459
Our own area had it on its website
Knew it was time
Our Delegate and Alternate Delegate
OIVAA
I am an Area 54 Past Delegate & an Archives Committee member
Area Assembly
We were supposed to host the forum, Area 54
Had to search for the correct Forum for my area
Internet search
East Central Regional Trustee
Looked for it myself on aa.org
National Trustee from Brasil
General Service Trustee and 2nd term WSM delegate Brasil

2. Please list any suggestions for future virtual Workshop or Presentation topics:
The following suggestions/comments were provided by the members for future virtual
Workshop and Presentation topics:
1
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Initiatives with the Professionals regarding communication about how A.A. is
supportive for suffering alcoholics
Presentations on the 12 steps. Workshops on service positions at the District
level. I find that Both District 12 in Area 42 (where I moved from) and in District 7,
Area 14 where I now reside both have many open positions including Alternates
and Committee Chairs. Also, I would like to hear suggestions on how to get the
general membership involved in service. When I got sober in 1982, our sponsors
did not present service positions as optional. I now gather from talking to newer
members that it is not presented in the same way, so perhaps a workshop on
sponsorship would be helpful.
o How to host workshops in your Districts or Areas
o Submitting an Agenda item for the G.S.C.
o Inviting G.S.O. staff and/or Trustees to attend your local functions
How to help those who don't look like the others in the meetings (whether it be
related to age, dress, color, sex, etc.)
New G.S.R. and new D.C.M. workshops
I didn't see a service sponsorship workshop. I'm new at this, but not A.A. It's
been a brick wall trying to get a service sponsor for 3 years. I was completely
unaware of the forum, and so glad I came to network. I'm all set, but there are
many of us with 2-7 years, active steppers, ready to move to the next level in
service. It would be great if there was something for us which outlined service
positions, sobriety requirements and a Q&A session. Food for thought. Love you
guys! The conference was great. Please keep up the good work. I want A.A. to
be around for many more years to come :)
How to attract new G.S.R.s for active service. Some groups are getting their
information from Intergroup instead of their G.S.R.s
Meeting vs. Group – the first vital steps to start a group
Online Groups and Service positions
How to spread the word to A.A.’s on how Vital the Traditions and Concepts are to
our Society’s Survival
How Service and Recovery are linked beyond Group Service and Sponsorship
Grapevine & Literature Writing Workshop
Getting ACTIVE in service
What is the G.S.R. REALLY doing in YOUR home group
Service Sponsorship
A dollar in the basket, where does it go (after it goes to the G.S.B.)?
Concepts: their practical application
The Big Book, and how it is seen in other countries. Inform members that it is not
the same stories, and the first 164 pages are different, etc. I think it’s important to
talk about variety in the fellowship to best carry the message. Show a committee
2
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such as Public Information what a virtual information session looks like for a high
school etc. why not show it as an education for the students to write an essay
after the presentation. Our C.P.C. committee did an amazing presentation for the
C.I.U.S.S., social workers without any A.A. jargon, simply an educational what is
A.A.? What we do, where we are, statistics with a baby, Zoom share after the 15minute presentation. It is in French but I told him he should translate it.
Tech or website round tables or workshops. Have the round tables not be
presentations, but places where we could exchange ideas
Get to know your Trustees
A more detailed agenda would have been helpful, but that can be a significant
problem, I know. A text or e-mail notice of updates to the forum site to registrants
can be helpful, but I don’t know how easy/hard that might be to do
History of A.A.
Presentations under the topic of service
DUI classes
Political Correctness vs. Being Considerate (or Being Loving and Tolerant)
The Realm of the Spirit is Always Inclusive (not just Christian)
I would love if topics at all the Forums is negotiating digital media to better carry
the message. Including virtual video meetings, digital payments, social media
platforms. There is still so much fear and from that lack of information and prejudgement
I would love to hear more about the Grapevine. I really enjoyed the information
that was given.
More explanation about the structure from member down…
Something specifically earmarked for the first-time attendees like a welcome and
introduce yourself at the beginning. Rather than just the last session so they don't
disappear
Safety in Groups: Whose responsibility is it? Who is involved?
Social Networks and A.A.
Virtual Meetings and Group Consciousness
I would like to see the topic of A.A.’s presence on social networks and digital
ethics as topics to be discussed in a workshop
From the book "Our great responsibility"
The present and future of virtual meetings
Where to meet when there is no money to pay rent?
Opening of groups where there are none and where needed
A.A.'s accessibility in a virtual world and service sponsorship
The importance of World Service meetings and the Americas and other service
areas
3
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make the Forums in person
You could spread out the current workshop topics so that they do not overlap in
time. The best one was "Who's Not There." The weakest presentations were a
PowerPoint read work by word; and a delegate from Michigan gave two such
presentations. The best G.S.O. presentation was by the Treasurer. He's a terrific
presenter of timely and important budgetary matters for G.S.O. Change "Fun in
service" to something else. The speaker did not convince me of "fun". I would
rather be told about real life stories about the challenges and rewards of Service.
It is not "fun." Best Delegate report was about the numbers of on-line meetings
prior, during and since the Pandemic. Also
Excellent was the panel "Accepting Virtual Groups in the Service Structure."
I do not have anything to suggest. I feel we need to have in-person forums in the
future unless the country is shut down. The rest of the world is opening up and
people are going back to work. We in A.A. need to do the same
I registered late, and I was afraid I wasn't going to be able to participate. That
was not the case. The response was quick and helpful! I enjoyed Saturday and
enjoyed everyone talking between the break
I would like to suggest making the entry of the Zoom a little more user friendly
The program was a little hard to read on my phone
I didn't get to attend all the workshops I would have liked to. They were all
appealing
I enjoyed everything I did get in to
I appreciate the safety aspects of Zoom that were taken. Just a little difficult to
navigate
The tips & tricks were good, both sessions. Maybe offer that again, with an
outline of the event, for navigating the forum. I appreciated that the workshop
addressed questions from those who were present
None, it went very well
Longer Sessions
Really being more accessible and inclusive
It was fine
More time for sharing
Please continue hybrid and/or virtual forums
It is so amazing to be able to participate in them and to "meet" the trustees and
G.S.O./Grapevine staff
Good the way it is
No suggestions, I thought it was a very informative Regional Forum. I thought
you guys did a great job
4
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Please consider making them hybrid. There are many many people who would
love to come to a forum, but cannot due to distance, disability, etc.
It was so wonderful! I have no suggestions! Thank you!
I prefer in-person, but it was ok
IN PERSON
I really enjoyed it! I thought it went quite smoothly, and the tech problems were
resolved very quickly. No one missed a beat! Thank you so much for making the
forum available online. You made it possible for me to attend my first forum ever!
In person is better, but I am so glad that we aren't giving up on life just because
there is a pandemic
I thought all was very well presented, and the topics/presentations were great!
I wanted to know if any open A.A.’s are in existence via Zoom and when? Is it
possible that this information can be acquired? Let me know please
Better explanation of what the workshops entail. I was kind of confused with the
"Participation" workshop. It seems that the panelists were dumping all of the
responsibilities onto the shoulders of the G.S.R.'s. I thought that was the job of all
members and the Delegate/Alternate and the District D.C.M.'s? Sometimes
asking or talking to groups/meetings members about getting active falls on deaf
ears, and there are a lot of those in Area 55. This was my first forum and I
appreciate it being online. It wouldn't have been possible for me to attend
otherwise, so thank you!
Great Forum, very informative
I, unfortunately, was unable to attend the forum. I'm sorry I missed it
More presentations
Have at least 2 virtual forums. It was awesome having people from other places
Need more breaks, and/or a shorter time period. It was hard to stay focused on
Saturday because it was on Zoom
I missed the translation in Spanish at the meetings, unfortunately I was not able
to attend the event.

At future Forums would you like to see:

Presentations
Workshops
Sharing
Sessions

More
35 (34%)
52 (45.6%)
34 (33%)

Less
6 (5.8%)
7 (6.1%)
12
(11.7%)

Just Right
62 (60.2%)
55 (48.2%)
57 (55.3%)

No Answer
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4. What was effective and what improvements might be made to A. Presentations
B. Workshops C. Sharing Sessions:
Comments:
Presentations
• The breakout room would be nice for hot topic subjects (racism) and then let
each group come back with a summary and a suggestion in applying which
tradition to the problem
o I am a person of color. and my history outside of A.A. can identify the
difference between prejudice (which we all have) and racism
o I have seen whites and people of color act out about their preference and
needling to be the boss and/or needing to be right. I see hurt people more
than I see racism taking over A.A. Once someone who truly applies the
traditions speaks up with these individuals, they are able to view their
prejudice with different lenses and racist feelings are not expressed
openly
o Generalization and not practicing the traditions make outside issues the
primary purpose. The history of Tradition 3; keeps racism at a distance.
Early on in my sobriety, I judged a Southern African and a Skinhead
member. Once I removed my prejudice, I had the best time with those
individuals
o The opinions were expressed but can we go beyond the opinions and help
people to come out of their comfort zone. Zoom has an app where we can
take poles and use traditional A.A. checklist questions to have fun. It will
help to look at the opinions in a different light and have individuals look at
their own behavior
o I guess because I have my own feelings and fears about what is going on
in the world - I want to safeguard what I think A.A. is and is not. For me it
about saving people's lives regardless of their religion, race, and belief
system
• Trusted servants giving talks
• More presentations from Delegates about the journey from G.S.R. to Delegate,
and/or what really happens at the annual conference
• Presenters are prepared and knowledgeable
• Presentation from other committees besides Finance, Archives, and Grapevine
• This was my first time attending. I just enjoyed it tremendously, and I am excited
to report back to my home group
• I believe we need to include Y.P.A.A. in the presentations
• Allow the presenters to have access to chat so they can answer questions. That
is, if we do virtual ever again
6
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I thought all of the presentations were excellent
Friday night presentations seemed too quick, and as a result were not as
informative as they possibly could have been
Loved them. They were perfect. No improvements needed
Topics were very timely
My favorites are the Past Trustees and the Class A Trustees
Presentations were good
The sharing sessions were very informing
Varying speakers with videos and PowerPoint slides and such was quite good at
keeping my attention throughout
This was my first forum. I was blown away by the application of the traditions and
the concepts. Thank you!
I really enjoyed the presentations, they were informative and helpful. I also
thought sharing sessions brought out questions, concerns and suggestions that
were important to A.A. as a whole
The presentations were good
I thought they all did well
They were great
Not sure if this is already in effect, but Delegate presentations might want to be
reviewed by staff for preparedness, accuracy and content. Everyone is trying to
do the best they can and they're all great, but sometime a little constructive
criticism might make a difference. There's a huge difference between G.S.B.
presentations and Delegate presentations, and I'm not entirely sure if it's
"production/creation assistance" or preparedness and content...Maybe assign
presentation topics MUCH farther in advance that just a month or two
Good, on-topic sharing sessions after each Delegate Presentations
People need to talk slower, especially on Zoom
Add 15 more minutes to the Q & A
It was fine
Loved the presentation on employee pensions, the transparency of the finances.
In my area, you have to be specially invited to our work group on finances which
is exclusive. It’s a lost opportunity for members who might be able to contribute
professional or service knowledge or just plain old interest as to what goes on in
decision making. I understand that visitors have a right to speak at the end as is
the case in all our area's committees, but to deny a visit when you are the person
responsible for the committees, i.e. Alternate Chairperson does not reflect our
traditions
Speaker training might be helpful for those giving presentations. There are
professional speakers that might give training to the group for free or at a
reduced rate
7
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Just have more of them
I like the la Viña presentation
Clear instructions, daily helpful emails, great tech support
o The GSB Chair was a terrific Chairperson of the Forum. I received chat
messages from a past delegate, about accident insurance for group A.A.
meetings. He picked up that my question was not answered well. Thanks
you. I am prepared to talk about this topic with my District.
o Best G.S.O. presentation was by the Treasurer. He's a terrific presenter of
timely and important budgetary matters for G.S.O.
o Change "Fun in service" to something else. The speaker did not convince
me of "fun". I would rather be told about real life stories about the
challenges and rewards of Service to A.A. It seems that "fun" means
fellowship and not the grunt work part of service
o Best Delegate report was about the numbers of on-line meetings prior,
during and since the Pandemic
o Weakest presentation concerned the Informed Group Conscience,
because the presenter read his PowerPoint by word. What a missed
opportunity for people to learn more about the G.C. There should be a
whole panel on this decision-making part of the A.A. groups, especially
since the G.C.'s are tacking difficult questions about in-person, Zoom, and
hybrid meetings
o Grapevine, Inc. needs to talk about its editorial policy because the stories
are really "vanilla." What is their goal in heavily editing the author's
manuscript? Why do they all have to end on a positive note. Is that real?
The stories are "inspirational," and I get that. But they are shallow in my
opinion. To be fair, I could not attend the Saturday evening sessions, but I
heard a bland presentation at the Northeast Regional Forum
Just to show my health growth with everyone and encourage others to do the
same
The topics and time given were effective for the presentations
Good presentations all around - relevant and informative
Presentations should be fun, informative, and short. Any more than 30 minutes
is overkill. Leave more time for Q & A
Move a little slower through the slides. I was trying to take notes, but I missed a
lot because they moved through them too quickly
Loved all the presentations and hearing information regarding how we carry the
message, as well as listening to other A.A. members and their ideas or stories
I enjoyed the few presentations I attended. Everything seemed fine
Everything's fine
Safety in A.A.
8
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How to improve the unity
The Workbooks of the Action Committees, especially that of Treatment Centers,
are tools for Puebla Mexico
I like the kindness, and the start times could be respected

Workshops
• I may be biased, but I was thoroughly impressed and before I go trying to get
what I want to hear, I need to remember how much work is put into doing these
workshops
• Workshops on how to reach out to newcomers in the age of Zoom, and how
some groups are handling this as it appears Zoom will be here for some time
• Make sure shares are timed
• Expectation of level of discussion would help decision to attend. Level 101 "I've
never heard of this before". Level 201 I'm ready to learn a little more". Level 301
"I'm looking for something I don't already know"
• Presentation from other committees besides Finance, Archives, and Grapevine
• I believe we need to include Y.P.A.A. in the workshops
• I considered going to Workshop #1, but instead went to Workshop #3 because
the topic sounded as if it dealt with keeping people interested in service. I clearly
misunderstood, because everyone else thought it meant how to keep newcomers
coming back to A.A. meetings.
The workshop on “Who is missing from the Rooms?” turned into a recitation of
episodes of minorities being slighted instead of a discussion of how to increase
diversity.
Perhaps it's asking too much for the time allotted, but I think a workshop should
either be a learning experience or a problem-solving exercise. For that reason, I
was disappointed in both workshops
• Loved the workshops
• No improvements needed. You guys know how to present workshops, too!
• I thought they were effective with the panel!
• I did not attend workshops.
• They were good
• In person
• I felt that the workshops I attended went well. I wouldn't change a thing
• Workshops were good. Unfortunately, due to another A.A. commitment, I
missed the “lead summaries” of the workshops. Not sure when they were
presented, but I don’t think they were given right after groups met
• More time for sharing
• Good
9
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Great experience, no suggestions for any changes
They were great
The workshops I attended were very well represented and had spirited
conversation
Excellent job. Need more and longer sessions
I only saw one workshop in which I was the moderator. I thought it went very
well. Not because of me, but because the presenters were easy to listen to
It was fine
More of the history at the beginning of a workshop. Such as, inclusion in A.A. and
how it has evolved to implement changes. Such as the inclusion of the word
“people” in the A.A. preamble as opposed to “we are men and women”
The professional speakers train on workshop development as well
Less of them
More translation in Spanish
You could spread out the current workshop topics so that they do not overlap in
time. The best one was "Who's Missing from our Rooms?" Saturday 11:55 a.m.
Workshop "Keeping the Newcomer and those on the Fence" was filled with good
ideas from the four panelists. Many ideas can be applied to on-line meetings, too.
The moderator, Marilyn F., was excellent. Next best was "Who's Missing from our
Rooms?" A single moderator who opened the discussion right away to attendees.
It was robust and informative about the racial tensions in A.A.
More positive decisions and more health progress
Effective: The participation on the topic of "Who is not in our Rooms?"
Needs improvement: More information about Remote Communities should be
discussed in Workshops
I only participated in the workshop on increasing participation in general service.
Very good panelists. Lots of experience, and several good ideas and suggestions
for bringing new folks into service
Did not attend
I would like to see more details
I was not able to attend any of the workshops due to lack of time on my part
All good
All of them should have translations into Spanish
Everything is great

Sharing Sessions
• Technology tactics effective for groups, networking, etc. Masterful
10
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I came in late because I had registered late. From what I gathered, I was very
informed from the sharing and how others felt
Less time between shares. By the time I was called, I forgot what I intended to
say
Time the answer portion as well as the question time
Make sure all shares are timed
Presentation from other committees besides Finance, Archives, and Grapevine
I thought it was very effective having the first timers to the Forum share their
views. This also showed that it was not only newcomers to the program that had
never attend a Forum!
On the whole, the sharing sessions went well, and were helpful or informative
Very informative
Loved the sharing sessions. It was good to have Ask It Basket Questions
intermingled with live questions/comments
I thought the sharing sessions were so informative and truly represented
concerns of many A.A. members. I also thought about the presenters, staff of
G.S.O., and G.S.B., as well as others who replied were concise and clear in
answering the questions posed in sharing sessions
I liked that the sharing from first time attendees was after everything else. I liked
that more attention was paid to Ask-it Basket questions
They were fine
I really enjoyed these. I thought they went very well
Sharing sessions were very good. Appreciated the time that was given for them
They were great
Effective and interesting as is
Good. It was nice to hear the feedback from the Fellowship
More sharing on what is happening with the pandemic and how it affects A.A. as
a whole. Attendance is down in many areas
It was fine
I love the gratitude of the members, but I feel that more can be done with these
sharing. For example, audios for different committees included during or after
presentations for different committees. Voice only of course, or an actor be taped
to hide the member’s voice
Great!
Nothing needs to change
Motivate the Spanish communities to participate more
I did not expect to attend Sunday AM's session, but it was one of the best I could
have listened to. Very good shares from Past Trustees; an intelligent and
articulate group of people. The Ask-It-Basket was handled well. I wish more of
the First-time Forum Attendees had spoken about their experience in this Forum
11
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Staying focused on your daily routine
Everything was good
Ample time was provided. Not sure how effective the Ask-it Basket was in terms
of providing an additional means of asking questions and having them answered,
but it seems like an appropriate component for a virtual forum
Trustees and office staff should be prepared with TRUTHFUL and complete
answers to valid questions
It was a little difficult, due to a lot of people wanting to share
I attended the past trustee shares on Sunday morning. I would have liked to have
seen a little more time allocated to them
Let them share their past D.C.M. experience
The directions are clear when translated into Spanish
I loved it
Return to the proposed topic

5. Please indicate whether this was your first Forum:
Yes

38 (30.2%)

No

88 (69.8%)

6. Please select your current service position:
G.S.R.

18 (15.8%)

D.C.M.

8 (7%)

Area Officer

7 (6.1%)

Area Committee Chairperson

8 (7%)

A.A. Group Member

22 (19.3%)

Non-Trustee Director

0 (0%)

Delegate

13 (11.4%)

Past Delegate

20 (17.5%)

Trustee

2 (1.8%)

Past Trustee

3 (2.6%)

Friend of A.A.

1 (0.9%)

Other

12 (10.5%)
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Intergroup Delegate
Past Chair of Intergroup; Past DCM, Past Chair of Committees in both Intergroup
and District
District Secretary
Trustee
District Coordinator
Alternate Delegate
None: I am interested to attend virtual AA meetings.
District Treasurer
Alternate Delegate Area 54
Employee
Area 22 Alt. Secretary; GSR Beginning 1/1/22, Home Group, First One of the
Day, District 13
Incoming Area Committee Chairperson
Webmaster
District Officer
Alternate Delegate
Past Delegate
District Grapevine chair
Registrar
Incoming Area Committee Chairperson
District 35 Secretary/Area 51
Served on an Area Committee this year. Serving on an Area Committee 2022
Webmaster
Alternate Chairperson
Finance delegate
Hispanic Liaison
Grapevine
District Committee (Archives); Group Grapevine Rep
Alternate DCM
District alternate secretary
Did you pre-register online?
Yes

117 (94.4%)

No

7 (5.6%)
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Please list any suggestion to improve the online registration process.
I found it to operate smoothly and I was impressed that the people responsible
for registration were responsible and accountable. The next time I attend a
forum, I will pay attention to the questions posed in this survey so I can have an
objective response
Pre-registration was easy, so no suggestions for me, but may need more
instructions for members who do not regularly use the computer
Online process was very smooth and easy
I thought it was easy to register
None. Was great!
None: but I sure was late in finding out because it wasn’t charged
This was a totally enjoyable experience!!!
A reminder a week or two before. I’m sure I got the first one but with other things
going on, I forgot and would have liked a reminder. Thank you. P.S. Really
enjoyed what I did get to participate in
It went well
I had registered and was informed that I would receive information but never did
so then I had to re-register
It was simple and easy. Great job guys!
It was easy, and all the info regarding signing onto Zoom was very clearly
presented also
It was easy
It was pretty easy
I thought it was simple, easy, and straightforward
It was easy!
WORKED GREAT
it is good
No suggestions, I thought it was very easy
Aside from the "Virtual lobby", everything seemed to work great. Additionally,
might I add that the TECH TEAM did a phenomenal job at making this "almost"
as good as the real thing, and certainly also just as informative (perhaps more
so) as I was able to hear every word spoken by every person. You guys
REALLY did a fabulous job. As is the case in ALL A.A. service, just when you
seem to really get the hand of it, it's time to rotate out, so hopefully see you in
person in 2 years!!
Hot link on main site
The online pre-registration process was seamless. If I can pre-register, then
anyone can
14
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Tried to. Was impossible. Sent an email to aa.org. I received a confirmation email
someone took care of it. Maybe allow people to phone in for registration. I
understand they need an email address though
It was fine
Thought it is efficient
It was fine
The help link stated the availability of tech was on weekdays/business hours.
Maybe change the hours availability to help desk volunteers throughout the
weekend during the time of the forum. I picked up some skills at the Zoom Tips &
Tricks. I would recommend doing that again. Even a prerecorded outline of how
the agenda is being executed. When I found the pdf of the program, I found the
goldmine. If I received it in my confirmation email, I don't know
It was really simple
Compared to other online events I have registered for the in the past, the
instructions were rather cryptic. However, with only a minor leap of faith it all
became clearer with a few more clicks
Have the flyers not only in email but in text
It was great. Easy and clear to follow
The pre-registration process was simple. The problem was entering the sessions
themselves, and became complicated for me because I am a little limited with the
use of technology
No issues, worked great
I registered from email sent to my district officers. It worked just fine. It was a
great weekend, and I enjoyed the whole forum. Zoom technicians were a great
help. I really enjoyed having them on our team! In spite of some problems with
the breakout rooms, and joining in on the current scheduled event, I thought
everyone did an exceptional job from the Zoom technicians, forum speakers and
moderators! Thank you!
Wonderful online registration process. I also appreciated the sending of the PDF
with links when the virtual lobby went down!
All good
I think your system is fine, congratulations for always looking to improve the
functioning of the group. Thanks
Invite the Mexico Structure, we need a lot of training
All good
Registration was simple
Pre-registration was easy. Nothing to suggest

•

Please list any suggestion to improve the virtual Forum experience.
It was a great experience

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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The virtual lobby was confusing at first, and also it was not ideal to have to login
every time. Then when there were problems with the lobby, I missed half of the
A.A. World presentation. For me, having the PDF with Zoom codes/links is more
effective and less confusing than a virtual lobby
Perhaps a short presentation by the tech person on how to access different
functions, such as hand raising, sending chat messages, ask-it-basket questions
at the beginning of each day
Needed to adhere to the time limit better. So many spoke over the allotted
allowed time, and no one was ever stopped (like they would be at an in-person
event). It is sad to say that it is normally members who have been around and
know better who abuse this!!! Also, the Ask-it-basket questions should be
randomly picked or in the order they are received
Send Zoom Codes and passwords out. Going to my browser to launch Zoom
every time was a pain. The Forum spanned two time zones. On the hard copy,
only the earlier zone was listed. I kept forgetting that and would log in midsession, or miss a session. It would have been nice to have both time zones
listed
It was extremely hard to navigate. The Virtual Lobby links redirected to different
sessions or did not work. The Program did not reflect actual times and rooms.
Southwest Regional signage was used in East Central Regional Forum.
Suggestions to improve would include proof reading at the least, and a thorough
run through to check that links work
Make it easier to log in
My experience was really good!
No forum experience so far
It was very confusing trying to get to the workshops from the main event
I will enjoy when we finally can go “live”. I appreciate the sharing and
professionalism of this last Forum. Thanks for your service!
Can't think of anything
I love that it was online. I cannot travel, and would not have been able to attend
in person
Don't know what to suggest, but navigating to workshops was next to impossible
I thought it was pretty well Facilitated
No suggestions. These have been going on for years, and everyone seemed to
adapt very well to the online format
Good
I had to miss Saturday night, so I missed the Grapevine and Class A
presentations. It sure would have been nice to have had an option to have
watched the recording of those talks. And I understand the anonymity and
16
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security concerns, but perhaps we could have made them available at least until
Sunday at noon when the forum ended...
I don't know what more to say. I saw the whole forum and I enjoyed it. We are
all volunteers, and we are doing a good thing in hard times
Don't complain about being online. From the numbers at the end I understand
that more than half were first time attendees. I know I can't go if it's not online.
And people were bragging about this was the last online one and they'll all be in
person again. Meaning less inclusive more exclusive and wondering why such
low attendance. Grateful to be Sober since 3/25/87. The problem is
exclusiveness. I have wanted to go a long time
It was fine
As they are intended to attract new members, I feel it does just that and has
enough points of interest such as sharing from new staff to keep the more
experienced member satisfied
A breakout room for different committees to share information guided by a
G.S.O. employee
For having to have it online, it was well done
Maybe offer hybrid meetings to register their group. I am on the mailing list for
O.I.A.A. AA-INTERGROUP.ORG. I haven't seen an u of our representatives
mention the forum. I am excited to see cooperation between the service
structure and online intergroup.
I read the email list daily only right now. Not sure if there will be duplication of
registration of online meetings with G.S.O. and registering at O.I.A.A. I am only a
mail contact at this point. I look forward to supporting this endeavor. Integrating
the A.A. meeting guide app and O.I.A.A. database will be a challenge. I am
interested in this work. My database skills are not expert level. Not since
dbase3+ became obsolete. My local area is no longer keeping up meeting
Schedules. I can't look up our meeting registration number anymore. Could this
be a topic for later?
Cannot think of any
I was pleasantly surprised how well it went most of the time that I was
participating. I hadn’t been able to approach this as a weekend retreat
experience due to other commitments, but for the folks that did, the format
probably worked pretty well. Nevertheless, I did find the forum well worth my
time, and to be both informative and spiritually motivating so a big “Thank You” to
everyone that participated in the forum, its preparation, and its final reporting
It is ok the way it was
In person …. Just had to say I miss three dimensional forums. Hybrid in future is
an option
17
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Delete the movies and videos and get down to basics, please. Friday evening the
"What's on your Mind" should go longer and bump the video presentation
"Markings on the Journey". Newcomers to the Forums know nothing about its
purpose and that G.S.O. runs each forum and, therefore, makes presentations
about their jobs. These people need to be better prepared to talk about
Grapevine, for example. Someone needs to tell the newcomers that the Forum
has a diverse program of people from all levels of A.A. Service and not just the
Big Guns, like G.S.O. officers or delegates. The Forum has critical information
about A.A. finances, and no one would think that a Treasurer's report could be so
interesting!
Make it easier to get into the sessions
Please send the program in all 3 languages. Please title the background files
meaningfully so we don't have to open each one to find out "no, that one is for
Trustees," "that one is for A.A.W.D. Board", etc. Tell the tech team that those on
phones just need to wait any extra 10-20 seconds for the Breakout Rooms icon
to appear--they probably won't have to move (m)any manually. Make the COPY
YOUR PASSWORD FIRST, THEN CLICK HERE TO JOIN THE FORUM much
bigger, bolder and more colorful. It's easy to overlook in the middle of the page
until you've been to a few Forums, and most people never reach that point. it
probably never occurs to those in the office because you know exactly where to
look
Aside from the few technical glitches, I thought the forum went well and was very
worthwhile. If possible, it would be helpful to have better Spanish/English
translation. I could not understand what the Spanish speakers were saying and
the rolling on-screen translation was most obviously not accurate
The forum was a little confusing at first, but it was my first forum
Great alternative, and possibly future hybrid, but I am hoping that we don’t forget
about person to person as well
I enjoyed the format. Nothing to suggest
Congratulate them for their great work, and the translators especially
Keep doing them online as well

Please list any suggestion to improve the virtual Forum experience.
Glad to participate. Grateful to participate
I really appreciate all the hard work that went into this, and I got a lot out of the 2
workshops and presentations I was able to attend. Thank you!
Keep up the good work. Suggestion: have a celebration during the evening break
on Saturday - use the breakout room to have ballroom music and/or younger
generation pop music. Hell, you can use Zoom's poling to ask questions - new
18
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trusted servant vs old trusted servant. Again, I may be biased but I can sincerely
say, it almost felt like an in-person forum. I am looking forward to my next forum.
I am proud to say my friend from Tennessee who relocated to work in our NYC
General Service office. She has been a blessing in my life and helped me to
become a better Intergroup Delegate by reading the by-laws and to get back to
what I love the traditions. Thank you for asking for my opinion and suggestions.
In the next survey, I will be able to be an objective rather than a subjective
observer.
I have been to several in person Forums in the Pacific Area and gained lots of
knowledge about A.A. Being able to chat in person with G.S.O. & Grapevine
personnel during breaks and at meals was great. Also, conversation with other
members from different Districts was helpful when addressing issues in my own
District. I missed the personal interaction, but I realize acceptance of our situation
is the key. I enjoyed the virtual Forum, but I look forward to being able to meet in
person again
Even though the numbers will change from Forum to Forum throughout the year,
I would rather receive updated financial information. The report from 2020 is what
we had received in April and most of us had already presented this info to our
groups and districts during our General Service Conference reports. Members
want current information when we report following an event like this. Overall, I
thought the Forum was fantastic, informative and great representation from A.A.,
Grapevine, and the Staff. Thank you all for your service! I was disappointed in
the attendance by members of my own Area and even our Region. I am sure
more would have been present if we had been able to meet in person
Thank you all so much for your service. This was a great weekend and a chance
to meet so many in general service. The Forum being online allowed me to
participate completely. I hope that you consider having at least some of the
Forum online going forward
I enjoyed what topics I was able to get onto. Our area was also having their
election assembly on the same weekend, but I did get to listen to topics on
Friday, Saturday evenings and Sunday morning. I want to hear what other areas
are saying about conference agenda topics and general topics on carrying the
message. I like the virtual because I would not be able to travel to a Forum in
another region, so this has been really interesting to see what goes on in other
regions
Thanks for a wonderful forum
It was Awesome!
The email address provided for login support didn't work
I really appreciated the opportunity to attend the Forum. It’s very difficult to
attend in person
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I really appreciated the opportunity to attend the Forum. It’s very difficult to
attend an in-person event so this was great. The pandemic has made us think of
new ways to outreach and help any alcoholic. Thank you
I hope there will be at least one virtual Forum next year. Otherwise, maybe one
hybrid as this is a tremendous exercise of A.A. unity
I thought all went well, especially for a first time East Central Regional Forum
hosted in my Area 54!!
No suggestions, I just wanted help in finding these meetings. So far I have been
to one on Zoom. Does it occur regularly?
People need their profiles to be just as requested. Some added special interests
group info. One was the ASL interpreter. No special interests groups. Had
someone from Bolivia or Columbia. Not even in East Central Region or US and
Canada G.S.O. Making several comments regarding special interests groups in
A.A. ASL Made comments in chat about how horrible my presentation was.
He/him should stuck to his job of ASL and not make comments
I liked the forum. I even got to ask a question while sitting in my deer stand miles
from home. Life is good
It was the best online event I've attended. If you had technical problems, they
weren't obvious. We've been holding our Area Assembly online since May
2020, and every one of them has exhibited a glitch or two. I didn't attend the
hospitality sessions or opening reception because of Zoom overload.
I have been to three forums, two online and one in person. The first one that was
in person had a greater impact on me, both because it was my first and because
I got to share my experience with others between sessions and at meals. This
year, I liked the insights the new Treasurer brought to the "Around the Picnic
Table" presentation and the presentation on the new service manual the most
I invited some sponsors who found this extremely informative, and they are now
asking about additional service work. Thank you for providing this ONLINE. They
never would have attended otherwise
I just want to thank you all for the extraordinary effort you put into everything you
do. I'm sure there are those who might criticize this or that, but if they've ever
been in service, they'd know better. Let them gripe. Listen to them (and I know
you do), but always remember that there will always be some Summer People
around who tend to be very vocal. And by Summer People, I mean Summer
Sicker than Others. :-) Love you guys!
I wish many more had been on as I know so many A.A. members in the district
and area I serve are fearful of the many changes from the last conference. I
think, had they listened to our staff at G.S.O., their fears would be alleviated.
Thank you all for your service!
Can't wait to see you folks in Independence, Ohio in 2023
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I really enjoyed this experience. I will definitely attend future online events. Thank
you so much!
I thought the online Forum was very well done and very informative. If it is in
person, and within a couple hundred miles, I would prefer in person. But for long
distance travel, online is awesome
Sadly, I had a medical emergency and missed Friday night, which was very
disappointing for me. I was able to attend most of Saturday’s sessions, and
thought it was one of the best Forums I have attended. Well planned and
executed. Thank you to all who served - great job!
I do have concerns about the future of A.A. in this area. I do not think enough
A.A.’s are aware of how vital it is for groups to learn about and actively follow the
Traditions and Concepts
I hope that G.S.O. continues to have at least one virtual Forum. I had never
attended a Forum until the Virtual Forums were held this year. I have learned so
much more about A.A. Thank everyone for all your service
Very good weekend of A.A.
I thought there was a good mixture of all of the above. A good distribution.
Nothing further. GREAT JOB by ALL!!!
More celebration of A.A. Truth is better than A.A. Fairy Tales. No apologies for
being involved in A.A. Also what's with not using full names when we're not doing
something at the level of press, radio or films?
It was fine
A workshop that can help members learn how to find information on aa.org.
Accessing information from archives. Reaching different departments. The
process of an item that goes to the conference or a questionnaire like this one
and how the info is used
I prefer in-person to online
I look forward to learning more about service and GSO; OIAA. Way to go all who
presented/did service
Just a big thank you to the tech team
I need to go back and check to see if there are any audio or presentations files
available for downloading or reviewing by registered participants. It was a busy
time of the year for me, and I had to pop in and out of the forum numerous times.
I caught several speakers or sections after they had already started
Please put the speakers' names on the program. It makes it much easier to know
who they are as I take notes, because I only hear their name once at the
beginning of a workshop or panel. I love having lower level A.A. officers from
diverse districts speak in the workshops: DCM's for example. They are in the
field, so to speak, and have in-depth perspectives on the issues brought up in
this Forum
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Doc. 5
Unfortunately, I was unable to attend as many as I wanted as I had to work
I really don't care for the virtual forums; I would much rather they be in person. I
believe if the country is shut down, then we have to do virtual forums. People
need people, we need each other to see each other’s faces and feel their
emotions. As far as an online experience, the forum was probably the best we
can do
We should not spend the time or energy on virtual Forums as it takes away from
the experience of being with you face to face. It may be cheaper and easier, but
it takes away from the power of the Forum
I used Spanish interpretation and it was excellent. It helped me understand the
message a lot better so I can feel I am a part of. Thank you!
Thanks for having all of us. Love forums! Especially love hearing from the past
Trustees
Thank you for your service!! I left the forum feeling very good about our A.A.
service boards/delegates/trustees and staff
Thank you for your involvement. Keep up the good work…A.A. needs you. Have
a great 24 hours!
Could it be on the US Central timetable?

Back to Agenda
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